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PREFACE TO ~HE THIRD EDITION. 

ALTBru.noNB in this edition are confined to half-a-dozen 

small correotions, none of them affecting th~ substance, which 

escaped being made _ when the second edition was prepared, 

and the addition at p_ 408 of a table designed for the assistance 

of any critical reader who desires to pursue a quotation from

Adam Smith in my own edition of th& Wealth of NatiOn. 

published in 1904 rather than in MoCulloch's edition. In 
~ . 

present circumstances it is hoped that such a re80der will be 

content to accept this expedient instead of the more obvious 

bnt costly plan of altering the on.e hundred and li!xty references 

in footnotes which occur on seventy-live pages_ 

U any time were. suitable for bringing ~ut a thoroughly 

revised version of the book it would not bsthe middle of 1917. 

But even if the practical difficulties caused by the war were 

. removed, I think it would be undesirable to attempt Buch a 

revision. Twenty-four years is a long time in the life of a 

man, and I no longer feel any aoute sense of identity with the 

rather youthful author who published ht 189S. For me to 

add here, to omit there, and to alter somewhere else, Illl from 

the point of vie~ of 1917, would most probably liavethe 
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unsatisfactory results which usually follow an IIttemp~ to 

improve work done by another man at a much earlier date. 

I hope, however; that within the next few years I may be 

able to supplement the present work by the production of an 

independenl book in which the period 1776-1848 may be put 

in its proper relation both with what preceded it aud with 

what followed it. 

1..o1lD01l SOHOOL 01' E.OONOMIC8t 

Jvl" 9, 1917. 



PREFACE TO THE SECOND EDITION. 

THB history of the theories dealt ",ith in this book has not 

been much affected by the researches of the last t.en years. 
The publication of the student's notes of Adam' Smith's 

lectures and Dr. W. R. Scott's study of the philosophy.of 

Francis Hutcheson, have indeed thrown much additional 

light upon the origin of the WeaUh 0/1:1 ati<ms, but that 
subject lies outside the limits laid down, and can' be con

. veniently treated by itself. The new information contradicts 

nothing in the .present work, and confirms the .conJecture of 

Chapter VL, § I, I!S to the manner in which the Smithian 
scheme of Distribution was evolved'. 

Certain critics of the first edition ~mplained of its tone, 

but I have great hope that wha.t appee.red to be ill-tempered. 

blasphemy in 1893 will now be seen to be the calm statement 

of undoubted fact. 'No Buggestion of actual ';'isrepresentation 

or mistake in the history has reached me. Substantial changes 

therefore do not appear to be called for, and my experien~ ~ 
collating different editions of seme of the grllatest economio 

works does not incline me to regard extensive changes of an. 

unimportant character with favour. Such. changes generally 

add unneoeesa.rily to the bulk of a book. almost always 

destroy ita consistency, and invariably confuse and annoy the 

serious student. I have consequently resisted all temptations. 
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to strengthen or modify arguments, and to add new 

quotations. 
The only changes in the text are the correction of a few 

misprints and grammatical blunders, the conversion of • Mr. 
Giffen' into' Sir Robert Giffen,' and the modification of one 
or two references to time which might have been confusing to 
the readers of a book d~ted 1903. In the references in the 
footnotes several alterations have been made neooflllll,ry by the 
reprinting of. Ricardo's letters to the MO'1"1I,ing Ch'1'lYfIicle, and 
by Professor Marshall's revision of successive editions of the 
first volume of his Pri'lWiples; it has also been made clear 
that .the tripartite division of Say's Trait' occurs first in his 
second edition. 

But while thlUJ confining the alterations within the 
narrowest possible limits, I have not thought" myself precluded 
from adding at the end of the last chapter two entirely new 

- sections, in which I have attempted to indicate the relation 

of the theories of to-day to those of the period under review, 
and to show that the old theories have been replaced by others 
stronger from a scientific point of view, and equally mitable 
for the practical Deeds of their own time. 



PREFACE TO THE FIRST EDITION. 

As no one any longer believes that political economy waa 
lllvented by Adam Smith and perfected by John Stuart Mill, 
it haa become necessary almost to apologise for taking the 
dates of the publication of the Wealth.!Jf NatMms and Mill's 
Principl/1$ of Political ECO'Mmy for the limits of a history 
of a portion of economic ~eory. 

I have chosen to begin with 1776 because what may be 
called the framework of the theories of Production and Dis~ 
tribution which have been taught in English economic works 
for the la.at hundred years, appears to owe its origin entirely 
to that peculiar- combination of indigenous economics with 
the system of Quesnay which is to be founcl in the W ealt1~ 
of Natiom. I have ended with 1848 because it is yet too 
early to treat in an historical spirit the twenty-five years 
which have elapsed since 1868, and the period of stagnation 
which. followed the publ!cation of Mill's work is not a pro
fitable subject of study except in connexion with the out
burst of new ideaa which ended it. 

I have been able to obtain surprisingly little assistance 
from previous writers. Sir Travers Twiss' View of the Pro
tpe88 of Political ECC'f/.O'my is forty-six years old. Professor 
Ingram's Hiatury 01 Political EcO'nomy, aild Mr. Price's 
81un-t Histcnoy 01 Political E~ in Englatnd ftvYm, .Adam 
Smith. to.At"I'I.old Toynbu are both-sxcellent, but the present 
'WOrk is 80 much more detailed within its own limits that. 

42 
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opportunities for making use· of them scarcely occurred. 

Much the same may be said of !II. Block's Progr~ d6 la 
Science Economique and some other histories. Of more 
service was the First Part of Dr. Eugen von Bohm-Bawerk's 

Kapital wnd Kapitalzim, perhaps the most brilliant work 

extant on the history of any part of economic theory. To 
the valuable fragment which Adolf Held left behind him, 

when, by the fatality which hung over the economists of the 

last generation, he was cut off in his prime, Zwei. BUcher ZWI' 

Bocialen Geschichte England6, I am indebted for first making 
me aware of that close connexion between the economics and 

the politics of the Ricardian period which provides the key 
to many riddles. 

In the ordinary critical and constructive books on political 

'economy there are frequent statements respecting the history 

of economic doctrines. But these statements are seldom of 
much value to the historian. They are often based on in
accurate quotations from memory, and the reader is scarcely 

~ver given the references which would enable him to check 
them. So far as they relate to the early nineteenth century 

period they are especia.lly unsatisfactory and untrustworthy. 
It has been constantly supposed that' abstract theory' must 

be defended at almost any cost against the attackS of the 
• historical school: and the result has been the creation of a 
~ythical Ricardo and Malthus, who never wrote anything 
which cannot be 'limited and explained' till it ceases to be 
in conllict either with recognised fact or accepted modem. 
opinion. With such idealisation I have no sympathy, and I 

fear I shall disappoint anyone who expects me to hold up a 
few chosen economists &8 exempt from human error, and 

to exhibit all their opponents 118 persona of feeble intellect, J 

who entirely failed to unde~d th"ru. It is no part of my i 
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pIan to recommend any particular method of economic 
inquiry, or to praise or decry any particul8.r a~thors. My 
object is simply to show what the various theories concerning 
production and distribution were, and to explain how and 
why they grew up, and then either flourished or deco.yed. 

To all my quoto.tions I have given exact references. The 
pages of the Wealth 0/ N atitm8 referred to are those of 
M'Culloch's edition in one volume, which has been very 
frequently reprinted with the sam~ paging. As there is no 
even tolerably good edition, I have thought it best to refer to 
that of which most copies are in existence. In a couple of 

. ca.ses where I have detected small inaccuracies in the text I 
have restored the true reading. Where any dohbt arises as 
to the name or date of any other book referred to, it Will be 
resolved by looking out the author'. name in the index. In-· 
quoto.tions I have often taken the liberty of omitting a word· 
such as ' then' or ' therefore: when it· occurs near the begin
ning, and merllly connects the proposition with unquoted 
matter which precedes it. With this exception they will 
always, I hope. be found to be identical with the original. 
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CHAPTER I 

TIlE WE4LTH OF A NATION 

§ 1. Originally a'state 0'1' condition. 

'0 PRODUcTIoN' and 'distribution' in politica.l economy h&ve 
~ always meant the production and distribution of wea.lth;} 

The first problem th&t confronts us is therefore the question 
of the n&ture of this" wealth' ,which is the subj ect of produc
tion and distribution. 

Etymologically nothing but a longer form of the word 
• weal,' 1 'wealth' originally meant a particular st&te of body 
and mind. In the Litany it is opposed to' tribulation,' and 
in the prayer for the King's Majesty it is obviousiy intended 
to cover as muoh _of welfare in general as is not already 
included in 'health.' In the words of the Authorised Version 
of the Bible, Mordecai seeks. ' the wealth of his people'; 2 the 
wicked, according to Job's complaint, 'spend their days in 
wealth';· and Sf". Paul exhorts the Corinthians to. 'let no 
man seek his own, but every man ano~her'JI wealth." 

The kind of welfare denoted by 'wealth' in this oldor 
'sense is so dependent on the possession or periodical receipt 
of cert&in external objects, such as bre&d, meat" clothes, Qr 
money, th&t the word came to be applied to those objects 
themselves as well as to the state of body and mind produced 
by access to them. Before Adam Smith adopted the phrsse, 
.An Inqwiry into tM NatW1'6 and Causes of tM WeaJ.th-of 
Nations, as the title. of his work, the use of the word'to 
indicate the objects which were supposed to make a man , 

I Skeat, Elymological DicMntMy, I.V. Wealth: 'An·extended form of 
to<al (ME ...z.), by help of tho aulIiJ: .lA, denotius COUditiOD or stato; of. 
Mal·lTa from heal, lkM-a.. from duw.' etc. 

• Bother L 8. • Job xxi, IS. • 1 Cor. L 24 
.to 
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wealthy had become so common that lexicographers forgot 
• to mention the older sense. In the dictionary compiled by 

Dyche and Pardon (1735) , wealth' is JODade to signify only 
'all sorts of r.iches. whether money. sheep. horses. merchan
dise. land. etc.' J ohn80n in 1755 explained it as 'riches. 
money or precious goods: and gave examplBs of its use in 
this sense alone from Spenser. Shakespeare. Bishop Corbet, . 
and Dryden. 

§ 2. Supposed identification with gold and silver. 
Though Adam Smith says that, it would be too ridiculous 

to go about seriously to prove that wealth does not consist 
in money or in gold and silver. but in what money purchases 
and is valuable only for purchasing: 1 he certainly seems to 
try to give his readers the impression that the groundless 
opinion that wealth consists exclusively in money was firmly 
held by the mercantilist writers of the seventeenth and 
eighteenth centuries. Now it is quite possible to quote from 
these writers pllBsages in which bullion and wealth are identi
fied. and the riches or poverty of a nation made to depend 
upon the ''luantity of bullion i~,possesses.· But whether this 

) Bit. IV. ch: i. !'I'Culloch'. ed., p. 191 b. 
, E.g. ; • The general measuTeI of the trade of Europe at present an gold 

and Bilver, which, though they are IOmetimes commoditi~ yet U'8 the 
ultimate objects of trade; and the more or leu of thoee metals a natiDD 
retaina it is denominated rich or poor/-William Richa.rdaon, EIJMIfI on the 
a" .... oJIM Dt<lim oJIM Foreign Trad<. 1744, in Ov .... wne·. Sd<d TrtICU 
on Com7Mf'UJ p. 157. f So miataken are many people that they cannot lee the 
difference between' haviog. vast treasure of aUver and gold in the kingdom, 
and the mint employed in coining mODey, the only true token of treasure and 
riebea, and haviDg it carried away; but they say money it • commodity, like 
otheJ' things. and think tbelDJlelvea Dever the poorer for what the -nation 
daily exporta.· -J 08hua Gee, TM Trade Gnd N a.vigrz.tiorJ of GrttU Bf"'iUWA 
t.ofUitkrul, Mwwing that 1M 6IW'a1 way for II nali01l to ~e j" ricku u let 
pr ..... 1M importation of _h /"...;g. commodilia ....... 1/ be ..... «1 '" MIIu, 
tk., 1729, 6th eel. 1755, p. 8. 'That which iii commonlymea.ot by the bala.nce 
of trade is the equa.l importing of foreign eommoditie. with the esporting of 
the native. And it is reckoned that nation hal the advantage iD the balance 
of trade that uport. more of the native commoditie8 ADd bnport. I ... of the 
foreign. The reaaon of thie ie, that if the native commoditiee be of a greater 
valn. that are esported, the balance of that accoo.nt must be made up iD 
bullion or money; and the DAtion grow. 10 mucb richer .. the balance of 
that account amonnte to. '-Poatlethwa.yt, UniNnal DiaiuntJ.ry oj Tra.tk "'"' 
a~ lid ed .• 1767. ~oL i. P. 18411. LY. &lance of Trad.. CL yoL ii. 
p. 283 lop. 



§ 2] - GOLD AND SILVER s 

is absurd or not entirely depends on the meaning given 
to the words wealth, riches, and poverty. A writ!lr may use
a word in a sense'which is not given to it in ordinary con
versation without being ridiculous. It would be ridiculous" 
indeed, to contend that a nation could be well fed and com
fortably clothed and housed by gold alone; but there is no 
reason to suppose that the wildest mer~antilist ever suffered 
from this delusion. The· mere existence of the fable of 
Midas was a sufficient safeguard. The mercantilists may be 
justly accused of exaggerating the importance of having 
a hoard of bullion and of recommending a number of 
useless regulations for the purpose of securing such a 
hoard, but none of them ever imaginod gold and silver to be 
the only ecOnomic good. They were, indeed, rather inclined 
to represent the acquisition of gold and silver as the only 
economic good which could be obtained by one single depart
ment of industry, foreign trade;l but in this they were not, 
considering the natUre of European and especia.lly English 
foreign trade at the tUne they wrote, so very ridiculously 
wrong. Exchange between nation and nation of the bulky 
articles which constitute the necessaries of life is a thing 
which has grown up with modern facilities of transport, 
In the seventeenth century the articles other than bullion 
imported into F.ngland were mostly of a somewhat insignifi
cant character. Most of them were superfluous, and many 
deleterious. Writel'B of that time may well be excused for 
having imagined that the chief use of foreign trade to 
England was to introduce gold and silver rather than nutmeg.' 

I I The ba:a.noe of trade ia oommonly understood two W&ya :-(l) Generally, 
aometbing whereby it may be known whether thia kingdom g&ina or loses 
by fOl"eigu trade; (2) Particularly f something whereby we may know by 
what tr.d .. this kingdom ga.ina, and by what trad .. it I..... For the first 
of these it is the moat general received opinion, and tha.t not ill.grounded, 
that this balance ill to be taken by a atriat scrutiny of wha.t proportion the 
.... Ine of the commoditiaa ezported out of thli' kingdom baar to thoeo im. 
ported; and if the exportl exceed the importa, it is oonoluded the nation 
geta by the general OOUJ'M of ita trade, it being supposed that the overplus is: 
imported bullion, a.nd 10 addl to the treasure of the kingdom, gold and 
IUver being tokeD for the meamre and atandard of ricbel. '-Joaiab Child, 
.... NetD Diw>twae o/Trado. 4th ed" p. 1M. 

t D.v8lW1t urged that Europe lustained a lou by the trade with India. 
on tbia ground: • Europe dre.ws from theaee nothing of lIIolid uIe; materiaJa 
1:41 supply luxury and only perishable eommoditioa, and oendB thither gol" 
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- Petty's Verbwm Sapienti shows what was understood by 
the wealth of a-nation in 161n. It contains a • computation' 
of the' we",lth of the kingdom: of which the following is a 
summary:'-

Land -(24,000,000' acres yielding 
£8,000,000 rent), . £144,000,000 

-Houses, 30,000,000-
Ships (500,000 tons), - • 3,000,000 
Cattle, horses, etc., 36,000,000 
Gold and silver coin, • 6,000,000 
Merchandise, plate, and furniture, 31,000,000 

£250,000,000 

It does not appear that anyone ever quarrelled with this' com
putation' on the ground that the gold and silver should alone 
have been reckoned, and the ~ wealth of the kingdom' conse
quently valued at six millions instead of two hundred and fifty. 

About the middle of the eighteenth century some writers 
seem to have ima"ooined that the coin of a country must 
always bear the same proportion to the rest of its wealth, 

_ so that the increase of coin would measure the increase ot 
wealth! But Steuart, the last and most systematic of the 
school to which Adam Smith was so hostile, disapproved 
of 'the modem way of estimating wealth by the quantity or 

-coin in circulation.'· Adam Smith's predecessors really knew 
as well as he did that the money of a nation was not its only 
wealth, and the emphasis with which some writers have 
insisted on the fact' is to be regarded merely as the 
and IUver, which ia there buried and never return..' -EaM India Trade, 1696, 
p. 12. E.·en Sir Theodore Jan.eaen, the aothor of GtMt'aJ Mw:imI in T~, 
1713, repriuted in t.he British MerchanJ" 1721, only claimed that J the import
ing of commodities of mere luxury is 80 much real1ou: .. they amouDt to,' 
... d admitted • that the import. of thingw of aboolute n ..... ity eannot ~ 
.. teemed bad,' voL i. p. 6. 

1 Chap. i. pp.3-7. 
• See AI1 EuaV on 1M NaJWruJJ Debt aM NaJWruJJ 0<rpiIal, or 1M A«ounl 

1nd1l1llaud, Dwlm' tJntl Ortditor, by Andrew Hooke, 1750. A ,ulllDUSl'J of 
Hooke'. concluaiOl1l will be found in R. Gltrt!'D, GrototA oj Catpital, pp. 87. 88. 

• ,A" Inqui"" ;olo 1M PrifI<i1Jlu qf Politi<:al E<orwm,. 1787, yoL i. p. 177 I 
voL ii. p. 42 (in WorD, ToL l p. 238; voL iii. pp. 66, 57) . 

• E_g. M'CuUoell, Introductory Diocouroo to WMltA qf NaJWn4, p. xix. 
J. S. Mill, Pr.nciplu, Preliminary Remar&., lit od. yoL i. pp. 24, Poopl.'. 
od. pp. 1,2. 
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consequence of a desire to make"a good point against pnh 
tootionism, which has almost always been associated with 
fallacies about' carrying money out of the country.' 

§ 3. Restriction to objects 'With /lfUhange tJalue. 

But while no one really considered the wealth of a nation 
to consist exclusively of its money, every one took it for 
granted that it consisted exclusively of objects which pos
sessed &. money value. The physio!lrats, from whom Adam 

-Smith derived many of the ideas which he introduced into 
English political economy, expressly excluded biens gratwits 
from~:-

• Lea biens,' Baya QueBnay. 'eant on gratuits on commer~blea. 
Lee biene gratnits lont ceUl[ qui BOnt eumbondants et dont lea hommea 
penvent jonir partout et gratuitement, tel eat I'air qne none respirone, 
Is Inmiere dn soleil qui neine 6claire. etc. Lea biens .ommer~blea 
BOnt ceu qne lea hommea acquibrent par Ie travail et par 6change : .'est 
ce genre de biene que nons appelone ricb ...... parce qu'i\s ont 1l)le 
weur v~nale, relative et reciproque lea nne au autres, et en par
ticulier a une eapbce de richease que I'on appelle monnoie. qui est 
deatin6c a reprooenter et a poyer Is voleur v~uale de toutea 1 .. autres 
~che8SBB.' 1 • ~ 

Though he does not say so. there is no doubt that Adam 
Smith shared Quesnay's opinion. It is implied in his making 
tlie wealth of a nation consist exclusively of the produce of 
labour, and in his attaching great importance to the • ex
changeable value' of the whole of this produce." It is indeed 
quite natural where private property is established to omit 
all things which possess no money value from the cataiogue 
of the things which constitute an individual's wealth, because' 
however useful or agreeable they may be to him, their pos
session does not make him any better off than his fellows. 
But national wealth is on a somewhat different footing. This 
was perceived in 1804 by Lauderdale. who was desirous of 
showing that the Sinking Fund was about to ruin the nation. 

I CEurru, ed. Oncken. p. 289 Dote. 
• Bee e.g. Bk. L ch. 'ri. p. 24 II; Bk. u. oh: iL p. 123 /I. .... d ch. ill. 

pp. 149 II, 150 b, 216 a.. 
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not because it paid oft' little or no debt, but because it paid 
oft'too much. With this purpose in view, he endeavoured to 
prove that public wealth and private riches are not increased 
in the same way, and that value, though necessary to private 
riches, is not necessary to public wealth. Value, he says, is 
dependent on scarcity, while national wealth is dependent on 

. abundance. For instance, a bad harvest is certainly inimical 
to national wealth, although the smaller quantity of grain 
produced may be worth more than the greater quantity pro
duced in a good year. So public wealth must be defined' to 
consist of Bll that man desires as useful or delightful to him: 
and 'individual riches' must be defined • to coll!>ist of all 
that man desires as useful or delightful to him which exists 
in a degree of scarcity.' 1 The absurdity of Lauderdale's 

. conclusions about the Sinking Fund blinded his contem
poraries to much of what was acute and valuable in his 
arguments. They seem to have considered that he was 
sufficiently answered by the assertion that if there is a rise 
in the value of grain there is a fall in the value of other 
things,' a statement which leads to nothing. If the whole 
year's produce be valued in grain it will appear much smaller 
\han in an ordinary year; if it be valued in any other com
modity it will appear larger, and this is the fact of which 
Lauderdale complains. In Crmtmerce Defe-nded (1808) James 
Mill remarks that' wealth is relative to the term value: and 
says, 'The term wealth will always be employed in the follow
ing pages as denoting objects which have a value in exchange, 
or at least notice will be given if we have ever occasion to 
use it in another sense.' I The author of the article 'Political 
Economy' in the fourth edition of the Encyclopa!dia Britan
nica, writing in 1810, is equally unhesitating:-

• External accommodations which are in complete and nniveJ'88i 
abundance, the air we breathe, the light of heaven, are not wealt.h. 
To constitute this, the article moat exist in Borne degree of ...... city. 
It is then only that it can poes ... exchangeable value, that ita poe
......". can procure other commodities in exchange f.9r it.'· 

-I.-B. Say gave, in 1814, ~he following definition of 
J NaJure """ Orig'" ./ Pub/i< "'ualllI, lsot, pp. 66, NI. 
I E.liRbarg" a ....... J.I,.I804, pp. 351, 35'l. 
• 1'.2L • Vol. nil. P. 107" 
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national wealth: • La rich£- d'U'/UI _tion cst la somma .ks 
valewrs f>088I.diea 'par tea parl~ienJ dont Be com~ cetU 
flaiion et dB ce1les q'l£'ils p<I88edent en iomm'l£n.: 1 But what 
is the meaning of' la somfIIAI des valewrs' f 

• V AL1m1l OIl V ALKUII8 (au piurieI) Be prend queIquefoia pour 1a 
chose ou lea ch"""" evaluablee dont on pout dispose!', maia en faisant 
abstraction de 1a chose at en ne CODBidoirant qne B& valeur. Cost· , 
ainsi qn'on dit: n CI tIepo.c da ...z-. pour gag. d • ... date.'" 

These definitions suggest that it is possible to get an idea of ' 
national wealth by considerIng only the value of the thi:nga 
which constitute it. . Against this theory Ricardo wrote 8 

whole chapter, which he entitled' Value and Riches, their 
Distinctive Properties.' . If he had had the literary' education 
which, according to M'Culloch, some of his contemporaries 
tIlought he had been fortunate in escaping,' he would have 
known that it was ullJleCeSl!&lY in English to explain thai 
value • essentially differs from riches." Noone ever inla.. 
gined that • value' and • riches' were synonymoUS: What 
Ricardo really wished to show was simply tIle fact tIlat tIle 
wealtIl of a nation does not vary with the value of its, pro

,duce (reckoning the value of the produce in his peculiar 
method by tIle amount of labour necessary for its production), 
but with tIle abundance of the produce. $ .Mal thus, seldom 
blessed with B clear-cut opinion on any subject, thought that 
• in making an estimate of wealth, it must be allowed to be as 
grave an error to cousider quantity without reference to value 
as to consider, value without reference to quantity:' He 
aaw that though a country continued to have the same 
quantity of produce, or rather of products, a change might 
take place in its wealth owing to events which nftected the 
value of the products, imd rashly assumed that the altera.
tion in wealth was caused by the change 'of value, instead of 
directly by the events which caused tIle change of value. T 

I 7'mUl, U 0<1., 1814, vol ii. P. 472. 
• Ibid. P. 478, 
• PM Wora qf Darid Ri<Mdo, 0<1. II!'C.IIoob, pp. "'" xvi. 
• 1st ed.. p. 377 : 3d ed. in Wor.b. p. 165 . 
• CL with UIe chapter quoted. LdUn qf Ricardo to Malanu, ad. Bonar, 

pp, 211, 212. ., 

• PoIil;"ul &-otwoa" 1820 .... 3U. r IUd. p. MO. 
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However, in his Definitiom (1827) he did not assert that in 
order to be • wealth' an article must possess value, but only 
that it must' have required some portion of human exertion 
to appropriate or produce:' M'(''ulloch thought it necessary 
to make' exchangeable value' an indispensable condition of 
wealth, in ord~r to exclude 'atmospheric air and the heat of 
·the sun: and similar • necessary, useful, and agreeable pro
ducts:" J. S. Mill says: • Things for which nothing could 
be obtained in exchange, however useful or necessary they 
may be, are not wealth in the sense in which the term is 
used in Political Economy.' In answer to the objection that 
this 'would make the wealth of mankind increase if air 
• became too scanty for the consumption,' he reproduces the 
argument ~hich hsd already done duty in 1804l-

• 'rhe error,' he says, • would lie in not considering that however" 
rich the possessor of air might become at the expense of the reet of 
the commnnity, all persons else would be poorer by all that they 
were compelled to pay for what they bad before obtained without 
payment.'· 

But to ~e theOry that nothing which does not possess 
value can constitute part of the wealth of a community 
there is the fatal objection that it makes the existence of 
wealth dependent on the existence of separate property. 
Long before J. S. Mill wrote, Torrens had pointed this out. 
Conditions, he showed, can easily be conceived in which 
human beings would have wealth, but nothing with exchange 
value. Nothing could be said to have any value where there' 
were no exchanges; arid so it appears that an isolated man 
or an isolated communist society could not possibly have any 
wealth, if wealth be confined to things with exchange value.' 
Some years later this conclusion was boldly accepted by 
Whately and Senior. Whately, 'after r9marking that' Catsl
lactics, or the Science of Exchanges: would be the • most 
descriptive, and on the whole least objectionable: name for 
what is commonly called political economy, observes that a 
man like • Robin;;on Crusoe is in a situation of which Political 

• P. 234. • Prilleipr", 18"..6. p. 6. 
• Principia. Preliminary Remarks, People'. eeL pp. 4-5. See above, 

p, G • 
• Prod,","" oj'Veallh, IS21, pp. H7. 
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Economy takes no cognisance: and will only grant that he 
might be • figuratively' rich.1 Senior says:-

• Colonel Torrens supposes a solitary f&lll)ly, or " nation in which 
each person should consume ouly his own productions, or one in 
which there should be ,,_ commwrlty of goods, and urges, 88 a 
rtductio 'ad czbIurclum, that in these cos.., though .there might.- be 
an abuudanCJ of oommodities, 88 there would be no exchanges, there 
would, in our BenBe of the term, be no wealth. The answer is, that 
for the purposes of Politicol Eoonomy there·would be no wealth; for, 
in fact, in such" state of things, supposing it possible, the Science of 
Politicel Economy would have 110 application. '111 such a state of 
society, Agriculture, Mechanics,. or any other of the arta which are 
subservient to the production of the commodities which are, with lIB, 

the aubjects of exchange, might b. atudied, but the Science of 
Politicel Eoonomy would not exiat.'· 

Now it is doubtless true that a very great deal-we might 
almost, perhaps, SAy much the greater part-of what has 
been written on political economy relates" only to a state of 
things where private property is established and exchange is 
practised. It probably never occurred to Adam Smith to 
speculate as to the possibility of society existing and enjoying 
necessaries, conveniences, and amusements without separate 
property. Separate property was to him a-' natural' insti
tution, which existed in much the same form among savage 
tribes of hunters and fishermen as in eighteenth century 
England. 1\1althus thought separate property a necessary 
institution which would soon be re-established if its abolition 
were ever a~complished by followers of Godwin.s Ricardo, as 
became II stockbroker, took it for granted without any con
sideration. Consequently, in almost the whole of the doc
trines of these writers, the existence of private property and 
the practice of exchange is assumed. Obviously their theoriei. 
of exchange and distribution could have no application to a 
communist society, and the keynote of their theory of pro
duction is to be found in a conception of • capital' which is 
entirely depen~ent on the existence of private property. 

But by the time of Senior and J. S. Mill universality was 

I 1.'rod"cturv Leclrwu OIl Polmeal B<otJomI/, 1831, 3d ed. 1847, pp. 5, 0. 
• Political B<otJomy, Svo ed., po 26. 
• B_1! on II •• Principle qf Pupulalion, 1798, pp. 194-188. 
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claimed for at least a part of the teachings of political ec0-

nomy. Senior himself declares that those inferences of the 
political economist' which relate to the Nature and the Pro
duction of Wee.lth are universally true; 'I and J. S. Mill 
asserts that' the laws and conditions of the production of 
wealth partake of the cha.ra.Jter of physical truths.'· If this 
is so, it is clear that there must be a certain amount of 
political economy which would remain true, and possibly 
useful, even if the institution of private property or the 
practice of exchange ceased to exist. 

§ 4. The Nation a Collection 01 Individuals. 

Ail to the meaning of the word 'nation' in his phrase 
, the wealth of nations: Adam Smith evidently felt no diffi
culty. By a nation at any particular time he understood a 
number of individuals who at that time constitute the whole 
popUlation of a given territory under one government. Now 

. a nation does not die with the individuals who happen to 
be members of it at any particular time. Every one who 
belonged to the English nation in 1776 is dead, but the 
nation still exists. Conseq uentIy it has been urged that 
politiea.l economy should consider the wealth of a nation in 
some way or other apart from the wealth of the individuals 
of whom it is composed. The interests of the individuals 
who compose the nation at one particular moment may, it 
is said, sometimes conflict with tbe permanent interests ot 
the nation. If this had been put before Adam Smith he 
would doubtless have answered that the future interests of 
the nation are only the interests of the individuals who 
will at various future times constitute the nation, just as its 
present interests are the interests of .. the individuals who 
constitute it at present, so that there is nothing in the plan 
of considering a nation to be at any given time an aggregate 
of individuals which in any way precludes an economist from 
taking account of the future as well as of the present. No 
change in this method of regarding the question was made 
by his followers. . 

• Politiul 1ktmorIrg, 8", 001., p. 3. 
I Prillci"k .. bk. IL cb. i. • 1, In 001. ?oI. L P. 239 ~ People'. 001. p. Ic'3 .. 
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§ 5. .A.g!J'1"i!!Ja~ aM .A vt:rage Wealtk. . 

Granting that a nation is only a-collection of individuals, 
we are immediately confronted by the question whether the 
wealth of this collection of individuals, when considered as 
an &mount susceptible of increase and decrease, is their 
Aggregate or their average wealth. Are we to say that the 
German nation has much more wealth than the Dutch. . 
because the wealth of all Germans taken together is much . 
larger than that of all Dutchmen taken together t or .are w~ 
to say that the Dutch-nation is richer or has more wealth 
than the German, because the aggregate of Dutchmen'E . 
wenlth divided by the number of Dutchmen is ~eater than 
the aggregate of Germ&llS' wealth divided by the number 01 
Germans tIn' computations 'like that of Petty 1 the national 
wealth .was always understood to be the aggregate and not 
the average wealth, and -to general opinion in the first halt 
of the eighteenth century the plan of creating an imnginary· 
average individual as the representative of the nation would 
have appeared strange and almost incomprehensible. BUt iIi 
the second paragraph of the Wealtk of Naticm8 Adam Smith 
speaks as if the wealth of a nation should be mel\SUred by ita 
average and not by its aggregate wealth. According as the 
produce of labour, he tclls us, • bears a greater or smaller 
proportion to the number of those who are to consume it, 
the nation will be better or worse supplied with all the neces
saries and conveniences for which it has occMion.' A nation 
well supplied ~th all the necessaries and conveniences for 
which it has occasion is presumably considered by Adam 
Smith to be a wealthy nation, and so we have the wealth of 
nations measured by the proportion which their produce 
bears to their populations. But in most cases Adam Smith 
forgets, so to speak, to divide by the popumtion. He has, for 
example, a theory that the wealth of a country may be very 
great in spite of wages being very .10w,1 although he very 
properly insists on the fact that • servants, labourers, and 
workmen of different kinds make up the far greater part of 
every great political society: I Now if the great majority are 

• Allov. p. •• • Bk. L ob. riiL p. 32. • Ibid. p. 38 ... 
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very poor, the average cannot be rich unless the small 
,minority are enormously rich, and about this Adam Smith 
says nothing. He was obviously thinking of the aggregate 
and not of the average. Very probably he allowed himself 
to be slightly misled by the substitution of the word' country' 
for 'nation.' A rich or wealthy' country: no doubt, suggested 
to him, as it does to us, not flourishing inhabitants so much 

, as a large produce from a given area of land. When he speaks' 
of Holland as being, 'in proportion to the extent of the land 
and the number of its inhabitants, by far the richest country 
in Europe:' he is evidently calculating richness by the produce 
per acre as well as by the produce per inhabitant. When he 
says' China has been long one of the richest, that is, one of 
the most fertile, best cultivated, most industrious, and most 
populous countries in the world,'" he calculates riches by the 
produce per acre only. But the produce per acre, depending 
as it does not only on the productiveness of industry, but also 
on the density of population, though, it may indicate the 
riches -of a 'country: or of a certain area of land, has nothing 
to do with the riches of the people of the country or the 
'nation.' Bentham, in his Man'l.UJ.l of PoUtical Economy, 
distinguishes wealth from 'opulence: or 'relative opulence: 
meaning by • wealth' aggregate wealth, and by • relative 
opulence' average or pl!!f" capita wealth. He speaks of 
'relative opulence' having increased between two periods 
when' an average individual of the posterior period has 
been richer than an. average individual at an anterior 
period.' 8 In Commerce Defe-nded James Mill says: 'A nation 
is poor or is rich according as the quantity of property she 

I Bk. D. ch. v. p. 167 ... 
• Bk. L ch. viii p.3U. In Adam Smith'. time, ·uCAineltait41G...a.' 

(Schelle, Du PMII do N-. d I'Wlk ph"riocral~ 1SS3, p. 93). He 
frequently repreaent8 China .. enormoualy rich; see, be8idee the pauage 
quoted above, Bk. L eb. xi. p. 87 4; Bk.. Do oh. .... P. 163" j Bk. IV. eb. iii. 
p. 219 b, and ch. vii. p. 251 a.. BochlUlaD, in his edition of 'he IVtGltA 0' 
Natilma, evidently thinking of average and not aggregate richea, obeeryq 
in. Dote to the first of these paaaageei' If Dr. Smith meaoa that China .. 
richer in food than any part of Europe, 'his is _Iy • mistake; u all 
"",velle .. rep ....... ' that country '" he mora folly IDpplied w1tb people th .. 
'with food' (voL L 1'0 316). Bot Adam Smith ....... the facta: b. 001)' 
attributee • different; sen" to • ricb .. • 

• HOOT", vol. iii. Po 80 b, note 1, p. 82 0. 
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annually creates in propDrtiDn to the number of her people 
is great Dr is sma.ll:' and Malthus, in his Political EcO'M'l1l.Y, 
distinguishes between the wealth Df a CDuntry and that Df its 
people in these terms: 'A country will be rich Dr pDDr accDrd
ing to the abundance Dr scarcity with which',the Dbjects which 
constitute wealth' are supplied cDmpared wit9 the extent of 
territory j and the peDple will be rich or pDDr accDrding to the 
abundance with which they are supp~ed compared with 
the pDpulation," but in spite of a.Il this, the early l;!ineteenth 
century econDmists genera.lly used the terms an increase of 
wealth and a decrease Df wealth to indicate increases and 
decreases of the aggregate wealth of a natiDn irrespective ot 
• the number Df thDse who. are to consume it.' In Malthus, 
Ricardo., and J. S. Mill the increase or ' prDgress ' Df wealth is 
always tr,eated as quite cDmpatible with a decreasing prDduc
tiveness of industry.s NDW. it is scarcely pDssible for the 
productiveness of industry to decrease withDut OCcasiDning a 
decrease of the average prDduce, the prDduce per head, and 
therefDre, according to' Adam Smith's secDnd- paragraph, of 
the wealth of the natiDn. One Df the mDst curiDus results Df 
the later econDmists' want of appreciation Df Adam Smith's 
attempt to cDnsider average rather than aggregate wealth i!I 
to be fDund in Malthus's complaint, or, at any rate, a.IlegatiDn, 
that he 'occasiDna.lly mixes' an 'inquiry into. the causes 
which affect the happiness and cDmfDrt of the IDwer Drders Df 
society' with 'the prDfessed object' of his inquiry, 'the nature 
and causes of the wealth of natiDns.' , 

'P.IOS, _, P.29. 
I See Malthu, Political Economy, pp. 236, 'ROte 2, 351, 472; Ric&rdo. 

pauim; J. S. Mill, Prirl<iplu, Bk. IV. ch. i. titl.; and ch. ii. 12. 
.. "'lhe profeued object of Adam Smith'. n Inquiry" it "The Na.ture and 

CauseB of the WeaJth of Natioa lJ There" is another, however, still more 
interesting. whioh he occaeionally mixes with it-the caUles whioh affect the 
happmea and comfort of the lower orden of .oclety, whioh in every nation 
form the moat DUDleJ'01Ul clan. Tbeae two IUbjecte are no doubt nearly con. 
seated;: but the nature a.nd extent of this connection, and the mode in which 
increasing wealth operatoa on the condition of the poor, have'not been lta.ted 
with lufticieDt eorrectneaa and precision/-E&Bay, 8th ed. pp. 367, 368, 
olightly altered from bt .eI. Po 303 I 2d, p. 420. A minor writer laid in 
1821 ; • It is .. great object that every 8nch inorease of wealth, u I havlt 
been opeaking of, .hould DO' be Ieee in proPOrtiOIl thlll the inor .... of 
numbel'B dvmg the lame period. For, iD .thiI Oale, though the world or 
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§ 6. Capital Wealth and Income Wealth. 

At the present time the wealth of an indi:ndual may mean 
either his possessions at a given point of time or his net 
receipts for a given length of time j it may, in short, be either 
his capital or his income. When we say that Smith is richer 
than Jones, we may always be asked to explain whether 
we mean that Smith has more capital or more income, or 
more of both. By the' wealth of the kingdom' Petty evi
dently understood the capital wealth, and not the income 
wealth of the nation. His' computation' is the lineal 
ancestor of the tables in Sir R. Giffen's (}rowth of Capital. He 
speaks of' the anIlUal proceed of the stock or wealth of the 
Il!Ltion: which, as we have seen, he reckoned at £250,000,000, 
yielding but fifteen millions, while the total' expense' was 
forty millions, and concludes that, the labour of the people 
must furnish the other twenty-five: 1 Thus the income
wealth of the nation is clearly conceived and set out as weil 
as the capital-wealth, and' the wealth of the nation' is cer
tainly taken to be the capital and not the income. The same 
identification of the wealth of the nation with its a.ccumulate4 
possessions or capital is obviously made in Gregory King's 
table of' the income and expense of the several families of 
England: in which' temporal lords' appear as 'increasing 
the wealth of the kingdom' by £10 a year eaCh, and 'labour
ing people and out-servants' as ' decreasinll' the wealth of the 
kingdom' by 28. a year each." 

The importance which the French physiocrats and their 
forerunners attached to agriculture, which produces commo
dities of great utility and little durability, had the effect of 
drawing away their attention from accumulated goods an<l 

nation may be lAid, if you pl .... 1;0 have more wealth tban it had before, yot 
it would couaist of individuale, each of whom. one with another, would hAve 
1 .... '-A .. l1U[Ui"l/ iotD tlw8e Pri .... pIa rupt<titIg tho Nalure of DtmahUi and 
/10< N"""UII qf a""","'1"iofI im<l1l adllO«ll<d bv Mr. Maltl ... , etc., 1821, P. .. 

1 Verbum Sapi<nti, p. 7 
• Gregory King'. N al1Iral lind Polili<aJ OboervatioM and aMld,..{,w, _ 

tho sw. and aontJilion qf 1IngllMtd, 1696, ,. .. first rally priDted in 1802 at 
the end of the IeCOnd edition of George Cha1mera'. EtJtinwlc of 1M Com"",.... 
'"'" 8lrmgI4 of Gr.dI Britai", The table, however, appeared in Da.eJlADt·. 
B""'- of Trude, 1699, p, 23. 
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concentrating it on the periodical production of goods. 
Vauban wrote in 1699:-

• Ce n' .. t pas ]a grande quantit4 d'or et d'argent qui font lea 
\ grand .. at veritebl .. rich ..... d'nn etat, poisqu'ij y a de tre. grandi 

pays dana Ie monde qui abondent en or et en argent, et qui n'en sont 
pas pIns I> leur &ise, ni pins heureUL Tela Bont Ie Perou et plusieura 
Etem de l'Amerique, et deB Indea orientaleB ~t occidental.., qui 
abondont en or at en pierrerieB, et qui manquent de pain. La vraie 
richesse d'nn royaume consists dlUlll I'.hondance deB denr6es, dont' 
I'DBBge eBt Bi n6ceBBaire au soutien de ]a vie d.. hommeB, qui no 
saurai~Dt B'en passer.'l 

Abundance of the commodities whicJ!. sustain human life, 
BUch as bread, is obviously secured, not by accumulation, but 
by continual production. So Quesna.y sa.ys :- . 

• L'argent en taut que monnaie, n' .. t point du genre deB rich ..... 
'que l8B hommea ... cherchent pour aatiafaile It. leurs besom.; celltlHi 
no sont qu'nn flux de productions continuellement detruites par lB 
conBommation, 8t continuellement renouvel6eB par lea travaux dea 
hommes.'i 

And in his famous economical table he takes the • 'I'ichessea 
!I-'I1/lIuell.e8' of the nation for his subject-matter. 

Adam Smith 'adopted 8 Quesnay's • annual riches' as the 
BUbject of his inquiry regarding the wealth of nations without 
seeing very clearly that he was thereby breaking with the 
traditional meaning of the p);lrase. He begins his introduction 
with two paragraphs which imply that the wealth of a nation 
consists of the annual produce of its labour, which supplies 
• the necessaries and conveniences of life which it annua.lly 
consumes: and he ends it with a sentence in which' the real 
wealth' and • the annual produce of the land and labour of 

1 DIme Royak, Petite BibliotMque Economique, pp. 21, 22-
• ~ ....... , eel. Onckeu, l' 289 ...... 
• Tbat the word' adoptAld ' may lairly be uoed here is mown hy the fol 

lowing _ from Adam Smith'. acoouut 01 the pbyiiocratio ayatem, in 
Book IV. ohapter ix. p. 307 G: 'In repreaeuting the wealth of natioDS as 
COD8i.ting Dot in the UDconmmable riohes of money, but ill Mle oounmable 
goode ODDually reproduced by tbelahour of the aocioty; and in repreoeuting 
perl .. , liberty .. the only eIf..,tual e"padiou' lor rendering this IUlDW 
"prod.etion the greateat poaaible, ito doomno aeema to be in every reopoet 
as jun u it i.e generoue and liberaL t • 
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. the society' are treated as synonymous. In Book u. chap. iii 
he says that' plain reason seems to dictate' that' the real 
wealth and revenue of a country' conSists not' in the quan. 
tity of the precious metals which circulate within it as vulgar 
prejudices suppose: but' in the value of the annual produce 
of its land and labour: 1 In Book L chap. xi. he treats 'the 
increased wealth of the people' lis the same thing as 'the 
increased produce of their annual labour:· But he never 
mentions the fact that his practice is different from the com· 
mon one or draws attention to the matter in any way, and 
sometimes he uses phrases like 'the real wealth of the 
society: a 01 'the wealth of the world:' in the sense of 
accumulations and not of annual produce. A certain amount 
of confusion naturally followed. When considered from the 
statistician's point of view the wealth of the country con. 
tinued to be identified with its capital or possessions at a 
point of time. Pulteney, for instance, though he had read 
and admired Adam Smith," says, in his C01I8ideratUma 1m 

the beIJent State of Public ,AffaVr8 (1779):-

• The total wealth of Great Britain ••• I may aafely venture to 
affirm, now ""ceeds very much one thouaaud millions. In this I com
prehend the value of the Jand, the value of the hOll8e8, the valuo of 
the stock of all kinds, and materials of manufacture, shipping, cash, 
money in the funds due to inhabitants, and debts due to us by 
persons out of the kingdom, but deducting tho like debts due 
by us to other countries; in short, I comprehend everything which 
can he denominated wealth or proparty.' I 

ColqullOun in his Treatise on the Wealth, P_, aM 
Besowrca of the British. Empitre (1814), made estimates of 
the value both of the existing property and the' new pro
perty acquired annually,' and speaks of the first of these, the 
capital, and not the second, the produce, as 'the wealth of 
the British Empire:' Even in our own day statisticians 
seem to regard the wealth of a country as its capital and not its 
income. But economists, as a rule, at any rate in the greater 

• Pp. 150. 15L 
• P. SS 6. Cp. BIr. IL ah. ii. P. 124 ... ah. liL p. 150 II; Bit. v. ah. L 

p.3146. . 
• BIL IV. oh. iJ:. p. 300 II. • Bk. L ah. Y. p. 14 ... 
• See P. 21 of ..... work cited. • P. 28. ' 'd od., 1816, P. 102. 
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Part of their demonstrations, have followed Adam Smith. 
Godwin, in Political JU8tice (1'193), remarks:-

'The wealth of any .tata may intelligibly enough be ooosidered 
.. the aggregate of all the inoom .. which are annually oonoumed 
within that otate withont deStroying the materials of an equal (jOn
Inmption in the ensiling yeaz.' 1 

Malthus, indeed, in the E88ay em Population, uses the 
word wealth in such a vague way ,that it is quite impos
sible to say whether, if the-question had been put to him, he 
would have explained the wealth of a 'country to be its 
capital or its income; he had no very clear conception of the 
difference between the two things.- Lauderdale also, in his 
Inqwiry into tk Natwre and Origi-n of Public Wealth, 
entirely failed to separate the idea of capital and income. But 
in his reply to Spence's Britain I'TIilependem of OO'1Tl/1M'1"ce. 
James Mill expressed plainly the opinion that the wealth of 
a country is its annual produce and not its capital:- ' 

'Mr. Sponce,' he sayo, 'h .. an extremely indistinct and wavering 
notion of national wealth. He _ on the present occasion to 
regard it .. oonaisting in the actnal accumulation of the money &.I1d 
goode which at any time exist. in the nation. But this is a most 
inlporfect and erroneoOl oonception. The wealth of a country ooosista 
in her powers of annnal prodnction. not in the mere oollection of 
articl .. wbich may at an1'. instant of time j)e fonnd in existence.·. 

Subsequent Writers generaJly allowed themselves to be 
diverted from the task of explaining what they understoQd 
by the wealth of a nation into an "&ttempt to define the mere 
word 'wealth· in such a way as to 'make it applicable to 
every single thing which might constitute a part of the 
wealth of a nation or individual, and to nothing else.' Such 
definitions do not advance the question. A definition of 
wealth as, for instance, ' things which have value in exchange: 
does not help us in the least. By substituting the definition 
of the word for the word itself, we should only got the result 
that 'the wealth of a nation' consists of' the things which have 

I Pp, 791, 792. I See eopoolally lot ed. oh. rri., 2d. ed. lIk.ow. 011. ..u. 
• C.,.."..,... DifmduJ, pp. ~I, 62. Cp. Po 72-

B 
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value in exchange of a nation.' Other words must be substi
tuted for the preposition' of,' and the question turns on what 
these should be. But if we disregard the economists' defini
tions and look at the general drift of their works, it becomes 
obvious that ~ wealth of the _ nation is underlitood to 
be its income and not its capital. -, Proftuction' and 'the 
production of wealth: which are always treated as being 
the same thing, are, primarily at any. rate, the produc- -
tion of income, bec9.tI8e capital is never considered .as directly 
produced, but as being saved or accumulated from produce 
or income.--<IYlStribution' and 'the distribution of wealth' 
Are still more plainly the distribution of the income and 
not .of the capital of the nation; it is not the capital but 
the income that is distributed into rent, wages, and profits.1 

It must be admitted, however, that very often the economists 
use the expression ' the wealth of a nation' in its older sense, 
and make a country' richer' when it has larger accumulations 
rather than when it has a larger income. J. S. Mill, in his 
E88ays on 8tm16 Unsettled Quutiona of Political EIXYfUYmY, 
declares distinctly that 'the wealth of a country consists of 
the sum-total of the permanent sources of enjoyment, whether 
material or immaterial, contained in it.' I 

§ '1. &strictUm to Material Objects. 

Adam Smi.th's failure to perceive that the wealth of a 
nation may mean either its capital or its income had a great 
deal to do with the length to which the controversy about 
productive and unproductive labour was drawn out. 

In the first paragraph of his 'Introduction: he_seems to 
imply that the income-wealth of a nation consists of • neces
saries and conveniences of life: and at the beginning of 
Book L chap. v. he says: 'Every mo,n is rich or poor according 

I Som~timea we come very Dear a definite mtement that tbe wealth of • 
country is ita income and Dot ita capital; e.g. 'We want &0 know. tben, b, 
what C&tl5eII mankind, or the inhabitants of .. particular country, are led to 
increase their wealth; that ii, to prodaoe every year .. greaier quantity of . 
the Il lleC8111ariea, comiortl, and CODveniencea of li(e'" (to nae a pb1"&le which I 
know illlOmewhat vague), than they did the year before!-.dtllnqui'1l into 
1M. Prineip/u rupuli"ll iii< Nature of D<fJWod God iii< N_, of eo. 
0lUlIpli<m, Iakl, crdrocaf<d bJi Mr. Malth.., etc., 1821, P. 2. 

• P.82. 
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to the degree in which he can afford to enjoy the necessaries, 
conveniencies, and amusements of human life:1 a phrase which 
may have been suggested by unconscious reminiscence of Can
tilloD's proposition that' la ri.chesse en eUe~ nest autre 
chose que la 1'l.tIWM'iture, les com.modit!a et les agrbMM de la 
tJie:. Now if the .wealth of a man or nation consists of neces
saries, conveniences, and amusements, it clearly does not con
sist entirely of material objects, such as bread and meat, clothes 
and houses, chairs and tables. The surgeon and the police
man f!Upply necessaries, the cab-driver and the hairdresser 
supply conveniences, the actor and, the musician supply 
amusements, which cannot, without straining the accepted 
meaning of words, be eaJIed material objects. Throughout 
the First Book Adam Smith discloses no design of excluding 
the products of these labourers from the annual produce, and 
appears to have no idea that their produce is of a fund&
mentaJIy different character from that of other labourers. In 
the chapters 'Of the wages of labour; and 'Of wages and 
profit in the different employments of labour and stock: 
there is no hint of any such difference. The office of the 
physician and the lawyer is exalted; , the price of their labour 
is enhanced by the.expense of their education and *e large 
incOme they must have to prevent them being 'of a very 
mean or low condition:· The last paragraph of the chapter 
• Of the principle which gives occasion to the division of 
labour' even goes so far as to imply that the 'philosopher' 
is a useful labourer.' 

Before he wrote the Second and Fourth Books, however, 
Adam Smith had come under the influence of the French 
physiocrats. In their revolt against Colbertism, the physio- _ 
crats were led to deny that commerce is a creation of wealth; 
they represented it as consisting merely of exchanges of things 
of equal value. Now, of course, exchange in itself is no 
creation of wealth, and the things which are exchanged for 
each other _are for the moment of equal value, but this does 
not prove that persons engaged in facilitating exchanges do 
not create wealth, for, where private property is eatablished, 

1 P.IU. _ 
• JIaaI .... z. 0""' ......... ,...,.." 1166, repr. IloaIoD, l8II:l.,-pp.l,lI. 
• P. 46 ... 47b. • P.8 ... 
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exchange is necessary in order to secure the advantages of 
clj.vision of employments and the localisation of industries in 
the places best fitted for them. The physioClats not only 
failed to see this, but endeavoured to show that.all workers 
who do not happen to be 'engaged in growing crops or 
cattle or in obtaining raw produce in some other way 
directly from the earth, lI.re exchangers and not producers. 
The extra value added to raw produce by the labour of the 
artisan was, they said, only the equivalent of the earnings of 
the artisan, and these earnings they seem to have supposed. 
to consist entirely of raw produce. Manufactures are thus, 
like commerce, merely exchanges of equal valueS, and pro
duce no wealth. The point involved is made very clear in 
one of Quesnay's dialogues :-

• M. N. [Quesnay J._Mes reponses, mon amrne vons paraisseDt ab
Btraites que parce que VOU8 n'ave.z pas encore va bien clairement que 
1& valeur v~Dale de co .. marchandi... n'est que 1& valeur m@me de 1& 
matibre premibre et de 1& subsistance que l' ouvrier II con80mm~ 

peDdaDt son travail, st que Ie d4bit de cotte valenr venale, repel6 par 
roamer, n'est au fond qu'un commerce de revendeur. Avez..vous 
dODe dossein de me fairo eroire que f't:llelldre est fWoduif'e I J e pourrais 
vons retorquer • mon tour que vatre iDteDtioD serait fort captiense. 

M. H. [antiphysiocrat]. Mon iDteDtion D'ost point captieuse, car 
je panse bieD sincbremeDt que REVENDRB AVEC PROFIT EST PRODUmE. 

M. N. Vous m'accnserez dODe encore de De repondre que par des 
maximos generales, si je vons r~pbte que Ie commerce ,,'m qu'",. 
kAange tU ..u..... pow ..u..... Artale et que rel&tivemeDt /I cos vaIeurs 
il D'Y a ni porte ni gain' entre les contractents. '1 

Agriculture, on the other nand, not only provides the 
8U bsistence of the labourel', but also the rent of the land and 
the' taxes levied from the land. It is therefore, Quesnay 
thought, something more than an exchange of eq';al values; 
it is productive, while commerce and manufactures are sterile. 
So in the Tableau. Eco=mique, the produdions and the 
Tept'Oduction totale consist of raw produce only.' Classes 
which do not produce raw produce are conceived lIS being 
'paid out of' the raw produce. 'This system,' 88 Adam 
Smith himself eaye, 'Beems to II1lPpose' that 'the revenne of 

• lEtooru d< Qu_. ad. o..ck .... pp. 687, 5811. 'n. pp. 806 II'. 
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the inhabitants of every country' co~ts altogether' in the 
quantity of subsistence which thei:t industry could proc~e 
to them.'l 

Adam Smith was not prepared. to go as far sa this. The 
epithet -Bfbile, which he translates • barren and unproduc
tive,' applied'to the labour of 'artificers, manufacturers, and 
merc~ts,' appeared to him, as it ·did to most other people, 
• improper:-s l3ut instead of falling back on hi!! 'necessaries, 
conveniences, and amusements of human life,' and saying 
that no labour which pnxJ.uced any of them was barren or 
unproductive, he seems to have begun looking about him to 
see where the division between productive and barren or 
unproductive labour ought to be drawn. ,To his frugal mind 
there was one form of labour which was obviously barren or 
unproductive, that of the menial servant. • A m!,! grows 
rich by employing a multitude of manufacturers; he grows 
poor by maintaining a multitude of menial servants.' I The 
observation bears a sort of semblance or truth because it is 
so very much more likely that a man will min himself by 
employing too many menial servants than by employing too 
many factory hands, just as it is more likely that he will 
ruin himself by buying too much wine than by buying too 
many spades. kdam Smith, however, thought he had 
detected a difference between the labour of the 'manufacturer' 
and that of the 'menial servant: in the fact that the manu
facturer produces 'a tangible article which can be sold, 
a 'vendible commodity,' while the work done by the: 
menial servant adds to the value -of nothing, 'and does 
not fix or re.'\lise itself in any permanent subject or 
vendible commodity which endures after that labour is past.' 
Finding that the sovereigo, the officers of justice and 
war, churchmen, lawyers, physicians, men of letters of all 
kinds (even economists), players, buffoons, musicians, opera
singers, dancers, resemble in this respect m..mal servants, 
he sets them all down as 'unproductive:" But unproduc
tive or not productive of 'what! It does' not seem as if 
he meant that the labour in question ia productive of 
nothing. That it produces something BOOms to be implied 

I Book IV. ch. I~. II- 306&. 
I Book u. cia. iii. p. Uti ... 

I Ibid. II- 805 ... 
• Ibid. pp. ItS. 1(6. 
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in his remark that • the noblest and most useful' unpro
ductive labour • produces nothing which could aftenvards 
purchase or procure an equal quantity of labour: and also in 
his observation that· the work of all' unproductive labourers 
• perishes in the very instant of its production.' When he 
could say, • Like the declamation of the actor, the ha.ra.ngue 
of the orator, or the tune of the musician, the work of all of 
them perishes in the very instant of its production,' it is clear 
that he did not mean to deny that the actor, the orator, and 
the musician produce 1 declamations, harangues, and tunes. 
He even admits that the labour of producing declamations, 
harangues, or tunes • has a certain value regulated by the 

. very samo principles which regulate that of every oth,er sort 
of labour: and as he could scarcely have maintained that any 
sort of labour has a value except for what it produces, he 
would probably, if pressed, have admitted that the decJama. 
tions, harangues, and tunes, have a value. Evidently what 
rea.lly impressed him was not the valuelessness of the produce 
of 'unproductive labour: but its want of duration. • Unpro
ductive In.bour' does not fix and realise itself in any per
manent subject or vendible commodity which endures after 
the 'labour is past, and for which an equal quantity of labour 
could afterwards be procured.' Now as regards the capital 
wealth of a community, this distinction between labour which 
produces permanent subjects or vendible commodities, and 
labour which produces things which perish in the very 
instant of their production, is by no mcnns absurd. The 

. things which perish in the very instant of their production 
can never form Irpm of the capital wealth of a country, 
The declamation. of the actor, the harangue of the orator, and 
the tune of the musician find no place in Sir R. Giffen's Growth. 

1 Queana.y IOmetimeal apeake of '.terilo' ctaae. 'producing,' ,.g.: 'Par 
",,"mpie, dous miltiolUl d·homm .. po.",,' faire nal .... par Ia onJ_ dee 
terrw Ia valeur d'un milliard en prodaetioD.l: au lieu que troia mil.liowl 
d'hoouaea lUI produiront que Ia valeur de 700 millioDi en ma.rcbandw. de 
main d·<Buwe.·-IE ....... , od. Ouck .... Po 289...... In 0llII of his dialogu .. be 
lAY.: IOn D'a point entrepn. de fa.i.re diapa.raitre lA prodactiOD d. oUvragei 
formtlo par Ie ""'vail d .. artiaana.' The oDly • production· wbich be bu 
endeavoured to diaproyo" f un. production rUlk de riou..; je dia rUlU., 
oar je De veu pea Bier quill D'7 ai, addition de rich .... 6. ]a matien p'" 
mWe deo ou_ fonnb pu' leo artiaana.'-lbitL Po 629. 
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of ~ So the 'unproductive' labour, though it mlLy 
often assist men to produce things which will, while they 
last, form a part of the capital.of the country, does not 
directly and immedia.tely produce such things. And it must 
be remembered that it is in the Second Book, • Of the Nature, 
Accumulation, and Employment of Stock,' that tlul distinction 
between productive and unproductive labour occurs. 

But, unfortunately, being far from clear as to the differ
ence1letween eapital-wealth and income-wealth, Adam Smith 
allowed j;he fact that some labour is unproductive of • stock' 
to affect his conception of the annual produce, the • real 
wealth' of the nation, with regard to which the durability of 
the things produced by labour is in reality of no significance. 
The declamations, harangUes, and tunes are just· as much a 
part of the annual produce as champagne or boots; but Adam 
Smith, in his Second Book, excludes them all from the annual 
produce, which is, he declares, produced entirely by the • pro
ductive labourers,' 1 who thus • !p&intain ' not only themselves 
but all other classes, including the unproductive labourers. I 

People have always been rather apt to imagine that the 
class which they happen to think the most important '1!Ja.in
t&ins. all the other classes with which it exchanges com

·modities. The landowner, for. instance, considers, or used to 
consider, his tenants as his • dependants.' All consumers 
easily fall into the idea that they are doing a charitable act 
in maintaining a mnltitude of shopkeepers. Employers of 
all kinds everywhere believe that. the employed· ought to 
be grateful for their wages, while the einployed firmly hold 
that the employer is maintained entirely at their expense. 
So the physiocrats alleged that the husbandman maintained 
himself and all other classes; and Adam Smith allegecf that 

1 '"The whole oUlDua.l produce, if we excep' the .poDAneoua productiOll8 
Gf the earth, being 'he elfo.& of prodocti.olahoor. '-Bk. D. ch. iii Po 147 Go 

I • Both prOO.ucti're aDd unproductive labourers and those who do DO'" Iahour., all .... all eqoally maiotaioed by the &DOnal produce of the laud 
... d labour of the COUDtry.'-Bk. D. ch. iii. P. 148 6. Hume ap_tly 
ahared thete opi.D.iolUl Z-I l.awyen and phyaicianl beget DO iDdtIBtry; and it 
iI even at the expenae of others they acquire their rich. ; 80 thatc they are 
aure to dimiDiah the poeaesaiona of BODle of their feUow-aitizenl u f&at as 
they _ their 0..... Merchaula, OIl 'ho con&rory, beg.' induotry by 
oerving ao _ \0 _ .. y i __ hrough overy comer of the State. '-B-r 'II 
lMorUl. vol. ii. P. 71 in mo eel of ~. 
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the husbandman, the manufacturer, and the merchant main
tained themselves and all. other classes. The physiocrats did 
not see that the husbandman waS maintained by the manu
facturing industries of threshing, milling, and baking,just 88 

much as the millers or the tailors are maintained by the 
~gricultural industries of ploughing and reaping. Adam 
Smith did not see that the manufacturer and merchant are 
maintained by the menial services of cooking and washing 
just as much as the cooks and laundresses are maintained by 
the manufacture of bonnets and the import of tea. 
. The annual produce or 'real wealth' of a nation, in the 
later part of Adam Smith's work; thus comes to consist exclu
sively of material objects. The total annual produce ceases 
to be equal to the total annual income or revenue of the 
community; the annual revenue is divided into two parts
original revenue and derived revenue, and the total 'pro-

. duce' is equal to the original revenue alone. The original 
revenue is equal to the wages of productive labour, the rent 
of land, and the profits of stock, and the derivative revenue 
is equal to the wages of unproductive labour and the rent of 
houses. A house' is no douht extremely useful' to its owner 
when he lives in it, but it 'contributes nothing. to the revenue 
of its inhabitant.' 'If it is to be let to a tenant for rent, as 
the house itself can produce nothing, the tenant must always 
pay the rent out of some other revenue which he derives' 
either from labour, or stock, or land.'! It did not occur to 
Adam Smith to reBect that if a plough is let for rent, as the 
plough itself can produce nothing, the tenant must always pay 
the rent out of some other revenue. He concludes that' the 
revenue of the whole body of the people cali never be in the 
smallest degree increased' by the existence of houses, so that 
a people living in palaces have no more original revenue, pro
duce, or 'real wealth' than if they were housed in m:ld hovels." 

1 Bit. IL ch. L po 121 ... 
I The unprociuctivenea of h01lle8 wu • physiocratic tenet. Cpo Mercier 

de la RiviMe, L'Ordro NalurtJ d ltu<mid, 12mo 011., 1707, voL ii. p. 123, 
m Daire'. Phllaocra.tu, p. ~7. (Co D'elt pal eette mailon qui produit .lIe 
mime eel mille franca .••. La loyer d'11Il8 maiaoD. D'est pomt pour la IOCieU 
UIle augmentation de revana, UDe creation de richcuel nOQvell., it D.'eat au 
contraire qu'Q.I1 changement de 1IlAiD.' The Clr.D.oD..i.ri PODtu, OD the other 
hand, writing • little before the phyoiocratic period, "yo, . La IDAiIon 
qa.'Ariatide a Yeudui ., Dn fOllda qui lui produiroit an reTUUI dOllIl n H 
pri ... par la YODa.'-.DidIonRt&in, 1731, L Y. IDlerll, voL if. po 784\. 
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This very narrow conception 'of the annual produce or 
wealth of a nation, though perhaps it is generally considered 
the • orthodox' conception, was by no means readily accepted 
by Adam Smith's followers. In France, where fa.m.ilia.rity 
with the physiocratic system had bred contempt,· it never 
obtained any hold. Sismondi accepted it,' but Garnier and 
J.-B. Say set the example, which has been followe~ by 
subsequent French writers, of rejecting it. .Garnier acutely" 
points out that Adam Smith's assertion in the Second Book 
that a large proportion of wage-paid labour does not • pro
duce • is in contradiction with the doctrine of the First Book 
tliat • the produce of labour consti~utes the natural recom
pense or wages of labour." J.-B. Say has a chapter,' 
• D/J8 prodwits immatbielB, ()'U; des 'IIalewrs qwi 8cmt CO'1I801n-. 

mie8 au. ~ de lewr prod/I.wtilm: in which he entirely 
declines to accept -Adam Smith's restriction of wealth to 
durable objects. In England Lauderdale exposed Adam 
Smith's inconsistency as follows :- . 

• There ill- no one who h.. criticised the distinction which resta 
the value of commodi~ on their durability with greater acrimony 
than the person who wishee to make the distinction betwixt produc>
tive and unprodllCtive labour depend merely upOn the duratiou of ita 

. produce. "We do not," .oys he, .. reckou that trade disadvantageoDB 
which conSista in the exchange of the hardware of Englaud for the 
winee of France, and yet hardware is a very durable colOlllodity, and 
were it not for this continual exportation" might, too, be accumulated 
for agee together, to the inc.redible augmentation of the pote and pauo 
of the country." , • . 

Wealth -; rego.rded in its true light' is, according to Lauder
dale, • the abundance of the objects of man's desire: whether 
durable or perishable. The able criticism of La.uaerdale's, 

. book in the Edi1l1mrgh. Review for July 1804, though it 
found many faults with Lauderdale's theories, followed him on 
this question. When Adam Smith spoke of unproductive 
la.bourers he did not mean, says the reviewer, to undervalue 

1 ~ 10 Rielault Commercialt, 1803, vol. L pp. %uiii. 29. 84. 
• R~ ..... ". nat..,.. ., /00 ca .... '" ". rido .... del """""'""r Adam 

BmitA, voL v. p. 171. 
I TrDiU, LI .... L oh. zIiI. 
• Public Wf4~A, 1804, pp. 1G2, 168; WealtA 0/ NatiotY, P, lUll ... 
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thoir work,' but merely to BSSert that • they do not augment 
the ~th of the community' ;-

• But it may -be observed in general that there is no solid distin .... 
tion between the effective powe", of the two classes whom Dr. Smith 
denominetes productive and unprodnctive Iabonrel8. The end of all 
Iabonr is to augment the wealth of the community l that is to say, 
the fund from which the mem»e", of that community derive their 
snbsistence, thair comforts, and enjoyments. To confine tho definition 
of wealth to mere subsistence is absurd. Those who arguo .th08 
admit hntcher's meat and manufactured liqno", to bo snbsistence; 
yet neither of them are necese.ry l for if all comfort and enjoyment 
be kept ont <If view, vegetables and water wonld snffice for the sup
port of lifo; and by this mode of reasoning the epithet of produd.i .. 
would be limited to the sort of employment that rai""" the speci.. of 
food which each climate and soil is fitted to yield in greatest abund
ance with the least Iabonr; • • • and in no country wonld any 
... riatioo. of employment whatever be consistent with tho dofinition. 
According to this view of the question, therofore, tho monial sorvant, 
the judge. the soldier, and the bnfl'oon are to be ranked in the same 
class with tho husbandmen and manufacture", of every civilised com
munity. The produce of the labour is, in all th ......... calculated to 
snpply either the necessities, the comforts, or the luxuries of society j 
and that nation has more real wealth than another which poasessoa 
more of all tho." commodities.' t . 

The writer of the article • Political Economy' in the 
fourth edition of. the Encyc1npadia Britannica (1810). 
though himself • rather disposed to adhere to the doctrine 
of Smith: says of the distinction between productive and 
unproductive labour ;-

• The most eminent write", on this subject in the present age seem 
dispoeed to treat this distinction as nugatory. They nrge that wealth 
consiste merely in tha abundance of conveniencea and pleas1lri!a of life, 
and that whoever contributes to augment th_ is a productive labourer, 
though he may not present 08 with any tangible commodity." -

I U Adam Smith did n'" and""",ue their work, ... hy did he .yof tho 
phJBiocrato _ • they honour' farmen ODd Iahonrero • with the ~ 
&ppeIJa"OD of tho prod_ye ...... ODd • endO&YOV to degrade' -con, 
IIIIID~ ODd merch&Dto • by tho h1llllilialiDg .ppella_ of tho ........ 
or 1IIIprodDCtiYo o1au ., .(BI<. !Y. eh. Iz. Po 300 .,. 

a 1'. 366. • VoL BiL p. lill. 
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We might expect to find somediseussion of Ada.ni Smith's 
theory in James Mill's Com'1M'l'Ce De/ended, since William 
Spence, against whom Mill W88 writing, W8B a thorough
going physiocrat,and maintained that agriculture alone is 
productive. But neither in CO'TT/ITM'rC8 De/ended nor in his 
Elements (1821) does James Mill enter into' the question. 
Doubtless he accepted Adam Smith's doctrine. In one place 
he says ''the dogs, tile horses of pleas1.ll'8,:and the menial, 
servants produce nothing: 1 Ricardo quotes with approval 
Adam Smith's dictum that a man is rich or poor according 
to the degree in which-he can afford to enjoy the necessaries, 
conveniences, and amusements of human life," but is other
wise quite silent on the subject.· ,Malthus, desirous 8B usual 
of supporting Adam Smith, says: 'I should d'!,fine we!llth 
to be those material objects which are necessary, useful, or 
agreeable to mankind." But he W8B not, apparently, alto
gether satisfied with this definition, for he thought it wo!,th 
while to put forward a plan for ca.lling all labour productive, 
but productive in different degrees, 'if we do not confin~ 
wealth to tangible and material objects:' Agriculturallabour 
would be the most productive labour becaUse it' produces rent 
md profits as well as wages; next would come other labour 
assisted by capital, which produceS profits as well as wages; 
and last would come Adam Smith's 'unproductive' labour, 
which produces wages ouly. Malthus rejects his own sug
gestion, because 'it makes the circumstance of the payment 
made for any particular kind of exertion, instead of the quality 
of the produce, the criterion of its being productive' ;. but it 
is far from clear what he means by this. M'Culloch, in his 
article, ' Political Economy: in the Supplement to the fourth 
edition of the Encyclopredia. Brita.nnica. (1823), said that 
political economy treats of wealth, 'if by wealth be meant 
those material products which possess exchangeable value ' 
aDd which are neCessary, useful, or agreeable to man: f but 

• 0 ....... ,.,. Dif<Adtd, p, 69 • 
• Principia, lot ell. p. 1n7 ; 3d eo!. in Worob, p. 166. 
• In one of hio Ldtero to Nal4A .. , p. 168, h. _yo, 'U by wealth you 

mean,.. I do, all thOle thiDga whioh are desirable to man' , but thi. onl,. 
muUl 'if you think manufaoturing labour productive. t 

• Political &oooomll, p. 28. 
• Ibid. P. 8&. • Ibid. P. td. ' r Buppl ....... , voL 'ri. p. 2.17 .. 
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in the enlarged edition of this article, published as Pri'llCiplu 
01 Political Economy in 1825, • material products' are ra-

. placed by • articles or products,' 1 the word material being 
thus omitted; and towards the end of the work there occurs 
a vigorous attack on Adam Smith's theory of productive and 
unproductive labour. • To begin,' says J.l'CuIloch, • with his \ 
strongest eMe, that of the menial servant' :-

• Dr. Smith says that his labour is unproductive because it is not 
realised in a vendible commodity, while the labour of the manuf ..... 
turer is productive because it is so realised. But of what is the 
labour of the manufacturer really productive' DoeS it not consist 
exclusively of comforts and conveniences required for the use and 
accommodation of society I The manufacturer is "'" a producer of 
matter but of utility only. And is it. not obvious that the labour of 
the menial servant is also productive of utility I It is unive\'8ally 
allowed that the labour of the husbandman who raises com, beet, and 
other articles of provision is productive; but if 80, why is the labour 
of the menial servant, who performs the ..,.. .. ary and indup .... able 
tusk of preparing and dressing these articles, and fitting them to be 
used, to be set down 88 unproductive' It is clear to demonstration 
that the.. is no difference whatever between the two species of 
industry-that they are .either both productive or both unproductive. 
.To produce a fire, it is just as necessary that coa1s shonld be carried 
from the cellar to the grate as that they shonld be carried from the 
bottom of the mine to ~e surface of the earth; and if it is said that 
the miner is a productive labourer, must we not also say the same of 
the servant who is employed to make and mend tha fire, . . • I!!!.. 
end of all human_eJ:ll~i9!!..Js the same-that is .. to increase the sum 
-;'fn~.~mforts, and enjoyment..; arid it must be left to the 
jndgment of every one to determine w1t!Lt proportion of these com· 
forts he will have in the shape of menial services, and what' in the 
shape of material producte.' I 

H this was not enough, the question ought to have been 
settled finally by the remarks of Senior in his treatise on 
Political Economy in the E=yclopoxlia Metropolitana (1836). 
Senior declined to confine wealth to material objects,. and 
explained, with some skill, that the difference between the 

, P. 6. See aIao p. I, where ",0 ume alleratlnn 10 mad-. 
• Pp. 406,4O'l. • 800 ed. 1>- 2:l. 
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products of Adam Smith's productive )abourers-and those 
of his unproductive labourers is, for the most part, merely 
verbal>,- -

• It appears to 1111 that the distinctiOIl1l that have been attempted to 
be drawn between productive and unprodnctive labourers, or between 
the produce ... of material and immaterial products, or between commo
dities and services, Test on dilferenceB existing not in tbe things them
selves which are the objects considered, but in the modes in which they -
atiraet our attention. In those caeea m which our attention is princi
pally called, not to the act of occasioning the alteration but to the result 
of that act, to the ~g altered, economists have termed the person 
wlao occasioned that alteration a productive labourer, or the producer 
of a commodity or material product. Where, on the other hand, our 
attention is priucipally called, not to the thir!g altered, but to the act 
of occaaioning that alteration, economists haVe termed the person 
occasioning that alteration an unproductive labourer, and his exer
tions ~ or -immaterial products. A ahoemaker alters leather, 
and thread, and wu into a pair of ahoes. A shoeblack a1tera .. 
dirty pair into .. clean pair. In the first case our attention is called 
principally to the thingo 88 altered. The ahoemaker, therefore, is 
said to make or produce Shoes. In tha case of the ahoeblack, our 
attention is called principally to the act as performed. He is not 
said to make or produce the commodity-clean ahoes, but to perform 
the service of cleauing them. In each case there is, of course, an act 
and a result; but in the one case our attention is ealled principally to 
the act, in the o!.her to the 1'8BIllt.' 1 

Whether our attention is called chiefly to the act or the 
result depends principally, Senior adds, on the question 
whether the thing altered still retains the same name, and 
also on the mode in which the payment is made:-

• In some cases the producer is accustomOd to sell, and we are 
,accustomed to purchase, not his labour, but the subject on whioh 
that labour has been employed; as when we purohase a wig or a 
chest of medicine. In other cases, what we buy is not the thing 
altered but the labour of altering it, as when we employ a hairoutte,. 
or a physician. Our attention in all these caees naturally fixes itself 
on the thing which we are accustomed to purohase; and, according 
as we are accustomed to buy !.he labour, or the thing on whioh that 
labour has been expended-aa we are, In fact, accustomed to purohase 

IS,. od. pp. 61, 62. 
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a commodity or a service, we consider a commodity or a .. rvice II 
the thing produced.' 

Borrowing, without acknowledgment, M'Culloch's com
parison of the labour of the coal-miner and of the servant 
who carries coals to the drawing-room, he concludeS:-

• The consnmer pays for the eoels themselvee when raised and 
"received into his cellar, and pays the servant for the act of bringing 
them np. The miner, therefore, iA said to produce the material 
commodity, coals; the servant the immaterial product, or .. rvice. 
Both, in fact, produce the same thing, an alteration in the condition of 
the existing particlee of matter; but the attention is fixed in the one 
case on the act, in the other on the result of that act.' 1 

Probably no more "would now have been heard of attempts 
to exclude from the annual produce, • the real wealth' of a 
nation, an important part of its income, if J. S. Mill had not 
put forward in 1844 and 1848 views of the subject which he 
had acquired in his early youth many years before. After 
the success of his Logic, he published the E88ays 011. SIJo7M 

Unsettled Questions of Political EcO'M'my (1844), which 
he had written fourteen or fifteen years earlier, at the age of 
twenty-three, and before Senior's work was published. In 
Essay ilL, 'On the words Productive and Unproductive: he 
declares that all labour should be considered unproductive if 
it does not produce 'permanent sources of enjoyment.' It 
is, he says, • subversive of the ends of language' to say that 
• the labour of Madame Pasta was as well entitled to be 
called productive labour as that of a cotton spinner.' I • The 
'jV'ealth of a country consists of the sum-total of the permanent 
sources of enjoyment, whether mAterial or immAterial, con
tained, in it; and labour or expenditure which tends to 
augment or to keep up these permAnent sources should, 'we 
conceive, b.. termed productive." It is clear that these 
remarks have no bearing on the question of what constitutee 
the annual produce, • the real wealth: of the country. Mill 
is thinking exclusively of the capital-wealth. Indeed at the 
end of the essay he uses the term, • the permAnent sources of 
enjoyment,' which is said, in the passage just quoted, to be 

, 8vo ed. ~p. 52, iii. I P.7&. I P.82. 
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equivalent to • the wealth of the country: as an alternative 
expression for' the national capital.'l But in the Pri'l'lCiples, 
instead of profiting by Senior's observa.tions, he excludes, not 
only from capital but also from produce, ,.n" utilities not 
fixed or embodied in any object, but consisting in a mere 
·service rendered; a pleasure given, an inconvenience or a pain . 
averted during a longer or a shorter time, but without leaving . 
a permanent acquisition in the improved qualities of any. 
person or thing' : "-

'The tJu,e requi.itee of production, lUI has been so often repeated, 
are labour, capital, and land. ••• Since each of these elements of. 
production may be separately appropriated, the industrial community 
may be considered lUI divided into landowners, capitalists, and pro
ductive labourers. Each of these classes, lUI such, obtains a share of 
the produce; no other person or class obtains anything, except by 
concession from them. The remainder of the ~ community is, in fact, 
8Upported at their expeuse, giving, if aDy equivalent, ·one consisting 
of unproductive aarvices.' I 

This implies, of course; that in adding up the national 
income we must exclude all wages of unproductive labour. 
The ILuthor of an elementary manual, writing forty yeo.rs 
after J. S. Mill, ~tually accepted this doctrine, sa.ying that if 
we include in the national income the incomes both of a 
landowner and his butler, 'we have counted twice over what 
the butler receives.' We ha.ve, of course, done nothing of 
the kind. The butler has an income cOnsisting of the neces
saries, conveniences, and amusements, which he obtains by 
mpans of the board, lodging, and money furnished him by 
his employer, and his employer has an income consisting of 
the necessaries and conveniences produced for him by the 
butler. Fortunately few or none of the economists who have 
expressed themselves in favour of excluding the produce 
of 'unproductive' labour from the annual produce have 
attempted to adhere consistently to the exclusion. When 
they divide the annual produce into wages, profits, and rent, 
they mean, and their readers understand them to mean, all 
rent, all profits, and all wages. 

I P.89. 
• Book L oh. UL I 2, In ed. .. oL L pp. 11'1,·68; Peopl.'. ed. p. 29 .. 
• Book lL oh. W. • I, In eel. .. oL L po 279; Peoplo'. ed,. po I~ ... 



CHAPTER II 

THE IDEA 011' PROD'C'CTION 

§ 1. Production as a Division of PoUtical EIXYM'TnY. 

ENGLISH economic treatises have long been so commonly 
divided into several' Books' or other divisions, two of which 
are entitled 'Production' and 'Distribution: that we are 
almost apt to regard these two titles as obvious ones which 
must have occurred at once to the very first person who 
attempted any systematio treatment of political economy. l' Production' and 'Distribution' do not seem, however, to 
have been used in England before 1821 as titles of divisions 
of political economy; and, before Adam Smith wrote, they 
were not in any 'sense technical economic terms.) Steuart, 
whose Prinwiples of Political EIXYM'TnY appeared only nine 
years before the Wealth of NatWns, knew nothing of them. 
He divided his work into five Books :-

L Of Population and Agriculture. 
ii. Of Trade and Industry. 
iii. Of Money and Coin. 
iv: Of Credit and Debto. 
v. Ot Tax .. and of the proper application of their amonnt. 

The Wealth of NatiAma is likewise divided into five 
Books:-

L Of tho Causoo of Improvement in the productive Powen of 
Labour, and of the Order according to which ita Produce is 
natorally distributed among tho difforont Ranks of the 
People. 

ii. Of the NatDre, Accomulation, and Employment of Stock. 
iii. 'Of the different Progreso of Opulence in different N .tiona. 
iv. Of Systema of Political Economy • 

. v. Of the Rtmmue of the Sovereign or Commonwen1th. 

• 
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~th production and distribution are suggested by the 
us8'of the words' produotive: 'produce: and ' distributed: in 
tlld title of the first of these BOoks. The article, ' Political 
Economy,' in the fourth-edition of the E'Myclopa:dia Britaill" 
mea (1810), is divided in~ five chapters:-

i. Of the N atore and di1I"erent Specieo of Woalth.. 
ii. Of the Sources of Woalth. ' 
iii Of the manner in which Wealth ia produced and diatributod. 
iv. Of the Mercantile and Economieal Systems. 
v. Of pnblic Revenue. 

The approach towards the familiar aUangement is here 
not quite so great as it seems. .This can lie sufficiently, 
shown by quoting the headings of the seven sections into 
which the chapter on 'the manner in which wealth is pro .. 
duced and distributed' is divided. They are :-

1. The Diviaion of Labour. 
2. Machinery. 
3. Of the different Emplayments of Labour and Stock. 
,. Agricnltun.. 
5. Manufactnrea. 
6. Commeroo. 
T. The Retail Tredo. 
-8. On the Coincidence between Pnblic IIIld Private Interest. 

Further advance is evident in D. Boileau's Introduction 
to the Study of PoliticaZ EcO'1lO'l'nY, O'l' Elementary View oJ 
the Man'M'1' in which the Wealth of Nations ill P".od;uced 
l1&C1'eaBed, Distributed, and OO'll81lllned (1811). This work 
is divided into four books :-

i. Nature and Origin of tbe Wealth of Natiolll. 
ii. Incr .... of the Wealth of Nations. 
iii. Of tbe Distribution of the Wealth of Nations. 
iv. Consumption of the Wealth of N atio", 

'Origin' in the title of Book L is merely a synonym ot 
'production.' Ricardo's Principles of PoliticaZ Economy 
and TaoJation (1817) never made, any pretenc.e to Jogical or 
systematic arrangement. The chapters followed each other 
almost at random, and in the first edition, from which 

o 
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the following list ia taken, they were not even correctly 
numbered:-

1. On Value. 
2. On Rent. 
S. On the Rent of Mines. 
,. On Natural and Market 

Price. 
5. On Wageo. 

*Ii. On Profits. 
6. On Foreign Trade. 
7. On Taxes. 
S. Taxes on Raw Produce. 

*S. Taxes on Rent. 
9. Tithes. 

10. Land Tax. 
11. Taxes on Gold. 
12. Taxes on Houses. 
13. Taxes on Profits. 
U. Taxes on Wages. 
16. Taxes on other Commoditieo 

than Raw Produce. 
16. Poor Rates. 
17. On Sudden Changeo in the 

Chaunels of Trade. 

18. Yalue and' Richeo, the;,T 
Distinctive Properties. 

19. EtI'ecte of accumulation on 
Profits and Interest. 

20. ~Bounties on Exportation 
and Prohlbitiona of 1m· 
portation. 

21. On Bounties on Prodnction. 
22. Doctrine of Adam Smith 

concerning the Rent of 
Land. 

23. On Colonial Trade. 
24. On Gras. and Net Revenue. 
25. On Currency and Banks. 
26. On the comparative Value 

of Gold, Corn, and Labour 
in Rich and in Poor 
Countries. 

27. Taxes paid by the Producer. 
28. On the Influence of Demaud 

and Supply on Prices. 
29. Mr. Malthuo'. Opiniona on 

Rent.' 

We might hunt in vain among these chapters for any 
trace of productiQ1l and distribution as divisioDB of political 
economy. 

Malthus divided hia Political EcO'TWTny (1820) into saven 
chapters:-

i. On the nefinitiona of Wealth and Productive Labour. 
it On the Nature and M8IIII1lI'e8 of Value. 
ill. Of the Rent of Land. 
iv. Of the Wages of Labour. 
v. Of the Profits of Capital. 

vi. Of the distinction between Wealth and Value. 
vii. On the Immediate Canaeo of the Progr9BB of Wealth. 

At last, in James Mill's EUments 0/ Political EImW'T1I1J 

I Tho chapWr • On Machin.".- ..... e.dded iD th. third editi"". 
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(1821), we find the divisions to which the next gene!'&
tion became accustomed. J ames Mill's four chapters are _, 
entit.led:-

i. Production. 
ii. Distributio": 
iii. Interchauge. 

, iv. Consumption. ) 

In the same year Torrens published his E88aY 1m tM 
Production 01 Wealth, and talked of completing 'the task 
by remodelling and extending the disquisitions respecting 
the distribution of wealth' which he bad • already laid before 
the public: 1 in the E88ay on tM CCYm T'1'tlde. Since that 
time, though James Mill's 'consumption' has often been 
omitted, and his • interchange: which other people call 
• exchange: has often been put in the first or second place 
instead of in the third, • production' and • distribution' have 
seldom failed to appear in English economic treatises as two 
of the great divisions of political economy. They probably 
came, along with • consumption,' immediately from J.-B. 
Say's TraiU d' Econom:i.8 Politiqu.e, which is divided into 
three Books:-

i. De]a Production des Rich ...... 
ii. De la Distribution des Rich ... ea. 

iii. De la Consommation d .. Richesses.· 
( . 

The occurreJice of the word 10000000000t in the second tit.le 
of the Traiti, 'Simple Exposition d8 la Ma1l.Uredont lit 

100000000000, lit distribu.ent, et lit Consomme1l.t les Richesses: 
seems to show that Say obtained the idea of his division ot 
the subject 88 much from Turgot's lUJlexio'n8 8WI' la Forma- . 
tion at la Distribution des Richesses, as from Book L of the 
Wealth 01 N atitme. -

§ 2. General Conception 01 tile Theory 01 Producti<m. 

tDefore the middle _ of the eighteenth century a theory of· .... 
production can scarcely be said to have existed. Durable 
objects being looked upon as the sole or chief kind of wealth, 
the functions of industry and. trade seemed to be the 

J P. Y.'!" • :id <d. 18U; lohd. (1803) II diJrorent11 dil'ided. 
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• circulation' of wealth.' ,When the physiocratic school turned 
the atten.tion of economists to the conswnable goods obtained 
by means cif agriculture. the idea of circulation gave way to the 

. idea of an annual reproduction. which gradually grew into 
the modern conception of production and consumption.;) The 
transition is very obvious in Adam Smith's chapter 'Of 
money considered as a particular Oranch of the general stock 
of the society, or of the expense of maintaining the national 
capital,' in which the whole annual produce of the country is 

- supposed to be annually circulated by money. 'the great 
wheel of circulation:' 

In his 'Introduction and Plan: however, no doubt the 
latest portion of his work, Adam Smith seems to have looked 
at the matter quite from the modem standpoint. t He says 
that the proportion which the annual produce bears to the 
number of those who are to consume it 

'm~ in every nation be regulated by two different circumstance. il1 ~ ", 
first, by the skill, dexterity. and judgment with wliich Its labour ia.~ t 
generally applied;- and secondly. by the proportion between the I, 
number of those who are emJ'loyed in useful labour and that of th088 } 
who are not sO employed.' 'J 

A discussion of the different circumstances which regulate 
the amount of pll'l' capita produce is exactly what' we should 

-expect to find in a theory of production. But neither of the 
, two different circumstances' which regulate it are systema
tically discussed in the Wealth of Nations. As to the first 
circumstance, we are told at the beginning of the first chapter 
of Book I., that 

'the greatest improvement in the productive powe .. of labour, and 
the greater part of the skill, dexterity, and judzment with which it 
ia everywhere directed or applied, ecem to have been the effects of 
the division of labour,''' . 

but we hear nothing of the minor causes of improvement, 
and the slnaller. part of the skill, dexterity, and judgment. 

1 Even 10 acute .. man &I Franklin wrote in 1768: I It may teem. paradox 
if Ilbouid aseert that our labouring poor do in every year receive lAc wAd, 
Nftnue of tAl. nation/-Mmwir8, 1833. vol 'ri. p.46. 

, 11<. n, .h.1i. pp IUa. 127 a. oto. • p, I... , 1', 26. 
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The first foUl' ehapters of Book L remain what they were in 
all probability originally intended to be, an essay on the 
causes and consequences of the division of labour. They thus 
contain only a fragment, though, doubtless, in Adam Smith's 
opinion a large fragment, of a theory lIB to the skill, dexterity, 
and judgment with which labour is generally applied. . 

The seeond of the • two different circumstances: fares even 
worse than the first. The fourth paragraph of the Intro- ' 
duction and Plan gives some warning of its approaching fate, 
by depreciating its importance compared with that of the 
first circumstance. Savage nations, it seems, are miserably' 
poor, though among them • eVery individua.l who is able to 
work is more or less employed.in useful Isbour: while 
civilised nations are well off, 'though a great number of 
people do not Isbour at all, many of whom consume the pro
duce of ten times, frequently of a hundred times, more labour 
than the greater part of those who work.' The fifth and 
sixth paragraphs are obviously intended to suggest that the 
first circumstance will be dealt with in Book I., and the 
seeond in Book IL, but the sixth paragraph in reality sub-

, stitutes something entirely different;-
'Whatever be the actual state of the skill, dexterity, and judg

ment with which hibour is applied in any nation, the abundance or 
scantiness of its annual supply must depend, during the continuance 
of that state, npon the proportion between the number of those who 
are annnally employed in useful labour, and that of those who are not 
10 employed. The number of useful and productive labourers, it will 
hereafter appear, is everywhere in proportion to the quantity of 
capita! .tock which is employed. in letting them to work, and to the 
particular way in which it is BO employed. The Second Book, there
fore, treats of the nature of capital stock, of the manner, in which it is 
gredually aooumulated, and of the different quantities of labour 
which it puts into motion, according to the different way. in which it 
is employed.' . 

To give us B real theory of production, the Second Book 
ought, according to this arrangement of the matter, to allow 
what regulates, not 'the number or useful and productive 
Isbourers: but' the proportion between the number of those 
who are annually employed in uaefullabour, and that of those 
who are not 80 employed.' This it does not do. Moat of it 
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deals only with the absolute number of useful labourers, a 
'circulDstance' which has nothing to do with per capita 
produce, and chapter -iii. deals not with th~ proportion 
between the number of those who are employed in 'UlJe/vJ 
labour, and that of those who are not so employed, which is 
'the second circumstance according to the third paragraph of 
the 'Introduction and Plan: but with the proportion between 
the number of those who are employed in productive labour, 
and those who are not so employed, and it is expressly 
admitted that' unproductive' labour may be, and often is, in 
the highest degree' useful" The lame attempt in the sixth, 
paragraph of the 'Introduction and Plan' to gloss over the 
discrepancy between the third paragraph and Book II., by 
first speaking of 'useful' labour alone, and then of 'useful 
and productive' labourers, as if 'productive' were a mere 
synonym-of'useful: could scarcely, one would suppose, succeed 
except in the case of the most careless readers. 

So, instead of a full discussion of the causes which affect 
the skill, dexterity, and judgment with which labour is 

,applied, we are put off with an essay on the division of labour, 
and instead of a discussion of the causes which regulate 'the 
proportion between the number of those who are employed 

_in useful labour and that of those who are not so employed; 
we are given a treatise on 'the proportion between the pro
ductive and unproductive hands: I 'productive' meaning 
something quite different from useful. 

. If Ricardo had been asked where his theory of production 
was to belOoked for in his' Pri'Miple8 of Political ECD'TIhmy 
and Taxation, he would have answered with perfect justice, 
that in spite of the generality of its title,· his work did not 
profess to deal with the production of wealth. It was merely 
an attempt to offer a solution of 'the principal problem in, 
political economy: which is, he thought, 'to determine the:, 
laws which regulate' the distribution of the produce of a' 
country between rent, profit, and wages.' He certainly 
had much to do with the addition to nineteenth-century 
political economy of the 'law of diminishing returns: but he 

I Bk. D. eh. Ui. p. 146 &. • 1INl., p. 147 &. 
• OR ,Ac Priru:iplu 'If P.~ E_II_ T""",,"'" 
·~pp.W,IY. 
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and Malthus and West IIP~ ~ ~ have ~_~ore 
concerned with the effec~ Oftb;U;; ru; distribution than 
~UiWiect.s on prodyl<ti(l.llo -

Malthus's theory of production lies hidden in the confused 
tangle of the seventh chapter of his Political ECO'IUI'mY, • On 
the immediate causes of the progress of wealth.' Its chief 
feature seems to have been an insistence on the necessity of 
consumption in order to cause or stimulate production. 

In the first edition of J ames Mill's ElerMnt8 (1821). the 
inquiry as to • What are tbe laws which regulate the pro
duction of commodities' I fills less than four sparsely printed 

_ pages. -These {ylerely -explain that man • can do nothing 
more than produce motion: that capital is a requisite of pro.: 
duction, that capitalists and labourers are separate classes, 
and that division of labour and great manufactories are 
advantageo~It was Torrens who set the example of writing 
a considerable quantity about production. His E88aY em the 
Productilm oj Wealth (1821) contains 430 pages and is 
about the same length as the Book on Production in J. S. 
Mill's Principles. A _ considerable portion of it, however." 
deals with questions of value. trade, currency, and demand 
and supply, which by most later writers have been relegated 
to the separate. division of political economy entitled 
• Exchange.' The main body of the work consists of four 
chapters on the different kinds of industry-appropriative, 
manufacturing, agricultural, and mercantile. 

Stimulated, perhaps by the appearance of Torrens's book,_ 
James Mill, in the second edition' of his Eleme'nts, added lit 
dozen new pages to his chapter on production, dividing them 
into two sections, of which the first is on • Labour,' and 
consists chieOy of "an exposition of the advantages of 
division of labour. more expanded than that contained.in the 
first edition, and the second is on • Capital.' and consists 
chiefly of an: explanation of the nature of capital. 
.J M'Culloch considered that with regard to production, the. 
business of ;;he economist is • an investigation of the means 
by which labour in general may be rendered most productive." 
Accordingly the bulk of his discussion of production fa!1s in 

• P. " • PrNociplco, 18''', Po 7L 
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the section which treats of the 'Means by which the 
Productive Powers of Labour are increascd:1 

...... Senior and J. S. Mill conceived the treatment of production 
as properly consisting of a collection of observations about the 
three requisites of production. 

§ 3. The Thru Req1Li8ites 0/ Production. 

\: One of the most familiar and striking features of the 
theory of production, as taught in the text-books of the 
second half of the nineteenth century, is the practice of 
ascribing production to the co-operation or concurrence or 
joint use of three great agents, instruments, or requisites of 
production, Labour, Land, and Capital] This triad of pro
ductive requisites did not very early become an integral part 
of English political economy. t Its origin is apparently to be 
found in Adam Smith's division of the component parts of 
prices into wages, profit, and ren~ (" When Adam Smith had 
divided the prices of commodities and afterwards the revenue 
of the community into the wages of labour, the profits of 
stock, and the rent of land, it was to be expected that some 
one would say that the revenue of the cominunity is produced 
by labour, capital, and land, and proceed to arrange the theory 
of production under the three headings, labour, capital, and 
land. This was done by J.-B. Say.] The first chapter of 
Book I. of his Traiti explains what is meant by 'production: 
the second deals with 'the different sorts of industry and the 
manner in which they co-operate in production: the third 
explains 'what a productive capital is and how capitsls 
co-operate in production: the fourth discusses 'the natural 
agents, especially land, which are of service in the production 
of wealth,' and the fifth, on 'how industry, cnpitals, and 
natural agents join in production: begin&-

• N OllB RVODB 'f11 de quelle mamere l'indnstrie, lea capitau et I .. 
agena naturals oonconrent, .chacon en ce qui lee oonceme, ~ Ill. pro
duction; nona RVODB 'f11 que cea traia eiemeDB d. la production 80M 
indispeD8Bbleo pour qu'ily ait dee prodmt& cree..' I 

D. Boileau, in his Introduction to the Study 0/ Political 
ECO'TWTnY, adopts an arrangement similar to that of Say, 

I Pri1Iciplu, P,- IL I 2. I 2d ed., 181., .. oL L p. 36. 
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having chaptenron land, labour, capital, and the .'conjoint 
operation of land, labour, and capital' But the familiar triad 
of productive requisites, can scarcely have been present in the 
mind of Ricardo, when, in the first words of his Preface, he 
spoke of 'the produce of the earth-all that is derived from 
its surface by the united application of labour, machinery, 
and capital" Malthus and M'Culloch make no use of it. 
James Mill IIl\YS 'the requisites to production are two-' 
Labour and Capital" Torrens, however, teaches the doctrine 
of the triad very clearly:- ' 

'In the language of political economy,' he says, 'the original \1 
acquisition of wealth is called production; and those things by means I " 
of which this acquisition is made are termed instrumenta of pro- ,V 
duction. Thus the land which suppli.. the primary materials of 
weolth, the labonr by which th .. e materials are appropriated, pre-
pared, augmented, o. transferred, and the capitol that aids th .. e 
""veral operations, are all instrnmenta of production.' 8 

But he does not divide his expositioIr of production into 
divisions on labour, capital, and land, Senior ,and J. S. Mill 
make labour and land (which Senior, like Say, calls 'natural 
agents ') the 'primary' requisites of production, and capital 
(which Senior calls 'abstinence ') only a secondary requisite. 
Senior says:;- . 

'We now procaed to consider the agents by whose intervention 
production tak .. place. 

'L Labour.-The primary instrumente of production are Labonr 
end those Agents of which Nature, unaided by man, affords Us the, 
aasiatance .••. 

'II. Natural Agmtl,-Under the term "the agente afforded to 
111 by Nature)" or, to use a aborter expressioD, ,. Natural Agents," we 
include every productive agent 80 far as it does not derive its powell 
from tho art of man. • • • 

'IIL .4botinmc .. -But althongh human labonr and the agoncy 
of Nature, independently of thet of man, are the primary productive 
powers, thoy require the concurrence of a third productive principle 
to give them complete efficiency. • •• 

'To the third principle ••• ,!,e &hall give thellame of Abstinence.' t 

I For a further reference to tbia passage. aee below," ch. iv. 15-
• Elem<1lto, lot ed. p. 7. • ProdtM:4i<m qf WeaM., P. 60. 
t 1'_'" Eeonomw, 8vo eel. pp. 67,68. 
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J. S. Mil! at ·first says 'the requisites of production are 
two-labour, and appropriate natural objects: 1 and only 
adds subsequently that . 

. ~. besides the primary and uuiversal requisites of productioD, labour 
and Datural ageDts, there is aDother requisite without which DO pro- \"/ 
ductive operationa beyoDd. the rude aDd scanty bsginDiDgs of primitive 
industry are poesible: Damely, a stock, previouslyac:c:nmulated, of the 
products of former labour." 

Thus eV~)l!_1848thetriad_ Qf~equisites _ofp~~du.£tion_was 
_ti~t" quite firmly ~stabJished. 

I Prindpk., Bk. J. cb. L • I, lot eel. ooL L p. 29 I People'. eel. p. 15 ... 
• Ibid., Dlr. L ch. I" •• I, Itt od. voL L p. 67 I People'. od. p. :u ... 



CHAPTER III 

THE FIRST REQUISlTB OF PRODUCTlON-LABOim 

§ 1. TMRequ.isite-ness of LaIJowr. 

HUln in his essay Of Commerce says: 'Everything in the . 
world is purchased by labour 'j 1 and in Book I. chapter v. of 
the Wealth of Nations, Adam Smith, using the same phrase, 
says: 'All the wealth of the world was originally purchased by 
labour: and speaks of labour as ' the original purchase-money 
that was paid for all things.' I These propositions are obvi
ously far too general. It cannot reasonably be contended 
that an acre of land from which all traces of man's labour 
have been carefully removed has been originally purchased 
by labour j and yet such land, if favourably situated, often 
constitutes a part of the capital wealth of the world. 

But to make labour a requisite of production it. is 9nly 
necessary that it should be requisite for ,the production of 
income-wealth, and AdaD!..Sm.kh claims no more for it in the 
opening paragraph Ofnis work, which asserts tha~ 'aJ!.1he 
~egessari~, and convenie~~i~ of_life '...'!.hic}'l:i:a na!ion. 'J\nn.ually 
~n.s~~rn~8.!:~.2rigin@'y.suJlP1i~1)J.;ts ... ~n~!ll..!!~Ou~. He 
puts the assertion forward as a se[f-evlilent propositIOn which 
requires no proof, and, iii fact, its truth is implied in the very 
conception of production. . No question was raised on the 
subject, and we may proceed at once to the discussion of the 
causes whic!L!!U).koJ.he..-prodwlw.ADAss of labonr grontm: U 
~~e_t.~~~hlw.anot.her.. 

§ 2. The l'l'Od'UCtiveneBB of Labowr. 

All we have already had occasion to observe,' Adam Snlith~;"'''~ 
, 1 ENat'" eeL of 1770, YOI. IL po 18.' • P. 14 II. -< - , \ ... II.V

• ALo ... p.SS. 
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enumerated no 'causes of improvement in the productive 
powers of labour: except the increase of division of labour. 

By the division of labour he did not, of course, understand 
merely the division of labour which takes place within the 
walls of a single factory, or within the limits of a single busi
ness. The celebrated example of the pin factory, with which 
he begins his exposition of the subject, was only an endeavour 
to make' the effects of the division of labour in the general 
business of society' • more easily understood by considering 
in what manner it operates in some particular manufactures.' 1 

He includes in -the division of labour all that is sometimes 
called the separation of employments; it is not over the 
manufacture of pins' -heads that he waxes eloquent, but in 
the paragraph at the end of Chapter i, where he shows how 
each article of • the accommodation of the most common 
artificer or day labourer in a civilised and thriving country' 
• is the produce of the joint labour of a great multitude of 
workmen." 

The maintenance and extension of division of labour in 
'this large sense he attributes to the belief of each indi
vidual that he will serve his own interests best by devoting 
himself entirely to one or two occupations, but i.ts first origin 
he seems inclined to attribute to a sort of instinct which he 
calls 'a tracking disposition,'8 'a propensity to truck, barter, 
and exchange." He rejects the idea that-its first origin can 
have been ,caused by a sense of the advantage which results 
from it, because he thinks that the advantage is due, not to 
the difference of natural talents between difierent individuals, 
but to the difference of acquired talents. • The difference of 
natural talents in different men is, in reality, much less than 
we are aware of; and the very different genius which appears 
to distinguish men of different professions when grown up to 
maturity is not, upon many occasions, so much the cause as 
the effect of the division of labour: Without the disposition 
to truck, barter. or exchange, the great philosopher would 
have been no better than a street porter.-

1 Bk. Lcb.i.P. 2l. 
• 1M. P. 8... The Jl&IIUP yory probably ow .... mething to Lock. 

OD a....,."..,." Bk. It. I 43. 
• Bk. L cb. ii. P. 7 b. • 1M. P. 86. • IbUL, pp. 7 ... 
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As every one knows, Adam Smith says tllat the great 
increase" in the productiveness of industry which results 
from the division of labour, 

• is owing to thll'8 dilfenmt circumatan ... j first, to the in~_of 
dexterity in every particnIar workman j secondly, to the aavmg of the' 
t§i8.)!hich is commonly lost in passiog from ooe lpea .. ofw';rk-to 
another j and lastly, to the inftotion ~~ a great number of ..!!"'China 
which facilitate' and abridge liIiiiiir. and able one man to do the 
work of many." 

It was not n~ for his followers to add anything to' 
, his doctrine as to the increased dexterity of the workman. It 
is obvious that no man can learn all trades, and that very few 
men are capable of learning to execute efficiently more than 
a small number of different DperatiODS. The popular recog
nition of the fact is sufficiently attested by the proverbial 
phrase, 'Jack of all trades and master of none.' But against the 
increased dexterity of the workman at his particular business 
-there may be set a certain disadvantage arising from too 
exclusive an attention to that business. Though' AdaIii 
Smith does not mention this in Book L, he has ,some strong 
remarks on the subject in Boo~ v. Chapter i. Article 2, 'Of 
the expense of ~e institutions for the education...of youth.' 
He there Bays that the increased dexterity of the workman 
seems 'to be acquired at the expense of his intellectual, 
social, and martial virtues':-

• The man whOle whole life is spent in performing a few simple 
operations, of which the elfecta too are perhaps alway. the aame, or 
very nearly the same, haa no occasion to exert his understanding, or 
to exerciae his invention in findiog ont expedients for removing difli
cnIti .. which oever oocur. He oatnra1ly 10108, therefore, the hahit of 
.ucb exertion, aod generally becom.. aa stupid and ignorant aa it is 
possible for a human creature to become. The torpcr of hie mind 
renders him not only incapable of ,relishing or bearing a pert in any 
rational conversation, but of conceiviog any generous, noble, or tender 
eentiment, and consequently of forming any just judgment concerning 
many even of the ordinary duti .. of private 1ife.'1 

This is perhaps too se~ere. But we can scarcely agree 
with M'Culloch that' the statements in this paragraph are lUI 

1 Ilk. I •• h. L p. 4, • P:8IiO 6. 
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unfounded as can well be imagined:1 Specialisation has its 
disadvantages, and they ought to be recognised. Adam 
Smith may have omitted mention of them in Book I. owing 
to' an impression that they had riot much to do with the 
.productive powers of labour. J.-B. Say, himself a versatile 
genius," had no such scruples, and treats of the advantages 
and disadvantages of the separation of industries in the same 
chapter of his TraiU (Book L chapter viii.). ,It is: he says, 
'a sad thing for a man to have to testify t1!at he has never 
made more than the eighteenth part of a pin: A clever 
lawyer, he remarks, 'if obliged to mend some trilling article 
of his furniture, would not know how to begin; he could not 
even knock in a nail without making the most mediocre 
apprentice laugh.' 8 

The second of the three circumstances which, according to 
Adam Smith, cause division of labour to increase the pro
ductiveness of industry, 'the saving of the time which is 
commonly lost in passing from one species of work to another: 
is also a very simple maLter. It is generally agteed that, 
at any rate after childhood has been passed, it is a wa.~te of 
time to be always passing from one occupation to another, 
J. S. Mill quarrelled with Adam Smith's dictum that a man 
who has often to change his occupation becomes 'slothful 

. and lazy'; but he certainly does not carry conviction to the 
ordinary mind by saying:. 'Few workmen change their work 
and their tools oftener than a gardener; is he usually incap
able of vigorous application 1" for Adam Smith, and most 
owners of gardens, would answer in the affirmative. 

With regard to the third' circumstance: the invention of 
machinery, Senior very justly observed that Adam Smith 
had attributed too much to the division of labour:-

'His. remark," that the invention of all those machinea by WhiCj 
labour is 80 much facilitated and abridged, seems to have bee 
originally owing to the division of labour," is too general. Many 0 

1 In a. Dote on the pasaage quoted.. 
• J.·B. Say WIll lucceuively a commercial clerk, a jourualiat, a civil 

Iet'nnt. • writer Oil political economy •• cotton 'pinner, a profealOr of 
political economy, and failed in none of these capacitiee. 

• 2d ed. voL L p. 76. • 
• PM.tiP''', Bit. J, .b. viii. I &, In ed. ToL L P. 1&1; People" ed. 

. p.7S... • 
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our most useful implements have been Invented by petlODS neither 
mechanics by profeeaion, nor th..m.elves employed In the operatioDl 
which those implements facilitsta. Arkwright WlIS, as is well·known, 
a harber; the inventor of the powe .... loom is a cIergymtUl. Perhaps( 
it would be a nearer approach to truth if we were to say that the divisio., 
of labour has been o ..... ioned by the DIe of implements. In a rude 
state of society every man possesses, and every man can manage, 
every'sort of instrument. In an advanced state, when expensive 
machinery and'an almost infinite variety of tools have superseded the 
few and simple implements of savage life, those only can profitably 
employ themselves in any branch of manufactnre who can obtain the 
aid of machinery, and have been trained to use the tools by whi.h its 
processes are facilitated; and the division of labour is a ne .... ary 
consequence. But, in fact, the use of tools and the division of labour so 
act and rea.t on one another that their etre.ts can seldom be separated 
in practice.' 1 

There is no justification for denying to isolated mail all 
inventive power, and it is clear that in many cases the divi
sion of labour acts rather &8 a check than &8 a ,IltinlUlus to 
the inventive faculty. We may well doubt whether it is 
really • natural" for a worlunan to be 80 attracted by the 
possibility of obtaining a lucrative patent as to turn his 
attention to the discovery of a means for superseding his own 
lsbour. Moreover; as J. S. Mill remarks, 'whatever may be 

"the cause of making inventions, when they are once made, 
I the increased efficiency of lsbour is owing to the invention 

itself, and not to the division of lsbour: a. It is a mistake to 
cram the whole effects of tho invention of machinery under 
the head of division of lsbour:-' 

C. It is rather curious that Adam Smith, in spite of his 
-apparent willingnEll!S to multiply &8 much as possible the 
advantages of division of lsbour, should not have included 
among them the possibility of executing different kinds of 
work in the places best suited for them, which, &8 he fully 
recognised,- is created by trade between- different countries) 
Without division oflsbour it would obviously be impossible, for 
example, for tea to be raised in (''hina for English consump-

I Politiatl &otoomy, 8vo eeL pp. 73, 74. 
I Wealth qf NatioM, Bk. L ah. L p. G II bottom I 'naturally.' 
I PriRcij>lu, Bk. r. oh. vIII •• G, 1.t ed. voL I. p. 1M; Peopl.'. eeL 

p. 80 ~ • Bk. IV. oh. il. pp. 200, 201. 
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tion: we should have to grow our tea in England or go 
without it. Six years before the Wealth 0/ Nati011>8 was pub
lished Turgot had ascribed the very origin of exchange and 
division of labour to the fact that' every soil does not produce 
everything.' 1 James Mill, in Oommerce De/ended, said :-

'The commerce of one country with another is, in fact, merely an 
extension of that division of labour by which so many benefits are 
conferrod on the human race. • • • In the world at large, that great 
empire 9f which the different kingdoms and tri~ of men may be 
regarded. as the provinces, • • • one province is favourable to the 
production of one species of accommodation and another province to 
another: by their mutual intercourse tiley are enabled to sort and to 
distribute their -labour as most peculiarly suits the genius of eaoh 
particular spot. The labour of the human race thus becomes much 
more productive. and every species of accommodation is aft'ordod in 
much groater abundance,'" • 

C Ricardo was quite aware of the fact that the reason why 
exchanges are made between distant places is that each kind 
of labour may be carried on, so far as possible, in the place 
best fitted for it}- , 

• Under a system of perfectly free commerce,' he says, • each 
country' naturally devotes its capital and labour to such employments 
"" are moet benefi.cial to each. This pursuit of individual advantage 
is admirably connected with the universal good of the whole. By 
stimulating industry, by rewarding ingenuity, ,and by nsing most 
efficaciously the peculiar powers bestowod liy nature, it distributes 
labour most effectively 8!ld moet economically •••• It is this principle 
which determines that wine shall be made in France and Portugal, 
that com shall be grown in America and Poland, and that hardware 
and other goods shall be mannfacturad in England.'· 

(But, not having occasion to write systematically on pro
duction or the division of labour, he had no opportunity or 
occasion to represent the fact as one of the advantages which 

1 Ri.fIaioM. § ii.Cin fEu",.... ed. Dalre,voL i p. 7). !I_.in hi. Prindp/to, 
Book n. chap. iiL (voL i. p. 179; Wor.b, vol. L pp. 241, 242),..ea1': • Another 
advantage of trade iA th.t induatriou8 people in ODe part of the country may 
lupply customel'l in another, though dist&nt. They may eatabliah them'" 
leivel ill th" Dlost commodious placea for their reapective buiDeu .. 

t Pp. 38.39. 
t Princ;pIu, lot ed. pp. 1M, 167; ad ed. in Wor.b, pp. 75, 76. 
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result from the division of labour] This was done by Torrens, 
with his usual turgidity, in his EBBaY on the Production 0/ 
Wealth:-

• It is not in mechanical operatiollll alone that the division of 
employment augments the powers of ind1llltry. N atore, by giving to 
different districts different soils. and climates, baa adapted them for 
different produCtiOIlll. ., • If we .011' com on our arable land, and feed 
cattle on our pastures; if we cultivate the grape beneath a congenial. 
sky, and breed sheep where their fteeceo will be abundant; then 

__ hall we enjoy more com and cattle, more wine and clothing, than if 
we reve:sed the order of nature. • • • _ 

'The view which we have. hero given of the odvantagea resulting 
from the division of employment will enable DB to form a. jnst 
conception of the nature and extent of the benefits conferred by 
mercantile indlllltry. This branch of indllOtry, besid.. its direot 
operation in bestowing ntility npon articl.. which. otherwise could 
not posoess it, allows each individnaJ to confine himself to the 
mechanical operation in which he is moot skilful and expert, or to 
give to his fields that peculia.r mode of culture which ie suitable to 
their soil'. 

¥:Cullochreck2~~z...9l~aIl!_by.:w.¥~h,_th~ p~o
c!uc,ti'!UQlYeIlU)i.].i\b<!ur ,are . in.c!.~~'_.~t1!....!...divW~ 
employments among individuals,' and • division of employ
ments .,!!,mongjli!'fei:W:C:ifuri4'ies. -oCconiI!ier.ce,'1 and shows 
Clearly, under the second head, how the productiveness of 
industry is increased by • this " territorial division of a~our," 
as it has been appropriately term y 0 onel Torrens.' 8 

V' Senior gives the' territorial division of labour' a prominent 
position in his account of the advantages of division of labour,' 
but J. S. Mill almost entirely neglects the subject.' 

Professor Babbage, in his Economy 0/ Machinery a~ 
Manufac!ure8 (1832), pointed out that division of labour I 

increases the productiveness of industry by allowing each 
different lUnd of labour to be performed s91ely by the indi
viduals best naturally fitted for that kind of labour. He 

1 Pp. 156-168. 
I Pri~ ... Part IL • iL heading. I Ibid., p. lit. 
• Political &"""""11, Svo ed. pp. 76. 77. 
• Principlu, Book L ohap. viii. I 3, doala with • CombiDr.tion of lahonr . 

betWeeD towu and oountry.' 
D 
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expressed the truth,' and J. S. Mill accepted it,· rather as if 
it were only applicable to the division of labour which takes 
place within a factory or within the limits of a business, but 
of course it is equally applicable to the separation of employ
ments between men and women, adults and children, the 

. clever and the stupid, the weak and the strong. J. S. Mill 
says that the advantnge is • not mentioned by Adam Smith: 
but this is hardly the case. It would be more true to say 
that Adam Smith despised that advantnge as compared with 
the advantnge which results from each kind of labour being 
performed solely by the .individuals who, in consequence of 
the division of labour, have the largest amount of acquired 
skill and dexterity. 

[ Wakefield, in his edition ofthe Wealth 0/ Nutiom, reduced 
the division of labour or separation of employments to its 
proper place as only a part of the general co-operation which 
increases the productiveness of labour. He pointed out that 
the productiveness of labour is increased not only by men· 
dividing their labour and each doing different things, but 
also by their combining their labour and each doing the same 
thing in conjunction with the others. Looking on_both 
cases as examples of' co-operation: he divided co-operation 
inlil two distinct kinds :-

• First, such co-operation os takes place when several persona help 
each other in the same employment; secondly, such co-operation .. 
takes plsce when. several persona help each other in dilferent employ
ments. These may be termed simple co-operation and complex 
co-operatioa. • • • 

• In a vost number of simple operations performed by human 
exertion, it is qnite obvions that two men working together will do 
more than fODr, or fODr times fODr men, each of whom should work 
alone. In <.be lifting of heavy weights, for example, in the felling of 

I 'The muter ma.nofacto.rer, by dividing the work to be executed Into 
difFerent proceael, each requiriDg difFerent degreea of ,k.i11 and force, caD 

purchaoe •• actly tha, preciH qU8lltity 01 bo'h which II D-.ry for oocb 
proceu; whereu, if 'he whole work were exeooted by one workme. tha" 
penon mUlt __ oumcion' skill to perform ~. mod dillieul" and oumci .... 
• _gth to .. _to ~. moo' IaboriOUf, 01 tbe operoliODI Into which tho an 
II dividod.'-E"""""I/ 0/ Jlodoi...." and Jlan'l!aduru, 1168, pp. 137, 138. 

• Prin<iplu, Book I. chop. viii. I 6, Itt eel. voL L pp. 1M, 156; People'. 
eel.p.80. 
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Veeo, in the eewing of timber, in the gathering of much hay or com 
during a ohort period of fine weather, in draining a Iarga extent' of 
land during the ohort 88IIIOn wh"" such. a work may he properly con-. 
dncted, in the pulling of ropes on hoard ship, in the rowing of Iarga 
hoata, in eome mining opel'lLtioua, in the erection of a acalfolding 'for 
building, and in the breaking of aton.. for the repair of a rond, 10 

that the wbola of tho rond aha1l alwa:ra be kept in good ~rder; in an 
these simple operationa, and thonaauda more, it ia absolutely nece&
aar:r that maey peraona ohonld work togather, at the eeme time, in 
tho eeme p1aee, and in the eeme way.' 1 

J. S. Yill saw the value of Wakefield's theory, and made 
use of it in his-4hapter·' Of Co-operation, or the Combination 
of Labour.' I 

C. Y'CuIloch gave as' the first and most indispensable' of 
the 'means by which the productive- powers of labour are 
increased,' '.Security of property.'.!1 There is, of course, no 
doubt that security of property is one of the conditions of 
high productivenesa of labour. Y'CuIloch, as was to be ex
pected considering tne almost pre-socialist time at which he 
was writing, was rather inclined to mix up security of property 
with a rigid maintenance of an individualist regime; but J. S. 
Mill, in treating of 'superior iecurity' as one of the causes 
of the superior pl'Qductivenesa of land, labour, and capital, 
avoids this error, understanding that there might be as much 
security in a communist as in an individualist society.' 

Besides co-operation and superior security, J. S. Mill 
enumerated three other great causes for land, labour, and 
capital being of superior productivenesa'at one time than at 
another, namely, 'greater energy of labour: 'superior skill 
and knowledge: and 'superiority of intelligence and trust
'Worthinesa in the community generally.' • The first two of 
these had been treated by Adam Smith in so far as they 
ate produced by division of labour, but they are obviously 
also the result of other causes. 

1 VoL I. pp. 211, 'no . 
• PriR<iplu, Book L chap. .ru. II, lot ocI. .. oL L pp. 138, 139; Peopl.'. 

e4. p. 72 ... 
• PriR<iplu, Put II. • it pp. 74·84, 
• PriR<iplu, Book L ahap. ..a • 6, lot ocI. vaL L pp. 1:u.-136; Peepl. '. 

ocI.pp.~a "' 
• 1IJid., Book L chap. oIL .. 8, " e, headinso in C ... tonta. 
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In addition to all these causes of variation the produc
tiveness of labour is also affected by changes in the magni
tude of the accumulation of instruments of production, and 
by changes in the number of persons who have to live and 
work on a given area. But owing to the practice of treating 
land and capital as requisites, or even agents of production, 
co-ordinate with labour itself, these changes will be more 
conveniently dealt with in the next two chapters. 



CHAPTER IV 

THE nO.ON» I!.EQUISlTB 01/ PI!.ODUCTION-CAPlTU 

§ 1. The Word. 

TJtE word 'capital: in its economio sense, has neither 
more nor less to de with the French' .hepte/, , and the English 
'cattle' 8.Ild 'chattels'l than it has with the 'chapter' ofa book 
or the 'capital' of a. pillar •. In Dr. Murray's New E'TI{Jlieh 
Dictitmary the article on the word' capital' is divided into 
two sections. In the first of these, which -treats of the word 
when used 80S an a.djective, the eighth meaning is, 'Of or 
pertaining to the originat.,funds of a. tra.der, company, or 
corpora.tion ; -principal; 1wMe, serving 80S a. ba.sis for financi~ 
and other opera.tions.' In the second section, which treat}! 
of the a.djective elliptically used 80S II substantive, the first 
meaning given is ' a. capital letter,' the second' a. capital town 
or city,' and the third 'a capital stock or fund.' Under this 
hea.d we rea.d:- -

'{4.} O~m"..,.., •• -The stock of a . company, corporation, or ·indi
vidual with which they enter intu busin ... , and on which profit. or 
dividendo are calculated; in a joint-stuck company it .onaista of 
the tutal 8um of the contributiona of the sharebolder& (h.) Political 
E""""",y.-Tb,. accumulated wealth of an individual, company, or 

1 Sir H. Maine lays: (There are BOme few faotl both of etymology &Ild of 
legal claasi6cation which point to the former importance of oxen. Capitalt 
-kine reckoned by the head-cattl&-baa given birth to one of the moat 
famoul term. of law and to one of the moat famonl terDll of political economy, . 
Chattels. and Capitol' (Early HUitM'!/ of IRBtituti .... p. 147); but h. addu ... 
no evidence of any hi.torical connection between ca.pitale, kine, and capital in 
the economio or commercial leOIe. Still more groundless is the atatement of 
Mr. H. D. Macleod: 'The word ca.pital comes to UI from the Greek n~dAt&&o" 
a capital, or prinoipal own placed out at inter .. " (Primipl .. of .Ii'conomical 
Philo"'1'h,l, 2d od. 1879, vol. L p. S28j. 

• 
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eommunity, ""ed as a fuud lor carrying au fresh productiou l wealth 
In any form usod to help In producing mora wealth.' 

The adjective was • used elliptically as a substantive' in 
the commercial sense, at least as early as the first half of the 
seventeenth century; I but the fact that it was merely an 
adjective was by no means forgotten. In 1697 Parliamcnt 
passed' an Act for making good the Deficiencies of several 
Funds therein mentioned, and for enlarging the Capital Stock 
of the Bank of England, and for raising the Public Credit." 
Section xx. of this Act I not only shows that the adjective 
• capital,' applied to stock, could then be placed between two 
other adjectives, but also shows that the plan of issuing new 
capital at a 'Premium, or at a discount, was not then under
stood. Before the new capital was created it was considered 
necessary to compute the old at the value of the actual 
property held :-

• And for the better settling and adjusting the Right and Property 
of each Member of the present Corporation of the Governor and Com
pany of the Bank of England, before any such Enlargement as afore
eaiel, bo modo thoreunto; be it further enacted by the authority a(or&
said that before tho Four and Twentieth Day of July Ono thousand six 
hundred and ninetY-lleven, tbe Common, Capital, and Principal Stock.of 
the eaid Governor and Company shall be computed and estimated by 
the Principal and Interest owing to thom from the King or any qthe .... 
and by Cash, or by any other Effects whereof the eaid Capital Stock 
.hall then reaIlyconsist over and above tho Value of tho Debts which 
they .hall owe at the same Time for Principal or Interest to any qther 
Person or Persons whatsoever.'. 

1 TIr. Herc/oant', Hi,.,.."..: or Direetimu /M' ,Ao ".,./.., ordering on4 
""ping 0/ hi< .AcxounU, by Richard Dalforn .. (1635), give. &lDODg uamploo. 
of book-keeping :-

• No. 96. To boob lAo <4pi1all .. hid eaM f'Ilrl ..... 0/ .. joim .... f'Il"~ 
promi8dA to bri1lg in :-

SimoD 81Uld. promiaeth into the company for h18ltocke,. • gt 11,400 
And Richard Rak .. for ,w. .tock. intendeth, .• gL 7,800 

• 8 and 9 W. a: M. cap. 20. 
gt 19.200.' 

, In Thorold Roger" Fint Nina Y...,., 0/ lAo BtuLlo/ Englan4, p. 99, the 
worda. .. from the kiDg or' any otbera, and by cub or by &By otber decM,' 
are corrnpted, evidently by miareading of manaacript, into 'by \h. kin, 
and by each or aD, other efftet..· 
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In Dyche and Pardon'. DictionMy (1735) the artiele- on 
• Capital· begiDs :-

'CAPITAL (A). Chief. head, or principal; it relates to bevera! 
things, as the CIlpltal Itock, in trading companies, is the fnnd or 
quantity of money they are by their charter allowed to employ in 
tzado.'~ -

§ 2. Adam Smith 1m f.hs Na~ aM Origin 0/ tht· 
Oapital 0/ a Commwnity. 

l .In the First Book of the Wecdth 0/ Nations we hear little 
6r 'capital· or 'capital stock.' When it is mentioned it is 
not distinguished from 'stock.·'!? ow the' stock' ofa trader. 
so far as his trade is concerned, consists, and seems always to 
have consisted. of the movable goods which he bolds in his 
possession in the way of business.' The stock of a shopkeeper 
is the wares in his shop, the 'livlt' and dead stock'. of a farmer 
is his cattle. horses. and implements; and so on. Mova!;lles 
shade into fixtures in rather an insensible manner. and fixed 
property, such as factories. houses. and other buildings. can 
scarcely be separated from the lapd on which it stands; 
so that the meaning of the phrase" the stock of an individual 
trader. could easily be extended so as to make it include all 
the property which he holds for the purpose of his business 

, Compare with thIa , 'Th. HolIt.nd ... • oapltalin the Baa, India Com· 
pany ia wortb above three millions. I_Petty, 8ewrt11 Eua.lI' in Political 
.Arilhmdie (1699). Po 161i. Th. author of A Di<eotw .. tI/ M..." ••• IIIiIlI 
B.jltdioM ... """"""" IIJil _ tI/ "" Coiro tI/ ell .. Kingd .... (1696) repre
aenta hoarding u I. meau of increumg the 06pital .took of D&tional 
_ure,' and .. y., ' Yon trade to 1 ... If you buy from abroad and pay 
more money for wha\ you fetch from forelgnen than you receive from them. 
for your aerrice and your DAtive fruitl and manufa.cturea. ••• You are 
blowiug a doad col., and take all tlWo paino but to diminish your capital or 
Datioue! .tock 01 treaaare' (p. 198). William RichardaCD. In hli EN"II'" 
II .. 0""", qf ilia Declo .. • / "" Foreign Trado (1744) ...... the word capital 
in ita oommercial aeoy in the plural, oompl&ining that cuatoma dutie. 
·I ... au the capita1a of our mOlohonla by keeping. great part of their .toob 

- by th.m idl. to pay the duti •• 01 the goode th.y import' (p. 173 in O.entou.'. 
Tracta Oft Commen:t). Philip Cantillon. on the other hand, UBI the lingular. 
apoaking of • tho capital 01 our merohonta.'-AnalyN tI/ TrrId. (1769), p. 160. 
Richrd Coutillan UB" .lngul&r and plural (in Freuoh) indilfereutly.-ll'ucli 
..... Ie C ............ p. 376. 

• S .. pp. 22 •• 23 ., 43 Go 61 ... 
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at any one tim~ And when we look at the matter from a 
comprehensive point of view, regarding rather the things 
which are of importance to the community than those which 
are only of importance to the individual, the distinction be
tween what is held for the purpose of a man's business and 
what is held for his own. immediate b9nefit appears rather 
trivial. For example, ovens are ovens,and us~ful for baking,· 
whether they belong to a baker or a private individual. 

\As ~ the meaning of • stock' and its synonym • capital' 
in Book I. of the Wealth of Nations, all that can be said with 
complete certainty is that it is the amount upon which the 
profits of a business are calculated\ In Book II., where Adam 
S~ for the first time goes inti the questionOhe stoCitof 
an .individual is the whole amount of ~Q!!a.l~rop~rty, or 
property other than land, which he possesses at any given 
point of time, and the stock of a community is the sum of 
the stocks of its individual members. The capital of an \J 
individual is not identical with his stock, but is only that 
part of it which is to afford him a revenue-that is, a re
venue in money, or at any rate a revenue in commodities 
obtained not directly but by way of exchange. The rest of 
the stock is merely a reserve for • immediate' consumption, 
and is not entitled to be called capitalJ-

• When the stock which a man poss ..... is no more than snfli
cient to maintain him for a few days or .. few weeks, he seldom 
thinks of deriving any revenue from it. ••• But when he possesses 
stock sufficient to maintain him for months or years, he naturally 
endeav011rs to derive a revenne from the greater part of it; reserving. 
only ao much for his immediate c0D8umption as may maintain him 
till this revenue begins to come in. His whole stock, therefore, is 
distinguished into two parta. That part which he expects is to afford 
him this revenue is called his capital. The other is thst which sup
plies his immediate conaumption, and which conaists either, first, in 
that portion of his whole stock which was originally reserved for this 
purp08e; or Beoondly, in his revenue, from whatever aource derived, 
as it gradually comes in; or thirdly, in suoh thingw as had been pur
ohas.ed by either of these in former years, and which are not yet 
entirely consumed, IUch as a Btock of clothes, household furoitare, 
and the like." 

1 Bk: D. ab. i. beginning, pp. 118 b, 120 ,.. 
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~ other words, a man's total stock or capital-wealth may 
be divided into the part which he invests in a business in
tended to bring in a money return and the part which he 
retains for his own use, and Adam Smith c~es to call 
only the first of these two parts his 'capitatl tJ~e stock of 
John Brown, baker, is the whole of John Browns possessions 
other than la.nd, but his • capital' is only that part of his 
possessions which is employed in the bakery businesB.1 Now. 
even as regards the individual, this definition of capitai gives 
us rather an unsatisfactory and useless entity. In the first., 
place, it is neither Clllit.llWl!ory »01. co~Y,!!!iej;\t til AJc1udaJand 
from the c-"p~.9f~yjdllaJ or eQl1ij2@.!}Y.. A factory
ownermCTudes in the sum of money at which he reckons his 
c:apital the cost or value of the land he has bought for his 
business; and it would puzzle anyone ,to exclude land from 
the capital of a railway or dock company. In the secondl~ 
pla.ce, so long as an individual derives a benefit from the 
possession of his stock, it is of little importance whether he 
receives that benefit directly or first receives m,oney which he 
exchanges for it. According to Adam Smith, if a man goes 
to live in his own house, which is worth £2000, instead of 
continuing to let it for £120 a year and hiring some other 
person's house fo! £120 a year, he thereby re.duces his capital 
by £2000. If this is so, all that can be said is that the 
magnitude of a man's capital is not of much importance. 

Not content with having made a somewhat trivial dis
tinction in the case of the individual, Adam Smith, according 
to his usual practice of reasoning from the individual to' the 
community, endeavoured to apply it, with but slight modifi
cation, to the case of the nation; 

Before doing so, howeve(,he divided an indhtidual's capital 
into two parts: (1)' circulating capital: and (2) 'nxed capitaL!l 
These terms were probably used in his time in the ordinary 
conversation of men of business very much as they are to-day, 

Can individual's fixed capital being the amount of money he 
has invested in buildings, stationary machines, and other 
immovable instruments of trade, and his <:irculating capital 
being the portion of his capital which he is in the habit of 
la.ying out a,t regular intervals in the form of money, with the 
expectation of seeing it co,me round again to him in the sama 
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form.:l But when the words are used in this sense there is 
obviously a good deal of capital w):llch is neither fixed nor 
circulating. No one who had kept himself free from the 
infection of political economy woutll classify a carrier's cart 
as either fixed or circulating capital:.!J So in some trades the 
terms might convey a useful meaning, and might between 
them exhaust the whole of the capital; itl others they would 
not be applicable] The efforts of Adam Smith and his fol. 
lowers were directed towards finding definitions of the tenus 
which would give them a precise meaning and make· them 
cover all kinds of capital 

Adam Smith makes the distinction tum on the question 
whether the individual obtains his profit on the capital by 
keeping and using or by selling the articles oT which it is 
composed:-

.,.. There are: he sayo, • two different ways in which a capital ma,. 
be employed 80 as to yield & revenue or profit to its employer. 
v • Fir.t, It may be emploted in raising, manufacturing, or pnr

chasing goods, and .elling them again with a profit. • , • 
..... • Set:rmdlll, It may be employed in the improvement of land, in 

the purchase of useful machinea and instruments of trade, or in such 
like things as yield & revenue or profit without changing mastero or 
circulating any further.' S ...... -

Qt:..!lII!plo..Y_~~_.i!l. the. first .'!fay jt is a circulating, and if 
employed the second way it is a fixed, capitaL! Adam Smith 
proooeas -iii 'observe that different occupations require very 
different proportionate amounts of fixed and circulating 
capital • The capital of a merchant: he assures us, • is alto
gether a circulating capitaL He has occasion for no machines 
or instruments of trade uuless his shop or warehouse be con· 
sidered as such: and why not 1 The needles of a master 
tailor are, it seems, his fixed capital; but • the far greater 
part of the capital of all such master artificers' as tailors, 
shoemakers, weavers, • is circulated either in the wages of 
their workmen or in the price of their materials, and repaid 
with a profit hy the price of the work.' 

t~t part of tile capital of the farmer which is employed in the 

I M .. 1th .... PDlitic4l EcantmlV, po 263, opeakl of hor ...... hod capitAl.' 
• P.l20 ... 
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lnstrnments of agriculture ia a fixed, that which ia employed in the 
wages and maintenance of hia 'labouring IIOI"faDto ia a circulatiDg, 
capital) He makes a profit of the one by keeping it in hia own 
poeseasion, and of the other by parting wit.h it'l The price or value 
of his labouring cattle is a fixed capital in resame manner .. that 
of the instrilmenla of husbandry; their maintenance is a circulating 
capital in_t.he same mlLD!!er as that of the labouring ..... ants. The 
farmer mak.. hia profit by keeping the labouring cattle, and by 
parting with their mamtenance. Both the price and the main~ 
tenance of the cattle which are bought in and fattened,: not for 
labour but for sale, are a circulating capital. The farmer mak .. hia 
profit by parting with them. A flock of aheep or a herd of cattle 
that in a breeding conntry is bought in neit.her for labour nor for . 
Il\le, but in ~rder to make 8 profit by their wool, by their milk, and -
by t.heir increase, is a fixed capital. The profit is made by keeping 
t.hem. Their maintenance is a circulating capital The profit is 
made by parting with it, and it com.. back wit.h both its own profit 
and t.he profit on the whole price of t.he cattle, in t.he price of t.he wool, 
the milk, and t.he increase. The whqle-value of the seed, too, is pro
perly a fixed capital. Though it go .. backwards and forwards between 
the ground and the granary, it never changes malters, and therefore 
does not properly circulate. The farmer makes hia profit not by ito 
sale but by its increase.' 1 

. This is excl)edingly, not to Bay excessively, ingenious. 
The cost or value of yOUl' fruit-tree is fixed capital, because 
you only sell the fruit lII,d not the tree itself; but the cost 
or value of your growing corh, or so much of it as will not be 
kept for seed, is cireulating capital,obecause you sell the stalk 
or straw as well as the fruit or grain. If you reserve part of 
your grain for seed, the value of this part is fixed capital; but 
if, for any reason, you sell the whole of your grain, and buy 
your seed from some one else, the value of the whole of your 
~ain is circulating capital . 
fit is curious to notice how 4dam Smith, in his account of 

thti"eapital of an individual, wavers between the conception 
of the capital as a sum of money' employed: as he calls it, or 

- 'invested: as we should call it, in the pu~chase of some com
modity, and the conception of the capital as the commodity 
itselfJ The capital is 'employed in raising, manufacturing, 
or purchasing goods, and selling them again with a profit,' 

1 Pp.IIIO., 1111 .. 
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or • in the improvement of land, in the purchase of useful 
machines and instruments of trade' j it is • fixed in the 
instruments' of a. master artificer's trade j it is 'the price 
or value' of a farmer's labouring cattle and' the value of the 
seed' which he uses j in all these cases the capital is a. sum 
of money laid out. In other cases it is the articles obtained' 
by means of this money: 'the goods of the merchant' are 
his circulating capital, and 'a flock of sheep or a herd of 
cattle' is a part of the farmer's capital The first conception 
-that in which the capital appears to be a sum of money
is, of course, the popular one j in ordinary conversation, if the 

, question be asked, 'What is the capital of such and such an 
individual or company l' ever:; one expects the answer to be, 
'So many thousand or so lJ'.6Ily million pounds.' The capital 
of an individual is the number of pounds his property is sup
posed to be worth; the capital of a company is the sum of 
money which has been nominally, but not necessarily actually, 
invested in the business by the shareholders. The second 
conception, that in which, the capital appears as the actual 
property possessed by the individual, is the more appropriate. 
to the purposes of economic inquiry, and when Adam Smith 
,proceeds to consider the capital of the community he keeps it 
~ry steadily before him. 
~ In discussing,the3i.v,:isio,n of,.thestock,o( a. communit.y 
adam Smith does not, \S in the case of the individual, first 

divide it into the resel'\"6 for consumption and the capita.!, 
and then subdivide the capital into the fixed and the circu
lating capital, bu~vides the whole stock at once into three 
portions: (i.) the reserve for consumption, (ii) the fixed capita.!, 
and (iii) the circulating capital 11 
-./ (i.) The reserve for consumption consists of the' stock of 
food, clothes, household furniture, etc., which have been 
purchased by their proper eonsumers, but which are not 
yet entirely consumed: and also of 'the whole stock of mere 
dwelling-houses' 'subsisting at anyone time: 
v (ii) The fixed capital consists chiefly of (1) 'useful machines 
and instruments of trade' j (2) 'profitable buildings which are 
the means of procuring a revenue, not only to their proprietor 

• P.121 ... 
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who lets them for a rent, but to the person w1l0. possesses 
them and pays that rent for them'; (3) • improvements of 
land ~; and (4) • the acquired and useful abilities of all the 
inhabitants or members of the society.' 
lA:iii) The circulating capital consists of (1) money; (2) 

provisions in the possession of sellers; (3) materials and un
finished goods in the possession of makers; and (4) finished 
goods in the possession of makers, merchants, or retailers. 1 

Adam Smith hed begun by assuming that p'l'im4 facie, 
or.as he expresses it, • naturally: the community's stock might 
be expected to divide itself into the same three portions as an 
individual's stock., each part doubtless consisting of the sum 

',of the corresponding parte of individual's capitals. The 
characteristic of the first part is, he says, that it affords no 
revenue or profit, the characteristic of the second part is that 
it affords a revenue without circulating or changing masters, 
and the characteristic of the third part is that it affords a 
revenue only by circulating or changing masters. Now, &8 
regards the community, the. diatinction between stock which 
brings in a revenue in money to its owner, and stock which· 
brings in immediate lIenefits, is even more trivial than it is 
&8 regards the individual There may be some slight re&8on 
for diatinguishing the stock of John Brown, baker, into stock 
invested in the bakery business and other stock, since, in all 
probability, the stock invested in the business is the only part 
of which John Brown keeps any accurate accounts; the rest 
of the stock will be cared for on rule of thumb prinoiples by 
Mrs. Brown. But to the community in general the distinction 
can in itself be of no importance. Whether a thing brings 
in a money revenue to its owner or not, depends on the pre
valence of exchange. Thus, where people live in their own 
houses and bake' their own breed, ovens bring in no money 
revenue to their owners; when division of labour and 
exchange is carried so far that people buy their breed from 
a baker, some ovens begin to yield a money revenue. The 
advantage which the community obtains from the possession 
of ovens, is of exactly the same nature as before. Having 
some inkling o( this, Adam Smith, while he says that the 

• Pp. 121, 122. 
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general stock of any country or society is the same with that 
of a.ll its inhabitants, ~~E2l.-E!!l.E...B:J:E!d in Book IL chapter i. 
to ~~.!1.,that...J.hIUlJ1,pjj.l!LQLuoup..tt3.js exgAtl¥ tba..aa.me 
WIth that of all ofJ~_i!!.h.a.bitJ!!}t4'lIn order that a thing may 
form part of the capital of a country, it must, he thinks, 
not only bring in a money revenue to its owner, but also 
bring in a real revenue to the community' The real revenue 
of the community he always, a4~eat!' in tI1,,-8eeoB&-~ 
'VA h!!W! aheady eesa,' imagines to coilsist solely of tangible 
objects. Consequently he excludes from the capital of the 
community everything which does not appear to him to yield 
a revenue consisting of such objects. It is nothing to him 
that houses, clothes, and furniture yield shelter, warmth, and 
comfort; they yield no tangible objects and no real revenue. 
If the owners of such things receive a money revenue from 
them, that money revenue is 'paid out of some other revenue," 
and therefore they are not part of the capita.l of the country.) 

Innumerable fallacies have lurked under propositions to 
the effect that the incomes of one. set of persons are 'paid out 
of' those of another set. The truth is that the real incomes 

. consist of what is bought with money. The 'money' which 
a man pays as the ren~ of his house is not his real income or 
revenue; his real income or revenue is the comfort of living 
in the house. This is not paid out of any other revenue; the 
money he pays is doubtless derived from some other source, 
but this is the case with a.ll his payments. The man's house 
rent is paid out of the money he derives from his labour or 
from his property, but so is his butcher's bill His land
lord's income is as real an income as that of his butcher.' 
• The house itself: says Adam Smith, by way of clinching his 
argument, 'can produce nothing: ". If this is to prove his 
case, the things which do constitute the capital and bring in 

I In chap. 1iL, how.ver (p. 149 b), h. opeak. of 'tho oapltol of a _et,' 
.. being' the same with that of all the lndividl1&l.1 who compose 't.' 

, Above, p. 2f. . • P. 121 II. 

• Of co ..... tho total received by th. landlord fa Dot ODtlrely hi. mODOJ 
bloom. aDy more tbo th. total ..... ived by the butcher fa ODtirely hio moo.y 
income; in both caeeI the money income .. only the profi ..... tbe amount. 
which the ·landlord aDd the butcber could. if tbey cb_ opeDd apuD tho 
oomforlll, CODvenience8. ADd amuaemeu .... of life without reducing their pro
pertJ, .... d the rerJ blcome fa .. het Ibey actuelly do buy wilb th __ • 
of mODO)'. • P. 121 ... 
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a real revenue, ough~ all to produce someiliing, bu~ how a 
shop or a warehouse can be any more capable of producing 
something than a house, it is impossible to conceive; .A,dam 
Smith does no more than suggest iliat they do so because 
'iliey are a sort of instruments of trade: and instruments of 
trade 'facilitate·and abridge labour.' 1 In order to show ilia~ 
money, provisions, and materials produce something, he is. 
rednced to insinuating iliat iliey do so because ilie most 
useful machines and instruments of trade will produce-noiliing 
without iliem." That the revenue which ilie owners of all 
ilie articles comprised in ilie capital of the country derive 
from iliem is not, just as much as ilie rent of houses, 'paid 
out of some other revenue: he makes no attempt to show, 
except in ilie case of' profitable buildings: and, with regard to 
iliem, he only says iliat iliey are a means of procuring a 
revenue to ilieir tenants as well as to ilieir owners. I . His 
meaning probably is iliat the tenants pay ilie rent out of ilieir 
gross receipts, and not out of ilieir Jiet receipts or income. 
This, no doubt, is true, but it only carries the matter one step 
further back: ilie rent of a grocer's shop does not come out 
of ilie grocer's money revenue or income, but it does come 
out of ilie money revenues or incomes of his customers, just 
as much as ilie rent oj a dwelling-house comes out of ilie 
money income o{ ilie occupier. (If wheilier a thing is part of 
the capital of a countrj or not is to be decided by ilie answer 
to the question whether ilie payments made for ilie use of it 
are drawn immediately from ilie payer's gross receipts or from' 
his income, a dwelling-house let to a lodging-house keeper 
would form part of the capital of the country, in spite of 
it.s inability to produce anything, and in spite of its exact 
similarity to anoilier house let to a private individuaQ 
C Adam Smith's division of ilie stock of a soci~ty into ilie . 

part from which it derives a revenue and the part from 
which it does not derive a revenue is, in short, perfectly 
indefensible. The society derives a real revenue consisting of 
'necessaries, conveniences, and amusements' from the whole 
of its stock.) According to Book IL chap. i. of ilie W talth oj 
Nations, ilie commodities stored in ilie shop of a dealer 
yield a revenue to the community, while ilie very same 

I P. 121 b. 'P.I22b. 'P.121 b. 
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commodities, when sold to their final user or consumer, yield 
no revenue; a carriage, for instance, yields a revenue, and 
perhaps even' produces something: so long as it is standing 
idle in the coachmaker's shop, but ceases to yield a revenue 
the moment it is sold and taken into use. A house yields a 
revenue so long as it remains in the hands of the builder, 

• finished or unfinished; bu:£en it is sold and inhabited, it 
, ceases to yield a revenue. t would even appear that if the 

builder built the house . th the intention of letting it, it 
• would yield a revenue so long as he failed to find a tenant, 
, and cease to yield a revenue when he found a tenant and 

begllU to receive a rene) - -
Statisticians, who rave to do with concrete things, have 

_ never attempted to divide the nation's property at a given 
point of time into its land, its capital, and its stock for 
immediate consumption. Andrew Hooke, in his Essay on tks 
National Debt and National Capital (1750), takes the 
national capital to consist of (1) • cash, stock, or coin: (2) 
• personal stock,' or • wrought plate and bullion, jewels, rings; 
fu~niture, apparel, shipping, stock in trade, stock for consump
tion, and live stock of cattle: and (3) • mnd stock' or land 
capital, • the value of all the land. in the kinf!dom." Sir R. 
Giffen, in his GTowth of Capital (1889), a hundred and forty 
years later, understands the national capital in the same sense. 

lBut not content with excluding a part of the stock of the 
nation from its capital, Adam Smith very frequently forgete 
that the nation's capital is at least a part of its stoc~Travers 
Twiss thought that he did not very clearly conceive the stock 
of an individual or community as an accumu!lltion or amount 
existing at a given moment, since he includes in a 'man) 
stock reserved for immediate consumption, • his revenue, 
from whatever source derived, as it gradually comes in.' As 
Twiss observes, • Revenue as it gradually comes in is incoming 
produce; stock is accumu!llted produce.'1 A man's stock is 
II: pounds at a given point of time, while his revenue or income 
is II: pounds per annum. An income of .£1000 a year cannot 
possibly be added into a man's stock. But it is quite possible 

1 Pp. " 6. 13, """";111. 
• v .... of u.. Progruo qf Poli4ical.e.:-, ;" Europe __ u.. 8i~ 

_ Ccanwr. lSi7. P. 186. 
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, and surely for more probable, that Adam Smith meant by 
his 'revenue as it gradually comes in: merely so much of his 
reven~money revenue-as he happens to have in hand at 
any given moment. [A man's income cannot be 'part of his 
stock, but his last fiaIf.year's· ilividends lying unspent, cer
tainlyare for the time being a part of his stock. It is, accord
ingly,justifiable to assume that the. capital of a country, being 
A part of its stock, should always in Adam Smith, as in' 
ordinary language, be an accumulated amount, and not a 
periodical or recurrent receipt or expense. It should be so 
much at such and such a day and hour, and not 80 much a 
week, or 80 much a month, or so much a yeor~ . 

It is no~ how~~J·~ .... aJ.'Y~Y!',so,_C<!Il.ceive(U)y Adam Smith. 
In the six-th poragraph of the 'Introduction and Plan: as we 
have seen,' he says that the Second Book shows that 'the 
number of useful and productive labourers is everywhere in 
proportion to the quantity of capital stock which is employed 
in setting them to work, and to the' particular way in which 
it is 80 employed.' A part of what is intended as the proof 
of this proposition is contained in the third chapter, 'Of the 
accumulation of capital, or of productive and unproductive 
labour: and in that chapter the capital which determines the 
number of productive labourers is looked on as a part of 
the annual produce instead of, or as well as, a part of the 
accumulated stock,..... 

'Though,' says A.dam Smith, 'the whole annual produce of the laud 
and labour of every country is, no doubt, u1timatel:y destined for 
ouppl:ying the consumption of ita inhabitants and for procuring a 
revenue to them, :yet when it first comes either from the ground or 
from the hands of the productive labonre1'9, it natursll:y divides itself 
into two part& One ot them, and frequentl:y the largest, is, in the 
first place, destined for replacing a capital, or for renewing the pro
visions, materials, and finished work which had heen withdrawn from 
a capital; the other for constituting a revenue either to'the owner of 
this capital, 8B the profit of his &tock, or to Bome other person 8B the 
rent of his land. , Thus, of the produce .of land, one part replaces the 
capital of tha farmer; the other pays his profit and the rent of the 
landlord, and thus constitutes a revenue both to the owner of this 
capital ClIO the profits of his Btock and to Bome other persob. 8B the rent 

I Above, po 37. 
K 
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of his land. Of the produce of a great manufactory, in the Bam. 
manner, one part, and that part alwaY" the largest, replaces the 
capital of the undertaker of the work; the other paya his profit, and 
thna constitutes a revenue to the owner of ~ capital.'_l 

The first part, that which is destined for replacing a 
capital, , never is immediately employed to maintain any but 
productive hands: since 

, Whatever part of his atock a man employa .. a capital, he alwaY" 
expects it to be replaced to him with a profit. Ue emploY" it, the ... 
fore, in maintaining productive handa oniy; and after having served 
in the function of a capital to him, it constitutes Itrevenne to them.' 

The second part of the produce, 'that which is imme
diately destined for constituting a revenue either as profits 
or as rent, may maintain .indifferently either productive or 
unproductive hands: It seems, 'however, to have some 
predilection for the latter' :-

'The propcrtion, therefore, between the prodnctive and nnpro· 
ductive handa depends very much in every country npon the propor
tion between that part of the annual produce which, .. soon .. it 
comes either from the ground or from the banda of the productive 
labourera, is destined for replacing a capital, and that which is 
destined for constituting a revenne either as rent or as profit. 's 

In this passage, instead of the absolute npmber of pro· 
ductive hands, we find ourselves investigating the proportion 
between the nUmber of productive and the number of unpro
ductive hands. But here, as in the 'Introduction and Plan: 
Adam Smith mixes. up proportion and absolute magnitude, 
as well as 'unproductive' labour and idleness, in the most 
inextricable confusion. After giving some most unconvincing 
historical examples of the way in which the proportion 
between the two parts of the produce' necessarily deter
mines in every country the general character of the inhabi
t.ants as to industry or idleness: I he concludes :-

• The propcrtion between capital and revenue, therefore, aeems 
everywhere to regnlate the propcrtion between industry and idlen .... 
Wherever capital predominates, industry prevails; where.er rev<nue, 
idlen.... Every inc ........ or diminution of capital, therefore, naturally 

I P. 14~... '. P. 147 &. • P. 148 b. . \ 
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tenda to u.- 01' iIiminiBh the real quantity of indUItrJ, the Dum\lor 
of productive handa..' I 

Here he not only confuses the proportion which the first 
part of produce bears to the second with its absolute magni
tude," but identifi.es that part of the annual produce 'which 
is destined for replacing a capital' with the capital itseIt tHe 
thus makes the capital of the country a part of its annual 
produce instead ofa part of its stock; it. becomes a thing 
which must be said to be worth so much per annwm. instead 

. of so much at a point of time.) As a matter of fact, the 
capital of England, even understood in the restricted sense 
attributed to it by Adam Smith in Book n. Chapter t, must 
be three tIDIes as great as the whole annual produce, and a 
part can scarcely be three times greater than the whole. 

The confusion which ])lW"iJed on tbis 5J'4ject jn A de.m 
Smith's mind was probably increased by some imperfect 
understanding or parti&l adoption of the physiocrat thjlOry 
of avances primitiveB (original capital) and avances an'llllUlle8 
(annual workiIig expellSes), butUts origin is to be found in the 
fact that the capital of a business is commonly conceived as 
the amount on which profits are earned, and profits are in 
some cases calculated as a percentage on two entirely different 
things. When a man ' makes a profit' of ten per cent in any 
business, this means that he makes an annual gain- equal in 
value to one-tenth of the sum which is invested in hisbuai-

. ness, that is to say, the value of his plant, machinery, and 
other stock-in-trade at anyone time. But when a man makes 
a profit of ten per cent on any given transactien, this merely 
means that he has made a gain equal to one-tenth of the 
sum he expended with il.Il immediate view to that particular 
transaction.8) It-is difficult to express the distinction in a 
manner free from all objection, but i.n example will make it 

I P.149a. 
• That the proportion between pa.rt i. &D.d part iL determinea the propor

tion between industry and idleneu doY Dot pTOYe that mareaae of part i. will 
necessarily inorease industry, beca.uae (a) part ii. may increase .till more than 
p.rt i., .. tb&t the proportion which pazt L bears to part iI. will dimiDish, 
ond (b) the .. umber of persolll among whom industry and idI ...... ia to be 
ohared mey diminish. 

• Aa lID example, the followiDg extract from a prolpectul may be given :
t W. haT. eumined the &ccountB relatiDg to the Conaignmentl of Bacon from 
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perfectly clear. The same shopkeeper may be aaid to make a 
profit of 20 per "cent, and &Iso to make a profit of 50 per cent. 
In the first case, what is meant is that he makes 20 per cent 
on the amount he has spent in setting up shop and getting 
together a stock of goods; in the second case, what is meant 
is merely that he sells ,his goods for 50 per cent more than 
he gives for them. If the amount of his annual gain is 
'£200, and the expense of setting up shop .£1000, this is 'a 
profit of 20 per cent' [on his capital]. If the amount of his 
annual gain is still '£200, and the amount he has expended in 
buying goods in the year is '£400, this is also a profit of 50 por 
:lent [on his annual outlay in purchases]. The two sums on 
which these profits are calculated have nothing to do with 
each other. The .£1000 is the capital invested in the busi
n~ss, and the .£400 is merely a part of the annual working 
exponses. Adam Smith. however, was in the habit of con
fOlmding the two. Considering the origin of the ~rm 'capital: 
and the signification which it now bears in ordinary language, 
no one can doubt that the 'capital' of our imaginary shop
keeper must always have meant to persons versed in accounts 
the '£1000, and not the .£400. But in the very first place in 
Book L 1 of the Wealth of Nations where he uses the word 
'capital,' Adam Smith calculates the 'annual profits of 
manufacturing stock' as a percentage on a sum called by 
him 'the capital annua.lly employed: which corresponds to 
our shopkeeper's .£400, and not to his .£1000 l-

'Let u •• uppos ... • he ... ys, 'for example, that in ""me particuIa" 
place where the common aunual profits of manufaetoring ltoek are 
10 per cent, there are two di1l'erent manufaeturea, in each of whieh 
20 workmen are employed at the rate of £HS a year, or at the ex
pense of £300 a year in each manuf&etory. Let DB .nppos ... too, that 
the coarse materials llIlIlually wrought np in the one coat only £100, 
while the finer materials in tha other coat £1000. The eapit ... 1 
annoally employed in the one will in this ease amount only to £1000, 
wheraaa that employed in the other will amount to £1300. At the 

Ruaoia In February 1.1l, and find thai; the profit OD the .... thereof OIDOUDa 

to '2 per ..... t upo .. the ooot price, after deducting ooot of frelgbt, 001IIIIIlui0u, 
ad incidental ohargee.-HBBlU.If· LEscBu AlID Co.' 

I • Capil&l_k' Ia opokBll of In the • Introductlnn and Piau,' but thai; 
.... dcubd_ written alter Book L 
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rate of 10 per cent, thezefore, tho undertaker of the one will upoct 
• yearly profit of .bout £100 only; while that of the other will 
expect about £730.'1 

Here the' reaJ. capital. of the undertakers, their factories, 
their machinery, and the stocks of goods-and materials in 
their hands at one time, is left out of account altogether, and 
• the common auuual profits of manufacturing stock' are 
calculated on what Adam Smith ~ 'the capital. annually' 
employed: which would now in most cases be called the 
annual working expenses.' • 

Immediately afterwards Adam Smith remarks that, iIi the 
progress of the manufacture of im article, . 

• every subsequent profit is greater than the foregomg; because 
the capital from which it is derived must olway. be greater. The 
capital which employs tho weavera, for uample, must be greater than 
that which employs the spinners, because it not only replaces that 
capital with itt profitt but pays, beoidea, the wages of the weaverL' 8 

He evidently imagines that 'the capital. which employs 
the weavers must be greater than that which empluys the 
spinners' because thread is worth more than the material 
out of which it is spun. But this fact could not possibly be 
supposed to prove that the true capital invested in weaving, 
the machinery and stock-in-trade of tho master-weavers, is 
greater than the true capital invested in spinning, the ma
chinery and stock-in-trade of the Diaster-spinnel'll, wl:ille It 
might very well be supposed to prove that the amount 
I!'nnuaIly spent in employing one 'Weaver (that is, in paying his 
wages and supplying him with thread) is greater than the 
amount annually spent in employing one spinner (that is, in 
paying his wages and supplying him with his material). 

• Bk. L 011. 'rio p. 22 b. . 
• The ulUDple Ie the more otriking beca .... the oonfuaion between working 

expenuo o.nd capital leado Adam' Smith to m&k.. a .tatemeol whioh Ii ob
-nowy conlrary to Iao'- It Ie not true thet • tho undertaker of the on. will 
... poet • yoorIy profit of about £100 only; while thet of the other will 
expect about £730, f unleea, of coune, the true capital invested in the one 
bueineea iI £1000 &Ild the true capital iDveated iD the other £7300, which is 
not oaid by Adam Smith to be tho ..... ODd, conoiderIng the facto stated hy 
him, _me wildly Improbable. Un1_ the eireumatao_ of tho two UDder
tr.kere .... vary """plio ... , the probability Ie the, their true capital. (and 
oon.eequently their true protita) will not, be nearlyao different, la magnitUde ... 
£1000 o.nd *''7300. • P.l!31r. 
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These instances, it may be objected, are removed by a 
considerable distance from Book n. Chapter iii But in that 
very chapter Adam Smith calculates the current rate of 
interest as a percentage on a part of the annual produce or 
expenditure, instead of on the true capital. Being desirous 
of showing that 

.' that part of the annual produce. therefore, which, .. loon .. it 
",mea either from the ground or from the hando of the productive 
labourers, is destined for replacing & capital, is not only much greater 
in rich than in poor countries, but, bears a much greater proportiou to 
that which is immediately deatined for couatitnting. reveuue either 
II rent or as profit,' 1 . 

be first proves, or rather alleges, that • in the progress of 
improvement, rent, though it increases in proportion to the 
extent, diminishes in proportion to the produce, of the land: 
and then, in order to show that profit similarly diminishes in 
proportion to the produce-, says:-

• In the opuleut countries of Europe, great capitala are at present 
employed in trade and manufactu.... In the ancient state, the little 
trade that was stirring, and the few homely and coarse manufactures 
that were carried on, required but very lmall capitals. Thooe, how· 
ever, mast have yielded very large profits. The rate of interest W81 

nowhere I... than ten per cent, and their profits mast have been 
sulIicient to aft'ord this great interest. At present, the rate of interest 
jn the improved parts of Europa is nowhere higher than 8ix par cent, 
and in 80me of the moot improved it is 80 low .. four, three, and 
two por cent. Though that part of the revenue of the inhabitanta 
which is derived from the profits of etock is always much greater in 
rich than in poor countriea, it is because the etock is much greater; 
in proportion to the stock, the profits are generally much 1 .... '. 

Here it is obviously assumed·that a decline in the rate of 
interest or profit, though of course consistent with an increase 
in the total or aggregate absolute amount of profita, is 
necessarily accompanied by (or identical with) a decline in 
the proportion which the total of profita bears to the total of 
produce. But 88 a matter of fact, the rate of profit on the 
true capital of a country tells nothing about the proportion 
of the produce which falls to the ahare of profit, unlesa both 

• 1'.1411. • 1'.148 ... 
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the amount of the capital and the amount of the produce are 
given quantities, .which is not here the case. Three per cent 
on 110 capital of a may be 110 greater or less proportion of 110 

produce b than ten per cent on 110 capital of c was.of a produce 
d. TJu-ee per cent on a capital of ten thousand millions Ilj.ay 

. even be a..~ater proportion of 110 produce z than ten .per 
cent on 110 capital of two thousand millions was of a produce 
y. [We must conclude, then, that Adam Smith was calculating' 
the rate· of interest, not as 110 rate on the true capital, but as 110 • 

rate on the capital considered as· that portion of the annual 
produce which is neither rent llor profitJ . 

'But: it may be urged, 'Adam Smith immedistely goes .-;~ 
on to teach that capitals e.re increased by parsimony, and that ~...A t 
"whatever industry might acquire, if parsimony did not save ~
and store up, the capital WGuld never be the greater." 1 This 
surely shows that he considered the capital to be not a part 
of incoming produce, so mu~h 110 week,o!, so much 110 year, but 
stored up produce, so much on January 1st, or September 
30th, 177Z, for instance: Ullfortunately for !.hls objection, 
.Adam Smith's notion of the manner ir. which parsimony 
saves and stores up is quite consistent with what !II saved and 
stored up being 110 part of incoming produce, and quite incon
sistent with its J:>eing in reality accumllle.ted. Not only the. 
part of 110 community's stock to which Adam Smith in Book II. 

Chapter i. gave the name of capital, but the whole of its stock 
is saved and stored up. t,.The existence of a stock of the pro-
duce of past le.bour in 110 country is clearly due, not only to 
the things having been produced, but also to their not having 
been consumed. If consumption had always equa.lled pro
duction, no such stock could exist. If at the end of any 
given period, a.ll that had been produced during that period 
had been consumed, the stock could not have been increased 
during that period The existing stock of houses, furniture 
and clothes, to which Adam Smith denies the name of capital, 
is just as much 110 part of the surplus of production ovel 
consumption, and, therefore, the result of saving, as the stock 
of warehouses, machinery, and provisions, to which he granu 
the name of capital.) It is true that an individual does not 
usua.lly rcge.rd what he spends upon books and clothea u 

'P. HII6. 
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laved and added to his capital. - In the case of clothes he ill 
right, because when he has once acquired a stock of clothes, 
which probably happened when he was a minor, all he has to 
do is to keep up tha.t stock, and the maintenance of a stock is 
not the same as the increase of a stock. But when a man 
accumulates a library of books, he is obviously saving and 
investing money j the ~vestment may be I/o good or a. bad . 
one, but so may any investment. In reg/nd to the accumu
lation of houses, which, according to Adam Smith, . are not 
part of the community's capital, no one ever thinks of doubt
ing the necessity of saving, and houses only differ from 
furniture, books, and sucli like things, because they constitute 
so large a portion of the value of men's property that definite 
accounts are kept in relation to them. When, then, we find 
Adam Smith only teaching that the • capital' of a country is 
the result of saving,1 we naturally begin to·suspect that he 
must mean by saving, something different from what we now 
mean by it, and this is indeed the case. When we say a 
thing has been • saved,' we mean that it has been 'produced, 
and not (yet, at any rate) consumed. 1'!!e things the British 
nation has saved are its whole present stock oi ;;oods acquired 
?y industry. ~~r_ding_to A<!!un S.l!lj.~hLlVll~!, is_ saved 
18 consulI\cd;=-, 

(. What is annually saved is as regularly consumed 88 what is 
annually spent, and nearl}' in the same time too; but it is consumed 
by a different set of people.] That portion of his revenne which. rich 
man annually spends, is in most cases consumed by idle guests and 
menial servants, who leave nothing behind them in return for their 
consumption. (That portion which he annually ""ves, as, for the sake 
of the profit, it is immediately employed as a capital, is consumed in 
tlie same manner, and nearly in the same time too, but by • durereM 
aet of people; by labourers, manufacturers, and artificers, who repro
duce with a profit the value of their annual consumpti0'lJ His revenue, 
we shall suppose, is·paid to him in money. Had he spent the whole, 
the food, clothing, and lod.,<iog, which the whole could have purchased, 
would have been distributed among the former Bet of p'"opie. By 
saving 8 part of it, ... that part is, for the aske of the profit, im
mediately employed as a capital, either by himself or by some other 
peroon, the food, clothing, and lodging, which may be pDfchased with 

J "Whatever a penon AVes fl'O!D his reTenue h. adds to hie capital, I 
p.li9 .. 
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it, are DeClOIII!&rily reserved hr the latter. The consumption is the 
oame, but the consume .. are different.' 1 

In the chapter 'Of MOf!.ey,' Adam Smith had explained 
clearly enough that ihe- real revenue of individuds and 

. societies consists not of the money or metal pieces at which 
it is valued; but of the things which are bought with those 
metal pieces. In accordance with this view of the subject, if , 
we were asked, what was the difference between the part of _ 
the rich man's revenue represented by the £800 which he 
'spent' I&st year, and that represented by the £200 which he 
'Jl&ved: we should say that the £800 which he spent, repre
sents certain thingS, such as the food, the fuel, the shelter, 
the maintenance of furniture and clothes, and the menial 
service, which ~e consumed or gave to his friends to con
BUme; and the ~200 represents certain other things, such as 
a few feet of the Manchester Ship Ca.nsJ; or a portion of 
waterworks in Argentina. which he has acquired, and which -

)"~either he nor anyone else has consumed. Byt !n A{lam 
... r ~lIJi~Ng!lment just quoted(it is not the new canal or the 

new waterworks I which are said to be saved, but 'the food, 
clothing, and lodging,'a·consumed by the productive laboure~ 
who produce them. ' What is annua.lly saved,' is thus made 
to signify, not the annual additions to the stock of the com
munity, the surplus of production over consumption, but the 
wages of productive labourers.9-Whether it means the wages / 

1 P. 149 b. 
• Of cou .... it frequODt1y happ .... that the' rloh mOD' do .. not invest in

new enterpri.aea, but buy. eb.aru in old ones. The aDQ,ual .... vinga of the 
community in &Dy particula.r year, consequently, do not altogether belong to 
the perlODJl who have saved during that yoal', but partly to others who have 
exchanged old property foruBw. The saven determine the amount of ,the 
annual addition to the oommuuity'~ capital, but they have abdicated, to. 
great enent, the office of determining what form the addition shall take. 

• How doea the inolusion of 'lodging' in C what is employed II • capittJ.· 
fit in with Adam Smith', theory that hoUB .. are not part of • country'. 
capitol, &lld produce nothing I 

• Adam Smith imagined that labour employed for a money profit Ia aU 
I productive I labour, labour whioh 'fh:ea and realisea itself in & particular 
object or vendible commodity.' He forgot entirely that aD. employer'. 
profit c&D. be made by employing labouren whOle work 'periahea in the very 
instant of ita perfOl'DWlC8.' juat .. well as by employing productive labourer •. 
Theprofito, foronmpl., of \h. hoal.keepo. and tho balr·draoer ... obtained 

. by employing I JDeDia1l8rvanta. I . 
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of all productive labourers or only the wages of those who 
are employed in producing the additiollli to the capital, it is 
not necessary to decide. In either case, it is plain that Adam 
Smith does not mean by 'saving' what we mean by it. RiA 
'savin,gs.i.jn.$tead!lLbemg.lWcumulatioIll! .R stores .. <?!the 
prodt1e~Il,St.I!!l]Qw.. ar~ 1'~ oL.!~~!nnua). .produ<;ll and 
annu consuJ:Jlpt.i!!n. When he wishes to show that in spite 
o'rlilrprodigality and misconduct the capital of Englan~ has 
increased, does he take the course which would be obvious to 
anyone who understood the capital to be an accumulation of 
goods? Does he say the land of England has been improved, 
the farm-houses and other buildings have increased and grown 
better in. quality, the cattle, sheep, and horses are' more 
numerous and finer? By no means. He says that increase 
of capital is 'almost always' necessary for increase of pro
duce,' and sets himself to prove that the annual produce has 
increased, and even then he does not exactly arrive at the 
conclusion that the capital has increased, but only that 'the 
capital annually employed' has increased :-

'Though the profusion of government must undoubtedly have 
retarded the natural progreae of England towards wealth and improve
ment, it hae not been able to atop it. The annnal produce of ita land. 
and labour is nndoubtedly mnch greater at present than it waa either 
at the restoration or the revolution. The capital, therefore, annnally 
employed in cultivating this land, aDd in maintaining this labour, 
must likewi .. be much greeter.'· . 

Now, if the capital of a country, or what seems in Book IL 
C'bapter iii. of the Wealth of N,ations to be much the same 
thing, ' the capital annually employed: is to be, sometimes at 
any rate, considered as a part of its periodical produce, the 
question naturally arises, what part? In Book IL Chapter iii 
it is apparently that part of produce which is not' revenue: 
and for the purpose in hand 'revenue' seems to consist 
entirely of rent and profit. The' capital: then, or the part 
of produce which in the course of a year 'replaces a capital,' 
is that part of the annual produce which is neither rent nor 
profit. But in Book L, and indeed at the beginning of 
Chapter ii. of Book Do, that part of the annual produce which 
is noither rent nor profit is wages. The' capital: then, of 

• P. 1524. • P. 1536. 
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Book n. Chapter iii and the wages paid in a year ough' to be 
identical. But if this were so, it could scarcely have escaped 
the attention of Adam Smith himself; moreover, there seem 
to be included in the capital of . Book IL Chapter iii things 
which are evidently not thought of as constituting wages, 
namely, • materials.' The explanation of the discrepancy 
must lie in an ambiguity of the word 'produce: When 
following his earlier or British train of thought, Adam Smith 
makes • produce' exactly the samEt thing as 'revenue: or 
what we C&ll • income'; it is the necessaries, conveniences, 
and amusements which men actually enjoy pl'1/.8 any objects 
which they may add to their. a.ccumulated stock or capital 
But when following his later or physiocrattrain of thought, 
as in Book IL Chapter iii, he looks on the produce of a country 
as a mass' of materinl objects. We have already observed 
that the income or revenue of a; community includes many 
things which are not matennl objects.' It is nlso the case 
that many of the materinl objects which are produced cannot 
possibly be regarded as parts of the income of the com
munity. Nothing strikes the ordinary Inind as better entitled 
to be cnlled produce than wheat. But it is not wheat but 

- bread and other things made of flour that reach the consumer 
and constitute a part of his revenue or income. The amount 
spent by the consumers on bread is supposed to be about 
double the vnlue of the wheat after it has been harvested 
and threshed. If, then,we were making· up a computation of 
nationnl income by add,ing together products, instead of by 
the usual and.simple method of adding individunl incomes, ' 
we should have to leave wheat out of account nltogether. If 
we took wheat alone as the income, we should under-estimate 
the item in question by 50 per cent; if we took both wheat 
and bread as the income; we should over-estima.te the item by 
50 per cent. So when • produce' is taken 8.1 equivalent to 
revenue or income, we must understand by i~ only ultimate 
produce, no intermediate products being taken into account. 
Adam Smith was probably groping for this truth when he 
made the distinction between gross a,nd net revenue, which 
is to be found in the opening paragraphs of the second 
chapter of Book IL :-

I Abo ... pp. 18.31 
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'The gross revenue of all the inhabitants of " greet country com-
. prehends. the whole annual produce of their land and labour; the 

net revenue, what remaine free to them after deducting the expenee 
of maintaining, first, their fixed, and secondly, their circulating, 
capital, or what, without encroaching upon their capital, they can 
place iu their stock reserved for immediate conSumption, or spend 
upon their au bsiatence, conveniencies, or amusementa. 

, The whole expenSe of maintaining the fixed capital mnet evi
dently be excluded from the net revenue of the society. Neither 
the materiala necessary for supporting their useful machines and 
instruments of trade, their profitable buildings, etc., nor the produce 
of the labour necessary for fashioning those materiala into the proper 
form, can ever make any part of it.' 1 . 

The·materials fashioned into proper form which' support • 
useful machines and instruments of trade are clearly inter
mediate, not ultimate, products. Such things as new tyres 
for wheels, machine-oil, and coal used in steam-engines form 
part of nobody's income. . 

Very possibly when Adam Smith divided the total pro
duce into wages, profits, and rent, he was thinking of his ' net 
produce,' and when'he divided produce into profits, rent, and 
the part. of produce destined for replacing a capital, he was 
thinking of his • gross produce: But this does not make it 
much easier to say what the pan of produce destined for 
replacing a capital is, for Adam Smith's gross revenue or 
gross produce is a mere chimrera. It is impossilole to form 
any conception of the aggregate of proqucts, intermediate 
and ultimate, all jumbled together. We cannot think of a 
country's annual produce as consisting of a; qrs. of wheat + 11 
aacks of flour + III Ibs. of bread. We cannot make an a.,oogre
gate of the coal, iron, oil, cotton, and other things used to 
make a calico shirt, and add them to the shirt itsel£ Adam 
Smith was misled by the fact that an individual carrying on 
a business has a gross revenue, or, as we should say, gross 
receipts, consisting of two parts, one of which 'replaces his 
capital,' or, as we should say, pays his working expenses, 

• while the other constitutes his profits. This, of course, does 
not show that the world in goneral has similar gross receipta 
divisible into what replaces a capital on the one hand and 

IP.124 .. 
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what eolllltitutes profits on the other. To add together the 
gross receipts of every separate business would bring out a 
ridiculous totsl the amount of which would depend chiefly 
on the number of different owners into whose possessiQn pro
ducts pass suc~iveIy on their way to the consumer. Of 
what use could it be to add together the gross receipts of 
the tailor, the weaver, and the spinner, or those of the baker, 
the miller, and the farmer? 

On the whole, the probability seems to be that the part 
of produce which is called· • capitsl' in ,Book XL Chapter iii . 
is much the same thing as the last three pa.rt.s-. provisions, 
materials, and finished work '-of the • circulating capitsl' of 
Chapteri. 

But how can a particular part of the year's produce be 
the same thing as a particular part of the accumulated stock? 
The answer is that Adam Smith had evidently imbued him
self with the physiocratic idea of' reproduction: and that the 
difference between the daily or annual produce and the stock 
of articles which are supposed to be daily or annually repro
duced is, if the time when the stock is largest be selected, 
nil. If a reservoir be filled every night and emptied every 
day, the stock of water in that reservoir at 6 A.I(, will obvi
ously be also the ,amount of daily supply. Similarly if y.'heat 
were all harvested ·on August 31, and no less than the pre
vious year's supply were ever consumed in the year, the stock 
on the evening of August 31 would be the same thing.as the 
year's supply of wheat. So, if the whole stock of provisions, 
materials, and finished work be supposed to be consumed 
and reproduced, or to be • turned over' or • circulated: in a 
given period, it becomes much the same thing as the part' of 
the produce which during that period replaces the stock; the 
produce of one period becomes the stock out of which the 
wants of the next period are supplied. Adam Smith says 
that of the four parts of which the circulating capitsl consists, 

• three; provisi;ns, materials, and finished work, are either annually 
or in a longer or shorter period regnIarly withdrawn from it, and 
placed either in the fixed capital or in the stock reaerved for imm&o 
diate oonawnptioD. • • • , 

• So great a part of the circnlating capital being continually with
drawn from it in order to be placed in the otlter two branches of the 
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general .tock of the IOciety, it must in it. turn r.quire continual supo 
pli.., with~ut which it would soon cease to .xist. These supplies are 
principally drawn from three sources, the produce of land, of min.., 
and of fisheries. • • • 

, Land, mines, and fish.ries require all both a fix.d and circulating 
capital to cultivat. them; and their produce replaces with 8 profit, 
not only those capitals, but all the oth ... in the IOciety. Thus the 
farm.r annually r.places to tb. manufactur.r the provisions which h. 
had consumed and the materials which h. had wrougbt np the year 
before; and the manufacturer replaces to the farm.r the finisbed 
work which he hed wasted and worn out in tbe Mme tim.. This is 
the real .xchang. that is annually made between those two orders of 
p.ople.' • 

Though the passage begins with the admission that some 
-of the provisions, materials, and finished work are consumed 
and reproduced in a longer and others in a shorter period 

-than a year, the tendency of the whole is to suggest that, at 
any rate roughly speaking, the whole stock of provisions, 
materhls, and finished -goods is turned over or circulated 
once a year, so that the annual produce of them and tho 
stock of them are equal The evidence afforded by the tone 
of the passage that this was the idea latent in Adam Smith's 
mind receives strong corroboration from the second reason 
he gives for treating the stock of money as a sort of fixed 
capital:-

, As the machines and instruments of trade, etc., which compose 
the fixed capital .itber of an individual or of a society make no part 
either of the gross or of the n.t rev.nu. of .ither, 80 money, by 
means Df which the wbole revenue of the ooci.ty is regularly dis
tributed among all its different members, makes itself no part of that 
revenue! 

By this he implies, of course, that the other three parts 
of the circulating capital do make a part of the society's 
revenue. • 

, Th. great wbeel of circulation,' be prcceods, 'is altogether dif· 
ferent from tbe goods which are circulated by means of it. The 
revenue of the society consist. altogetber in tbose goods, and not 
in the wbeel wbich circulates them. In computing either tbe grces 
or the n.t rev.nu. of any society, .... must always, from their wbole 

• Pp. 122, 123 Go 
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annual circnlation of money &lid goods. 4OOn'" the whole valne of the 
money. of which Dot • Bingle farthing ca.n ever make &IIy part of 
either! 1· 

II he had quite clearly conceived the revenue as a periodi
cal produce, and not as a' circulation: he would surely have 
had no need of this proposition, which he expects to appear 
• doubtful or paradoxical.' The stock of money is perf~tly 
obviously not part of the annual produce of the labour of· 
a nation. Moreover. it is tiuite impossible to give any intelli
gible meaning to the process of deducting the whole value of 
the money from 'the whole annual circulation of money 
and goods: unless • the whole annual ci!"culation of money and 
goods' means the stock of provisions. materials, and finished 
goods cOnsidered as an annual produce, together with the 
stock of money. It· cannot mean the aggregate price of all 
the things bought and sold in the year, for, if the whole stock 
of money were deducted from this total, the amount remain
ing would still have nothing to do with the gross or net 
revenlJe; and if the whole amount of money paid for all the 
things sold were deducted, the amount left would obviously 
be nil. It cannot mean the aggregate annual produce, 
because there is no reason for subtracting the stock of money 
from the annual. produce; and if the money paid for the 
produce, or its money value, were deducted from it, the re
mainder would again be -nil. Weare driven, therefore, to 
conclude that 'the whole annual circulation of .money and 
goods' means nothing more or less than the whole circulating 
capital, of which the last three parts, the stocks of provisions. 
materials, and finished goods, are taken to be annually con- -
sumed and reproduced, so that their 'annual circulation: or 
the amount of them annually circulated, is equal to the 
amount of them annually produced. ' 

§ 3. Adam Smith ~ tM Fu,nctiom 01 tM Capital 01 II 
Commu,-nity. , , 

\ If Adam Smith had been asked what is the function or 
use of! capital: he would probably have answered in the first 
place, • To yield a profit' ;Jand. doubtless, to each individual 

• Bk. II. oIL H. p. 126. 
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capitalist this appears to be the principol use of his capital. ') 
But the yielding of a profit is a distributive. and not a pro

'ductive function.) The capitol of the community would still 
be useful if there were no private property. and consequently 
no profits. lA bridge ~as its uses when the toll for passing 
over is abolIShed just as much as before when it yielded a 
profit.), And so we find that besides the yielding of a profit, 
Adam'Smith ascribes various other functions to the capital 
or to its different parts. 

In the Introduction to Book II. he endeavours to show 
that '<the accumulation of capital is nece~~ in 0~_El!... to 
~b_~e e~cbange .1!ll.4.!!J.~ig!!.9f I8:tiQ\Il.W tl911ris,lJ. :-) 

" In that rude .tote of IOciety in which there is no division of 
labour, in which exchanges are seldom made, and in which every man 
provides everything for himaelf, it is not necessary that any stock 
should be accumulated or stored up beforehand in order to carry on 
the busin ... of the IOciety. Every man endeavoDrB to supply by his 
own industry his own occasional wants as they occur. • • • 

• But when the division of labour has once heen thoroughly intro
duced, the produce of a man'. own labour can supply but a 'very small 
part of his oc .... ional wants. The far greater part of them are 
supplied by the produce-.of other men'. labour, which he purchases 
with the produce, or, what is the same thing. with the price of the 
produce, of his own. ilut ihis purchaae cannot be mode till such time 
as the produce of his own labour has not only been completed. but 
sold. A stock of goods of difi'erent kinds, therefore, must be stored 
up IOmewhere sufficient to maintain him, and to supply him with 
the materials and tools of his work till 'such time, at least, as both 
these events cau be brought about. A weaver cannot apply himself 
entirely to his peculiar busin..... unless there is 'beforehand stored 
up somewhere, either in his own poss .... ioD or in that of some 
other perlOn, a stock sufficient to maintain him and to supply him 
with the materials and tools of his work till he has Dot only com. 
pleted, but IOld. his .. eb. This accttmnlation mnat, evidently, be 
previous to his applying his industry for 10 long a time to such a 
peculiar busin.... -

• As the acoumnlation of stock must, in the nature w things, be 
previous to the divisioD of labour. 80 labour can be more and more 
IUbdivided in proportion only as stock is previonaly more and more 
accumnlated. The quantity of materials which the same Dumber of 
people can work UJ' increases in .. great proportiOD as labour cornea to 
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be mOle and mOle subdivided; and as the operations of each workman 
are gradually mnced to a greater degree of simplicity, " variety of 
new machinee <ome to be invented for facilitating and abridging 
those operations. As the division of labour advances, therefore, in 
order to give <onstant employment to an equal number of workmen, 
an equal stock of provisions, and a greater 1Itock of materiala and 
tools than what would have been n""""""'1 in a ruder atate of things 
mUBt"be accumulated befofehand.' 1 -

It is not easy to understand how Adam Smith came to 
commit himself to the statements he made about the weaver • 
• Beforehand' must moon before the weaver begins his web, 
and what possible justification can there be for saying that 
before a weaver begins his web there must be stored up soma. 

. where a stock sufficient to maintain him and supply him with 
matsrials till h~ has completed or sold the web 1 The bread 
and meat which maintain the weaver certainly cannot have 
been stored up before he began, or they would be uneatable 
before he finished, and there is no reason why all the 
materials should ha.ve been-stored up before he began. (Main
tenance and materials must be 8Up~lied to him as the work 
proceeds, not stored up beforehand. J In return or exchange 
for this gradua.! supply of the produce of other men's labour 
he gradua.lly crea.tes cloth. 

t \ The whole of Adam Smith's argument is most delusive.) 
Division of labour, far from necessitatin~a greater provision 
of stock or capita.!, ra.ther economises it. The isolated man 
is not less, but more, in need of a stock 0 the produce of past 
labour than men who live in society. ' If a hundred men on 
board ship, instead of dividing their labour in the usua.! 
manner, a.ll tried to tum their hand to everything,' they 
would very soon be wrecked, but they would not require less 
stores than a crew of the same number who behaved more 
sensibly. I If the same hundred men, when establishing 
themselve~ on the desert Ulland on which we may suppose 
them to wreck their ship, rroceeded to diviae their labour, 
they certainly would not be any more in need of a stock than 
if they attempted to live in isolation. If, for example, 30 
went to hunt~ 20 to fish, 10 to gather sticks for fires, 10 to 

1 Pp. 11S .. 119 ... 
I' 
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find water, and 30' to build huts, no greater accumulation 
would be required before they could devote themselves to 
these peculiar businesses than if each man hunted for 3 hours, 
fished for 2, looked for water for 1, and built himself a hut 
for 3 hours') On the contrary, they would require a smaller 
stock of provisions, tools, and materials) Whether the 
division of labour takes place as in this case, by conscious 
arrangement, or as in an ordinary individualist society, by 
way of exchange, makes no difference. In a later passage 
Adam Smith )limself shows with some vigour that if there 
were no such trade as that of a butcher, every man would be 
obliged to purchase a whole ox or a whole sheep every time 
he wanted beef or mutton.1 If there were not only no 
buteher, but no cattle-breeders and sheep-breeders, every 
man would be obliged to keep his own stock of cattle and 
sheep. So if men lived in isolation instead of practising 
exchange, the stock of cattle and sheep would have to be 
enormously increased in order to give an equal result. Even 
the stock of wheat would have to be greater in order to 
provide equally well against the risk of starvation, since each 
man, having to grow his own wheat, would be obliged to keep 
in hand a stock sufficient to maintain him for a year or two in 
case of some accident happening to his own particular crop. 

l it is equally clear that tools and machinery are economised 
. . by division of labour. \ With division of labour a smaller, not 

a greater stock of toolS and machinery is reqUired. It is true 
that the differentiation of occupations and trades allows more 
elaborate machinery to be used, bu~ this is not the same 
thing as necessitating its use. In consequence of division of 
labour, some of us can use steam-ploughs, but if there were 
no division of labour, every one of us would be obliged to 
have his spade, unless indeed some cumbrous system of 
using spades by rotation were devised. Materials also are 
economised by division of labour; a smaller, and not a larger 
stock of them is required in consequence of division of 
labour. If' £lvery man provided everything for himself: he 
would have to keep' the materials of many articles on his 
hands for years before he could hope to complete the process 
of manufucture, whereas at present tho snme materials aro 

• llook ... ebap. y. Do lIio. 
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worked up in two or three days. The very faet. on which 
Adam Smith relies, that with division of labour' the quantity 

. of materials which the same number of people can work up' 
in a given time increases, is conclusive against himself; in 
that case a less stock of materials will be required to be ~ept; 
inhan~ , 

\ As usual, we must here trace Adam' Smith's error to his 
hal,i\ of reasoning too hastily from the individual to the' 
corimrunityVSeeingthat the capital of an employer should 
be greater;1l" he is to be successful, when the division of 
labour is far advanced and the processes of production are 
more effective and elaborate; he promptly assumes that the 
community is subject to the Sllme need),whereas,tthough the 
increase of capital and the increase of division of, labour 
may, as a matter of fact, advance together, the increase of 
Capital is not tho cause or indispensable preliminary of the 
increase of division of labou .. :J . 

Proceeding from the Introduction to the description of 
the capital of a country in the first chapter of Book II., 
we find Adam Smith practically ~~~ing_different functions 
to, the,Jixed ,aruLtha..._circll4tings.o.piWl (Machines are 
his great type of fixed capital, and the function of 
machines is obvious. The machines which constitute part 
of the capital of 10. nation are useful, because (after' 
making allowance for the labour necessary j;o keep them in 
repair) they enable' labour to produce more easily. Some 
things can be done by the aid of machinery which could not 
be done at aU in any length of time by any amount of 
machineless labour, and other things can be done by the aid 
of machinery quicker, better, or with less labour than without 
it. In short, the use of machinery is to make labour more 
productive. So Adam Smith teaches that fixed capital 
• facilitates and abridges labour: J [V seful machines and 
instruments of trade, he says,,,:,facilita~anci, e,\lridge,la.bour: 
and • shops, warehouses, work-houses, and fa.rm~how;es, ,with 
all their necessary buildings: • are a sort of instrumellta of 
trade! • An'improved farm may also be very justly regarded 
in the same light as those useful machines which facilitate 
and abridge labour: 1 But. to dlsoover the function or use 

'P.W., 
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ascribed by Adam Smith to that part of the capital which 
he calls the circulating capital is more difficult than to dis
cover the function which he attributes to the fixed capital :-

v'Every fixed capital,' he says, 'is both originally derived from, and 
requires to be continually supported by, a circulating capital All_ 
fn! machines and instruments of trade are originally derived from a 
circulating capital which furnishes the materials of which they are 
made, and the maintenance of the workmen who make them. They 
require, too, a capital of the same kind to keep them in constsnt 
repair.'l 

He here makes the function of the circulating capital, 
indirectly, the same as that of the fixed capital, namely, the 
facilitation and abridgment· of labour. [Directly, he makes 
the function of the circulating capital the furnishing of 
materials and maintenance for persons engaged in construct
ing things which facilitate and abridge labour.] In the next 
chapter he says 'it is the circulating capital which furnishes 
the materials .and wages of labour, and puts industry into 
motion: and seems to imply that this function is not shared 
by the fixed capital:-

'The whole capital of the nndertaker of every work is necessarily 
divided between his fixed and, his circnJating capital While his 
whole capital remains the same, the smaller the one part, the greater 
most necessarily be the other. It is the circolsting capital which 
furnishes the materia\s and wages of labour, and puts industry into 
motion..'! • 

This is exactly the function attributed to the peculiar 
'capital,' of Chapter iii [That 'capital' 'maintains pro
ductive hands: 'pays the wages of productive labour: and 
puts 'into motion its full complement of productive labour.,}' 

When Adam Smith says that it is the circulating capital 
which puts industry into motion, he is using the term in 
its narrowest sense, to indicate only the last three parts of 
the circulating capital of Chapter i :-

'When we compute the quantity of indnstry which the circulating 
capital of any society can emp\ny, we most always have regard to 
th..... parta of it only which consist in provisions, materials, and 

• P.122L • P. 1211&. 
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.finished work j the other, which coDBista· in money, and which _VOl 

only to circolate thooe three, must always be deducted.'l 

But so far from never forgetting to always have regard 
to those parts only of the circulating capital which consist in 
provisions, materials, 8lld fuiished work, he constantly 
speaks as if it was not only the whole of the circulating 
capital, but the whole. of the circulating and fixed capital 
together which puts industry into motion, and regulates the 
quantity IIf industry which can be exerted in a country. The 
amount of industry must, he says, remain the same, if the 
capital remains the same:~ 

• The general industry of the eociety Dever can exceed wbet the 
capital of the eociety can employ. As the number of workmen thet 
can be kept in the employment of any partic:nlar person must bear a· 
certain proportion to his capital, 80 the number of those that can be 
continually employed by all the· members of a great society mnat bear 
a certain proportion to the whole capital of that society, and never 
can exceed that proportion.' S - • 

, The capital of the country remaining the oame, the demand for 
labour willlikewiee be tha oame or very nearly the eame.' I 

" An increase of the capital of a colintry increases tht> 
quantity of industry, and a decrease of the capital of a country 
decreases the .quantity of industry exerted in it :-

, The quantity of indnatry • • • increases in every country with 
tho increaeo of the stock which employs it.'· 

And lastly, the quantity of industry can only be increased 
when the capital increases :-

• 0 The industry of the eociety can augment only in proportion as 
its capital augments. 'I. 

o The increase in the quantity of useful labour actually employed 
within any oociety must depend altogether npon the increase of tho 
capital which employs it.''' 

Certainly all these statements are to be understood sub
ject to the qualification contained in the. fifth chapter, to the 

I P.I28 ... 
• Ibid •• p. 'JJY/ ... 
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effect that the proportions in which the capital is divided 
between four different classes of employment must remain 
the same,l and if Adam Smith had attempted to divide all 
the different employments of capital into four great classes 
in each of which it was divided in a particular proportion 
between fixed and 'Circulating capital, he would have been 
consistent even if incorrect. But he did not attempt anything 
of the kind. 

The four different ways in which, according to Chapter v., 
capital may' be employed are:-

• 1.1. In procuring raw produce from the ground.) _S~.,"'-
• 2. In preparing that produce for consumption." ... ) 

3. In transporting either the raw produce or the como, I' 
_ modities into which it has been fashioned, from the'.''' 

places where they abound, to the places where they I 
. are wanted. t.. 
4. In dividing particular portions of either the raw pr?1 )'..J 

duce or the finished commodities into small parce~ #' ,," 
to suit the convenience of those who want them.' \ .i;l 

";To put the matter shortly, capital may be invested in 
agriculture and mining, in manufactures, in commerce, or in 
retail trade . 

./' 'Equal capitals employed in each of those four different ways, 
will immediately put into motion very di1ferent quantiti1la of productive 

labour.' • 

A given capital will put into motion more labour when 
it is invested in -commerce than when it is invested in retail 
trade, still more when it is invested in manufacture, and most 
of all when it is invested in agriculture. Adam Smith does 
not attempt to prove this by asserting th~t in agriculture the 
greatest, and in retail dealing the least, proportion of the 
capital will be circulating capital, which, according to Book IL 

Chapter ii, is the part of capital which puts industry into 

1 'Though all capitals are destined for the maintenanee of productive 
labour only. yet the qllaDtity of that labour .. hiob eqaal oapitala ....... pable 
of puttiog into motion vari .. utremely .... rding to the diont)' 01. &heir 
employ"""," (P. 159 b~ , 
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motion, but launches forth into what is perhaps the most 
illogical argument he ever employed. 

The retsiler's ca.pital, he says, puts into motion the least 
labour, because ..he retsiler himself is the only productive 
labourer whom it .immediately employs.' 1 The wholesale 
merchant's capital puts' a good deal' more labour into motion, 
bllC8.use it 'employs the sailors and carriers who tranSport his 
goods from one place to another,' The manufacturer's capital 
'puts immediately into motion a much greater quantity of 
productive labour , , , than' an equal capital in the hands 
of any wholesale merchant,' beca.use • a great part of it. is 
always either annually, or in a much shorter period, distributed 
among the different workmen who)Il he employs.'· Lastly, 
the farmer's capital puts into motion a greater quantity of 
labour I than even the manufacturer's, because not only the 
farmer's 'labouring servants, but his labouring ca.ttle are pro
ductive labourers: and in agriculture 'nature labours along 
with mau.' Adam Smith seems to have entirely forgotten 
that the question is not whether one retailer, one merchant, 
one manufacturer, or one farmer employs many or few 
persons (to say nothiug of cattle and nature), but whether a 
given amount of capital in the hands of a retailer, a merchant, 
a manufacturer, employs many or few persons. Even if it 
were true that 'shopkeepers employed no assistants-and it 
was not true even in Adam Smith's time-the fact that 
each shopkeeper's capital only employed one labourer, 
while each manufacturer's capital employed twenty, would 
prove nothing to the purpose, unless we knew that each 
manufacturer's capital was less than twenty times as great as 
each shopkeeper's. 

The chief use of examining Adam Smith's arguments on 
the different amounts of industry put into motion by capital 
invested in the four dJtlerent employments, is to show how 
excessively vague was his idea of the connexion between the 
magnituiie of the capital of a country and the amount, of 
industry e:erted in it.. He seems to have had no better basis 

• p, 161 .... • p, 161 b, 
• At fim Adam. Smith only •• ya, t No equal capital put. into motion a 

greater q ..... lity 01 produoii'.labour than that of tho farmer,' but h. olearly 
Dle&IlI, 'No equal o.pital tutl Into motion.o much productive labour aa tb~ 
Qi \he fatm..,,' 
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for his theory that the m~tude of the capital regulates the 
number of useful and productive labourers, than the obse",&
tion of the facts that in every business, as a rule, the large 
capitalists are the large employers, and thnt the power of an 
individual to employ labourers in any particular business 
depends to a great extent on the amount of his capital. 
From these facts he deduced the proposition that in each of 
four great employments, a man's ability to employ depends 
on the amount of his capital, and in tum from this proposition, 
reasoning in his usual manner from the individual to the 
society, he deduced the further proposition that the ability of 
a nation to employ useful and productive labourers depends 
on the amount of its capital, and the proportions in which it 
is divided between the four employments. There is more 
than one wenk link in this chain of reasoning. 

First, though it may be said, roughly speaking, that at the 
same time and place an individual's power to employ labourers 
in some one particular business depends, at any rate very 
grea.tly,on the amount of his capital, it cannot be said with 
any approach to accuracy that even at the same time and 
place an individual's power to employ labour in (1) agricul
ture, (2) manufactures, (3) commerce, and (4) retsil trade, 
depends on the amount of his capital. It is only true that all 
farmers farming the same kind of land and producing the 
same kind of produce, will (if they are all fanning in the 
most profitable manner), employ much the same number of 
labourers to each £100 of their capital. It is not true that 
all·farmers employ the same number of labourers to each 
£100 of their capital. To give an obvious illustration, the 
number of labourers employed to each £100 will be much 
less on a grazing than on an arable farm. Again, it is 
only true that all manufacturers using the same kind of 
machinery and producing the same kind of goods will 
employ much the same number of hands to each £100 or 
their capital. It is not true that all manufacturers of what
ever kind employ the same number of labourers to each £100 
of their capital. 

Secondly, the fact that in exactly similar businesses, and at 
the same time and place, an individual's power to employ labour 
depen~ greatly on the magnitude of his capital, does M 
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prove, even u:cluding changes and differences in the propor
tions in'which the whole capital is divided between ,different 
businesses, that the capacity of a whole community to 
employ labour is regulated at all by the magnitude of its 
capital. Whether a particular individual has much or little-. 
capital will seldom have any appreciable effect on the profit, 
ableness of different methods of production. Consequently 
in order to prodllce any p\l.lticular coIll.dlodity profitably, 1m 

employer must generally conform.. pretty closely to the 
methods in use a,t the time. It would be possible, physically 
possible, for a man to employ people to spin wool by 
hand with a distaff at present in Bradford, but it certainly 
would not be profitable, 8Ji.d so no one does it. No one 
employs people to spin uuless he can command the usual 
machinery. H he gets much machinery he employs many 
people; if he gets little, he employs rew. But the whole 
community is in no way bound by these limitations. If the 
community had no means of providing expensive spinning 
mills, it would not follow that nb one would be employed in 
spinning. On the contrary, if thread were considered a great 
necessary of life, more hands would be employed in spinning 
than are employed under present conditions; labour would 
be cliverted to spinning from less necessary occupations. 

'\..rt;'?'It can scarcely be denied thet Adam Smith left the whole 
'iiUiiject of 'capital' in the most unsatisfactory state. He 
makes unsGientific distinctions between the stock which is 
capital and the stock which is not capit8l; he makes trivial 
distinctions between fixed and circulatling capital; he con
fuses the capital of a country with a .particular part of its 
annual produce; and with regard to the functions of the 
capital he completely fails to prove his most important pro
position, namely, that the amount of the capital determines 
the amount of industrD 

§ 4. Adam Smith'8 SUCcesSOTS on the Natwre and Origin of 
tl/,8 Oapital 0/ a Oommunity. 

The critic of Lg.uderdaW's PUblic Wealth in the Edin- -
bwrgh Review for July 1804, r~~c~~!tAdalll.smitll,:1! _Q.i§ti!)o
ti0n._.iJet~~e!Ul!Q...!l.3pi~ a country and its ~£~"Ved 
~.c.?~?mption:-
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• A difference is established by some, eepeciaIly by Dr. Smith, 
between capital and the other parta of stock; capital being, Becording 
to them, that part which brings in a revenue. This idea clearly appeam, 
by the whole of the illustrations given of it, to have arisen from the 
fundamental error of considering nothing .. productive which does 
not yield a tangible return, and ilf confounding D8B with exchange. 
For may not a man live upon -his stock, that is, enjoy his capital, 
without either diminishing or exchanging any part of it t In what 
does the value, and the real nature of stock reserved for immediata 
consumption, diJl'er I!'!m stock that yields what I}r. Smith calla • 
revenne or profit t ~erely in this-that the former is wanted and 
used itself by the owner; the latter is not wanted by him, and the .. 
fore is exchanged for something which he does want.' 12 
l Subsequent writers scarcely discussed the di ion of the 

community'S stock into capita.! and reserve for consumption, 
. because they did not conceive the capita.! of a country 88 a 

part of its accumulated stock. They succumbed completely 
to Adam Smith's tendency to regard the capita.! of the eountry 
88 a particular part of its annual produce, and they misunder
stood as eompletely as he did the process of adding to the 
capita.! by saving:} In OO1Tl:meru -De/e7Ided. J~ Mill 

-1'eIllDd"ks:-

..J • The whole annual prodnce of every country is distributed into 
two great parta; that which is destined to be employed for the pur
pose of reproduction, and that which is destined to be conanmed.' I 

Though he does not actually say that the first or these is 
the capita.! of the eountry, he shows that he thought so by 
using • the augmentation of capita.!,' and • the augmentation 
of that part of the annual produce which is consumed in the 
WIly of rep~uction," as synonymous phrases. That he did 
not understand that all that a nation saves is simply the 
additions which it makes to its accumulated stock is shown 
by his bold assertion that • every country will infallibly COD

sume to the full amount of its production.'· The writer of 
the article • Political Economy' in the fourth edition of the 
EneyclopcEdUJ. Britannica understood that the capita.! is an 
accumulated stock as little as James Mill in OommerQl 
De/ended l-

1 Vol. iv. P. 3611. I 1'. 70. 
• 1'. 79 ~ _ aIoo pp. 71.711. 
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'" ' Every man'. wealth,' .h. aaya, 'is of two kinda; !.h. one which 
h. Iaya aaid. for Unlnediato consumption; !.h. o!.her which h. resorvll 
for !.h. anpply of fnturo wanta, or employa in anch a manner as to 
make it prodn.. n .... wealth. The former is called his income, !.he 
latter his capital.' 1 

This is like dividing a water company's wo.terinto the 
water in its reservoir and if4 supply, into a: gallons collected 
at one time in its reservoir and 'V gallons supplied zwr diem.
or zwr an'ML17I. 

tRicardo says: 'Capital is -that part of the wealth of a < 

coW!.try which is employed in production, and consists of . 
food, clothing, tools, raw.materials, machinery, etc., necessary 
to give effect to labourl' This is rather vague, for we do not 
know exactly what Ricnrdo meant by 'the -wealth of a 
country: or bI • employed in production.' In his chap
ter' On Taxes,\.he distinctly implies tliat the houses,clothes; 
and furniture uSed by labourers are part of the capital of the 
country! a fact which is difficult to harmonise with Adam 
Smith's conception of the stock-reserved for immediate coil
sumption not being part of the capital of th\ country;} 
- In the first and second editions of his PTi1lCipZe. he gives 

a fairly clear account of the process of saving .or adding to 
the capital or stock :-

.J 'When !.he. annual productions of a country,' he said, 'ucead ita 
annual consumption, i\ is said to increase ita capital; wb.en ita liIlIlual 
eonsumption at least is not replaced by ita annual production, it is 
said to diminish ita capital. Capital may !.heretoro b. in,*",,"ed by 
an incroaeed production, or by a diminished consumption. 

'If !.he consumption of !.he government, when increaeed by !.he 
levy of additional tax .. , be met either by an incroaeed production, or 
by a diminiehed consumption on !.he part of !.he people, !.he tax .. will 
f'!ll upon revenue, and !.he natioual capital will remain unimpaired; 
but if !.here be no increased production or diminished consumption on 
!.he part of !.he people, !.he tax .. w.iUnecosaarily fall on capital." 

It is not quite logical, because if the production already 
exceeds the consumption, the capital will be increased 

1 VoL xvii. P. 108... • lot ed. pp. 93,114; 3d ed. in Wort, po 61.. 
I Jot ed. pp. 188, 187; 3d ed. in WorM, p. 87. 
• In od. P. 187 • 2d od. Po 17Q.. 
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without either • an increased production: or a • diminished 
consumption: and if the consumption already exceeds the 
production, the capital will be diminished without either & 

decreased production or an increased consumption. Instead 
of saying that' the national capital will remain unimpaired: 
Ricardo ,ought to have said, • the rate at' which the capital is 
increasing Of decreasing may remain unaltered.' Doubtless, 
however, it was only his want of command of language that 
prevented him saying this, and the taxes may, perhaps, with
out any great impropriety, be said to • fall on capital: if they 
diminish its increase or accelerate its decrease. 

In the third edition of his work (1821), however, Ricardo 
altered the passage by inserting the word • unproductive' 
before • consumption: both in the fifth and tenth lines, and 
adding at the end, i That is to say, they will impair the fund 
allotted to productive consumption.' He also added & note 
which runs as follows:-

• It must be understood that all the productions of a country 
are consumed; but it makea the greeteat difference imaginable whether 
they are consumed .by th'1>se who reprodnce, or by those who do' not 
reproduce another value. When we say that revenue is saved and 
added to capital, what we mean is, that the portion of revenue 80 

said to be added to capital is consumed by productive instead of 
unproductive Iaboure.... There can be no greeter error than in sup
posing that capital is increased by non-c<.nsumption. If the price of 
labour ehould riee so high, that, notwithstanding the increase of 
capital, no more could be employed, I should say that sueb increase 
of capital would be still unproductively consumed.' 1 

By these alterations and additions the picture of the 
capital of & country as & store or stock of produce increased 
in any given period by the excess of production over con
sumption, is smeared over by the hand that painted it. In 
the first edition we were told that the addition to the capital 
consists of such productions as are over and above what 
replaces the annual consumption. In the third we are told 
that the whole produce is consumed, so that there cannot be 
any such thing as an excess of production over consumption. 
Ricardo· had evidently, in the meanwhile, allowed himself to 
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get confused by BOme of his tangled discussions witb Yal
tbus.' 
~e distinction between fixed and circulatiIig capital 

is formally made by-Ricardo to depend simply on the d:~el! 
of durability of the things of which they are constituted. He 
says:-

'According 88 ~apital is rapidly perishable, and requirea to be 
frequently reprodnced, or is of' slow consumption, it is classed under " 
the heade of circuleting or of fixed capitall A brewer, whose build
ings and macl!inery are valuable and durable, is said to employ a large 
portion of fixed capital: on the contrary, a shoemaker, whose capital 
is chiefiy employed in the payment of wages, which are expended on 
food and clothing, commodities more perishable than buildings and 
macl!inery, is said to employ a large proportion of hie capital 88 circu
lating capitaL'· 

In the second edition (1819) he added a note:-" 

• A division not essential, and in which the line of demarcation 
cannot be accurately drawn.' • " 

C Substantially, however, the clistinction between Ricardo's 
fixed and circulating capital is simply that the fixed capital 
is conceived as consisting entirely of machinery, implements, 
and buildings, w¥1e the circulating capital is conceived as 
consisting entirely of amounts paid by employers in wages) 

" In one trade very little capital may he employed 88 circulating 
capital, tbet is to say, in the support of labour-it may be principally 
invested in machinery, impiemente, buildings, etc., C$pital of a com.
paratively fixed and dumble character." 

He has numerous examples in which the circulating 
capital of an employer is the amount he pays in wages in a 
year. The fixed capital, of a fisherman is his, • canoe and 
implements: and his circulating capital is the £100 which 
he pays in wages in the course of a year; the fixed capital of 
the hunter is his weapons, and his circulatinlf capital is also . 
the £100 a year which he pays in wages.s This is so because, 
although in the second and third editions Ricardo allows that 

1 See below, I' 1I)0,l1ote2-
t In eeL p. ~, 1101e I 3d ed. III Woru, P. 21, 1101e. 

• 2d eel. I' 20 I 3d eel. III Woru, p. 2L 
• OIlll III 3d eeL III Wor"', P. il. _ • l.t .d. PI' 23-33., 
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o the circulating capital may circulate or be returned to its 
employer, in very unequal times: 1 he usually assumes that 
the capital employed in paying wages circulates once a 
year. In the first edition, for example, he describes what 
will happen if an 'amount of capital, viz. £20,000, be em
ployed in supporting productive labour, and be annually 
consumed and reproduced, as it is· when employed in 
paying wages." In the third edition he says that· if a 
machine which would do the work of 100 men in some 
trade for a year, and then be worn out and worthless, 
cost £5000, and the wages annually paid to 100 men were 
likewise £5000, 'it is evident that it would be a matter of 
indifference to the manufacturer whether he bought the 
machine or employed the men.'S It obviously could not bo 
said to be 'a .matter of indifference' to the manufacturer 
unless the amount he pays in wages 'circulates: or goes 
away from him and returns to him, once a year. If it- circu
lates once a week he would lose greatly by buying· the 
machine, since he would have £5000 'locked up in machinery' 
throughout the year, instead of about £100 locked up at 
the end of each week in payment of his wages' bill' 

James Mill, in the formal discussion of the nature of 
capital which appeared first in the second edition (1824) of his 
Elements oj Political Economy,' after some reIIllLrks on the 
usefulness of instruments, says: 'The provision made of theso 
is denominatell capital.' • Now he might have been under
stood to mean by 'the provision made' tha stock, or the 
number or quantity accumulated and existing at one time, if 
he had not gone on to say that 0 the materials: not 0 the 

, 2d ed. p. 21 ; 3d ed. In Worb, p. 21. • P. 35. I Worb, p. 26-
• Of course if we were to look ai the tranu.ctioD. more closely, and apply 

the principlee of arithmetic more MC1II'8otely than Ricanlo wu ill the habit of 
doing. ib would appear that the manufacturer would Ioto by buying tho 
machine, even if he .. Id B",\e of hio good. tiU tbo 310t of December. The 
£5000 for tbe machine woold have to be laid oot in a lump at the beginning 
of the yoar, wbereaa tho £0000 for wag .. wouid be gredoally dilIbunod dur
ing tbe year. Tho manufacturer would _uently Ioto one yeer'. In_ 
OD £2500. or, which ia the same thing, aD: montha' interest OIl £5000, If h. 
bougbt tho machine. Ricardo'. argouumto aI ... ,.. require the ebourd 
oaumptioo. not onl,. that no good. &ro oold tiU the end of • Y_. but at.o 
that all the ..agoa oro paid at tho beginning of tho '1_. 

I Chap. i. • 2. • 2d and 3d ode. P. 111. 
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provision made of materi&1s: 'upon which labour is to be 
employed, where they have ••• been the result of previous 
labour, are also denominated capital.'l Thus he practica.Jly 
defines 'capital' as 'instruments and I!!.a~er ...-
~uP.i~teamW-&>~'¥ornOt;""in~dinff;'.&.be capital 
of England" wOiild mem'LD.8iD.struments an materials of 
England, that is. to say, all the instruments and materials -
which have existed, do exist, or will exist in England from the 
time when the first man set foot in the country to the time 
when the last shall leave it. No reference to time is included 
in the definition, so that the amount of the capital of England 
might be the instruments and materials produced in a given 
period just as well as the number existing at a given point 
of time. 

l With regard to .the origin of the capital, James Mill says:-

, As capital, from ita simplest to ita most complicated state, mlllUl8 
something produced for the purpose of being employed 88 the mlllUl8 
towards a further production, it is evidently a result of what is called 
saving] The meaning of this term is eo well understood and eo little 
liable to abuse, that not many words will be necessary to explain this 
particuler relating to capital, though it is a Jaw of great importance to 
remark. 
" 'It is BUfliciently evident that without saving there could be DO 

capital.. If all labour were employed upon objects of immediate con
I!1Ullption, which were all immediately conaumed, inch 88 the fruit for 
which the savage climbe the tree, no article of capital, no article to be 
employed 88 a meana to further production, would ever exist. To 
this end eomething mnat be produced which is not immediately con
sumed, which is aaved and iet apart for another purpose. • 

'All tha couaequencee of this fact. to which it is'Deceeeary here to 
advert, are sufficiently obvioUB. . 
-/ ' Every article which is thus aaved becomea an article of capitaL 

The augmentation of capital, therefore, is eVSf1Whe1'8 emctly in pro
portion to the degree of aaving; in fact,. the amount of that augmenta
tion annually is the aame thing with the amount of the aavinga which 
are annually mad .. ' I 

Here the capital does appear to be conceived as a stock or 
accumulation )Vhich coIlllists of the surplus ef past production 
over past consumption, and is augmented by saving. But 

• ~"'"d lid ..u.. II> 17. t \lJ 0<1. pp. 19, 20. 
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J am~ ¥ill gi~_ ~o~1teep' this_co!lce.pti()~ steadily before !lim, 
SiiiCe in Chapter iv. § ii he adhered to the old proposi
tion, ' That which is annually produced is annually consumed.'l 
If it is true' that the whole of what_is annually produced is 
annually consumed; or that what is produced in one year is 
consumed in the next," it is difficult to see how there can 
exist any considerable surplus of past production over past 
consumption. tJ ames Mill seems to have fallen into Adam 
Smith's mistake of overlooking the actual articles saved and 
added to the capital of the community, and imagining that 
what is saved is the wages of the persons who make these 
things-wages which are of course, at any rate for the most 
part, consumed:-

'Wha1ever,' he says, • is saved from the annual produce iu order 
to lie couverted into capital is necessarily consumed; because to 
make it answer the purpose of capital it must be employed in the 
payment of wages, in the purchase of raw materia\ to be worked into 
a finished commodity, or lastly, in the making of machines, effected 
in like manner by the payment of wages and the working up of raw 
material&'al 

(He endeavours to draw a rather more definite line 
between fixed and circulating capital than Ricardo had done, 
by saying that fixed capital consists of the instruments of 
production, such as tools, machines, and buildings, which 

, . are of a durable nature, and contribute to production without 
being d~stroyed,' or • do not perish in the using,' while cir
culating capital consists of • the articles subservient to pro
duction which do perish in the using,' such as 'all the tools 
worn out in one set of operations, all the articles which con
tribute to production only by their consumption, as coals, oil, 
the. dye-stuffs of the dyer, the seed of the farmer,' and the 
raw materials worked up in the finished manufacture.
Like his predecessors, he assumes that the circulating 
capital of a country, or perhaps. the whole capital, circulates 
or is consumed and reproduced once a year.l Unlike them, 
he gives almost definite expression to the assumption:-

I Title of MCtiaa in aU edItiDnL The om MCtiOJlia ... titled • Thd __ 
I1lDlptioD ia ....-ve with producti .... ' -

• lot ed. P. lilt; 3d ed. po 228. 
• 2d ed. pp. 2iO, 221; 3d ed. pp.228, m. • !lot ADd 3d edo. pp. !II, 23.. 
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'A year,' he saya, 'is 8SII1lIIled in political economy as the period 
which includes a revolving circle of production and consumption. 
No period does so exactly. Some articles are produced and consumed 
in a period much 1098 ~han.a year: In othen the circle is greater 
than a year. It is necessary for the ends of discourse that some 
period should be assumed as including this circle. The period of a 
year is the most convenient. it corresponds with one great class of 
productions, those derived from the cultivation of the ground. And 
it is easy when we have obtained forma of expression which correspond 
accurately to this 888umptiOn, to modify them in practice to the c8se 
of those commodities, the circle of whose prodnction and consumption 
is either greater or 1098 than the standard to which our general pro
positions are conformed.' 1 

Here he both ullnimises the falsity of the assumption and 
exaggerates the facility of modifying the' forms of expressio.n
which correspond accurately to the assumption' in suoh a way 
88 to make them applicable to the whole mass of 'articles.' 
A great many' articles,' such 88 the Koh-i-noor diamond and 
the East India Docks, are never oonsumed at all, and the 
assumption that many of the other things are consumed and 
reproduoed in a year u far too violent a one to be in any 
Sense 'convenient.' (It has the great inconvenience of foster
ing the confusion ~etween the capital and the annual pro-
ductive expenditurel . 

M'Cullo.Gh, in the italics for whioh he had an extTaordin
ary 'affection, 8ay~ :-
v 'The capital of a oountry may be defined to be !hat port."" ollk 

produc. of indwtrtl ""'Iing ito il, ",Aid> can t. made D1RBOTLY 

...... i/able, eilher to t.he "'PPm 01 Aul1l<Ul ""'1et&cI or to Ik lacil'liJ.t'ng 
olprodvcucm.'· 

If' existing in it' meant' existing in it at anyone point of 
time,' the capital of a oountry would be here plainly con
oeived as an acoumulated stook, and when M'Cullooh goes on 
to object to the division of the whole stook into the oapital 
and the not-oapital, the capital would be the whole acoumu
lated or saved produce of past industry. But he seems 
to have attached no partioillar force to the words' existing 
init':-

1 la, ed. p. 185; 3d ed. P. 921. 
o 
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'This definition.' he S~, 'differs JE~ that giv.e'Lbl' .Dr, Smith, 
and whjch JiaLbee'LadopteciJl.J_!J19!!L9!1!.~r. ..!-c'm~~ts. The whole 
produce of industry belonging to a country is said to form ita ,Ioe.!: j 
and ita capital is snpposed to con.ist of that portion only of ita stock 
which is employed in the view of producing some species of com
modities. The other portion of the stock of a country, or that which 
is employed to maintain ita inhabitanta without any immediate view 
to production, has been denominated ita r_, and is not supposed 
to contribute anything to the increase of ita wealth. These distinctions 
~.~!~~}9~llA gWld. fonodg,tiop' 1 -------

It does not occur to him to object that the revenue can
not possibly be a part of the 'stock' of a country, and in his 
edition of the Wealth of NatitYns he had nothing to say 
agaimt the fallacious paradox that what is saved is consumed." 

(Nevertheless he sometimes approached the conception of the 
capital of a country as its accumulated stock a little more 
nearly than James Mill:-

'Capital of all descriptions,' he says, 'is nothing more ••• than 
the accumulated or hoarded produce of previous industry J When a 
savage kills more game in a day than is reqnired for his own con· 
sumption, he preserves the surplus, either in the view of consuming 
it directly himself on eome futore occasion, or of exchanging it with 
his fellow.-vages for eome article belonging to them. Now this 
snrplus is capital, and it is from such amall beginnings as this that 
all the accumulated riches of the world have taken their rise. • • ~ If 
men had always lived up to their incomes, that is, if thay had always 
consumed the. whole produce of their industry in tha gratification of 
their immediate wanta or desires, there could have been no such 
thing as caPi~1 in the world." ) 

v In distinguishing circulating and fixed capital, he follows 
neither Adam Smith, nor James Mill, nor Ricardo, but says 
that circulating capital 'comprises all the food and other 
articles applicable to the subsistence of man,' while fixed 
capital' comprises all the lower animals, and all the instru, 
ments and machfues which either are, or may be, made to 
assist in production.' • 
" Malthus, in his Defi:nititYns, attacked 1l'Culloch's views of 

1 Pri~ pp. 92, 93-

• Prindplu, P. 102. 
• w""'~ of NaW1rI4, p. 1496-
• Ibid., P. 94. 
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the nature of -capital with considerable asperity, but he was 
perhaps himself even more confused on the subject than: any 
of his contemporaries. No one confounded capital and pro
duce more hopelessly than he did:-:-

.....-. Both in the laDguage of common conv_tion and of the 
best writers,' he ""yB, • revenue and capital have always been 
distinguished; by revenne being nnderstood that which is ex· , 
pended with a. vie ... ,to immediste support and enjoyment, and by 
capital, that which is expended with a view to profit. '1 

Obviously he here tak6§..ths...capitaI of p, MllDtry t.lI be 
mereJ.Y'&iiii.rtofiiBiUUiu8J. prod..!!£e. 4 is true that in com
pTiiinihg that some wrlters liaa-used the word • stock' as if it 
were synonymous with' capital,' he says incidentally that the 
capital of a country is a part of its • accumulated wealth:' 
but he understood accumulation in the extraordinary sense 
attached to it by Adam Smith, and not in its ordinary mean
ing of heaping or storing up. This is shown by a passage in 
the second edition of his PoliticaJ EOO'1W1T/,Y, where he says 
the • advanees necessary to produce' .. coinmodity consist of 
• acCUlnulations generally made up of wages, rents, wes, 
interest, and profits: a and gives an example in which these 
'accumulations' appear as the amount expended by .. farmer 
in a year, on 'seed, keep of horses, wear and tear of his fixed 
capital, interest upon his fixed and circulating capitals, rent, 
tithes, taxes, etc., and ••• immediate labour:' Obvioua!y, 
whatever may be said of the other items, the farmer's interest 
cannot possibly be an • accumulation' in any ordinary sense. 
So too in his Definiti&n8 Malthus defines' the accumulation 
of capital' as 'the employment of a . portion of revenue as 
capital: and adds, • capital may therefore increase,without an 
increase of stock or wealth:' whereas, if a portion of revenue 
be really accumulated, there must necessarily be an increase 
of stock. Consequently, his admisaion that the capital is a 
part of the accumulated wealth of .. country, is not incon
sistent with .. belief that the capital is merely a part of the 

I P. 86. I Political E~_,,, p. 293; 2d ed. p. 262-
• Ibid., 2d ed. p. 262 . 
• Ibid., p. 268. The figuree ill this example are quoted below, p. 101. 
• 1'.238. . ' 
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periodical produce used in a particular way. In the section 
'On productive and unproductive labour' in his Political 
Ec01UYmY, he upholds Adam Smith's distinction between 
these two kinds of labour, because first, 

'in tracing the cause of the different effects of produce employed as 
capital, and of produce consumed as revenue, we shall find that it 
arises from the different kinda of Iaho~ maintained by each j' 

and secondly, 

'it is stated by Adam Smith, and it must be allowed to be .tated 
justly, that the produce which is annually saved ia as regularly con-_ 
8umed as that which is annually 8pent, but that it is consumed by a 
different set of people. U this be the case, and if saving be allowed 
to be the immediate canse of the increase of capita!; it must be 
absolutely necessary, in all diacnesions relating to the pro~ of 
wealth, to distinguish by 80me particular title, 8 8et of people who 
appear to act so important a part in accelerating this progress. 
Almost all the lower cl..... of people of every society are employed 
in some way or other, and if there were no grounda of distinction in 
their employments, with reference to their effects on the national 
wealth, it -is difficult to conceive what would be the use oC saving 
from revenue to add to capital, as it would be merely employing one 
set of people in preference to another, when, according to the hypa
thesis, there is no essential difference between them. How then are 
we to explain the nature of saving, and the different effects of parsi
mony and extravagance upon the national capital 1 No political 

-economist of the present day can by saving mean mere hoarding; and 
beyond this contracted and inefficient proceedini no use of the term, 
in reference to national wealth, can well be imagined, but that which 
must arise from 8 different application of what is saved, fonnded upon 
a real distinction between the different kinds of labour which may be 
maintained by it.' I 

In the wliole of this passage the capital seems to be 
nothing except the amount annually paid for productive 
labour, and it seems as if everything which is paid for pro
ductive labour is supposed by Malthus to be 'saved." l'he 

I Political Boorwmy, pp. 31, 32. 
• In. letter written by Ricardo to MalthUOIOOD .Iter the publication 01 

the third edition of the Pnncipla, there occura a pauage in which the word 
.. viog appeara to !1eued in the .. me peculiar _ 'A muter manufacturer 
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idea of the capital as a stock is entirely absent. In the 
chapter' Of the wages of labour,' • the capital and revenue of 
the country' are treat¢ as being together equal to ' the 
annual produce' :-

• A great B!ld continued demand for labour • . • is' occasioned by, 
and proportioned to, the IIIte at which the whole value of the capital 
and revenue of the country increases annually; becauee, the faster the 
value of the annual produce increas .... the greater will be the power of,' 
purchasing freah labour, and the more will be wanted every year.' 1 

CLiks Adam Smith, Malthus is apt to calculate the rate of 
profit as a percentage, not on the true capital, but on the 
annual working expenses of a business, and he goeil beyond 
Adam Smith by including interest (on the true capital) 
among these working expenses.) He supposes, as an illus-
tration, that . 

• a farmer employs in the culti~~tion of a certain portion of land 
£2000, £1500 of which he u:penda in seed, keep of horses, wear and 
tear of his fixed capital, interest upon his fixed. and circulating 
capitals, rent, tithea, taxea, etc., and £500 on immediate labour; and 
that the returna obtained at the end of the year are worth £2400. 
It is obvious that the value required to replace the &dvan ... being 
£2000, the armer'., profita will be £400, or twenty per cent.' J 

He haa another example of a similar lUnd taken' from' the 
first Report of the Factory Commissioners (p. 84)':-

might be 10 ntravagont In IUa expenditure, or might pay 10 muoh In tax .. , 
that his oapital might be deteriorated for many yelon together j biB lituation 
would be tho same iI, from IUa own will or from the lnadeqUCICY of the popu, 
latlon, be paid 10 much to hlo labo ..... as to leave himself without adequate 
profit., or without aoy profit. wbetever. From tanuon h. might not be 
able to eaeape, but from this 1ut moat ann8ceaaary UftproducUw expenditure 
he could and would _pa, for he could beve the eame quantity 01 labour 
with leu pay, if he only AVed .... ; hia saving would be without an end, -
end ",ould therelo ... be abeurd.'-LdI<n of Ri<4rdo 10 'MalUIVJI, ed. Bonar, 
pp. 186, 18'7. ThiI manufeotorer 10 obnoully •• ving nothing In tho modem 
aenae of the word. Ria capital, by hypotheail, iI 'deteriorating, I Dot 
\ncr ... ing, . 

1 PolitieaIJkoMmI/, p. 261. On the next page tho propoaitlon quoted 10 I 
referred to aa 'the prinoiple that the demand for labour depends upon the 
nte at which the nJue of the general pl'Clduoe, or of the capital ItoIld reveuue 
kken together, inoreuea.' 

• PoIi<i<alJkoMmr, 2.J. ad. p. 268. 
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, Capital sunk in building and machinery, 
Floating capital, 

£500 interest at 5 per cent on £10,000 fixed capital. 
350 ditto on lIoating capital. 
150 rents, taxes, and rates. 
650 sinking fund of 61 per cent for wear and tear 

of the fixed capital. • 
1,100 contingencies, carriage, coal, oil, etc. 

£2,750 
2,600 wages and aalari ... 

£5,350 
Spun 363,000 lhe. twist, valne £16,000. 
Raw cotton required, ab.out 400,000 at 6d. 

Equal to £10,000 
Expenses, 5,350 

£10,000 
7,000 

• £15,350 Value when sold, £16,000. 
Profit, £650, or abont 4'2 on the advance of £15,350.' 1 

The form in which we should naturally expect to find 
these figures would now, at any rate, be:,- . 

400,000 lhe. cotton, at 
6eL, £10,000 

Wages and aalaries, 2,600 
Carriage, coal, oil, etc., 1,100 
Rent, rates, and taxes, 150 
Repaireanddepreciation 

or sinking fund, 
Balance, 

650 
1,500 

£16,000 

863,/00,''''''''' •• '1<'>" 

£16,000 

The balance of £1500 is the year's profits, Sl4 per. cent 
on the capital, fixed and floating, of £17,000. To Malthus tho 

1 Poliliul EcmrmtrV, 2d ed.,pp. 269,270. Therefereuco io, doubtl_,10 ParL 
P'pen 1833, No. _, 'Examinatio ... ' D. 2, p. 34 (voL XL p. 734ln tbe H .... 
of Commo ... oollection). It is curiou .. bowever. that the partieuion given iD 
tbeioot li .. lines, beginaing with 'ra" ootton,' thougb priDted by M.lth ... 
.. U tbey were tak .. from tho Faotory Commiui .. ero' Report, .... Dot 10 be 
fouud ill it. lDRead there is a .tatem .. t that 'tho ra .. material .. purpooely 
omitted throughout'-no doubt in order to prevent a too public disclOlure of 
tihe profit. made bl the millownm, Mean. Samuel Greg and Co. 
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capitalist seems to have had two capitals-one his real capital 
of '£17,000, on which' interest' is calculated. and the other 
his annual working expenses, on which his 'profit' is cal

-culated. -The • interest' rate is a rate per annum, but the 
rate of profi( 4'2 per cent, cannot be a rate per annum, 
since it is obvious that the expenses are not all incurred at 
the beginning of the year. 

Senior sa,DI :-

• The term CwitJ>J has been 10 variously defined that it may be 
doubtlUl'""whether it have any generally received meaning. We 
think, however, that in popular acceptation, and in thet of economists 
themeelvee, when they are not reminded of their .definitions, that 
word ~ignifi .. lID artii:IA.JIf....DI!!~~olluman exertion, 
emplOJ'ed in the pmdnOhOO C. Q~tieB .i woalt..h.' 1 

. This is a I1Wl.LYWa1 definition JiJi!! .r.lWJW~nd 
~~ MY !jttJA~Jl!!llimLP.f.Jl.SQ@"~. Is the 
capital the whole of these 'articles' existing at one time. or 
the quantity used in a given length of time? We must sup
pose that Senior meant the quantity used in a given length 
of time when he implies that' the gas which lights a manu
factory' is' capital. I Doubtless the stock of gas in a gas 
company's gasometer is a part, though a small part, of the 
company's real oapital, but 'the gas which lights a manu
factory' is a supply, and not a stock, of gas; the cost of it is 
a part of the periodical working expenses, not a part of the 
capital of the manufacturer. 

The .remark of Sir Travers Twiss that 'revenue as it 
gradually comes in is incoming produce; stock is accumu
lated produce: 8 does not appear to have attracted the atten
tion 0l:Q'. S. Mill, who, though he begins by speaking of capital 
as an 'accumulated stock of the produce of labour:' and 
puts' forward as his second' fundamental theorem respecting 
capital' that' it is the result of saving: seems to have agreed 
with Adam Smith as to the nature of accumulation and 
saving. 'l After Baying that capital is the result of saving, he 
adds that there is a ' trifling uception' 

I Political lI_y, 8vo ad. p. 19. • Ibid., P. 65. 
• P_ qf Polilicalllconom!l, P. 188. See above, p. 64. 
41 Principlu,I Bk. I. ab. tv. I 1 ; lat ed. voL i. p. 67; P.aoplo's ed. p. 

8-1,., 
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'because a person who labours on his own account may spend on 
his own account all he producsa, without becoming deetituta; and the' 
provision of neceesariee on which he subsists until h. has reaped his 
harveet or sold his commodity, though a real capita~ cannot be said 
to have been saved, since it is all used for the supply of his own 
wants, and perhaps as speedily as if it had been consumed in 
idlen ... .' 1 

Whether a tliing has been saved or not is thus settled, not 
by whether it is actually in existence, and therefore consti
tutes for the time a part of the excess of produce over con
sumption, but by what ultimately becomes of it. A little 
lower down, however, an increase of saving is treated as 
equivalent to the existence of' a greater excess of production 
over consumption: and we are told that 'to consume less 
than is produced is saving.' But although saving is consuming 
less than is produced, and capital ,is the result of saving, 

'a third fundamental theorem respecting capi~ closely connected 
with the <lne last discussed, is that, although saved, and the result 
of saving, it is neverthel... consumed. The word saving doee 
not imply that what is saved is not consumed [nor even neceesarily 
that its consumption is deferred], but oniy that [if consumed imm ... 
distaly] it is not consumed by the perecn who savee ito'. 

And in the next section it is alleged that 'everything 
w!lich is produced is.9()nsumed; both ,!hat is savoo'and what 
is J.l!,.isLto....ba . .spent ... .a.nd..the.farmerquite lIB rapidly lIB the 
~' • This is a mere paraphrase of Adam Smith's' what 
is annua.lly saved is as regularly consumed as what is annua.lly 
spent, and nearly in the same time too:' But instead of here 
falling into Adam Smith's confusion between what is actually 
saved a.ud the income of the persons who produce the things 
saved, J. S. Mill .supports the proposition by asserting that 
all the things of which the stock or capital of a country at 
any time consists are in the course of time worn out and 

, Principlu, Bk. L ch. v. 14; People'. eeL p. 43 II. The 101; eeL, voL L p. 85, 
reada, 'DO abatioence hal b~D practiaed· in plaoe of • perhape' and the 
followiog words. 

• Ibid., BIL L ch. v. I 5, In ed. voL L p. 81; People', eeL p .. 44... Tho 
warda in braeliete wen not in the lat eeL 

, Ibid., Dk. L ch. Y. I 6, lot ed. voL L p. ~I ; People" ed. p. 46 .. 
• Abov .. P. 72. . 
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consumed. That is not quite true; but even if it were true 
it would not justify the statement that 'what is saved' (by 
which Mill ~ to mean ,the whole capital) 'is consumed ':-

'The growth of capital,' he says, 'm similar to the growth of 
population. Every indi'ridual who is born dies, but in oach year the 
Dumber bom ex.-Ia the Dumber who die; the population, therefore, 
always increases, though Dot ODe peraon of thoee composing it waa 
alive until & very .......,$ date.' 1 

Exactly; and SO we cannot properly say 'capital is con
sumed' any more than we can say 'population dies.' The 
persons of whom the population is composed at any given 
time die, and the things of which the capital is composed at 
any given time, or some of -them, are consumed, but the 
population and the capital remain. In a later section, 
however, J. S. Mill admita that some of the things which_ 
constitute fixed capital never require entire renewal, and 
completaly adopta Adam Smith's vie'!..Ef the matter, sup
porting the propomtion iJ!i!t 'the capi~_l!.ther 
!l1l:Rlt~~...Qe!'_u_cOllSllIll8d,:..J>y._&ayiDg_~it_was. __ co~ed 

)n _Jll&intain,inIL~e )1l~1lrllI'Lwho ex~ute!Lthl!improve-
ment, Il!ld iJ?_~I!..!fear~.JI!_the..,iooJ&..-lly--whicft.~y 
'Were assisted.'." (.Here the capital is first treated as con
sisting of the thirigs thelnBBlves, ' a dock or canal,' for example; 
and then as consisting of the maintenance and tools which 
were consumed in producing these things. On the whole, it 
cannot be said that J. S. Mill in 1848 was one whit less 
confused as to the nature and origin of the capital of a com-
munity than Adam Smith in 1776J . 

tAB to the division of the capital into flied and circulating 
capital, J. S. Mill speaks as if the distinctions drawn by Adam 
Smith, Ricardo, and James Mill were identical. :He says: 
'Capital which ••• fulfils the whole of ita office in the pro
duction in which it is engaged, by a single use, is called Circu
lating Capital:' this is from James MilO 'The term, which 
is not very approprjate, is derived from the circwnstance 
that this portion of capital requires to be constantly renewed 
by the aale of the finished product, and, when renewed, is 

J Bk. Lob. Y. I 8 ad fiR .. lot ed. yoL L P. 911; Poople'. eeL p. 47 II. 
• Ilk. L ob.."ri. I I, lot ed. voL i. pp. IOU, 110; People'. e<l p. 68. 
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perpetua.lly parted with in buying materials and paying wages j 
so that it does its work, not by being kept, but by changing 
hands:' this is from Adam Smith. C Another large portion 
of capital, however, consists in instruments of a more or less 
permanent character '-this is from Ricard<!i-' which produce 
. their effect, not by being parted with, but by being kept'
Adam Smith again-;.' and the efficacy of which is not ex
hausted by a single use:' James Mill again. t Capital which 
exists in any of these durable shapes, and the return to which 
is spread over a period of corresponding duration '-Ricardo 
again-' is ca.lled Fixed Capital. '1 Bn t as Senior had already 
shown with regard to two of them," the three distinctions 
are liy no means idepticaI. According to Adam Smith, the 
seed com of a farmer is fixed capital, because he will not sell 
it. According to Ricardo, it is fixed if a year lie considered a 
long period, and circulating if a year be considered a short 
period. According to James Mill, it is circulating capital 
because it is consumed in one set of operations. 

J. S. Mill admits that some of the capital cannot properly 
be described as either fixed or circulating:-

'Since all wealth which is destined to be employed for repro
duction comes within the designation of capital, there are parta of 
capital which do not agree with the definition of either species of it; 
for instance, the stock of finished goods which a manufacturer or 
dealer at any time possesses unsold in his warehonse&,' 

But instead of concluding that fixed and circulating are 
not exhaustive divisions of the capital, and that the capital 
must be divided into (1) fixed, (2) circulating, and (3) another 
kind of capital, he proceeds :-

, But this, though capital aa to if>! destination, is not yet capital 
in actna! exercise; it is no1; engaged in production, but baa firat to 
be sold or excbenged, that is, converted into an, equivalent value of 
some other commodities; and. therefore is not yet either fixed or oir
cn1ating capital, but will become either the one or the other, or be 
eveutually divided between them.' • 

If; however, whether the thing is capital at all or not is 

1 Bk. L ch. 'ri. II, !at ed. voL t PI> 107, lOS; People'. ed. p. 57 • 
• Polili<allkon&m". Soo ed. PI> 61-116-
• Ilk. L abo vi. i 3, 1.~ ed. ooL i. P. 117; Peo.l>!e'o ed. p. G2 ... 
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. settled, not by its actual exercise, but bi its ultimate destina.
tion, it is difficult to see why the question whether it is fixed 
or circula.ting capital should not be settled by the same 
crite.rion.·· Equally difficult is it to see how the straight
forward term' exchanged' is explained by the metaphorical 
, converted.' 1 

§ 5. Adam Smith's B'UCCeB8O'1'S 0'/1. the Fwnctilms oj the 
Oapital oj a Oomm'Ulnity. 

With regard to the functions of the capital of a c~mmunity, 
Lauderdale's Natwre and Origin oJ.P.ublic Wealth shows a 
great. advance upon the Wealth oj Nations: (Lauderdale 
denied that the function of the capital is to set labour in 
motion or to support industry, and saw that the functions 
ascribed to the fixed capital belong also to the circulating 
capital. . 

Capital may be employed, he says, in five different ways :
(1) In obtaining buildings and machinery. 
(2) 'In procuring and conveying to the manufacturer the 

raw materials i!l adyance of wages, or conveYing the manu
factured commodity to the market and furnishing it to the 
consumer; that. is, in the home trade.' . 

(3) In importation-Qnd exportation. 
(4) In agriculture. 
(5) In circulation (as money). 0 

In all cases where capital is so employed as to produce a 
profit, that profit arises from the capital 'supplanting a por
tion of labour which would otherwise be performeci· by the 
hand of man, or from its performing a portion of labour 
which is beyond the reach of the personal exertion' of man to 
accomplish;]' . 

In the case of buildings and machinery, he thought Adam 
Smith showed 'a strange confusion of ideas' when he said 

1 In another p1aoo (Bk. I. ch. Iv. I 1, ad, fin'; Peopl.'. ed. 35 b) Mill 
saya the 'aha.pe' of the tvaJuea' deat.ined for productive reinvestment, 
• whatever it ma.y be, i. a temporary accident; but, ODce destined for pro~ 
ductiOD, they do not fa.il to find a. way of tranaformiDg themselves into 
things capable of being applied to it.' The mystic procelB is not explained . 

• Public WeaM, p. 159. • Ibid., p. 161. 
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that machinery facilitates labour or increases its productive 
powers.! 'The same process of reasoning: he says,' would 
lead a man to describe the effect of shortening a circuitous 
road between any two given pla.ces from ten miles to five 
miles (l8 doubling the 'Velocity of the walker.' He wished to 
say that machinery' supplants labour.' The force of this lies 
entirely in the illustration, which is not very fairly chosen. 
Had Adam Smith lived at the present time he might have 
retorted that it is surely better to say that a pneumatic-tyred 
ball-bearing safety bicycle increases the 'productive (loco
motive) power of the cyclist's labour as compared with the 
time when he rode an old-fashioned 'bone-shaker: than to 
say that it 'supplants his .. labour: Lauderdale's' walker' 
apparently stops when he has got to the second of the two 
given places, but the world in general behaves more like the 
cyclist, who with his improved machine exerts the same 
labour as before, but travels double the distance. 

In the cases of the home and foreign trade he teaches 
that capital supplants labour because less labour is required 
to produce a given result. when there are middlemen like 
shopkeepers, manufacturers, and merchants, than if the con
mmers had always to deal directly with the producers. The 
ia.ct that the middleman saves more labour to the consumer 
than he himself expends, 'proves that it is his capital, and 
not himself: that supplants the consumer's labour :-

'Though the proprietor of capital so employed oaves, by the use 
·of it, the labour of the consumer, he by no meana substitutes in ita 
p1aoe an equal por6on of his own; which proves thM it ill his capital, 
and not himself, that peJ'forms it. He, by meana of his capital, per
haps, does the business of three hundred consumers by one journey; 
and carta, boats, and a variety of other machinery, all tending to 
supplant -labour, are applicable to the large scale in which he deals, 
from which a consumer cou)d derive no benefit in procuring for him
oalf the small quantity adapted to the satisfaction of his individual 
desirea'i 

The case of capital employed in agriculture is identical 
with that of capital employed in buildings and machinery. 

• Pwblic Weca/l.\, p. 186, DOte. Th. ref......,. ia to lY...w. 'II XolioJu, 
Bk TL ell. Ii. P. 121 ... 

• iOid., P. li8, 
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The 'circulating' capital or money supplants labour by doing 
away With the necessity of the laborious processes involved 
in barter; ~ 

'From this short examination it appea!ll that capital, whether 
fixed or circulating, whether embarked in the home or in foreign 
trade, far from being employed in putting labour into motion, or in
edding to the productive powere of labour, is, on the ocntrary, alone 
useful or profiteble to mankind from the circumstanco of ita either 
"'ppUmting tk -me1/ 01" ptn'Ii<m ollalHnw u...e tDOtdd otlwvUe he 
ptrfM'f1ld ", tk lumd 01 filii.., or 01 ito .-&ng " portion o/labour 
b.,ow.l tk reach 01 1M potOtJ1'. 01 ""'" to _pl;"Ta: and this is not 
a mere criticism on worde, but· a distinction in itself most important." 

"In general, however, the economists of the first half of the 
- nineteenth century seem to have been very well satisfied with 

Adam Smith's account of the functions of the capital of a 
country. ~ . - -
- {Many of them seem even to have adopted his doctrine 
that the great use of the capital is to make division of labour 
possible3 Lauderdale's critic in the EdilTllnurgh &view 
says:-

'The remaining part of Lord Lauderdale'. theory-his asssrtion 
thet the capital employed in ocmmerce supplanta a labour otberwise 
un&voidable-appei1r8 to have proceeded from an overeight of a dif· 
ferent nature, and to have been inde!>ted for all ita novelty to a mis
toke of the remote for the proJimate couse. The accumulation of 
capital is necessary to that division of lebour by which ita productive 
powere an. increesed, and ita total amount diminished. • • • All Lord 
Lauderdale'. uplanation of the manner in which· mercantile and 
manufacturing capitel supplanta the lebour of the purchaser resolves 
itaelf into this doctrine of the division of employniente. The 
accumulation of stock enables one claaa of men to.work in IIDf ~ 
line cheaper for. the rest of the ocmmunity than if each class 
worked in every line for itaelf. The immediate .aving of labour 
is here occaoioned by ita subdivision. It is a ocnaequenco of the 
same accumulation of stock, that one claaa- of men ocllecta 
the articles neceaaery for the othere all at once, and thus saveil 
each the neceaaity of collecting for itaelf, which would be a 
repetition of the same toil for every transaction. This eavmg, too, 
is occaaioned ~ by the division of labour; and all writere have agreed 

1 Public Wealth, pp. 203, 20L 
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in giving the same account of the connexion hetween the division of 
labour and the accumulation of stock. Lord Lauderdale'. discovery 
consists in dropping the intermediate link of the chain, and ascribing 
the effect directly to what the schoolmen used to call the ""Ula. ""UlaJ.' 1 

Doubtless Lauderdale was wrong when he ignored the 
division of labobr, but that scarcely proves that the account 
given by , all-writers' of ' the connexion between the division 
of labour and the accumulation of stock' is correct. (.. The 
fact that the division of labour makes labour more productive 
does not prove that the accumulation of capital employed in 
commerce only makes labour more productive by facilitating 
the division of labour. Malthus, Ricardo, and James Mill pay 
little attention to the subject. Senior, however, expressed an 
approval of Adam Smith's view which was so qualified as to 
amount to a condemnation.) Quoting the passage from the 
Introduction to Book II. of the Wealth 01 Nations in which 
Adam Smith endeavours to explain the connection between 
the accumulation of capital and the division of labour, he 
says:-

'Perhaps this is inaccurately expressed; there are numerous cases 
in which production and sale are contemporaneous. The most 
intportallt divisious of labour are those which allot to II few membe18 
of the community the task of protecting and instructing the remainder. 
But their oervices are sold as they are performed. And the same 
remark applies to almost all those products to which we give the 
name of services. Nor is it absolutely necessary in any case, though, 
if Adant Smith's words were teken literally, such II necessity might be 
inferred, that, before a man dedicates himeelf to II peculiar brallllh of 
llroduction, a stock of goods should be stored up to supply him with 
subsistence, materials, and tools, till his own product has been com
pleted and sold. That he must be -kept supplied with those articles 
is tmej but they need not have been stored up before he first oets to 
... ork, they may have been produeed while his work was in progress. 
Yoara must often elapse between the commencement and sale of II 

picture. But the painter's subsistence, tools, and materials for thoee 
yoara are not stored up before he oets to work: they are produced 
from time to tinte during the couree of his labour. It is probable, 
however, that Adam Smith's real moaning was, Dot that the identical 
snpplies which will be wanted ina couree of prog""",ive industry 

, VoL iv. p.37o. 
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must be already collected when the process whlch they are to asaiat 
or remunernte is about to be begun, but that a fund or source must 
then exist from which they may be drawn ae they are required. 
That fund must eomprise in epeeie some of tha things wantad. The 
painter must have biB ean ...... the weaver biB loom, and materia1a-not 
enough perhaps to complete biB web, bnt to commence it. As to 
those commoditi... however, which th.. workman subsequently 
requireo, it is enough if the fund on which he relies is a productive 
fund, keeping pace with biB wanta, and virtually eet apart to answer 
them.' , 

The criticism is sound, but the apology is lame. It is not 
in the . least probable that when Adam Smith said that • ~ 
weaver cannot apply himself entirely to his peculiar business
unless there is beforehand stored up somewhere ••• a stock 
sufficient to -maintain him, -and to supply him with the 
materials and toole of his work, till he has not only com
pleted but sold his web: his • real meaning' was that the 
maintenance and materials used by the weaver must be 
forthcoming from some source when they are required. 
Moreover, the real meaning, obligingly invented for Adam. 
Smith by Senior, does not prove the case. The facts that 
the painter must have his ca.nvas, the weaver his loom, and 
materials, not eooJ}gh, perhaps, to complete his web, but to 
commence it, and that a productive fund, keeping pace with 
the workman's wants, and virtually set apait to answer them, 
is necessary for the supply of those commodities which the 
workman subsequently requires, have nothing to do with the 
division of labour. Everyone who paints ,must have his 
canvas, whether he devotes himself principally to painting or 
not, everyone whe weaves must have his loom and materials, 
whether he is only a weaver, or also a tinker, tailor, and 
apothecary. And- the • productive fund' which the workman 
subsequently requires is not formed by' abstinence: and 80 

is not, even according to Senior himself, • capital.' The baker 
does not abstain when he supplies the wants of the weaver by 
giving him bread in exchange for cloth, nor does the weaver 
abstain when he supplies the wants of the baker by giving 
him cloth in exchange for bread. . 

Of course, no economist conld fail to see that the function 

• Political E<oftom" $'0 td. pp. 78, 78. 
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of the' fixed capital: the stock of machinery, and instruments 
of production, is to enable men to produce wealth more easily. 
This WIIS looked upon as lin obvious fact, which needed lit the 
most a cursory mention.1 · But at the end of the eighteenth 
and the beginning of the next century the high price of corn 
caused attention to be concentrated on subsistence and the 
~apital of the com-growing farmer, instead of on produce and 
capital in general.) Now the capital of the com-growing 
farmer consists more largely of what Adam Smith calIed 
circulating capital than the whole capital of the country. It 
is true that on every com-growing area a considerable fixed 
capital is used, but in England this belonged, for the most 
part, to the landlord, and being let with the land was easily 
confounded with the land. ,(Moreover, much of the capital in 
money with which a com-Jrrowing farmer was supposed to 
begin business was expended in wages. \, Owing to these 
facts the economists of the period clime to'look upon circu
lating capital as the most important part of' capital: and on 
• the funds for the maintenance of labour' as almost the only 
component of the circulating capital Fixed capital was 
sometimes so completely forgotten that • capital' could be 
used to indicate the funds for the maintenance of labour only, 
• machinery' being put in a separate category. Ricardo, as we 
have seen,' in his Preface, makes' machinery' a requisite of 
production, in addition to • capital.' This might be set down 
as mere tautology, if we had not the evidence of one of his 
letters to Malthus to show how entirely he separated machinery 
and capital :-

• I do not clearly see,' he saya, • the distinction which you think 

• The fact Ia implied rather than plainly e:rpreosed iII Ricardo and 
Malthua. It Ia mentioned by Torrena, Producticm of W«IIth, pp. 69·71; 
Jam .. Mill, Ek......u, 2d and 3d edt. p. 16; M'CuIloeh, PriM pia, pp. 
96, 97. Senior dealt with it at greater length, Politi<al EeuMmll, 8v. ed. 
pp. 67-73, and remarks that 'to give anything like &II adequate aooounti 
of it, however concise, would far exceed the limite' of hiI v.tiae (p. 69). 
J. S. Mill ;guo ... it aimoot entirely In hi. thrOI ohaptero on capital In 
the next chapter, • Ou what depend. tho degrea of Produotlv ...... of Pro
ductive Agenta,! he mak. a few obaerTatiOJll upon i" uut refen hia' 
readero-to Babhage'. E_II of Modoi,"", _ M .... qfGdlwU, but U11a io 
only in a aoetion (I ') 0Ii tho effeoto of IUperior .kill ODd knowledgo 011 tho 
produativeDBlO of land, labour, and capital (ii' ed. vol. L Po 12'1; People'. 
ed. p. 66 6). • Abov .. p. 'I. 
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important between productiveness of iIldustry and prodnctiveness "f 
capital. Every machine which abridge'! labour- adds to the produo
tiveness of industry, but it adds also to the productiveuess of capital. 
England with machinerY and with a given capital will obtain a 

-greater real net produce than Ota.heite with the lame capital without 
machinery, whether it be in manufactures or in the produce of the 
BOil It will do 80 becauae it employs much few~r hands to obtain 
the same produce. Industry is more productfve; BO is capital. It 
appears to me that one is a neceaaary consequeuce of the other, and 
that the opinion which I have advencod and which you are combat
ing is that in the progreaa of aociety, independently of all improve
menta in skill -and machinery, the produce of industry couetantly 
~ ... ae far a. the land is concerned, and consequently capital 
becomea less productive: 1 

In consequence of their habit of regarding the • funds for 
the maintenance of labour' as the most important component 
of the capitaI, the -early nineteenth-century economists 
attached themselves with fervour to Adam Smith's idea 
that the maintenance of p~ductive labour is the principal 
function of the capital of a country. Adam Smith seems 
to have had _ in his mind the picture of a • capitalist' 
arriving in a village with his capitaI, and turning • idle' 
menials and begzars into • industrious' labourers. But 
in the next generation, Malthus, with his doctrine that 
the increase or decrease of the population of a country follows 
the increase or decrease of the amount of subsistence pro
duced in it, put the theory on a new basis. The tendency of 
his work was to identify • population' with number of 
labourers, and • subsistence' with • capital: and thus to make 
capital a thing which must be provided before labourers call

exist, rather than a vivifying influence which makes _ idle 
men become industrious. Once at least, ~owever; an attempt 
was made to recall attention to the existence of capital other 
than funds for the maintenance of labour, and to represent 
that the amount of industry employed must be dependent 
on the magnitude of these funds alone, instead of on the 
magnitude of the whole capital. A!Committee of the House 
of Commons on the Poor Laws. which reported in 1817, 
declared that-

J LeUe'"I W MaUlIUl, ad. BOD&I', p. 95.. 
H 
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• What number of persons can be employed in labour must depend 
abeolutely upon the amount of the funde which alone are applicable 
to the maintenance of labour. In whatever way these funde may be 
applied or expended, the quantity of labour maintained by them in 
the first instance would be very nearly the same. The immediate -
effect of a compulsory application of the whole or a parf of these 
funde is to change the application, not to alter the amount of them. 
Whatever portion is applied under the provisions of the law would 
have been applied to 80me other object had the money been lert to 
the distribution of the original owner; whoever therefore is main· 
tained by the law as a labouring pauper is maintained-only instead 
of 80me other individual, who would otherwise have earned by his 
own industry the money bestowed on the pouper.' 1 

Perusal of this passage suggested to John Barton, the 
author of ObseT1Jatiom on th8 OVrcwmstances which influence 
the Condition ojth8 Labouring ClasS68 oj Society, a pamphlet 
praiSed by Ricardo as containing • much valuable informa
tion:' and by Malthus as • ingenious," the following remarks, 
which seem to be the original source of all the later dis
cussions about the effects of a somewhat imaginary process 
known lIS • the conversion of circulating capitsl into fixed':- , 

• It does not seem that every accumulation of capital necessarily 
seta in motion an additional quantity of labour. Let us suppose a 
ease. A manufacturer p0BBeSBe8 a capital of '£1000, which he 
employs in maintaining twenty weavers, paying them .£50 pet. annum 
each. Hie capital is suddenly increased to ,£2000. With double 
means he does [not], however, hire double the number of workmen, 
but lays out .£1500 in erecting machinery, by the help of which five 
men are enabled to perform the same quantity of work as twenty did 
before. Are there not then fifteen men discharged in eonsequenca of 
the mannfacturer having inereased hie capital' 

• But does not the construction and repair of machinery employ a 
number of labourers' Undonbtedly. All in this case a sum of 
.£1500 was expended, it may be supposed to have given employment 
to thirty men for a year at .£50 each. If calcn1ated to last fifteen 
years (and machinery seldom wears out sooner), then thirty workmen 
might always supply fifteen manufacturers with these machines; 

• &parI.frrmo 1M Stkd CommiUu ... 1M P«w Law, 1817, No. 462. p. 
17 (voL 91. p. 17. ta the HOUle of Commo .. collection). 

I Pn..ciplu, 3d ecI. in II·orb. p. 241 note. 
• Poliliwl EanunA¥. P. 261 DOte. 
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therefore each manufacturer may be said constantly to employ two. 
Imagine also that one man is alwa;ye employed in the necessary 
repaira. We have then five weavers and three mscbine..makere where
there were before twenty weavBl'8.' 1 

It ma.y also be a.llo\ved, he thinks, that the manufacturer 
may employ two more domestic servants, as his revenue will 
have increased from £100 to. '£200, but even then we have 
only a total of 10 persons employed iIi place of the 20 
weavers. He infers that • the demand for labour depends 
on the increase of circulating and not of fixed capital' :-'-

'Were it true that the proportion betw .. ~ these two sorts of 
capite! is the earne at all times and in all countries, then, indeed, it 
folloWB that the number of labourers employed is in proportion to the 
wealth of the atate. But such a position has not the semblance of 
probability. All arts axe cultivatad and civilisation is extended, fixed 
capite! boars a larger and large~ proportion to ciroulating capital. 
The amount of fixed capital employed in the production of a piece of 
British muslin is at least a hundred, probably a thousand, times 
greater than that employed in the production of a similar piece of 
Indian muslin. And the proportion of circulating capital employed 
is a hundred or a thousand times 1.... It is easy to 'conceive that 
under certain circumstances the whole of the annual savinge of an 
industrious people might be added to fixed capital, in which case they 
would have no elfact in increasing the demand for labour.' • 

Ricardo, commenting on this passage in the chapter tOn 
machinery,' which he added in the third edition of his Prin
ciples, objects to the last sentence, but practically concedes a.ll 
that Barl.9n was contending for:~ 

• It is not easy, I think,' he says, 'to conceive that under any 
circumstances an inorease of capite! should not b. followed by an 
increased demand for labour i the most that can be said is that the. 
demand will be in a diminishing ratio.' 8 

This clearly admits that the amount of labour does not 
vary in the same proportion as the whole capital, though it 
varies always in the same direction, and when Ricardo con
tinues to teach that every increase of the whole capital 
increases (though it ma.y be • in a diminishing ratio ') the 

1 P. 16. J P. 16. quoted by Rioardo. Wo,-ks, p. 24:1 note. 
• 3d. eu. in Worb, p. 241, UQte. 
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demand for labour, ~e are to understand him as teaching this, 
not because he thinks the whole capital regulates the demand 
for labour, but because he thinks every increase of the whole 
capital is -necessarily accompanied by an increase of the 
circulating capital. He agrees with Barton in believing that 
if the fixed capital is increased at the expense of the circulat
ing capital the funds for the maintenance of labour will be 
diminished.

' 
Malthus, however, thought the new theory 

unnecessary, because' where the substitution of fixed capital 
saves a great.- quantity of labour which cannot be employed 
elsewhere, it diminishes the value of the annual produce, and 

- retards the increase of the capital and revenue taken to
gether:' To unravel the tangled skein of thought in this 
sentence would require a whole book to itsel£ 

James Mill does not seem to have paid any attention to 
the distinction made by Barton and admitted by Ricardo :-

• It followa necessarily,' he eay&, • if the instrnmenta of labour, the 
materials on which it is employed, and the subsistence of the labourer 
are all included nnder the name of capitaI, that the prodnctive industry 
of every conntry is in proportion to ita capital; increasea when ita 
capital increaSes, and declines when ita capital declines. It is obviona 
that when there is (lie) more instrnmente of labonr, more materiala 
to work upon, and more pay for workmen, there will be more work, 
provided more'workmen can be obtained. If they cannot, two thinga 
will happen: wages will be raised, which, giving an impnlae to 
popolation, will increase the number of labonrera; while tha im
mediate scarcity of banda will whet the ingenuity of capitaliste to 
supply the defieiency by new inventiona in machinery and by cfia. 
tributing and dividing labour to greater advantage." 

The first part of this passage seems a restatement of the 
theory of Adam Smith, but the last part makes it somewhat 
doubtful what James Mill means by 'industry.' 

From the fact that M'Culloch treats of the ' accumula
tion and employment of capital' only 88 one of the' means 
by which the productive powers of labour are increased,' a 
reader might be tempted to infer that he had abandoned the 
theory that the chief function of the capital of a country is to 
maintain its labourers, but this wonld be a mistake. Mter 

I 3d ed. iD Work.., P. 238. • Polili<al E-r, p. 261. 
• El_ 2d ed. pp. 24, 25; 3d (1ligbUl oJtered), pp. 24, 26. 
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treating of t,he way in which the- capital incr~lISes the pro
ductive powers of labour, he adds as a sort of appendix :-

'There are other considerations which equallr illnstrate the 
extreme importance of the accumulation and employment of capital 
The produce of the labour of a nation cannot b. increaeed otherwise 

/ than by an increaee in the number of its labourers or in their pro
ductiv. powers. But without an inc..... of capital it is in most' 

"eases impossible to .mploy another workman with advantage. If the ' 
food 80d clothes destined for the support of "the labourers, and the 
tools and machines with which they are to operate, be all reqUired for 
the maintenance and efficient employment of those already in exist
ence, there can be no additional demand for others.' 1 

CThe theory, however, finds no pIa'ce in Senior's Political 
ECO'TIO'l'I'iY, and was gradually losing its hold on men's minds, 
when it re-appeared in J. S. Mill's work. The first of Mill's 
fundamental propositions respecting capital is 'that industry 
is limited by capitaL:l 'This is so obvious: he says, 'as to be 
taken for granted in many common forms of speech.' For" 
instance-- . 

'The act· of directing industry to a particular employment is 
described by the pbraae "applying capital' to the employment. To 
employ industry on the land is to apply capital to the land. To 
employ labour in a maoufacture is to invest capital in the manu
factu... This implies that industry cannot be employed to 8Oy' 
greater .xtent than the .. is capital to invest.'· 

It is difficult to attach any meaning to this last state
ment. If Mill-had proved that' to employ one labourer in a 
manufacture is to invest £100 of capital in the manUfacture: 
he might have intelligibly said that this implies that 
labourers -eannot be employed in any greater number than 
one to every hundred pounds of capital. (Seeking some more 
secure basis for the proposition that capital limits industry, 
he falls back on the necessity, for the existence of labourers, 
of a store of food)- . , 

'The.. can' be no !!lore industry than is supplied with materials 
to work up and food to eat. Self-evident as the thing is, it is of ton 
forgotten that the people of e. country are ~e.inte.ined and have their 

1 Principia, p. 100. 
I Principlu, Book L chap. ".II,I.ted. vol. L P. 78; People'Bed. pp. 39,40, 
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want.. supplied, not by the prodlJ.ce of present labour, but of past. 
They consume whet h.. been produced, not whet is about to b. 
produced. NoW, of'what h .. baen produced, a part only is allotted 
to the support of productive labour; and there will not and cannot 
be more of thet labour than the portion eo allotted (which is the 
capital of the country) can fead and provide with the materiWa and 
instrument.. of production." 

It is perfectly obvious that industry or labour can never 
be brought to a stand by the inaccessibility of materials or the 
absence of instruments of production so long as food, drink, 
and, in some situations, clothing and fuel are obtainable. 
The inaccessibility of materials and the absence of instru
ments of production will make production a more laborious 
procees, but will not stop labour. So Mill's argument really 
depends entirely on the necessity of food for labourers, though 
he has perfunctorily introduced the materials and instru
ments of production. He first tells us that· the people of a 
country' are maintained by the produce of past labour, and 
that only a pllrt of this is 'allotted' to the productive 
labourers, and then invites us to conclude that the number 
of 'productive _ labourers cannot be more than the part oL tj:le 
produce of past labour (periodically 1) allotted to them will 
SUPPO!!::· Exactly the same thing lnight;"of course; be- said 
orany class; for instance, it might be said, with equal truth, 
that there cannot be more landlords than the produce 
of past labour allotted to landlords will maintain. There 
may, of course, be fewer landlords than the produce allotted 
thom would maintain; but so also, Mill proceeds to admit, 
may there be fewer labourers than the produce allotted them 

\" would maintain. I So that, granting the truth of the paren
\ thetical statement that the produce allotted to productive 

. labourers is the capital of the country, it would be just· as 
correct to say 'landholding is limited by rent,' as 'industry 
is limited by capital.' 

Mill's ouly reason for writing the paragraph seems to have 
been that he considered • industry is limited by capital' a 

1 Prineip/ .. , Book L chap. v •• I, lot ed. voL L p. 79, People'. ed. p. 40 .... 
• Book I. chap. v. 12, begins, • Beca_ iDd .. try io limited by capii&l",. 

are DOt, however, to iDfer that it always roaches 'bat limit. There mar Dot 
be .. DWlylabourero obtainabl ... the capital would oaaiDteiD and employ.' 
-lot ed. voL I. p. 80 I Pcopl." ed. p. 41 a. 
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useful catchword with whicb'to attack the ~tionist 
fallacy of giving employment or 'creating an industry':-

'A government would: he says, • by prohibitory laws, put a .top 
to the importation of BOme commodity; and when by thia it had 
eauoed the cooimodity to be produced. at home, it would plume itaelf 
upon having enriched the country with It. new branch of induatry. , •• 
Had legiBlators been aware that induatry iB limited by capital, they 
would have seen tha\, the aggregete capital of a country not having _ 
been increased, any portion of it which they by their laws had cauaed 
to be embarked in the newly acquired branch of industry muot have 
been withdrawn or withheld from BOme other, in .,..hich it geve or 
would have given employment to prohablyabout the same quantity 
of labour which it employ" in ita new occupation.' 1 . 

This argument is, of course, entirely destroyed" by his 
admission that industry does not always reach the exterior 
limit imposed by the amount of capital Whenever it does 
not reach this supposed limit (and :who can say when it does?) 
a new industry might, according to his own theory, be created 
without additional capital. He gives away his C8Be when 
he admits that 'where industry has not come up to tile 
limit imposed by capital, governments may in various ways, 
for example, by importing additional labourers: [' or: the 
protectionist would naturally interpolate, 'by imposing pro
tective duties on the products of foreign industry:] 'bring it 
nearer to that li.ullt." 

Under the arrangemente to which we in English-spea.king 
countries are accustomed, it may possibly be said with truth 
that it is the capitalists or, owners of the capital who for the 
most part take the initiative in industrial enterprise, and so 
in a way' put labour into motion.' But it certainly is not 
the capital itself, a mere mute mass of objects, which puts 
industry into motion. Nor does the magnitude of the capital 
decide how much labour shall be put into motion. Every 
one knows that neither the number of workers in each of the 
different countries of the world, nor the length of time they 
work, nor the energy they show, is regulated by the magni
tude of the different national capitals. . A country which is 
poor in aggregate capital may be more populous and more 

, Book .: chap. v. § I, lot ~ vol. L pp. 79, 80; People'. ed. p. 40 "
• Book L chap. v. 12, I" eeL vol. L p. 81 ; Peopl.', eeL p. 'I flo 
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industrious than one which is richer in capital; the destruc
tion of a. part of the capital of a country, while it would 
certainly diminish the produce of industry, would not 
seriouslyl diminish the quantity of industry unless the de
struction was so great as to lead to starvation or ill-health; 
and~nally, an increase of the capital of a country may, and 
often does cause, not an increase, but a diminution of industry 
bt- allowing more people to 'live on their means: ""\ 

,_The capital of a country cannot even properlybe said to 
, support' its labourers. To support the labourers, as well as 
to support the landlords, the capitalists, and their families, is 
t,he office, not of the accumulated stock of produce, but of the 
supply of produce. The utility of things as periodical pro
duce, must be kept entirely separate from the utility of an 
accumulated stock of them. If a discovery were made by 
which we could reap corn all the year round instead of only 
in the autumn, the utility of grain would not be affected j 

we should require every year the same quantity of bread in 
order to be equally well provided for in that respect. But 
the, utility of a great stock of grain' would be entirely de
stroyed j it would be of no use whatever to accumulate a 
year's crop of grain and store it up. It is the annual produce 
of grain, or rather the daily produce of bread, which supports 
the population, and the year's stock of grain stored up in 
barns and elevators in October only exists itl order to enable 
that daily bread to be supplied with the required regularity. 

If, then, the capital of a country consisted entirely. of 
stocks of cereal crops, its office would not be directly to 
support labourers, but only to facilitate the snpport of the 
whole population by increasing the utility of the produce 
of labour. But, as a matter of fact, the stocks of cereal 
crops form a very small portion of the whole capital of a 
country, and no one ever seriously imagined that the office 
of the stocks of 'improved land,' ships, railways, mills, ware
houses, shops, tools, and such like things is to support labour. 
And if the capital of a country is a useful and convenient 
term, we should Daturally expect that it would be possible to 

1 Of course, like any other dituter, it would probably eaute some dialoca
tiOIl of buaineu alT&Dgem.entl and couequent .lubell of work ill lOme 
dep&rtmen1il of lndu-try. 
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ascribe some general function to the whole of it. Adam 
Smith was on the right track when he discovered that a part 

_of the 'circulating capital,' the stock of money, in many 
respects, resembled the' fixed capital.' He was &hIe to dis
cover this because he was obliged, by the necessity of the 
case, to contemplate the money as a stock and. not as an 
annual supply of produce. Had heolearly conceived the 
other components of the circulating capital as accumulated 
stocks, he would have seen that the points of resemblance 
which he-saw between the money and the fixed capital were 
also to be found between the rest of the circulating capital 
and the fixed capital. He says that the stock of money 
resembles the fixed cspital, first, because the cost of maintain
ing it is not part of the net revenue of the society; secondly, 
because the stock itself does not form a part of the net 
revenue; and thirdly, because every saving in the expense of 
maintaining it is an advantage to the society. All this may 
be said of any of the stocks, whether of' circulating capital' or 
reserves for consumption. The cost, which, so- far as the 
community is concerned, means the labour, of keeping the 
stock of houses in good repair and keeping the stock of wheat 
dry and in good condition is obviously not part of the income 
of the community. The stocks of machine oil,-wheat, and 
houses are no part of the income of the country; . the income 
for any year coIlilists of the 'necessaries, conveniencies, and 
amusements' produced and enjoyed during the year, pltul 
any additions to the stock existing at the beginning of it. 
And finally, every saving in the expense of maintaining the 
stocks of houses, machine oil, and wheat are of obvious 
advantage to the community. 

So far from its being a good plan, as James Mill imagined, 
to assimilate the fixed capital by an assumption 1 to the 

I 'The .. is. mode of viewing the groasretom 10 the capitalist, whlchhu 
• IeDdOllCY 10 aimplify our language, and 10 far, bas • great adVOlltage 10 
recommend it. The .... of fixed and of oircuJatiDg capital may be treoted 
u the eame, by merely oonaidering the fixed capital as a product whioh ia 
regularly coDBlUDed aod replaced by every course of productive oporetiODB. 
The capital not COlllUDled may always be taken as au. additionU commodity, 
the reult of the productin procelL ~ 

'Acoording 10 this 8uppoeitioD, the .hore of the copitoliat Is alwayo equal 
10 the whole of hlo copitaJ Iogether with Ito profito.'-Ei<mento, 3d ad. 
pp. SO,81. 
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circulating capital;the true solution should have been looked 
for in the- direction suggested by Adam Smith's chapter' Of 
Money,' and by Lauderdale's • supplanting labour' theory. 
Instead of either forgetting the fixed capital or assimilating 
it to the circulating capital, Adam Smith'ij successors should 
have shown that the function of the • circulating capito.!.' is 
the sa.me as that which has always been ascribed to the fixed, 
na.mely, to ena.ble an equo.!. a.mount of labour to produce more 
necessaries, conveniences, and a.musements than could be 
rroduced without it. 



CHAPTER V 

THE THIRD REQUISITE OJ' PRODUCTION-LAND 

§ L LaM in ge'flM'fil and a7l1O'Ulnt of laM pt!ff' capita. 

( 'EVERYTHi:Na useful to the life of man,' says Hume, 'arises 
from the ground.'} The magniloquent Torrens observes:-

'Tho earth supplies, spontanoou.aly; productiono calcolatod ~ 
oupply the wants and gratify the dooiroo of tho oonoitive beings which 
dwell upon her ourlace. The IIDlT01lDding atmosphere, tho doptha of 
tho waters, tho bowels of the earth, and abo .... all, tho exterior soil, 
abound with materials adapted to our uao. Hence tho air, the waters, 
_d the earth, and e .... n tho physical Ian which determine their 
comhinatio"", may he COIlIIidered aa the primary instruments in the 
fonnation of wealth. To avoid unn....-ary ci!comlocution, however, 
the natural agents which conatitute the primary instruments of p .... 
duction are uana\ly ;nc\uded under the term land; because land is the 
most important of the clasa, and hecauae the poaseeaion of it generally 
gives the command of_all the othera.' I 

rThat 'land' in this extended sense is a reqwmte of pro
duction has always been recognised. So also has the fact 
that the productiveness of industry must depend partly on 
the original quality of the 'land,' that is to say, on the 
natural fertility of the soil, the accessibility of the minerals, 
the richness of the fisheries, and so on. About this there 
has,never been any dou~ . 

{But economic theory as to the way in which the pro
ductiveness of industry" may be affectec!::by the quantity ot 
land availa1l1~, pt!ff' capita, or, to express the same thing in 
other words) by the denaityof population, had only just begun 
to develop arthe close of the eighteenth centlll!:! 

• E_" qf 1_ in ll_". (ed. of 1770~ m U. l' 68. 
• PYO<Iudioa qf Wtallh, l' 1fT. 
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§ 2. Eighteenth-centwriJ views of population. 

tGeneral opinion in_ the seventeenth and eighteenth 
centuries seems ctollavllregarded cevllry increase of populo.
t~th .!'-E£l~V~ In France, Vauban wrote in 1698:-

, n est constant que la grandeur des rois' se mesure par Ie uombre 
de leurs sujets; c'cst en qnoi consiste leur bien, leur honheur, leurs 
rich ...... , leurs foroes, leur fortune, et touts la consid~ration qu'ils ont 
dans Ie mondo.' 1 . 

In England, Joshua Gee wrote in 1729: 'Numbers of 
people have always been esteemed the riches of a state: I 

The worthy Vicar of Wakefield 'was ever of opinion tht 
the honest man who married and brought up a 1a.rge.family 
did more service than he who continued single and only 
talked of population.' 8 (Hume speaks of 'the general rule 
that the happiness of any society and its populousness are 
necessary attendants." Adam Smith says , the most decisive 
mark·of the prosperity of any country is the increase of the 
number of its inhabitants:" As late as 1796, Pitt thought 
that a man had 'enriched his country' by producing a 
number of children, even if the whole family were paupenjl 
He opposed Whitbrea.d·s bill for regulating the wages of 
labourers in husbandry, partly on the ground that it would 
make no difference in favour of fathers of 1a.rge families, and 
proposed as an alternative to amend the Poor Law:-

, 'Let us,' he said, 'make relief in cases where there are a number 
of children a matter of right and an honour, inetead of a ground for 
opprohrium and contempt. This will make a large family a hlessing 
and not a cnrse; and this will draw a proper line of diStinction between 
those who are able to provide for themselves by their lahour, and· 
those who, aftsr having enriched their country with a number of 
children, have a c1aim upon its assistance for their support." 

I DI ... &/lak (petite Bibllothi>qu.ltcouomiqu.), p. 18. 
• Trade GIld Na.l1igiUWn 0/ G-retM BriI4in etm8id<rtd, Prel .... 
I Goldsmith, VitGr 0/ W~, 1776, vol. I. p. 1. 
• 8_,1 0/Il10 PopulouBnuB 'If AncitnI NiUi<ma In E....,. (ed. 01 1770), 

vol. iL p. 179, DOte. I Bk. L eh. viii. p. 32 .. 
• HlUlsard, voL raiL pp.709, 710 (Feb. 12,1796). Whitbread .... Dot to 

be outbid j he replied: 'As to the partioula.r cue of la.bouren who have to 
prondo for & Dumber 01 childreo, the _ thing for government, iIIotead of 
putting tho relief afforded to nch on tho ,ootina of • charit1, npplied 
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The 'powerful, affiuent, and luxurious' were ready to agree 
with Paley that . , 

'It maf and ought to be assumed in all political deliberations 
that a larger portion of ¥ppiness is enjoyed amongst 1m persons 
possessing the means of healthy subsistence, than ean be produced by 
fi .. persons under every advantage of power, aftIuence, and lUXllry ; '. 

and that consequently, 
'the deeay of population is the greatest evil a state ean suffer; and 
the improvement of it the object which ought in all countries to be 
aimed at, in preferenee to fiery other political purpose wbeteoever.' 1 

If the cOmmon herd had a healthy subsistence, that 
was enough. Cantillon seems to have felt that he was not 
quite in sympathy with his' age when he remarked:-

'C'ast aussi une question qui n'est pas de mon sujet de sevoir s'il 
vaut mieu avoir une grande'multitude d'Habitans pauvrea et mal 
entretenns, qu'un nambre moins considerable, msis bien plus a leur 
&ise; un million d'Habitans qui cousomment Ie produit de six arpens 
par t~te, ou quatre millions qui vivent de celui d'un arpent et deD!L '. 

It was, of eourse, quite recognised that there are 'checks' 
to the growth of population, or that the population of a 
country does not. commonly increase 88 fast 88 it would 
increase if everybody married at sixteen and lived to be 
seventy. It was 'also recognised that the actual' checks' 
consist principally of vicious, corrupt, and violent manners, 
and of simple inability to procure a 'healthy· subsistence.' 
An Italian writer, Giovanni Botero, whose treatise Of the 
ca'U8e8 of the Magnijitwnc6 and GTeatness of Cities was trans
lated into English in 1606, and quoted in Anderson's O'l"igVn. 
of CIY11I/TM'f'C6, says :-

• Great cities are more subject to desrths than are small ones, 
and plagues alIIict them more grievously and frequently and with 8 

greater loas of people: eo that although men were 88 apt to generation 
in the height of old Reman greatness, as in the first beginning thereof, 

perh&pa from 6 precarious fund. and dealt with • reluotant h&nd, would "be at 
once to inltitute .. liberal premium for the enoooragemlDt of large f&miliea' 
(p.714). . 

1 Jloral GIld PolitICal PAiImopA,,, 1786, Bk. VL oh. n., third and fourth 
paragrapbs. 

I KMJ4i IUr H com.flWII"U, p. 113. 
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yet for all that, the people increased not proportionably, because the 
virtue nutritive of that city had no power to go further i and in 8Uo

cession of time, the inhabitants finding mueh want, and less means to 
supply the same, either forebore to marry, or else lIed their country ; 
and for the same reasons, mankind, grown to a certain complete 
number, hath grown no further. And it is three thousand years or 
more, that the earth was as full of people as at present; for tha fruits 
of the earth, and the plenty of victuals do not suffice to feed a greater 
number. Man first propagated in the east, and thence spread far and 
near; and having peopled the continent, they next peopled the islands; 
thence they passed into Europe, and last of aU to the new world. 
The barrenness of soils, scarcity of necessaries, inundations, earthqnskes, 
pestilences, famines, wars, etc., have oceasioned ·numberless migrations, 

. and even the very driving out by force of the younger people, and 
in many countries the selling of them for slaves, in order to make 
room for sneh as remained; all which are the let and stay that the 
numbor of men cannot increase and grow immoderately.' I . 

Robert Wallace, one of those who contended, in opposi
tion to Hume, that the world was more populous in ancient 
than in modern times, inserted in his DiB8wrtaflion on (he 
N1JITTIber8 01 Mankind (1753), a table which shows by 
numerical examples how enormously rapid the growth of 
population would be, if It depended merely on the fecundity 
of mankind." 

• It is not,' he declared, 'owing to the want of prolific virtue, bnt 
w the distressed circumstances of mankind, that every generation 
does not more than double themaelves." 

'Throngh various canses there has never been such a number of 
inhabitants on the earth at any ona point of time as might have been 
easily raised by the prolific virtue of mankind. The canses of this 
paucity of inhabitants ~d irregnlarity of increase are manifold. Some 
of them may be called physical, as they depend entirely on the conrse 
of nature, and are independent of mankind. Others of them ars 
moral, and depend on the alfections, passions, and institutions of 
men. • • • To this last article we may refer so many destructive ware 
which men have waged against one another; great poverty, cor
rupt institutions, either of a civil or religions kind,· intemperance, 
debanehery, irregular amoors, idleness, .lnxnry, and whatever either 
prevents marriage, weakens the generating facnlties of men, or renders 

, Oripi8 o,OtWll1M1'Ce, 1787, yoL ii. p. 178. • l". 4.-
• P. 8, DOte, 
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them nllgligent or incapable of educating their children, and cultivating 
the earth to advantage. 'Tis cbielly -to such destructive causes we 
must ascribe the BID&Il number of men.' 1 

• In every oountry there ahaIl always be found a greater number 
of inhabitants, ceteris paribm, in proportion to the plenty of provisions 
it afforde, as plenty 1riIl always enoourage the generality of the people 
to JIlliny.'1 ' 

Adam Smith, who as an observer of the facts of everyday 
life was seldom at fault, believed the chief • check' to: be 
infant mortality caused by poverty :-

• Every species of animals naturally multiplies in proportion to 
the moans of their aubsistsuce, and no Bpecies can ever multiply 
beyond it. But in civilised society it iB ouly among the inferior, 
ranks of people that the scantin ... of aubsiBtance can set limits to the 
forther multiplication of the human species; and it can do eo in no 
other way than by destroying a great part of the children which their 
fruitful marriages produce." 

He arrived at this conclusion because he believed that 
any discouragement which poverty gives to marriage is amply 
counterbalanced by the greater fruitfulness of the marriages 
which take place in spite of it.-

Paley says that in the fecundity of the human, race, 
'nature has provided for an indefinite multiplication,' and 
that in • circumstances favourable to eubsistence' population 
has doubled in twenty years. Xo the 'question, therefore, 
'what are the causes which confine or check the natural pro
gress of this multiplication; he answers that it is not the 
incapacity of the soil to SUppOl:t more inhabitants, but 
licentiousness and the difficulty and uncertainty of being 
able to provide 'for that mode of eubsisting which custom 
hath in each country established: '- - -

'It is in vain to allege that a more simple diet, ruder habitations, 
or coarser apparel, would be sufficient for the purposes of life and 
health, or even of physical ease and pleasure. Men will not many 
with this encouragement. For instance, when the common people of 
a country are accustomed to eat B large proportion of animal food, to 
drink wine, spirits, or beer, to wear shoes and stockings, to dwell in 

• pp.12,13. • P.l5. 
Ink.. L oh.'t'iii. p.36&. , • Bk. J. ub. vilL p. 36 ... 
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• tono housoo, they will not marry to live in clay oottages upon roots 
and milk, with no other clothing than skino, or what is necessary to 
defend the trunk of the body from the effects of cold.' 1 

The difficulty which would eventually arise, if the existing 
checks to the growth of population were removed for any 
considerable length of time, was used by Wallace, in his 
Va1'ious Rrospects o!~ Mwnkind, Natwre, a'ftd Providence 
(1761), as an argument to show that· a perfect government: 
which he practically identifies with a communist society, 
~'though consistent with the human passions and appetites, is, 
upon the whole, inconsistent with the circumstances of 
mankind.'· . 

• Under a perfect government,' he .ays, • the inoonveniences of 
having a family would be so entirely removed, children would be 80 

well taken care of, and everything become 80 favourable to populoWl
nesa, that though some sickly seasons or dreadful plagoea in particular 
cliniates might cut off multitudes, yet, in general, mankind would 
increase so ptodigionsly that the earth would at last be overstocked, 
and become unable to support its numerous inhabitants. • • • 

• Now, since philosophers may as soon attempt to make mankind 
immortal as to support the animal frame without food; it is equally 
certain that limits are set to the fertility of the earth, and that its 
bulk, 80 far as is hitherto known, hath oontinued always the eame, 
aud probebly oould not be much altered without making oonsider
able changes in the solar system. It would be impossible, therefore, 
to support the great numbers of men who would be raised up under a 
perfect government; the earth would be overstocked at last, and the 
greatest admirers of euch fanciful &chemea moat ·foresea the fatal 
period when they would oome to an end, as they are altogether inoon
sistent with the limits of that earth in which they moat exist." 

After discussing various expediente, he concludes that 
artificial reguIations 

• oould never .wswer the end, but would give rise to violence and w ... 
For mankind would never agree about ouch regulations. Force alld 
arms must at last decide their quarrels, and the deaths of such as fall 
in battle leave sufficient provisions for the 8urvivors, and make room 
for others to be born." 

_ 1 Moral ... d Political Pmr-.phy. TIk. VI. ch .• 1 
I Chap. i"., Title. I Pp.. 114, 116. • P. lUI. 
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Joseph Townsend, a writer who, unlike Wallace, was not 
known to Malthu8 in 1'198,1 used what he called the 'prin
ciples of population'· in an argument against the English 
poor law. He treated the poor law as a partial establishment 
of a ,community of goods, and maintained that it was harmful 
beca.use it weakened what long afterwards became known as 
the 'prudential check.' 

• There is,' he says, 'an appetite which is, and should be, urgent,. 
but which, if left to operate without .... traint, would multiply' the 
human apeciee before provision could be made for their support. 
Some check, aome balance, is therafore absolutely needful, and hunger ' 
is the proper balance; hunger, not aa directly felt or feared by the 
individual for himself, but aa foreseen and feered for his inlmediate 
offspring. Were it not for this, the equilibrium would not he pre
served eo near aa it is at p ..... nt in the world, between the numbera 
of people and the quantity of food., Various are the .ireumetancee to 
be observed in dilI'erent natious which tend to blunt the shafts of 
Cupid, or at leaat to quench the torch of Hymen.' I 

, Quite in the style of Mr. Herbert'Spencer, he objected to 
I furthering the survival of the unfitteBt': ,-

I By aatab1ishing a community of goods, or rather by giving. to 
the idle and vicious the fort claim upon the produce of the Il&rth, 
many of the more prudent,' careful, and industrious citizeus are 
straiteued in their circumatancee and restrained from marriage. The 
farmer braeda ouly from the beat of all his •• ttle; but our law •• hooBe 
rather to preeerve the worat, and seem to be amona leet the breed 
should fail I The ery is, Population, population I population at all 
eventa!J I 

Mercifully, he th1>ught, the poor law, while it remov,ed the 
fear of starvation, imposed some check on marriages by 
causing the number of cottages to be restricted :- " 

• In f!JVfJry village will be found plenty, of young men and women, 
who ouly wait for habitations to lay the foundatious of new families, 

J Malthuo, /luGy OIl tAo l'riAeipIo 'If Popv/<Uicm. 2d ed., Preface. 
I J_llanmgh Spairo, 2d eeL, 1792, pt.WOi.... Se. tho ind"" at the ODd 

of e&Cb of the three volumu. _.'9'. 'Popula.tion.1 
• 

I ~ ... tAo Poor LauJo, 1786, reprinted 1817, pp. 67, 68. 
• Spencer, 'l'Iae M .... ........ tAo S_, p. 69. 
o .ow.-. repr. 1817, p.62. 
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and who with joy wonld hasten to the altar, if they conld be certain 
of & roof to .helter them at night. It has been chiefly from the wan' 
of hous .. that the poor heve not more rapidly increased.' ~ 

§ 3. Malth1d8 E88ay 1m the FTinciple 01 Population.

Mal thus, however, was the first to write a book in which 
the causes which regulate the increase of population are the 
main subject. Even he did not strike out this new line all 
at once. The title of the first edition S of his great work 
{179B) was-

, D_ion, repro 1817, p. 68. AI. remedy, ho deoirod to reduco ota\e 
poor relief to • minimum, or rather to abolish it altogether!-

'Unless the degree.of pressure be iDcreaaed, the labourinK poor will never 
aoquire ha.bita of diligent application, and of levere lrugality. To iDcreue 
this preaaure, the poor's to muat be gradually reduced in certain proportiou 
annually, the sum to be raised in each pariah being fized and certain, Dot 
boundlese and obliged to answer unlimited demanda. This 8normou.e tas: 
might easily in the space of nine years be reduced nine-tenth j and the 
remainder being reeerved ... permanent apply, the poor might .. fely be 
left to the free bounty of the rich, without the interposition of &DY otber 
law. But if the whole system of compulsive charity were aboliahed, it would 
be still better for the State.'-Jbid., pp. 96, 97. AI sub8titutea for the poor 
law, he recommended public parish workshops, compulsory inaarance, re.
duction of the number of alehouaee, t&xation of farm-honea in order to force 
a retum to the use of oxeD, division of COJ!UD.OD fielda without impoeing the 
obligation of making hedgee and ditches, and above all, 'Voluntary charity.
Jb;d., § nv.; oco aIao Joumq thTOU{/h Spain, placeo referred to wuler 
• Population, principles of,' in the index at the end of each 'Volume.. 

Towneeud was .. aon of Chauncey Townaend, .. London mere.haDt, M.P. 
for W08tbury 1747·118. and took bio B.A. degree In 1762 .t Clare CoUege. 
of which he became .. fellow. Be Itadied phylic, attended Dr. Cullen's 
lectures, preached &Dlong Calvinistic Methodilt8, and at Lady BuntiDgdon's 

,chapel at Bath, WAIl atiri.ed u I the spiritual Quixote,' and became rector 01 
PeW88Y, Wil.... Beaidee the worb already Dl8Dtioned and eeveral t.heological 
tre&tiaeo. he wrote Oba ....... ;.".. on ......... PIGJu ffW' 1M Rdiif of tho p""". 
1788, Fru 1Aouy1t.lJ '"' DupolU! .'tId: lira G~, 1791, The PA'Vrician's 
YadeN"",,,., 1794. 10th .01..1807. A Guide to Ht4Illl, 2 vola. 'Ho otoocI pre
eminent' ... scholar, a mineralogist, • foailiat, and eonchologift, and be w .. 
• principal projector aud large ohareholder of tho Kennot ODd A von CanaL 
He died Nov. 9, 181ft. _See Gtfttkma,,', Jlagasiw, 1816, Pt. u. pp. 477.608. 

• Parto of thio oec.ion ha •• already appeared In ... artIclo on • The Mal· 
thuian ... ti ........ 1iot argument,' in the E~ _ for J1AUrI1892, 
in which the lubject ia trel.ted from another point of new. 

• It wu • 'Very Joosely printed .mall octa:vo volume of 396 page., coatam. 
ing about 60,000 W'om The 2d edition wu a qua.r+.o of 60& page., and COIl
w.iDed about 200,000 worclo. Tho 6th edition ocmtaiDa .bout 200,000 'II'urdo. 
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ESSAY 
ox """ 

PRINCIPLE or POPULATION, 
AS IT AnKC"I8 

THE FUTURE IMPROVEMENT OF SOCIETY. 
WITJl BBIL\lI.U 

ON THE SPECULATIONS OF lIB. GODWIN, 

II. CONDORCET, 

AND OTJ;!ER WRITERS. 
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He had been disputing with his father 1 ~ • the general 
question of the improvement of society,' andU!.ad discover.ed... 
that the necessity of checks to the growtli of )}Qp.ulation 
-could be used as l!!!..!!!lPJment agamst the possibility of society 
everamvulgatthe state.of perfection dreamt of. by Godwin 
and Con~orcet. All checks, he held, a.re necEiBsarily pro- . 
ductive ,of misery or vice, and therefore, if checks are and 
always will be necessary, vice or JIlisery, or both, must always 
continue to exist, so that perfect'ibility is impossible.-

In the first edition the bulk of his work consisted of an 
attempt to show ~t" the necessary checks v.lLpmdu~..Jice 
or misery, and therefore offer an invincible obstacle to 
indefinite improvement. He had, of course, no difficulty in 
showing that the growth of PIlPulation was actually, and always 
had been, checked by misery and vice, that is to say, by 
poverty, pestilence, war, and such like misfortunes and 
calamities (chapters iii.; iv., v., vi., vii.). He was not so suc
cessful in showing that these checks are the only actual and 
the only possible checks. Persons who. have boon bom can 
scarcely be got rid of without misery or vice, and births may 
be kept down by vice. But births may also be kept down by 
mere abstention from marriage, or postponement of the time 
of marriage. M:althus realised this, but contended that such . 
abstention from marriage or postponement of marriage led to 
vice and constituted misery.. There have been, however, 
many very virtuous and very happy old bachelors and old 

1 Bonar, MalIA", and lair Work, pp. 6, 8; M.lthUl, &'GII, 1at ed., 
Pref&oe. • 1l'lGI/, 1at ed. pp. 14, 37, 100, 141. • P. lOB. 
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maids, and & somewhat prolonged period of courtship is not 
always looked back upon as the most miserable period of life. 
So in the second edition (1803), which he regarded as a new 
work,l Malthus abandoned the attempt to show that vice and 
misery are the only possible checks to the growth of 
population :-

• Throughout the whole of the present work,' he says in the pre
face, • I have ao far di1fered in principle from the former, aa to sup
pose another check to population possible which does not come under 
the head either of vice or misery." 

This check is • moral restraint' or virtuous abstention 
from marriage, either temporary or permanent, and not 
accompanied by • misery: 

When he had admitted this check, Malthus could, of, 
course, no longer use • the principle of population' as an 
argument ogainst the ultimate perfectibility of mankind. 
But he could still argue, as Wallace and Townsend had done 
before him, that an anarchist or communist organisation of 
society must necessarily fail because the only check which 
is not productive of vice or misery-moral restraint-is 
dependent for its very existence upon the maintenance of 
private property:-

• The last check which Mr. Godwin mentions, and which, I am 
. persuaded, is the ouly one which he would seriously recommend, is 
.. that sentiment, whether virtue, prudence, or pride, which continually 
restrains the universality and frequent repetition of the marriage con
tract.» • • • Of this check • • • I entirely approve; but I do not 
think that Mr. Godwin's system of political justice is by any meaus' 
favourable to its prevalence.' The tendency to early marriages is 80 

strong, that we want every possible help that we can get to counteract 
it; and a system which in any way whatever tends to weaken the 
foundation of private property, and to I .... n in any degree the full 
advantage and superiority which each individual may darive from his 
prudence, must remove the only counteracting weigbt to the passion 
of love that can he depended on for any essential eft'ect. lIr. Godwin 
acknowledgeo that in his system .. the ill consequences of • nnmerona 

1 It .... 'ODr tim .... large .. &he first editiOll 1_ above, p. 130, note 3), 
and mDch of tho fim editiOD did not _ppear in it. Malthao, indeed, oaya 
be bad retained' fow parts' of the former work (2<\ ed. Preface), hill lbit .. 
rather AD e:u.ggeraticm. I 1'. ri1 
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family will _ come 80 eoaneiy home to each man'. individual 
a.- .. they dO iii preiI8IlL. . Bm I am .,rry to 83Y, thai from 
whlli _ know hitherto of the human chaneter, _ .... haft .... -
zatiooal hopoo of IRlOOllS9 :.ntbont this ........ applicatiCHl to individual 
interest which Mr. Godwin rejeclB." 

But before the second edition appeazed. MaltbUll had 
evidently lost most of his interest in the argument against 
the perfectibilista. He changed the title of the book to 

AX l!SSAY 

0 ...... 

PRINCIPLE OF POPULATION; 
..... 

A VIEW OP rrs PABr A1ID PRI!SENT EiTEO'l'II 

HlJlUlI 1UPPo."l!SS; 

WITH .. D'QUIBT IlITO OUB PB08PBCI'B BJiBPBCTllIO fiR POTUBB 
BDOVAL OB IlIJ'I9ATlOI 0., TID. BVILII ~CB IT O<X:ASlONa. 

~ "w .VIrlOlf FBBF JlUCB .xt.ABQ6D • 

. Originally he had used the principle of population 
merely as a weapon in his argument with his father alxv.1t 
perfectibility; \nllW he studjed it for.Juunm..aab.) He ran
sacked histori$-.aiid descripti0D8 of fOreign countries, and 
travelled on the Continent to discover what checks to popula
tion were chiefly operative in different countries at different 
times.' The old argument against perfectibility and systems 
of equality at lost sank so far into the background, that it 
W88 suggested to hinl by persons for whose judgment he had 
a high respect, • that it might be advisable in a new edition 
to throw out" the matter relative to systems of equality, to 
Wa.Ilace, Condorcet, and Godwin, 88 having in a considerable 
degree lost its interest, and as not being strictly connected 
with the main subject of the Essay, which is an explanation 
and illustration of the theory of population,' and he only 
defended the retention of the matter in question on the 
grounds that it treated of one of the illustrations and 

1 &av, 2d eo!. pp. 38S, 3t<6. The nt_ ... &nI to Godwin'. ~AIo 
- by tile "..,..." 'II Dr. P ..... •• Spiur.! 8enaoa, 010., 180l. 

• -, Malt4 __ .... w ..... PI' 48,d. 
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applications of the principle of population, and that he had 
'some little partiality for that part of the work which led to 
those inquiries on which the main subject rests.' 1 

It is in grest measure the result of this change betw~en 
the first and the later editions that the 80unQest economists 
Wllf-hesitaie-if-aSkeadirectly, 'What is the principle of 
pOPtlll\ti0ll_ as ~d~rs~()<!J)l0faNius l' or 'Wliat- is-the. 
lIiillliusian theory of population l' 

Very probably Malthus obtained the phrase' the principle 
of population' from the following passage in Godwin's 

, Political Justice:-

• There is a principle in humau society by which population is 
perpetually kept down to the level of the means of subsistence. Thna 
among the wandering tribes of America and Asia we never find 
through the lapae of agee that population baa 80 increased 88 to 
render necessary the cultivation of the earth. Thna among the 
civilised nationa of Europe, by meana of territorial monopoly, the 
sources of subsistence are kept within a certain limit, and if the 
population became overstocked, tha lower ranks of the inhabitanl8 
would be still more incapable of procuring for themselves the necessaries 
of life. There are no doubt extraordinary-roncurrences of circum
stances, by meana of which changes are occasionally introdnced in 
thi8 respect; but in ordinary ...... tha standard of population is held 
in a manner atationary for centuries. Thna the esteblished system of 
property moy be considered 88 atrsngling a considersble portion of 
our children in their crsdle. Whatever moy be the valne of tha life 
of JDaD, or rsther whstever would be hie capability of hsppineas in a 
free and equal state of eociety, the system we are here opposing moy 
be considered 88 arresting upon the threshold four-fifths of that valoe 
and that hsppines&' I 

Malthus quotes the first part of this passage near the 
beginning of the tenth chapter of the first edition of his 
E88Q,Y, and remarks on it:-

• This principle, which Mr. Godwin thna mentiona 88 oome mystori· 
ana and occult cause, and which he does not attempt to investigate, 
will be found to be tha grinding law of necesaity j misery, and the fear 
of mi.oery.' I 

• 8th ed. P. 2IIL 
• Polilical JIMIIiu, 1793, P. 813, BIL vw. chap. H-
I 1R ed. P. 176: .ugh"" al-. 2d ocI. P. 3If1: lib ocI. .. I'll. 
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La.ter in the chapter he recurs to'it.-'-

• It is a perfOctly jUBt observation of Mr. Godwin, that .. there is 
a principle in human oociety, by which population is perpetnal1y kept 
dowa to the level of the meana of Bubsistence. n The 801e question is, 
what is this principle I Is it BOme obscure and occult ca_' Is it 
BOme mysterioUB interference of heaven, which at a certain period 

,~ strikes the men with impotence, and the women with barrenness I Or 
is it & cause, open to our researches, within our view, a cause which 
baa coWItantJy been observed to operate, though with Varied force, in' 
every state in which man baa been placed' Is it not a degree of 
miseI")', the' neceoaor)' and inevitable result of the laws of ilature, 
which human institutions, BO far from aggravating, b!'ve.:.!ended con· 
siderably to mitigate though they can never remove I ' 1 

Here the 'principle' by which popuhtion is kept doWn to 
the level of the means of subsistence is said to be 'a d!lgmEl 

. of misery.' ,Turning- to' the contents or Leading of the 
.-alapter, we find:-

• Mr. Godwin's system of equalitY.-Error of attributing all the 
'Vices of mankind to human institutiona-Mr. Godwin's first answer 
to the difficulty ariBing from population totelly insnllicient.-Mr. 
Godwin's beeutiful system of equality supposed to be rawed-Ita 
utter destruction simply from the principle of population in'BO abort a 
time fIB thirty Y88l)l.'· • 

I It is difficult not to suppose that.' the principle of popu
lation '. in the heading is much the same thing as 'the 
principle by which population is kept; down to the level of 
the means of subsistence.' Consequently it seems probable, 

V it would be rash to say more, that in the first edition of the 
,!ssay_' the P~~~~~!on' ·is th~t th~gr9ith,of 
JlOpulitlOn mus~~,essarilL'pe checked by misery, and in 

z. tJ!£~§iid edi~.oll,!~ is _~..!\~_~he· grQwilLof:pQpu1at.i.on...must 
}leces~~rny::Eii: cJ1e..£.k~d_~I,!lli~r'y ,9rpr.lldentinJ ~o,tives. , 
Qut to the question why the growth of population must 

necessarily be checked, Malthus seems to have no 'better 
answer than the assertion that' the power of population is 
indefinitely greater than toe power in the earth to produce 
subsistencll for man,':>r that there is " ' constant tendency 

I 1st od. PI' 193, 194 I 2<l0ll. pp. 873, 874 18th od. p. 277. 
I lat ed. I' 173. ' lat ed. p. 13. 
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in all animated life to increase beyond the nourishment pre
pared for it.') If he had merely desired to prove, like 
Wallsee, that the growth of population must eventually be 
checked, he would have been .on firm ground here. The 

,\ ",,' earth is limited in size, and obviously there .must be some 
;'~ ,. limit to the population which can exist upon it. (But he 
• ,,,, 't'.'~ constantly rejects with contempt any such interpretation of 

, < "'- his doctrine.o)!I!l meant to prove that checks to the growth 
0: ~\ _!>! pO}l.11ration. ar~ . al~a!s nec?ssary, and when he says' t~e 

<;_" ,,"~'power of populatIon 18 mdefimtely greater than the power m 
'.).f the earth to produce subsistence for man: ~.e .. is ~hinking of 

the present and not of a remote future. Expressing' astonish
ment'-uI the facCthat-writenl have treated· the difficulty 
arising from population' as • at a great distance: 8 he says:-

• Even Mr. Wallace, who thought the.ar~meut itself of 80 much 
weight as to destroy his whole system of equality, did not seem to be 
aware that any dilIiculty would occur from this cause till the whole 
earth had bean cultivated like a garden, and was incapable of any 
further increase 'Of produce. Were this really the caae, and were a 
besutiful system of equsIity in other respects practicable, I cannot 
think that our ardour in the pursuit of Buch a scheme ought to be 
damped by the contemplation of 80 remote .. difficulty. An event at 

. such a distance might fairly be left to providence; but the truth is, 
that if the view of the argument given in this essay be just, the diffi
culty, 8') far from being remote, would be imminent and immediate. 
At every period during the progress of cultivation, from the present 
moment, to the tim. when the whole earth was become like .. garden, 
th. distress for want of food would be constantly pressing on aU 
mankind if they were equaL Though the produCe of the earth might 
be incressing every year, popoiation would be increasing much faster, 
and the redundency must nocessariIy be repressed by the periodical 
or constant action of misery or vice.' • 

.• The period when the number of men surpass their melLlll 
of subsistence: Malthus believed, • has long since arrived.'· 
Now this does not mean that he thought the country or the 
earth already what we call • over-populated.' When we say 

, 2d ed. p. II: 8th eel. p. 2-
• See eop. Appendiz 10 3d eel. P. 10: ill 8th ed. p. 489. 
• lot ed. ch. viii. title, p. 142. 
• lot ed. pp. 142·144: 2d eel. pp. 353, 3;.4. 
• lot eel. P. 103; 2d ed. ... 357. 
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that a country is over-populated, we mean that the produc
tiveness of industry in that country is not so great as it would 
be if the population had not grown- BO big: we thU8 admit 
the idea that there may be too many people. Malthus, on 

,-the contraiy't 80 far infected with the prevalent opinions
of his age, th the idea of there. being too many people was 
quite strange. liiIii\-xf there are too many people the 
checks to the growtlr' of population cannot have been as· 
strong as it is desirable they should have been-they must. 
have been inefficient. But Malthus denied the possibility, 
and even the conceivability of the checks to population being 
inefficient:- - . 

'It has been said by Bome,' he ""yo, 'that the natnrai check. to 
population will always be anlIicient to keep it within hannds, without 
resorting to any other aids; .and one ingenioUs writer h .. remarked 
that I haY1l not deduced a single original faet from real oboervation 
to prove the inefficiency of the checks which already prevail These 
remarks are correctly true, and are trnioms enct!y of the Sl>me kind 
.. the IISIIOrtion that man cannot live without food. For undouhtedly 
.. long .. this continu .. to ha a law of biB nature, what are here called 
the natural checko cannot poooibly fail of being eJfeetnoL' 1 . 

And in a note to the first sentence ot this passage, he 
adds:-

'I should like mnch to know what deecription of facto this 
gentleman had in view when he made this observation. H I could 
have found one of the kind which 8eems here to be ollnded to, it 
would indced have been truly original.' I 

1 Appendl:s to 3d ed. p. 9; 8th ed. p. 488. . 
• It may pero.pe he remarked that the. hellef that tho chooka oannot be 

inefficient, and 10 tha' over~populatioD ill impoBllible, u acarcely consisten' 
with the puaages quoted abovejO p. 136 •• though the produoe of the earth 
might he increuing every year, population would he increuiDg much faaler; 
and the redundaDcy must neceaaarily be repressed,' and • the period when the 
Dumber of me aurpua their meaDe of aubaiatence hal long llince arrived.' 
Malthua saw this hints"H, and altered these paaaageB to • though. the prod::1C8 
of the earth would be iDcreaaing every year, population. would have the 
power of increuiug much faster, a.u.d this superior power mast neceas&rily be 
checked, f aud I the period when \he Damber"Of men. aurpaaaea their m~ of 
... yaubBietenoe hu loug aince arrived,' 8th ed. pp. 263 and 268.. Theu 
alten.tiolll, together with the nbstitutiOD of I the a.rgam.eu.t of the principle 
of population, f in the 2d ad. p. 353, for I the argument of an overcharged 
population,' in tho lot eeL p. 142, ohow that it woo ollly by inadvertence 
th.t Malthua ...... ionally leOma to admit thot over-population is pouibl .. 
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!1/-o/Y". ~Jl_.flU~st~O!LQf,jlopulatio~. with Malth.u8 was not, as 
~ }. It~lS. With us,. a flu.estlon of ~ellSltY9J pOpul~tlon and produc-
J' .~v.eness._9L~ustry,buLa .question..about the comparative 

rapidity_of.~l!eJncre.asEL9f popula,tion and of the increase of the 
~u!,! pr<>.d.uc~.Qft:oocL He d!dE.<?t th...in!t.that the "hecks upon 
ilillID:<1}!th QtpQPylati!>lI.were made necessary by the popuJa. 

):.? ~~g ~o~he<l O! ~xceeded.8o~ fI"Ongwic !j~t, but 
\7 ~lDlE1y.!>Vhe. iI):!.pos.sihility.of incr6Rsin g .th& annual produce 

()(}ood as JlI§t.as .an'JlIlcheck~' popula,tion would increase. 
His reason for believing it inlpossible to increase the produc
tion of food as fast as the unchecked population was that 
., population, when unchecked, increases in a g.e0lIletrica!.r~~!l. 
Subsistence increases only in 8.!l.lI!!thn!etlcal':-ratio: 1:) 
. If this were true, the constant necessity of ch~ would 
be proyed at once. A quantity increasing like terms in geo
metrical'progression,' however small originally, and however 

. small the common ratio by which it is multiplied, must, if 
given tinle enough, overtake a quantity which is increasing 
like terms in arithmetical progression,' however large origin-

. iilly, and however large the common difference. tro put the 
same thing into commercial language, the smallest sum 
accumulating at the smallest rate of LOmpound interest must 
eventually grow bigger than the largest sum accumulating 
at the highest rate of simple interest.) ~,o, if population 

, lot ed. p.I4. 'It may safely be prono1lDCed, tt..efore, tbatpopnu.tioa, 
when unchecked, goeII on doubliDg itlelf every twenty·6 ... Jean, or In· 
_ in & geometric&! ratio' (2d eel. p. 6; 8th eel. P. 4). • It may be fairly pro
nounced, therefore, that, considering the preaent average ate of the earth. 
the meanl of subliatence, under circumat&Dca the mc::JG fa.YOIU'&ble to humaa. 
ind .. try, could Dot poeeibly be made to in __ than In aD arithmeU· 
c&! ratio' (2d eel. po 7; 8th eel. P. 6). 

- " Quaotiti .. are said to be in geometric&! progteaiou whe eaeb ia equal 
to the produot of the prcoedins and lOme ..... _ factor. The COIIOtaut 
factor ill oalled the commma ratiD of the 18rie., or more ahorll" the nUio. 
Thus the following .. ri .. are In geometric&! progreuiou ,- • 

1, 2, 4, 8, 16, ••• 
1, I, " -fi. in . . . 
... ar, v, ",.a ........ '-Todhullter'l.Algebra.. 

•• Quantiti .. are said to be In arithmetical progreoo\ou when tbey m
or deareue by • commOll differeDce. ~h1lll ihe followiD. Hriel an iD arith
metical progroulou l-

1, 3, 6, 7. 9, ••• 
40, 38, 32, 28, !t, ... 
.. _+t, _+2 b, _+1" .. .'-Bioi. 
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increased geometrice.Uy e.nd subsistence only arithmetically. 
the increa.se of population would eventue.Uy be checked by 
we.nt of food, even if there hOO at first been e.n enormous 
surplus e.nnual produce of food! lBut a.s a matter of fact 
there never is e.ny appreciable tfurpJus produce of food in an 
avemgo year. e.nd so population and subsistence mus.t be 
supposed, so to speak, to start from the same line:i In this 
case the neoossity of cheoks becomes immediately obvious,. 
The e.nnual OOdition to the popule.tion 'when unchecked' 
would be gree.ter every year. but the e.nnual OOdition to the 
food could never exceed what it wa.s in the first year. 

Now Halthus wa.s, of course. quite right in saying the.t e.n 
increa.sing population, if the checks on ite increase. do not 
alter in force. increa.ses in a geometrical ratio. (But. he wa.s 
completely wrong in saying th&t subsistence '~creases: or 
can be increased, only in e.n arithmetical ratio) His attem]i 
to p~!--~ IltOpuamon is extremely feeble:- -

'L.t lIB now,' h ..... y.. ., take any .pot of .arth. thi. Island, for 
instance. and se. in what ratio the subsistence it a1I'OMs can b. sup
posed to increase. W. will b.gin with it under ita p .... nt .tate of 
cultivation. 

'U I allow that by the best possible policy; by breaking up more 
land, and by great-encouragementa to agriculture, the produce of this 
Island may be doubled in the first tw.nty-five years. I think it will be 
allo~ os much os any person can well d.mand. 

'In the next tw.nty-five years it is impOBBii1le to .uppose that the 
produce could he quadrupled.1 It would be contl'Bl'7 to all our know
ledge of the qualities -of land. Th. very utmost we can conceive is 
that the increaoe in the .econd twenty-five years might .qual the pre
sent produce. Let lIB, then, take this for our wIe. though.certainly 
far beyond the truth; and allow that, by great exertion, the whole 
produce of the Island might he increased every twenty-five years by a 
quantity of subsietence equal to what it at p ... ent produces. The 
most .nthusiastic spccnlat£>r cannot .uppose a greater increase thllll 
this. In 8 few centuries it would make every acre of land in the 
Island like 8 gorden. 

• Yet this ratio of increaae is evidently arithmetical. 

• X. meaJII • again doubled.' The original produoe .. 'quadrupled,' bu' 
~he quedruptmg tok .. plaoe in the whole fifty y ..... llot in the ...... d 
twentJ·ilve. 
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'It may be fairly said, therefore, that the means of subsietence 
increase in an arithmetical ratio.' 1 

t !Ie_seem. s tQJlavJlJ;)yer.l()().ke(;UiJ.!l £. a .. qt that.Jo. increase in 
a keom~~ca.l •. .rI1~i~_ is .not .. necessarily the _ same thing as 
.!oiib1ln.zJ!vnJ;we~~~five. years. ) It was ·no doubt ,impos
sible that the subsistence annuaUyfproduced in Great Britain 
could be doubled every twenty-five years for an indefinite 
period. It was improbable that it could be increased every 
twenty-five years by an amount equal to the amount pro
duced in 1198. t But this does not prove that it could not 
increase in a geometrical ratio, or that it could only increase 
in an arithmetical ratio. \ If the amount produced increased 
only ~ per annutb, or if it doubled itself every fifty 
thousand years, it would be increasing in geometrical pro
gression. \Malthus prided himself on relying upon )experi~ 
enC3, but ~ this case experieucEl\ was '~ntirely against bim.) 
JIe a.clmi~ind.~!,_ basesllis ~ole_~ork on the fact, that" 

\ in the North American colonies the population had increased 
!~r_ a-Io~gp~liod in. ag~l1!eirica! ratio.") This population 
must have been fed, and consequently the annual produce of 
foc4 mll!!, a.iso have increased in a geometrical ratio:) By the 
time he got to his sixth chapter, Malthus seems to have 
had some inkling of this objection to his argument, and he 
endeavours to answer it in a note :~ . 

'In instances of thie kind,' he says, 'the powere of the earth 
appear to be fully equal to answer all the demands for food that can 
be made upon it by man. But we sbauld be led into an error, if we 
were thence to suppose that population and food ever resIly increase , 
in the same ratio. J 

It is certaiuly difficult to see how we could be led into an 
error by supposing what is an admitted fact.. However, 

• 'The one,' MsIthus eontinnes, 'ie still a geOl1letrical and tha other 
an arithmetical ratio; that is, one increases by multiplication and the 
other by addition.' 

But if the population and food increased pari paBBU, it is 

I E_, lot; ed. pp. 21·113 • 
• lI>id., lot; ed. P. 20; cp. Appendix '" 8d ed. p. 12, _ liD 81b ocJ.. 

P. "'I, Dok), qllOted boIow, P. 143. 
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impossible that the one coUld have increased in a geometrical 
and the other in an arithmetical ratio) 80 Malthus, instead 
of attempting to prove or explain directly his extraordinary 
proposition, resorts to his favourite device, and takes refuge 
in a '3i.mile :-

• Where there &Ie flnt people and' a great quantity of fertile land, 
the power of the eerth to alford 8 yearly increase of food may be 
compared to 8 great reservoirof water supplied by 8 moderate stream. 
The faster populatiOli increases, the more help will be got.to draw oif 
the water, and consequently an increaaing quantity will be taken 
every year. But the 8OODBr, undoubtedly, will the reservoir be 
exhausted,-and the atreams only remain. When acre,has been added 
to acre till all the fertile land is occupied, the yearly inc ....... of for. 
will depend upon the amelioratiOli of the lant\. already in p088ell8i&l 'j 

- and even this moderate stream will be gradnally diminisbing. But, 
population, could it be supplied with food, wonld go on with un
exhausted vigour, and the increase of one period wonld furnish the 
power of a greater ,increase the B8%t, and this withont any limit.' f . 

It is doubtless true that if more water runs out of a 
reservoir than runs in, th~ reservoir will in time be exhausted, 
but this does not prevent the outflow from being increased 
in geometrical ratio until the reservoir is empty; and if it 
did, that would not disprove Malthus's own fact-that the 
annual supply of subsistence had doubled every twenty-five 
years in New Jersey. 

( In 1803 Malthus bowed to the inevitable, and abandollecl 
t~'~ttl;mPJ, to sh~mJP'it;e_01A~ QJrii.f~~hafSu1isistence 
never increases in a geometrical ratio) The note Just quoted 
did nofipPlllumitaplaCemthe Second edition," and only 
its last three sentences were preserved and introduced into 
the'discussion of • the rate according to which the produc-

_ tions of the earth may b!l supposed to increase' 8 in Book r., 
Chapter i. In that discussion Malthus treads far more gingerly 
than he did in the first edition. He does not Basert that 
subsistence never has increased in geometrical ratio, and 
practically admits that it, _~IUI_c!-?Il~~~l!l-etimel!j~Lnew 

1 Euay, lat ed. p. 106, DOte. • See p. 338. 
• 2d ed. P. 6. Though h. bed .truck 0'" the .......... oir.' MoithUB "ll

tinned to talk of the f atream,' an oversight! which baa • aurioa ef_ 
Eventnallr h. auhBlitnted tho word 'IUDd' (11th ed. P. 4). 
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.!'Ol~~~.' !Ie_l!!erely asserts _that sul>sistence cannot 'in the 
future be made to increase over the whole earth faster than -
~_~- aU_t!@eik!li.J'l'tio. tHe ~rri~8d -at -t;hisconclu~n 
because he chose to take Gr~t Britain as fairly typical of 
~e whole earlll,anarerusecrt.>- believe that subsistence in 
Great llritaiD cou1cfbe-iiiii.de-tii-increase faster than in an 
~thm~!~-arr81w.-ThiS-was re&Ving-eXperience;-and soaring 
into prophecy, and, like most prophets, Malthus turned out 
to be wrong. He lived long- enough to J'ecord,the falsification 
of_!!is p:OphEl!lr:es~'tlioug1i he--seelns to hsve been blind to the 
fact that they were falsified.' When he prepared his sixth 
edition for the press, he had' before him the zesults of the 
censuses of 1801, 1811, and 1821. On account of the un
certainty introduced into the statistics relating to males by 
the movements of the army and navy during the war, he 
preferred to estimate the growth of population by the numbers 
of females alone; and, after making all corrections and allow
ances, he gave the female population of England and Wales 
as, 'in 1801, 4,687,867;_ in 1811, 5,313,219; and in 1821, 
6,144,709: 1 These three terms are not in geometrical 
progression; but this is not because the rate of increase fell, 
but because it rose. AB Malthus himself observes, the increase 
is 13'3 per cent in the first decade and 15'6 in the second. I 
Had the population multiplied itself only by I-Ni-t.'1or in the 
second as well as in the first decade, the female population 
in 1821 would have been only 6,021,991 instead of 6,144,709. 
Now, if Malthus had been right in saying that subsistence 
could only increase in an arithmetical ratio in this island 
(and a jlYl'tiO'ri in- England and Wales as being more'im
proved' and fully peopled than Scotland) the absolute increase 
of subsistence between 1811 and 1821 would have been no 
greater than the increase bet)Veen 1801 and 1811, so that 
England and Wales would have been in 1821 only able to 
support a population (females only being reckoned, as before) 
of 5,313,219+625,352=5,938.571; and 206,138 females or 
400,000 persons must have been 'totally unprovided for: I 

1 8t.h eeL po 21&. 
I He .,11, t in the period from 1800 to 1821, t bu' uu. •• m .... alip of the 

pm or misprint for '1811 10 1821.' 
• &-1" In eeL p. 24; 8t.h eeL P. 6. 
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:rile cen!1llIof 1831, taken BOme yalml before Malthus's death, 
showed that the female population had then increased to 
7,125,601; whereas, on the arithmetica.l-ratio basis of an 
addition of 625,352 each decade, it should have been only 
6,563,923. Over ,half a .million females, or about a million 
persons' totally unprovided for' in England and Wales alone I 
The theory, then, that subsistence could only at the outside 
be inllreased in an anthmetical ratio-that 'the yearly 
additions which might be made to the former average pro
duce' could only at the very utmost be-supposed' to remain 
the same: 'instead of decreasing, which they certainly wDuld 
do' '--was quite untenable. 

It is sometimes alleged ~t Malthus attached little or 
no importance to his geometrical and arithmetical-ratios." 
There is no foundation whatever for this statement. Malthus 
himself, in the appendix to the third edition (1806), 'Biter 
mentioning 'the comparison· of the increase of population 
and food at the beginning of the Essay: goes on to speak of 
• !!t~ffereAJ;J!l&j!l.! of i9~~I!ll~.priru:ipu.L, 
~!!l!i2..Il!.-m loU1!g~!!.'· and in a. note a. little further on 
hesays:-

iIt has been said that I have written a quarto volume to prove 
that population increaaea in a geometrical, and food in an arithmetical 
ratio; but this is not quite true. The first of these propositions I 
considered 88 proved the moment the American increaae W88 related, 
and the second propoeition 88- 'BOon sa it was ODUDciated. The 
chief object of my work W88 to inquire what effects theae Iawe, which 
I considered 88 established in the first Biz pages, had produced and 
were likely to produce. on society; 1\ Bubject not very readily ex
hausted. The principal fau!t of my detaila is that they are not 
sufficiently particular; but this W88 a fault which it W88 not in Diy 
power to remedy. It would be 1\ most curi011ll, and to every philo
eophical mind a most interesting, piece of information to know the 
exact shere of the fnll power of incresae which each existing chsck 

• 2d eel p. 7; 8th eel. 'po 6. 
I J. S. Mill ")'II Ma.lthwo • hazarded' them' obiefly by _y of illuatra.. 

tion' and 'laid no .treaa' OD tbem.-Principlu, Bk. JL oh. xi. 'I 6, let ed • 
... 01. i. p. 421 ; People', ed. p. 217 II. 8ee also for & more careflll defence of 
Malthus, Marshall, Principiu 0/ Economicl, BI<. lV. cb. iv. § 8, 4th eeL P. 258, 
note. 

• Appendix, p. 10; ~printod in 8th ed. p. '89. 
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prevents; but at present I see no mode of obtaining such infor
mation.' I 

Deprived of the theory that the periodical additions to 
the average annual produce cannot possibly be increased, or, 
as Malthus preferred to put it, that subsistence can increase 
1nly in an arithmetical ratio, the E88aY on the Pri1lCiple 0/ 
Population falls to the ground as an argument, and remains 
only a chaos of facts collected to illustrate the effect of laws 
which do not exist. L Beyond the arithmetical ratio theory, 
th~re. is _notlllng_"!V!lateyer iiltlieEssO:y-t;O-sliow· why sub. 
sistence for man should not increaSe as "fast as an "Unchecked ' 
~~~ion. • With every ~01li.4 Godsends a pB.k of hands: 
so wlJ.y_sb.ould noUhe larger population ba able. to maintain 
itself as well as the smaller 1 
, . Iln our-own ~y; of coUrse, the merest tyro in political 
economy promptly replies, • Because of the law of diminishing 
returns:) tBut that law remained practically Unknown till 
near the close of the great war.\ Malthus may, perhaps, 
display some inkling of it here and there in the first edition. 
In the second he certainly uses one of the principal ideas on 
which it is based as an incidental and subsidiary argument. 

'In the later editions its existence is frequently recognised. 
Hut to imagine that the E88ay on the Pn1lCiple 0/ Popu
latiOn was ever based on the law of diminishing returns is 
to confuse Malthusianism as expounded by J. S. Mill with 
Malthusianism as expounded by Malthus.' Those who were 
convinced by Malthus that food cannot lie increased 80 fast 
as an • unchecked' population were convinced simply bacause 
he succeeded in giving them a vague general impression that 
this is usually true, not because he deduced the proposition 
from any ascertained facts) In his second edition he appealed 

I Appendix to 3d eel. p. 12. nole 18th eel. p. 491, note. 
I Corel ... reade", of Mallhua ..... apt to imagine that the Jaw of cIimlDIoh. 

lug retuma it stated or implied in • The improvement: of the bamm. para 
would be & work of time and labour; .and it mutt be Pident to thOR who 
han the oIighteot acquaintance with agricultural mbjecto. thet in proportion 
&I cultivation _dod, the additiono that oould ye.d" he made to tho 
formor average produoo man he gradnally ODd regularly cJimiDiohing' (2d 
eel. Po 7 I 8th eel. Po 6). But thIa lIyo DOthlDg abont the produoo per head of 
produce .... and the reo! Ja .. of cJimiDiohing retnrno I&YO nothillg .bout the 
annual in_to of produoo. 
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especially to • those who have the slightest acquaintance with 
agricultural subjects'l in support of his doctrine that the 
addition which can be made in a year to the former annual 
produce can not only not increase, but 'must be gradually 
and regularly diminishing'; but, of course, no such law was 
known to the a"ariculturists of the time. ' James Anderson, 
the writer who is commonly imagined to have anticipated 
the Ricardian theory of rent, and who certainly had been 
a farmer, and was a very able man, had already expressed 
a completely contrary opinion. Writing in January 1801, 
he saY8:-

• M .... when he once betook himself to the cnlt\vation of the Boil 
became an agricnlturist; and, in process of time he made discoveries 
that were of infinite consequence to him .. an inhabitant of this 
globe. Instead of finding his subsistence, .. before, limited to a 
certain extent which it waa heyand the reach of hie power to exceed, 
he found himself endowed with facnlties that enabled him to augment 
the quantity of subsistence for man to an extent to which he hath 
never been able aa yet to assign any lilnits. At thenrst, h. no doubt 
conceived that it waa only those spots which were naturally of the 
most fertile kind that could a1I'ord him abnndant cropa of com; but 
experience taught him, that if the dung of the anilnala that were fed 
by the native produce.of the eoil were preserved and laid upon those 
parts of the gronnd that were cnlti vated, and properly dug into 'it, 
and judiciow!ly managed, even barren neldo coo1d be rendered pro· 
ductive, and not oo1y for a time but even for a perpetnity; for the 
forage that waa produced by these crope enabled him to sustain more 
cattle, which, of course, afforded a greater quantity of ,manure; 
and this extra manure, when conjoined with others that he fonnd in 
the bowels of the earth itself in inexhaustible quantities, if blended 
with the earth in a proper manner by labour nnder the gnidance of 
skil~ tended still to add more and more to the fertility of the soil the 
longer it wss continued; eo that thus he saw it wss in his power to 
form at ~ ss it were, a new creat.ion. He conld not, indsed, add to 
the extent of his lieldo, but he conld add to their productiveness from 
year to year, so .. to make it ksep pace with hie popolation, whatever 
that might be; allowing him still to enjoy plenty to an inconceivable 
amount.' I -

12ded.p.7;8thed.p.iI. 
I ROCI'<4li .... in Agricv/' ..... , NGlcwaI BiItor7!, Arlo, aM Jlfi<c.ua..ou. 

LiImIlure, 1801, voL Iv. pp. 873, 87'-
II: 
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, Let not man, then: says Anderson, ' complain of Heaven 
if he suffers want at any time.' He only requires' to exert 
himself in order to avoid that afHictive calamity' :-

• The melioration of the soil must ever be proportioned to the 
. means that are made use of to augment its productiveness; and this 
will ever depend upon the quantity of labour and mannre that is 
jndiciously bestowed upon it. I mean to say that no permanent or 
general melioration to any considerable extent can ever be effected but 
by labour; and that, under skilful management, the degree of melio
ration will be proportioned to the labour that is bestowed npon the 
soil, and the attention that is paid to the proper use of manuree, those 
especially which arise from the soil itself. In other words, the pro
ductiveness of the soil will be proportioned to the number of persons 
who are employed in active labonr upon the soil, and the economy 
with .. hich they conduct their operations.' 1 

Malthus was aware of Anderson's opinion. When he pre
pared his second edition he had read Anderson's Calm, 
Investigation of the Oircwmstances which have led to the 
present Scarcity of Grain in BritaVn (1801), and found, as 
he says himself, that Anderson maintained' that every in. 
crease of popnlation tends to increase relative plenty and 
tJic8 versa.' Commenting on this, he remarks :-

• When an accidental depopulation takes place in a country which 
wsa before popnlous and industrious, and in the habit of exporting 
corn, if the remaining inhabitants be left at liberty to exert, and. do 
exert, their industry in the same directiou 88 before, it is a strange 
idea to entertain that they wonld then be unable to supply themselves 
with com in the same plefity; particularly sa the diminished numbers 
wonld, of couree, cnItivata principally the more fertile parts of their 
tarritory, and not be obliged, 88 in their more popnlons stata, to apply 
to ungratefnl soils.' • 

In the last sentence of this passage Malthus introduces 
quite casually, and as a merely subsidiary argument, the 
theory that a smaller population has an advantage over a 
greater one in the fact that it need only cultivate the more 
fertile land. This theory is the 'law of diminishing returns' 
in a rudimentary form. ~~~hus)itt1e dre.amt m....lS03. that 

I RtLrMJioru, voL iy. IT- 373, 3;8. 
• £-'1, 2d ed. po 472; 8th ed. p. 3SO. 
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in less than three-quarters of a century a casual argument I,r ...... c < 

which he introduced with the word' particula.rly' would have \ /l)"'vc" 
become accepted as the foundation of the • Malthusian' theory \ . 
of population, to the entire exclusion ot the geometrical and I 
arithmetical ratios on which he himself decla.red·all hia 
principal conclusions to ):lave been founde<V 

§ 4. Origin of the theory that I ncreasim.g De1l8~ty of 
Population. is wnmctedwith Dimill4shi'1lg Ret'Ul1"ll8 
to IndUoBtry.1 

~It must always have been known to every practical agri
culturist that it does not • pay' to expend more than a 
certain amount of labour in the cultivation of a particular 
acre.] If asked why this is so, the ordinary agriculturist 
would probably o.lways have answered, • Because after .a . 
certain. amount of laDour has been expended no more pro
duce is obtainable.' but thia is because the practical agri
culturist thinks only kthe particula.r methods of clll:tivation 
which he sees commonly practised around hi~ ~y adopting 
a different system of cultivation, it is generally tlie CIlSe that 
by extra labour the produce might, be somewhat increased. ) 
The scientific statement of the truth which underlies the! 
broad assertion of the sg-ticulturist is merely that, a.t any 
particular time,can increase of the labour employed on s.n 
acre of lan~ beyond a certain amount eauses a diminution of 
the returns to the a.verage unit of labourJ 

T!lrgoJ; put the matter very well in some remarks which 
he wrote on a prize essay submitted to him. He SlIYS :-

'Granting to the writer of the essay that': where ordinarY good 
cultivation prevails, the annual advances bring in 250 to the hundred, 
it is more than probable that if the advances were increased by degrees 
from this point up to tbat at which they would bring in nothing, each 
increment would bel ... and less froitfuL) In this case the fertility of 
the earth would be like a spring which is forced to bend by being loaded 
with a number of eqnal weights in sucoeaaion. U the weight is light 
and the spring Dot very Imble, the effect of the first load might be 

, Above, p. 148. 
I A large portion 01 tbiJ ... tlon b.. already OPpelled lu lb. &on"";" 

"""""" lor M .... h 1892. 
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almost nil. When the weight becomes sufficient to overcome the 
lirat resistance, the spring will be Been to yield perceptibly and to 
bend; but, when it has bent to a certain point, it will oifer greater 
resistance to the force brought to bear on it, and a weight which 
would have made it bend an inch will no longer bend it more than 
half a line.( . This comparison is not perfectly exact; but it is sufti
eient to show how, when the soil approaches Ilear to returning all 
that it can produce. a very great expense may augment the production 
very little. • _ • • . 

• Seed thrown on a Boil nQtnrally fertile but totally unprepared 
would be au advance almost entirely lost.· U it were once tilled the 
produce will be greater; tilling it a Becoud, a third time. might not 
merely double and triple, but quadruple or decuple the produce. which 
will thus augment in a much larger proportion than the advances 
increase. and that up to a certain point, at which the produce will be 
as great as possible compered with the advances . 

• Past this point, if the advances be still increased, the produce 
will still increase, but I .... and always I ... and I ... until the fecun
dity of the earth being exhansted, and art unable to add anything 
fnrthar. an addition to the advances will add nothing whatever to the 
produ ... •1 

There is, of course, no reason to suppose that this passage 
had any influence on English political economy. Tho early 
nineteenth-century English economiste deduced their doc
trinea. not from study of the works of their predecessors, but 
from the actual experience of England during the war. 
'\ About the year 1813 there were two features in the 

economic condition of the country which could not faU to 
strike the most superficial observer-the high priCOll of com 
and the improvement and extension of cultivation) From 
1711 to 1794 neither the Ladyday nor the Michaelmas price 
of the Winchester quarter of wheat at Windsor had ever 
been more than 60s. Sid. But at Michaelmas 1795 it was 
92s.; at Ladyday 1801 it was 177&.; and from Michaelmas 
1808 to MichaeImas 1813 neither the Michaelmas nor the 
Ladyday price ever fell below 96&." The rise was not only 

I Oboormtimu _Ie ~ .. ,u 11. ,u Saiwl.-P...,,"II •• la_ ,u'l'i;"p4t 
indirrd, <OtIf'I1fIJII par 14 SodtU rovale !l'.."ri<vlt ..... ,u Li"""", written aboat 
]768: 10 fEu",.., od. Daire •• 0L L pp. 420. 421. Soe aho P. 438. 

• See th. table of Wiocloor pri ... In Took". HiMrr 0/ P"*,, 1838, 
...t Ii. pp. 388, 389. 
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great but progressive. The average of the yearly prices of 
wheat for the decade_ 1770-J779 was 45s.; for the decade 
1780-1789, 45s. 9d.; for the decade 1790-1799, 55& lId.; for 
the decade 1800-1809, 82s. 2d.; and for the four years, 1810-
1813, 106s. 2d.

' 
The improveme,nt and extension of cultiva

tion ~more difficult to represent in statistical form, but at 
the time it was obvious to every traveller. Not only were 
the remaining common fields divided and brought under the 
better cultivation of several property, but immense quantities 
of waste lands, such as the great heathe in Ii. comer of which 
Houmemouth has since grown up, were distributed in ' allot
ments' among the neighbouring proprietors, enclosed, and to 
a greater or less extent brought into cultivation. We have, 
unfortunately, no means of telling how much waste was in
closed;to say nothing of how much was brought into culti
vation. 2 We can, however, roughly compare the progress of 
the movement at one period with its progress during the 
preceding period by the variations in the number of Enclosure 
Acts. How closely the two things, the improvement and 
extension of agriculture and the price of I com were con
nected will be seen by the diagram on the next page. When 
the price of corn went up, up went also the number of 
"Enclosure Acts. , 

The com laws had, at any rate dil·ectly and immedilltely, 
very little to do with producing the high prices. The 1110,' 
of 1791 (31 Geo. Ill. chap. 30) subjected foreign wheat ,to 
what was called the • high' duty of ,248. 3d. per quarter only 
when the English price was below 50s. When the English 
price was between 50s. and 548. the duty was 2s. 6d" and 
when it was over 548. the duty was only 6d. Now from 1795 
to 1802 the price was usually much above 50s., and importa
tion consequently ~ost free. In }804 the agricultural 

I See the table in Porter'. ProgruJIJ qf 1M Nalitm, 1836, voL I. pp. 
IG5,156. 

I It is a great mistake to auume that all the Jlmd that was enclosed W&I 

brought into cultivation. The partloulor heethe referred to in the text are • 
case in point, .. there fa DO reaaon to auppoae they were even temporarily 
cultivated. The end of the war and the coUa.pae of pricu probably a.rrived 
before the preliminary ltepa were .... mpliabed. A few of tho allomeoli 
(of .. veral hundred aor .. eeoh) were planted with Saoteh fin, and aU the 
reat long remained, u lome of them ItW rem.ain~ muoh .. tb.8J were ill 
nUll. 
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ENOLOSURE AOTS, 1793-1815_ 
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PlUCI 01' WUUT. 

'l'he ftlUl"tII at t.be lid .. of the di&pam d:an4 both fur the number of IhllUngtln the price of. qDarter of wheat IDd tor the Dumber of 
BneiMore Aet.. JlUH4 b:& eaeb. ,ear of Geoqre IlL (Ootober IS to Ootober sa). U 1.11 Ulumed tha, all the Aotl of • rear were puud Oil 

oJul,.1 01 that rear. 
The prioe 01 wheat 11 lateD f'rmn \he table in Tooke'. BWorr ft/ ",.,., 1888, -rot. U. Po 100. '1'he Dumber 01 BIIoc1onn.leta hu been 

found by ClounUna the titlu In the 8w.tute Book. Then &1'8 three puliameDtary ntUlU on the su'l\Joot which qne neither wiUl tM 
8ta\ut.e Book nor wlUl one anot.he.ro-(l) BtpoTV q eM lAt'fU' ~_ ott ... ~ ~ QuA ~ 1810., ..... YOl. Ill. Po 410. 
(I) T~,", lWport "... tU Coaaow.i eo..cu.. OR"~ 18:St), ..... vol. riiL Pan n. p. SOl; (I) Wcuf.I.l.awck .......... c:e., IIHS.IUL 
YOl. zl.lU. pp. tOf.t71. The tabl.ln Portoer'elTogrello/l.\e N~ ted .. IL alL L, .01.1. P. Iss. egreee with the aocond, "hieh Ie b7 far lobe 
1D00t laoonee.' of S.b.. &m.. Frum 1100 to 181a 1& ReIDI to attribute to Mr.h ... _. 0. ............ _hi .. " __ u .. _,~ __ 6- .... - --,--- ----
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-interest persuaded the legislature to raise the price limit. 
Henceforward foreign wheat was made subject to the pro
hibitive duty whenever the English price was below 63s: 
(440 Goo. m. chap. -109). This change, however, _made no 
practiClll difference. The English price remained above the 
new limit, so that freedom of importation was no more inter
fered with than before. 

It was perhaps only natural that landlords and farmers 
should deduce from these facts the conclusion that free im
portation was no remedy for high prices, and that {tlill high 
prices would eventually reduce themselves,jby causing such 
an extension of cultivation that a full supply of food wquld 
be produced at home. \ They immediately did so, and ac
cordingly urged thaVin order ultimately to obtain low 
prices, or rather • steady and moderate' prices,' all that was 
required was. to maintain for the present the high prices.
A select committee of the House of Commons, appointed to 
inquire into the corn trade, gravely alleged in May 1813 
that prices had been low till 1'165 because till that time 
exportation was encouraged' and importation practically pro
hibited,' and that they had since been high because importa
tion had been encouraged and exportation restrained.· They 
recommended, therefore, that until February 1814, the • high 
duty' of 248. 3d. should be charged on imported wheat when
ever the home price was below 105s. 2d., and after that date 
it should be charged whenever the home price was not 331 
per cent above the average price of. the twenty years im
mediately preceding.· Sir Henry Parnell, the chairman of· 

• Bepon from 1M 8dt4 Commitke "1'pointtd to inqui ... inlo 1M Com 
'l'rtJlltJ, 1812-13, No. 184 (voL iii. pp. 479-530, in the House of CommODI 
collection), p. 7. This &epo", is reprinted in H...-d, voL BV., Appendix. 

• See HGfW1,rd, 1813-16, _ 
• By • bounty 01 5& when tho prioe did not uc..a 480. 
• By • duty 01 160. when the pri •• did not .Geed 630. 4d., and nf 81. 

when it WOI bet", ... 530. 4d. and 801. 
I From 1700 to 1772, inolusi.e, temporary lr.WI were pOlled prohibltiDg 

uporlation and rJIowing importetion !reo 01 duty. In 1773, by 13 Goo. nL 
chap. "3, the boUDty oeued to be pa.id whenever the price waa .. bove 44L, 
lrulteed of 481., and the • hiE!l luty' ..... d to be cberged on imports when. 
ever the price rOle to 481., instead of 631L old .. 

I B.porl (BOe note I abo.e), p_ 9. The 1050. 2d.llxed lor 1813" .. arrived 
at by thla method (HGfW],rd, June 16. 18!3. p. 6/j4~ 
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the committee, in drawing attention to ita report in the 
House of Commons on June 15, 1813, began by asserting in 
emphatic terms that' it was not the object of the report of 
the committee to increase the profits of any particular set 
of dealers, either of farmers or of landlords: 'Their affairs: 
he added, 'had long been and still were in a very prosper-_ 
ous condition: and they required no aid from the legislature. 
The committee had, he declared, 

'been in1Iuenced by no other motive than that of a strong .. nae of 
the danger of continuing to depend upon our enemiea for a sufficient 
supply of food, and of the impolicy of sending our money to improve 
otber countries, while we have so much of our own lands ·that stand 
in need of the same kind of improvement. The whole object of. their 
report is merely to prove the evila which belong to this system as it 
now exists, and to obtain such Bn alteration in the law as shall draw 
forth our own meana into operation of growing more com, by increasing 
the capital that is now vested in agriculture. If they eucoaed in this 
th~y will secure a graater production of grain, at the same time with 
diminished expenses in producing it, and at reduced pricee to the 
conaumer. For if the agricultural capital is considerably increased, 
its effects on the quantity produced and the expense of production, 
and also in lowering prices, will be just the same as when employed 
in manufactures. Every one knows how it operates in increasing the 
quantity of manufactU1'88l.; and that those who employ it in manu
factures can afford to sell them at very reduced prices, in conaequence 
of the reduced expenaes at which, with its help, they can make them.. 
10 the same way the farmer, by being able to render his land more 
productive in proportion as he improves it, and at a small expeme, 
according as he makes use of good implements, will be able to afford 
to sell his com at reduced prices; and in this manner the inc ....... of 
agricultural capital will secure us a mlliciency of food iudependent of 
foreign supply, and at the same time at a ..-educed price to the con
sumer.'1 

Here we have a distinct denial of the law of diminish
ing returns. 

Nothing was accomplished in the session of 1813, but 
before the next the energies of the landed interest were 
thoroughly roused by tho fact that the end of the war 
was seen to be approaching. The stoutest advocates of the 

• Haruord, ,oL :ad PI' 644, ~ -J IUUI 15, 181a. 
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theory that enco~ importation made corn dear did not 
maintain that this was ita immediata effect. Peace, it was 
argued, would bring great imports, prices would fall, farmers 
would be ruined, rents would be reduced or swept away, the 
extansion of cultivation would cease, land -lately reclaimed 
would return to a state of nature, and then prices would be 
again as high as ever. These disasters must be prevented by 
a great restriction if not an entire prohibition of imports. 
Sir Henry Parnell's supporters no longer repudiated the idea 
that they required aid from Parliament, but they still asked 
that it should be granted in the interest not of themselves but 
of the countrj in general I 
. Mal~lIs, though a protectionist himself, was not imposed 
upon by the protectionist argument that \ restriction of 
importation would eventually produce ilteady'and moderate 
prices. )In the Observations on the effects 0/ the Cm-n Laws 
and 0/ a rise 0'1' /al}, in the Price 0/ CO'I"n on the agricult1JH'a~ 
and general, wealth. 0/ the cownWy, which he published in 
the spring of 1814

' 
and intended 88 an impartial exposition 

and comparison of the advantagell and disadvantages of 
protection and free tradethe asserted strongly that the effect 
of restricting imports must necessarily be to raise the price of 
corn.1 ~To grow at home all the corn required would involve, 
he pointed out, • a certain waste of the national resources 
by the employment of a greater quantity of capital than 
is necessary for procuring the quantity of corn required.~ 
This seems to imply that he saw it would be easier, would 
involve less labour, for the population of England to buy 
some of their corn from abroad than to grow it all at homEjl 

Ql:xa.ctIy why it should be easier he does not immediately 
explain:,! but he says, rather incidentally, later on, that the 
whole difforence between the expense of raising corn in 
England and in the corn cO\lJJ,trie.!! of Europe 

• does not by any means arise oolo1y from taxation. A part of it, and 
I obould think no inconsiderable part, io occaoionad by the neceSsity 
of yearly cultivating and improving more poor land to provide for the 
demande of an increasing population; which land" must, of C01llSe," 

require more labour and dreosing and expense of all kinde in ita 

1 Malthuo, Grotmdt qf an Opinion, p. 1. • P. 26. 
I P.34. 
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cultivation. The growing price of com, therefore, independently of 
all taxation, is probably higher than in the rest oI Europe; and this 
circUlPstance not only increases the sacrifice that must ba made for an 
independent supply, but enhances the difficulty of framing a legislative 
provision to secure it.' 1 

During the session of 1818·}4, there were long and acri. 
monious debates in the House of Commons on a proposal of 
the ministry to impose .a sliding-scale duty of 24s. on the 
quarter of wheat when the home price was not more than 
648., and. one shilling less for every shilling by which the 
homll price exceeded 648. till it reached 869. Petitions 
against this proposal poured in from' the towns, and its 
opponents demanded delay and further inquiry with such 
pertinacity that the ministry at last agreed to appoint a com· 
mittee, and the question was shelved for the year, so far as 
actual legislation was concerned. I 

The committee's report 8 began with a eulogy of the ' very 
rapid and extensive progress' which had taken place in the 
last twenty years, and a suggestion that it would be an un· 
parnlleled disaster if many of the improvements should be. 
abandoned in an unfinished state, from want of sufficient 
encouragement to continue them. The cause of these im· 
provements was in the judgment of the committee chiefly' to 
be traced to the increasing population and growing opulence 
of the United Kingdom':-

..!'I-:sut it is also not to be concealed that these causes, which they 
trust will be of a permanent and progressive nature, have been incident
ally bnt considembly aided by those events which during the continn
ance of the war opemted to check the importation of foreign corn. 
The sudden removal of these impediments seems to have created 
among the occupiem of land a certain degree of aIann which, if not 
allayed, would tend in the opinion of the witn...... • • . not only to 
prevent the enclosure and cultivation of grast tmcta of land atiIllying 
waste and noproductive, but also to conotemct the spirit of improve
ment in other quartors, and to chock its progress upon lands alrendy 
noder ti11ago." . 

Doubtless thinking that this was sufficient to show that 

I pp. ~, 41. • H......-d, 'voL xxvii. P. 1102. 1 .... 8, 1814-
• On pe<itioM reIari.., /0 1M. 0""" La ... , 1818·14 I No. 339. In lb. Ho ... 

cd Commono collection, ,..L Hi. pp. 1911·342. • P. " 
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something must be done in the way of maintaining-the iUI

pediments to inIportatioo, the committee proceeded ·to con
sider' the expense of cultivation including the rent.'- Money 
rent, they said, ha.d been doubled within twenty years. Other 

, expenses of cultivation had also been doubled, and so they 
concluded that at least 80s. per quarter was required to 
remunerate the grower of British wheat. Some witnesses, 
they added, thought a much higher price would be necessary . 

• It may b. proper to obse .... : th.y remarked, • that thea. latter 
calculations appear in most instanoea to b. furnished by witneas .. 
whose attention and experi.nc. bav. b.en principally directed to dis
tricte consisting chi.lly of cold clay or waste and inf.rior lands, on 
which wheat cannot b. grown but ~t_~ •• exceeding ,th •. 
av.rag. charg. of its cultivation on b.tt.r soils. ,00 lands of tbis 
description, however;" very consi4.rabl. proportion of wheat is now 
raised, and it appears by the .vidence that if such lands were with· 
drawn from tillage they would for many yelllS b. of very little use as_ 
pasture; and that the loes from such & change, as well to the oeeu·' 
pier as to the general stock of national subsistence, would be very 
great.'" 

Either with the object of showing that. the rise of prices 
had not been caused by the rise of rents, or in order to show 
that a great reduction of prices eould not be met by a' fall of 
rents, the committee collected evidence to show that the pro
portion which the rent bore to the whole produce had dinlin
ished during the last twenty. years, and now formed about a 
fourth or a fifth of the whole instead of a third.' 

A committee of the Lords, appointed at the same ti~e as 
the Commons' committee, followed much the same lines. 
They too collected evidence to show that where high farming 
was practised, and on poor lands, the landlord received a 
smaller proportion of the produce. They too assumed that to 
interrupt what they called • the progress of inIprovement' 8 

would be ruinous .• Two examples will suffice to illustrate the 
drift of their investigation. 

A land surveyor was asked:-
\ 

1 P. 6. • P. 4, and Minutes of Evidance, """"",,, 
• Report .... ."wingGm ... and tM Corn L.",., 1814·15; No. 26 (in the 

Houl. of ComJug ... ooUeotiOJl. voL Y. pp. 1031)·1336), p. 69. 
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'What has heen the cause of the great increase of enclosures of 
late years l' . 

'The high price of com.' 
, What has been the effect of that, ' 
'A great quantity uf land has been cultivated that would not 

otherwise have been.' . 
, Has the produce been incre .. ed or decreased" 
'Increased very considerably.' 
'H the prices were considerably reduced, would the number of· 

enclosores continue t J 

, Certaiuly not.' 
'H .. a great quantity of produce from farming land the effect of 

lowering or raising the price of grain and butchers' meat t ' 
, Of lowering the price.' 1 

A Wiltshire landoWher, with some experience 88 an 
agriculturist, W88 asked '-

'If wheat should be at 80s. and otber grains at a proportionate 
price, do yon believe the farmers would continue in the cnItivation of 
their land at the expense of the present mode of cnIture 1 ' 

, Certaiuly not. I think leas wheat would be BOwn and leas money 
would be expended in th~ cnItivation of land.' 

'Would not those prices alI'ect inferior soils much more than the 
';'porior quality of land I ' 

'Certaiuly, because tbe expeusee .... greater on inferior soils! 
'Would not the conssquence of thoae prices then be that the 

farmers in general would withdraw their capital from the cnItivation 
of the inferior soilB I ' 

• Certaiuly.' • 

r!Ihese reports were widely read, and considering how 
distinctly they connect • the progress. of improvement: the 
increase of the population and wealth of the country, with 
the cultivation of poorer soils and a diminished propor
tion of the produce for the landlord, it would have been sur
prising if no economist had generalised from the twenty years 
under review, and declared that the increase of population 
and wealth always necessitstes recourse to more expeBSive, 
or, what is the same thing, less productive agriculture. 
More than one economist immediately did so. Edward West 
enuncisted a general rule of diminishing returns: at tha 

lB~p.3L • Ibid.. p. aa. 
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very beginning of his Essay on tM .Applicaticm of Capital 
to Land; with observations showing tM impolicy of any 
great restriction of the importation of corn, and that tM 
boomty of 1688 did not lower tM price of it, which he 
published early in 1815 :- ' 

• The chief object of this ..... y is the publicatiou of a principle in 
politicai economy which occurred to me 80me years ago, and which 
appears to me to 80lve many difficulties in .the science which I e.m at 
a loss otherwise to explain. On reading rately the reports of the com 
committees, I found my opinion respecting the existence of this prin
ciple oonfirmed by many of the witu ..... whose evidence is there 
detailed, This circumstance, and the importance of the principle to 
a correct understanding of many parts of the com question, have 
induced me to hazard this pUblication before the meeting of Parlia
ment. •• (The principle is simply this, that in the progrOSl!.. of the 
improvement of cultivation, tho raising of rude produce becomes pro
greasively more expensive, or, in . other words, tho. ratio of the net 
produce of land to its gross produce is continually diminishing.} 1 

Adam Smith, West explains, S9.W the principle' that the 
quantity of work which can be done by the same number of 
hands increases in the progress of iinprovement comparatively 
less rapid! y in agriculturethall in manufactures: ~ bu t did not 
see another principle which may retard or stop such improve
ment in agriculture, • or even render the powers of labour 
actually less productive as cultivation advances':-
>/. The additional principle to which I allude is that each equal 

additional quantity of work bestowed on agriculture yields an actually 
diminished return, and, of course, if each eqnal additional quantity of 
work yields an actual1y diminished return, the whole of the work 
bestowed on agriculture in tho progress of improvement yields an 
actually diminished proportionate return. Whereas it is obvious that 
an eqnal quantity of. work will always fabricate the ee.me qnantity of 
manufactures. • • • • 

• Consider tlie .... of a new colony; the first occupiers have their 
choice of the land, and of course cultivate the richeSt spots in the 
country: tho next com.rs must take the second in qnality, which 
will return less to th.ir labour, aud 80 each successiv. additional set of 
cultivators must necessarily produce less than th.ir predecessors.' I 

1 pp. 1,2. • P. 6. See W..uh o/lV'a.lioM, Bit. I. cb. i. p. 8 b. 
• Pp. 1-8. Compare with the .. COIld paragraph Wealth of Nalirmll, Bk. I. 

at. is. p.~... . 
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And throughout the general course of history, when popu
lation increases, 

• The additional work bestowed upon land must be expended 
either in bringing fresh land into cultivation, or in cultivating more 
highly that already in tillage. In every country the gradationa b ... 
tween the richest land end the poorest muat be innDDlerable. The 
richest land, or that most conveniently situated for a market, or, in 
a word, that which, on account of ita situation and quality combined, 
produces the largest return to the expenae bestowed on it, will of 
course be cultivated first, and when in the progrese of improvement 
new land is brought into Cultivation, recourse is neceaaarily had to 
poor land, or to that, at least, ·which is second in quality to what is 
already cultivated. It is clear that the additional work bestowed in 
this case will bring a lese retum than the work bestowed before. 
And the very fact that in the progreaa of society new land is brought 
into cultivation, proves that additional work cannot be bestowed with 
the same advantage as before on the old land. For 10Q aerea of the 
rich land will, of courae, yield a larger return to the work of 10 men 
than 100 acrea of inferior land will do, and if this 88me rich land 
would continue to yield the same proportionate retnm to the work of 
20 and 30 and 100 as it did to that of 10 labourers, the inferior land 
would never be cultivated at all.' 1 

By • work' West means the immediate effects of labour, 
as, for example, the ploughing of an acre of land in a certain 
way, or the digging of a ditch of a certain size. The question 
whether the returns to labour as well as the returns to work 
diminish is a further one :-

• The quantity of work which can. be done by a given Bumber of 
handa is increased in the progress of improvement by means of the 
8ubdivision of labour and machinery, even in agriculture. Such 
increase, then, of the qnantity of work which can be performed by 
the same number of handa in agriculture may either more than com
penoate, or just compeneate, or fall short of compeneating, the diminu
tion of the return of the same qnantity of work. In the first of which 
t.aS88 labour in agriculture would bocome absolutely more productive; 
in the second would remain alwayB eqnaUy productive; in tbe Iaat 
... onld become absolutely lese productive.' • 

Here, instead of inquiring directly whether agricultural 
labour has become less or more productive in the course r;. 

• pp. ',10. • P. II. 
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history-whether the labour of one man working on an 
average soil will now feed fewer er more persons than in pre
vious ages. West endeavours to settle the question by a de
duction from the ' acknowledged fact that the profits of stock 
are always lower in a rich than in a' poor country. and that 
they gradually faJl as a nation becomes more wealthy.' 1 He 
very hastily assumes that an increase in the productiveness 
of labour necessarily means an increase of profits," and from 
this he infers that the increase in the productiveness of manu
£acturing industry would cause a rise of profits if the pro
ductiveness of agriculture did not decrease. AIl profits do not _ 
rise but fall, he concludes that the productiveness of agri
.cultural industry diminishes more than enough to counter
balance the increase in the productiveness of manufacturing 
industry. The passage in whi~h he recapitulates his pro
positions" is noteworthy as containing probably the earliest 
instance in economic literature of the word' tend • used in its 
more scientific sense.8 West himself italicises it:-

J 'The diviaionoflabomand application of machinery render labour 
more and more productive in manuf ... tures. in the progress of improve
ment; the same causes tmd also to make labom more and more pro
ductive in agricultDl'e in the progress of improvement. But another 
cause, namely. the necessity of having recouree to land inferior to that 
already in tiJlage, or of cultivating the same land more expensively, 
tena. to mike labour in agricultDl'e 1 ... productive in the progrees of 
improvement. And the latter cause more than couuteracia the eJl'ecte 
of machinery and the division of Jahour in agriculture." 

He adds that this conclusion which he has endeavoured 
'to prove theoretically',' is supported by the • commonly ob
served £act' which • appears in almost every page of the 
reports of the com committees: 0 and in • the evidence of prac
tical men," that the ratio of the rent to the gross produce 
has been diminishing in consequence of the introduction of 
more expensive methods of cultivation. 

His object in bringing out his pamphlet in time for the 

I P.I8. • P. 14-
• For thU ......... Whately, Imrotl.!II:Img Locturu 011 Politi<lJl ECMUWltV, 

1831, 3d ed. 1847. pp. 231., 232, ... d J. S. MIl1, lIM4., 011 .. me U...u/<4 
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parliamentary session was to prevent the adoption of what 
he considered an immoderately high protective price in the 
coming com law.' If importation were totnlly abolished, 
he thought the price of whea~ would immediately stand at 
something like 90s., as this was, in his opinion, abou t the 
price at which an amount of corn sufficient for the existing 
population could be grown within the country, and this price 
would gradually rise as population increased, becnuse 'the 
increased produce would be raised at a greater proportionate 
expense.' • And if importation were prohibited whenever the 
home price was less than 80s., the average price would never 
be below 80s. 

, For,' he says, 'it is the competition of the foreigner alone which 
could keep dowlf whoet even to 80 •. ; and when that competition 
were withdrawn, as it must be, as soon as the price fen bolow 80 •. , 
our price would again rise as far as that competition would permit, 
viz. ~ 80s. the quarter.' I 

It is impossible to read West's pamphlet without seeing 
that the form in which the 'law of diminishing returns' was 
subsequently taught, and the phraseology in which it was 
expressed, are far more due to him than is imagined by 
those who only know him as tl>e subject of a civil reference 1 
in Ricllrdo's preface(lBut for securing the' law of diminish., r' 
ing returns' the prominent place which it has occupied in \ 'tI 
English politi~ ,.~nomy, not West but Malthus and Ricardo \ 
are responsiblB:.JL... While West was writing his essay, Malthus 
was engaged upon his Grownds of an opinion on 1M policy 
of'l'estricting the importation of flY/'eign corn, intended as an 
appendia: to • Obae'l'1Jations on the Com Law8,' and also A '/I 
Inqwiry into 1M Natwre and Pf'O{J'I'eB8 of Rent, and 1M pin-

, P. 55. I p. M. 
• P. M. Weet had no doubt that 'th. whol. wealth and comfort of tho 

community ia di.m.inished, the command of each individual over aU the Decq. 

eariea ADd 111X1ll'iea, both domestic and foreign, leuened/ by • the iocreuing 
expeuse of raiaiDg rode prodaGe' (p. 43), and tb.~ coDBequently, in principle. 
free importation is the heat policy'; but h. admitted that there we,.. • mauy 
CODIideratioDl, such .. 'liu"ee, poor-rates, IIDCl the dbtreaa of individual. 
arising from a rapid mifting of capitol from one employment to another. 
which • would dem&llda muoh loDger inquiry.' Taking them &II into IICCOIIDt, 

his pencmol opIDion ... &1 that 700.,01' a\ tho moot 71la., would be • reaacmabl. 
Umil of pri~ for tho importation of wheat Cp. Ill). 
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. cVples by whick it is '1'egUlated. 1 The (Jr1YlJl1lds announced his 
definite adhesion to the protectionist side,' chiefly. or at any 
rate firstly. because the evidence taken by "the com com
mittees showed that protection was necessa.ry to prevent a 
great loss of agricultural capitalS Here he had 11.0 occasion 
to draw attention to the diminishing returns which he had 
noticed in his Ob_tiims. It was. on the contra.ry. rather 
his cue to point out that the quantity of com produced in the 
Unrted Kingdom could be greatly increased without much 
difficulty. After adopting this line. he went so far as to 
suggest that there was even a chance' of a dllpinution in the 
real price of com owing to the extension of those great 
improvements. and that great economy and good manage
ment of labour of which we have such intelligent. accounts 
from Scotland.·· In a note. however, he explains that this 
would only be due to a partial counteraction of a tendency 
towards diminishing returns:-

• By tho real growing price of corn I moan the real quantity of 
labour and capital which has been employed to obtain the laat addi
tions ",hich have been made to tho national prodnce. In every rich 
and improving conntry there is a natural and .trong tendency to a 
eonstently increaoing price of raw prodnce, owing to the necOllity of 
employing, progreooively"land of an inferior quality. But this ten
dency may be partiaJly connteracted by great improvement. in culti
vation and economy of labour." 

For further treatment of the subject he refers his readers 
to the pamphlet on the Nat1ilre and P'1'Og'1'eB8 01 Bent. This 
work contains the substance of some notes on rent- which 
he had collected in the course of his, d.uties at Ha.ileybury. 
and which he had intended eventually to IrPpear II!' part of a 

I Th .. e were published at some tim. between Jan. 13 and Feb. 6, 1816 
( ... Ricardo. Ldtt.n!o MaJthVII, ed. Bon .... pp. 56, 68). Ri .... do·. Essu.r ... 
Ihe I'lli...... of .. Lo.. Pria of Garyo, to be mentioned presently. w .. pub. 
lished alter Feb. 10 (Ricarclo. lAtUr.!o MaJthVII. p. 60) end before Jacob'. 
lAtUr!o Whilbread, whioh ia dated Feb. 25, hod got through the pre .. (Ap· 
peudir, p. 34). Arthur Young (1'"1"''''' _ Ihe Rioe of Prlcu. Pamphleteer •. 
voL 'fl. pp. 187, 188) &pe&ka of Woo". pamphlet .. baving preoodod that of 
Ricardo, and Ricardo himlelf, in the preface to his Principlu, JaYS it wu 
published almOit at the _ moment II Malthuo'. NaI.ure _ Progr'OU 'II 
B"", 

• P.20. • P." • P.2L 
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considerable book.1 He seems to have,been induced to pub
lish the tract at that particular moment by a desire to lessen 
the odium into which high rents were faIling among those who 
wished for cheap bread. This desire, however, though it led 

. hint to insist strongly on the proposition that high rents are 
, one of the most certain proofs of the prosperous condition of 
a country: • did not prevent him from explaining that one of 
the conditions of their rise is ' the comparative scarcity of the 
most fertile land.' I 'Comparing the 'machinery of the land ' 
with the machinery employed in manufactures, he says :-

'The machines which produce corn and raw materials . • • are 
the gifts of nature, not the works of man; and we find, by experi· 
ence, that theee gifts have very different qualities and powers. The 
most fertile Iande of a country, those which, like the beet machinery 
in Illll:nnfactures, yield the greateat products with the least labour and 
capital, are never found sufficient to supply fIle effective demand of an 
increasing population. The prioe of raw produce, therefore, natnrally 
riaeitiIIlnlecomes sufficiently high to pay the cost of raising it with 
inf~ and by a more expensive pro .... ; and as there 
cannot be two prices for com of the same quality, all the other 
machines, the working of which requires less capital compared with 
the prodnce, must yield rents in proportion to their goodn .... 

, Every extenaive country may thus be considered as poesessing " 
gradation of machines for the production of com and raw material., 
including in this gradation not only all the MOUS qualities of poor 
land, of which every large territory has generally an abundance, but 
the inferior machinery which may be said to be employed when good 
land is forther and further foreed for additional produce. As the prioe 
of raw produoe continues to risa, thoee inferior machines are sucees
sively called into action; and as the prioe of raw produoe 600tinues to 
fall, they are euccessiyely thrown out of action." 

v'So 'the high price' ofraw produce which enables it to 
yield a large rent in rich and prosperous countries is due to 
the diminution of returns:-

• I have no hesitation in stating that independently of irregulari
ties in the currency of " coootry, and other temporary and accidental 
cireuntstan .... the cause of the high comparative money prioe of com 
is ita high comparative real prioe, or the greater quantity of capital 

J See the • advertisement' or preface. 

• P. S. 
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and labour which must be employed to produce it; and that the 
roosou why the real price of com is higher and coutinually rising in 
Countries which are aheedy rich and still achaueing in prosperity and 
population is to be found in tha uecessity of resorting co~z.!? 
poorer land to iD&Cbines will'" 'iequUB&grii8ter expciBclitUie 10 work 
thei;;::::;;iid which consequently occasion each fresh addition to the I;8W 

produce of the COIUltIy to be purchased at .. greater cost,-in ohort, it.. 
is 10 ,be found in tha important truth that com, in a progruBi .. 
cmmt'7l, is sold at the price n.........y to yield the actaal supply; 
and that as this supply becomes more and' more difficult, the price 
rises in proportion.' 1 

"Improved methods or cultivation may retard for a time, 
but cannot permanently hold in ,check, the diminution of 
returns:-

• With regard 10 improvementa in agricnitw:e which in similar 
soils is ["'J the great cause whichretarde the advance of price com
pared with the advance of produce, although they are sometimes very 
powerful, they are rarely found Bu1Iicient 10 balance the necesaity of 
applying to poorer land or inf.rior machines. In this respect, raw 
produce is esaentially different from Ql8Dufaetarea • 

• The real price of manufactures, the quantity of labour and capital 
nec""""'Y to prodnce a giv.n quan~ity of th.m, is almOBt conBtantly 
diminishing; while the quantity of labour and capital n ..... ary to 
l'rocnre the Iaat addition that has been mad. to the raw produce of a 
rich and advancing conntry is aImOBt coustantly increaaing. We_, 
in conaequ.nce, that ill &pite of continued improvementa in agricni
ture the mon.y price of com is tJateri8 fHJri/nu the highest in the 
richest conntries, while in &pite of this high price of com, and couse
qu.nt high price of labour, the money price of manufacturea still 
continues low.r than in poorer conntriea' I 

../ When Malthus's pamphlets reached Ricarao, instead of 
making him 'a protectionist, they convinced him, he says, 
r of the policy of leaving the importation of corn unrestricted 
by law,'" 

( This statement, however, is only to be understood as an, 
ironical, though quite good-humoured, compliment to an 
opponen9 I,There is no reason to doubt that Ricardo had 

I Pp. 40, 41. • P. 46. 
• E_,IOItth.lnjluena qfa Low P ..... qfO...,., IntrodUctioD I ill WorM, 

p. 369. 
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always- been a convinced free-trader.) For a long time he 
had been endeavouring in conversation and corresponden,ce 
to persuade Malthus that restrictions on the importation of 
corn tend to lower the rate of interest. Of one of his efforts 
in this direction he wrote on 26th June 1814:-

. i This is a repetition, you will say, of the old story, and I migbt 
bave spared you the trouble of reading at 200 miles distance what I 

- had so often stated to you 118 my opinion before; but yon have Bet 
me 011; and must now abiqe the consequences. I never WII8 more 
convinced of any proposition in political economy than thJlLr.estti,c- V 
tionB on iml'()rtation of com in an importing COD.!1t.!:L.have_ a !en<iency 
toTOwer prOfitB/'-----:- ,.--------- - -

He probably began with the simple belief, common enough 
among the commercial class of his time, that restrictions on 
importation raised the price of food, that the price of food 
regulated the wages of labour, and that cheap labour was 
necessary for high profits.' From this p<lint he seems to 
have been gradually advancing. On 30th August 1814, 
he remarked that the report of the Lords' Committee 
• discloses some_ important facts.'· \ On October 23, he began 
to connect profits directly with the causes of high or low 
price of food, as well as indirectly through the medium of 

:the cost of labour:-

• A riae in the price of raw procluce may be occasioned by & gradual 
accumnlation of capital, which, by creating new demands for labonr, 
may give a stimulus to population and consequently promote tho 
cultivation or improvement of inferior lands; but this will Dot Clouse 
profits to riae but to fall, because Dot ouly will the rate of wages riae, 
but more labourers will be employed without a proportiouai retnm 
of raw procloce. The whole value of the wageiiiaid will be greater 
cOlilli&red with the whole value of tho raw procluce obtained." 

On December 18, he expressed the same theory in more 
emphatic terms:-

( • AceiunnlatiOD of capital has a tendency to lower profit. Why , 
Because every &CC1lIIIlI1ation is attended with increaaed difficulty in 
obtaining food, uulesa it is accompanied with improvemenbl in 

• r..u.r.1o Ma1llnu, ocL Bo ..... , p. 36. 
• 8 .. the whole of the letter jut quotocL 
• L-. 10 MalIA"" p. 42. • lbid., pp. 47, 4& 
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agrlculture; in which case it has no ten~eney I to diminish profits. 
H there wore no increased difficulty, profits would never fall, because 
there are no other limits to the profitable production of manufactures 
but the rise of wages. H with eve.,. accnmnlation of capital we 
could tack & piece of fresh fertile land to our island, profits would 
Dever faIL' I 

When ne rea.d Malthus's Natwre aM Progre88 oj Rent, the 
whole subject seemed to become clea.rer to him, and in the ' 
course of & few weeks· he wrote and published .An E88ay on. 
tM Infl'IU/tI;U oj II ];ow Price oj OOf"Tl, on the Profits oj Stock, 
slwwi,ng tM i.~ 0/ restrictWns on innportation: 
witk r8'T1WlT'ks on. Mr. MaJ,tk'Ulis two last publicatWns, ·.An 
i1ltj'Uliiry into tM natWl'B a1Id Pf'OfJ'l'eB8 oj rent' a1Id • The 
g'I'O'UIIlds oj an opinion. on tM policy oj restricting the 
innportation oj joreign COf"TI,: in which. by way of proving his 
contention that restrictions would tend to. lower the rate of 
profit./he enunciated a complete theory of the changes which 
take p'iace in the distribution of the whole produce between 
rent, profit, and wages, 88.a country progresses in wealth 
and population\ t This theory was based on the very prG
positions already put forwa.rd in West's pamphlet" namely, 
(1) that increasing density of population tends to force 
recourse to inferior land and more expensive methods 
of cultivation, and thus to diminish the productiveness of· 
agricultural industry; (2) that it would always actua.lIy force 
recourse to poorer laild and more expensive cultivation, and 
thus actua.lIy diminish the productiveness of agricultural 
industry if there were no improvements in agriculture; and 
(3) that, as a general rule, or in the long run, in spite of the 
improvements which take pla.Ce'iilijfrlciilliire, it does actua.lIy 
force recourse to poorer land and more expensive cultivation, 
and thus actua.lIy diminish the productiveness of agricultural 
industryl In order to prove Ricwo's practica.I proposition 
that restrictions would diminish profits, the third pa.rt of the 
theory was unnecessary, since there was no reason to suppose 
that fewer improvements in agriculture or labour-saving 

• Evidently Ricardo UIOB tho word t..ndency In ito popular .. nae. 
I LetU:n kI'J(allAUI, P. 62. • See above, p. 161, DOte. 

• When he wrote his Low P ...... Ricardo bad not ..... West'. pamphle' 
(L.u.n 10 Moll'"", p. 83). 
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devices would be invented if com was cheap than if it was 
dear. so that if anyone had said that improvements would 
not only temporarily but permanently prevent a fall in the 
productiveness of agriculture. Ricardo could have retorted: 
That may be so. but if there were no restrictions the same 
improvements would have been made. and would have caused 
a rise in the productiveness of agriculture instead' of only 
preventing a fall. )(But there _.is, nodoubt :whatever that 
Ricardo. like W es( all(L~flLlthus.J)eliev~ tha~ .the return,s_to 
agricUltural ,industry _do actually diminish in the COUl'lle of 
~iStO!.Y.fu_spt~_QLall imprOVlllI)en!;S)1 He says :-

• The causes which render the acquisition of an additional quantity 
of corn more difficult are. in progressive countries, in constant operation. 
whilst marked improvements in agriculture or in the implements of, 
nusbandry are of less frequent occurrence. If these opposita causes 
acted with equal effect, corn would be subject only to accidental 
variation of price arising from bad seasons, from greater or less real 
wages of labour, or from an alteration in the value of the precious 
metals, proceeding from their abundance or IICBl'city.' 1 

I Obviously this implies that improvements in agriculture 
do not actually in the long run prevent the difficulty of pro
ducing com from increasing. thongh they prevent it from 
increasing as fast. as it would do in their absence. 
Malthus and Ricardo had long arguments in private as to

l 

the theory of profits advanced in the EIJ8aY 1m tM Inft'l/.e'TWe 
of a Low Price of Corn." but the discussion does not seem to 
have led either of them to modify their opinion that the 
diminution of returns is a general rule liable only to tem
porary exceptions. Ricardo in his Principles constantly 
implies that it is so,o, and says explicitly •• With every increase 
of capital and population, food will generally rise. on account 
of its being more difficult to produce.' , Malthus in his 
Pol1.tWal ECO'TUYTny does indeed complain that Ricardo had 

• never laid any.,. ... upon the inOuence of permanent improv ... 
menta in agriculture on the profita of otock, although it is one of the 

I W ... .b. eel. H'CulIocb. P. m. DotAl. • LtUmJ to MaltA ... _Un. 
• By making the diminution of _ the only ....... of &he permaa ... ' 

faJI of profit&. See eapeciaJl7 lot eel. pp. 91. 142. 228. 228; 3d eel. In W ... .b, 
pp. 60. 70, 10:1. • ad eel. In W ... .b, P. lUI. 
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moat important <lOnsidemtioDB in the whole camp... of political 
economy, as such improvements' unquestionably open the lar~t
IIr ..... for the employment of capital without a diminution of profits.' 1 

But he doeS not seem to think that even in the most 
favourable circumstances such improvements could prevent 
ret1u'n!l from diminishing for more than a limited, though 
possibly long period, such 88 'hundreds of years: I and in 
another place he says outright' 

'The cost of producing com ~ !sbour continually inCl'88.8llS from 
mevitable physical causes, while the coat of producing manufactures 
and articles of commerce sometimes diminishes, sometimes remains 
stationary, al)d at all events increases much slower than the cost of 
producing com and !sbour.' I 

By 1822, however, Ricardo seems to have been rather 
more inclined to leave the question open. In his pamphlet 
On Protection to .A(fI"i.cul,twre, he says :-

'In the progress of society there are two opposite causes operating 
on the valoe of com; one, the increase of popolstion and the nec ... ity 
of cnltivating, at an increased charge, land of an inferior quality, 
which always occasionS a riae in the valne of com; the other, improve
ments in agricnltnre or the discovery of new and abnudant foreign 
markets, which always tend to lower the valne. Sometimes one pre
dominates, sometiines the other, an!! the valo. of corn riles or falls 
accordingly." . 

Yet when Attwood made a long "attack upon his theory 
in the House of Commons, and insisted that the retnrBS to 
agricultural industry do not diminish but increase with the 
actual historical progress of society, Ricardo did not admit 
the fact ana explain, as many of his followers would have 
done at a later period, that it was not incompatible with a 
• tendency' to diminishing ret~.· 

Shortly after the publication of Ricardo's Essay 011. the 
bi.jl'lUnce 0/ a LfYW Price 0/ 00'1"1/" Torrens brought out.An 
E88ay on the Extemal 00'1"1/, TTade i containfmg an inq'UVry 
into the genercil principle8 0/ that impOTtant branch o/flrajJic i 

• Politi<a/ &<""""'11, !at~. p. 331. • P.332. 
• P. 300, cp. pp. 166 note, 313, 370. • Workl, p. ''is. 
• Ha,fl8ord, vol. vii, p. 392 1'., May 7, 1822. 
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an ea:al/nitnatWn of the ea;ceptions to which these principles 
are lio.ble j and a comparative etatement of the effects which. 
restrictions tm importation. anul free intercowr811 are cal
culated to prodtuJ6 'lqJon BUbBistence, agricult'Uh'e, 1XI'TT1ITM1'C6, 

and revenue. ' This work, which, though 88 longwinded 88 its 
title, quite deserves the praise awarded to it by Ricardo,' 
affords another example of the way in which circumstances 
had impressed the idea. of· diminishing retur,)8 upon the 
minds of the econom.ists of the. time. For Torrens .!I!1sj), 
writing before he had seen Malthus's GrO'UlfldtJ.oJ an Opinion. 
and Natwre and P.rogress of Rent, or West's Application. of 
Capital, or Ricardo's Infl1UmCe of a Low PriC6 of Oorn,' 
opposed restriction of imports on the ground. that it must 
cause a diminution of returns by forcing the cultivation of 
·~ferior land!- -' . .--

• Every restriction,' he says, 'on the import trade in com 'which 
forces into cultivation land of inferior quality, not only deprives the 
particnlar portions of labour and capital thns turned npon the BOil of 
their most beneficial emploYment, but, by increasing the natural price 
of com, lowers universsl1y the productive powers of labour and capital, 
and gives a general check to the proeperity of the country!. 

§ 5.iater histmy of the theory that l'MreasVng Density of 
, .P.opulation. is conmected with DiminisMng .Ret1lll'1l8 

to industry • 

. ~ The later history of the BIlbject has to do mainly with the 
gradual BIlbstitution of a paeudo-ecientific law of a 'tendency' 
to diminishing returns for the rough general rule of diminish
ing returns rashly deduced from experience during the 
great war. 

In the EBBaY on the Corn Trade, Torrens had eca.rcely 
committed himaelf to the theory that the diminution of 
returns is a general rule, but in his later work, the EBBaY on 

1 'Among the man .ble of the publications on the impolicy of restrictiDg 
the impurtatiou of OOlD mey be cIaeeed Major Tommo'. Ii_V" IIIe lhtrMJl 
C.". 7Nci<. Hio _onto appear 10 me 10 be IIDIIIIWend, and .. be ..... 
.".werabl .. '-Ricardo, 11' ....... I'- 164, nole. 

I ~ .. 1IIe ConI Tratk, 3d ed., 1&''9, Pretace, p. ill. 
I Ibid., lit ed. PI'- 73, 74.. 
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ths Prod'UCtion. 01 Wealth l (1821), he teaches it without 
hesitation.' ( James Mill again and again spea.ks of an actual 
diminution of returns as if it were not only a general rule, 
but an invariable rule, except in cases where colonists from 
civilised· countries 'have the power of cultivating without 
limit the most productive species of land.'· To inventions 
and discoveries he gives no attention.J 
v M'Culloch states th~ general rule in his usual clear and 

emphatic tone. In the earlier periods of a nation's progress, 
he tells us, 'when population is comparatively limited, it 
being only necessary to cultivate the best lands, industry is 
comparatively productive." 

• In manufactures the wOl8t macbinely is first set in motion, and 
every dey ita powers are improved by· DeW inventione; and it is 
rendered capable of yielding .. greater amount of produce with the 
II8ID8 e:q>81l16. • • • . 

.../ • In agriculture, on the contrary, the beat machines, that is, the 
bm 1OiU, are first brought under cultivation, and recourse is afterwards 
bad to ioferior soils, requiring a greater expenditure of capital and 
labour to produce the-s&me ·supplies. The improvementa in the con
struction of farmiog implementa and meliorations in agricultural 
management, which OCCBBional1y occur in the progrees of society, 
really reduce the price of raw produce, B1Jd, by making leBB capital 
yield the l&IIle suppli .. , have .. tendency to reduce rent. But the 
fall of price, which is -permanent in manufactures, is only temp......., 
;.. agri<vlI ...... ' I . 

• From the operation of fixed and permanent causes, the increasing 
sterility of the soil must, in the long rwr, overmatch the increasing 
power of machinery an!i the improvementa of agricnlture.'· _ 

-J The belief that the increase of population, in spite of all 
improvements, in the long run necessitates the employment 
of a larger and ever larger proportion of the labour of the 
world in the production of the prime necessaries of life, 
practically implies that as population increases, mankind 
become poorer and poorer, Unless the diminishing productive-

• WiIA .... appeJItlio:i. wAiclllM priJscipIu qfjlOliIi<4l_,I .... "P2'Ii<d 
~ 1M ad1MJI ci ............... qfllsu......".,. 

I Pp. 116 Jf., 1" It, far t.oo long-windeel '" quote.. 
I Etem.Ru, 8Ip. ht eel. P. 41; 3d eel. p_ 611. See the oecti .... 011 reut, 

.ag ... ODd pro61o, -'... • 1'nocipl ... 1825, p. 2Ol!. 
• JbUl., pp. ~7, ~& • Ibid., po 383. 
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ness of the labour of the agriculturists is overbalanced by the 
incre8$ing productiveness of the labour of the remainder of 
the community, which is unlikely to be the C8$e, since the 
remainder of the community must be a diminishing pro
portion of the whole. 

At wt, in two lectures delivered at Oxford in 1828, §Ur 
ventured to protest against this gloomy view. Population, 
~e . 8$se!t.eA~:o~-:-not.· aetuaIly'mcre-ase-:-Witli. such h~ 
~idity:-
.~,' he said, • of 8 redundwit.IlllPJlIatign, or to speak more 

intelligibly, '!L!_l1opu)a.tion _ WO .J~umero!J' to ..l>e-&dequateIJJnd 
regularly supplied. wi~2'ecessari.,. ... i! likel.L~ dinrinisIUn .. thAl'!G
![ess of improvement. • • • 

• But I must admit that this is not the received opinion. The 
popular doctrine certainly is that population has 8 tendency to increase 
beyond the means of subsistence, or in other words, that whatever be 
the existing means of subsistence, population has a tendency fully to 
come up with them, and even to stroggle to pass beyond them, and 
is kept back principally by the vice and misery which that stroggle 
occasions. I 'admit that population has the power (considered 
abstractedly) so to increase, and I admit that nnder the inllnence of nn
wise institutions that power may be exercised, and the amonnt of snb
sistence bear t 8IIlaller proportion than before to the nnrober of poople, 
and that vice and misery, more or leas intense and diffused, according 
to the circumstances of each case, mnst be the result. What I deny . 
is, that nnder wise institutions there is any tnukncy to this state of 
things. I believe the tendency to be jnst. the reve .... ' 1 

He sent the lect111'8§ to Malthus, and politely' invited him 
1 2Vo L"" ..... ... PqpulaeiMI ddWertd inl"'"" ,100 Univeroilg 01 Oz/ord in 

Haskr ....... 1828, to .. AieJo is addtd II ~ bd....,. ,100 CIVlMr and 
lit< Reo, '1', R, MtJll.hlU, 1828, pp. 85, as. 

• Mr. lIoDar (Mal.hw _ his Work, pp. 3, 4) .. Y" that Senior 'ooofeooed 
with penitence that he bad mated more to his ..... than to his ~. for & 

knowledge of Malthuaian doctrine, and bad written a learned criticitm 
D.~ of the. opinion of Mr. Malthu, but of that which ., the multitudee who 
bave follo~ and tbe few who have endeavoured to oppoae" Mr. Maltlma, 
have aasumed to be hie opinion.' U Jdalthu'. opinion ".. really diffenm' 
from what tha multitud. who followed him and the few who oppoaed him 
imOj!ined it to be, it is di1Iicult to ... why Senior .howd heve beeD peniten' 
for hariDgoriticiBed much t.he IDOI't important of the two opiDiODL Bat, .. 
Senior very well knew, Malthu'l opinion wu not; diff'erent from that: which 
his lollowers ucrihed to him. SeDior'. apology for having attributed to him 
the opinion of hie foll.owerw which, .. be .Y" ia incontinent with • paaage 
in the &mg ... Popv/<UiorI, ia m .... ly a polite methed of lllkiog Malth ... 
to explain hit own iDCOD.IilteDq. 
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to assent to ihis-new doctrine. lIalthus dec1ined. As to 
the past, he said, • when you state as a fact, that food M.s 
generally increased faster than population, I am unable to 
go along with yoo.'l As to the future, he said it was obvious 
that some retardation of the growth of population is 
inevitable, and he questioned whether· we are entitled from 
past experience to· expect that this will take place without 
some diminution of com wages and some increased difficulty, 
of maintaining a fimlily.' • But he showed some desire to 
esc&po from tlIe exact question at issue >-

• The main paR of the question with 'me,' he wmIIe, • re\atea to 
the """"" of the oontinned poverty BDd misery of the labouring cIaases 
of mely in all old slates. Thia amely eannot be attributed to the 
teDdeoey of food to in ........ faster than populatiou. Ii may be to 
the tendency of population to increase faster than food.'· 

And Senior was perhaps justified in declaring that tlIe 
controversy had ended in agreement.. 

This discussion, witlI its absurd metaphors about· popula
tion pressing against food," and being • ready to start ofI," was 
a complete anachronism in leaving the question of diminish
ing returns and going back to tlIe old vague comparisons of 
tlIe increase of populstion and the increase of food. (The first 
writer of eminenCe who definitely attacked the belief that 
tlIe returns to ~cultural industry have generally diminished, , 
and continue to diminish, in consequence' of tlIe increase of 
population, was Dr. Chalmeml 

[One of tlIe most plausible reasOns for believing in tlIe 
general rule of diminishing returns is the argument that tlIe 
very fact that cultivation is extended to land inferior in point 
of situation or fertility to that already in use, shows that tlIe 
productiveness of agricultural industry has declined. Labour 
on tlIe new land, it is said, is of course less productive tlIan 
labour on tlIe old, and tlIerefore tlIe returns to tlIe least pro- . 
ductive agricultural industry mtlSt have diminishedJ Ricardo 
himself argued tlIus. • The lands,' he says, • whiilh are now 
taken into cu.tivation are much inferior to tlIe lands in 
cultivation tlIree centuries ago, and tlIerefore the difficulty of 

I Coneopon"- ill Salior, Lecc.. .. Poporlaliooo, po 68. 
• 1bi;L, P. 70. • lind., P. '/2. • lIrid., P. 78. • Ibid., Po 8L -
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production is increased.' 1 (But this is a fallacy. Labour on 
the new land is not so productive now as labour on the old 
land is now, but before a decline in the productiveness of 
industry or diminution of returns can be proved, it must be 
shown that' labour on the new la.nd is less productive than 
labour on the old la.nd, was at an antecedent period) Malthus 
had seen this and pointed it out in the later editions of his 
Essay,' and West also had explained it in his pamphlet on 
the Price of C<YI"T/, and Wages of Labrnvr" (1826), but as 
Malthus looked on the case as a merely temporary pheno

. menon, and West thought it had not actually occurred, it 
was reserved for Dr. Chalmers to promulgate the more cheer
ful theory. He did so in his usual turgid style. At the very 
beginning of his Political E=y in c/J'Mlell)ion with the 
moral state and moral prospects of society (l832),after remark
ing that a commanding position' has been recently gained in 
Political Economy,' in respect especially of 'that deEartment 
where the theory of wealth comes into contact with the 
theory of population, and where the two, therefore, might be 
examined in connexion,' he proceeds:-

'The doctrine or discovery to which we refer, is that promulgated 
some years ago, and both [lie] at the same time by Sir Edward West 
and Mr. Malthus. It respecta the land last entered upon for the pnr
pose of cultivation, and [lie] which yields DO rent •••. The imagina
tion is that the land of greatest fertility was first occupied. ••• After 
all the first rate land had been occupied, an increasing population 
Bowed over, aa it were, on the second rate land, which, in virtue of 
its inferior quality, yielded a ecantier return for the aame labour •••• 
In filling up this ,sketch or hiltoire raUonfIU of the conjnnet pr0ceB8 
of culture and population, economists have given in to certain con· 
ceptioDB which require to be modified. They eometimes describe the 
proeesa aa if at each snccessive descent to an inferior soil the comfort 
and circumstanees of the human race underwent deterioration. • • • 
Agreeably to this imngiostion, even economists and calculators have 
by e reverse process found their way to a golden age at the outset of 
the world-whan men reposed in the lap of abundance; end with no 
otber fatigne thaD that of a slight and superficial operation on a soil 

1 Prineiplu, lo~ ed. PP- 289, 290; "" ... 1:1, p. 130: The otaHm811t, 1& may 
be as well to .y, ill in • subordinate claaae, begirming with f although.' l1i 
ia treated .. U i~ were a matter of common knowledge. 

• 6th ed., 1817, vol ii pp. 436, 436; 8th ed. p. 340. • Pp. 46, ... 
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of lim rate quality, richly'partook in the bounti .. of oatme. •• TAt 
each DeW stretch of cultivation, " more ungrateful soil baa ~ 
encountered, on which it is though' thet men .... more ·strenuously 
worked BDd more """"tily subsisted than before: till, .", the extreme 
limit of this progression, " life of utmoet toil BDd utmost penury is 
looked to 88 the inevitable doom that "waite the working c:Iasseo of 

'ty ~ 

~ N~..:? generally speaking, this is not accordant with historical 
truth." 

Ci'he working classes, he points Out, have not, as a matter 
of fact, throughout the various countries of the world under, 
gone a perpetual deterioration in material welfargj • We 
should rather say that there had been a general march and 
elevation in the style of their enjoyments. ... rMen; he says, 
• hjl.ve been at a loss to reconcile the d~ of labourers 
among the inferior soils with . the undoubted rise which has 
taken place in their cireumstances or in the average standard 
of their comfort." [!he matter can, however, easily be 
e~lainoo, -

• for 88 the fresh soils that had to be successively entered on 
became more in_ble, the asme amount of Iebour, by the inter
vention of tools and instruments of husbandry, may have become 
greatly mom effective. The same labour which, by a direct manual 
operation, could raiae" given quantity of subsisten .. from soil of the 
first quality, might with our present implements of agricultum""'l88 
.. much from aoil of the \est quality that baa been enured 08.' ~ 

C Chalmers's demonstration of the fact that the extension of 
cultivation does not neceSsarily imply an actual decrease in 
the productiveness of agricultural industry, and his state
ment that, speaking generally, a deterioration of the labourer's 
condition is not an historical fact, seem to have excited no 
attention.) In 1833, Mountifort Longfield, lecturing at Dublin, 
could still, after considering the effeot of improvements, say 
with truth_ 

• On the whole, however, it is generally supposed that the march 
of population is mom csrtain and cooatant than that of improvement, 
and moat outstrip it in the long run, and themfom that there must 

1 Chap. i. II 2-8. • Chap. i.1 • Chap. i. 17. 
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be a constant tendency to decrease in the 'productive powers of 
agricnltural labour! 1 

~pmtes.L1vhich_w.lldtitseJf heard came from the 
other side of the Atlantic. Patriotic Americans in the first 
half of the nineteenth century were not likely to accept 
without demur the generalisations made in England during 
the great war. H. C. ~, the first part of whose Political 
EcO'lUYfny was published at Philadelphia in 1837 and the 
third in 1840, offered a vigorous opposition to the gloomy 
Maltho-Ricardiall theory. (Over-population, he admitted, was 
possible at some future period, but so far, he said, experience 
showed increases of population to be always favourable to the 
productiveness of industry. The wars and pestilences and 
other positi:ve checks to the growth of population to which 
Malthus had ascribed a certain beneficence were regarded by 
Carey as wholly evil I He went too far in his belief in the 
advantages of a large and growing population, but he was 
right in denying flatly that the' returns to agricultural in
dustry have diminished in the past.t Quoting James Mill's 
statement that 'if capital had increased faster than popula
tion' 'wages must have risen: he retorts, 'Wages have 
risen.' IJ 'Any given quantity of labour: he says, 'will now 
command a much larger quantity of food than at any former 
time, and the tendency is to a constant increase' :-

, It is entirely impossible to read any book treating of the people 
of England of past times, without being struck with the extraordinary 
improvement of the meana of living-with the increased facility of 
obtaining food, clothing, and shelter, and with the improved qnality 
of all-enabling the common Iabonrer now to indulge in numerona 
luxuries that in former tim .. were unknown to people who might be 
c;leemed wealthy! 6-

To illustTa.te the actual increase of the productiveness 01 
agricultural industry, he quotes statistics taken from Eden's 
HisWry of the POO'1', voL i pp. 45-48:-

'In 1389, in eecurlng the crop of com from two hnndred acres, 

1 Ltt:tvrta OIl Polili<al EcOMmlf, 1834, P. 181. 
S PoIili<t>1 Ectnwm,l. pic. iii p. 91 • 
• Ibid., pt. iii. pp. 69, 70; J.mea MiD. Eitmenu, let; ed. P. 29; 3.1 ed. 

p. 4li.. • PoIili<al __ II, p'- ill. p. 70. 
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there wore employed 250 reapera and thatchers on one day Rnd 200 
on another. On another day in the same year 212 were hired for one 
day to cut and tie up 13 acres of wheat and one aere of oate. At that 
time 12 bueheJs to an acre were considered an average crop, so, that 
212 peraons were employed to harvest 168 buehels of gmin, an 
operation which could be accomplished with. ease in our time by 
haIf-a-dozeu persons.' I, 

[J. S. Mill's teaching as to the relation between increase of 
population and the productiveness of agricultural industry is 
by no means consistent:l He lived into more prosperous times, 
but he was never able to shake off completely the effects of 
the gloomy theories of the second decade of the century 
with which his father had indoctrinated hint. 

He b~lieved,' thegePerlllJaw of, dlwinisbing-retum,£rom 
land" ~o be _of im~~l~£irtancl!. 8 and devoted a good 
diiiiIOf space to its exposition in the chapter of his P~le8 
which he headed' Of the Law of the Increase of Production 
from Land.' • He begins by saying that it is evident that the ' 
quantity of produce capable of being raised on any given 
piece of land is not indefinite. Had he proceeded to say that 
it is evident that tne quantity of produce which can be 
raised at any given time from any given piece of land con
sistently with the .~tta.inment of the highest productiveness 
of industry possible at that time is also not indefinjte, it 
is probable that 'the law of dinlinishing returns' would 
have soon ceased to be' a' familiar term in economic text
books. But he was not able to get rid of the pseudo-, 
historical characteristics of the ' law' as taught by, his 
predecessors. After a few remarks on the importance of 
the subject &!ld the error of believing that its consideration 
may be postponed to a remote future, he states the law 
thus:-

'After a CBl'tIili., and not very advanced, stage in the progress of 

, Political ECOIIOf1I7/, pt. i, P. 68 .. 
, Prindplts, Bk. L ch. ,xiL I 2, 1st ed. vol. L p. 216; Peopls's ed. p. 

III b. 
I Ibid., let ed. voL i. p. 212; People's ad. p. 109 b. f ThiB general law of 

agricultural industry fa the moat important proposition in political economy. 
Were the law different, nearly .U the phenomena. of 'the production and die. 
h'ibntioD of wealth would be other than they are.' 

• 1l~.1, 9h, ~ii. 
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agriculture; as soon, in fact, as men hav~ applied themselves to culti
vation with any energy, and have brought to it any tolerable tools l 
from that time it is the law of production from the land that in a given 
state of agricultnral skill and knowledge, by increasing the labour the 
produce is not increased in an eqnal degree; doubling the labour does 
not double the produce; 01, to express the same thing in other words, 
every increase of produce is obtained by a more than proportional 
increase in the application of labour to the land. 'I 

, In any given state of agricultural skill and knowledge 
is really exactly the same.as 'at anyone time,' since agricul· 
tural skill and know ledge, like all other skill and knowledge, 
are never stationary. Taking it in this sense, Mill's law would 
be a real law if it were not for the necessary proviso that it 
is only true when a certain stage in the progress of agri
culture has been reached, so that there is a period when, to 

, use a common phrase, it 'has not yet come into operation.' 
.This deprives it of that universality which characterises a 
real law. The law of gravitation, for instance, is always 
trueBlld always' in operation '; it does not 'begin to operate' 
only when the stalk of the apple gives way. .... 

Not content with postponing the enforcement of his law 
to a somewhat vaguely fried date, Mill proceeds to 'limit' 
it:-

'The principle,' he says, • which has now been stated m1l8t be 
received, no doubt, -with eertain explanations and limitatiOllll. Even 
after the lalld is so highly eultivated that the mere application of addi. 
tionallabour, or of an additional amount of ordinary dressing, would 
yield no return proportioned to the expense, it may Btill happen that 
the application of a much greater additional labour and capital to 
improving the Boil itself, by draining or permanent manures, would be 
88 liberally remunerated by the produee as any portion of the labour 
and capital already employed." 

In a case like this, he says, ' the general law of diminishing 
return from land would have undergone,' to a certain extent, 
• a temporary supersession.' When population had sufficiently 
increased, • the general law would resume its course, and the 

• 111 ed. voL L p. 212; Bk. L ch. xii. 12. The worela &om ' .. IOOD' 10 
~from that time I were Ilftenra.rdI omitted; People'a eel. p. 109. 

- • Bk. Lob. m.1 2, lot cd. voL L P. 216; People'. cd. p. 111 .. 
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further augmentation would be obtained at a ,more than 
proportionate expense of labour and capital· 

But even this is not ill Even when the law has once 
coJlle into operation. and while it is, not undergoing a tem
porary supersession, ·there is an • agency' • in habitual anta
gonism' which is • capable for a time of making.pead· 
against it, and this IS' no other than the progress of civilisa.
tion: which is explained to mean much what previous writers . 
had called' improvements' :- ' 

• That the produce of laud increases, cmt ..... paribus, in a diminish
ing ratio to the increase in the labo1!r employed is, as we have said 

. (~owing for occasional and temporary exceptions). the uuiversallaw ' 
of agriculttual induetry. Thie principle, however. has beeu denied, 
and experience confidently appealed to in proof that the returns from 
land are not 1 ... but greater, in an advanced, than in an 08r1y, stage of 
cultivation-when much capital, than when little, ie applied to agricul
ture. So much 80, indeed, that (it ie affirmed) the worst land now in. 
cultivation produ... as much food per acre, and even as much to a 
given amount of labour, as our ancestors contrived to extract from the ' 
richest soils in England. 

• It ie very possible that thie may be true; and even if not true 
to the letter, to a groat extent it certainly ie so. UnquestiPnably a 
much smaller proportion of the population ie now occupied in pro
ducfug food for the whole, than in the early tim .. of our hietory. 
This, however, does not prove that the law of which we have been 
speaking does not exiet, but ouly that there is some antagonizing 
principle at work capable for a time of making head against the law. 
Such an agency there ie in habitual antagoniem to the law of 
diminishing return from 1and; • • • It ie no other than the prog ..... 
of civilisation.' 1 

If we knew nothing of the previous history of the question 
we should be at a loss to conceive why :Mill should be at the 
trouble of developing a law which 

." (1) does not come into operation at a very early date in 
the history of society; 

v (2) is lisble to temporary supersessions; and 
v (3) has been made head against by an antagonizing prin. 

ciple, namely, the progress of civilisation, throughout 
the whole known history of Engla.ild. 

• 1st ed. Bk. L oh.·:rlI. § 3, vol i. p. 217. SU'perseded by. dio0U88ioo of 
Care)". view. iD later edition., People's ed. pp. 11l~1l3. 

11 
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If the returns to agricultural industry do not diminish 
either before or after history begins, why construct a law 
of 'diminishing returne: why treat the whole period over 
which the history of England extends as 'a time'1 The 
explanation is, of course, that when Mill expounded the law 
there were 'two antagonizing principles' at work in his mind, 
on the one hand,his early impressions derived from economists 
who believed that returns do, as a general rule, diminish; and, 
on the other hand, a recognition of the fact that as a general 
rule they increase, In one place he tells us that' in Europe 
five hundred yeari! ago, though so thinly peopled in com
parison to 'the present population, it is probable that the 
worst land under the plough was, from the rude state of 
agriculture, quite as unproductive as the worst land now 
cultivated; 'I in another he says that-

'In II society which is advancing in wealth, populetion generally 
inere.... f .. tor than agricultoral skill, and food ooneequently tends 
to become more ooetly; but there ere tim .. when " strong impulse 
.ets in towards agricultural improvement. Such an impulse h88 
shown itself in areat Britain during the last fifteen or twenty 
yeam.'1 

Perusal of Carey's Pri'llCiple8 of Social Science did not 
clarify his ideas. • Referring to G!U'ey's theory that cultivation 
begins :with, the most infertile and proceeds gradually to the 
"f!1()s~ f~~~Jands, h!l says:- ' , 

• As far .. word. go, lli. Carey h88 a good case against _era! 

I Book IV. chap. tiL § 3, In eeL voL ii. p. Zl7; Peopl.'. ed. p. 438 ... 
I Book IV. chap. ii. § 3, lit eel. voL it pp. 254, 255_ With' twenty or 

five.and-twenty· IIIlbatituteci for C fifteen or twenty'; Peop1e'. eeL p. 426 6.. 
Cp. the following dubio"" po.uage from Book I. chap. xiii 12, In eeL voL L 
pp. 229, 230; Peopl.·. eeL p. lilt :-' In Englaud durillg • lone Interval 
preceding tho French Revolutl.. population In~eued slowly; but tha 
progt'OOll of improTement, .t 1_ ill agriculture, would ...... 10 have beau 
.till alower ..•• Whether during the eam8 period improvemenbl In Dl&IlU

facturee, or d.iminiabed coal of imported commodities, made amend. for the 
diminished productiveneal of labour on the land -ill UDcertain. Bat ever 
mnos the great mechanical iDventiou of 'Yat" Arkwright, and their 008 .. 

temporaries, tho retmu to labour baa probably iDcreaoed as faat .. tho popu. 
lation; ud "ould hay. out.tripped it, if tbat very augmentation of returo 
had Dot ..ued forth aD additioDai portion of the iDher .. , po".r of multipli. 
GLtiOD in the human 1pOCiea.' 
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of the higheBl authorities in Political economy, who c:ertainly did 
entmciate in too univeniaJ. a IIllIIID81' the law which they laid down, 
not remarking that it is not true of the first cultivation in a newly 
eettled CODDtIy.' I 

This is scarcely candid, for so far from 'not remarking' 
that the 'law' is not true of the first cultivation in a newly 
settled country, Ricardo. and West, surely 'the highest 
authorities' on this particular subject, had taken the first' 
cultivation in a newly settled country as their type and illus
tra~on of the working of the law." 'It is .not pretended,' 
Mill goes on to say, meaning that he himself does not pretend, 
'that the law of diminishing return was operative from the 
very beginning of society.' 'Mr. Carey. will hardly assert 
that in any old country-in England or France, for example 
-the lands left waste are, or have for centuries been, more 
na.turaJly fertile than those under tillage.' Carey's own 
admission that 'the raw products of the soil in an advancing 
community steadily tend to rise in price: I he says, if true, 
proves of itself that the labour required for raising raW 
products from the soil 'tends to augment when a greater 
'luantity is demanded.' 

• I do not,' he adds, • go 10 ,. aa Mr. Carey; I do not aaaert that 
the coot of production, and consequently the' price, of agriCultural . 
produce, aiwaJII and neceoaarily risea aa population increaaea. n 
tenda to do 10, but the tendency may be, and aomotim... is, even 
during long period&, held in check.'· 

Evidently at the bottom he still adhered to the old 
doctrine of a general rule of diminishina returns liable to 
only temporary interruptions or checks. J:Nor can we wonder 
at his reluctance to abandon it when we reflect that if he 
had done so he would have had to find a new way of account
ing for the historical fall of profits and also to change most of 
his views with regard to the whole question of economic 
progr~. As he says himself, • were the law different, nClarly 

• JIOok L ohap. m. I 3; People" eel. p. 112 ... 
• Abo •• , P. lfi7; Ricardo, Worko, p. 371. MaJthU81&)'1I of Europe 

generally, '"tho betl land would uaturaJJy be the first oecupied,' lhIa.tt, 8th 
ed, p. 369. 

• Min', ... rdo. • Book I. chap. m. I 3, I'oople'. eel. Po 113 ... 
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all the phenomena of the production and distribution of 
wealth would be other than' he supposed them to be.1 . 

The pseudo-historical general rule of diminishing returns. 
the theory that the returns to agricultural industry have 
actually diminished. and continue to diminish in spite of 
occasional interruptions. would. if it had been true. have 
supplied the reason which Malthus failed to "discover for 
believing that subsistence or produce cannot be increased as 
fast as population would be increased by human fecundity 
and matrimonial instincts. if unchecked. The newly dis
covered reason catmot be more neatly expressed than in 
Mill's words:-

'It is in vain to say that all mouths which the increaee of man
kind calla into existenoe bring with them banda. The new mouths 
require as much food as the old ones, and .the bando do not produoe 
as much.' I 

\Malthus himself. had never taken the new hands into 
account at all He neglected entirely the increment of 
labour ,supplied by the increment of population. ) In com
'paring the ratios at which population and produce can 
increase. he did not say' that double the present population 
may conceivably produce double the present produce twenty
five years hence, but four times the present population will 
not conceivably be able to produce four times the present 
produce fifty years hence. Instead of this he simply supposed, 
without any consideration of the proportioIULte amount of 
labour. that 'by the best possible policy and great encourage
ments to agriculture'· the produce lnight be doubled in 
twenty-five years, and trebled in fifty years. and so on. The 
general rule of diminishing retllJ1lB, on the other hand. brings 
the labour and the produce into close relationship. and a.sserts 
that the additional labour is usually less productive than the 
old because it must either be employed on less fertile land. 
or in performing less productive operations on the land 

, already in cultivation. \And. of course. as the existing pro-
duce per head is not enormously greater than what is 

I Abpn, p. 171i, DOteIL 
• Book L ohap. ldiJ. I II. lot eeL ... 1 I. P. 227; Peoplo'locL p. \18 II. 
" ..... 8111ocLp. 6. 
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necessary to support life, a continuoUs diminution or the 
productiveness of industry must very soon put a stop to 
population doubling itself every twenty-five years, or indeed 
to its increasing with any considerable rapidity. \ 

LThe pseud~scientific law of djminjshing +eturns, the 
trine which teaches merely that the returns to industry 

, tend ' to decrease, or would decrease if it were not for the 
progress of civilisation, does not, like the general rule, prove . 
to its believers that population cannot increase with con; 
siderable rapidity, but it proves that it is not desirable that 
population should increase at all If every increase of popu
lation tends to cause a diminution of returns, then whether 
returns actually diminish or not, they would have been 
greater if population had not increased. Mill says as 
much:-

, After a degree of density has been attainad sufticient to allow 
the- principal benefits of combination of Iahour, all forther increase 
tends in itself to mischief eo far as regards the average condition of 
the people.' I 

The 'progress of improvement: which must 'be. under
stood in a wide sense: has a counteracting effect, 

'But though improvement may, during a certain space of tUne, 
keep up with or even surp8BB the actual increase of population; it 
ossnredly never comes up to the rate of incr .... e of whicll population 
is capable;' and nothing could bave prevented a general deteri9ration 
in ths condition of the human race, were it· not thst population haa 
in fact been restrained. Had it been .... trainad still more, and the 
same improvements taken place, there would bave been a larger 
dividend than there now is for ths nation or the species at Iarge.'. 

If a reader desires to know what degree of del)Sity of 
population Mill meant to indicate by that which is 'sufficient 
to allow the principal benefits of combination of labour: he 
may tum to Book IV. ch. vi. § 2. There Mill says:-=-

, The density of population necessary to enable maulrind to obtain, 
in thll greateat degree, all the advantages hoth of O(H)peration and 

• Book L chap. ziiL § 2, 1st ed. voL L p. 228, Paopte'. ed. p. liB b. 
I The meaning of thie I.e IOmewhat obacure. Is it that improTement never 

doubt .. itoelf evert twenty.fivoy .... I ' 
• Book L chap. ziii. 12, lot ed. voL L P. 230; Paopt.'. ed. p. lit .. 
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of social intercourse has, in all the most populous countriea, been 
attained.' 1 

I He looks on the degree of density which is required for 
thb maximum productiveness of industry as something fixed 
once for all, at one hundred, or two hundred, or some other 
number.to the square mile, This is, of course, an eminently 
unscientific and unhistorical way of regarding the question.) 

\ The conditions under which men live, the extent of their 
bowledge, and their ability to profit by their knowledge, 
change from century to century, from year to year, and even 
from day to day, and almost lIVery change affects in one way 
or another the' density of population necessary to enable man
kind to obtain in the greatest degree all the advantages both 
of co-operation and of social intercourse.' There is no reason 
whatever to suppose that the average Englishman would be 
better off now if the population of England had remained 
stationary at the- point it had reached when Mill wrote his 
Pri/ncipleJJ oj Political ECO'IUYTIIY. No doubt if it had been 
so restra.ined, 'and the same improvements taken place, 
there would,' as he alleges, 'have been a larger dividend than 
there now is'; but that the same improvements could have 
taken place is perfectly inconceivable. ) 

I !at ,eI. voL U. p •. 311 I Peopl.', eel. p. 454 .. 



CHAPTER VI 

THlI IDEA OJ' DISTRIBUTION 

§ 1. Early h.£stcYry 01 the term" and its identification witn 
Division into Wages, Profit, and Bent. 

IN tracing the history of the term' production,' used as 
the title of a department of political economy, we necessarily 
anticipated to some extent the corresponding history of the 
term 'distribution.' 'Th!' earliest English instance we w~re 
able to record of itS use was furnished by an almost forgotten 
work, D. Boileau's Introduction- to the Study 01 PoUtical 
Economy, or elementary view 01 the ma'll?'IM in which 
the Wealth 01 Nations is producetl" increa8ed, distributed, 
and CO'II8'I.Ih1Ied, puplished in 1811, of which the Third Book 
is entitled 'Of the Distribution of the.Wealth of_Nations.' 
But though this may have been the first English appearanoe 
of the substantive in a prominent position as an almost 
technical term; the use of the verb is to be traced back 
to the title of Adam Smith's Book L, ' Of the causes of im
provement in the productive powers of labour, and of the 
order according to which its produce is naturally distributed 
among the different ranks of the people: .!lefore Adam 
Smith, English economists did not talk of 'distn1iiition"'or 
oItlieinaniiermwllich weaithorprod~dl;tribtited.' 
In-Fl'll.Djir.hOWlW~;TtlfgOl,'s1r~ B'Ii!r--,;a"dMiUition 
et7ii.aiiilmJnj,titYnQiB-riC7iisBes hOO:booii.-~tea. in the 
Ephbnb-ides du citoyen six years-before the publication "of 
the Wealth 01 Nations. I - --< --- . _c___ - .. -_.-..,,-
"J:;oohlng -at theordilla.ry non-eeonomic use of the term, 

1 Above, pp. 32-35. 
• Tb. Rt.fl<ziono ........ written in 1766, and first printed in tho £pTtlmAridu 

for November and D.oomber 1769 and January 1770. Th ... nnmbere, how_ 
ever, w .... not actu.ny pUbli'hed till January, ;F.bruary, end April 1770. 
See G. Bohen., Po .... gw; lu' Rij!e:ri .... ' de Tvrgol ... """-diu pOI """eta· 
...." .......... , In tho ".0",,,1lt.. ECOIIOIIIi.stu for July J866, pp. 3-6.. • 
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we can imagine an essay on the distribution of produce rel!tt
ing to either of two different questions, first, • In what manuer 
·or by: what means is the produce parcelled out among th< 59 

who receive it 7' or secondly, • In what proportions is the 
produce divided among those who share it, and what deter
mines these proportions l' Turgot, when he used the phrase, 
seems to have been thinking altogether of the first of these 
two questions. He does not attempt to show what causes 
variations in the proportions received by different classes or 
individualso-but only endeavours to explain the various 
methods of obtaiiUng an U;tcome. In sections xx. to xu. he 
shows how an owner of land may draw an income from it in 
five different ways, having it cultivated (1) by labourers in 
his own service, (2) by slaves,(3) by villeins, (4) by metayers, 
(5) by rent-paying farmers, and the next section begins:-

• n y a un autre moyen d'Atre riche 8l1li8 travailler at 8l1li8 pas
seder d ... terrea, dont je n'ai pas encore parI6.- n est nolcessaire 
d'en expliquer I'origine at la liaison avec Ie reate du sy.~e de 
Ia - distribution d... rich...... dans Ia soci6t6 dont je viens de 
crayonner l' 6bauch .. 'I 

But there seems no reason to suppose, and it is highly 
improbable, that jAdam Smith)vas acquainted with Turgot's 
JUjle:r;icms. He am not acqmre his use of the word • dis
tribute' from Turgot, but\~irect1.1\ from the source from 
which Turgot himself thad obtained ~the Table or system 
of Quesnay. Quesnay'often uses the-*~ in the ordinary 
sense of dividing into separate parcels anci conveying to 
various destinations. He speaks of a • f1IaUOOise distri
butilm des lwmmes et des ri.chesse8:' and of • une pltul 
gra'Tllk diBtributilm et citrculatilm' of the precious metals,' 
and in describing a primitive society with community 
of goods he-says: • il ",'y a d'a1lilre distributilm de biens 
que celU que la lwmmes peuvent obteni .. par la recherc/'$ 
des productWns qui letw IKmt 'nI.cesaaires pquA' B1IbBi8ter:. 

\ But he also used the word as the name of the transactions 
'which he imagined were carried out between the productive 
class, the landowners, and the sterile class, and which he 

• (E ...... eeL Daire, vol i. P. 22-
• Ibid., P. 301. 

• (E ...... eeL Oaclt .... P. l88. 
• Ibid., p. 847. 
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endeavoured to portray in his Economical Table. The 
.A1I<llYBB d1.l Tablea1.l ico1Iomique, which appeared in the 
J/JIJn"IIOJ, de "a.grWultuh'e in 1766, had for its second title, 
.A 1I<llYBB de la jO'7''fTIluk atrithmttique d1.l Tablea1.l ttxmomique 
de la distribu.tion des tUpenses an~ d'wne ftation agri
col£,l and in it Quesnay, after describing what he calls 
l'rm1Ire rlgvJ.ier· of the transaetions between the three classes, 
says~ 

'OJ!. Be pourmit rien 80natraUe II. cette distn1>u.tion de depenses 
aU d6savantage de I'agricultu:re, ni rien 80natraire des reprises dn 
culti .... teur par quelqne exaction on par qnelques entraves dana Ie . 
commerce, qu'il n'arrivat du d~rissement dana Ia reproduction 
annueUe des richesaea de Ia nation et une diminution de population 
facile II. demontrer par Ie caIcuJ. Ainsi, c' uI par rurdr. do III dil
~ doe tUpm. ... ..z.m 'l"'elki r ...... ""'" ... ljtIell .. """ "",.. 
traita ~ III claase prodnctive, ..z.m tpi ella avgmttoUnl ........ ncu, os 
'l"'ell .. la d,mm_f, ..z.m'l"'ella soutielmmt ... gu'dla tom bailur 
Ie priz doe protivdimu, gu' ()If, pouI cakuler I ... off.u do III &otuoo os 
............ t:OIIduiU tl ..... llatiml." 

An English version of Mirabeau's account of the Tableau. 
opens with the words ~ 

'It was fimt n""";':"'" to ascertain whence the income ariees, 
in what manner it is distribnted among the -di1I'erent cIasses of 
society, in what placea it vanish.., and in what it is reproduced." 

It also speaks of 'the distributive order in which the im
mediate productions of the earth are consumed by the several 
classes: • These quotations leave little room for doubt as to 
the parentage of Adam Smith's phrase, '.the order according 
to which' the produce of labour 'is naturally distributed 
among the different ranks of the people.' • 

A reader who was making his first acquaintance with the 
Wealth oj N atWniJ would naturally be led by the title of the 
First Book to expect to find it fall into two parts, the first 
dealing with the productive powers of labour, and the second 

I atW1'<6, ed. On.k .... p. 305. • Ibid., PI' 814, 819. 
I Ibid., pp. 319,320. • 
• Til< &onomicol Tabk, ... GUeIIIfJI 10_ .......caitliftg """ a:lt.ibiIi"l1 

,.... ...... .., -. """ ~ qf ridIu, toiIA o:pIaRaIiono ., ,.... 
FNnd qf Maniilld, ,.... celeIn"IlIecI Marquio cia Mirar-u; frtJfto/GII4 .front 

-4Il4 Frt.ftdo, 1768, P. 28., I ll>i4., P. /fl. 
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with the ID&.nner in which its produce is distributed. His 
expectation would, however, be weakened when he looked 
through the titles of the chapters, and found that while 
Chapters i to iii deal with the division of labour, and Chap
ters viii to L with wages, profits, and rent, the intermediate 
chapters deal with money and prices. If there is any transi
tion froIJ1. 'production' to 'distribution: he would infer, it 
must be a gradual one, for the chapters on money.and prices 
cannot belong altogether either to production or distribution. 

! On examining the matter more closely he would find that 
\he ostensible train of thought running through the Book is 

;: as follows :-Division of labour is effected by means of ex
changes,and therefore a discussion of it naturally leads to 
the consideration of the manner in which exchanges are facili-

e tated by the use of money,l and to remarks on the prices of' 
, commodities, or 'the rules which men naturally observe in 
: exchanging th?m eith~r for money or for one another'; t ~,c~s 
, are resolvable mto thell' component parts of wages, profit, Bliill 
: rent, and therefore suggest a discussion of tjle causes which\, 
· make wages, profit, and rent high or low. t'tThe peculiarity 
· of this is that it seems to leave no important place for the 
· consideration of 'the order according to which' the produce 
.' of labour 'is naturally distributed among the different ranks 
, of the people.' Adam Smith's theory of distribution, instead 
• of being made one of the main subjects of the Book, is 
· inserted in the middle of the chapter on prices as a mere 
: appendage or corollary of his doctrine of prices. After ex-

plaining that the price of every commodity resolves itself 
into wages, profit, and rent, or inte wages and profit, or into 
wages and rent, or into wages alone, he says:-

'As the price or exchangeable value of every particnlar com
modity, token ooparately, rooolvea iteolf into oome GUO or other or all 
of thooo throe parts; 00 tbat of all the commoditioo which compooo 
the whole annual produce of the lobou:r of overy country, taken 
complexly, must rooolve itoolf into the ISme throe ports, and be 
parcelled out among different inbabitanta ot the country either 88 

the wagee of their lobou:r, the profits of their stock, or the rent of 
their lend j the whole of what is annue1ly either collected or pro-

I .BesiJmblg 'of chapter iv. I Eud of chapter iv. ; P. 13 ... 
I End of ebapter Til 
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duced by the labuur of every society, or, .mat _ to the lIIIIIe 
UUng, the whole prica of U, is in this III8IIDer originally distribullld 
among 8OID8 of iIa difl"arem memben!. Wagee, profit, and I8llt are 
the tIuaa original eouroes of an III_US, as wan as of an uchaBgeable 
'ftIne.' I ~ 

If this passage had been immediately followed by the 
chapters on wages, profits, and rent, distributio~ might cer
tainly haTe' ranked as a main topic of the Hook. B)lt it . 
is actually fonowed by !l chapter on the' natural and market 
price of commodities,' which is succeeded by the chapters on 
wages, profii,:and rent, not because it is inweeting to know 
how the produce is distributed betweeI! labourers, capitalists, 
and landlords, but because_wages and profit are causes, and 
rent an effect, of the prices of commodities >-

t • When the price of any commodity is neither more nor lesa then 
Wbal is aufliciant to pay the rem of the land, the wages of the labour. 
and the prolita of the stock employed in raising, preparing, and bring
iDg it to market, ........w.g to their namraJ rates, the commodity is 
then dd for what may be called iIa JWmal price..' • • • • 

• The JWmal price itself nriaa with the natural rale of each of 
iIa component parts, of wages, profit, and rem; and in lIVe", 00<;iet;,
this rale nriaa according to their lichee or poverty. their advancing, 
Bletion&lJ. or decliDing couditicm.. I abaIl in the four following 
ehaplem eodeavour to uplain, 88 fully and distinctly .. I am, the 
.......... of thoae difrorent ftliatiooa. -

• FlIBt, I abaIl endeavour to explain wbal; are the circumstoncea 
which naturally determine the rale Of wagJ!L • • • • 

• s-mdIy. I abaIl endeavour to show wbal; are the cin:umatoncea 
which naturally determine the rate of profit. • • • • 

• Though pecwliaIy wages and profit are YeIJ ditTerem in the 
dilI'erent employmenla of labour and atock, yet a certain proportion 
seems commonly to taka place between both the pecwliaIy wages in 
an the difrerent employmenla of Iahour, and the pecwliaIy profila in 
all the difl"orent empioymenlB of stock. • • • I abaIl in the third 
place endeavour to explain all the difl"orent ciMomslencea which 
roguIale thie proporticm.. _ 

• In the fourth and Iaat; plaee, I abaIl endeavour to show .. hat are 
the circumstoncea which regulale the rem of land, and which either 

.' Bk. L ahop. vL po th, • Bk. L cb.1rii. po 25 .. 
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raise or lower the real price of &l the different anbstancee which it 
produces," 

To account for distribution occupying so subordinate II 

place in the body of the Book, and so prominent II one in the 
title, we may perhaps be allowed to conjecture that in all 
probability the Book existed in II fairly complete form before 
Adam Smith became acquainted with the physiocratic 
doctrine. When this happened, he may very' well have 
thought that his theoty of prices and his observations on 
wages, profit, and rent made II very good theory of what the 
physiocrats called 'distribution: and thus have been led to 
a.fIlx the present title of the Book, and to interpolate the 
passage about the whole produce being parcelled out and dis
tributed as wages, profit, and rent. 

Whatever may have been the cause of Adam Smith'B, 
choosing for his, First Book II title which did not really 
describe its contents, the effect has been' to identify 'distri
bution' in English economic treatises with a discussion of 
the causes which affect wages, profit, and rent. 

It was, however, a. long time before this result was fully 
brought about. In the article on Political Economy in the 
fourth edition of the Encyclopailia Britannica, the chapter, 
, Of the manner in which wealth is produced and distributed,' 
contains eight sections headed as follows: (1) 'The Divisiop 
of Labour: (2) 'Machinery: (3) 'Of the different Employ
ments of Labour and Stock,' (4) 'Agriculture: (5) 'Manu
factures: (6) 'Commerce: (7) 'The Retail Trade: (8) 'On 
the coincidence between Public and Private Interest.' 
Boileau, writing in 1811, manages to deal with wages, profit, 
and rent, in his Book L on the 'Nature and Origin of the 
Wealth of Nations: and fills up his short Book IlL 'Of the 
Distribution of the Wealth of Nations: with remarks on 'Cir
culation' and money. fBut J.-B. Say, who, as we have seen,· 
divided his TroiU into'three Books dealing with Production, 
Distribution, and Consumption, followed in his first two 
Books the order of subjects adopted in Book L of the 
Wealth of Nations rather closely, with the result that the 
bulk of his Book on 'Distnoution' is concerned with wages, 

! JIk. L ahap. oi. P. 29 Go • Abon, p. 116. 
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profits, and rents. -The discussion on value witlt which it 
begins he regards very rightly as only an indispensa.ble pre
liminary to the explanation of distributioA. He says :-

, A .... nt de montrer comment at dens qnellea proportions .'ophre 
entre lea membrei de Ie eocwt6, Ie distribution de Ie ch088 produite, 
c'est-Irdire, de Ie VALBJ1B des produilB, il fant connattre les baaes Bur 
lesqnelles Be fixe leur valeur. Je forsi remarqner ensuite par qnel 
m6canism.e et dens quelles proportions elle Be repand chez 1es diJf6rentB 
'membres de Ie soci6t6, pour former leur REVENU.' 1 -

The next great step towards confining • distribution' to a 
dissortation on wages, profit, and rent was taken by Ricardo, 
when he declared in his Preface that' to determine the lawsl 
which regulate' the 'distribution' • of the whole produce of the ..j 
earth' between labourers, capitalists, and landlords, • is the 
principal problem in political economy,' ~d James Mill 
completed the process in his Elem.er&ts, by dealing ,wj.th 
nothing but wages, profits,' and rents under the head of 
'Distributiou,' and relegating Exchange or 'Interchange,' as 
he preferred to call it, to a subsequent chapter. Since then, 
ev.ery reader of experience would expect to find wages, profit, 
and. rent the chie!; if not the sole, topics dealt with under 
the head of' Distribution' in an English economic text-book. 

§ 2. The'rn.elming of Wagu, Profit, and .Rent. 

The proposition that the total produce or income of a 
nation's labour is 'distributed' into wages, profit, and rent, 
is of course not exa.ctly identical with .the proposition that 
total wages, profit, and rent together make up the whole 
produce, since, in the absence of a statement to the contrary, 
a part of wages, profit, and rent might lie outside of the 
produce. In the chapter • Of Money' in Book n., Adam 
Smith incidentally notices that rent, in the ordinary sense of 
the term, often includes something besides ultimate produce 
or income:-

C'The gross rent,' he says, • of a pri-.ate estate comprehends what
ever is paid by the farm.., (the net rent whet remains to the landlord 
after deducting the ~enae 'of management, of repairs, and ell other 

• 2d eeL, 1814, vol ii. p. 2. 
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necessary cl.arger.), or what, without hurting his estate, he con alford 
to plaoe in his stock reservedlfor immediate consnmption) or to spend 
upon his table, equipage, the 'ornamenta of his house and furniture, 
his private enjoyments and amusements. His real wealth is in pro
portion, not to his gross, but to his net reut.' 1 

"A simiIa.r distinction"though one not so practically im
portant, exists between gross wages and net wages, between 

\ the wn6le of wagesJin 'the ordinary sense of the word, and" 
that part of wages which constitutes( clear income to the 
recipient:\- Most wages in the popular sense are liable too 
some deductions, such 'as the expense of tools' or partieular\ 
clothes, and even the higher ground rents which are paid '. 
by the working classes in towns must be deducted from 

{ their gross wages before their net wages or real income can 
be found. I) wrGfit, by itself, is such a vague term, that it is 
difficult to say whether, after of course deducting all lossell, 
aggregate profits would include anything other than income 

.or not. ")Vhere is DO doubt, however, that Adam Smith 
and his, followers never intended anything to be included 
in wages, profits, and rents except true income.') The pro
position that the produce or income is divided into wages, 
profits, and rents has always been taken to mean the same 
as the equation-

Total produce or income=wages+profits+rents. 
\Wages, profits, and rents must cOnsequently be always 

Wlderstood as Det wages, net profits, and net rents. " 
Everything that is not income being thus excluded from 

wages, profits, and rents,fthe next question is how to include 
the whole of the income Under the three terms, JUld where to 
draw the line between the diflerent parts.) UP ordinary 
language in Adam Smith's time, as at present, .the term 
wages was applied to amounts received by the less well·paid 
clssses of workers from persons who undertake to accept 
their work at fixed rates agreed on before the labour is 
executed. Profit was a vague word applicable to almost any , 
kind of gain, if some expense or risk of loss must be incurred 

• BIL n. eh. ii. p. 124 Go 

I S ... on thia oubjeot GUfen, E_y. '" Fi_ 2d en., pp. 881, 88!, 
anJ TMO,.,.. _ Nd Olli .. 0,11;';'1g Wag .. in \be Conltmtporarr 11 ...... for 
December 1889. pp. 832, 833. 
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in order to secure it.. Rent denoted the periodical payments 
made to" the owners of land, houses, and other immovable
objects by the tenants who enjoy the use of them") 
vIt must alwaye be remembered, however, that i!!.~~am 

Smith the wages, profit, and rent into which the. whole 
mcome is said t;o be distributed are the wages of labour, the 
profit of stock, and the rent of land. \The 'wages of labour' 
Seems a more comprehensiv8ternI) than 'wages: and it is_ 
easy to extend it so as to include under it the 'salaries' and 
, fees' paid to certain classes of workers, and also the amounts 
earned by certain other classes 'who 'work on their own 
account: that is to say, 'who produce something without first 
contracting with an employer as to the price to be paid. 

\ The 'profit of stock' is a less vague term than profi~, and 
evidently means not all kinds of gains in securing which an 
expense or risk is incurred, but those only which are obtained 
owing to the possession. of stock or capital) (rhe'rentof 
land' does not include the rent of immovable objects other 
than land, and that kind of rent is therefore placed under the 
head of profit of stock.) Wages, in short, become the whole 
income derived by iJidividuals from the performance cjf labour, 
rent the whole income derived ~m the possession of land, 
and profits the ~hole income derived from the possession of' 
other kinds of property.') 

I This view of the diVlSion between the three components 
of income, however, was not always accepted in the cases 
where a single individual combines in his own person the 
functions of labourer and capitalist, or of capitalist and land
lord. ) Adam Smith, indeed, says expr!lssly, that it is con
founding wages with profit to call the whole gain eli an active 
farmer or independent workman' profit' j-

'Common· farmers seldom employ any overseer to direct the 
general operations of the farm. They generally, too, work a good 
deal with tbeir own bando as ploughmen, harrowers, etc. What 
remaine of the crop, after paying the rent, therefore, should not onl¥ 
replace to them tbeir stock employed in cultivation, together with its 
ordinary profits, but pay them the.wages which are dne to them, both 
as labourers and overseers. Whatever remaine, however, after paying 
the rent and keeping up the steck, is called profit.· But wages 
~.id.nUy make a part of it. Tha farmer by saving these wages muR 
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necessarily gain them. Wag .... therefore, are in this case confounded 
with profit. 

'Au independent mannfacturer, who hea stock enongh both to 
purcbass materials, and to maintain himself till he can carry his work 
to market, should gain both the wages of a journeyman who works 
under a meater, and the profit which that meater makes by the sale of 
the journeyman's work. His whole gains, however, are commonly 
called profit, and wages are, in this case too, confounded with profit.' 1 

. He also tells us that 'the Sflparent differenoo' between 
, the profits of different trades is genera.lly a deception arising 
from our not always clistinguishing wlu!t ought to be regarded 
as wages from what ought to be considered ,as profit," and 
that\the very high 'apparent profit' made by sma.ll shop
keepers is 'real wages disguised in the garb of profit.' I) 
Obviously he thought that, for scientific purposes, the term 
wages should be taken to include the whole of the remunera
tion of labour, in spite of the fact that some of it is per
formed by persons who may be ranked as capitalists. I The 
early nineteenth-century economists)lid not dispute thill, but 
ignored the necessity of having an opinion on the subject. 
TheYfalked of wages as if the term included a.ll remuneration 
of lallour, but they thought of no labour except that which 
earns wages in the common narrow &cooptation of the word, 
and their theories of wages are consequently inapplicable to 
a large portion of the phenomena which- they proff)SS to 
explain.) \ J, S. Mill recognised this in his E88ays':l {After 
assenting cordia.lly to Adam Smith's division of what is 
commonly called profit into :remuneration for the use of 
capital and remuneration for labour, he says it would be a 
mistake to suppose that the remuneration of employer's 
labour 'is regulated. by entirely the same principles as other 
wages.' );In support of this proposition, he brings forward 
two reasons.··, The first is borrowed from the rather un
fortunate passage in which Adam Smith endeavours to show 
that (the profits of stock' are not' only a different name for 
the wages of a particular sort of labour, the labour of inspec
tion and direction.', The remuneration of the employer'. 
labour, or wages of superintendence, Mill says :-

1 Bk. L ch. .t p. 24 .. • Bk. I. ch. X. p. 50 b. • lind., P. 61 .. 
• Bk. L ch. vi. p. 22 b. ~ above, pp. 68. 69; and below, p. 200. 
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°ia wages, but wagea "paid by a ~ em \be eapital employed. 
If \be general Jate of profit ia 10 per eeDl, and \be _ of interI!IR 6 

" per eeDl, \be wagea of auperinteDdeoce will be 6 per CBIIt; and 
though one borrow ... emploJ a capital al £100,000, another no 11lOIII 

than £100, \be Iabonr of both will be rewarded with \be IIIIDI8 per
IlOIltage, though in \be one...... this symbol will replllllellt an income 
of £5, in \be other ...... of £5000.' 1 

Now, doubtless, if two men, the one with £100,000 of 
capital and the other with £100, were to engage in exactly 
similar transactions, -their' profits' would be at the same rate 
per cent, and occasionally something of the kind may happen. • 
But the general rule is that men with £100,000 of capital are 
engaged in quite different transactions from men with £100, 
and that the wages of superintendence earned by the BDllIll 
capitalists who manage their own capital are iJ:!!m6!lll6ly 
larger in propo~on to their capital than those earned ~b.J..the 
liirg'iiCapibiJist& " If .Mill did not know tliiiI from personal 

• oilsel'VitioD, he might have learnt it from Adam Smith, who 
says. evidently taking his example from KirkcaldYl-

, In a amall seaport town a little grocer will make fortJ or fifty per 
IlOIlt upon a Iklck of a aingIe hUDdred pcnmds, wbiJe a ccmaiderable 
wholesale merchant in the 88ID8 phu:e wiIl_ make eight or ten per 
CBIIt upon a stock of leu thOlllllUld.'. 

('There is no basis whatever for the idea thet there is any 
such thing as a rata of wages of superintendence in the same 
sense as there is a rate of interest. \'Mill's second reason for 
thinking that wages of superintendence) are not regulated 
entirely by the same principles as other wages is(that 'they 
are not paid in advance out of capital like the wages of all 
oilier labourers, but merge in the profit, and are not realised 
until the production is completed.jwhich fact, he says. 'takes 
them entirely out of the ordinaiy law of wages.', fI'his is 
quite true if we understand by 'the ordinary law of wages' 
what Mill understood by it, and it would have been an 
excellent reason for endeavouring to make a more complete 
and satisfactory law of wages."I Before .Mill wrote his pn. .. 
cipks Senior had pointed out that the remuneration d 

I ~, pp. 107. 108. .. Boot. i. c:b. ,.. .. Gl • 
• ......... 108. "" 
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capitalists' labour' generally bears a smaller proportion to the 
capital employed as that capital increases in value: and re
marked that while few persons employing £100,000 in England 
would not be satisfied with 10 per cent per annum, small 
fruit-sellers with a ~apit3l of a few shillings expect over 7000 
per cent.l But in the Principles, though Mill admits that 
• the portion of the gross profit which forms the remuneration 
for the labour and skill of the dealer or producer is very 
different in different employments: and actually quotes the 
case of the grocer spoken of by Adam Smith," he continues 
to treat of an imaginary rate of profit which includes wages 
of superintendence, and makes no attempt to bring these 
wages under the • ordinary law of wages: 

4, When a man is •. both landlord and farmer, Adam Smith 
saYS-he • should gain both the rent of the landlord and the 
profit of the farmer: 8 By this he seems to mean that his 
income, though all called • profit' in common language, 
should be divided by the economist into two parts-profit 
and rent.;' But in the chapter • Of the Rent of Land: 

.r::. though he admits that it • may be partly the case on some 
occasions: that what is called the rent of an acre of land 
in ordinary language consists of • profit or interest for the 
stock laid out by the landlord on its improvement,' it did 
not occur to him to exclude the profit on improvements 
from the rent of land proper.] 

\Ricardo endeavoured to do so.) In a note to the E88ayem 
the kjluenci 01 aLo'lii Pm of Corn, he says:-

• By rent I always mean the remuneration givel!. to Jhe. landlord 
for the use of the original and inherent power of the land. U either 
the ia.ndIord expends capital on his own land, or the capital of a pre
ooding tenant is left upon it at the expiration of his leaee, he IDay 
obtain what is indead called a larger rent, bnt a portion of this is 
evidently paid for the 1188 of capital The other portion only is paid 
for the 1188 of tha original power of the !and." 

So, too, in the Principles, in the chapter • On Rent' he 
says:-

I PolltkallkoRtmlv, 8yo eel. p. 203. 
I Book lL ch. xv. 13, lateel. ooL L pp. m, 483; People'. eel. pp. 247,248. 
• Book L ch. Yi. p. 24 t-
o Book L 011. xi. p. 66 b. 0 Worb, p. 376. 
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• Rent ~ that portion of tho produce of tho earth which is paid to 
tho Iandlonl far tho 1180 of the original and indestrncti\>lo powers of 
tho soil. It is of ton, however, confounded with tho intoresf and 
profit of capitol, and in popular language tho t_ is applied to what
ever is annnally paid by a farmer to his landlord. If of two adjoining 
farms of the same extent and of the same natnrsl fertility. one had all 
the CODveniencoa of farming bnildings; were, besides, properly drained 
and mannred, and advantageonaly divided by hedges, fences, and 
walls, while the other had none of these adYlmteges, more ramun ...... · 
tion wonld natnrslly be paid for the 1180 of one than for the 1180 of the 
other; yet in both csaes this remuneration wonld be called rent.' 1 

Like most people who have not had the advantage of 
a literary education, Ricardo was apt to think that a word 
ought to have whatever sense he found convenient to put 
upon it; and so he implies that though the whole of the 
remuneration paid for the better provided land would be 
called rent, it is not rent. ) He goes on to point out, among 
other things, that the sums paid to the owners of mines for 
permission to work them are not paid for the use of the 
original and indestructible powers of the soil, but for minera.la 
removed, and concludes:-

In the future pages of this work, then, whenever I apeak of the 
rent of land, I wisp to be understood sa epeaking of thot compensa
tion which is paid to tha owner of land for tho 1180 of ito original' and 
indestructible powars.' I 

I But even before the prin~ of his work W88 completed 
he' had modified his viewel tJ11 a note at the end of the 'hi';," 
chapter on Poor Rates ~~~~at rent or • real ren~' m.ay: ~CA.' 
inclu<!e,_o~_~IIle....!l.~~o~jLP!ofit on cam.tIl.LinY.estedJn fI~ t:.. 
iIDpiovement& .!'&rt of the capi~ ~v,~~d byJ.an.40}Wers on C, I I, 

their land_.~ is inscparablj' !UIl:¥go.m(l,ted.with the ,landJand ,'" 
~Il<!s. ~ ,in,C!~aslll.~.p()~ers: sot.ha.t • the remuneration paiii' 
to the landlord for its use is strictly of the nature of rent, and 
is subject to all the laws of rent.' It is only the remainder 
of the capital which does not' obtain for the landlord any 

1 In ed. pp. 49, 60 ; 3d ed, In 1I'.,·u, po 84. 
• la, ed. p. 112; 3d ed. in W .. U, po 36. Y.' 10 riroDg '" the powor of 

__ In language &hat h. giy .. tho yory nut chapter the heeding of • On 
the ReB, of Millett,' aod saye in it: I Minell as well as land generally pay • 
..m '" _ o ....... .'-la, ed. po 77 l 3d ed. In W ... .b. po 46. 
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permanent addition to his real rent: as it consists of 'build. 
ings and other perishable improvements' which' require to be 

~,~constantly r~new~d.·l '"} . ' .. 
':' ./ James Mill abldesoy Rlcardo's first POSItIOn. Land once 

brought into cultivation, he explains. is more valuable than 
uncleared Ja.nd. Rather than clear the fresh Ja.nd. a IllAll will 
pay an equivalent for the cost of clearing. but this 'is not a 
payment for the power of the soil, but simply for the capital 
bestowed upon the soil It is not rent; it is interest.·.1 

':!d'Culloch defines rent as payment' for the use of the =t~ 
~and inherent pO,!er9 of the soil: 8)nd illustrates this in a 
way which suggests that .he had never read Ricardo's second 
thoughts on the subject in the note to the chapter on Poor 
Rates. tiT. S. Mill. on the other hand, follows Ricardo's second 
opinion, including in rent the return due to 'capital actually 
sunk in improvements. and not requiring periodical renewal, 
but spent. once for all, in giving the Ja.nd a permanent in· 
crease of productiveness.' '\ 

S~llioI: had gone much further. and desired to include 
nnder, the term 'rent' a very large proportion not only of 
what every one calls profits but also of what every one calls 
wag8lj;J Instead of inquiring in what sense the words were 
actually used, and what classification would be at 'once con. 
venient and in reasonable consonance with their ordinary 
sense. he somehow jumped to the conclusion that' wages and 
profit are to be considered as the rewards of peculiar sacri· 
fices: and therefore that every kind of income which is not 
the reward of sacrifice ~lUst be rent :-~ 

-/. JJ,' he says, 'wages and profit are to be conaid.red 88 the reward 
of peculiar .... riJicea, the former the remoneration for labour. 8ild the 
latter for abetinenoe from immediate enjoyment, it ia clear that onder 
the term .. rent" moat be inclnded all that ia obtained withont any 
aaeriJioe; or. which ia the same thing, beyond the remoneration br 
that aacriJioe; all that nature or fortone bestows either without any 

1 lot ed. 'po 362, Dote: 3d eeL In Worb, P. 158. DOte. · E_. lot eeL P. 15: 3d eeL P. 3L 
• Prilu:iplu, In eeL p. 266. Tho ita1i ...... of _ M'Ou.lIocb' .. 
• PrUu:iplu, Book II. ell. nI. I i, In eeL voL L P. 6OIi; poop ..... eeL P. 

260... Prom tho foot _Mill _ the pbraM 'i* .ppooro to ..... .... maT 
iDfor thet be had forso_ that Ricardo bod adopted thio .... 
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eDrt.ion on dis pan of tile ~ or in addition to tile average 
rem1Jll8llltion for tile uercise of ind1lStrJ or' tile emploJ1llent of 
capitaL'l 

()t. doe: not seem to have occurred to him that some one 
nnght deny that wages and profit 'are to be considered 88 

the rewards of peculiar sscri6ees.' He simply takes this for 
granted, and makes no attempt to prove it::\ Lat.er on in his 
work he says he has defined rent 88 'ille revenue spon
taneously offered by nature or accident,' and profit 88 the' 
reward of abstinence, and then puts the question 

'Whether tIui paJ1llenta received from his tenants by the preoeut 
owner of a Lincolnshire estate reclaimed by the Romans from the .... 
are to be termed not romt but profit on the capital which W8B upended 
fifteen centuri ... s.,"" t The answer is, that for all aseful purposes the 
distinction of profit from romt ....... as soon 8B the capital from which a 
given revenue arises has become, whether by gift or by inheritance, the 
property Of", person to whcoe abetinence end exertions it did not owe 
ita "",",tiOD. The revenue arising from a dock, or a '!~ ora cana\ is 
profit in the hands of the origiRal_. It is the reward of AU 
abetinenoe in having employed capiW for the pmpoeea of production, 
instead of for thcoe of eojoymen'- But in the banda of his heir it has 
all the attributlll of rent. n is to him the gift of fortune, not tile 
-wt of a·aaerilica.' 

It is evidently assumed here that the original constructor 
himself sa.!..~e oo:p~tal_ he.inY!lSted in the dock, canal, or 
wnan;---smce if his heir were now to sell the w'harf, and with 
the proceeds become himself the 'original constructor' of, 
another wharf, it does not seem that he would 'abstain" 
ant more than if he continued to hold the first w~ar£ 

• 11 may be said, indeed,' Bomor continuee, • that mch a revenue 
is the reward of the 0 ........ 8 abetinenca in not seIling tile dock or the 
cansJ, and spending ita price in enjoJ1llent. But the aame remark 
applies to every species of transferable property. Every estete may 
be aold, and the pnrchase-moneywasted. H the last basis of classifi
cation were adopted, the greater part of what every political economist 
has termed romt mtlllt be called profit.' I 

That is to say, Senior has made up his mind so firmly 
that profit is the reward of abstinence and nothing else, thllt 

"II.id.,p.l29. 
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he argues -t4at if we call the income of the owner of an 
inherited wharf • profit: we must; be driven to what he evi
dently regards as the undesirable consequence of saying that 
landlords receive no rent but only profit. He forgets entirely 
that no one but himself wishes to identify profit and the 
reward of abstinence, and, still more curiously, he fails to see 
that his own classification leads to the undesiral>le conse
quence of reckoning as rent' the grester part of what oyery 
political economist has termed' profit"""! His examples of 
inherited property-a dock, a wharl; ana' a canal, all belong 
to the class of immovable objects to which the term rent is 
peculiarly appropriated in the ordinary language of everyday 
life. Bnt it .cannot seriously be maintained that the heir 
tlf !\ cargo of oranges exercises lID! more abstinence in not, 
when he sells them, • spending the price in enjoyment,' than 
the owner of the inherited wharf: The income derived from 
all inherited wealth is to its present possessors' th& gift of 
fortune, not the resnlt of a sacrifice.' Consequently, it shonld 
all, aecording to Senior, be classed as rent, not profit.1 Now 
in modem civilised and wealthy communities, inherited pro
perty is far grester than the property which has been acquired 
by the saving of Ii ving persons. \" 

_ .-J Oblivious of this, Senior proeeeds immediately to classify 
as rent the • extraordinary remuneration' for • extraordinary 
powers of body or mind' :-

• It originaUls,' he says, • in the bounty of nature; so far it ......,. 
to be rent. It is to be obtained only on the condition of undergoing 
laboor; ao far it __ to be .. ages. It might be termed with equal 
eorrectoesa, rent which ..... be reeeived only. by • labourer, OJ' wa" ..... 
which ...... be reeeived oo1y by the proprietor of a nataral agent. Bat 
.. it is clearly a surplos, the laboor having been previoosly paid for by 
average wages, and that surplus the spontaneous gift of nature, we 
have thooght it moot oonvenient to term it rut.·' 

And even yet he has not finished Having by this time 
apparently entirely forgotten his distinction between inherited 
and non-inherited property, he goes on to say;--

I CoD ..... '''. aD properly bought.., the _vmll" of i1>I parc ........ D11I8f 
briag in profit, and "'" reDt, .. that ....... fa< ....... ple, Ri .... do .......... . 
laadoWDer he receiTed 110 reut.. 

• PDliliml~. 8 ... ed.1'l'- 129,1311. 
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-J ; And for the same reason we .term rent what might with equal 
correctness be termed fortuitous profit. We mean the surplus advan
tages which are sometimes derivad from the employment of eapital, 
after making full compensation for all the risk that bas been enconn
tered, and all the sacrifices. which have been made, by the capitalist. 
Such are the fortuitous profits of the holders of warlike storee on the 
breaking out· of unexpected hostilities.' 1 

After this we can hear, almost without surprise, that 
incomes earned in- consequence of the possession of acquired 
useful knowledge and ability are to be looked on as profit,' 
and not wag:es. At last Senior comes to an end:-

'According to onr nomenclature (and indeed according to that of 
Smith, if the produca of capital is to be termed profit) a very snian 
portion of the earnings of the lawyer or of the physician can be called. 
wages. Forty pounds a year would probably pay all the labonr that 
either of them undergoes iii order to make, we will say, .£4000 a year. 
Of thO remaining £396d, probably .£3000 may in each case be Con
sidered as rent, as the resnIt of extraordinary talent or good fortune. 
The rest is profit on their respective capita\e; capitals partly consist;:. 
ing of knowledge and of moral and intellectual habits ~uired by 
much previous expense and Iabonr, and partly of connection and 
reputation ·aequired dnring years of probation; while their fees were 

_ inadequate to their support.'" 

It is rather amusing to see that, after having thus made 
havoc of the old classification, and created a new and totally 
different one, Senior finds it convenient to use the old one, 
and only to make an occasional reference to the new. _ His 
extraordinary attempt is only interesting as an example to be 
avoided, and as an anticipation of. that desire to- call every
thing rent which is a marked feature of English economics 
at the pl'esent time. :J 

.§ 3. T".e Origin I1m,d Dame of W %te8. 
When it is settled that the whole revenue of the com-_ 

munity is composed of three great parts, wages, profits, and 
rents, and it has been decided what revenues belong to each 
of the three parts, the next question seems to be as to the 
Cause of the division of the whole revenue into the three 

I PoI~ Ecoa ... y, Svo ad. p. 130. "IlYiJl., pp. 133, 134. '1893. 
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parts. Why are wages, profits, and rents obtained by those 
who receive them' 

[No OIie seems to have thought of formally askiug why 
wages are paid, or why labour is remunerated. It was con
sidered 'natural' that labour should ·be remunerated, and 
Adam Smith went so far as to think it natural that labour 
should be remunerated, not only by a part, but by the whole 
of the produce:-

• The produce of labour,' he says, • constitutes the natural recom 
pense or wages of labour • 

• In that original state of things, which precedes both the appn>' 
priation of land and the accumulation of stock, the whole produce of ./ 
labour belongs to the labourer. He hae neither landlord nor ID8Bter' 
to share with bim.'l 

According to this view of the subject the labourer receives 
& part of the produce because he producea the whole of it. 
and that needs explanation is nO.t that he gets a part, but 
that he does not get the whole. :. Wages are natural and 
original, while profits and rent are artificial and of later 
introduction. We are left to inquire how and why profits 
and rent come to be deducted from' the natural recompense 
of labour.' 3 

§ 4r. The Origin and aause 0/ bojiL , 
.Adam Smith thought it necessary to explain that profits 

are not merely & species of wagea. • The profi!-& of stock,' he 
ObServes, 'it may perhaps be thought, are only a different name 
for the wages of a particular sort of labour, the labour of inspec
tion and direction. I They are, however, altogether different.' I) 
Instead of being proPortioned to 'the quantity, the ~hip, or 
the ingenuity' of the 'supposed labour of inspection and 
direction,' Cthey are proportioned to. the value of the stock 
e~ployed:\"" ~ .so~e cases scarcely any of the work ?f ~ 
tion and tfueCtlon 18 done by the owner of the capital ~ It 18 

all done by 'some principal ~lerk,' who receives wages ·which 
'never bear any regular proportion to the capital of which he 
oversees the management.' while the owner of the capital, 
• though he is thus discharged of almost all labour, still expects 

I Ba. L cb .... P. ea. 
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;.bat his profits should bear a regular proportion to his capita.\.' 
~fits are thus a real deduction from the.natural recomP8.lIBII 

_ C!I: ~~la:;:J as somehow the result of the fact tllat 
l capitalists employ labour:-1 -' .. -

" • As 800n as stock has ac:c:umulated in the hand. of particnIar 
pe""""" some of them will naturally employ it in setting to work 

_ indnstrioD8 people, whom they will supply with materiaIa and subsist
ence, in order to make 8 profit by the sale of their work, or by what 
their labour adds to the valne of the materials. 'I 

[ Employers would not employ labour at all if they did not 
expect some. profit, some surplus over and above their expen- • 
diture. Nor would they use a great stock rather than a small 
one unless their profits were to bear. some proportion to the 
extent of their stock., They' hazard' their stock in the • ad
venture: a thing no sensible man will do for nothinO »ut 
this does not explain why th~ profit is actually. obtain~ 
There are many things which men will not 112 for nothing, 
and which, in consequence, remain undone. O'he employer
capitalist is not paid because he "hazards his stock, but he 
hazards his stock because he. is paid for if) To know why 
profits are deducted from the. natural recompense of labour 
we must know something more than €he reason why capitalist 
employers would cease to employ if there were no profit on 
each part of the capital employe<l. IF e.r,equire. to lul()w:why 
the.lai!ourersagree to the deduction~whythey do not work 
for themselves, and decline to be .employed. j Adam Smith 
seems to think it is because the! are necessitous :-=) 

• It seldom happens that the person who tills the ground haa 
wherewithal to maintain himself till he reaps the harvest.. His 
maintenance is generally advancecftc him from the .tock of a master, 
the farmer who employs him, and who would have no interest to em
ploy him unless he was to share in the produce of his labour, or unless 
his stock was to be replaced to him with 8 profit. This profit makes 
8 aecond deduction I from the produce of the labour which is employed 
upon land • 

• Th& produce of almost all other labour is liable to the like deduo
tion of profit. In all arts and manufacturea the greater pert of the 

~ Bk. L oh. vL P. 22 II. . I Bent being th. fin .. 
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workmen stand in need of a master to advance them the materials of 
their work, and their wages and maintenance till it be completed.' 1 

He evidently believes that no one will ever submit to a 
master unless he is obliged. If a man has enough to provide 
himself with .the materials of his work and to maintain 
himself till it be completed, he will immediately set up as an 
, independent workman.' 

ave may say, then, that to Adam Smith profits appeared 
to be a deduction from the produce of labour, to which the 
labourer has to submit because he has no means of sup
port, and no materials of production. '3 Dr. Bohm-Bawerk be
lieves that Adam Smith also occasionally advanced another 
theory, to the effect that profits are an . addition to the 
price of the produce of labour, but the passages he quotea 
sC.!!J;.c.ely prove the existence of this theory.' 
Vt will be observed .that Adam Smith's explanation of the 

nature of profits relatea entirely to the profits of persons 
employing labo1!D He does not seem to have seriously 

1 Bk. 1. elr. viiL pp. 29 b, 30 a. 
I Adam Smith saya tha.t in the original .tate of things' the whole produce 

of labour beloogs to the la.bourer ; and the quantity of labour commonly em· 
ployed in acquiring or producing auy commodity is the only cireulllltance 
which can regulate the quantity of labour which it ought commonly to pur~ 
chase, oon.ma.nd, or exchangd for.' After the. original state of thingl hu 
pa.ssed away, however, fin exchanging the CODlplete manufacture either for 
money, for lahonr, or for other goodl, over and above wbat may be aufficieDt: 
to pay the price of the materiala aDd the wages of the workmen, IOmething 
must be given for the profits of the undertaker of the work who hazard. bit 
Btook in this adventure' (Bk. L ch. vL p. 22). Dr. BOhm·ll&werk oay. 
that this plainly means tha.t tbe capitalist', ewm for interest causea .. riae in 

~ the price of the product, and is paid out of this rile-dau ckr ZinlQ.1&,. 
I]>rUd> da KapilaliN<n tiM B/dgorung da Pre .... d.,. Prod.ul:tt btwirkl • 
... '" aIU ill. bifrndigt wird. (KapUal tmd Kapitahi .. , L p. 83; Smart, 
English trnnalation, pp. 72, 73.) But Adam Smith doc. not really commit 
himseU to any comparison of the price of the product in the original state of 
things with its price in the actual sta.te of things. All that be means it that 
in the actual state of things there is a part of the produce or labour wbich 
does DOt go to tbe labourer, and 10 is • over aDd above' the price of the mate.
ri&la and the wages of the workmen. The wages DO longer equal the full value 

. which is added to tbe raw materiala by the proceu of manufacture, but; thi., 
IUrely, doea not prove any riae in tbe value of tbe product. All that can be 
laid is tha.t the value of the produce u higher nOW compared witb the wagea 
Deeeu&rJ to produce it than it W&I in the originalltate of tbings. or, to put 
the eame thing in other words, wages are lower now compared with the whole 
produce thaD. they were in 'he originallt3te vi 1.hinga. 
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considered any profits except those which he imagined were 
obtained ~sums spent in _ payfug wa"aes or in buying 
materials. \.!!! the examples which he gives he allows nothing 
for interest or profit on the value of the lJlanufactory and its 
machinery~ In hia treatment of interest in Book XL Chap. iv., 
he considers it. as paid either out of the profits of an 
employer, or else • by alienating or encroaching upon -some 
other source of revenue, such as the propertJ or the rent of 
land.'l -
iliq~definitely asked the questions, • What 'is the 
nature of the profit of stock 7 and how does it originate 1'" He 

2bjected to Adam Smith's repr.esentation of profit as a. deduc
tion from the wages of la.bour. If Ada.m Smith were right, 
he says, profits would be a deriva.tive and not an original 
source of revenue, • being only a. transfer from the po~ of 
the la.bourer into tha.t of the proprietor of stock.'· IDofit 
a.rises; he thinks, ~!ll*I the capital which yields the profit 

~-'Tlplants la.bour, or does.what humanla.~ur could not do. In 
~ Drofit exists because capital performs a. useful service; 
the pl>;rment of profit is to be put on the same basis as the 
payment of wages.) The owner of capital gets a.-pa.rt of what 
would have been got by the labourers supplanted or dispensed 
with. 1 He cannot get more, or the la.bour would be employed 
instea"d of the Capital. He often, however, in consequence 
of competition, gets less. Lauderdale thUs illustrates hia 

• theory:-. -

C' Supposing, ror ezample, one man with a loom should be capable 
of making tJm.e pair of stockings a day, and that it should require six 

• knitters to perform the earne work with equal elegance in the earne 
time, it is obvious that the proprietor of the loom might demand for 
making his three pair of stockings;he wages of live knitters, and that 
he would receive them; because the consumer, by dealing with him 
rather than the knitte .. , would save in the purchase of the stockings 
the wagee of one knittar.] But if; on the contl3ry, a stocking-loom 
was only capable of making one pair of stockings in three day. ( .... 
from the hypothesis that three pair of stockings could be finished by 
six knittars in one day, it folloWl that ODS knitter would "",ke a pair 
of stockings in two days) tho proprietor of the loom could not dispose 
of his stockings, because he would be obliged to charge one daia 

, BIt. IL ob. iY. po 1M. • PoUic 1Y",/lA, po 155. • Ibid., po 1M. 
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wages more than was paid to the knitters, and the machine, though 
it ""ecuted the stockings in the greateat perfection, would be set aside 
as useless merely because incapable of supplanting any portion of 
labour." 

The example shows clearly that the owner of capital receives 
a profit because his capital is useful If the machine sup
plants no labour, and is therefore of • no use,' its owner will 
receive no profit on it. This is the lower limit. The upper 
limit, on the other hand, is the amount for which the produce 
could be obtained without the aid of the capital If one man 
working with the loom, and repairing it when repairs are 
necessary,' can do as much as six without the loom, the 
profit obtained by the owner of the loom may come up to, 
but cannot exceed, the wages of five men; if one man with 
the loom can do.·exactly as much as one mall without the· 
loom, the loom is absolutely worthless, and will bring in 
nothing to its owner, even if it be used; if one man working 
with the loom cannot do as much as ono man without the 
ioom, the loom will certainly not be used. 

tMalthus, like Lauderdale, considers that profits are the. 
remuneration of capitaI, just as wages are the remuneration \ 
of labour.l Of the three different conditions which must be 
fulfilled in order that any commodity should continue to be 
brought to market, 

• The second condition to be fulfilled is that the assistance whicla 
may have been given to the labourer from the previ01Ul accwnniation 
of objects which facilitate fnture prodnction, should be 80 remnnemted 
as to continne the application of this 8811istance to the production of 
the commodities required. II by means of certain advances to the 
labourer of machinety, food, and materisls previonaly collected, h. 

I Publ~ Wtallh, pp. 165, 186 • 
• Dr. lIOhm·Bawerk (K<>pitaI "" K .. pita/zi .. , L p. 170; Smart, Englisb 

translAtion, C<>pitaI .. nil 1_, p. 146) compl&ino that Lauderdale hu 
.. id nothing about the depreciation of the machin.. Prom the fact thet h. 
say. nothing about it, we may conclude that he tacitly lIo8Iumee," be i8 
entitled to 88Iume if he chooaeaJ that there fa DO depreciation, tbU tbe ODe 
man who worb the loom also replacee Reb part. of it AI wear out at hi. 
own espou.e, and during his working h01lrL The sharp diotiuotion wblob 
Dr. lIOhm·Bawerk drs ... b.t ...... the labour of working. machine and tho 
labour of maintaining U in good oondition ........ ponda witb Dothlug in 
nature, and d ... Do\ odd cIeameos to the oubjed 
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ean exeeu.te eight or ten times 88 mnch work 88 h. could withont snch 
aaaiatance, the person furnishing them might appear, at firat, to be 
entitled to the di1I"erence between the powe .. of nnassieted labour and 
the powers of labour so aasisted. But the prices of commodities do 
not depend upon their intrinsic utility, but upon the .upply_ and 
the demand. The increased powe .. of labour would naturelly produce 
an inc~ supply of commodities; their prices would consequently 
fall; and the remuneration for the capita! advanced would soon be 
reduced to what was n"""""""., in the existing stete of the society, to_ 
bring the articles to the production of which they were applied to 
market. With regard to' the laboure.. employed, as neither their 
exertions nor their skill would n ..... arily be much greater then if 
they had worked unassisted, their remuneration would be nearly the 
same 88 before, and would -depend entirely upon the exchangeable 
value of the kind of labour they hed contributed, estimated in the 
1l8llB! way by the demand and the supply. It is not, therefore, quite 
correct to repreeent, as Adam Smith does, the profita of capita! as a 
deduction from the produce of labour. They are ouly a fair rem)lnera
tion for that part of the prodnction contributed by the oapitalist, 
estimated exactly in the same way 88 the contribution of the 
labourer.'l 

\.This amounts to slIying that lab~ur can produce more 
when it has the use of capital, and that profits are the amount 
which the ownor of the capital receives in exchange for the 
advantages obtained in production by the use of the capital 
It recognises that the amount received by the capitalists is 
not the whole amount which is due to the existence of the 
capital, but only a part of this amount.] For instance, if the 
income of Engla.nd, without any capital, would be but 1 
instead of 100, it does not follow that the whole N.r are 
proS tj.At present. •. 

l The weak point in the .expla.nation of profits given by 
L9,olderdale a.nd Malthus is t~ while they' show clearly 
enough that the existence a.nd use of capital is an adva.ntage 
to production, and that the whole ad.vantage canno~ be 
reaped by the capitalist, they fail to show why the-advantage 
has to be paid for at all, l'rhy t40.::i services' of capital are not 
like those of the sun, gratuitous.':l! .' . 

Ricardo, who knew very well what profits meant in the 

I PolilictJ/ Bconomr, In ad. pp. so, 81: 
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concrete, was little interested in the abstract question of their 
nature and origin. He gives no definition of the term, and no
where formally expresses any opinion on the subject.. It SOOIDJI 

clear, however, that with him, Lauderdale's theory had gone 
for nothing. In reading his works, we firul-ourselves sgain 
starting from Adam Smith's standpoint.. ,®-o6ts again cease 
to have anything to do with the 'productive power of capital,3 
or the advantage which the use of capital may be in pro
duction. @iitwhiIe~dam Smith treated them as a deduction 
from the natural recompense of labourl)l.icardo looks on the~ 
rl\ther as a surplus of produce over and above natural wsge&,Y 
lite surplus exists, according to him, because the worst land' 
actually under cultivation, or rather the least productive 
agricultural labour em~l-ed. returns more produce than is 
required to pay wagEl§, .... lt always will exist,::1>ecause~ the 
population or amount of fallour employed, and cousequently 

IThe productiveness of the least productive agricuIturallabour, 
depend on the amount of capita.l. and capital never will be 

, accumulated to such an extent as to redUQ8 the productive
ness of the least productive agricultural labour 80 low that 
the produce would only suffice to pay the wagel:'- The motive 
for accumulation will 'diminish with every dfiiUnution of 
profit, and will cease altogether' when the profits are 80 low 
as not to afford the farmer and the manufacturer' an adequate 
compeusation for their trouble, and the risk which they must 
necessarily encounter in employing their capital productively.,! 

The justice of profits had scarcely been denied, and the 
claim of the labourer to the whole produce of labour, which 
afterwards became, for a time at least, the basis of the 
socialist movement, hall not been very loudly asserted in 
1821, but in James Mill's Elern.ent4 somfl,..!ppreheIlSion of 
the· approaching storm may be detected. Ulicardo, for free 
trade purposes, had endeavoured to induce the farmer to' 
stand shoulder to shoulder with the manufacturer and 
the merchant in their fight against the landlords. James 
Mill was willing to second his efforts in this direction, but also 
showed a desire to stren"othen the position of the capitslist 
a,,"'8.inst tha labourer by justifying the existence of profit.l] 

'After dividing' the persons who contribute to production' 

• !at ed. p. 136; 3d ed. Wora, P. 6S. 
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into the two classes of labourers and capitalis~ ·]te one the 
class.'who bestow the labo~the other the class who furnish 
the food, the raw material; and the instruments of all sorts, 
animate or inanimate, simple or complex, which are ,em
ployed in producing the effect: he declares that each . of 
these classes • must ,. have their share of the commodities 
produced, and, that the capitaliit • expects' a share: raw 
material and toolS are provided for the labourer by the, 
capitalist, and • for making this provision the capitalist, of 
course, expects a reward.' 1 Here there is obviously some 
tendency to assimilate, so far as possible, the pQSition of the 
capitalist with that of the labourer. Later on, James Mill 
tries not merely to assimilate the effects produced by capital 
and by labqur, but to identify them;l The,' quantity in which 
commodities exchange for one another' depends, according 
to him, upon cost of production: Now cost of production, 
he says, appears at first sight to consist • in capital alone: 
by which he seems to mean capital and the profit upon the 
capital, since he immediately proceeds to say:-

• The capitalist pays the wages ot his labourer. buys the raw 
material, and expects that what he bee expended shall be returned 
to him in the price with the ordiruuy profits npon the whole of the 
capital employed. • From this view of the subject it wonld appear 
that cost of prodnction consialB exclusively in the portion of capital 
upended, together with the profits npon the whole of the ,capital 
employed in effecting the productioD.'. 

But, he explains, the • first capital must have been the 
result of pure labour'; its value must consequently have been 
• estimated by labour: and so also must the value of later 
capitals created by the aid, of the first capital; and • if the 
value of capital must be determined by labour, it follows upon 
all suppositions' that the value of all commodities must be 
determined by)aboJU': He concludes, therefore, that the 
answer to the question with which he set out, • What deter
mines the quantity in which commodities exchange for one 
another" is nothing but • Quantity of labour: I He seeIIlll 
to have forgotten that in the apparent cost of production he 
had includad not only the capital expended; but also • the 

• In ed. PI' 8·11, 24. • Ibid-, p. 70. • /bid., pp. 72, 73. 
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profits upon the whole of the capital employed.' The explana-' 
tion of the oversight is that he was led away from a. close 
consideration -of the question. as to what determines the 
quantity in which commodities exchange for one another 
by a desire to refute the theory put forward by TorreW!, 
to the effect that after the' labourers and the capitalists 
become two different classes, 'it is always the amount of 
capital or quantity of accumulated labour, and not, as before 
this separation, the Bum of accumulated and immediate 
labour, expended on production, which determines the ex
changeable value of commodities.'l Now into this contro
versy the question of profits does not enter. \ Torrens was 
talking of the 'natural price' of commodities, and he 
considered that profits are a surplus created .during the 
process of production, which is not inCluded in 'natural 
price: though it is included in 'market price.' Market 
price, he says, will exceed natural price by the customary 
rate of profit,l} and after laying this doWD, he asserts 
in the coolest manner, • Things equal in natural price will 
also, upon the average, be equal in market price." He 
assumes, in fact, that profit is an addition of a certain P91'
centage to the ' cost of production: or, as he calls it, • natural 
price.' James Mill, in refuting him, insensibly adopted the 
same assumption. If the cost of production of A is .£100 
of 'capital expended,' and that of B is £200 of 'capital ex
pended: 1 B will be worth 2 A,80 long as an equal percentage 
is added for profit to the .£100 and the ,£200. 
_ . If it be decided, no matter by what illogical arguments; 
! that • cost of production regulates the exchangeable value 
'Of commodities:' and that • the exchangeable value of aU 
commodities is . determined by quantity of labour:' it is 
very natural to infer that cost of production must consist 
of labour alone, that as the remuneration of labour is wages, 
the whole of the commodity or produce must be resolvable 
into wages alone, and therefore, that if a part of the produce 
is profits, profits must be wages.1 ¥..:G.t!lloch seems to have 

'been the first to draw this inference. He boldly asserted 

I Produdiora qf lVealI1t, pp. 89, 40. t lbitL, P. 6L 
• Ibid., P. 66. • 1_ Mill, &1-. In. eeL p. 611. 
• Ibid., P. 7& 
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in the Encycloprzdia Brita_ica. Supplement (1823), that 
• the ~.fiJiaJlUtoll]L~-'1nlL~oth~_natnUoLtha..wagea 
o'iiccwm.~labuwr:l Ja.mes Mill promptly a.dopted the 
idea.. The second edition of his Elements (1824) contains an 
a.ddition to the chapter on • What determines the quantity 
in which commodities exchange for one another" In this 
he sa.ys • there is one phenomenon which is brought to con
trovert' the conclusion that qwmtity of la.bour determines 
the proportion in which commodities 9J[change for one 
another:-

• It is said that the 8%Cbarigeable 'f1IIue of commoditi .. is afFect.ed 
by lime, without the intervention of labour; becallSll wben profits of 
stock must be included, eo much must be added for every portion of 
lime which the production of one commodity requires beyond that of 
anoth.... For en.mple, if the same quantity of labour baa produced 
in the same ......". a cask of wine and twenty sacks of Hour, they will 
exchange against one another at the end of the eeason; but if the 
owner of the wine places the wine in his eeIlar and keeps it for a 
")Uple of years, it; will be wortb more than the twenty sacks of Hour, 
beca1lll8 the profits_of stock for the two yeaIII mtl8t be added to the 
original pri.... He"" it is affirmed, there baa been ,n.o ne .. application 
of labour, bot here there is an addition of 'f1IIue ;! quantity of labour, 
therefo"" is not the principle by which exc!i&ngeable 'f1IIue is. 
regulated.' r~ , 

To the ordinary mind the objection appea.rs perfectly 
1IOUIld, but J a.mes Mill denies that there has been no new 
application of labour:-

• To this objection,' be says, • I reply that it is founded upon a 
misapprebenaion with respect to the nature of profit& Profita are in 
reality the measure of quantity of labour; and the only measure of 
quantity of labour to which, in the ..... of capital, .... ean reeort. 
'Ibis can be proved by the moet rigid anaIysis.'. 

The • rigid a.nalysis' consists in showing that the owner of 
a ma.chine used for profit gets ba.ck the va.lue of the ma.chine 
in the shape of an annuity' fixed by the competition of the 
market, and [sic] which is therefore an exact equiva.lent for 
the ca.pita.l sum.' The ca.pita.l va.lue was settled by the 

I An. PoIili<dl ~, P. 263. • P.95. 
o 
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quantity of labour expended on the machine, and so each year'. 
annuity is settled by the quantity of labour expended :-

',Capital is aJlowed to be correctly described nnder the title of 
hoarded labour, A portion of capital produced by 100 day" labour 
is 100 daya' hoarded labour,. But the whole of the 100 day.' 
hoarded labour is not expended when the article conatituting tho 
capital is not worn out, A part is expended, and what part' '1 

Ordinary persons consider that an article is half-worn out 
when it has suffered half the use that it is capable of sus
taining before it is entirely worn out; for example, if a carpet 
will last six years, it is half worn out when it has been in 
use for three years. If, then, a carpet were really' hoarded 
labour: instead of a woollen fabric used for covering floors, we 
might say that half the hoarded labour had been consumed 
at the end of three years. James Mill, however, answers the 
question what part of the hundred days' hoarded labour is 
expended very differently :-

'Of this,' he says, 'we have no direct, we have onl,. an indirect 
- meaaure, If capital paid for b,. an annuity is paid for at the rote of 

10 per cent, one-tenth of the hoarded labour ma,. be correctI,. oon
aidered 88 expended in one year.' I 

Now by this he cannot mean that one-tenth of the 
hundred days' labour expended in making the machine may 
be correctly considered as expended in one year, for this 
would lead to an absurd result.. Suppose, for example, that 
the machine is a new cut for a brook, which will last an 
unlimited time without any repairs. A thousand times ten 
days is ten thousand days, so at the end of a thousand years 
ten thousand days' labour would have been expended, 
according to James Mill, although the machine only cost 
ODe hundred days. Suppose again, that the machine is one 
which will last only six years; then the capitalist will get 
for six years (m order to obtain his 10 per cent) the value 
of about twenty-three days' labour per annum, ten for profit 
and thirteen for depreciation. Six times 23 is 138, so here 
again the total 'labour expended' amounts to more than 
the whole labour expended in making the machine. And i~ 

• P.W. 
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is obvious tha.t this is always the caSe when there are 
any profits. 

Mill's labour expended is, in fact, not the original labour 
at all, but new labour lIOmehow performed by the machine. 
,If, he says, a commodity were made wholly by a machine 
which required no attenc;lance.and no repairs, its price would 
entirely consist of profits :-

, , But it would snre1y be absurd to say that labour had nothing to 
do in creating the valne of BUch a commodity, since demonBtratively 
it is labour which givea to it the whole of ita value; and if it could 
be 'got without labour it would have ,no value at all. It is hoarded 
labour, iudeed, not immediata labour, which haB created ita value. 
Bnt as immediate labour createa value in proportion. to the quantity 
of it applied, so also doea hoarded labour; nor is there any other 
principle upon which it can be conceived to do BO. If there are two 
machinea of the nature BDPpOSed above, the one of which is 
100 days' hoarded labour, the other 200; the day'a produce of the 
one will be twice the value of the day's produce of the other. 
Why 1 Becenae twice the quantity of labour has been applied to it. 
The CaBe is precisely the same when what they eall allowance for 
time is taken into account. If the 100 days' hoarded labour is 
applied for two daYB, ita produce will be equal in value to' one day'a 
produce of the 200 day.' ,hoarded labour. Why 1 Becanae 100 days' 
hoarded labour appljed for two days is equal in quantity to 200 
days applied for one day.' 1 

M'Culloch, however, was not to be outdone. In his Prin
ciples of Political Economy (1825)[he finds it impossible 
to see any important distinction between wages and profits. 
Profits might be called the wages of accumulated labour, and 
wages might be called the profits of 'the proprietors of the 
machine called man, exclusive of a sum to replace the wear 
and tear of the machines, or, which is the same thing, to 
supply the place of the old and -decayed labourers with new 
ones: OJ A tree now worth £25 may have been planted a 
hundred yer..ts ago at an expense of one shilling: its value, 
according to M'Culloch, is entirely due to labour. The ori
ginal shillings worth of labour was no doubt a trifling amount, 
but then, as capital or accumulated labour, it has been a_ 
whole century at work, and the annual produce has been 

.IP.98. I P.319. 
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saved up. I Similarly, when certain kinds of wine acquire 
increased value by being kept, this is simply due to the fact 
that the capital or accumulated labour embodied in the wine 
has been at work. Some wines do not improve by keeping; 
in these the capital has not worked, or rather ita labour is. 
misdirected or thrown away.' This being so, we may con
clude that the reason why the inanimate labourers called 
capital are able to bring in a remuneration, not to themselves, 
but to their owners, is simply that they produce something. 
James Mill. in his third edition (1826), .endeavoured to 
eiplaiil-the rise in the value of the stored-up wine as 
follows:-

• It is no solution to say that profits must be paid; becanse this 
only brings us to the questiou, why must profits be paid t To this 
there is no answer but one, that they are the remnneretion for labour ; 
labour not applied immediately to the commodity in qnestiou, but 
applied to it through the medium of other commodities, the produce 
of labour. Thus a man hae .. machine, the produco of 100 daye' 
labour. lJ:l applying it the owner nndoubtedJy appli"" labour, 
though in a secondary sense, by applying that which could not heve 
been had but through the medium of labour. Thie machioe, Jet us 
SDppoee, is caJcnJated to last ODCtly 10 years. One-tenth of the 
fruits of 100 daye' labour is thus expeuded every year; which 
is the sam. thing, in the vi ... of cosI; and value, as aaying that 10 
days' labour have been expeuded. The owner is to be paid for 
the 100 dayo'labour which the machioe coota him at the rate of 80 

much per annum; that is, by an annuity for ten years equivalent to 
the original value of the machine. It thus appears that profits are 
simply remuneration for labour. They may, indeed, without doing 
any violenco to langua"ae, hardly ........ by a metspbor, be denominated 
wages: the wages of that labour which is applied, not immediately by 
tbs hand, but mediately by the instruments ... hich the band hae pr0-

duced. And if yon may measure the amount of immediate labour by 
the amonnt of wagee, you may measnre the amonnt 01 secondary 
labour by that of the return to tha eapitaliaL:.' 

These absurd doctrines show the danger of trying to solve 
economic problems by analysing the constituents of the value 

J Pp. 1116. 317. 
I Pp. 314-318. In &he 2d od. (1830) all &hla matter io .... itted, thougb 

M'CoIIoch otilluoerto _ • the profitll of "'Vital _ only _ aame for 
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of a commodity. l Had James Mill and M'Culloch kept before 
them the idea that1he whole produce or income of a country 
consists of three shares-wages, profit, and rent, they would 
never have endeavoured to eXPlru' why profits are paid by 
asserting that profits are wages.l No amount of confused 
reasoning about valu~ can get o~ e fact that every year a 
large portion of 'the income of the community is received by 
certain P'lJ'Sons not as remuneration for labour, nor as rent ,_ 
of land. 3.1£ proJits are remuneration for labour, we must ask, 
Whose labour? lNot tJw.t of the capitalists, for qu4 capitalists 
they do not labour.-JN ot that of the labourers of previouB 
years who created tlie eapits.l, or some of it, because these 
were all paid their wages at the tim~ 
~niQl was too able a man to ~. make profits into 

w.i:ges. but he was desirous of show.!!!g&hat profits,like wages, 
,!lre the remuneration of somethingJand hit on the idea that 

Lthey IllI!.J.ba..reIl!UIlw:a.t.i~ the conduct or.the sacrifice 
~'C.e!!_~_~~~ti.1!:e!lc!l.:...l By the word abstinence: he saYB, 
'we wish to express that agent distinct from labour and the 
agency of nature, the concurrence of which is necessary to the 
existence of capital, and which stan~ in the same relation to 
profit as labour does to wages.' 1 /And again :-' The words 
capital, capitalist, and profit' • express the instrument, the 
person who employs or exercises it, and his reinuneration j] 
but there is no familiar term to express the act, the conduct, 
of which profit is the reward, and which bears the same rela
tion to profit which labour does to wages. To this conduct 
we have already given the name of abstinence.'· No sus
picion ever seems to have crossed his mind that possibly. the 
conduct of which profit is the' reward' has"no name because 
it has no existence. When he has once g~ name for this 
imaginary conduct, all is plain sailing. \If any'profits are 
obviously not the reward of abstinence, a.ll'1hat is required is . 
to say that they are not profits but ren~ As we have already 
seen,' Se~or avails himself very freely of this expedient, con
sciouslY or unconsciously ~1!9J!1g_from Jl.rofits, tb.e.Jn~~me 
from all inheriteg. propert.Y~,!leth.us~~4lS_ab~tinence .. co
e.x.tensivl3,,'!it4 savingJ tJ comical result is that a millionaire 

1 PolUicollkmtmn". a ... od. p. 69. 
• lbi4., p. 8Q. I Abon, pp. 186·\1Ia. 
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who saves £30,000 a year, and spends £10,000 on himself, is 
more abstinent than a clerk who saves £10 a year and spends 
£100 on bimseI0 Senior goes very near admitting thisJwhen 
he says that 'among the different classes of the same nation 
those which are the worst edl!cated are always the most 
improvident, and Consequently the least abstinent.'l By the 
'worst educated' he means to indicate the class which is also 

·..J.he poorest. 
L. ... Thus his theory does not really take us beyond the pro
position that capital is the result of saving, and that people 
would not save if no income could be obtained from savings. 'J 
Granting this to be true, it does not explain why an income 
can be obtained from sa~;) The train of thought in 
Senior's mind evidentl~ was that labour is disagreeable, and 
is therefore rewarded; jtbstinence is also Wsa.,lY1'8eable1ll1ld it 
also is therefore rewarded. He took it for granted that the 
reason why labour is rewarded is that it is disagreeable. Here 
he was wrong. Labour is rewarded not because it is disagre&
able but because it produces wealth. If every kind of labour 
were always most agreeable, it would still produce wealth, and 
still receive at least a portion of this wealth as its reward. 

Senior is at least entitled to the credit oC having seen that 
profits had not been satisfactorily expined, and of having 
made an atl.ilmpt to supply the wa.nt.l.l:.§: Mil!, on the other 
hand, seems to have been totally unaware that anything was 
lacking. He begins by ad~l'ting Senior's explanation of the 
existence oC profit. 'As the wages of the labourer: he says, 
, are the remuneration of labour, 80 the profits of the capitslist 
are properly, a.cc<?rding to Mr. Senior's well· chosen expression, 
the remuneration oC abstinence:·\ Then he throws in a little 
oC his own peCuliar and unfounded notion, thatran capital is 
consumed.l · > • 1']1ey are what he; that is, the capitalist, , gains 
by forbearing to consume his capital Cor his own UlIeS, and 
allowing it to be consumed by I!.roductive labourers Cor their 
uses."'::; We must say, then, that ~e owner of a steam-engine 
gets ~ profit by forbearing to consume the engine for his 
own uses, and allowing it to be consumed by productive 
labourers for their uses.! What we are to say 88 to the profit 
obtained by a com merchant who retains com in his possession 

·P~_.,8 ... e<I. .. 1iO. 
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from one harvest to near the neit, in order to supply the 
consumption of landlords or unproductive labourers, it is 
difficult to imagine. How can he be said to have allowed the 
com to be consumed by productive labourers for their uses 1 
'For this forbearance: :Mill continues, 'he' (the capitalist) 
'requires a recompense.' Possibly; most of us will require or 
ask for a recompense on every occasion when there is the' 
least chance of getting one, but why is it that he succeeds in. 
getting it 1 Instead of asklbg this question, Mill seems 
to be struck by the question' Docs he get a recompense l' . 

'Very often in personal enjoyment he woUld be 8 gainer by 
squandering his capital, the capital amounting to more than the sum 
of ths profits which it will yield during the years he can expect to 
live. But whiJ:. he retains it undiminished, he haa alway. the power 
of consuming it if he wishes or needs; he can bestow it upon others 
at his death; and in the meantime he derives from it an income 
which he can, without impoveriehment, apply to the satisfaction of 
his own wants or inclinations.' 1 

Lower down, however, in controverting t~e opinion that 
profits depend on prices, or on purchase and sale, he finds it 
necessary to return to the subject:-

[The canso ~f profit is thst labour produces more thaD.~ ~uired 
for its supporC{ The reason why agricultural eapital yields a profit is 
because human' beings can grow more food than is necessary to feed 
them while it is being grown, including the time occupied in con
structing the tools and making all other needful preparations; from 
which it is 8 consequence, that if a capita1ist undertakes to feed the 
labourers on condition of receiving the produce, he haa seme of it 
remaining for himself after replacing his advances .• ' • We thus 
.ee that profit arises Dot from the incident of exchange, but from 
the productive power of labour; and the general profit of the country 
is always what the productive power of labour makes it, whether any 
e"change takes place or not. If there were DO division of employ, 
ments there would be no buying or selling, but there would still be 
profit. If the labourers of the country, collectively, produce twenty 
per cent more than their wages, profits will be twenty per ",!nt, 
whatever prices mayor may not b .. ' • 

1 Principlu, Bk. u. ch. xv. • 1; 1st ed. voL L p. "71 People'. ed. 
p.~~ c 
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D n this paslillge J ~ t. :Mill is evidently looking at the 
question simply frQm the Ricardian standpoint. Profits 
appear to be a mere surplus over and above wages, and & 'sur
plus which has nothing whatever to do with any service or 

- usefulness of capitaL j The clear explanation of Lauderdale, 
who knew that profitS are obtained because the same amount 
of labour produces more when it hOB the use of capital 
than when it hOB not, and the confused attempts of 
M'Culloch and James Mill to identify profits with wages, 
have alike gone for nothing. -:: 

§ 5. The Origin and Ca'IUYJ of .Rent. 

As we have already seen, Adam Smith made no attempt 
to confine the meaning of the rent of land to so much of the 
periodical payments commonly called rent as may be left 
after deducting all that can be considered due to the invest
ment of capital in the soiL In treating of the nature of rent, 
he finds it necessary to explain that the whole of rent is not 
due to the investment of capital. This he proves by adduc
ing the fact that landlords demand a rent even for land which 
is altogether unimproved. When rent is paid for the oppor
tunity of gathering kelp on the sea-shore, or for fishing round 
the Shetland Islands, it is paid not only for something 
unimproved, but for something which' is altogether incapable 
of human improvement.: lThe rent of land is therefore, he 
concludes, something different from profits; 'it is not at all 
proportioned to what the landlord may have laid out upon 
the improvement of the land, or to what he can afford to 
take: but is 'naturally a monopoly price;! 

CAB to why the landlord gets a monopoly price or more 
than the ordinary profit on any capital that may have been 
invested, Adam Smith is 'unusually obscurlQ In the chapter 
on the 'Component parts of the price of commodities: he 
8IIYs:-

~ As soon as the land of any country has all become private pro
perty, the landlords, like all other men, love to reap where they never 
sowed, and demand 8 rent even for ita natural produoo,') The wood 
of the forest, the grass of the field, and all the natoral fruita of the 

1 Bk. L cb. xi. pp. 86, 61 ... 
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earth, "hich when land w,," in common, cost the labourer only the 
trouble of gathering them, come, even to him, to have an additional 
price fixed upon them. He muet then pay for the licence to gather 
them; and muet give up to the landlord a portion of wnat hie labour 
either collacta or producea. This portion, or what comes to the same 
thing, the price of this portion, constitutes the rent of land, and in 
the price of the greater part of commodities makes a third component 

- part." 

( Here the demand of the landlord for a share of the pro- -
duce seems to have the effect of adding something to what 
would otherwise be the price _ of the greater part of com
modities, but in the chapter on Rent Adam Smith says, 
either in explanation or contradiction of this passage, that 
rent-

• enters into the compositi~n of the price of commodities in a diJl'erent -
way from wages and profit. High or low wages and profit are the 
causes of high o~ low price; high or low rent is the eJfect of i~ It is 
because high or low wages and profit must be paid in order tu bring a 
particular commodity to market that ita price is high or low. But it 
is because its price is high or low, a great deal more, or a very little 
more, or no more, than wbat is sufficient 1c! pay those wages and pro
fit, thet it affords a high rent, or a low rent, or no rent at all.'' 

Looking on rent so much more as a part of the price of 
commodities than as a part of the produce of land, Adam 

(
Smith WlUl led into an inquiry as to what commodities have 
rent as a part of their price; instead of as to what sort of land 
yields rent. ) The fact that the rent of the la.Iid on which any 
particular kind of produce is grown varies with its fertility 
and situation, he treats as an obvious commonplace, which 
needs little or no development.1 

Food for man, he maintains, always and necessarily affords 
some rent to the owner of the land on which it is grown. 
Other sorts of produce sometimes may and sometimes may 
not. The reasoning by which he tries to prove tha.t food 
always contains rent in its price, or always yields a rent,is, as 
might be expected, not of a very convineing kind i-

• As men,' he says, 'like al! oilier animals; naturally multiply in 
proportion to the meana of ilieir snbsistenC\l, food is aI way. more or 

• Bk. L oh. vL P. 23 ... • pp. 67,88. 
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1 ... in demand. It can a1waya purchase or command a greater M 

smaller quantity of labour, and somebody can a1waya be found who 
ia willing to do something in order to obtain it.' • 

Now this statement is quite as true of most other com
modities as it is of food. If anything it is rather more true 
of most oth!lr commodities than of food, for, as Adam Smith 
himself observes, • the desire of food is limited in every man 
by the narrow capacity of the human stomach, but the desire 
of the conveniencies and ornaments of building, dress, equipage, 
lIDd household furniture, seems to have no limit or certain 
boundary:s Circumstances can be conceived in which the 
Koh-i-noor diamond would not exchange for a small quantity 
of bread, but circumstances can not only be conceived, but 
are constantly occurring, in which a great quantity of food is 
thrown away because it is unsaleable; because, in fact, no one 
• can be found who is willing to do something in order to 
obtain it: In ordinary circumstances, metals, clothes, and 
houses are just as much always more or less in demand as 
food; they can always purchase or command a greater or 
smaller quantity of labour, and somebody can always be found 
who is willing to do something in order to obtain them. 
Regardless of this, Adam Smith, after a short parenthesis, 
continues :-

-.1 Bnt land in almost any situation producee a greater quantity of 
food than what ia sullicient to maintain all the labour necessary for 
bringing it to market in the most liberal way in which that labour ia 
ever maintained. The snrplns, too, ia a1waya more than sullicient to 
replace the stock which employed that labour, together with ita 
profits.' . 

This is only a verbose method of asserting that land • in 
almost any situation' will produce more food than is required 

. for paying the wages of the labourers and the profits of the 
capitalist who cultivate it. • Something. .. therefqre,' Adam 
Smith concludes, • always remains for a rent to the landlord.' 
in order to give definiteness to his assertion about land 'in 
almost any situation: he goes on to observe that:-

• The most desert moors in Norway -and Scotland prodnce some 
IIlrt of pasture fM catt1e, of which the .milk and the inClllOlle are 

'1'.62" "1'.76" 
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always more dian mffieient, not only to maintain ..n the labour 
-.y fur tending them, and to pay the ordinary profit to the 
farmer or 0_ of the herd or dock, but to alford lOme small rem to 
the Jaad101d.'l 

Among the products of land which do not always afford 
a rent to the landlord, Adam Smith seems to have given the 
chief place to wool, skins, timber, stone, and ndneraIs. Wool 
aad skins are necessarily produced along with meat, and so, 
he says, when food consists &lmost entirely of the flesh of 
animals, there is such a superabundance of these articles, that 
they are worth little or nothing, and cannot afford a rent to 
the Iandlord.! This is a reasonsble, but not strictly accurate 
view. If the lsndlord &tready has a rent from the food, the 
addition of the wool and skins to the produCe should afford 
him some additional rent, even if a very sm&ll one. As to 
timber, stone, and minerals, Adam Smith says that in many 
parts of Scotland good stone quarries afford no rent, and that 
in some places the landlord genernl]y gives away timber for 
building housea • to whoever takes the troJ]ble of asking it:· 
whlle coal and other mines, he thinks, are sometimes too 
barren, and sometimes too far removed from the market to 
pay more than wagee and profits. There thna appears to be 
.. sepamte reason why each of the different classes of products 
other than food do not resemble food in always affording a 
rent to the landlord. (Adam Smith's explsnations do not 
amount to much more llian a statement that the'value of the 
produce of labourers who produce food is always more than 
sufficient to pay their wages, and that this sometimes is, aJid 
sometimes is not, the case with the value of the produCe of 
labourers who produce other things. \ __ 

The second statement is true en6ugb, but the tirst is not. 
Adam Smith, indeed, gives away his case by only asserting 
tlIat larid in almost any situation produces a greater quantity 
of food than is sufficient to pay the wages and profits of 
cultivators. If there is land in any situation which cannot 
do this, his conclusion that sOmething always remains for 
rent is incorrect. That there is such land every one knows. 
Adam Smith speaks of barren moors in Norway, but there is 

11'.IlL • P. lI' .. 
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& lower degree of fertility and proximity to the market than 
moors in Norway. \rhere are the Sahara and Greenland's icy 
mountains. Between these most barren and distant regions 
there are lands of every quality and situation, so that it is 
reasonable to 8ssume that the worst land used in the pro
duction of food is not good ,enough to yield any appreciable 
amount of rent, but only good enough to yield the expenses 
of cultivation and profits on the capital employed, and a mere 
peppercorn to the landlord if it is cultivated by a tenant and 
not by an owner~ This was evident to James Anderson,the 
Aberdeenshire farmer whom we have already had occasion to 
quote.1)1n his Inqwiry into the natwre of the OO'1"n Laws 
with a 'View to the new OO'rn BiU fO'r Scotland, which he 
published in 1777, he gave a numerical example of the cost 
of raising a boll of oatmeal on soils of various degrees of 
fertility, which makes it obvious that it may be profitable to 
raise food from land which -yields no rent.' In his Observa
ti0n8 1m. the means of ezeiting a spirit of National Ind'UBtry, 
published in the same year, he explained rent as a premium 
paid for cultivating the more fertile soils:-

• In every country there are various soils, which are endued with 
difl'erent degrees of fertility; and hence it must happ<ln that the 
farmer who cnJtivates the moat fertile of theee can afl'ord to bring hia 
com to market at a much lower price than othel'll who cultivate poorer 
fielde. But if the com that grows on theee fertile spoto ia not sufficient 
fnlly to BUppI,o the market alone, the price will natnrally be raised in 
that market to snch a height ... to indemnify othe .. for the expense of 
cultivating poorer soila. The farmer, however, who cultivates the 
rich spoto will be able to sell his com at the same rate in the market 
with those who occupy poorer fielde; he will, therefore, receive much 
more than the i"triw value for the eam he rears. Many persona 
will, therefore. be deeirons of obtaining poeeeesion of theee fertile 
fields, and will be content to give a certain premium for an exclusive 
privilege to cultivate them; which will be greeter or smaller according 
to the more or lees fertility of the soil It ia thia preminm which 
constitutes what we now call rent, a medium by means of which the 
OXp<lnse of cnJtivsting soils of very difl'erent degrees of fertility may 
be redueed to a p<lrfect equality.' I 

1 Above, PI' 146. 146. 
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Quarter of a century later he was still teaching the same 
doctrine. • Rent.,' he says in his Recreations, • is in fact 
nothing else than a simple and ingenious contrivance for 
equalising the profits to- be drawn from fields of different 
degrees of fertility, and of local circumstances, which tend to , 
augment or diminish the expense of culture: 1 His answer 
to the question, Why is rent paid? may thus be said to be, 
Rent is paid for all land for which it is paid, because such, 
land is more fertile than the worst land which, at the prices 
prevailing, it is profitable to cultivate. This ansWer is incom
patible with Adam Smith's way of regarding the subject, but 
both Adam Smith and Anderson failed to notice the incom
patibility, or did not consider it of any importance.' The 
passage from Anderson's Ob8e'l'Vations occurs in the course of 
a long attack upon Adam Smith's opinions on the effect of' 
the bounty on the exportation of com from England, but 
Anderson did not remark that Adam Smith's theory of rent 
was incorrect, and Adam Smith, who, as Professor Ingram 
observes,' can scarcely have failed to see Anderson's criticism, 
did not amend his theory. The fact is that An<ie,rson wrote 
before the time had come for regarding the question why 
rent is paid as an interesting and even an exciting one. . 

I But in 1814, when every one was thinking of protection, 
. prices, and rents, circumstances were much more favourable.' 

t In that year the question was definitely asked in David 
\ Buchanan's edition of the W salth of Nationsi In a note on 

a passage in Book I. chap. vi.' Buchanan observes:-

• Dr. Smith here states that the landlords, like other men, love to 
reap where they never BOWed, and demand a rent even for the natural 
produce of theis land. They do so. But the question is why this 
apparently nnnoasonable demand is 80 generally complied with. Other 
men elso love to rasp where they never lOwed, but the landlords 
alone, it would appear, succeed in BO desirable !>D object.'. 

\Buchanan doeS not succeed in satisfactorily answering his 
own question. The price of com, he thinks, is settled entirely 
by demand and supply, and the state of .demand and supply 
is always such that the price is sufficient to yield a surplus 

• VoL •. p. 403. , I HiMMy qf Political ECDfIOI/I~, p. 128 
I Quoted above, p. 216. • Vol. i. p. 80, nofic. '" 
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above the cost of produp.tion, but he does not show clearly 
why this should he aiJ \He seems to have thought that it is 
because the supply of food is 'limited by' the quantity of land 
which can be taken into cultivation.' i) (Rent is thus made 

- the result of the' monopoly' of land ;-) 

'The profit of a monopoly stands on precisely the same foundation 
as rent. A monopoly does artificially what in the case of rent is done 

o ,~, by natural cans.... It stints the supply of the market until the 
I ,},~'" -price rises above the leveY-olwages and profit.'. 

As he believed that rent existed in consequence of the 
scarcity of cultivable land, Buchanan, in refuting the physio
crats'. theory that rent is the only taxable revenue, was 
naturally led to insist on the fact that if it is 'advantageous 
to those who receive it: it 'must be proportionally injurious 
to those who pay it.'~' 

This sentence appears to have had a good'deal to do with 
the publication of Malthus's Natwre and Progreas o/ZUnt. 
Malthus could not agree on the subject of rent, he tells us, 
either with Adam Smith or the physiocrats, and still less 
with 'some more modem writers,' of whom he names ouly 
Say, Sismond~ and Buchanan. These writers appeared to 
him to 'consider rent as too nearly resembling in its nature 
and the laws by which it is governed the excess of price 
above the cost of production, which is the characteristie of a 
monopoly." Always favourable to the landed interest, he 
desired at that critical momedt to give an answer to the 
question, Why is rent paid f which should he less likely to 
make rents odious in public estimation than Buchanan's 
answer-Because landlords have a monopoly. 

'The following tract,' he MY" in_his preface, 'coutainl the substance 
of eome notes on Rent, which, with others on different subjects 
relating to political economy, I have collected in the course of my 
professional duties at the East India College. It has he3n my inten· 
tion, at some time or other, to put them in a form for publication j 
and the very near connmon of the subject of the present inquiry with 
the topics immediately under dieenssion has induced me to hasten its 
appearance at the present moment. It is the duty of thcee who have 

1 VoL L P. ~4, note. 
I Vol. Iii. p.2'/2. 

• Vol L p. 99. 
• 1'.2. 
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any meaDl!'of contributing to the public etock of knowledge not only 
to do 00, but to do it at the time whan it is most likely to be useful. 
If the nature of the disquisition ehould appear to the reader hardly to 
suit the form of .. pamphlet, my apology must be, that it was not 
origiually intended for 10 ephemeral .. ehape.' 

At the outset of ~he tract itself, he says that rent 

'has perhaps a particular claim to our attention at the present moml\llt, 
on account of the discussions which are going on tespecting the Com 
Laws, and the eJrects of rent on the price of raw produce and the pro
gress of agricultural improvemant.' 1 

['he question why rent is paid thus became one of pra~ 
politics. 
~'l!.. answer to' the question is threefold. [Rent, he 
says, is paid because (1) the land produces more than enough 
to maintain its cultivators; (2) the necessaries of life have a 
peculiar quality of 'being able to create their own demand, 
or to raise up a number of demanders in proportion to the 
quantity of necessaries produced' J; and (3) the most fertile 
land is, comparatively scarce. If anyone of these three 
causes were absent, there would be no rent.) First, if the 
whole land were such that it could not be made to produce 
more than a sustenance for its cultivators, there could 
obviously be no surplus produce for rellt, however much the 
land might be monopolised., Secondly, if population did not 
increase with the increase of food, an increase in 'the quantity 
of food produced would cause the price of food to fall to its 
cost of production, thus again leaving no surplus for rent. 
Having' explained this, Malthus considers himself justified in 
pronouncing II- panegyJio upon rent, without waiting for the 
discussion of his third cause. He inquires rhetorically if rent, 
far from being a mere ',transfer of value advantageous only to 
the landlords, and proportionably imQ'WI"iouB to the consumers: 
is not, on the contrary" 

I The .uthor 01 .rI" iIIqui'l' """ 100.. prineip/u t"t8p«t'nll 1M """' ... oJ 
ri<m<ond and tile MCUrityqf ....... oIJ/atelyodl1OClJted"" Mr. MaJIh .. , ""yo, 
I When Mr. Malthua published hi. EI8(1'11 em Rem, it aeema to have been 
partly with .. view to answer the cry of fiNo landlordi," whiob then n.tood 
rubrio on the walll,'" (p. 108). He refere to tbe propagaua of Thorn .. 
Spell"'" t4. earl, forenmnor of Mr. HOIIlJ George. I P. 8. 
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, a clear indication of a most inestimable qnaIity in the loil which God 
has bestowed upon man-the quality of being able to maintain more 
persons than are necessary to work it. Is it not a part, and we shall 
8ee further on that it is an absolutely necessary part, of that surplns 
produce from the land which has bsen jnstly stated to be the source 
of all power and enjoyment; and withont which, in fact, there would 
be no cities; no military or naval force, no arts, no learning, none of 
the finer manufactures, none of the conveniences and luxuries of 
foreign countries, and none of that cultivated and polished society 
which not only elevates and dignifies individuals, bnt which extenda 
ito beneficial inIluence through the whole mass of the people.' 1 

But he is not yet, to use & col' Jquial expression, out of 
the wood, and he proceeds to make an admission, afterwards 
used against him with fatal effect. As to the third cause of 
rent, 'the comparative scarcity of the most fertile land: he 
speaks as follows:-

• In the eerly periods of society, or more remarkably, perhaps, 
when the knowledge and capital of an old society are employed npon 
fresh and fertile land, this surplns produce, this bountiful gift of Pro-

, vidence, shaWl itself chiefly in extraordinary high profits and extra
ordinary high wages, and appears but little in the shape of rent. 

. While fertile land is in abnndance, and may be had by whoever asks 
for it, nobody, of course, will pay a rent to a landlord. But it is not 
consistent with the laWl of nature, and the limits and quality of the 
earth, that thia etate of things .hould continue. Diversities of soil 
and aitoatiou mnst necessarily exist in all conntri... All land cannot 
be the moet fertile: all aitnations cannot be the nea ... t to navigable 
rivers aud markets. But the accumulation of capital beyond the 
means of employing it on land of the greateBt natural fertility and the 
greateat advantage of aitoatiou mnst neceaaarily lower profits; while 
the tendency of population to increaae beyond the meens of .ub.is,," 
ence mnst, after a certain time, lower the wages of labour." 

:rhen the value of food will be in excess of its cost of pro
duction, including profits, • and this excess is rent.' 

_ • Nor is it ~b1e that th ... rents should permanently remain .. 
parts of the profits of .tack or of the wages of labour. If such an 
accumulation were to take place as decidedly to lower the general 
profits of stock, and consequently the upenaeB of cultivation, 80 as to 

1 Pp. JG, n. • P.17. 
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make it IIIIBWtlr to cultivate poorer Jand, the caltiVatora of the richer 
land, if they paid no rent, would ...... to be mere farmera or pel8OD& 

living upon the profits of agricultural. stock. They would ~te the 
charactera of farmera and IandJords-a union by no means oncommOD, 
but which doee not alter in any degree the nature of rent or ite .... n· 
tial eepazation from profite.'l . 

A little further on he repeats that the separation of rent 
from profits and wages is inevitable, and again launches into 
panegyric l-

• It may be laid dowD, therefore, 88 an incontrovertible trnth, that 
88 a nation reachee any considerable degree of wealth, and anI con
siderable faIn... of popaletion, which, of course, cannot take 'place 
. without a great fall both in the profite of stock and the wagee of 
labour, the separation of rents, 88 a kind 'of fixture upon lands of a 
certein quality, is a law 88 invariable 88 the action of the principle of 
gravity. And that rente are neither a mere nominal value, nor a value 
unneCOBBal'i1y and injurioualy transferred from one set of people to 
another j but a most real and .... ntial pelt of the whole valne of the 
national property, and placed by the laws of nature where they are, on 
the land, by whomsoever possessed, whether the landlord, the crown, 
or the actual cultivator.'1 .. 

V I Ricardo, 118 .. free-trader anxious for' cheap com, naturally 
objected to Yalthus's panegyric on rentJ OLMat!,h:us's three 
causes of rent, the third WllS. the. only one which,appealed 
to his mind. .The first, the fact that land produces more 
than enough to maintain its cultivators, only makes rent pos
sible, and does not cause it to exist; • it iii one thing to be 

,/ab1e to bear a high rent and anothet thing actually to pay it. 
Rent may be lower in a country where lands are exceedingly 
fertile than in a country where they yield .. moderate return....:!. 

~ The second cause, • that quality peculiar to the n~essaries of 
life of being able to create their own demand, or to raise up· a 
.lumber of demanders in proportion to the 1uantity of neces-~ . ~ 
saries produced: Ricardo .did J1.Qt believe m.._Jt is not: he says".,,:.'·l ., 
'the abundance of necessaries which raises !!p demanders, hut .; .• .10' 
the abundance of demanders which raises up necessaries." 'l 

But the third cause, ~~p.":l1tive scarcity of the mos.:~_ti!e 

• P. 18. ' P. 20. 
• Princ:ip/u, lot; ed. p. 559; 3d ed. in Works, p. 247. 
,. Ibid., let cd. p. 660; omitted in 2d eel. 

p 
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land, appeared to him sufficient by itself to acconnt for rent, 
when -takenmconjUiictlon 'with ibenaiuralincrease of wealth 
_andpol'UiB.tloi\ In the Esia;y-;m the Influenceofu. Lno 
Pm of 001'7/, on the Profits of Stock, he not only makes 
Malthus's third and IElBSt- pleasant cause the only cause of 
re!lt... but also treats it in such a way as to make it appear far 
more unpleasant than it does in Malthus's Inqwitry. In 
Malthus's Inqwitry • the comparative scarcity of the mos!1er
tile land: which is olie of the causes of rent, is looked on as 
if it were a fact of which no one could compIain.l • All land 
cannot be the most fertile, all situations cannot be the 
nearest to navigable rivers and markets.' ~e superior fer~ 
tility of the best land is represented 'as a • bountiful gift of 
Providence: l which results in rent. ) Ricardo, on the contrary, 
in his E88U.Y, takes the most fertile and best-situated land as 
his starting-point, and leads his readers to deplore_~~ Iliggard
Jiness (j!nature in not providing more of it .... which niggardli
ness gives rise, among other things, to renV The tables are 
.completely turned upon Malthus in the first four sentences of 
theE88(1.Y:-

• Mr. Malthos very correctly definea .. the rent of land to be that 
portion of the value of the whole produce which remains to the owner, 
after all the outgoings belonging to ita cnItivation, of whatever kind, 
have been paid, including the profita of the capital employed, esti
mated according to the uaual and ordinary rate of the profita of agri_ 
cnItural otock at the time being. n 

• Whenever, then, the uaual and ordinary rate of the profita of 
agricnItnraI stock, and all the outgoingo belonging to the cnItivation 
of land, ani together equal to the value of the whole prodnce, the .. 
can be no rent. And when the whole produce is only equal in value 
to the outgQingo necessary to cnItivation, the .. can be neither rent nor 
profit. In the fim &ettling of a country rich in fertile land, and [lie] 
which may be had by anyone wbo chooaea to take it, the whole pro
duce, after deducting the outgoiugs belonging to cnItivation, will be 
the profits of capital, and will belong to the owner of mch capital, 
without any deduction whatever for rent." 

[Malthus had always treated rent as a • surplus' or • excCSS,' 
Ricardo is going to treat it as~.deduction' from something 
which belongs entirely to the farrneriDlM'Brst'1D:sbince, and 

I Abo.e, p. 224. t JrOTh, p. 3;1. 
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would continue to belong entirely to him, if only t~ere were 
a sufficient supply of fertile and well-situated land..0 Begin
ning with the case of an individual cultivating the best land 
at the first settlement of a country, he gives a series of hypo
thetical figures, in which ~~!1"~teSll!ltQd as e,ri!}J!!g" "~d 
g!O~lL!n~~~ the ~p~~~~p~fits.l F.rom these 
hypotnetiCJ"figures he considers himself JiiStilied m concIud
ingthat-

[~Rent, then, is in aU cases a portion of the profil8 previously ob
tained on the land. It is never a new creation of revenne, bnt always 
part of a revenne already created. Profil8 of stock fall only because 
land eqna\ly well adapted to prodnce food cannot be procured) and 
the degree of the fall of profil8 and the rise of renl8 dependa wholly 
on :the increased expeuse of production. :JJ, therefore, in the progress 
of countries in wealth and popnlation, new p0!tious of fertile land 
could be added to such countries, profil8 wonld never fall, J!QL.lllJ!18 
rise·1 . , 

In the chapter on Rent in his P'l"inwiples, Ricardo repeated 
the arguments of the E8Bay on t"k6 Infl'1.£8'1UJ6 of a Low P'1'ice 
ofCO'I"'n:-

'It is only then: he eay&, 'because land is"of dift'erent qnalities 
with respect to il8 productive powers, and because in the progress of 
population land <>f aD inferior quality or less advantageously situated 
is called into cultivation, that rent is ever paid for the use of it.'· 

Malthus was not convinced by Ricardo's E88ay, nor by his 
chapter on Rent, nor even by the last chapter of his Prin
ciples, that on • Mr. Malthus's opinions on rent.' In his 
Political Economy he reprinted the most of his lTiqwitry into 
the Natwre and Progress of Rent, and added passages in 
which the views objected to by Ricardo are emphatically re
stated:-

'In whatever way,' he eay&, 'the produce of a given portion of 
land may be actually divided, whether the whole is distributed to the 
labourers and capitaJisl8 or a part is awarded to a landlord, th~ power 

1 See below, 00. vlL §§ 3, 4. • Wor"', p. 376. 
I lot ed. P. M. In tho oocond edition tho passage begins, • It is only, 

theD, because land is Dot boundless in quantity and uniform in quality, and 
because in tluI progreas.' eta. (p. 61)., The third edition followa the second, 
wbatituting 'unlimited' for 'boondlel8' (in Wori., p. 36). 
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of such land to yield rent is exactly proportioned to its fertility, or to 
the general surplus which it can be made to produce beyond whst is 
strictly necessary to support the labour and keep up the capital em· 
ployed upon it. . • • But if no rent can exist without this surplus, 
and if the- power of particn\ar soils to pay rent be proportioned to 
this surplus, it follows thst this surpl\lS from the land, arising from its 
fertility, Dlust _ .. vi.den~ll ~_Consj~~red as the .tonndau!,D (lr- main cause 
of all rent.' 1 • 

He finishes his chapter 'Of the Rent of Land' with the 
declaration that' in every point of view, then, in which the 
subject can be considered, that quality of lsnd which, by the 
lsws of our being, must terminate in rent, appears to be a. boon 
most important to the happiness of mankind' I _ 

The dispute between Malthus and Ricardo on this subject 
was. perhaps one of sentiment rather than substance. Apart 
from sentiment, it does not really make much difference 

- - whether we choose to attribute the existence of rent to the 
bounty of nature in providing a certa.in amount of good lsnd 
or to her niggardliness in not providing more of it.. Later 
writers seem generally to ha.ve been too much concerned in 
investigating the causes which make rents higher a.t one 
time than at a.nother to trouble themselves much a.bout the 
question why there should be a.ny rents at all J. S. Mill, 
like Bucha.nan. ascribes the fact to ' monopoly .. • 

I Political_If. pp. 140.14L • Ibid., p. 239. 
• p~... Bk. Do ob. xvi. • 1; let ad. vol L Po 4D6; People', ad. 
~~ -



CHAPTER VII 

PSEUDO-DISTBIBUTION 

§ L Wages per head, P'I'Ojit8 per cent, and B.e~ per act"fl: 

THE causes which determine the magnitude of the produce 
. of a nation's labour having been discussed under 'Produc

tion,' and the nature and 0rigiD. of the three great divisions 
into which the produce is 'distributed' having been fully con
sidered,;the next step forward would naturally be to endeavour 
to discover the causes which deterlnine the proportions in 
which the produce is distributed between the three great 
divisions. In the equation, produce=wages+profUs+rents, . 
produoe should now be taken as a given quantity, and the 
question should be to determine what settles the relative mag
nitude of the three terms-on the other side of the-equation. ) 

Now with changes in the relative magnitude of wages, 
profits, and rents, as the terms must be understood in the 
equation, increases and decreases or rises and falla of wages, 
profits, and rent, understood in the ordinary lIElIIli8, are, of 
course, by no means identical. In the equation, • wages , 
means the total or aggregate of all wages, 'profits 'the total 
or aggregate of all profits, and 'rents' the total or aggregate 
of all rents paid in a given length of time. If th~ total or 

, aggregate of annual wages or remuneration of labour paid in , 
the United Kingdom amounts to £1,000,000,000, the total or 
aggregate of profits to £400,000,000, and the total or aggre
gate of rent to £100,000,000, then the total ultimate produce 
or income must be £1,500,000,000, for £1,000,000,000+ 
£400,000,000+ £100,000,000 = £1,500,000,000. (But in ordi
nary language, when we speak. of increases ana decreases of 
wages, profits, and rent, we mean by wages the amount paid to 
a single man, by profits the rate of interest or proportion which 
interest bears to principal, and by rent the rent of a single -
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acre of land. :rhis sense of the terms is obviously wholly 
inappropriate to the equation;, We cannot tell how great the 
produce or income is by adding together a per capita wage, 
a percentage, and a rent per acre. It is not true that 
£1,500,000,000=£90 a year+S per cent+£1 an acre'! In
crellBes or decrellBes of wages, profits, or rent in the one sense 
do not by any means necessarily correspond with increases or 
decreases of wages, profits, or rent in the other sense. The 
aggregate of wages depends on the number of workers as well 
as on the amount paid to each, the aggregate of profits depends 
on the ainount of capital lIB well as on the rate of interest, 
and the aggregate of rent depends on the extent of land 
paying rent as well as on the amount paid per acre. \And the 
relative or proportionate magnitude of aggregate wages, profits, 
and rent, which is logically the subject of Distribution, is still 
more remotely connected with wages per capita, profits 1,ler 
cent, and rent per acre than their absolute magnitude) i A 
rise of wages per capita may be coincident with a fall m: the 
proportion of produce devoted to wages if either the number 
of workers hllB diminished or the total produce has increased. ' 
.A rise of the rate of interest may be eoincident with a fall in 
the proportion of produce allotted to profits if either the total 
capital has diminished or the total produce h8B increased. 
A fall of rent per acre may be coincident with an increase in 
the proportion of produce allotted to rent, if either the number 
of acres paying rent h8B increased or the total produce h8B 
decreased. , 

But the latter part of Adam Smith's First Book is, as we 
have already seen,! primariJya theory of prices.; Its last four 
chapters; treat of wages, profit, and rent, not really because 
they are divisions of 'produce: but because they ars parts of 
the prices of commodities. - The 'natural price' of a commo
dity js represented as varying with the natural rate of each 
of its component parts; and the causes which increase or 
decrease each of these component parts, wages, profits, and 
rent, ars discussed with a view to their effects, not upon the 
way in which the produce is distributed, but upon the natural 
price of the commodity produced. Now the variations of 
'wages: 'profits: and 'rent' which affect the price of any 

• .\boy., pp. 186-188. 
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particula.r _commodity-are not variations ""of aggregate wages, 
profim, and rent,but variations of the wages of the persons, of 
the profits of the ca.pita.l, and of the rent of the 4md employed_ 
in producing it. So long as the land, :the capital, and the 
number of perAons employed remain the same, the price of 
the commodity and the rates of .wages per head, profits per 
cent, and rent per acre must necessarily vary together. ( Con
sequently, though Adam Smith had declared thal. the whole. 
annual produce is distributed into wages, profit, and rent, 
obviously meaning thereby total wages, profim, and rent, the 
last four chapters of Book 1 of the Wealth of Nati~ deal 
with wages per head, profits per cent, and rent per acre) 

i Subsequent writers, )misled partly by some not unnatural 
eonfusions and partly by the fact that wages per head, profits 
per cent, and rent per acre. are practica.lly more interesting 
subjects than the division of produce between wages, profits, 
and rents, genera.llyl.£ollowed in Adam Smith's footsteps with
out troubling thems'elves to bring the theory of distribution 
into proper subordination to the theory of production.; In 
giving a history of their doctrine it will be most convenient, 
in the first place, to follow the same procedure, however 
illogicaJ. it may be, and to postpone to a la.ter chapter the 
consideration of any theories which were held as' to distribu
tion proper. 

§ 2. Van-UttionB of Wages p6'1' Head. 

\Within the Ia.st century and a half three great theories 
have been held as to the causes which determine the magni
tude of p6'1' capita wages.) They may be caJ.ledbe Subsistence 
theory, $e Supply and Demand theory, and the Produce 
theory) ;The basis of the subsistence theory is the fact that 
in order to live and la.bour a man must have something to 
live on, and the assumption that a wage·earner does not 
'naturaJ.ly' get more than enough to live on; the basis of the 
supply and demand theory is the erroneous idea that labour 
is a commodity, the demand for which depends on the amount 
of a fund ready to be la.id out upon it; and the basis of tbe 
produce theory is the fact that wages or ea.rniLgs are a part 
of the produce, and therefore depend on the productiveness 
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of ~dustry and the-amount deducted from produce per head 
for profits and rent) \puring the period covered by the present 
work the subsistence theory was gradually giving way to the 
supply and demand theory. ,The displacement of the supply 
and demand theory by the produce theory is w matter of later 
history·II, . 

At tne time when the Wealth 01 Nati<mB appeared, the 
. subsistence theory reigned supreme. Though millions have' 

died of starvation, ~t has always been an accepted maxim that 
a man must live.) The undying fame which the cynic won 
by his inability to see the necessity shows his state of mind 
to have been the 4txception which proves the rule. ~he 
application of the maxim to wages is obvious enough. 
Wherever employment is not of a casual character, wages for 
work which occupies the whole of a man's time, and is his 
only means of support, will amount to at'least a bare subsist
ence. 'If they did not the workers would soon disappear. 

It is very easy for a pe~on who sees that wages • must: 
ordinarily at any rate, amount to at least a bare subsist
ence, and who is not confronted with actual wages which 
obviously amount to much more than a bare subsistence, to 
slip into thinking that wages are ordinarily or naturally a 
bare subsistence; that is to say, are not only no less, but also 
no more than a bare subsistenc4). After reading the passages 
in which Quesnay shows that he thought it was frequently 
the case that the French peasants and labourers did not receive 
enough subsistence to enable them to do their work properly,) 
we are not surprised to find Turgot declaring that com peti
tion limits the workman's earnings to a bare subsistence:-

• En tout genre de travail il doit arriver et il arrive en eft"et qne 
Ie aalaire de I'ouvrier se borne II oe qui lui eat nkessaire pour lui pro
curer sa subaistance.'1 

In England actual wages differed from the lowest possible 
wages more obviously than in France. but current discussions 

'rather obscured the fact. The mercantilists approached the 
subject of wagos, not from the point of view of the labourers. 
but from that of the export merchant. If the great object of 

1 See, .. ,., CEuoru, ed. Onob .. Po 286. 
• RIIJI.,.;cnu, I vi. la CE-.., ed. Dair., voL L p. 10. . 
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a country should be, 88 they assumed, to sell-goods to foreign 
nations for a large total, sum of money, it- appears at first 
sight to be the iIiterest of the country that money wages 
should be low, at all events iIi certain branches of production. r 
High wages iIi any particular branch seem naturally identi
fied with a high price of the product of that branch, and if 
the price of the product rises, the quantity exported 'will be I 
so reduced that the total money received for it will be less.., 
It W88, of course, a delusien that high wages iIi any particular ' 
branch of productiqn necessarily mean a high price of the 
product. High wages mean high earnings per day, and not 
necessarily high earnings per each pound avoirdupois, or each 
yard of the commodity produced; to put ,the same thing iIi 
other wordS, hig? wages depend on the amount of the produce 
per man, 88 well 88 the value of each unit produced.1 Con
sequently, the fact that wages are higher iIi some particular 
branch of trade iIi England than they are iIi that branch of 
trade iIi other countries is constantly found not to Pl1lvent 
the export of the commodity produced. The mercantilists of 
the first half of the eighteenth century, however, could scarcely 
be expected to recognise what is frequently ignored by their 
successors iIi the last decade' of the niIieteentb. Now the 
high wages whi.ch the mercantilists considered an evil were 
not so much high real wageS as high money wages. Most of 
them would have had no objection whatever to the labourer 
receiving large quantities of bread, beef, and beer, provided 
that he did not get a large quantity of money. They con
cerned themselves about real wages so little, that they fell 
iIito the habit of regarding them as fixed, and remaiIiiIig con
stant through all variations iIi the prices of the commodities 
on which they are expended. Consequently, it became an 
axiom that if the price of necessaries is' raised by taxes, 
(money) wages will rise, so that the labourer will continue to 
have the same real wages as before. I :I'o the question, Why 
must the labourer have the same real wages? there came 
very readily the answer, He must live, of course. Now, if a 
person argues that taxes on the necessaries of life raise money 

I Adam Smith uplaiua thia In th.1ast paragraph of Bk. Loh..iu. pp. 
Sib,40,,-

• 800 Wealth qf Na<iono, Ilk. iv. oh. Ii. p.l1il6b. 
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wages because 1& man must live, he is very apt to assume 
without much further consideration that the converse is true, 
so that taking oft' taxes on necessaries will lower money 

/

wages.1 ~en he has done this, if he is asked for a general 
theory of wages, he naturally answers that (money) wages 
depend. on the price of subsistence, which, of course, implies 
that real wages always amount to no less and no more than 1& 

bare suosistence. 
'Adam Smith begins his chapter on wages WIth a kind of 

anticipation of the produce theory:) 'The produce of labour: 
he says, 'constitutes the natural recompence or wages of 
labour: In the' original state of things which precedes both 
the appropriation of land and the accumulation of stock, the 
whole produce of labour belongs to the labourer: and if this 
state of things had continued, wages would have risen as 
labour became more productive. But somehow or other, very 
unfortunately for the labourer one would think, though the 
idea does not seem to have struck Adam Smith, the original 
state of things came to an end. Land was appropriated and. 
stock accumulated 'long before the most considerable im
provements were made in the productive powers of 
labour." . 

For the actual state of things Adam Smith is content, so 
far as ordinary circumstances are concerned, with the pre
vailing subsistence theory. Wages are settled by a bargain 
between masters and men, but' upon all ordinary occasions ' 
the masters 'have the advantage in the dispute, and force ' 
the men 'into a compliance with their terms.' They are able 
to do so because, being fewer in: number, and not, like the 
men, hindered by the law, it is easier for them to combine, 
and because, though 'in the long run the workman may be 
as necessary to his master as his master is to him: 'the 
necessity is not so immediate' >-

1 The author of Oonaideratiotu 0fI TGZU, 1765, _)'I. II But it ia a.uerted 
"that the 11.........n .. whioh the JIl&Ilufacturing poor _ beiIlg nmdered 
dear by tax ... most iIlevil&bly oblige them to raise the price 01 their labour", 
which will, 01 OOD1'llO, lIIlhaIloe the pri .. 01 our 1Il&Il1lfamuee, _ mjuro our 
foreigo trade. I wODder ... \ thot thie opinion shaDId provaIl, .. "'err .... 
...... Iy .... tho> if a popnlaoe ..... live oheap 'hoy Gall afford lo labour obeap, 
from which I' ilimmodialely OOIlOlnded tho, they will do 00 ' (pp. 6, 6). 

I Bk. L oh. viii. P. 28. 
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• A landlord, a farmer, a master- manufacturer, or merchant, 
though they did not employ "single workman, could generally live a 
year or two upon the stocks which they have already acquired. 
Many workmen could not subsist a week, few could Bubsist a month, , 
and scarce any a year withont employment.'l . ' 

However, the masters cannot force wages down below a 
certain point:- ' 

• A :man must always live by his 'work, and his wages must at 
leest be .ulIicient to maintain him. They must even upon most occa.
siona be somewhat more; Gtherwise it would be impGBsible for him to 
bring up a family, and the race of such workmen could nO,t lest beyond 
the first generation.' I ' 

This statement of the subsistence theory is far from 
making i~, invulnerable. If the combination of masters has 
the power of depressing wages with which it is credited, why 
should it leave the labourers enough to support a family 1 
Doubtless if it did not, then' the race of such workmen could 
not last beyond the first g~neration'; but why should the 
masters of the present generation concern themselves about 
that 1 Trade rings usually adopt the motto, • After us the 
deluge.' The individuals who form a combination cif masters. 
at any particular time desire to serve their own personal 
interests, and there is little ground for ascribing to them the 
enlightened corporate self-interest which might induce them 
to pJOvide a stock of labourers for the next generation. That 
Adam Smith himself felt that his doctrine was rather weak 
on this point ,we may infer from the prominence which he 
gives to the irrelevant fact that wages sufficient to support 
such a family as is required to keep up the population are 
the lowest' consistent with common humanity: • 

Observing that, as " matter of fact, wages are .often above 
this rate, Adam Smith decided to restrict his subsistence 
theory to • ordinary occasions," or the stationary state. For 
the advancing IloIld the declining state he puts forward the 
supply and demand theory. 'Certain circumstances' which, 
though the' plural is used, seem to consist only of 'the in
crease of the revenue and stock' of the country, • sometimes 

, Bk. I. chap. viii. Po 80. 
I lWd., pp. 81 II, 82 b. 

• Ibid., P. 31 Go 
II Ibid .• p. 30 "" 
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give the labourers an ad vantage, and enable them te raise 
their wages considerably above' the subsistence-for-a-family 
ratel :-': 

, When the landlord, annuitant, or mouied men has .. greater re:
venue than what he judgea sufficient to maintain his own family, 

. he employs either the whole or .. part of the surploa in maintaining 
one or more menial servants. Increase this surplus, and he will 
naturally increase the numher of those servants. 

'When an independent workman, such &8 .. weaver or shoemaker, 
has got more s\Ock than what is sufficient to purchase the materisIs of 
his own work and to maintain himself till he can dispose of it, he 
naturally employs one or more Journeymen with the surpluS, ,in order 
to make .. profit by their work. Increase the anrplus, and he will 
naturally increase the nnmher of his journeymen." 

So when the revenue and steck increase, ' the funds which 
are destined for the payment of wages: and, what is much the 
same' thing, 'the demand for those who live by wages: also 
increase. Then' the workmen have no occasion te combine 
in order te raise their wages' :-

'The scarcity of hands occasions .. competition among masters, 
who bid against one another in order to get workmen; and thoa 
voluntarily break through the natnral combination of mastere not to 
raise wages. t • 

It is not, Adam Smith is careful te explain at considerable 
length, the actual greatness of the revenue and steck of a 
country which causes high wages, but their rapid increase. 
Even if they a.re very great, if they have continued the same 
for a considerable tinle, the number of labourers would have 
increased, so that there would be no scarcity of hands :--:-

'The bands, on the contrary, woold in this case naturally mnItiply 
beyond their employment. There wonId he a constant scarcity of 
employment, and the labourers wonId he obliged to bid against one 
another in order to get it. If in BOch a country the wagea of labonr 
had ever been more than sufficient to maintain the labourer and to 
enable him to bring np a family, the competition of the labourers and 
the interest of the masters wonId eoon reduce them to this loweat mte 
which is consistent with common humanity." 

1 Bk.LCb. viii. p. 31 a. 
• .Ibid., p. 81 b. 

• Ibid., p. :iU. 
·Jbi<i.,p.32b • 
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'In a..country where the funds destined for_the mainten
ance of labour were sensibly decaying: the competition of 
workmen would r.educe wages even below this level for A

time, until the population was diininished 'to what could 
ea.sily be maintained by the revenue and stock which re
miUned in it.' 1 

This theory of Adam Smith, though in form it supple
ments his subsistence theory, in reality supersedes it. - The 
power of the masters to depress wages to the subsistence-level 
by combination, and their 'common humanity' which pre
vents them' killing the goose that laid the gold,en eggs, by 
depre/1sing them below that level, both disappear_ Everything 
is settled by the demand and supply of labour, and SUbsist-1 
ence appears as nothing inore than a condition of the supply 
being equal to the demand in the stationary state. So little 
room is left for t,he subsistence theory that Adam Smith 
seems, towards the end of his work, to have forgotten that he -
had ever held it. In dealing with • taxes upon the wages of 
labour' in Book v. chap. ii, he says :-'-

.' The wages of the inferior classes of workmen, I have endeavoured 
to show in the First Book, are everywhere necessarily regulated by two 
dilferent circlllllStsnces: tha demand for labour, and the ordinary or 
average price of provisions. The demand Jor labour, according 118 it. 
happBns to be either inCrell8ing, elo.ti~nary, or declining, or to require' 

-, an inCrell8ing, stationary, or declining popn1&tioo, regolatsa the sobI sistsoce of the labourer, and determioes in what· degre. it shall be 
either Jib.raI, moderate, or scanty. The ordinary or average price of 
provisions determiues the quantity of money which must be paid to 
the workman in order to enable him, ooe year with another, to purchll8e 
this Jiberal, moderate, or .... nty snbsisten ... ' J 

He therefore h~lds that taxes on wages will raise money 
wages, noJ; because the labourer must live, but because he 

\ must have the real wages to' which thll demand for labour 
entitles him. -

In order to understand the eourse which the discussion of 
the causes which determine wages took at the end of the 
eighteenth and beginuing of the nineteenth .century, it is 
necessary to bear in mind that the practioal qU1'lltion of the 
time with regard to the condition of the wage-earning class 

I Bk. I. oht.p. viii. P. 33 ... • P. 390 6. 
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was the effect of the Poor Law. Along with the' theoretical ' 
or general question, What determines wages 1 there was 
always present the pl·a.cticaJ question why the Poor Law did 
not benefit the laboureo/ . 

In the E88ay on the PrVrwiple oj Population Mal thus 
made a somewhat crude attempt to show that the expendi
ture of a poor rate (even if levied exclusively from the rich) 
could not possibly benefit the poor. Their condition, he said 
quite truly, depends chiefly on the amount of subsistence 
produced, and 

'When subsistence is Bcarce in proportion to the nnmber of people, 
it is of little consequence whether the !oweat members of th<\ eociety 
possess eighteen pence or five shillings.' 1 

He was obliged to admit, however, that the rise in the 
price of provisions which would result from the lowest mem
bers of the society having more money • might in BOme 
degree' cause an increase of the whole produce. But, he 
alleged, the' fancied riches' of the larger amount of !Uoney 
received by the labourers would give such a • spur' to popu
lation that' the increased produce would be to be [sic] divided 
l!!U0ng A more than proportionably increased number of 
people.' In general he either ignored the increase of produce 
altogether, or minified it till it appeared not worth considering . 
• The food of a country. that has long been occupied, if it be 
increasing, increases slowly and regularly, and cannot be made 
to answer any sudden. demands,' • so that 

, The poor Isws of England tend to depress the general condition 
of tbepoor in these two ways. Their first obvious tendency is to 
increase popnlstion without increasing the food for ita snpport. ••• 

• Secondly, the qusntity of provisions consumed in workhouses 
upon a part of the society that cannot in general be considered as tha 
most valuable part, diminieh .. the sharea that would otherwise belong 
to more industrious and more worthy members.' I 

Among the • palliatives' which he suggested in 1798 was 
that' premiums might be given for turning up fresh land, and 
all possible encouragements held out to agriculture above 
manufactures, and to tillage above grazing: < B1'._18~O he 

J 1st ed. pp. 76, 77. 
I hi eel. pp. 83, &I; 8tb ed. p. 303 

I lot eel. p. 82; 8tb ed_ p. 303. 
• lot eel. p. D6. 
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had discovered that "to mak& thl!,labourers able to pay a high 
priCe fur their food was itself an encouragement to agricul
ture. In his. I'MJe8ti.gation 01 the Catra! 01 the presentHigh 
Price 01 ProrMionB, written in that year, he traced the high 
price of com chiefly to the efforts of the Poor Law authorities 
to allow the pauper labourers as much money as would pro
cure the usual quantity of bread, and said that one effect of 
the high price had been • to encourage an extraordinary im
portation. lUld to animate the farmer, by the powerful motive 
of self-interest, to make every exertion to obtain as great a 
crop as posm"ble the next year.". Contradicting the doctrine 
of the E8JJ(J,Y, he spoke of the Poor Law as causing a high 
price, which produced' economy, importation, and every p0s
sible encouragement to future production,' and even went so 
far as ~ say r-

• The system of the poor law&, in genmaI, I cerlainfy do most 
heartily condenm, as I haw ""PlI!IIIIed in another place, but I am in
clined to think that their operation in the present acarcity has been 
adYaulageoua to the counlJy." 

Yet he allowed his. argument abc?ut the Poor Law not in
creasing the quantity of food to remain even in the latest 
edition of the E8JJ(J,y, and that, too, although Ricardo had 
pointed out ibl erroneousness both in private conversation 
and correspondence. I 

He did, however, alter another chapter of the first editio!}. 
in which he contended that an increase of the income of the . 
poor would not benelit them, because it would not increase 
the quantity of food produced Adam Smith, he argued in 
Chapter xvi. was wrong in representing every increase of the 
revenue or stock of a country as an increase of the • funds 
destined fur the maintenance of labour: The increase of the 
revenne or stock 

• will· not be a real and effectual fund for the mainteuance of an addi
tional number of Iaboorem, unless the whole, or at least a great part, 
of this in""""", of the stock or revenue of the society be convertible 
into .. proportional quantity of provisioua; and it will not be 10 

I P. 20. • P. 19. 
• See Ricardo .. L<lton 10 MalIA .... ed. Bon .. , p. 107 (2<1 Jan. 18161 

Ricardo thonShillWlh". I!l!d !old him that h. bed AI_ the puoage. 
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convertible where the increase has arisen mer~ly from the produce 01 . 
labour and not from the produce of land.' 1 

An increase in what is merely-the produce of labour 
and not the produce of land, that is to say, an increaae of 
manufactured produce _ or manufacturing capital, would, he 
admi;ted, cause an increaaed demand for labour, and 

• This demand would, of couree, raise the price of labour; but if the 
yearly steck of provisiona in the country was not increasing, this rise 
would soon turn out te be merely nominal, as the price of provisiona 
must necessarily rise with it.' • -

But would not the increased price of provisions lead to a 
larger production of provisions 1 

, It may be said, perhaps, that Buch an instance as I have supposed 
could not occur, because the rise in the price of provisiona would 
immedistely turn Bome additional capital inte the channel of agri
culture. But this is an event which may tske place very slowly, 
as it should be remarked that a rise in the price of labour had 
peeceded the rise of provisions, and would, thereiore, impede the 
good ell'ects upon agriculture which the inen.ased valne of the produce 
of land might otherwise have occssionod.' I 

In the fifth edition these passages do not occur, thougb 
Malthus still thought it desirable to make disparaging re
marks about the effects of the increaae of manufacturing 
capitaL< 

MalthUs's disciples never shared his curious habit of 
regarding the supply of food as fixed in BOme way indepen
dentlyof the_ demand for it. They were content with the 
general theory which they saw in his work that the condition 
of ' the-labourer' depends on his habi ts with regard to propa
gation and c;f the extent of the funds destined for his support. 
Buchanan, in a note to Adam Smith's statement that when 
the wealth of a country becomes stationary, • the competition 
of the labourers and the interest of the masters' reduce wages 
to the subsistence level, remarks :-

'. The wag.. of labour are not nocesearily at their lowest rate 

I E_y, 1st ed. p. 306; 2d ed. P. 421. 
• I'" ed. pp. 307,808; 2d ed. P. 421. 
• I'" ed. p. 810; 2d ed., aligbtly altered, p. 426. 
• 5th ed. voL iii. pp.13-!!O; 8tb ed. pp. 872, 874, 
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whe ... weaith and population are stationary. In th .. o circumstances, 
the cOndition of tho labourer depends partly on his own moral habits. 

- If in poverty he is content to propagate his _~ poverty will bo 
his lot. But if he will not marry on such hard conditiona, the race 
of labourers will decline, and wages wjll me until tho labourer agrees, 
by marrying, to supply the market with labour.' 1 

This practically makes the will of the labourers witlJ. 
regard to propagation the regulator'of wages, and Buchanan 
recognises the fact. In a summary of Ma.lthus's doctrine he 
say8:-

• Where the labourer ill' content; 88 in China, to propagate his 
race at- the expense of every. comfort, population will increoae' until 
poverty and wmtchedn ... become the general condition of the labour
ing classes. But in a community of a different character, where the 
m.bita of the labourer are improved, he will not submit to marry and 
r&ar a supply of labour on such hard conditions; and in these circum
stances population can never increase so far 88 to diminish tho rate of 
wag.. below what is· nooOBBBry to maintain.him in comfort. Tha 
labourer may thns be said to.have the fixing of his own wages, be
cause when the supply of food is stationary it will depend on himself 
at what point to stop the supply of people.' I 

Here Buchanan is regarding the question from the side of 
the • supply of labour,' and treating the • demand for labour' 
as a given quantity. Looking at the matter from the side of 
demand, and treating the._ supply as a given quantity, he 
8ay8:- . 

• The price of labour, like that of every commodity which is bought 
and sold, ris .. or falla with the demand; a great or a small demand 

. being invariably followed by high or low wages. But the demand 
itself is regulated by certain general ca~, and particularly by tho 
state of the natioll8l stock; which being tho great fund for the employ
ment and support of .labour, tho domand will varr in proportion 88 

it increases or declines,' ~ 

and again, 
, A general aearcity of work can only ha remedied by increasing tho 
fnnds for tho snpport of industry; and no plan which has not this 
offect will in tho loast improve tho labourer's condition." 

1 Ed. '01 the W't<>/tA qf N",iont!, voL L p. 116. 
• Ibid., vol. Iv. (0-.....). p. 47. 
• Ibid., p. 42. !. Ibid., p. aa. 
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In -Mrs. Marcet's CO'/I.versations 0'/1. Political Economy 
(1816), turther approach is made towards what is now known 
as the wage-fund theory, the theory that wages are deter
mined by the relative magnitude of the labouring population 
and the whole or an ill-defined part of the capital of the 
country:-

'CARoLINE.-What is it that determines the rate of wages 1 
'MRs. B.-It depends upon the proportion which capital bears 

to the labouring part of the population of the country. 
'CAJloLINE.-Or in other words, to [lie] the proportion which 

snbsistence bears to the number of people to- be maintained by it I . 
'MRs. B.-1f os.' 1 

Ricardo's Essay 0'/1. the Inftue'M8 of a Low Price of CO'/'1/, 
lin the Profits of Stock gives in an. embryo form the theory 
of wages which he afterwards elaborated in his PrVncfples. 
A faU in the real wages of labour, that is to say, a diminution 
of the amount of necessaries, conveniences, and comforts 
ohtained by the labourer, he teUs us, will raise profits, and 

- the rise of profits resulting from such a fall of real wages 
will be 

'more or less permanent according as the price from which wages fall 
is more or less near that remuneration of .labour which is necessary to 
the actual subsistence of the Iabonrer • 

• The rise or fall of wages is common to all states of society, 
whet"er it be the stationary, the advancing, or the retrograde state. 
In the stationary state it is regulated wholly by the increase or falling 
off of the popuIstion. In the advanciog state it depends on whether 
the capital or the popuIstion advance at the more rapid C01IJ1I8. In 
the retrograde state it depends on whether pilpuIstion or capital 
decrease with the greater rapidity.' 2 

• Experience demonstrates: he goes on to remark, • that 
'- . capital and population al~rnately take the lead, so that 
~~Tlothing can be positively laid down respecting profits, so 
far ~wages are concerned.' Consequently he found it con
venient ~~ the purposes of-the E880.Y to assume that 'capital 
and populatl~'l advance in the proper proportion so that the 
real wages of law ~l;r continue uniformly the same.' I In the 
main this is obviousl'}''"':,Jhe supply and demand or population 

• rp.117,1I8, ... &bop. 1~_ .... w ... .b. p. 879. • Ibid., p. 879. 
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&lid capital theory, but a leaning towards the old subsistence 
theory can be detected in the implied proposition that when 
wages fall in consequence of capital increasing more slowly 
than population, .he fall will he • more or less permanent 
according as the price from which wages fall is more or less 
near that remuneration of labour which is necessary to the 
actual. subsistence of the labourer: Belief in the subsistence 
theory appears still more clearly in the proposition that • the 
sole effect of the progress of wealth on prices independently 
of all improvements, either in agriculture or manufactures, 
appears to be to raise the price of raw produce and of 
labour, leaving all other commodities at their' original prices, 
and to lower gene~ profits in consequence of the general" 
rise of wages: 1 Ricardo has made no effort to prove that 
the effect of progress is to raise the price of labour or 
money wages, but takes it for granted that every one knows 
that what raises the price of raw produce will also raise the 

, price of la~ .• '. 
We may Say, then, that the thoory of the Essay is that 

real wages depend on the comparative growth of population 
and capital, and, or but (for it is not very clear which con
;"nction we should use). are not affected by the variations in 
the price of rawJ>ro~uce which ~ cJ!,.~, by changes in the 
dilliculty or procuring ,the PQrtion raised with the greatest 
labour .... -,.. , .. , 

Though Ricardo's opinions with regard to wages did not 
change between 1815 and 1817. it is clear that the fonn in 
which he expresses them in the chapter· On Wages' in the 
Principles. was very much affected by the fact that in the 
meantime he had read Torrens'sl"'8Iia'll on th6 OO'Ml. Trade. 
In describin~ the vari~tions to '!:f\" ,'h • the component parts 
of natural pnce' are liable, Torre" IaYS:- . , 

• In the first pIa.ce, there is everywlub a general ..... d oldinlll}' rate 
of wages, which is determined by the circumstances and babi'" of the 
country, and which it is found dilIicult permanently to alter. • • • 
The circumstances and habi'" of living prevalent in England bave 
long determined that women in the Iabonring claaaea ahall wear their 
legs and feet covered, and eat wheatan bread with a portion of anima1 
food. Now, long before the rate of wagea could be an rednced aa to 

I' Worl:a, po a77. 
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compel women in.this part of the United Kingdom to go with their 
legs and feet nncovered, and to subsist upon potatoes, with, pel'haps, 
a little milk from which the butter had been taken, all tho labouring 
claoses would be upon parochial aid, and tho land in a great measure 
depopulated. Thus difficult would it be to effect such an alteration 
in the rate of wages as would assimilate the real recompense of labour 
between tho eastern and western parts of tho samo kingdom.' 1 ' 

'Tho proper_way of regarding labour is as a commodity in the 
market. It therefore has, as well as everything elso, its market price 
and its natural price. The market price of labour is regnlated by the 
proportion which, at any time and any place, may exist between the 
demand and the supply; its natural price is governed by other laws, 
and consists in sueb a quantity of the necessaries and comforts of life, 
as from the nature of the climate and the habits of the country. are 
nece,ssary to support the labourer, and to enable. him to rear such a 
family as may preserve in .the market an undiminish~ supply of 
labour.' I -

There is considerable vagueness. about the phrase 'an 
undiminished supply of labour.' H the population of a 
country has been stationary last year, • the supply of labour' 
will continue undiminished this year if the population or 
number of labourers remains the same this year as it was last 
year. But suppose that last year, and in previous years, the 
population or number of labourers increased 2 per cent. 
Will the supply of labour then continue • undiminished' if 
the population ceases to increase at all? or must it continue 
to increase at the rate of 2 per oent per annum 7 Torrens, 
oblivious of this question, goes on to say:-

• That tho labourer must, usually, obtain for hie work • sufficiont 
quantity of those thingo whieh tho climate may ronder neoesaary to 
presorvo himself, and sueb .. family as may keep up tho· supply of 
labour to tho demand, in healthful existence, is oolf-evidont.' 

Anything less self-evident it is difficult to conceive. Sup
posing we grant that the labourer • must' live, though we 
• cannot see the necessity,' why' must' he be able to bring up 
luch a family as may keep the supply of labour up to the 
demand for it r And what is keeping the supply up to the 
demand? What Torrens is really, endeavouring to say scems 

J Pp. 57, A. • P.62. 
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to be that if the labourer does not get the wages to which he 
is accustomed, he will adopt a course which will reduce the 
supply of labour till wages rise to the level to which he is 
accustomed, for he proceeds:-
• and when we consider that things not originally necessary to health· 
ful existence often become 80 from use, and that men will be deterred 
from marriage 1pI1 ... they have a proepect of rearing their famili .. 1n 
the mode of living to which they have been accustomed, it ia obvi01J!l 
that the labourer must obtain for hia work, not only what the climate 
lIlay render necessary, bnt what the habitA of tha countri, operating 
88 " eecond Iiature, may require.' 1 

This natural price of labour varies, Torrens explains, with 
different climates 8iIld different habits of living. The part of 
the difference which depends upon differences of,climate is. 
unchangeable, and though • it is certain that a gradual 
introduction of capital into Ireland, accompanied by such 
a diffusion of instruction among the people as might give a 
prudential cnsck to marriage, would raise the natural price 
of labour to an equality with its price in England,' 

'the part thet is determined by the habit.! of living, and the prudential 
cbeck which may exist with reepect to marriage, can be effected"' only 
by thoee circnmatencea of prosperity or decay. and by those moral 
ca.usea of iDatrucfion and civi\iaation which are ever gradnal in thei· 
operation. The natnral price of labour. therefore, thongh it vari .. 
nnder different climatea, and with the diffe .... nt stages of national 
improvement, may. in any given time and place, be regarded 88 very 
nearly atationary. . 

'While the natural price of labour ia thus steady, ita market price, 
88 baa been already obearved, t1uctuatea perpetually according to the 
proportion between supply and demand. The price which labour 
fetch .. in the market may often be considerably more and often con
siderablyl .... than that which from the climate and habit.! of living 
ia. necessary to maintain the labourer and hia family. Bnt notwith. 
standiog th ... occasional. variations, the natural and the inarket price 
of labour have a mutual influence on' each other, and cannot long be 
separated. When the market price falls below the other. the labourer 
no longer obtaining the quantity of neceaaari.. which climate and 

I P.63. 
I This ia noli .. misprint; far ' affected. I TorreD.I hu jWlt before apoken 

of aiteratioDi beiDg effected, and is under the Impresaion th.t the ... bject of 
the nrb is' aiteratiODI ill the pr.rt;' iDDet.d of • the put.' 
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-habit_render necessary to the healthful existence of himself and family; 
deaths are increased; while the increasing difficulty of maintaining a 
family, increasing the prudential check on marriage, births are 
diminished; and thus, by a double operation, the level between the 
nature! and the -market price of labour is restored. On the other 
hand, if the market price shonld at any tim. be raised above the 
natural, the increased comforta enjoyed by the labourer and his family 
wonld diminisJi deaths, and by giving encouragement to marriage, 
increase births, until by a double operation, the supply of- labour was 
augmented JUld its ,pwket price brought beck to that natural level 
from which it can never permanently recede.' 1 

Ricardo, lIB he remarks in a note to the second edition of 
his P1'inciple8, WIIB of opinion that' the whole of this subject 
is most ably illustrated by Major Torrens.' I In the opening 
paragraphs of his chapter on Wages, he follows Torrens very 
closely, introducing, however, apparently unconsciously, an 
important modificatiOli:-

'Labour, like all other things which are purchased and aold, and 
which may be increased or diminished in quantity, has its natural and 
ito market price. The natural price of labour is that price which is 
necessary to enable the labourers, one with another, to -subeist, and to 

• perpetuate their race without either increase or diminution. 
'The power of the labourer to support himself and .the family 

which may be necessary to keep up the number of labourelll, does not 
depend on the quantity of money which he may receive for wagee, 
bnt on the quantity of food, necesoariea, and convenienoea become 
eesential to him from habit which that money will purchase. The 
natural price of labour, therefore, depends on the price of the food, 
necessaries, and oonveniencea required for the support of the labourer 
and his family. With a riae in the price of food and neceaaariea, 
the natural price of labour will riae; with the fall in their price, 
tha natural-price of labour will fall" 

"-The natural rate of wages, according to Torrens, 'consists 
in such a quantity of the necessaries and comforts of life as 
from the nature of the climate and the habits of the country, 
are necessary to support the labourer and to enable bini. to 
rear such a family lIB may preserve in the market an un
dinlinished supply of labour.') According to Ricardo, it is 

1 Pp. 64-68. • p. gil 3d ed. ID lYor .... p. lI2. 
• lit ad. pp. 110, 91; 3d 04. iD W ........ p. 60. 
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• the quantity of necessaries and conveniences become essential 
to him from habit,' • which is necessary to enable the labourers, 
one with another, to· subsist and to perpetna.te their race 
without either increase or diminution.' 'To perpetuate their 
race without either increase or diminntion' is a far plainer 
phrase than 'preserve in the market an undiminished supply 
of labour.' As soon as Torrens's meaning became clear. his 
natural. wages turned out to be nothing but o~ or aver
age wages. the wages to which the labourers are accustomed. 
But RiClll'do's natural wages, though they are. what has 
ben..ome essential. to the labourer from habit, are also something 
more. They are the wages which will just, and only just, 
keep the population of labourers stationary. ( Consequently 
while, according to Tomms, the natural. and the market price 
of labour 'cannot long be separated,' 1 according to Ricardo 
they must be separated for the whole of the long period during:: 
which the population of a eountrymay be increasing~ 'How
~ much,' he says, 'the market price of labour may deviate 
from its natural price, it, has, like commodities. a tendency to 
conform to it'; when market wages are greater than natural. 
wages. 'the condition of the labourer is flourishing and happy,' 
and he can 'rear a healthy and numerous family: so 'the 
number of labourers is increased,' and 'wages again fall to 
their natural. price, and inde¢ from a reaction sometimes fall 
below it: When market wages are below natural wages, the 
labonrels' condition is 'most wretched'; 'poverty deprives 
them of those comforts which custom renders absolute 
necessaries,' iLnd 'it is only after their privations have reduced 
their number, or the demand for labour has increased,' that 
'the labourer will have the moderate comforts which the 
natural. price of wages will afford.' But 

'NotwithsWwmg ·the tendency of wagos to' conform to' their 
natural rate, their market rate may. in an improving society, for an 
indefinite period, be coDStantly above it ; for no BOOner may the 
imp"'" which an increesed capital gives to a new demand for labour 
be obeyed, than another increase of capital may prodnce the same 
effect ; and th .... if the inc ....... of capital be gradual and coDStant, 
the demand for labour may give a continned stimulus to an increase 
of poopl .. •• 

• Aboyo. po l!46. I lot ed. po 93; ad ed. ba 11'_. p. 61. 
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. So Ricardo's natural wages are not the customary wages 
to whicn Torrens supposes the labourer to be obstinately 
determined to adhere, .but the wages which will just induce 
the labourers to keep up the population to its existing level 
and no more. Instead of being an average rate above and 
below which market wages are continually fluctuating, they 
are a minimum below which market wages cannot continue 
for any length of time, though they may exceed it for an 
indefinite period. The gloomy character which has always 
been attributed to Ricardo's theory of wages owes its origin 
chiefly to the fact that he taught that though market wages 
might long continue above this minimum, they have a 
tendency to conform to it. The tendency was a tendency 
downwards. He always regarded economic progress as a 
thing which is started with a certain amount of energy, and 
then gradually slackens in speed until it stops altogether. 
Accumulation of capital, he thought, depends on the rate 
of profit, the rate of profit depends on the productiveness of 
the least productive agricultural labour, and this declines 
with the progress of population. So 

• In the natural advance of society the wag .. of labour will have a 
tendency to fall, as far as they are regulated by supply and demand; 
for the anpply of labourers will continue to increase at the same rete, 
whilst the demand for them will increase at a slower rete. If, for 
instance, wages were regulated by a yearly increase of capital at the 
rete of 2 per cent, they would fall when it accumulated ouly at the 
rete of Ii .per cent. They would fall atill lower when it increased 
only at the rete of lor! per cent, and would continne to do so 
until the capital became stationary, when wagea a\ao would become 
atationary, and be only suflicient to keep up the nnmbers of the 
actua1 population.' 1 

There is, however, no ground for the widespread belief 
that the theory, 88 a theory, asserts in any way that the 
natural rate must necessarily be very low. It does not 

. contain any statement that the natural rate must be a bare 
subsistence for the labourer and a very sma.ll family. For 
anything it says to the contrary, commodities which are now 
worth .£100 a week might become' essential, from habit: and 

I In ed. pp. 102, 108; 3d ed. In II" or"', Po M. 
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necessary to keep up' the number of labourers. For, Ricardo 
explains, . / 

• It is not to be understood tbatfthe natural p.rice of wages, esti· 
mated even in food and necessaries, ~ absolutely fixed and constent. 
It varies at differ.mt tlllles in the same country; and very materililly 
'differs in different countries.) It .... ntililly dependa ~ t'liO""h&bita 
and customs of the people.\ An English labourer would consider 
his wages under their natw'al rate, . and too Bcanty to snpport' .. 
fs.!Ilily, if they enabled him to purchase no other food than potetoes, 
and to. live in no better habitation than a mud cabin; yet these 
muderate demanda of nature are often deemed sufficient in countries 
where .. man's life is cheap I' and his wanta esaily satisfied. Many of 
the converuences now enjoyed in an English cottage would bave been 
thonght luxuries at an earlier period of our history.' 1 

. If a change took place in the 'habite and custolIllt ot 
the people,' so that they should require £100 a week.instead 
of £1 a week in order to keep up the population, this change 
would counteract the tendency of wages to fall • in the natur'ai 
advance of society.' Popu~tion would no~ increase, and,_ 
consequently, the benefit of successive' improvemente ' would 
all be obtained by the labourers1 There is in reality nothing 
at all gloomy iIf the theory that the wages which will be 
paid when population ceases to increase are the natural 
wages to which market wages have a. tendency to conform. 
The population of every country must cease increasing 
sooner or later, and the wages a.t present paid in the most 
rapidly increasing populations must consequently ha.ve a. 
tendency to conform to what will bEt paid when the popula
tion ceases to increase. The important question is, What 
determines the rate which will just keep the population 
stationary 1 Ricardo, it is quite clear, supposed the rate to 
be a. very low one,' but he does not seem to have given 
any senous consideration to the question of what determines 

1 1st ed. p. 96 I 3d ed. in Work<, p. fi2. 
I See, for example, lat ed. pp. 8, 9; 3d ed. in Works, p. 12. • In the 

Bame country double the qua.ntity of labour may be required to produce a. 
given qua.ntity of food r.nd necessa.riea at one time tha.t may be nec88sary a.t 
another a.nd a distant time j Jet the J.a.bourer's rewa.rd may possibly be very 
little diminished. If the labourer's wages.t the former period were a certa.iu 
quantity of foo~ and Deceuarin, he probably could Dot have subsisted if that 
qtl&lltity had been reduced.' 
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it. To say that it is determined by 'habits and customs' is 
no contribution to knowledge. 

After having taken the trouble to define and explain 
, market' wages and 'natural' Wages, Ricardo makes no use 
of the distinction. He finds the unqualified term 'wages: 
or 'the price of labour: sufficient for a.ll his purposes. The 
remainder of his teaching with regard to real wages is of 
a negative rather than a positive character, as it consists 
of an eager and strenuollS endeavour to show that when the_ 
food of the labourer rises in price, either in consequence of 
increasing difficulty of production or taxation, and also when 

_ wages are taxed directly, money wages will rise sufficiently 
to prevent the labourer's real wages from being a.ffected. 

In the chapter on Wages he says that, in spite of the 
tendency of real wages to fall in the natural ad vance of 
society, money wages will rise when necessaries rise in price, 
because if they did not 'the labourer would be doublya.ffected, 
and would be soon tota.lly deprived of subsistence.' 1 Most, 
if for some unexplained. reason not quite a.ll, of the addi
tional expense is bome by the capitalist, who has to pay 
higher money wages. Ricardo supposes, by way of example, 
that the labourer's wages are £24 per annllhr, half of which 
is expended on wheat, and then gives a kind of scale in 
which the £24 rises to £24 148., £25 lOs., £26 8s., and 
£27 89. 6d., when the price of wheat rises from £4 a quarter 
to £4 48. 8d., £4 lOs., £4 16s., and £5 2s. 10d., so as to 
enable the labourer always to buy three quarters of wheat 
and twelve pounds' worth of other things. In the chapter 
'On Profits' it is assumed as an axiom that money wages 
will rise in this way, except in one place where Ricardo is 
seized with sudden misgiving ~ 

• It may be eeid that I have taken it for granted that money 
wages would rise with a rise in tha price of raw produce, but that this 
ia by no means a neceaaary consequence, 88 the labourer may be con
tented with fewer enjoyments. It ia true that the wages of labour 
may-previonsly have been at a high level, and that they may bear 
80me reduction. If 80, the fall of profits will be chacked; bnt it ia 
impossible to ~ceive that the money price of wages should fall (W 

I8main stationart.with a gradually increasing price of neossssrieo l 

• lot~. 103 r 3d od. iD WorA, pp. M, 66. 
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. and therefo18 it may be taken for granted thet under' ordinary cir
cumstances no permanent riee takes place in the price of neces
aariee withont OCCII8ioning or having been preceded by a riee in I 

wages.J J 

It may well be doubted whether an objector clothed in 
Hesh and blood would be satisfied with Ricardo's bold asser
tion that 'it is impossible to conceive' what he, the objector, 
had himself conceived. In the chapter on • Taxes on Raw 
Produce: Ricardo tries to show that a tax on raw produce 
and on the. necessaries of the labourer would r8JSe not only 
the price of raw produce _ atld necessaries. but also money 
wages:-

'From the effect of the principle of population -on the increase 
of mankind, wagee of the lowest kind never continue much above 
that rate which nature and habit demand for the 8Upport of the 
labourers. This class is neve. able to bear any considerable portion 
of taxation; and consequently if they had to pay 8a. per quarter 
in addition for wheat, and in 80me smallei proportion for other 
neceesariee. they would not be able W subsist on the Bame wages 
as before. and to l<eep up the race of labourers. Wages would 
inevitably and necessarily rise.' • 

• Keep up the race of labourers' is probably to be taken 
in the vague Sense of Torrens's • preserve in the market 
an undiminished supply of labour: rather than in the de
finite sense of Ricardo's own • perpetuate their race without 
either increase or diminution: but in any case his meaning 
clearly is that the dearness of wheat would act as a new 
check on the growth of population if money wages did not 
rise to compensate the labourer for the rise of the price of 
necessaries. He sees that among other things it may" be 
objected against such a tax' • that there would be a con
siderable interval between the rise in the price of corn and 
the rise of wages, during which much distress would be ex
perienced by the labourer: To this objection he answers • 

• that under different cirC1llD8tancee wages follow the price of raw 
produce with vary different degreee of celerity; thet in Bome casee 
no effect whatever is produced on wagee by a rise of com; in otheDI 

• lot od. P. 129 ; 3d .d. in Worb. p. 8& 
• lot od. P. lUll, 3d od. III Worb. p. 91. 
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the rise of wages precedes the rise of com; again, in some the effect 
is slow, and in others the interval must be very short.' 

Certainly a rise of wages would have to • follow' the 
price of raw produce with considerable • celerity' in order to 
• precede' it I -

• Tho.e who maintain that it is the price of necessaries which 
reguIatea the price of labour. alwaY" allowing for tbe particular state 
of progression in which the eociety may be. seem to have conceded 
too readily that a rise or fall in the price of necessaries will be 
very slowly succeeded by a rise or fall of wages.' 1 

A high price of provisions. he thinks. may arise from 
four different causes. The second of these causes. which is 
the only one that concerns us here. is • a gradually uicreasing 
demand. which may be ultimately attended with an increased 
cost qf production' :-

• When a high price of com is the effect of an increasing demand 
it is alwaY" preceded by an increase of wages, for demand cannot in
crease without a~ increase. Qf _meaD,ll !n the people to pay for thet 
which they desire. An accumulation of capital naturally producee an 
increased competition among the employers of labour. and a co ...... 
quent risa in its price. me incresaed wages are not immediately 
expended on food, but a're first made to contribute to the other 
enjoyments of the labonrer. His improved condition, however, in-

. duces and enables him to marry, and then the demand for food for 
the support of his family natnrally snpersedes that of th08B other 
enjoyments on which his wages were temporarily expended. Com 
rises, then, because the demand for it increases. because there are 
th08B in the society who have improved means of paying for it; and 
the profits of the farmer will be raised above the general level of 
profits till the requisite quantity of capital has been employed on its 
production. Whether, after this has taken place, com shall agBin 
fall to its former price or ehall continue permanently higher, will 
depend on the quality of the land from which the increased quantity 
of com has been supplied. If it be obtained from land of the same 
fertility as that which was last in cultivation, and with no greater 
<lOBt of labour, the price will fall to its former state I if from poorer 
land, it will continue permanently higher. The high wages in the 
first instance proceeded from an increase in the demand for labonr: 
inasmnch as it encouraged marriage and supported children, it 

1 lot od. pp. 202, 203; 3d od. b1 W ...... P. 94. 
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produced the effect of increasing the supply of labour. But when the 
supply is obtained, wages will again fall to their former price if com 
h .. fallen to its former price:-to a higher than the former price if 
the increaaed supply of com has been produced from land of an inferior 
qna.lity.'l 

, Ricardo seems here to have quite abandoned the theory 
of the chapter on Wages and the chapter on Profits, t1}at 
money wages will be raised by the rise in the price of pro
visions in spite of the tendency ~f wages to fall in the 
'natural advance of society,' 'as far as they are regulated by 
supply and demand.'· The idea of the passage is that the 
rise of money wages which 'follows: or rather is connected 

, with, a rise of the price of provisions, can only be produced 
by 'an accumulation of capital," and that all that the lise 
of the price of provisions does is to maintain the rise of 
money wages tlius gained.. In other words, in order to allow 
the rise of money wages to take place, wages, 'JIB far as they 
are regulated by supply and demand,' must rise and not 
fall But the new theory is even more unsatisfactory than 
the old. It depends entirely on the proposition laid down in 
the first sentence, 'When a high price pf com '-Ricardo 
really means a rise in the price elf com-;' is the effect of an' 
increasing demand, it is always preceded by an increase of" 
wages, for demand cannot increase _without an increase of 
means in the people to pay for that which they desire.' It is 
difficult to conceive how a member of the Stock Exchange, to 
say nothing of an economist, could have committed himself 
to so baseless an assertion as that contained in the second clause 
of the sentence. We can s.carcely doubt that Ricardo would 
have admitted that a hard frost increases the demand for 
water-pipes, without increasing the means of the people to 
pay for them. It ~ true, of course, that all that is necessary 
for his immediate argument is that the demand /0'1' corn 
should not be able to increase without an increase of the 

_1 lot ed. pp. 205, 206; 3d eeL in IV ... a, pp. 9S, 96. 
• In the ohapter '0.. Prodto,' 1.t ed. p. 133, 3d ed. in IV ora, p. 66, h. 

apeak- distinctly of • the riee of wages produced by the rise of neceaaariea.· 
To introduce there the idea tha.t the rise of wages is not produced but only 
maintoined by tho riao of tho pri .. of Il ......... i .. would piny havoo with tho 
ugum ... t of the wholo ohepter. 
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people's means of paying for it. This, however, is only a 
little less untrue than the more general proposition. When 
the popuhtion is stationary, the demand for corn is not 
likely to increase without an increase of the people's means 
of paying for it. But when the popuhtion is increasing, the 
demand for corn naturally increases without any increase in 
the people's means, and even when the people's means are 
decreasing. The demand for corn will surely be increased 
when there is an increase :n the number of persons to be fed 
if wages are equal to what they were before, and even if they 
are a little less than before. Ricardo's proposition, therefore, 
that' when a high price of corn is the effect of an increasing 
demand, it is always preceded by an increase of wages: is only 
true when he starts, so to speak, from a condition of things 
in which popuhtion ~~tationary1 In the next sentence he 
seems toassurii8-tIlat this is the case. He speaks of • an 
accumuhtion of capital raising wages: whereas when popu
lation is increasing, according to his own system, an accumu
lation of capital more rapid than the increase of popuhtion 
is required in order to raise wages. Too much stress must 
not, however, be laid upon this, since in the next sentence but 
one he speaks of the rise of wages inducing and enabling the 
labourer to marry, whereas even when popuhtion is stationary 
'the labourer: or some of him, is induced and enabled to 

, marry. As to the connection ootween a rise in the price of 
provisions and a rise of money wages when population is 
already increasing, the passage tells us nothing at all 

When Ricardo wrote the chapter on Taxes on Wages 
he had referred to Buchanan, and found that he, at any rate, 
1latly denied that wages vary with the price of provisions, 
except, perhaps, when the labourer is 'reduced to a bare 
allowance of necessaries: when he wonld 'suffer no further 
abatement of his wages, as he could not on such conditions 
continue his race: 1 , The high price of provisions: Buchanan 
had urged,-

'is a certain indication of a deficient snpply, and arises in the natnral 
course of things for the pnrpoee of reterding the consumption. A 
emaller snpply of food shared amoog the same nnmber of coosume18 

• Ed. of W..uA of NGlWu, vol iii. p. 338. 
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will evidelltly \eave a mna\ler portion to eaclJ, and tbe Iaboluer must 
bear his share of th& oommon wan\. To distn"bnte this bunlen" 
equally. and '" prevent the 1abo\U'er from ooDSllllling auhsistence 
BO freely as before, the price rises. Bm wages, it eeems, must riee 
along with it, thai; he may .till 1188 the BSm8 quantity of e scareer 
commodity; and thns nature is rep.......ted as oonntemcting her own 
purpoaat--fira\ raising tbe price of food to diminish tbe CODS1llllption, 
and aftennuds raising wagao to give tbe IabolU'er the BSm8 snpply 
88 before.' 1 ~ 

To this Ricardo answers that deficient supply is not the 
soleca.UBeof ~high_.priceo!_p~ons.'We are: he says, _ 
'by no means warranted in conclucliDg, a.s Mr. Buchanan 
appears to do. that there may not be an abundant supply 
with a high price.' The natural price of commodities, he 
continues, is determined by 'facility of production.' Then, 
apparently failing to distinguish between a large aggregate 
amount of food and a largat.:nount per head, he remarks :-

• A1thongh tbe Jands which ere now \sksn into cultivation ere 
much inferior '" the I8nds in cultivation three centuri.. ago. and 
therefore the difficulty of production is increasea, who can sntertain 
any doubt but thai; tbe qnsntity produced now very far exceeds the 
quantity then produced I Not only is a high price compatible with 
an increased snpply, bm it rarely fails to accompany R. If then, in 
oo1l88qDeDce of tuation or of difficulty of prodnction, the price.of pro
visions be raised, and tbe quantity be not diminished, tbe money 
wages of labour will rise, for. 88 Mr. Buchanan has justly observed, 
" the wages of labour COIIlIist not in money, but in what money p1Jl'o 
chase!!. Damely. pro~one and other n.........; .. ; and the allowance 
of the labourer out of the common stock will always be in proportion 
to tbe snpplY ... •• 

Of C01l1'S8 Buchanan's case is that in consequence of dif. 
ficulty of production the quantity of provisions ptJI" capita 
would be diminished, and the money wages of labour would 

, not rise, so that • the allowance of the labourer out of the 
common stock' would be less, although it would still be ' in 
proportion to the supply: No~·.ing that Ricardo has, said 
here is at all incompatible with it. Immediately after this 
passage, however, Ricardo discloses that his reason, or one of 

J O~, pp. 69, 80. 
• 1st eel. pp. 269, 2Il<I; 3d eel. ill w...a, pp. 130, 131. 
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his reasons, for thinking that money wages must ri~e to the 
full amouut of II 'tax on wages: which he regards much in 
the same light as 'difficulty of production: is that a certain 
amount of commodities must be given to the labourers in 
order to call forth the population which will, in Malthus's 
vague words, which he quotes with approval, satisfy' the wants 
of the society respecting population' '-a certain amount 
of commodities' will be just sufficient to support the popula
tion which at that time the state of the funds for the main-
tenance of labour requires' ;- -

'Suppose,' he says, '.the circumstances of the country to·.he oucb, 
that the lowest labourers are not only called upon to CClDtinue their 
rete, but to increase it; their wag .. would have been regnlated accord
ingly. . Can they mnltipJy [in the degree required] if a tax tek .. 
from them a part of their wagee, and TedUces them to bare neces
saries " 51 

'Bare necessaries' must presumably be taken to mean 
necessaries for themselves as bachelors, and not as fathers 'of 
numerous families, otherwise it would be clear that they ()()1l/.J, 

multiply in any physicaJly possible degree, though there 
might be a questIon as to whether they' would. H the tax 
takes from them a part of their wages .without reducing them 
to bare necessaries thus defined, there see~ no reason why 
the answer ' Yes' should not· be returned to the question of the 
first edition, 'Can they multiply l' The question, 'Can they 
multiply in the degree required l' must be met by the ques
tion, 'Required by what l' Ricardo answers, ' By the state of 
the funds for the maintenance of labour: but instead of ex
plaining how the funds for the maintenance of labour can be 
said to 'require' a ~ertain population,.he goes on to explain 
that the imposition of a tax on wages will not alter the amount 
of these funds. . 

Ricardo's genera.! position, with regard at any rate to the 
effects of increasing prices of food upon money wages, is a per
fectly logicaJ one. If the rea.! wages of labour are determined 
directly by the proportion between labourers and rea.! capital, 

1 Malibu, 8''''11, 2d. eel. P. 406; 8th eel. p. 301 • 
• lot eel. p. 293; 2d eel. P. 265; 3d eel. in Wore., p. 132. The .... rdo iD 

bracke. were added, and • would be' .... .ubttituted for t .oa1d baYe beea' 
in "'" tbinI editioD. • 
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they obviously ought not to be directly affected by other cir
cumstances, such 88 increasing difficulty in the production of 
food. The fact tha.t he fa.ils so completely to prove tha.t 
money wa.ges must rise so 88 to lea.ve real wages unaffected 
when the price of fooa rises, is due to the fa.ct tha.t real wa.ges 
a.re not determined by the proportion between la.bourers and 
ca.pital. -

Malthus thought tha.t Rica.rdo ha.d not realised tha.t wa.ges 
alwa.ys depend on the prudential ha.bits of the la.bourers with 
rega.rd to propaga.tion. AJJ wa.s na.tural in the author of the _ 
Essay on POpulation, he wished these ha.bits to be rega.rded 
88 the prime regulator of wa.ges, not only when wages a.re at 
a low and rather unusualleveI, but at all times:-

• Mr. Ricardo,' he says, • hai defined the natural price of labour to 
be II that price which is necessary to enable the labourers one with 
another ~ subsist, and to perpet)late their race, without either increase 
or diminution. n This price I should really be disposed to call a most 
IUlIlatural price; becauae in a natural sq,te of things, that is, without 
great impedimenta to the progress of wealth and population, such a 
price could not generally occur for hundreds of years. But if this 
price be reaJly rare, and, in an ordinary state of things, at so great a 
distance in point of time, it must evidently lead to great errors to 
consider the mark,et prices of labour as ouly temporary deviations 
above and below that fixed price to which they will very 800n 
retum.'1 

He himself would define the na.tural or necessa.ry price of 
la.bour a.s • tha.t price which in the a.ctual circumstances of the 
society is necessary to occa.sion an a.verage supply of la.bourers 
sufficient to meet the avera.ge demand,' a.nd by this ra.ther 
cloudy phra.se he seems to mean nothing more or less than 
the a.ctual wages which a.re pa.id in -a yea.r not ma.rked by any 
exceptional circumstances. He rejects entirely the idea of a 
rigid level of wages, whetber fixed by tbe amount pbysically 
necessa.ry for subsistence or by the amount which unexpla.in. 
able' habit' renders indispensable:-

• The condition of the labouring classes of society must evidently 
depend partly upon tho rate at which the resources of the country and 
the demand for labour are increasing, and partly on the habits of the 
people in respect to their food, clothing, and lodging. 

1 Polilical ECOfW71III, l' 247. 
B 
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'U the habits of the people were to remain uec!, the power of 
marrying early, and of supporting a largEr family, would depend upon 
the rate at which the resources of the country and the demand for 
labour were increasing. And if the r .. ourc .. of the country were to 
remain fixed, the comforte of the lower cl ..... of society would depend 
upon their habits, or the amount of thoae nec .. saries and conveniences -
without which they would not consent to keep up their numbers. 

'It rarely happens, however, that either of them remain ued for 
any great length of time together.' 1 

Unlike Ricardo, Malthus devotes some attention to the 
causes which make the habits of the people different at dif
ferent times and places. 'The question: however, he says, 'in-

,'volves so many considerations that a satisfactory solution of 
it is hardly to _ be expected.'· Much depends upon climate 
and soil, bu t moral causes, such as despotism, oppression, and 
ignorance on the one hand, and • civil and political liberty 
and education' on the other, occasion differencei in the 
amounts on which the labourer will be ready to bring up a 
family. Moreover, and here Malthus takes a long step to
wards the abandonment of the remains of the subsistence 
theory, the habits of the people are very genera.lly affected 
by the amount of wages actually received :-

'When the resonrces of a country are rapidly increasing, and the 
labourer commands a large portion of necesaari .... it is to be expected 
that if he has the opportunity of exchanging his BOperilOOns food for 
conveniencea and comforte, he will acquire a taste for these conveni
ences, and his habits will" be formed accordingly. On the other hand, 
it ganerally happens that when the r .. oorC98 of a country 1!ecoma 
nearly atationary, BOeb habits, if they ever have existed, are found to 
give way; and, before the population comee til a stop, the atandard 
of comfor~ is eesentially low~red.'. 

As to the way in which 'rapidly increasing resources' 
raise wages, Malthus has nothing of much importance to say. 
:l'he demand for labour, he thinks, is regulated by' the rate 
at which the whole value of the capital and revenue of the 
country increases annually; because, the faster the value of the 
annual produce increases, the greater will be the power of 
purchasing fresh labour, and the more will be wanted every 

J PoIitic4l 1!co-t, p. ~8. • Ibid., p. 260. • Ibid.. pp. 1148, 2411. 
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year: 1 To Barton's attempt to impugn the doctrine that 
demand for labour depends on the increase of capital by show~ 
ing that an increase of fixed capital does not imply an in
creased demand for labour,' Malthus has two answers. F'll'St, 
if the labour displaced by the introduction of the fixed capital 
cannot be employed elsewhere, the increase of fixed capital 
• diminishes the value of the annual produce, and retards the 
increase of the capital and revenue taken together: ~ that, 
capital is not increased, and the doctrine remains intact. 
Secondly, in general • the use of fixed capital is extremely 
favourable to the abundance of circulating capital" This he 
seems to think is proved when he has shown that the use of. 
fixed capital is favourable to the abundance of produce. -He 
concludes his whole inquiry with these words:-:-

• It is of the nt_ importauce always to bear in mind that a -
great command over the necessaries of life may be effected in ,two 
ways, either by rapidly increasing resources, or by the prudential 
habibl of the labcuring classes; and thet 88 rapidly increasing r&

eourcea are neither in the power of the poor to effect, nor can in the 
nature of things be pe1'lDallent, the great resource of the labouring 
claaaea for their happiness m.m be in those prudeutial habibl which, 
if properly ""ercised, are eapable of eeeuring to the labourer a fair 
proportion of the IIIlC88Sariea and conveoieucee of life from the earliest 
stage to the latest./- . 

Though James Mill has the reputation of having been the 
moet purely' abstract' of the • abstract school: the section of 
his chapter on Distribution ~hich treats of wages consists for 
the most part of ~ discussion of moua- means of raising 
wages. ) The causes which determine the magnitude of per 
Capita wages are very cursorily dismissed in the first part of 
the section under the heading, • That the rate of 'YRgCS depends 
on the proportion between Population and Employment, in 
other words, Capital' -,\The dependence of wages on the pro: 
portion between population and capital is, it seems, a very 
simple affair • ., If the number of labourers increases, while the 
quantity of capital or of • requisites for the employment of 
labour, that is, of food, tools, and material' remains the same, 

I Pol;m,u ~II, p. 261. 
I Polili<al E<twu>rn!!, p. 261 • 

I A:OO", pp. U4, U5. 

• mIL, p. 291. The lhUh"" of 1820 .... far more oheorful p""'on than 
!he Malu, .. of 1798. 
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some of the labourers will be' in danger of being left out of 
employment.' Each of them is therefore obliged to offer to 
work for a sma.ller reward :-

• If we auppose, on the other hand, that the quantity of capital 
baa incr .... d, while the numb.r of labourers remains the eame, the 
effect will b. reversed. The capitalista have 8 greater quantity than 
before of the means of employment; of capital, in ahort, from which 

" th.y wish to d.rive advantage. To derive this advantage they mnst 
have more labourers than before. These labourers are all employed 
with other masters: to obtain them they alao have but one resource-to 
offer higher wag... But the masters by whom the labourers are now 
employed are in the aame predicament," and will, of course, offer highe. 
wag .. to induce them to remain. This competition is unavoidable, 
and the necessary effect of it is 8 riaa of wag ... ' 1 

He arrives at this conclusion :-

t 'Universally, then, we may alIirm,..9thet..thing8 remaining the 
aame, that if the ratio which capital and population bear to one another 
remains the eame, wages will .emain the eame; if tha ratio which 
capital bears to population increases, wag.. will riae; if the ratio 
which population beara to capital in~ wag .. will fa1L'~ 

, The insertion of the proviso, • other things remaining the 
skme: is truly astonishing.) :There is notbing about other 
things remaining the same--' If ,the proposition in italics at the 
head of the sub-section, and ~ill does not make the sma.llest 
attempt to explain what happens when other things do Dot 

"remain the same) Regardless of other things, he proceeds to 
argue that " " 

• If it were the natural tendency of capital to increase fa.ster than 
population, there would be no difficulty in preserving 8 proaperoua 
condition of tbp people. If, on the othet hand, it were the namrai 
tendency of population to increase faater than capital, the difficulty 
would be very great. '):here would be a perpetual tendency in wag .. 
to fall The fall of wages would produce a greater and greater degree 
of poverty among the people, attended with ita inevitable consequen ... 
-misery and vice As poverty and ita consequent misery increased, 
mortality would alao increase. Of 8 numeroua family born, a certain 
number only would, from want of the mean. of well-being, be reared. 
By whatever proportion the population tended to increaae faster than 

I Ek_, !at eel. P. 'n I 3d eel. p. 4a. I Inod. p. 28; 3decL p."-
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capilaJ, ouch • propodioa of thooe who """" born .. ouLl die; the 
mtio of iDcnaoa in capiIal&lld popalal;ion woald dIeaat IeID&in tile 
........ &lid 1I1Ig<II would ....... to fail" 

Though he does not expressly state it, James Mill seems 
to mean by this that when the natural tendency of population 
to increase faster than capital has worked in a normal manner, 
and had time to make itself felt, wages will fuJI to a level . 
which will only afford the means of rearing a family which is 
not' numeroWL' "That population has a tendency to increase 
faster thancapit&l has, in most places, actually increased, is 
proved incontestably,' he believes, by the fact that ' in almost. 
all countries the condition of the great body of the people is 
poor and miserable.' tl IT capital had increased faster than 
population, wages wOiild, he says, have risen (he has never 
proved that they had not risen), and the labourer wonld have 
been 'in a state of alHuence.' For fear, however, that BOme 
one may attribute the lowness of wages to BOme obstacle 
which has prevented -capital 'from increasing so fast as it has 
a tendency to increase: he undertakes the formal 'Proof of 
the. tendency of population to increase rapidly: and the 
'Proof that capital has a less tendency than population to 
increase rapidly.: (To prove that population has a tendency 
to increase rapidl~e explains).in terms which some would 
consider aca.rcely fitted for the school book' which he fondly 
imagined himself to be writing,' (that the fecundity of the 
human race, when fully exerc~ in. favourable circum
stances, is much more than BUfficient to counterbalance 
ordinary mortality, so that population has ' such a tendency to 
increase as wonld enable it to double itself in a smaIl number 
of yeara,"J fro prove 'that capital has a less tendency than 
population 'to increase rapidly.)he begins" by showing (that 
'the disposition in mankind to save: is 'so weak in almost all 
the situations in which human beings have ever been placed,' 
as to make the increase of capital • slow: ') But rapidity or 
slowness is a question of degree. so that it is not very con
vincing to say that capital must have a less tendency to 

I Ill--, I'" eo!. pp. 28, \!II l 3d eo!. pp. "' 4,5. 
• 1<& eo!. P. \!II; lid eo!. P. 4,5. , See hia Prefaee. 
• 1A eo!. pp. _ l Icl eo!. pp. _ • 1A eo!. P. 35; Icl eo!. P. IlL 
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increase rapidly than population because the possible increase 
of population may be described by the term 'rapid: and the 
increase of capital by the term ' slow: It is, therefore, rather 
a relief to the reader to find that • the proof that it is the 
tendency of population to increase faster than capital does 
not depend upon this foundation, strong as it is: It depends 
on the fact that 

, The tendency of popnlation. to increase, whatever it may be, 
greater or less, is at any rate an equable tendency. At what ral6 
soever it has increased at anyone time, it may ha expected to inerease 
at an equal rate if placed in equally favourable eircumstanoee, at any 
other time. The case with capital is the reveree. A. cnpital continues 
to accumulate, the difficnIty of increasing it becomes gradually greater 
and greater, till, finally, increase becomes impracticable.' 

This is a consequence of the general rule of diminishing 
returns:-

'< Whether, afror land of euperior quality has been e>:hamW, 
capital is applied to new land of inferior quality, or in Bucceseive 
doaea with diminished returns upon the same land, the produce of it 
is continually diminishing in proportion to ita increase. If the 
retorn to eapital is, however, continually decreasing, the annual fund 
from which savings are made' is continually diminishing. The 
difficulty of making eavinga is thoa continually augmented, and at 
last they mmt totally ceaae.' 1 

( As there is no such thing as a general rule of diminishing 
rehIrns, we need not stop to inquire whether a diminution of 
the return not to the whole capital, but to a given quantity 
or unit of "Capital, ne<:easarily means a diminution of the 
w~ole annual fund from which savings are made. , 

\ Proceeding, J ames Mill argues that ' forcible means 
employed to make capital increase faster than its natural 
tendency would not produce desirable efi'ects,jandlwhen he 
has proved this, and alleged that it is not desirable that 
population should increase beyond that degree of density 
which affords' in perfection the benefits of social interCOUrBe 

, and of combined labour,"Pe concludes:-

'The precise problem, tJierefore, is to find the meana of limiting 
births to that number which is n ..... ary to keep up the popnlation 

I ~pp. .1, 42;3deil. P 5G. 
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without increasing it. Were that aooomplished whilo tho - retum to 
capital from tho land was yot high, tho reward of tho labourer would be 
ample, and a 1arge ompluo would still remain.' 1 

Quite unconsciously reducing bis theory to the absurd, be 
adds that the limitation of the number of births, if limitation 
were po!lSible, might be carried so far as to' raise the condition 
of the labourer to any state of comfort and enjoyment which 
may be desired.' I. AJJ.y state w3E' ch may be desired! 

In his EncyclcptBdia, articl M'Culloch had nothing to 
say about wages per bead, except t 'the labourer cannot 
work if he is not supplied with the means of subsistence.' I) 

\ 
But in the book into which he expanded his article, be 
definitely put the supply and demand theory into the 
arithmeticaJ. form appropriate. to tbe wage-fund theory.) 
That wages rise when capital increases faster than populatioB,' 
and fall when population increases faster than capital, had 
become a commonplace. That the rate of wages depends on 
the proportion between the labouring population and 'capital,' 
had been laid down in Mrs. Marcet's CO'1IIIIeTsatWns.· But 
it was reserved for M'Culloch to give definiteness and rigidity 
to Mrs. Marcet's docttine by illustrating it with an arith
meticaJ. example l-

'The capacityot a couutryto support and employ labourers,' he asked 
his readers to believe, 'is in no degree dependent on advantageouo
n ... of situotion, richn ... of soil, or extent of territory. Th ..... 
undoubtedly, are circumstances of very great importence, and muet 
have a powerful influence iu determining the rate at which a psople 
..am!'CU in the career of wealth and civilisation. But it is obviously 
not on th ... circumstances, but on the actual amouut of the accumu
lated produce of previous labour, or of capital, devoted to the payment 
of wages, in the possession of a country at any given period, that ita 
power of oupporting and employing labourers muet wholly depend. 
A fertile soil affords tho means of rapidly increasing capital; but that 
is aIL Before this Boil can be cultivated, capital must be provided 
for the support of the labourerS employed upon it, just as it must be 
provided for the support of those engaged in manufactures, or in 801 
other department of industry. 

,It is a necessary consequence of this principlo that the amouut 

I~, P. 52; 3d ed. p. 65. .. I 1.ted. p. 53; 3d ed. p. 67. 
I /&nqfelop«dio BriIGomic.., ,th od. aupplelll8llt, voL vL p," L p. 270 ... 
• Above. p. 242. 
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of mboistence falling to each labourer, or the rat. of wages, mud 
depend on the proportion which the whole capital beano to the whole 
amonot of the labouring population. •••• 

• To illustrate this principle, let us snppooe, thet the capital of • 
conotry appropriated to the payment of wagee would, if reduced to 
the stancjard of wheat, form a ID888 of 10,000,000 quarters: IT the 
number of labourers in thet conotTy were IUJO milliollll, it is evident 
that the wagee of each, reducing them all to the same common 
standard, would be jl .. quartors.'} 

l He endeavours to illustrate or suPPort the proposition 
that 'the well-being and comfort of the labouring classes are 
especially dependent on the relatIon which their. increase 
bears to the increase of the capital which is to feed and 
employ them: I by comparing the growth of population and 
capital and the condition of the people in England and Ireland. 
The Irish population had increased faster than the English 
population, and the Irish capital had increased slower than 
the English capital. The Irish suffered from want and were 
miserable, ) 

• And hence the obvious end undeniable inference, that in the 
event of the population having increased leas rapidly than it has done, 
there would have been fewer individnals soliciting employment, and 
that cone&quently the rate of wages would have been proportionally 
higher ••••• It is obviona too, that, the low and degraded condition 
into which the people of Ireland are DOW sunk is tha condition to 
which every people mud be reduced whose numbers continue, for 8.DJ 
considerable period, to increase faster than tha meana of providing for 
their comfortable and decent snhaistence j and mch will moot assnredIy 
be the case in every old aettled -country in which the principle of 
increaae is not powerfolly connteraeted by the operation of mom! 
restraint, or by the exerciae of a proper degree of prudence and fore
thonght in the formation of matrimonial connectiona.' I 

This is open to the same objection as James Mill's argu
ment that population has a tendency to increase faster than 
capital, because otherwise wages would have risen. M'Culloch 
entirely forgets to allow that there had been any absolute 
deterioration in the condition of the Irish labourers, or eVeD 
any deterioration as compared with the English labourers. 

) Pri>OCip/.., lot ed., 1825, pp. 3'Z1, 328; 2d eo!. 1830, pp. m. S78. 
• Ibid., lot eo!. pp. 328, 8211. • lInd., po 3M. 
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Of an upper limit, above which no reduction of population 
or increase of capital can raise wages~M'Culloch;Pke James 
Mill, Bays nothing, but he (Provides a lower limit, below which 
wages cannot fall, in the sbape of a 'natural or necessary rate, 
of wages." This is ' the cost of producing labour: which, 'like 
that of producing all otller articles brought to market, must 
be paid by the purchasers.' The cost Beems at first to be a 
quantity of food and other articles sufficient ,for the support 
of the labourers and ',their families.' 1 ) 

'If they did not obtain this snpply, they wonld be left destitute ; 
and disease and death wonld continne to thin the population nntil the 
reduced number bore such a proportion to the national capital aa 
would enable them to obtain the means of subsistence." , 

, / 
I Bu~ it is soon explained that 'moral restraint' may and 
d~ keep down the population, so that" the natural or 
necessary rate of wages is jpgher than what is requisite 
to furnish a bare subsistence. Mo!eover,(M'Culloch follows 

, Malthus's Political EcO'TWTTIy by saying that moral restraint 
may be itself increaaed by changes of habit which have been 
brought about by increaaes of wages caused by increases ,of 
capital ) 

( M'Culloch's wage-fund theory was refuted in the very next 
year by Sir Edward West in his Price of Corn aM Wages of 
Labowr.) Answering the conte~tion of thoae who asaerted 
that government could not add to the demand for labour, 
Westsays:-

• If the capital for the support of labouren were of a given amonnt,' 
and that amount were necessarily laid out upon the labonring popu
lation in the course of the year, it could make no dift'erence in the 
demand for labollr or amonnt of wages by whom it were expended i 
whether by government upon nnprodnctive pomons, such aa aoldiera 
or sailors i or by indiyidua\s upon productive labourers; the whole 
population wonld get the whole of this capital within the year, and 
they conld not have more! I 

This he does not believe to be the case:-

• What,' he ash, 'was the effect of the immenee subscrlptione and 
pariah donations and increased allowances, during the perioda of 

• PritodpIu, pp. ,34, 336. • Ibid., p. 836. • P. sa. 
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scarcity of the last thirty·five years I Is it not admitted that the 
effect of them wa. to increase the money meana of the labouring poor, 
and to raise the price of corn to a much higher point than it would 
otherwise bave attained I Does it not follow tbat a larger or smaller 
amount of the pecuniary means or pecuniary capital of a cOuntry may 
be expended on the labouring popnlation I' 1 

~ The demand for labour does not, he concludes, depend 
80My on the rate of the increase of the wealth or capital of a 
country. LA brisk state of trade may double wages without 
any incre8l!6 of capital:- J 

'The employer of capital' and labour employ.; we will say, ten 
men, who produce the article upon which their labour is e"pended in 
two months, and he is enabled to sell it inlmediately, and thus replace 
his capital witli a profit.. Now, suppose these ten men ~ do double 
work a day at the same rate of wages for the work; their wag"" by 
the day will be doubled; the article will be produced in one month, 
that is, in half the time, with the 8ame profit upon the capital u· 
pended, that is, with double profit, for profit being the gain upon 
capital in a given period, increased rapidity of the retnrna will have 
the eame effect as increased rate of production." 

l West was not alone in refusing to accept the wage-fund, 
theorY) t Mountifort LongfieldJin his Dublin lectures, which 
were published in 1834, ignores altogether the doctrine that 
wages depend on the proportion between capital and popula
tion. \ Wages, he RaYS, depend upon the relation between the 
supply of labourers and the demand for them, and 'the 
supply consists of the present existing race of labourers.'· ) t 13ut instead of saying that the demand for them depends on 
the magnitude of the country's capital, he says that it 'is 
caused by the utility or value of the work which they are 
capable of performing ..• : The wages of the great IIjass of 
labourers must be paid out of the produce, or the price of 
the produce, of therr labour:~)" Leaving 'capital' oun)f 
account altogether, he puts forward a produce theory :-

'The real wages of the labourer, that is, his command of tha 
necessaries and comfoN of life, will depend entirely on the rate of 

1 P. 811. • Pp. 86, 87 • 
• L«_ CIa PoIiIi<al Bcoooom" d</i..,." .. 2'ri";', """ XidGIl .... 

2' ....... 1833, by MOUDtifortLougfield, LL.D., 18M, p. 208 • 
• ibid., P. 21Q. 
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profits and on the efficiency of labonr in producing thoee articles on 
which the wages of labonr IIl8 osnalJyexpended.'l . 

He makes a great mistake in assuming, on the strength 
of examples in which fixed capital is omitted, that the deduc
tion per head of labourers for profit is indicated by the rate 
of profit, and he scarcely attempts to show that increased 
efficiency in producing articles not bought by labourers does 
not increase wages, but Ibis theory shows a great advance on 
that of James Mill, Ricardo, and M'Culloch. ) 

Three years before Longfield's lectures Senior had begun 
to construct a produce theory" In his Lec/:wres on th~ Rate 
of Wages, delivered befor~ the University of Oxford in Easter 
Term 1830,' he said that if it were IISSUmed tha.t every labour
ing family' consists of the same number of persons, exerting 
the same degree of industry, the • proxinlate cause' which 
decides the quantity and quality of the commodities ob
tained by a labouring family in the course of a year would be 
obvious:-

'The quantity and quaUty of the commodities obtsined by each 
labouring family during a year moo depend Oil" the quantity and 
quality of the commodities directly or indirectly appropriated during 
the year to the use of the labouring population, compared with the 
number of labouring families (including under that term all those 
who depend on their own labour for anbeistence); or, to speak more 
concisely, on the extent of the fund for the maintenance of laboursl8, 
compared with the nnmber of laboursl8 to be maintained." , 

This proposition at first sight seems to be identical with 
( M'Culloch's proposition that wages depend on the proportion 

between the number of labourers and the amount of capital 
• devoted .to the payment of wagesl (But in M'Culloch the 
amount of commodities • devoted was determ.illed entirely 
by previous accumulation, and had nothing to do with the 
productiveness of industry, ~hereas Senior not only says 
nothing about capital and accumulation, but declares in his 
preface that • the principal means by which the fund for the 
maintenance of la»ourers can be increased is by increasing 

• L<durea ... Political B_,I, P. 212. • Publlahed in tho same year. 
• P. 111. . • AhoYe, p. 263. 
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the productiveness of labour: 1 ) In his Political Economy he 
is more exact, and makes tn:e quantity and quality of the 
commodities appropriated to the use of the hbouring popula
tion, compared with the number of labouring families, depend, 
'in the first place, on the productiveness of labour in the 
direct or indirect production of the commodities used by the 
labourer; and in the second place, on the number of persons 
directly!>r indirectly employed in the production of things 
for the use of labourers compared with the whole number of 
labouring families: • With regard to the proportion between 
the number of persons who produce things for labourers and 
the number of labouring families, he says :-, 

• There are three purpos;" to which labour which might otherwise 
be employed in supplying the fund for the use of labourers may be 
diverted j namely, the production of things, first, to be used by the 
proprietors of natural agenlB j secondly, to be used by the govem
ment; and thirdly, to be nsed by capitalists j or, to speak more con
cisely though less correctly, Labour, instead of being employed in the 
production of Wages, may be employed in the production of Rent, 
Taxation, or Profit: a 

In dealing with the first of these heads, Senior does not 
seem to remember the point. He ought to explain the 
causes which determine whetl?-er a large or small proportion 
of labour is diverted from the production of wages to the 
production of rent. \ Instead of doing so, he adduces argu
ments to prove that' the whole fund for the maintenance of 
labour is not necessarily diminished in consequence of a con
siderable portion of the labourers in a country being employed 
in producing commodities for the use of the proprietors of the 
natural agents in that country:' In dealing with the second 
head, Taxation, he begins by stating that taxation for un
necessary and mischievous expenditure is taken from the 
revenue of the whole people, and that the labourer is inter
ested in the distribution of taxation. After this he seems to 
imagine that he has somehow got rid of the first two purposes 

I P. Iv.; of. Polili<al E<ArItm'I> 8vo eeL p. 183. • The .,.!eDt of the f1IDd 
for the maintenu.oe of labour depesdo mainl1 on th. prodUcUVOll_ of 
labour.' 

• 8vo eeL Po 17.. • lIN!, Po 180. • 16:11., p. 181. 
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to which labour which might othenrise be employed in BlIp
plying the fund for the use of labourers may be diverted, for 
he proceeds:-

• Bem, thaD, being flCIISide19d _ oomething extriDsi." and Tau
&ioD a mode ofaxpeaditme, the cmJy mnaining deduc:tion from W &g9I 
is ProfiI.. And the producliwoeaa of labour being gi ....... the _, of 
the fund fa« the m.i"""'·n .... of labour will depend on the proportion 
.. hicla the Jl1IlIlbeao of laboarem employed in producing things for th8 
1II1II of eapnaJiaIa beam to the\ of those employed in producing thinga 
for the ... of ,laboarem; .. to 1II1II • mme CODlIIIOIl u:pression, em the 
proportions in .. hicla the produce is shared between the ,,!,pimlid tmd 
the labourer. • • • -

• In the ahsew:e of rem tmd of 1IJIII8CaBU'y or """'lually diatn"buted 
IaDticm, it is between th .... two claaae& the\ all thai is produced is 
dirided; tmd the queotilHl DOW to be couaidered ill, .. hat decidal the 
proporlion of the ahana ,'I 

The answer is, he says. • first, the general rate of profit in 
the country on the advance of .capital for a given period; and 
secondly. the period which in eIICh particular case has elapsed 
between the advance of the capital and the receipt of the 
profit..' What he means by the second of these two factors is 
not very easy to imagine. How long • period elapses between 
the advance of the capital of a railway shareholder and the 
receipt of the profit l So far 88 can be made out, Senior 
would say that the profit is received 88 BOOn 88 the railway 
is constructed; the shareholder lays out £100 in the COUlS8 

or. say. two years, and at the end of t.hat time he has 
an amount of railway worth £105. But where in Senior's 
system his subaequen~ dividends lind a place ii is imposs1Dle 
to discover. AB to the rate of profit he is easier to under
stand, but equally unsatisfactory. His doctrine is simply 
that additions to eireulsting capital unaccompanied by addi
tions to population lower the rate of profit, and additions to 
population unaccompanied by additions to circulating capital 
raise it.. • H esch were increased or each diminished, but in 
different proportions, profits would rise or fall according to ' 
the relative variations in the supply of wages.' which seem to 
be the same thing as eireulsting capital. • and labour:' But 

• p_~."'o.a. p. 186. • .Ibid.. p. llIO. 
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additions to capital, • made in a fomi requiring no furthe! 
labour for its reproduction: appear to increase both the rate of 
profit and wages:- . 

• A machine or implement is, in fact, merely a means by which 
the productiveness of labour is increased. The millions which have 
been expended in this country in making road., bridges, and porta 
have had no tendency to rednce either the rate of profit or tho amonnt 
of wag .. ." 

• Roads, bridges, and ports' are generally public property, 
and even in the turnpike days no profits had to be paid on a 
considerable portion of them. Let us substitute· factories, 
railways, and docks,' and Senior's extraordinary incapacity to 
keep to the point in this discussion will be sufficiently evi
dent. He has Mng ago ostensibly done with the first of the 
two causes which determine the rate of wages, namely, the 
productiveness of industry, and ought to be considering what, 
given a certain produ.ctiVene8B of industry, determines how 
much labour is diverted from producing wages to producing 
profits. Instead of doing 80, he declares simply that the 
aecumuJation of fixed capital reduces neither the rate of 
profit nor the amount of wages. The proportion in which the 
produce is divided between the labourer and the capitalist 
depends, he says, on two factors, the rate of profit and the 
period of advance; for the moment, he is taking the period of 
advance as given; this being 80, the proportion between the 
labourer's and capitalist's shares must depend entirely on the 
rate of profit. What conceivable contribution to the problem, 
then, can it be to say that an increase in the productiveness 
of industry will raise both the rate ot profit and the absolute 
amount of per capita wages 1 

With a.ll its faults, Senior's theory of wages was a sug
gestive one, and might have been expected to lead to some
thing valuable when considered and amended by other minds. 
J. S. Mill, however, paid no attention to it, and simply adhered 
to the ideas of his boyhood. He begins with the proposition 
that wages depend chiefly on competition, and, boldly leaping 
an enormous logiea.l gap, proceeds to infer from this that 
• wages, then, depend upon the demand and supply of labour, 
or, 88 it is often expressed, on the proportion between 

-I PoIiIi<Gl 1l«1rtorttf, avo eeL p. lIN. 
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population and capitaJ.'l Population, however, he explains, 
does not mean population, but • the number only of the 
la.bouring class, or rather of those who work for hire'; and 
capital does not mean capital, but • only circulating capital, 
and not even the whole of that, but the part which is ex
pended in the direct purchase of la.bour: and to this 'must bq 
added all funds which, without forming a part of capital, art 
paid in exchange for la.bour, such as the wages of soldierljo 
domestic servants, and all other unproductive la.bourers' :-

• There is, unfortunately, no mode of .expressing by one familiar 
term the aggregate of what may be called the wages fund of a country: 
and as the wages of productive labour f([rID nearly tha whole of that 
fund, it is usual to overlook tha smaller and leas important part, and 
to say that wegee depend on population and capital It will be con
venient to employ this expression, remembering, however, to cousider 
it as elliptical, and not as a literal Bfatement of the entire truth." 

By the statement, then, that wages depend on the pro
portion between popula.tion and capital we are to understand 
that wages depend on the proportion between the number of 
those who work for hire and the amount of the part of capital 
which is expended in the direct purchase of labour together 
with the other f1l!lds which are paid in exchange for la.bour. 

To some this has appeared nothing more or less than an 
arithmetical truism.8 They Bee that the funds which, without 
forming a part of capital, • are paid in exchange for la.bour: 
can only mean amounts which are paid in exchange for la.bour 
in II given period; for instance, the • funds' paid in ex
change for the labour of soldiers must be a certain number of 
millions II year, and not simply a certain number of millions. 
Applying the analogy to the interpretation of • the part of 
capital which is expended in the direct purchase of la.bour: 
tbey infer that the phrase means • the amount of capital 
which is expended in the direct purchase of la.bour in a given 
period.' They thus make the whole proposition equivalent to 
a statement that per {lapita wages for any given period, say a 

, Principlu, Bk. n. oh. xi. II, 1st ed. voL i. p. 401; Peopl.', eeL p. 207. 
with the addition of-' maioly t after 'depend.' 

• Priflripla, Bk. n. ch. xi. I I, -1st ed.voL i. p. 402; Peopl.', od. 
~~~ . 

, B.g. Jov .... T"'-orr qf Political 8conomll. 2d ed. p. 290. 
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week, depend on the proportion between the number of thoae 
who work for hire and the amount of capital and other 
funds expended during that period in the purchase of labour. 
Thus understood, the proposition is certainly an arithmetical 
truism, as it simply amounts to a ststement that the average 
will be what the divisor and the dividend determine. We 
want to know on what ptJ1' capita wages depend, and we are 
told they depend on the amount paid in wages in a given 
period divided by the number of wage-receivers. 

But this is not at all what J. S. Mill meant, and not 
exactly what he said. That it is not what he meant is im
mediately shown by his assertion that • there are some facta 
in apparent contradiction' 1 to the doctrine. Facta would 
have to be very peculiar in order to be in contradiction to 
an arithmetical truism. The first is that • wages are high
when trade is good.' It is perfectly evident that this fact 
is not in apparent contradiction to the statement that wages j 

depend on the proportion between the number of persons 
who work for hire and the amount of capital and other funds 
expended in a given period on the purchase of labour. IT 
wages are high when trade is good. then by no process of 
arithmetic is it possible to escape from the conclusion that 
when trade is good a large amount of funds must be ex
pended in a given period on the purchase of labour compared 
with the number of persons who work for hire. When trade 
is good and wages £100 a year per head instead of £90, the 
amount expended in wages, compared with the number of per
sons working for hire, is obviously greater. The second fact 
• in apparent contradiction' to the proposition is not exactly a 
fact, but the • common notion that high prices make high 
wages.' Here, again, there is no apparent contradiction. 
The truth or falsehood of the notion cannot in any waYt 
affect the proposition. The third • fact' is the • opinion' , 
that wag_' meaning, of course, money wages '-vary with { 
the price offood. This, Mill thinks. is only partially true; 
but whether partially or entirely true, it is in no way in ap
parent contradiction to the fact that pwcapita wages depend 
on the proportion between the total amount paid in wages in 
a given period an~ the number of wage-earners. 

1 .Bt. II. 011. s1. 12. lH ed. yo!. L P. 402; PoopIo'. ed. p. 108 ... 
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It is clear, then, that J. S. llill did not mean to enunciate 
the arithmetical truism that per capita wages for a given 
period depend on the amount expended. in wages during that 
period divided by the number of wag&-receivers. Turning 
again to his words, 11'8 find that he says nothing about an 
amount spent i. a yWe!t. pmod, and that he does not speak 
of the GmOt.I8It of capital expended in the clirect purchase of 
labour, but of • the part' of capital which is expended in the 
clirect pnrehase of la.bonr. Now if the whole capital of a 
country was .a certain amount per annum, or so many 
millions a year, • the part' of capital which is expended. in 
the pnrehase of labour would be an amount per annum 
also. But the whole capital is not .an amount per annum, 
but an amount pure and simple, not 80 many millions a 
yeez, but 80 many million& -And • the part' of capital 
which is expended in the p~ of labour is also, in llill's 
imagination, an amount pure and simple. It is z millions, 
not z millions per annum. 

It is quite true, of course, that when • the part of capital 
which is expended in. the clirect purchase of labour' is thus 
interpreted, it is impossible to add together into one • wages 
fund' the part of capital which is exp:mded in the purchase 
of labour and • all funds which, without Conning a part of -
capital, are paid in exchange for labour, such as the wages 
of soldiers, domestic servants, and all other unproductive 
labourers.' The two things are not capable of forming an 
aggregate. The annual wages of • productive labourers' can 
be added. to the annual wages of unproductive labourers and 
form one aggregate. but the annual or the weekly wages of 
unproductive labourem cannot form an aggregate with a part 
of the capital of the country. You may add £200,000,000 
to £500,000,000, but you cannot add £200,000,000 a year to 
a capital IIUJL qf £500,000,000. You might as well try to 
give an idea of the magnitude of the P..hone by adding to
gether the number of gallons which flow past Lyons in an. 
hour and the number of gallons contained at a given moment 
in the Lske of Geneva. 

That llill fell into the error of imagining he could add 
together into one fund a portion of the capital and a portion 
of the income of the country will seem less increW.ole when 

8 
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we notice that he says it is • usual to overlook' the non-capital 
funds, His father and Ricardo, to whose guidance he usue.lly 
trusts, had put forward no theory about wages not' advanced 
from capital: and had talked as if there were none. J. S. 
Mill remembers the existence of such wages, and makes a 
formal rather than a real attempt to drag them under the 
theory that wages depend on capital and population. He 
makes no effort whatever to discover the causes which affect 
the amount of the' funds' expended on unproductive labour, 
but confines his attention to the causes which affect the par~ 
of capital expended on the purchase of labour. 

In considering Mill's theory of wages, then,. the only 
feasible plan is to iguore his attempt to bring in the wages 
of • unproductive' labour, and to adopt, as he himself prac
tice.lly does, the old habit of' overlooking' that labour and 
its wages.1 

We have it laid down, then, that the wages of labour 
depend on the proportion between the number of those who 
work for hire and the part of capital which is expended in 
the direct purchase of labour, and we have made out that the 
part of capital which is expended in the direct purchase of 
labour does not mean the amount of capital which is ex
pended in that way in 11 given period, but a particular part 
of capital. The question that now presents itself is • What 
part l' 

It seems to be the part of capital which is imagined to 
be habitually or genere.lly, or as a rule, laid out in paying 
wages, or, to define it in another way, it is the part of capital 
which is neither tOols nor materiala It is notalways e.ll em
ployed in paying wages, because some of it may be kept idle 
in its owner's hands; and this is the explanation of the fact 
that • wages are high when trade is good: since when trade 
is bad a quantity of this part of capital is lying idle in its 
owners' hands. In what form it then exists is 'lot very clear. 
Granting that there is such a part of capital-a very liberal 
assumption-we should now expect to be taught something 

1 Mill bi.rgelf avowedly overlooD them in Book IL cb. liL II, where he 
dividee the • iDduatrial community' into Jandownen, eapiWie&l, and pr0-
ductive labour_ and .. yo tha' lb_ three oIaueo • &nI ..... idered iD 
political ecouomy .. making aptho ... bolo OOIDDlua!':r.'-I., 011. YO!. L po 279, 
People" 011. p 1-15.. 
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88 to the causes which atrect the proportion between this part 
of capital and the number of wage-receivers. We are told 
something 88 to the ca1lSl!B which increase and decrease the 
number of wage-receivers; they are increased by high wages, 
and dooreased by low wages, decreased by a rise in the stan
dard of comfort, and increased by a fall in the standard of 
comfort. Now if the standard of comfort de~nded alto
gether on extraneous ca~, wages would in the long run bs 
determined entirely by those causes, since whatever the 
amount of capital ready to bs devoted to the payment of 
wages, the number of wage-receiverll would in the course of 
time accommodate itself to it, so that neither more nor less 
than the wages necessa.ry to produce the standard of comfort 
would bs obtained. But it 18 admitted that the standard of 
comfort itself often varies with the amount· of wages received. 
Consequently the causes which atrect the magnitude of the 
part of capital which is expended in wages are of great im
portance in determining wages. If this part of capital grows, 
wages will rise, and that may raise the standard of comfort; 
the numbsr of wage-receivers will then not increase pro
portionately, and the rise of wages will be permanent. If 
this part of capital diminishes, wages will fall, and this may 
depress the standard of comfort; the numbsr of wage
receivers will then not diminish proportionately, and the fall 
oC·wages will bs permanent. Moreover, whether the effects 
of an increase of the part· of capital expended in the pur
chase of labour be permanent or not, the causes of the 
Increase ought to bs investigated. Mill, however, seema to 
have nothing whatever to say 88 to causes which increase or 
decrease this particular part of capital In an earlier chapter 
he had laid down a theory as to the increase of capital in 
general, and possibly thought that sufficient. But he does 
not say that the part of capital expended on labour is always 
the same proportion of the whole, and gives us no reason to 
suppose that he considered it to bs so. The truth is that he 
has entirely-forgotten that he is using • capital' to mean 
something else than capital He has used the expression 
• wages depend on population and capital' without 'remem
bering • • • to consider it 88 elliptical, and Dot as a literal 
statement of the entire truth.' 
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§ 8. Vatriatiom 01 Profits per Cfflt. 

At the beginning of his chapter on the Profits of Stock, 
Adam Smith attributes(the rise .and fall of the rate of profit 
to the increasing' or decl}ning state of the wealth of the 
society:....:::) -_. '- . -- ---' --- - --.- ; 

• The rise and fall in the profita of stock depend opon the I8Dl8 

causee with the rise and fall in the wages of labour, the increaaing or 
declining _ of the wealth of the society; but thoee causee affect 
the one and the other very diJferentl;r. \ The inCrease of stock, which 
raises wagee, tends to lower profit. ) . 

• When the stocke of many rich merchanta are turned into the 
eame trade, their mutual competition naturally tends to lower ita 
profit j and wheo there is a like increase of stock in aU the difl'erent 
trades carried on in the eame aociety, the aeme competition moat 
produca the eame efl'ect in them aIL ' 1 

~ Bringing facts to bear on this theory, he points out that 
in England the rate of profit has declined 88 the country has 
grown richer, and that it is lower in rich countries, such 88 

England and Holland, than in poorer countries, such 88 

France and Scotland:, In case anyone should object that if 
increasing wealth raises wages and lowers profits and de
creasing wealth raises profite and lowers wages, it is rather 
surprising that both wages and profits should be high in 
North America, he explsins the position of new colonies at 
some length. : H.igh profits and high wages, he says, • are 
things, perhaps, which scarce ever go together except in the 
peculiar circumstances of new colonies.': The colonists have 
a great deal of land and very little stock. They 

• haw more land than they have stock to cultivate. What they have, 
therefore, is applied to the cultivation only of what is moo fertile and 
moet favourably situated, the land near the aeoshore and along the 
banb of navigable rivera. Soch land, too, is frequently porchaaed at 
a price below the valoe .... en of ita natural produce. Stock eml'loyed 
in the purchase and improwmont of ouch lands moat yield • wry 
large profit.' I 

• . The high -profit causes rapid accnmulation, and the 
rapidity of the accumulation CIlUBell high wages.:) But' when 

1 Bk.L eh..iLp.tO .. I P. C2 0. 
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the most' fertile and best situated lands have been all occu
pied, less pront can be made by the cultivation of what is 
inferior both in soil fmd situation: so that as the colony 
increases, pronts fall. '.,. Wages do not fall along with pronts, 
because the rapidity of accumulation does not slacken, since 
, a great stock, though with small pronts, generally increases 
faster than a small stock with great" pronts.' 

Adam Smith then proceeds to admit, in contradiction or 
qualification of the proposition with which the chapter opens, 
that there is.\. another cause for rising pronts besides the 
decline of the society's wealth ~ 

• The acquisition of new territory or of new brancheo of trade 
may eometimeo mise the. profits of stock, and with them the intereot 
of money, even in a conntry which is fast advancing in the acquisition 
of richeo. The stock of the conntry, not being sulIicieDt for the whole 
acceoaiOD of busin .... which such acquisitions present to. the diJrerent 
people among whom it is divided, is appliad to thooe particnlar 
branches only which afford the greatest profit. Part of· wliat had 
before bean employed in other tradee is necessarily withdrawn froJII 
them, and tuJ1led into eome of the new and more profitable oneo. In 
all thooe old trades, therefore, the competition comeo to be 1 ... than 
before; the market comeo to be leea fully supplied with many dif
ferent aorta of goodi. Their price necessarily riaes more or lees, and 
yields • greater profit to thooe who deal in them.' 1 

Declining wealth, or, to be more particular,' the diminu
tion of the capital stock of the society, or of the funds 
destined for the maintenance of industry: raises pronts, be
cause it both reduces wages and raises prices, so that 'the 
owners of what stock remains in the society can bring their 
goods at less expense to market than before, and, less stock 
being employed in supplying the market than' before, they 
can sell them dearer.' I 

In rather startling contrast to his proposition that high 
wages and high pronts scarce ever go together, Adam Smith 
declares that when a country becomes stationary 'both the 
wages of labour and the pronts of stock would probably be 
very low.' 'The competition for employment would neces
sarily be so great as to reduce the wages of labour to what 
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was barely sufficient to keep up the number of labourers: 
while 'as great a quantity of stock would be employed in 
every particular branch' of business 'as the nature and 
extent of the trade would admit: 80 that the competition 
, would .everywhere be as great, and consequently the ordinary 
profit as low as possible.' 1 

It would be idle to pretend that this account of the 
causes which determine the rate of profit is, as a whole, 
entitled to any very great respect. Why' must' the stock 
employed-in· the cultivation of the cheap and fertile land of 
a new colony' yield a very large profit'1 How can a dinlinu
tion in the quantity of all goods in the production of which 
capital is employed raise their prices 1 If all producers 
'bring less to market: how can they each give each other 
more in exchange for their various products 1 What is meant 
by. a rate of profit 'as low as possible" But the main 
practical question is, What causes the fall of profits as a 
country grows richer? and Adam Smith was on strong ground 
when he answered' Increasing wealth.' In the chapter 'Of 
Stock lent at Interest' in Book n. he recapitulates his doc
trine on this point in the following terms, which render it 
somewhat plainer than he had left it in Book I. :-

• As capitals mcrease in any country, the pro6ta which can be 
made by employing them necessarily diminish. It becom .. gradually 
more and more di1licult to lind within the conntry a pr06table method 
of employing any new capital. There arises, in consequence, a com
petition between diJl'erent capitals, the owner "f one endeavouring to 
get posseasion of that employment which is occupied by another. 
But upon most occasions he can hope to jostle that other out of this 
employment by no other means but by dealing upon mo,," .... onable 
terms. He must uot only sell what he deala in somewhat cheaper, 
but, in order to get it to sell, he must sometimes too buy it dearer. 
The demand for productive labour, by the increese of the fuuda which 
are destined for maintainiug it, grows every day grester and grester. 
Labourers eaaily lind employment, bul the owners of capital find it 

. difficult to get labourers to employ. Their competition raises the 
w, .. of labour, and oinks the profits of .took." 

LThere is much truth in this. People endeavour to invest 
new capital in the way in which it will bring in the largest 

, Ilk. L .b. u. p. 4i b. • Ilk. IL cb. iy. P. 1Il1 ... 
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periodical return in proportion to the outlay. Noone will 
speud twenty da.ys' immediate labour in a particular way, in 
order to .save himself one day's labour: per annum hereafter, 
when he knows that by another way of spending the twenty 
days' immediate labour he could save himself two days'labour 
per annum. No one will spend £100 at once in order to get 
£5 II year, if he knows of another way of investing it which 
will give him £10 II year. Consequently, so far as its oppor
tunities and knowledge go, II community makes the most 
profitable investments first, and if knowledge never increased, 
it would always become' gradually more and more difficult to 
find within the country a profitable method of employing any 
new capital.' Then' there arises a competition' which causes 
the proportion of labour annually saved or income annually 
gained by..means of the new capital to regulate the rate of 
profit on all the capital The discovery of new profitable 
methods of employing large quantities of savings checks the 
decline, and might, of course, if, sufficiently great and rapid, 
cause II continuous rise."\. 

The Ricardian BchoOf,' however, misled by their habit ot 
looking on profits as II mere surplus remaining to employers 
after they have paid wages, totally rejected Adam Smith's 
explanation of the historical fall of profits, and preferred to 
attribute it to II cause which has no· existence, the supposed 
diminution in the productiveness of agricultural industry] 

, WestJ the first, though not the name-father and greatest of 
the 'Ricardian' school, thought that the slightest consideration 
would' \!.etect the fallacy' 1 of Adam Smith's opinion that the . 
general fall of profits is caused by an increase of the capital 
employed in all trades, just as a fall in one particular trade 
may be caused by the increase of the capital employed in that 
trade,] Increased competition, West argues, lowers the profits 
obtained in a particular trade by reducing the price obtained 
for the product, but increased competition in all trades could 
not bring down all prices, since price is only the ratio in 
which articles exchange, and all articles could not be lower 
in proportion to each other) Nor, he says, could increased 
competition lower profits by raising wages, since wages are 
fixed by' the greatness of the ratio of the increase" of the 

I lbUl., P. 23. 
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capital, and this ratio, 'if the country be equally. parsi
monious:1 is determined by the rate of profit, ~o that a falling 
rate of profit would act as a check on wages. ~.The profits of 
stock: he says, • are the net reproduction of stock, which can 
be diminished in two ways only, namely, either by a diminu
tion of the. powers of production, or by an increase of the 
expense of maintaining those powers; that is, by an increase 
in the real wages of labour:-] Believing that the fall of profits 
cannot be attributed to the second of these causes, he attri
butes it entirely to the first. 

Eleven years later, in the preface to his pamphlet on the 
Price of CO1'7/, and Wages of LabO'llh', he complained that 
Ricardo had not given his EBBaY on the .Application of 
Capital the credit of the discovery that· the diminution of 
the net reproduction or the profits of stock, which is ob
served to take place in the progress of wealth and improve
ment, must necessarily be caused by a diminution of the 
productive powers of labour in agriculture: The complaint 
was quite unfounded, as Ricardo had put forward the same 
theory in his E88ay on the Influence. of a Low Price of CO1'7/, 
on the Profits of Stock, showing the Inexpediency of RestriB
tions on Importation, which appeared before he had read 
West's pamphlet on the .Application of Capital.· Ricardo 
proposed to show the inexpediency of restrictions on impor
tation by proving that a low price of corn means high profits, 
which, as became a man of finance, he assumed to be a 
blessing. 

Obviously with some reminiscence of Adam Smith's reo 
marks on the highness of profits in new colonies in his mind, 
he takes as his starting-point an assumed profit of fifty per 

. cent· in the first settling of a country rich in fertile land, and 
[Bic] which may be had by any one who chooses to take it." 
He imagines, as an example, an individual cultivating such 
Ia.nd with a capital of the value of 200 quarters of wheat, half 
of which is fixed and half circulating capital, and obtaining a 
net return, after replacing his fixed and circulating capital, of 
100 quarters. 

So long as equally fertile and equally well-situated Ia.nd 

1 ApplicationI//' Capital, "p. 24-
• See above, ~ 165, DOtq .. 

• lbUi., p. 19. 
I Wor"', p. 311. 
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continued abundant. profits would, he says, only fluctuate. 
['hey would rise if wages fell so-that a less circulating capital 
was required to obtain the same produce, or if improvements 
took place in agriculture which inllreased the produce ob
tainable by a given expense. They would fall if wages rose 
or 'a worse system of agriculture were practised.' But he 
asks his readers to 'suppose that no improvements take place 
in agriculture, and that capital and population advance in the 
proper proportion, so that the real wages of labour continue 
uniformly the same.' 1 Then, premising that profits in trade 
and a.,oriculture must vary together, as otherwise capital would 
flow into the most' inviting of the two employments, he he
gins to trace· the general course of the rate of profit :- . 

• After all the fertile Jand in the immediate neighbourhood of the 
first settlers were [aic:] cultivated, if capital and popolation increasecl, 
more food would be required, and it could ouly be procurecl from Jand 
not so advantageously Bitnsted. SuppoBing, th"", the Jand to be 
equally fertile, the necessity of employing more labourers, horses, etc., 
to carry the produce from the place where it was grown to the place 
where it was to be consumed, although no alteration were to take 
place in the wages of labour, would make it necessary thet more 
capital ahonId be permanently employed to obtain the same procluce." 
Suppose this addition to be of the value of 10 qua.rters of wheat, the 
whole capital employed on the new Jand would be 210 to obtain the 
same return I as on the old; and consequently the profita of stock 
would {all from 60 to 43 per cent, or 90 on 210.' . 

• On the Jand first cultivated the return would be the same as before, 
nemely, 60 per cent, or 100 qua.rters of wheat; but the general pro
fits of stock being regulated by the profita made on the least profitable 
employment of capital on agriculture, a diviBion of the 100 quartara 
would take place, 43 per cent, or 86 quarters, wonId constitute the 
profit of stock, and 7 per cent, or 14 qua.rtera, wonId constitute rent. 

, JY orb, p. 372-
• H .......... tbat 10 obtain. given amount of produce from tho DeW !aDd 

It would be .. ........,. 10 employ a lorg .... pita! thau .... uld be required 10 
obtain \bat amount of prod .... from the old land. 

• Tho 'return' II hore \be grou produce. thoagh threolinee lower It iI tba 
net produce. 

• Tho 90 qaarten II obtained by ouumIDg \bat tbe additional 10 quarten 
of "pi"'l collliat OIItirelyof oiroulating capital, and 10 (having to be roI>l-d 
M th. oud of the year) must be dadaoted from \be 100 q_oI .. e'return 
liIo .... by \be lin, _pie. 
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And that such a division must take place is evident, when we consider 
that the owner of the capital of the value of 210 quarters of whoa* 
would obtain precisely the same profit whether he cultivated the w.. 
tant land, or paid the first settler 14 quarters for rent. 

'In this stage the profits in [lie] all capital employed in Uade 
would fall to 43 per cent.' I 

Having thus shown, as he thinks, that profits would fall 
with the growth of wealth and population, even' if the money 
price of corn and the wages of labour did not vary in price in 
the least degree,' Ricardo proceeds to argue that a /o1'tiori. 
must profits fall in the actual progress of wealth and popula
tion, since' the price of corn and of all other raw produce has 
been invariably observed to rise as a nation became wealthy 
and was obliged to have recourse to poorer lands for the pro
duction of part of its food.'· He explains that this rise in 
the price of raw produce takes place because 'the exchange
able value of all commodities rises as the difficulties of their 
production increase,' and that the difficulty of producing corn 
does increase in the progress of wealth if there are no im
provements. Then he makes a prodigious leap, concluding r0-

o The sciIe effect, then, of the progress of wealth on prices, inde
pendently of all improvements either in agriculture or manufactures, 
appears to be to rsise the price of raw produce and of labOUT, loaviug 
all other commoditieil at their original prices, and to lower general 
profits in consequence of the general rise of wages." 

The true and 0 only" cause of the fall of profits having 
been thus expounded, all that remains for him to do is to 
render the matter free from doubt by demolishing the 
common theory that profits are affected by 0 the extension of 
commerce and discovery of new markets where our commo
dities can be sold dearer, and foreign commodities can be 
bought cheaper,'ro-

o N othiug is ... ore common,' he says, 0 than to hear i' Il8Serted 
that profits on agrieulture no more regulate the profita of commerce 
than that [lie] thel'rofita of commeroe regulate the profits on agricu1-
mre. n is contended thM they aUernately take the lead; and if the 

I Wora, p. 373. '. • lind., pp. 376, 378. • Ibid., P. 377. 
• 'ProSt.! of _k flU only becauoe land eq..u,. woU adaptod \0 produce 

faod """'l be pn>cured.'i. - Wora, p. 3711. 
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pro1its of commerce rise, which it is said they do when new markela 
are discovered, the pro1its of agrlcnlture will also rise; for it is ad
mitted thet if they did not do BO. capital wonld be withdrawn from 
the land. to be employed in· the more profitable trad... But if the 
principlee respecting the progress of rent be correct, it is evident thet, 
with the 88me popn1atien and capital, whilst none of the agricnltural 
capital is withdrawn from the cnltivation of the land. agricnltural 
profits cannot rise. nor can rent fall; either. then. it Dinst be contended, 
which is at variance with all the principlee of political economy. thet 
the profits on commercial capital will rise considerably whilst the 
profits on ...,arlcnltnra.! capital sulfer no alteration, or thet, under snch 
circnmstances,. the profits on commerce will not ria ... •• ' 

Ricardo considers • the latter opinion' to be • the true one.' 
The high profits obtained in a new market are, he thinks, a 
very partial and temporary affair; they soon • sink to the 
ordinary level' :- ' 

• The effects are precisely similar to thoae which follow from the 
nee of improved machinery at home. . 

• Whilst the use of the machine is confined to one, or a very feW', 
manufactnrers. they may obtain unusual profits, becanee the;!' are 
enabled to eoll their commoditiee at a price much above the cost of 
production-but '!II BOon 88 the machine becomea general to the whole 

,.... trade, the price of the commoditiee will sink to the actual cost of pro
. Cluc!:.on, leaving only the usual and ordinary profits. 

• D,uring the period of capital moving from one employment to 
another, the profits on thet to which capital is flowing will be rei&
tively high, bnt will continue 80 no longer than till the requisite 
capital is obtained.·" 

CHis theory that the discovery of new and more profitable' 
markets does not raise profits is not itself nearly so startling 
as his assumption that profits are not raised by the use of more 
profitable machinery] Certainly one would imagine that the 
introduction of a new method of employing capital profitably 
would tend to raise the rate of profit on capital. Ricardo, 
however, explD.ins that the discovery of machinery and the 
extension of commerce, as well as the division of labour in 
manufactures, 

• augment the amount of commoditiee, and contribute very mnch to 

I !fora. pp. 378, »SO. I Ibid., p. aso. 
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the .... and bappineea of mankind, but th.y bave no effect on tha 
rate of profits, because tbey do not angm.nt the produce compared 
with the cost of production on the land, and it is impossible that aU 
oth.r profits should rise whilst the profits on land are either stationary 
or r.trograde.' 1 

I The whole argument depends on the truth of two pro
po~ons, of which the first, that agricultural profits cannot 
rise unless some of the agricultural capital is withdrawn from 
the cultivation of the land, is expressed in tl;1e text; and the 
other, that none.of the agricultural capital will be withdrawn 
while capital 8oI\.d population remain the same, is to be found 
in a footnote.- ) The first proposition Ricardo bases only on 
his own exposition of the effect of the progress of wealth and 
population on agricultural profits," so that his argument 
against the common theory begins by assuming the correct
ness of his own, and thus adds no new strength to his posi
tion. The second proposition he defends on the ground that 
it is impossible· to withdraw any of the agricultural capital 
without diminishing the production of food, and the food is 
• necessary' for the population.) But it is tolerably obviQus 
that one or both of the propositions must be untrue. When 
Rioardo argues that • it is impossible that all other profits 
should rise whilst the profits on land are either stationary or 
retrograde:· it does not appear to have struck him that it 
might equally well be argtled that it is impossible that agri
cultural profits should remain stationary or decline while 
other profits are rising:\ (The discovery of new profitable 
methods of using capital which raises profits in any trade 
must tend to raise profits in all other trades, including 
a.,ariculture. Either some capital must be withdrawn from 
agriculture in spite of the food being • necessary' for the 
population, or else the whole of the capital must be retained 
in agriculture by a rise of the profits obtained in a.,ariculture 
in spite of Ricardo's theory that those profits cannot rise un
less capital is withdrawn. ~2 one will invest in agriculture, ' 
however necessary for the population food may be, if he can 
• make· greater profits elsewhere.) 

1 IVoru, p. 381. I lind., p. 380. 
I 'If lb. priooipl .. roopectiDg the progr ... of .... , be correol,' abo .. , ,.288. 
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In the chapter • On Profits' in the fri:ncip-les, the main 
proposition which Ricardo seeks to establish is • that in all 
countries a.nd at all times profits depend on the qua.ntity ot 
labour· requisite to provide necessaries for the labourers on 
that land, or with that capital, which yields no rent: 1 a.nd a 
corollary of this proposition, incidentslly mentioned, is that---

'The natural tendency of proiits is to fall; for, in the progress of 
society and wealth the additional quantity of food reqnired is obtained 
by the IIIlCrifice of more and more labonr. This tendency, this gravi
tation, B8 it were, of profits is happily checked at repeated intervals 
by the improvements in machinery connected with the production of 
necessaries, B8 well B8 by discoveries in the &cionce of agricultnr.e, 
which enable ns to relinqniah a portion of labonr before reqnired, and 
therefore to lower the price of the prime necessary of th.labonrer.'" 

The chapter has a most difficult appeara.nce in consequence 
of its author's fondness for attempting to prove geneM 
propositions by means of imaginary arithmetica.l examples 
of particular cases, but its argument is in reality simple 
enough. 

The first theory of the ES8ay, thar- profits would fall 
• during the progress of the country in wealth a.nd -population' 
even • if the mopey price of com a.nd the wages of labour 
did not vary in price in the least degree: does not reappear. 
Ricardo prefers now to rely entirely on the· second or 
a. fmiori. argument of the Essay, that increasing difficulty 
in the production of com lowers profits by raising wages, 
wages. meaning of course not real wages, the amount of 
necessaries a.nd conveniences enjoyed by the labourers, but 
money wages. He thinks he has proved in his e~lier 
chapters that • the -price of com is regulated by the qua.ntity 
of labour necessary to produce it with that portion of capital 
which pays no rent: a.nd also that • all ma.nufactured com. 
·modities rise a.nd fall in price, in proportion as more or less 
labour becomes necessary for their production.' I Accordingly 
heargues:-

• Suppoeing com and manufactured goods elwaYB to •• 11 at the 

1 lat eeL p. 143; 3d .d. in Word, p. 70. 
R lot ed. P. 188; 3d ad. in Word, p. fi6. 
• lit ed. p. 116; 3d ad. in Word, p. tiO. 
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oame price, profits would be high or low in proportion sa wages were 
low or high. Bnt suppoee com to rise in price because more-lebonJ 
is necess&l}' to produce it; that cause will not raise the price of 
mannlactnred goods in the production of which no additional quantity 
of lebour is reqnired. If then wages continued the oame, profita 
would remain the oame; but if, sa is absolutely certain, wages ahould 
rise with the rise of corn, then profita would neceaaariJy fall • 

• If a maoufactorer alwaya 80ld his gooda for the oame money, for 
£1000 for example, hia profits would depend on the price of the 
labour necess&l}' to maonlaeture those gooda. Ilia profita would be 
leaa when wages amounted to £800 than when he. paid ouly £600.' 1 

Some one, Ricardo thinks, may imagine that the case of 
the farmer will be different, since he gets an increased price 
for his produce. May not the increase of price lead to his 
having' the same rate of profits, although he should have to 
pay an additional price for wages' l' Ricardo answers that 
the inc~ of price will be just counterbalanced either by 
rent or by additional wages. He endeavours to show that this 
is so by the aid of an arithmetical example. Starting from 
the case of a farmer raising 180 quarters of wheat at £4, by 
employing ten men at wages of 6 quarters or .£24 each, he 
inquires what will happen if wealth and population increase 
so that the price of com rises, and additional groupe of ten 
men are employed, the first additional group producing only 
170 quarters, the second 160, the third 150, and the fourth 140. 
:rhe price of corn, he says, will rise exactly' in proportion 
to the increased difficulty of growing it on land of a worse 
quality:' By this he means that the price will vary exactly 
with the number of men required to raise a given quantity 
on the last land employed, or with the last capital employed. 
H the last ten men employed raise 180 quarters, and the 
price is '£4, then when cultivation is extended so that tbe 
last ten men employed raise only 170, the price will rise to * of '£4, or .£4 4s. 8d. When cultivation is still further 
extended, so that the last ten men only produce 160 qnarters, 
the price will rise to £4 lOs. When the last ten men pr0-
duce only 150 quarters, it will rise to .£4 16a., and when the 

• Idod. pp.U7, 118, 3d od.la WorD, po eo. 
I !at od. P. 118, 3d od. Ia Worb, P. 61. 
1_10& od. P. 120, ad od.lII WorD, pp. 6., fI2. 
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last ten men produce only 140 quarters, it will rise to 
£5 2s. lOti The obvious arithmetical consequence of this 
is that the total produce of the last ten men, whatever it be, 
will always sell for the same amount of Ir;loney-in this case, 
£72O---&nd that if the labourers get more of this amount, the 
farmer will get less. Assuming that money wages will rise 
steadily with the price of corn, but only half as fast, Ricardo 
lays it down that as the price of com riseII from £4 to 
£4 4s. 8d., £4 lOs., £4 16s., and £5 2s. lOti, the wages of 
ten men will,rise from £240 to £247, £255, £264, and £274 58., 
and so, as the whole produce of the last ten men is always 
worth £720, the amount of profit left to their employer must 
fall from £480 to £473, £465, £456, and £445 15s. Here we 
have the employer of the last ten men receiving a less 
absolute amount of profit in consequence of the 'rise of wages.' 
but we know 88 yet nothing· about the rates or percentages 
of his profit, for the amount of the capitals has not 
been mentioned. Ricardo now attempts to deal with this 
question~ 

-, Supposing,' he saye, ,that the ori"oinal ""pital of the farmer """ 
£3000, the profilB of his stock, being in "the first instance £480, 
would be at the n~ of 16 per cent. WhO!' his profilB fell to £473, 
they would be at the rate of 15-7 per cent. 

£465, 16"5 
£456, 15-11 
£«5, 14-S . 

Bat the ....,. of profilB will fall still more, bemuse the ... .I'ital of 
the farmer, it must be recollected, .onsislB in a great measure of nw 
produce, snch as his hey and corn ricb, his unthraahed wheat and 
barley, his ho.... and cows, which would all rise in price in C~ 
quence of the rise of produce. His absolute profilB would fall from 
£480 to £445 15 .. ; hut if from the cause which I have just stated, 
his capital should rise from £3000 to .£3200, tho rate of profilB would, 
when com W88 at £5 2 .. 10d., be under 14 per cent.'l " 

In thus distinguishing the rate at which the farmer's profits 
on his original capital 'would be' from the italicised rote of 
his profits, by which he means the rate at which they would 
be on his actual appreciated capital, Ricardo shows, what is 
also proved by a table he gives in a note to the passage, that. 

J lot od. pp. 127, 128; sa od. In Wor.b, Po 64 
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he was thinking too much of the farmer who employs the first 
ten men, and who, when the price of com rises, begins to pay 
a rent, and too little of the no-rent-paying farmer who employs 
the last ten men, and, therefore, according to the scheme, 
sets the standard of profits. The absolute amounts of profit
the £473, the £465, the £456, and· the £445 15s.-which the 
last ten men employed successively bring in to their employer 
as the price of wheat rises, are not earned on the • original 
capital' of • the furmer: but either on the capital of a new 
farmer, or on an addition to the capital of the original farmer. 
The original capital continues to be employed in connection 
with the original ten men. The new capitals employed with 
the new groups of ten men, not only are differant capitals, 
but need not be of the same amount. To establish Ricardo's 
position, it is necessary to assume that they are of the same 
amount, or that they increase. .As.nuning, as he generally 
does in his calculstions, that the amounts remain the same, 
and accepting his other data, we get the results 8ho'll1 in the 
following table, when wheat is at £4 16s. per quarter .-

Ilea. PnId_ _t- Woa-. 1'ro1ll& -Rate., ..... 
--

~~~J/: 150 qra. = £720 £264 £456 £3,000 15'2 
l50qra. = £768 £4& £2M £456 £3,000 15'2 

Second ten, • 170 q .... = £816 £96 £264 £456 £3,000 U'2 
Origin&lten, 180 qra. = £864 £IU £264 £456 £3,000 15'2 

All forty, 650 qn. =£3168 £288 £1056 £1824 £12,000 16-2 

, 
But it would be perfectly reasOnable to assume, in the 

absence of any definite information on the subject. that to 
employ the second ten men rather less capital will be required 
than to employ the first, rather less to employ the third than 
the second, and so on. On the fuca of it, supposing all forty 
to be employed by the same farmer on the same land, it is 
highly improbable that he will require to double his capitaf 
in order to double his men, since much of his fixed capital 
will Dot require to be increased in anything like the same 
proportion. Once allow that this is a possible case, and 
Ricardo's elaborate theory collapses. Instead of his decreasing 
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absolute amounts of profits, £480~ £473, £465, and £456 -
necessarily meaning a fall in tha rate of profits, they are, 
granting all his assumptions, compatible with a rise. 

To employ the first ten men, who produce 180 quarters, 
requires,let us say with Ricardo, a capital of £3000, and profit 
is £480, or 16 per cent. Now let us suppose that to employ 
the second ten men, who produce 170 quarters, requires, not 
another £3000 of capital. but only £2782. When the price of 
wheat goes up to £4. 4s. 8d., and these ten men are employed, 
their wages, according to Ricardo, will be £247, and the profits 
of their employer therefore £473. This £473 is 17 per cent 
on £2782, so that the rate of profit, instead of falling, has 
risen.l H to employ the third ten men takes £2695 of capital. 
and the profits of their employer are, as Ricardo says they 
will be, £465, there will be a further rise of the rate of profit 
to 17! per cent, and if to employ the fourth. ten men requires 
a capital of £2533, and the profits of their employer are, as -
Ricardo says, £456, there will be yet another rise of the rate 
of profit to 18 per cent. Instead of the- state of things 
represented in the table above, when wheat is at £4, 16s. per 
quarter, we should then have the following:- -

H ... Pzo4_ -.. W.,... proa ... Capital. Rate., 
Pro ... 

-
fast ten, l50q ... =£720 ii·o £264 £456 £2633 18 
Third. ten, 160qn. = £768 £264 £485 £2695 18 
Second ten, • 170qra. = £816 £51 £264 £501 £2782 18 
Original ten, l80q .... =£864 £80 £264 £540 £3000 18 

AU forty, . 1680 q ... =£3168 £130 £1056 £1982 £11010 18 

{ Apart from his arithmetical example, which is thus Been 
- to be far from conclusive, Ricardo does not seem to have had 
. any argument in favour of his theory that the rate of profit 
, depends on the productivenesa of the last employed, least 

1 It may perhape be objeoled that if a1arger ... te of profit could be obtained 
by employing the second teD. men, they would ha.ve been employed before. 
This. however, is Dot the oase. They would DOt have brought in 16 per cen~ 
to their employer 80 long AI the price of wheat remained Ilt U. for their pro
duce would have been wort.h only £4.)( 170=£680. and their wagea would 
have tekB11 £240 of this, leaviDg O1lly £440 for their employer, which is 15-S 
per cent 011 £2782. 

T 
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productive, or no-rent-paying agricultural industry. . N ever
theless this theory was widely accepted for a time. Malthu8 
indeed criticised it in a hostile spirit, both in private corre
spondence with Ricardo,' and in his Poli/ti.cal EcIYMmY, and 
Ricardo and he imagined there was some serious difference of 
opinion between them on the subject. Yet when we look 
back on the controversy after the lapse of seventy or eighty 
years, we can see that the real dispute between them was less 
about profits in general, than about profits in England after 
the war. ( MalthuS) quite agreed with Ricardo that profits 
depend on wsges, and must therefore depend on the pro
ductiveness of the least productive agricultural industry if 
Ricardo's assumption of invariable real wsges be granted. 
To prove it, he had no need of Ricardo's elaborate arithmetical 
example, since he constantly identified the rate of profit or 
• profits' with the capitalist's proportion of the pro~uce:-

• It is merely a truism to say that if the value of commodities he 
divided between Iabonr and profits, the greater is the shere teken by 
one, the less will he left for the other; or in other words, that profits 
fall as Iabonr rises, or rise aslabonr fa11&" • 

What he chiefly c<?mplained of was that Ricardo had not 
allowed nearly sufficient importance to the enormous dif
ferences which are actually found between real wsges-the 
necessaries, conveniences, and luxuries obtained by thEi. 
labourers-at different times and places. Ascribing these 
differences to differences in • the proportion which capita.! 
bears to laboUr," he put forward that proportion as something' 
which has more actual influence on the rate of profit ~ • 
the productiveness of no-rent-paying agricultural industry'l 
and declared that IAdam Smith was far nearer the truth in 
ascribing the full of profits to the competition of capital than 
Ricardo was willing to allow:~ 

'The argument against the neual view which bet been taken of 
profits as depanding principally upon tha competition of capital, ia 
founded UPOD the physical Dece88ity of a fall of profitt in agriculture, 
ariaing from the increasing quantity of Iabonr required to procDl8 the 
earn. food. •••• 

J 8ee lAkn 'If Bit:anID '" MaliA .. , eel. 80 ..... ,,,... .. 
• PoIiti<D1 E_" P. 810. 
• Ibid., 301. 
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• Now I am fully disposed to allow the truth of tWa argument .. 
applied to agricaltuml profits, and also ita natural coneequence on all 
profit&. This truth is· indeed n.........nIy involved both in the 
PriflCipu of Populatiorr. and in the theory of rent, which I pnblished 
.. parately-in 1811>. But I wish to show, theoretieally .. well .. 
practieally, thet powerful and certain .. tWa cause is;·in ita final 
operation, 80 much eo .. to overwhelm every other; yet in the actual 
state of the world ita natural progress.is not only extremely eIow, 
but is 80 frequently counteracted and overcome by other causes, as to 
leave very great play to the principle of the competition of capital; 
80 that at anyone period of 80me length in the last or following 
bundred years, it migbt most safely be asserted, thet profita had 
depended; or would depend, very much more upon the causes which 
had occasioned a comparatively scanty or abundant supply of capital 
than upon the natural fertility of the land last taken into cnltivation.'l 

James Mill, in the first edition of his Element8, regarded 
the question as a simpl!! one. Premising that the :wages 
and profits received in no-rent-paying industry regulate the 
:wages and profits received in rent-paying industry, 80 that, 
, in considering }Vhat regulates :wages and profits, rent may be 
left altogether out of the question: he observes :-

• When anything is to be divided wholly between two parties, 
that which regnlateB the share of one regnlateB elso, it is very evident, 
the shere of the other; for whatever is withhold from the one the 
other receives; whatever, therefore, increases the share of the one 
diminishes that of the other, and Ilia "...s4. (:we might, therefore, 
with equal propriety, it ahculd Beom, affirm that :wag .. determine 
profits, or that profita determine wages l and, in framing our language, 
assume whichever we pleased, as the regnlator or standard. , 

'As we have aeon, however, that the proportion of the shores 
between the capitaliet and labourer depends upon the relative abun
dance of population and capital, and that population, as compared 
with capital, baa a tendency to BUperabound, the active principle oj 
change is on the side of population, and coustitutes a reaaon for oon
aidering population, and consequently wages, .. the regnlatOJ:. • 

• Wherefore, as the profita of stock depend upon the share which is 
received by ita ownere of the joint produce of labour and stock, profita 
of stock depend upon was-rise sa wages fa!l, and fall .. wages rise." 

It occurs to him that some one may very naturally object 
• PoIiri<alllcoMrny, pp. 316, 817. 
• In ed. pp. 56, 67 ; 3d ed., with tha aubotitotiOD of • As thoroloro' lor 

I wherefore.' pp. 70, 11. 
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that 'when anything is to be divided wholly between two 
parties: -the amount which each party will get will depend 
not only on the' shares' or proportions in which it is divided, 
but also on the magnitude of the thing divided. ' To speak· 
clearly on this point: he therefore says, 'we must remove an 
ambiguity which adheres to the word profits: and he then 
explains that' profits' may mean either the quantity of com
modities 'which the capitalist receives as the return for a 
certain quantity of food, raw materials, and tools employed: 
or the rate of profit, that is, the ratio between 'the value of that 
share of the produce which comes to the capitalist: and 'the 
value of all the commodities employed as capital in affecting 
the production.'l If the word be used in the first of these 
senses, he admits that' profits do depend upon two things; 
upon the quantity of return as well as the state of wages: 
since 'when the return to capital from the land is great: a 
given proportion, such as a half, of the yield to 'the same quan
tity of food, for example, and of implements of husbandry 
employed as capital,' will be a larger quantity than when the 
return to capital from the land is smalL If, however, the term 
profits be used in the other sense, profits depend on wages 
because the value of the labourers' and capitalists' joint share 
of the produce obtained by the same quantity of capital and 
labour always remains the same, and 'if the value of that 
which is divided as wages of labour and profits of stock r 
mains the same, it is obvious and certain that the proportion 
of that value which goes as profits of stock depends wholly 
upon that which goes as wages: t This is quite true, but 
James Mill draws a perfectly erroneous inference from it. 
'The rate of profits. therefore: he says, • or the ratio which the 
value of that which is received by the capitalist hears to the 
value of the capital, depends wholly upon wages.' Obviously. 
like Malthus, he has here -coolly identified the ratio which 
the capitalist's portion bears to his capital with the ratio 
which it bears to the produce divided between the capitalist 
and labourer. In a later chapter he recognises that the two 
ratios are not the same, but does not happen to contemplate 
a case in which they vary in opposite directions. I 

1 10& eel. P. 68. 1Ind., P. 60. 
• Vb. iiL _tiOD ill. OIl '&h •• foot UPOIl uobaugeeble ..... 01. 0._ 
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As to the consequence of profits 'depending on wages: 
namely, that they rise and fa.ll according as the productive
ness of no-rent-paying a..,ooricultural industry rises· and fa.lls, 
and that, consequently, they genera.lly faJ.l, he is in perfect 
agreement with Ricardo.~ . 

M'Culloch saw that the matter was not quite so simple as 
Ricardo and his henchman supposed. At the beginning of 
his exposition of' the circumstances which determine the rate 
of profit,'" he sa.ys. that it is obvious that if the proportion 
of pr.odulle-mVn1£8-rent which goes to wages is increased, the 
proportion which goes to profits must be diminished, but, he 
expla.ins, ' the profit accruing to the capitalists is different and 
tota.lly distinct from the proportion of the produce of industry 
fa.lling to their share.' I) A reader natura.lly expects him to 
proceed to say that 'p-rofit,' meaning the rate of profit-the 
ratio of profit to capital-is a different thing from the pro
portion of produce-mi'lWoB-rent received by the capitalist, that, 
for instance, profits may be 5 per cent, while the capitalist's 
proportion of produce-mVn1£8-rent, .or profits-plus-wag!\s is 
30 per cent.· But, though M'Culloch does explain this a few 
pages further on, it is not at a.ll what he is thinking of for the 
moment. All that he means is that the entire' return' to the 
capital of a ~rmer, for example, does not consist of wages 
and profits. _ tA portion of that which, 'in the first instance,' 
faJ.ls to the capitalist after he has paid wages, is not part of 
his profits, but is 'required to replace the quantity he had 
expended in seed' and 'other outgoings,'.}.The explanation is 
perfectly unnecessary, because, Ricardo, and probably every 
one else in his time, .when they talked of the' produce' of a 
farm being divided in a particular way between rent, wages, 
and profits, meant the net produce which remains after pro
viding for' seed and other outgoings.' Any other interpreta
tion of the term would inevitably lead to the greatest 
absurdities. When an economist talks of the "produce' of a 
tailor, he does not mean to include the cloth, with the produc
tion of which the tailor had nothing to do, but only the put-. 
ting together of the cloth, or the additional value or utility 
conferred upon it. A corn-grower's annual' produce,' in the 

J bl ed. pp. 60-62-
• lind., p. 368. 

I pnncip/cl qf P.lilical Econom/l, 1826, p. 361. 
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economist's sense of the word, is no more the whole of the 
com on his farm immediately after the harvest than a sheep
raiser's annual 'produce' is the whole of the sheep on his 
farm at the end of the breeding season. 

After finishing his explanation of the difference between 
profits and the capitalists' proportion of the produce of in
dustry,.and having observed that profits do not depend on 
exchanges, M'Culloch says:-

'Mr. Ricardo has endeavoured to show, in one of the most original 
and ingenious chapters of his work, that theil.dTE '/profit dependa 
entirely on the proportioft in which the produce of indnstJy under 
deduction of rent is divided between eapitsIists and labourers; that 
8 rise of profits can never be brought about except "" a fall of pro
portional wages, nor 8 fall of profits exoept "" a corresponding rise of 
proportional wages." 

As against this contention, M'Cu1loch haa little difficulty 
in framing arithmetical examples in which profits appear to 
be raised directly by increaaed productiveness of industry or by 
diminished necessity for using capital, and remain stationary 
in co:LSequence of increased productiveness of industry, al
though the proportion of produce falling to wages is increased. 
It is very dOUbtful, however, if Ricardo' endeavoured to show' 
what M'Culloch attributes to him. tWhat he really 'en
deavoured to show' waa that the rate cif profit depends on the 
productiveness of the laat employed, or no-rant-paying agri
cultural industry, and it is not of much importance to his 
theory whether this dependence is brought about only through 
rises and falls of money wages, or also by the direct influence 
of variations in the productiveness of industry, as M'Cu1loch 
supposes. And in rejecting Adam Smith's theory that the 
historical fall of profits is caused by the plentifulness of 
capital, and adopting Ricardo's theory that it is caused by 
the decreasing productiveness of no-rent-paying agricultural 
industry, M'Cu1loch makes no reservations, except by intro
ducing increased taxation as another possible cause ~ 

'It is not,' he say&, 'competitiOD, but it is tha increue <II taDtioD 
and the necessity under which society is placed of resorting to 80ila <II 
a decreasing degree of fertility to obtain anppliea of food to feed an 

• PrWiJlu, ,. 3If7. 
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increasing population, that are the greet causes of that !eduction in 
tha rate of profit which uniformly tak.. place in the progress of 

. society. When the !sst lauds taken into cultivation are fertile, there 
is a comparatively large amount of produce to be divided betwesn 
profite and wag .. ; and both profite and real wages may, in conse
queUl19, be high. But with ever; Buccessive diminution in the fer
tility of tha BOils' to which recourae must be had, the quantity of 
produce obtained by a given quantity of capital and labour must 
necesaari1y be diminished. And this diminution will obviously 
opel&te to reduce the rate of profit-(l) by leSsening the 'fIUM'tUy 
of prod .... to he divided between- the capitalist and the labourer, and 
.(2) by increasing the proportion falling to tha share of the Iatter.'1 

Here the fallacy which, as we have seen, vitiates Ricardo's 
anthmetical example, lurks in the phrase' a given quantity 
of capital and labour: Just as Ricardo, in his arithmetical 
example, links the labour of ten men indissolubly with £3000 
of capital, so M'Culloch here links the labour of z men indis
solubly with '!J capital. As soon as it is pointed out that -the' 
fact that z men are employed in conjunction with '!J capital 
does not prove that 2'11 capital must necessarily be employed 
with 2z men, the phrase • the quantity of produce obtained 
by a given quantity of capital and labour' ceases to have any 
intelligillie meaning. If z men with '!J capital obtain II pro
duce at one time, and 2:u men with lty capital obtain liz pro. 
duce at a later time, are we to say that the produce obtained 
by a given quantity of capital and labour has increased, 
diminished, or remained stationary 1 When it is once ad •. 
mitted that the amount of capital per man employed may 
diminish concurrently with a decrease in the productiveness 
of industry, or increase concurrently with an increase in the 
productiveness of industry, it must also be admitted that the 
rate of profit may rise when the productiveness of industry 
decreases and the labourers take a larger share of the produce, 
and may fall when the· productiveness of industry increases 
and the labourers take a smaller share of the produce.Re
gardless of this, M'Culloch asserts in emphatic italics that 
• the ckcreasi'll9 fmWity of the Boil ia at bottom the great and 
/mly '1IeCeBBary CQIIU!e of a fa11, of profits." 

After reading M'Culloch, James Mill altered and enlarged 

1 Principlu, P. 378. • Ibid.. P. 880. 
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his oWn chapter on profits. He easily brushes away AI'Cul
loch's muddle about 'the seed and other outgoings of the 
capitalist' by explaining that 'in speaking of the produce 
which is shared between the capitalist and labourer: he always 
is to be taken to mean 'such net produce as remains after 
replacing the capital which has been consumed: 1 and then 
he endeavours to elucidate more than he had done in his 
earlier editions the meaning of his proposition that profits 
'rise as wages faIl, and fa1l as wages rise.' A variation of 
wages and profits, he says, may have three apparently dif
ferent meanings. It may mean (1) a variation in the pro
portions in which produce-min1l.8-rent is divided between 
wages and profits j or (2) a variation in the absolute amounts 
of produce received as wages and profits j or (3) a variation in 
, the value of what is received under these denominations.'· 
But, he observes, if value be taken to mean value in exchange, 
the third of these interpretations is.identical with the second, 
while if value be used 'in the sense which Mr. Ricardo an
nexed to the \Vord,' 8 it is identical with the first, so that there 
are in reality only two interpretations. N ow ~ he argues, we 
understand a variation of wages and profits in the first sense, 
as meaning a 'change in the proportions' existing between 
them, ~t is obvious that profits rise when wages fall, and fall 
when wages rise: 'the proposition that profits depend upon 
wages admits of no qualification.'· If, on the other hand, we 
understand a variation of wages and profits in the second 
sense, as meaning' a change in the quantity of commodities,' 
it will not be true that profits fall when wages rise, and rise 
when wages fall, 'for both may fall and both may rise together. 
And this is a proposition which no political economist has 
called in question.' Having thus disposed of the two senses 
in which the variation of profits is never understood by 
ordinary persons, James Mill descends to everyday life:-

'In the common mode of expressing profits,' he say&, 'the reference 
that is made is not to the produoed commodity, but to the capital 
employed in producing it; including the wages which it is D .... 

sary to advance, and from which the owner e:rpeets, of comoe, to 
derive the same advantage 88 from his other advancea. Profits ere 

1 ~,3d eo!. P. 71. I IIrid., P. 73. 
·Ibid..,p.72. 
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exprmsed, not in a1iqnot parta of the produce, but of this capItal. n 
is not 80 much per cent of the produoe that" capitalist is said to 
receive, but 80 much per cent upon biB capital.' 1 

He giVelf a numerical example in which a capitalist re
_coivos £20 of profits, which is 10 per cent on his capital of 

£200 and 281 per cent of the total produce of no. and then 
makes this oracular comment:-

'It is only. however. the language which h"'" is diJfereut; the 
thing exp~ is precisely the same; and _ whether the capitelis\ 
saya he ..... ivee 10 per cent upon biB capital or 281 per cent of the 
produce, he meens in both caeee the same amount, "Viz. £20. 

'Th"", are, therefore, in realitY but two caeee. The one that in
which we speak of proportions j the other that in which we speak of 
quantity of commoditi ... • I 

He seems to mean that when we are speaking of the rate 
of profit in the ordinary sense we understand by the phrase 
the quantity of commodities, and consequently he is willing 
to admit that the rate of profit in the ordinary sense does not 
depend altogether on wages. but also on the productive powers 
of labour and capital :-

, If,' he saYS; • J't the same time that the shares of the capitalists 
are reduced by" rise of wages. there should happen an increase of 
the productive powers of labour and capital, the reduced shares might 
consist of as great" quantity of commoditiee as the previous eharee, 
and of conroe the exchangeable value, and peroentsge on the capitsl, 
expre.aed in the Iangaage of exchangeable value, would remain the 
aame'" 

He omitted altogether the pages of the earlier editions in 
which he had explained how the 'inevitable' 'diminution of 
the return to capital employed upon the land' causes the his
torical decline of profits.' It would be rash, however. to con
jecture that his belief in that theory was at all shaken. The 
·omission may very probably have been suggested by the 
feeling that the p888&ge was out of place in a book on the pure 
theory of the subject. 

Senior's theory with regard to the causes which determine 
the rate of profit, as we have already had occasion to say." is 

• -. 3d od. P. 711. • Ibid.. pp. 75, 76.- • Ibid.. p. 77._ 
• Ibid.. 1'" 0<1. pp. 80. 82 I 2d od. pp. 78-80. • Above. pp. 269. 270. 
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simply.that additions to the circulating capital or wage capital 
of a countryiun~mpanied by additions to the populatiOD, 
lower the rate, and· additions to the populatioD, unaccom
panied by.additions to the wage capital, raise the rate. But 
he puts forward nothing in support of his view except a 
hypothetical example, in which the most monstrous assump
tions are made.1 

J. S. Mill, taught by so confused and vacillating a tutor 
as his father, could scarcely be expected, at the age of twenty
three, to contribute much towards the solution of th~ question 
as to the causes which determine the rate of profit. His 
Essay on Profits, /ZI7Id Interest I begins' with an elaborate at.
tempt to rehabilitate the theory that • profits depend on 
wages.' ) 

For this purpose he tacitly adopts the plan. suggested by 
his father in the third edition of the Elements, of taking 
• produce' to mean, not the net produce which is divided 
between wages and profits in a given period, but this amount 
pl'Ull the fixed and other capital remaining in hand at the end 
of the period: '-

I We may,' he saye, • consider the capital of a producer 88 

measured by the means which he baa of poesessiug himself of the 
diJrerent essentials of production; namely, labour, and the various 
articl .. which labour requires as materia1s, or of which it availe itself 
... aids. The ratio between the price which he baa to pay for these 
means of production, and the produce which they enable him to rai.ee, 
is the rate of hie profit. H he mnst give for labour and t0010 four
fifthe of what they will produce, the remaining fifth will constitute 
the profit, and will give him a rate of oue in four, or tw611ty-five per 
~t on hie outlay." 

To understand the verb' produce' in its usual sense would 
obviously make the last sentence unintelligible. When a 
capitalist has £10,000 invested in fixed capital, spends £1000 
in the first year in wages, and makes £2750 profit, £3756 is 

1 Politiral ECllMmV, Svood. pp. 188-19'J. 
• No. iT. in Bua" • ........ U1lMJtWj QuuWnu 0' Politiral :&mwm". 
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the Value of what his labourers 'produce' in the ordinary 
sense of the word, and his profits (granting the assumption 
of a year's wage-fund collected before the business is begun 
and retained in a box till exhausted by 52 weekly payments) 
are 25 per cent, But obviously he cannot be said to have 
given for labour and tools' four-fifths of £3750, i.e. £3000. 

If, however, we adopt James :Mill's most misleading sugges
tion, and say that the 'labour and tools' produced the capital 
as well as the real produce, their produce would be in this 
case £3750 + £10,000, i.1!. £13,750; and the capitalist, having 
paid £10,000 for his • tools' and £1000 for his 'labour: 
would have given for labour and tools four-fifths of their 
pseudo-produca 

Having thus found th~t the rate of profit depends on 
• the ratio between the price of labour, tools, and materials, 
and the produce of them: 1 :Mill proceeds to eliminate tools 
and materials by converting them into labour. If they could 
be had in indefinite quantity without labour, 

'"", whole produce,' he "'y., 'after replacing the wages of ~bour. 
would be clear profit to the capitalist. Labour alone is the primary 
means of production; """, original purchase-money which has been 
paid for everything." Tools and materials, like other things, have 
originally coat nothing but labour; and have a value in the market 
ouly because wages have been paid for them. The labour employed 
in making the tools and materials being added to the labour after. 
wards employed in workiog up the materials by aid of the tools, the 
.um·total gives the whole of the labour employed in the production 
of the completed commodity. In the ultimate analysis, therefore, 
labour appears to be the ouly essential of productioD. To replace 
capital is to replace nothing but the wages of the labour employed. 
Consequently, the whole of the eurplus after replacing wages is 
profits. From this it .. elO8 to follow that the ratio between the 
wages of labour and the produce of thet labour gives the rate of 
profit. And thus we arrive at Mr. Ricardo'. principle that profits 

. depend upon wages; rising as wages fall, and falling aa wages rise.' • 

Clearly there is little but hocuspocua in this argument. 
Starting from the proposition that the ratio between profits 
and capital, or the rate of profit, is determined by the ratio 

• nNL. poll&. 
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between capital and capital plU8 profits, Mill, by successive 
steps, converts this last ratio into 

(I) the ratio between capital (true)+wage-fund and 
capital (true) + wages + profits. 

(2) the ratio between previous wages + wage-fund and 
previous wages + wages + profits. 

(3) the ratio between wages and wages + profits. 
'It seems to follow: according to him, that 'the ratio be
tween the wages of labour and the produce of that labour 
gives the rate of profit.'. This means that the rate of profit 
(ratio between profit and capital) is the ratio between absolute 
profit and wages. 

Now, supposing the rate of profit were really the ratio 
between the amount of profits and wages, which of course it 
is not, this would not in the least make us 'arrive' at the 
'principle that profits: meaning the rate of profit, ' depend 
upon wages, rising as wages fall and falling as wages rise.' 
The ratio between the amount of profits and wages which is 
supposed to be the rate of p~ofit does not depend only on the 
magnitude of wages, but also on the magnitude of "the 
amount of profits. Somewhat obscurely recognising this, 
MilI proceeds to explain that 'wages' are not to be under
stood as meaning the quantity, but the' value: in the Ricardian 
sense, which the labourer receives.1 This Ricardian value, 
he says. means the proportion of the fruits of his labour 
which the labourer receives :-

• A rise of ...... _ with Mr. Ricardo meant an inoreaae in the 
c:ost of production of wages; an inoreaae in the number of h01ll1l' 
labour which go to produce the wages of a day's labour; an in""""", 
in the propor/i<m of the fruita of labour whioh the labourer receives 
for his own share; an inc:rease in the ratio between the wagee of his 
labour and the produce of it. • • • 

• The wages ••• on which profita are said to depend are un
doubtedly proportioMl wagee, namely, the proportional wagee of one 
labourer: thet is, the ratio between the wagee of one labourer and 
(not the whole produce of the country, but) the amount of what one 
labourer ean produce; the amount of thet portion of the co1leoti1'8 
produce of the indUBtry of the country which may be considered .. 

'JlMJ,,,p.1Ni. 
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corresponding to the Iahour of .DDB lingie labourer.. Proportional 
wages, iIma undamtood, may be concisely IieImed the cost of prod ..... 
Uou of wages i or, more concisely still, the cost of wages, meoming 
their cost in "the original. purcbasa money- labour.'l 

When it is said, then, that the rate of profit rises as wages 
ran and falls as wages rise, we are to understand that the rate 
of profit rises as the proportion of the produce obtained by 
the labourer falls, and falls 88 the proportion of the produce 
obtained by the labourer rises. This, however, is obviously' 
false, and Mill admits that it is. With the aid of a most pre
posterous arithmetical example, he arrives at the conclusion 
that the rate of profit really depends, not on proportional 
wages, but on proportional wages plUB something else. But 
proportional wages were defined to be • the ratio between the 
wages of one labourer and the amount of what one labourer 
can produoe: and it is difficult to see how we are to add 
something to this ratio. We can add 10 per cent -to 55 per 
cent, but to add lao to 50 per cent seems scarcely a usual 
operation. Mill, however, unconsciously provided for this· 
difficulty when he introduced, in the passage quoted above, 
the phrase ' the cost of production of wages , 88 an equivalent 
for' the proporlion of the fruits of labour which the labourer 
receives: or 'the ratio between the wages of hie labour and 
the produce of it.' No ordinaryperson would understand the 
• cost of production of wages , to moon a mio between wages 
and produe~, and tekoa rise in the cost of production of wages 
88 meaning an increase in the proportion of the produce re
ceived by the labourer. The term is purely absolute, and 
does not suggest a ratio or proportion in any way. If the 
difference between the two things had not been slightly dis
guised by the insertion between them of '\.he number of 
hours' labour which go to produce the wages of a day's 
labour:· Mill could never have treated them 88 equivalent 
expressions. Taking advantage of the ambiguity which he 

• llooag., Pi>- 96, fIl. 
I ID th .. pbnao the idea of • proporti ..... ldent, u il is........t _ 

• a uy'. labour· is composed of • cer1aiD fixed number of hours. ., &hat 
if, for eu.mplo, _ rUe _ tho prod ... of oiJ: boon' Iabov to tbal 
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has thus himself created, he begins to treat the cost of wages 
not as a ratio' but as an absolute quantity. Profits, he de
clares, as well as wages, enter into the cost of production of 
wages, by which he now means, not the ratio between the 
wages of one labourer and the amount he can produce, but 
the absolute cost of the commodities which constitute wages. 
On this cost of production of wages he finally takes his 
stand, discarding all ideas of ratios between anything and 
anything else., It is this cost of production of wages con
cerning which he finally decides that • Profits cannot rise 
unless the cost of production of wages falls exactly as much, 
nor fall unless it rises ' : I_ 

• Mr. Ricardo's principle that profits cannot rise unless wages fall,' 
he say., • is strictly true, if by low wag .. ba meant not merely wagea 
which are the produoe of a smaller quantity of labour, but wagea 
which are produoed at 1888 cost, reckoning labour and previous profits 
together.' 2 

As to the causes which increase or decrease the cost of 
wages, and are therefore the ultimate causes of a fall or rise ot 
the rate of profit, Mill has nothing to add to Ricardo:-

• The rate of profits: he saye, • tends to fall from the following 
causes :-(1) An increase of capitel bayond population, producing 
incressed competition for labour; (2) An increaae of population, 
occasioning flo demand for an increased qnantity of food, which must 
ba produoed at a greater cost. The rate of profit tends to rUe from 
the following causes :-{l) An increase of population beyond capitsl, 
producing increased oompetition for employment; (2) Improvements 
producing increaaed cheapneas of neoessariea and other amclea 
habitnally consumed by the labourer.' a 

He aoes not commit himself to any statement as to the 
actual rise or fall of profits. In the chapter • Of Profits' 
(Book II. Chapter xv.) in the Pri'llC'iples he discards most of 
the elaborate machinery by which in the Essay he sought 
to show that the rats of profit 'depends on the comparative 
magnitude of the amounts of profit and of wages. ¥ He seems 
to take it for granted that this is an almost obvious fact. • If 
the labourers of the country: he says, • collectively produce 
twenty per cent more than their wages, profits will be twenty 

I 11_,., p. loa. • lI>i4., P. 10l. • IIML, P. 106. 
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per cent, whatever prices mayor may not be.'l The capi
talist's profit consists, he asserts, , of the excess of the produce 

• above the advances; his t"ats of profit is the ratio which that 
excess bears to the amount advanced.' These' advances' or 
'expenditure' of the capitalist 'consist' or are 'composed' 
not only of wages but also of 'materials and implements, in
cluding buildings,' and yet they are nothing but wages. 01' at 
any rate 'repayment of wages '~ 

'The fact, however, remains, that in the whole proeess of produc. 
tion, beginniilg with the materiala and tools, and euding with the 
finisbed product, all the advaucea have cousisted of nothing but wagoo, 
except that certain of the capitaIista concerned have, for the sake of 
general convenience, bad their share of profit paid to them before the 
operation wsa completed. Whatever of the ultimate prodnct is not 
profit is repayment of wages.'. 

The capital of the country, its buildings, ships, and mills 
being thus converted into wages, the problem becomes simple 
enough~ 

'It thus appears that the two elements on which, and which 
alone, the gains a of the capitalists depend are, first, the magnitnde of 
the produce, in other words, the productive power of labour;' and, 
I!8COndly, the proportion of that produce obteined by the labourers 
themseJvee; the ratio which the remuneration of the labourers bears 
to the amount they produ.... These two things form tbe data for 
determining the gr088· amount divided 8a profit among all the capi
talists of the country;. but the raU of profit, the percontaga on the 
capital, depende ouly on the .. cond of the two elements, the labourer'. 
proportional ohare, an.d not on the amount to be shared. U the 
produce of labour were doubled, and the labourers obtained the same 
proportional share sa before, that is, if their remuneration WB8 &lao 
doubled, the capitalists, it is true, would gain twice sa much; but sa 
they would &lao have bad to adVIIBCO twice sa much, the rate of their 
profit would be only the aame sa belo .... ' I 

1 People'. ed. p. 262 6.. Th. eoclion (I 6) d ... "'" ocour Ia the lint 
edition. -

I lot ed. voL L p. w.I; People'. ed. p. 263 6. 
• I.e. the abaolute amount of \he ga.ina or income. 
• Mill .ppe .. ntly .... m .. th&t the Dumber of Iebourera remaIDa fizod, 

oince othenriso the JDagDltedo of tho produce wonld DO' D..........uy VOI"j' 
with the productive power of labour. 

• C Grou I here means, u often in Mill. aggregate. 
• lot ed. voL L P. 492; Peopl". od. p. 203 6. 
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, As they would also have had to advance twice as much' , 
As the1r capital would have had to be doubled' Why does 
Mill suppose their advances or capital would have. had to be 
doubled 1 There seems to be no answer to this question, 
unless it is that, having converted all the capital into wages, 
he now treats the whole capital as a wage-fund, and supposes 
that the whole must have been doubled before the remunera
tion of the labourers could be doubled, for why doubling the 
produce of the labourers and their remuneration should 
double either the quantity or the value of the buildings, ships, 
and mills existing in the country it is quite impossible to 
conjecture. 

Quite content, however, with his argument, Mill proceeds 
immediately to 'arrive at the conclusion of Ricardo and 
others, that the rate of profits depends upon wages j rising as 
wages fall, and falling as wages rise: only considering it neces
sary to substitute for' wages' 'what Ricardo really meant: 
the' cost of labour.' 1 . The alteration does not really amount 
to more than an explanation that a rise of wages and a fall 
of wages are not to be taken in their ordinary sense, but are 
to mean a rise in the proportion of produce (wages + 
profits 2) which goes to wages. In the face of so plain a 
statement that the rate of profit depends on the labourer's 
, proportional share' immediately preceding, it is impossible 
that the' cost of labour ' can mean anything but the labourer'. 
proportion of the produce. It is, Mill says, 

, in the language of mathematics, a functiol1 of three .. ariableo: the 
efficiency of labour; the wages of labour (meaning thereby the reel 
reward of the labourer); and the greater or leas coet at which 
the articles composing that reel reward can be produced or pnrchased." 

If there is in this any qualification of the theory that the 
rate· of profit depends on the labourer's proportion of the 
produce, Mill does not explain it in the chapter on Profits. 

So far then the Pri"1llliple8 show retrogression rather than 
advance from the position occupied in the E88aY8. In the 
&say on Profits and Interest, Mill, though he used the 

J lit ed. voL i. pp. 492, 493; People" ed. p. 253 6. 
tI 'Leaving rent out of the queation.'-Principlu, lit eeL voL I. p. 491; 

People's eel. p. 253 ... 
• let ed., voL L P. 494; People'. ed. p. 254 6. 
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most unw8JTantable 88SUlDptions and invalid arguments, 
recognised that it is false to say that the rate of profit depends 
on the labourers' proportion of the produce. In the cha.pt&r 
, Of Profits' in the P";m.ciples, he a.ffirms without quaJifica.tion 
the truth of tha.t a.bsurd proposition. 

The cha.ptel' on the 'Influence of the progresa of industry 
and population on rents, profits, and wages' 1 contains the 
old doctrine tha.t in the progress of wealth and population 
the rate of profit tends to fa.ll, beca.use the 'cost of the 
labourer's subsistence tends on the whole to increa.se: in con~ 
sequence of the necessity of employing less productive agri
cultural industry, and that this tendency is- countera.cted 
from time to time by 'agricultural improvemen~) Mill 
a.ppea.rs now to think tha.t the two forces a.re a.ctua.ny about 
equally strong, since he confines himself to a. statement tha.t 
agricultural improvement, 'in the ma.uner in which it 
generally takes place: does not a.ctually ra.ise the rate of 
profit, and does not Sa.y that it does not prevent it from 
fa.lling.'1 

At rlist, in the cha.pt&r 'Of the tendency of profits to a. 
minimum,' ahe betrays some slight suspicion tha.t something 
more than a. rlchauffe of the ideas of 1815 is required. He 
begins to quote E. G. Wakefield, Dr. Chalmers, and William 
Ellis, who had written an a.rticle pn 'Ma.chinery' in the 
Weatmi1l8ter Review in 1826. The result, however, is not 
very great.( The 'minimum' ~ which the ra.te of profit 
tends, is the rate at' which the a.ccumulation of capital would 
cease, because the profit to be ob,tained would not a.fford 
sufficient motive for further saving~ ;Mill does not commit 
himself to any opinion as to what the minimum is now or is 
likely to be in the future, except tha.t it must always be more 
than nil per ceny No matter wha.t the real minimum may 
be, he says, the rate of profit in the great countries of Europe 
would Boon fall to it, and capital consequently cease to 
increase, • if capital continued to increase at its present rate, 
and no circumstances having a tendency to increase the 
rate of profit occurred in the meantime.' ( A little furth8l'" 
on, slightly varying the expression, he says tha.t • the mere 

• Bk. IV. chap. ill. 
I BI<. tv. chap. iv. 

• lot ea. voL Ii. Po 279 I People'. eel. p • .a9 • 
• leo.d.. voL IL Po 7H11 Poople'. ed. p. 443. 

V 
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continuanc~' of the present ~ual increll.Se of capital, if no 
circumstance occurred to counteract itS effect, would suffice in 
a small number of years' to reduce the rate of profit to the 
minimum. It is by no means clear why Mill encumbered 
himself with a minimum, when alt that he really wished to 
say was that the mere increll.Se of capital tends to reduce the 
rate of profit._l His supposition of capital increll.Sing at its 
present rate till the rate of profit falls to a particular figure, 
and then suddenly ceasing to increase at all, can scarcely be 
considered a happy one:,(It was probably only the clumsy 
form in which he put the'theory that enabled him to conceal 
from himself,lits practical identity with the theory of Adam -
Smith which the Ricardian school had rejected. '\ 

\ To show that the mere increase of capital tends to reduce 
profits, Mill says that as capital increased, population would 
either increase or not. If it increased: in proportion to' the 
increase of capital, the rate of profit would be lowered, because 
the • cost of the labourer's subsistence' would be increased in 
consequence of the employment of less productive agricultural 
industry.' This, of course, is the old Ricardian theory over 
again. ,As to what would happen if population did not 
increase, he relies on the theory so frequently found in his 
work, that the capital of the country is a wage-fund and 
nothing else. Ilf population did not increase;he says, 

'wages would rise, and a grottar capital would be distributed am&ng 
the same number of labourer&. There being no more labour than 
before, and Ino improvements to render labour more efficient, there 
would not W any increase of the produ"", and as the capital, however 
largely increased, would 6uly obtain the same gross' retum, the 
whole 80vings of ea<;h year would be exactly eo much oubl1acted from 
the profits of the next, and of every following year. It is hardly 
neceseery to 80y that in ouch circumstances, profits would very soon 
fall to the point at which further increase of capital would c:eeoo." 

r It is really amazing that J. S. Mill was allowed to say in 
edit.ion after edition, that • there would not be any increase 
of the produce' in consequence of an increase of the capital of. 
the country unaccompanied by an increase of the population. : 

I lat ed. voL Ii. pp. 289. 290 I People', od. p. ~ • Aggregate. 
, la, ed. yol. Ii. p. 289; Peopl.'. od. po "4 <I. 
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t :rhe increase of the machinery of production of which the 
capital of the country consists, apart fromaJl inventions 
and discoveries, is itself an improvement which 'renders 
labour more efficient. --{It could only cease to do so if every 
one were supplied with"'& sufficiency of the best known tools 
anll machinery-the best known type of factories, engines, 
ships, roads, and houses-and there seems no very imm4!diste 
prospect of thjs consummation being reach~ven if we sup
pose for the moment, with Mill, that po[o¥fationo ceases to 
increase, and that no discoveries are made. lMill either mixes 
up the mere increase of fixed capital wit the discovery of 
new kinds of fixed capital,~r else he has here, as often else. 
where, forgotten the existence of every sort of capital except· 
his wage-fund capital 

The 'counteracting circumstances which in the existing 
state of things maintain a tolerably eq14al struggle-against 
the downward tendency of profits: 1 are, he says, first (not 
perhaps very logically when the downward tendency is 
represented as the result of increase of capital)1 the loss of . 
capital in bad investments) second{ inventions which cheapen 
the \U"ticles consumed by labourers, and thus tend to reduce 
the ' cost of labow: '\ third.lthe acquisition of. new powerS of 
obtaining cheap necessarik from· foreign countries ( and 
fourth, again rather illogically, the exportation of capital' 

The non-appearance of the discovery of new methods of 
utilising savings among these 'counteracting circumstances: 
is rendered the more surprising by the fact that Mill wrote 
not very long after the practicability of steam locomotion 
had been demonstrated, and at a period when great invest
ments of capital were being made in railways. He does not 
seem to have thought that the profit to be obtained by these 
investments had any influence on the general rate of profit. 
He thought that railways might raise the rate of profits if by 
cheapening the commodities consumed by labourers they 
encouraged the p19pagation of the species, and thus reduced 
the cost of labour.a, He appears also _ to have looked on 
investments of this kind as a sort of beneficial destruction of 

1 lot ed. vol. ii. p. 290; People" ed. p. 444 6. 
• lot ed. voL Ii. pp. 290-298; P""ple'. ed. pp. «4-448. 
• Ilk. lV. ohap. v •• 2; Iohd. vol. Ii. P. 804. Peopl.·. ed. p. 461 .. 
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capital, and as consequently coming under the head of the 
first of his causes 'which counteract the decline of profits.1 

But this is all, and he gives us no reason to suppose that he 
believed that it would make any difference to the general 
rate of profit in his time whether railways could be constructed 
to bring in 50, 10 or 5 per cent. His first edition was 
published when the evil effects of the railway mania of 1845 
and 1846 were still fresh in men's memories, arid conse
quently, instead of expecting every one to see in railways a 
new instrument of production, and a new method of utilising 
savings, likely to add enormously to the productiveness of 
industry, and to check the fall of the rate of profit, he thought 
it necessary to apologise for • the sinking of great sums in 
railways: and to urge that • sums 80 applied are mostly a 
mere appropriation of the annual overflowing, which would 
.otherwise have gone abroad, or been thrown away unprofit
ably, leaving neither a railway nor any other tangible result." 

That Mill was here, as often, far behind his time, is shown 
by the fact that ten years before he published his E88IlYs, 
and fourteen before he published his P'l'i11Ciplu, the little 
known Dublin professor, t.J:ountifort Longfield, had. ap
proached far nearer to II true appreciation of the causes 
which determine the rate of profit.) 'Rejecting altogether the 
Ricardian doctrine that the historical fall of profits is due to 
the declining productiveness of the last employed agricultural 
industry, he put forward II theory that the general rate of 
profit depends upon the labour-saving efficiency of the least 
effici~?'t capital emploYed) and took as his type of capital, . 

1 DeaIiDg with • perioda of overtrading and noh opecuIatioD,' he -.. yo, 
C Much capital u IIllDk. which ::yieldtl either DO retum or DOlle adequate to the 
outlay. Foctori .. an; built, and m.ahinety _ beyond what tba ........... 
requirell or caD keep in employment. Even if they ..... kept in emplOJ1lleDt, 
the capita! is DO Ieoa I1lI1k ; it bae been COD .. _ from circuleting into lixed 
capital, and b .. ceeeed to ha ... any inIIDonOO on wag. or profilo.'-lat: od. 
vol ii. P. 291; People'. eel. p. 445.. Tha& aD iDveatmeDt. once made, 
_ to inlIuonC8 the gener&l rate of profit is true, oinoo tho rato of Plofit is 
de&ormined by what .... be got for DOW _viall", but " is diJIicalt to ... how 
the uilkmce of • factory which u 'kept in employment' Gall fail to inanace 
wagea, ud how the capital invested ill ii GaD he • DODe ~ te. IUDk J thao if 
it bad been _ in building .... 1 .. fac&ory---eJ<copt, of coune, GO tbo 
..... mptioD th.t _ are go.emed by • wogo fund and Dothing .toe. 

o Bk. N. chap. Y. I 2j 10& eel. vol. iL p. 303; Peopl". od. Po fro .. 
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machinery inStead of wage-fund' The owner of a machine 
which gives assistance to the labourer will, he says, 

• be paid lor the use of it in proportion to its value, and the injllrJ it 
receives from uoo, and the tim. during which it io l.nt, and not in 
proportion to its effect in increasing the officiency of lebour. • • • H 
tho own.r of on. machine could obtain more for its us. than the 
own.r of another of equal value and durability, people would purch .... 
and artificers would th.n make the former rath.r thou ,th. letter. until 
the profits of each w.re reduced to th.ir l.val. This l.vel must b. 
d.termined by the 1... .ffici.nt machine, oince the Bum paid for its 
us. "'e. n.v.r exceed the value of the ... istance it gives the lebour.r. 
• ." Villus, the sum which can be paid for the use of any machin. baa . 
its greatest limit d.termined by its .fficiency in assisting the op.rations 
of the lebourer. whil. its l .... r limit io d.termin.d by the .ffici.ncy 
of that capital, which, without imprud.nce. is employed in the least 
efficient manner." ) 

A.JJ the capital of a country becomes more plentiful in 
proportion tp the population, some of it haa to be employed 
in a less and less efficient manner, and consequently the rate 
of profit fa.lls. ) 

• In ev.ry case.' he Bays •• the profits of capital will b. r.gulated 
by thot portion of it which io obliged to be employed with the least 
efficiency in assisting lebour, Bince none will b. div.rted to ~his em· 
ploym.nt es long as the owner thereof can d.rive a greater profi.t by 
giving it any oth.r direction. 
Y J This .xtandB toth. profits of capital, that principl. of ~ equality 
b),tween the supply and the eff.ctual ,d.mand, which in aU cases' 
rognletoo valu.. • • \/In the cas. of capital and profits, this equality 
between the Bupply.l.i.d the elI'.ctive demand io produced by BUch a 
rate of profit as is equal to the assistance which is given to lebour by 
that portion of capital which is employed with the least offici.ncy, 
which I shall call the lost portion of capital brought into operation: 
and for the roasona already mentioned, the ratjl of profits cannot be 
much higher or low.r than this.' 8 J 

• If Ii spade makes, a man's labour twenty times as 
efficacious aa it would be if unassisted by any instrument: it 
does not follow that the labourer who uses some other person's 

, , 
• L<duru on Polilical I!<ImDmy, d<livorul ill Mie1lael""" ood 7'rinitr 

T ........ 1833. Dublin, 1834, Lacturti IL ' 
• Ibid., pp. 187, 188. • Ibid., p. 193. 
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spade will give anything like H of the produce of his labour 
for the use of it:-

• This profit· is not paid, becanae on acconnt of the abnndance of 
capital in the country, much must be employed in cases where, in pro
portion to its quantity, it is not 80 capable of mnitiplying the efficiency 
of the labourer; and the profits on tbis portion mnat regniate the 
profits of the rest.' 1 -

§ 4. Variations 0/ Rent per .A~& 

. Adam Smith • concludes' what he justly calls his • very 
long chapter' on rent, 'with observing that every improve
ment in the circumstances of the society tends either directly 
or indirectly to raise the real rent of land, to increase the 
real w.ealth of the landlord.'1 • The extension of improve
ment and cultivation,' he says, and 'the rise in the real price 
of those parts of the rude produce of land, which is first the 
effect of extended improvement and cultivation, and after
wards the cause of their being further extended, the rise in 
the price of cattle, for example,' tend to raise rent directly. 
Improvements which tend to reduce the real price of manu
factures, and also • every increase in the real wealth of the 
society, every increase in the quantity of useful labour 
employed within it,' tend to raise rent indirectly. 

For the proof of these propositions we naturally look back 
to the body of the chapter. But three-fifths of it are occupied 
with the acknowledged' Digre&.ion concerning the variations 
in the value of silver,' and nearly the whole of the remainder 
with very discursive remarks which relate chiefly to the 
differences in the rent paid on different kinds of produce at 
the same time, and only deal with differences in the rent 
paid on all kinds of produce at different times incidentally 
and not very frequently. Moreover, it is noteworthy that 

I Ltcturu, p. ] 95. 
• Book L ohap. rip. 116 ... The .... teDce ... tinu.., 'bis poworof pur. 

cbaamg \he lobour, or tho produce of the lobonr of other peopl .. ' A little 
further down, however, he eay., the 'real rent' will rise when 'the la.ndlord 
is enabled to purchase • greater quantity of the coDvenienciea, 0l1WDCD.te, 01' 

luxuriee, which he baa occuiOD for! The two de.6u.itioBl do DOt ooiDcide, 
Bince tho quantity of lobour required to pnMIace • gi ..... quantity of "'D
'F8DieDeeI, oruamenw, or luxuriea iI DOS; rJwa,.. the lame. 
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. Adam Smith seems to mean by the' heading • conclusion of 
the chapter: which he. affixed to the last ten paragmpha, 
simply' erid of the chapter.' If he had meant by.' conclusion 
of the chapter' to indicate • final result of the argument of 
the chapter: he would not have introduced it by saying, • I 
shall conclude this v,ery long chapter with observing.' We 
must then look ohiefly to the • conclusion' itself for the proof 
of the propositions contained.in it. 

In support of his first proposition; that' the extension of 
improvement and cultivation' tends to raise rent directly, 
Adam Smith simply remarks, • the landlord's share of the pro
duce: that is, the amount of produce received by the landlord, 
• necessarily increases with every increase of the produce.' 
The idea that some one might say that the whole increase of 
produce would go to wages or profits probably never occurred' 
to him. That the real price, of the increased quantity should 
be less than that of th~ original quantity he would have 
thought incompatible with the extenai.on of improvement and 
cultivation. 

I His second proposition, that the rise in the real price ot 
certain awkwardly defined parts of the produce tends to raise 
rent directly, he also considers self-evident, taking it for 
granted that the quantity of produce received by the land
lord will not be diminished: 'the real value of the landlord's 
share, his real command of the labour of other people: he 
thinks, 'rises with the real value of the produce.' Going most 
unnecessarily out of his way, he asserts that the rise of price 
tends to raise rent' in a still greater proportion' than the ex
tension of improvement and cultivation, and seems to imagine 
very confusedly that this can be proved by showing that the 
landlord will have a larger proportion of the produce. 

His third proposition, that reductions in the price of 
. manufactures tend to raise rent indirectly, he endeavours to 
prove by simply pointing out that the cheaper manufactures 
are, the more of theD). a given money or raw produce rent will 
buy. As he does not imagine there is anything in the cheap
ening of manufactures which will diminish money rent, it 
follows, obviously, that cheapening manufactures increases the 
real wealth of the landlord. 

The fourth proposition, that 'every ~crease in the real 
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wealth of the society, every increase in the quantity of useful 
labour employed within it, tends indirectly to raise the real 
rent of land: Adam Smith believes to require very little proof. 
, A certain proportion of this labour: he says, • naturally goes 
to the land. A greater number of men and cattle are em
ployed in its cultivation, the produce increases with the stock 
which is thus employed in raising it, and the rent increases 
with the produce: 

Neither in the article on Political Economy in the Ency
clopredia Britannica in 1810, nor in Boileau's treatise in 1811, 
does there appear to be any feeling that Adam Smith's theory 
as to the causes of variations of rent is seriously inadequate or 
erroneous. Buchanan, who looked on the ownership of land 
as a gigantic natural monopoly, probably thought it a simple 
matter that when population, and consequently the demand 
for raw produce, increase, tne price and the quantity of raw 
produce should increase also and raise rent. In a note to 
Adam Smith's comparison of the price of hides in a barbarous 
country with their price' in an improved and manufacturing 
country: 1 he says :-

• The demand of an improved country for every sort of rude p .... 
duce is so great that it must raise the prices iu spite of any regnlation 
to the contrary; and Dr. Smith's great error is that he nev .. gives 
auJlicient weight to th088 natural causea.'1 

And in a note to Adam Smith's remark that when a greater 
number of men and cattle are employed in the cultiva
tion of the land, • the rent increases with the produce: I he 
says simply, • When the produce increases, there is no doubt 
that the rent must increase along with it." . 

In the tract on the Nat'U11'6 aM Progrus 01 Rent, Malthu&, 
after examining' the nature and origin of rent: considers 'the 
laws by which it is governed, and by which its increase or 
decrease is regulated':-

• When capital hal 8AlCUD1u1ated,' he saye, • and labour fallen en 
the moat eligible laude of a conntry, other lauds, 1888 favourably cir· 
cumstanced with respect to fertility or situation, may be occupied 

• Bk. I. ch. n p. 10811. 
• BachauaD'. eeL of W~ 0.1 Naa-, ~OL L p. 890. 
• Bk. L ch. n. M'Calloch'. ed. p. 116 b. 
• BachaDan'. eeL ~ L p. 447. 
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with advlllltage. The expenses of culti'fation, including profits, having 
fallen, poorer land, or land more cliStIIIIt from markets, though yield
ing at tim no rent, JDay fully repay these expenses, aud fully answer to 

"the cultivator. And, again, when either the profita of sto,ok or the ' 
wages of labonr, or both, have still further fallen, landJltili poorer, or 
still less favourably situated, me.y be taken into cultivation. And, at 
every step, it is clear that if the'price o~ produced088 not"fall, the rents 
of land will rise. And th"& price of produce will not fall, as long lit. 
the industry and iI!genuity of the labouring classes, assisted by the 
Capitala of those not employed on the land, can find something to give 
in exchange to the cultivators and landlords, which will stimulate , 
them to continue undiminished their agricultural exertions, and main-

, ta.in their inc .... ing excees of produce.' 1 

The main causes which increase the difference between the 
. price of pr~duce and the expenses of cultivation I are, he says, 

, 1st, BUcb an accumulation of capital as will lower the profita of 
, Btock; 2dly, mch an increase of population as will lower the wages 
. of labonr; 3dly, Buch agricultural improvements, or mch increase'of 

exertions, as will diminish the number of labonrers n8C88Bery t!' pro
duce a given effect; and 4thly, iuch an increase in the price of agri~ul
tnrl)! produce, from inc .... ad demand, as without nominally lowering 
the expense of ,production, will increase the difference between this 
expense and the price of produce.' 

The operation of the first three causes he considers 
• quite obvious: With regard to the fourth he thinks it neces
sary to offer' a few further obserVations: which are simply a 
part of his explanation of the recent rise of rent in England 
disguised in the form of wide general propositions. Increase 
of demand in surrounding nations for imports of raw produce 
might, he says, greatly raise the price of raw produce in the 
exporting country, while the -expenses of cultivation would 
rise' only slowly and gradually to the,same proportion.' 

'Nor would the effect be essentially different in .. country which 
oontinued to teed its own people, if, instead of a demand for ita raw 
produce, there was the 88me increasing demand for ita manufactures. 
These manufactnres, if from BUch a demlllld the value of their amount 

1 Pp. 21, 22. 
• At first h. saya, • diminilh tho oxpenasa of culti""tion or roduco tho OOIt 

of the inatrumenta of production compand with the price of ~roduoe.' but it 
loon appoan that ho iI thinking 01 tho dilI"erenOl and not tho ratio hatweon 
tho oxpenlOl of production and tho prioo 01 tho produ .. (100 p. 26). , 
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in foreign countries was greatly to increase, wonld bring back a great 
increase of value in return, which increase of value could not fail to 
inorease the value of the raw produce.' 1 

Observing that it will be' objected that the increased dif
ference between the price of raw produce and the expenses of 
cultivation thus caused will form, not a permanent increase 
of landlords' rent, but a temporary increase of farmers' profits, 
he relies on the fact that landlords do not compensate their 
tenants for improvements :-

'The increased capital which is employed in ooll8e<juonce of the 
opportunity of making great temporar;y profits; can seldom or [n ]evsr 
be entirely removed from the land at the expiration of the current. 
leases; and on the renewal of these leases thelendlord f .. ls the benefit 
of it in the increase of his rents. '. 

It is not necessary, of course, he explains, for a rise of rent, 
that all four causes should operate at once, but only that by 
one or some of them the difference between the price of pro
duce and the expenSes of production should be increased. 
During the last twenty years rents had been raised 'by im
provements in the modes of agriculture and by the constant 
rise of prices, followed only slowly by a proportionate rise' of 
the expenses of production, although profits had been higher. 

As a corollary of this theory as to the causes which deter
mine rent, Malthus lays it down that' no fresh land can be 
taken into cultivation till rents have risen, or would allow of 
a rise upon what is already cultivated: I Poor land, he says, 
is costly to cultivate, and if the price of produce will not pay 
the cost, it must remain uncultivated. Consequently, in order 
that cultivation may be extended to poorer land, it is neces
sary that the difference between the price of produce and 
the expenses of cultivation should increase. Whenever this 
happens rents rise. 

'It is equally ~ .. ' he adds, 'that withOllt the same tendency to 
a risa of rents, occasioned by the operation of the same cauaea, it 
cannot answer to layout fresh capital in the improvement of old lend 
-at least IIpon the suppositiou that each farm is already furnished ' 
with as much capital as can belaid Ollt to advantage, according to the 
actual rate of profits." 

I P. 513. • P. 28. • P. 2'1. • Pp. -,-
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In the E88ay on t:he Influence 01 a Low PM 01 Oom 
Ricardo ascribed the increase of rent, measured in corn or' raw 
produce: entirely to the fa.ll in the rate of profit, which he 
supposed to be occasioned by the diminishing productiveness 
of the successive additions to labour or • capital' expended on· 
the land. Wages being fixed by extraneous causes, the whole 
of the surplus of produce over wages is supposed in the first 
stage of cultivation to belong to profits.. When additional 
capital is expended with a diminished return, ang the rate 
of profit consequently falls,a sma.ller amount of produce is , 
required to pay the profits of the original capital. The whole 
surplus over wages, or net return, yi~ded by the original 
capital therefore becomes -divided into two parts j first, the 
'reduced profits, and, secondly, a rent to the owner of the land 
on which capital yielding a larger return than is necessary to 
pay the ordinary rate of profit can be employed. In a nume
rical example, the statistics of the first four stages of cultiva.
tion are supposed to be 8B follows,' both capital and produce 
being reckoned, not in pounds sterling. but in quarters of 
corn:-

Capital emplOJe4., Produce. inclUding replacement! of capitaL 

Circnl&~ Replacement Replacement 
PlOlit.. FtD4. IDg. otH:led ofclrcnlatllls Ilonto. 

capital. capitaL 

f-- ----
FmsT STAGL 
Profits 50 per 

cent. 
A 100 A 100 • 100 100 0 

----
SECOND STAGB. A-lOO A 100 " 100 85-71 14-28 Profits 42'/15 per B ~OO B 110 II 110 90 0 cent. 

- i-1-
TnIRD STAGB. A 100 A 100 ., 100 72-72 27'27 

Profits 36 -36 per B 100 B-1I0 II ·110 76-36 13-63 
cent. o 100 o 120 " 120 80 0 

- ------i-
FOUR'I'D STAGE. A 100 A 100 III 100, 60'86 39-13 
Pronts 30-43 per B 100 B 110 " 110 63-91 26-08 

cent. e 100 o 120 '" • 120 66'95 13'04 

l 
D 100 D 130 " 130 70 0 

~ Workl, pp. 371, 373. See aloo above, pp_ 281, 282. 
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The rent paid in respect of the capital numbered A in
creases from 0 to 14'28, 27'27, and 39'13, and the total of all 
rents increases from 0 to 14'28, 40'9, and '18'26, How much 
the rent of anyparticula.r acre increases we are not told, since 
it is left an open question whether the capitals A, B, C, and 
D are employed on the same or on different land, 

The landlord, Ricardo points out, is benefited' by the in. 
creasing difficulty of procuring food, in consequence of 8.(>

cumulation: in a double manner, He gets a larger "" ... t, 
reckoned in raw produce, and raw produce is at a higher 
price:-

'Not ouly is the situation of the lendlord improved (by the In 
creasing difficulty of procuring food, in consequ.nce of accumu1etion) 
by obtaining an incr .... d quantity of the produce of the lend, but 
also by the increased exchangeable value of that quantity, If his rent 
be increased from 14 to 28 quarters it would be more than donbled, 
because h. would be able to command more than double the quantity 
of commodities, in exchange for the 28 qoarters. As rents are agreed 
for and paid in money, be would, und.r the circumstancee BOpposed I 
receive more than double of his form.r money rent. • , .' 

, As the rev.nu. of the farmer is'realised in raw produce, or in the 
value of raw produc., he is interested, aa well aa the lendlord, in i~ 
high exchang.able value, but a low price of produce may be compen
Bated to him by a great additional quantity, 
. 'It follows, th.n, thet the intereat of -the lendlord is alwaya 
opposed to the interest of every other claaa in the community, His 
aitnation is n.ver so proop.rona as wh • .!' food is scarce and dear: 
wh.reas, aU other persons are greatly benefited by procuring food 
cheap." . 

Edward West, in his pamphlet on the .dpp/.ication. 0/ 
OapitaL to Land, treated of the causes which regulate rent, in 
the course of an endeavour to convince landowners that the 
consequences of a great importation of com would not be so 
injurious to their interests as they supposed. It: he says, the 
cost of raising rude produCjl were always the same, whatever 
~e quantity raised, landlords might well be alarmed at the 
idea of a great importation, since any considerable fall in the .. 

I Wor.b, pp. 87l. 378. 
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price of rude produce would sweep away all-rents as well as 
all agricultural profits :-

'But,' he urges, • our principle will show that by a diminutiou of 
the capital laid out by the farmer he will be enabled both to repro
duce his capital with the common profits of stock on that capital, and 
aIso a rent not very much, perhaps, below that which he paid before. 

'It is the diminishing rate nf return upon additional portiona of 
capital bestowed upon land that regnlatee, and almost solelycausee, rent. 

'If capital might be expended indefinitely with the same advan· 
tage upon land, tha 'produce would, nf conrss, be unlimited, and this 
would h&ve the same effect upon rent as an unlimited quantity of 
land convenient for cultivation In either case the rent would be 
very small. But it is the necessity of having recourse to inferior 
land, and 'If bestowing capital with diminished advantage on land 
already in tillage, which increases lent. Thus, if in case of any in· 
creased demand for com, capital could be laid out to the same advan· 
tage as before, the growing pri'" of the in~ quantity would be 
the same as before, and competition would, of course, BOon reduce the 
actual price to the groWing price, and there Could be no increase of 
reut. But on any increased demand for corn, the capital, I have 
shown, which is laid out to meet this inereased demand is laid out to 
less advantage, Tha growing price, therefore, of the additional 
quantity wanted is increased, and the actna1 price of that quantity 
must also be inc ...... ed. But the corn that is raised at the least 
expense will, of course, sell for the same price as that raised at the 
greatest, and cousequently the price of all com is raised by the in· 
creased demand. But the farmer gets ouly the common profits of 
stock on his growth, which is alI'orded even on that corn which is 
raised at the greatest expense; all the additional profit, therefore, on 
that part of the produce which is raised at a I ... expense goee to the 
landlord in the shape of rent. 

'Thus, suppose 10 acres nf land which will return 20 per cent on 
a given capital, eay .£100; 10 acres which will return 19 per cent, 
and 80 on, as in the following table I-

A. ...... Ca~ltaI. Not Prcduoa 
10 100 20 
10 100 .19 
10 100 18 eto. 

10 100 11 
10 100 - l~'l 

I Pp. 48-61. 
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The assumption that these eleven lO-acre plots will all 
be cultivated with an equal capital strikes the reader as 
rather a bold one. West is evidently supposing them all to 
be devoted to the growth of com, and to be cultivated in 
exactly the same manner :-

'Supposing the profits of stock to be 10 per cent, the last 10 
acres could not he taken at any rent for the purpose of cultivation, but 
might be cultivated by the owner of the land, or might afford a rent if 
left as pasture. The 10 acres which afford 11 per cent would, after 
paying the profits on the tenant's capital, pay 1 per cent as rent j and 
as the com which was raised on the 10 beat acrea would sell for the same 
price as that raised on the 10 worat, snch land would pay to the land
lord £10 as rent, the next ten acres .£9, and so on. Suppose now the 
price of com to rise, and the profit on the last 10 acrss to he inc:reasod 
in consequence from £10 to £11, it is evident that the 10 acrss which 
hefore could, in cultivation, just pay the profits of stock, would now 
afford a rent, and might he brought into cultivation, and that the rent 
would he raised on all land. For the same reason, if the price of cOm 
were to fall so as to roduce the profit on the last 10 acres 1 per cent, 
some land would he withdrawn from cultivation, and the rent of that 
land which remained in cultivation would be lowered. But we know 
that a rise in the price of com has the effect not ouly of drawing fresh 
land into cultivation, but also of turning fresh capital on land before 
in cultivation j and that a permanent fall in the price would have the 
effect not only of withdrawing land from tillage, bot also the affect of 
withdrawing part of the capital from land which might he .till kept in 
tillage and cultivated in a 1 ... expensive manner. Bot if yoo toke the 
10 acrss of land I before meotioned, which retorn, at the given price, 20 
per cent, it would seem imp088ible for any diminotioo of price under 
a diminution of one-half to draw capital from 80ch land; for if the 
price of com were to fall 80 low as even to reduce the profit to 11 per 
cent, still it might he worth while to lay oot the 8II1II8 capital, as it 
would :yield 1 per cent more than capital in any other employment, 
which 1 per cent would he the rent.' 1 

West's actual words in this last sentence imply that the 
net retoms vary exactly with the price of the produce, but 
'any diminution of price under a diminution of one-half' is 
probably only a blundering form of expression for • any 
iiminution of price which would, reduce the net returns on 

I l'p. 61-61. 
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the best ten Q,Cres by less than one-half.' By' the same 
capital' he means, of course, • the same amount of capital' 
He proceedll to meet the objection thus:-

'This difficulty is explicable on our principl. alono. The truth 
is thot any land which retnrns 20 per cent on £100 must, 88 I have 
ehown, return more on a I .... r capital than £100, and consequently 
must return more on the first portion of £100 laid out on it than on 
the latter portion of it, and would consequently produce the return 
acmewhat in this way, 'tho firot £10 might" reproduce 40 per 
cent n.t produce; tho aocond £10 30 p.r cent, and so on, and tho 
last layer of capital would not produc. more than 10 per cent, 88 

the farmer would, of cours., lay on as much capital as would re
.produce him the common profits of ~ck, which are supposed to be 
10 p.r c.nt, 

• Th. rent of the landlord would then still, as before, b. all that 
was mad. on tho whol. capital above what tho last or least profitabl. 
portion of thot capital produced; and in the same manner .... beiors, 
if tho price of com increas.d BO as to' make that portion of capital 
which before produced 10 per cent now produce 11 per cent, another 
portion of capital would be laid on. And in' tho sam. manner, if the 
price of com were to fall ac 88 to reduce the profits on the last por
tion of capital from 10 to 9 per cent, thot portion would b. with
drawn. In case, then, of any fall in the pric. of com, thot portion 
of tho capital which before afforded the Bmallest profit will b. with
drawn, and that ouly will be left which contiDlIllS to yield an adequate 
return, and tho effect of such reduction of price on rent will be nearly 
as follows: , . 

• Suppose again the case of land let on the c81cu1ation of the 
price of wheat at 90.. the quarter, tho rent £300 a year, the 
tenant's capital amounting to £ 1000, and his profit on thot capital to 
b. £100 a year, tho pioduce is, as before, £1400. Now, efter the 
reduction of wheat to 60 .. , if the tenant retained the sam. capital on 
the land, he would not, as I ehowed, reproduce even his capital, much 
less b. abl. to pay any rent. 

• But suppose now on this fall of pric. h. diJ:niniehos his capital to 
£800. Since he mad. on his whol. capital of £1000 before the 
reduction of price £400, t ... 40 per cent, h. must have made more 
thon 40 per cent upon the first ,£800, and even efter the reduction of 
price he may make 40 per cent' on the £800, thot is, £320, of 
which his own share as profit will be £80, 'leaving to the landlord 
£210 as rent. 
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• Thus, upon this supposition, a fall in the price of com of 1 would 
reduce renta but t.' 1 

. Torrens,' and very probably other writers, adopted, simul. 
taneously with West and Ricat:do, the theory that the neces· 
sity of cultivating inferior land to supply an increased demand 
for food raises rent. It would, indeed, have been very extra
ordinary if the theory had not been pu t forward in the 
early months of 1815. Inferior land had been brought into 
cultivation during the war, and rents had risen. The com 
bill :was being advocated in orde!, to prevent the inferior 
lands from going out of cultivation, and to prevent rents 
from falling. What more natural than to connect the two 
phenomena 1 . 

It was scarcely possible to deny that rents would rise 
if increasing demand for food could only be satisfied by 
the employment of less productive agricultural industry 
than the .least productive employed before. To the protec
tionists this was an extremely objectionable proposition. 
.One of them, who wrote a history of the precious metals, 
and afterwards became Comptroller of Com Returns, was 
asking' what reason or justice' there could be in the proposal 
that • rents must be lowered' ;. another, a • farmer's friend,' 
thought it as wicked to suggest a fall of rents as to suggest & 

repudiation of the national debt: 'Rent: he cried, 'is surely 
as sacred & property as the funds." Men imbued with these 
ideas could- not be expected to give an enthusisetic welcome 
to & proposition. which associated rise of rent with diminishing 
productiveness of agriculture, even if it had not been accom· 
panied by the deduction drawn by Torrens, that keeping up 
rents by protection' would be tantamount to laying a tax 
upon bread for the purpose of pensioning off the landed 
aristocracy.' 6 But to attack the proposition itself was 
difficult, and they had to content themselves with scoffing at 

1 Pp. 63-05. . 
• Eut>v ... u.. Jhc<mal Com 2'ra<k, pp. 219, 220, til po;wi .... 
• William Joaob, ~ ... u.. P_ ..-.quimI br lJriliM 

.Agricvhru'o, aM ... u.. l'lflv-:a qf u.. PM qf eo.... OIl EzportabI4 PrrxlUb 
IioM, 1814, pp. 82, sa 

• George Webb lI&II, r-. .,.u.. [mpqrltJ.Mo 0/ ~ 1M ~ 
0/ Oom aM W.oliI.u.. Uftil<4 K~ 1816, pp. 'no 28. 

• ~ ... IM E:rlonIoI 0 ..... Tn1de, P. 817. 
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the idea of • withdrawing' capital from the land,' and with a 
number of rather irrelevant observa.tions, such as tha.t the 

. lands whicli had been last taken into cultiva.tion were not the ., 
worst." 

Tha.t the necessi~y of employing less productive industry 
in order to supply an increased demand for food can be a 

-cause of rise of rent consequently beca.me immedia.tely an 
. accepted principle of political economy, and . has remained so 

to the present time. But Ricardo wa.s not content to let the 
necessity of employing less productive industry merely ra.Dk 
a.s one of many possible ca.l1Se$ of. rise of. rent. He en
dea.voured to disprove the existence of any other causes. 
One of the other causes suggested by Malthus, 8!1 we have 
seen, wa.s a fall of wages. In the Essay Ricardo says that a 
fall of wages could not raise rent, and would only raise 
profits.1 In the Principles he explains that wages and 
profits being together fixed by the a.mount obtainable on the. 
land which pays no rent, a rise or fall of wages cannot affect 
rent.' Another possible cause .suggested by Malthus wa.s 
improvements in agriculture. T4i.s cause also Ricardo 
dismisses very summarily in the Essay. It! one note, 
coupling improvements along with falls of wages, he 'simply 
remarks that it appears to him that they will only augment 
profits.' In another note he shows that ~e was ready to 
admit that at some distance of time after an improvement. 
rent might rise again a.s high a.s it waS bef?re :-

• The low price of com caused by improvements in agrlcultnre 
would give a stimulns to populetion by increasing profits and, en
conraging accumulation, which would again raise tbe price of com and 
low8l' profits. But a larger populetion could be maintained at tbe . 

1 Jacob. Lde.r CO lY7litbruul, 1816, P. :no 
o Arthur Young,lnquirr into 1M RiM of Pn- in Europe, 1816, in tho 

Pa.mphltteer, vol. vi. p. 189. • Were I to name any lOila lea.at likely to b. 
abandoDed, I should without hesitation inatance what are.-ulually reckoned 
poor Boils; that ie, the great traota upon which the beat and mOBt effeotive 
of modera. improvements have taken pla.oe: in other worda, thOle on whioh 
ca.pitala were, in point of time, the laat invested: which it. dlreotly CODtrary 

to the BuppoaitioDa of thOle many writera who have treAted on the progreuive 
iDvestment of capital to land.. J 

I Woril, p. 372, DOte. 

• lat ed. pp. 668, 670 I 3d ed. in Wora, Pl'. 260, 261. 
, Wora, p. m, note 1. 

r 
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same p~ce of corn, the saine profits, and the sam. rents. Improv .... 
ments in agriculture may then be said to inere ... profits and to lower 
for a time rents. J 1 

But an admission that rent may recover its old level in 
spite of an improvement is by no means equivalent to an sd
mission that it may eventually rise in consequence of an 
improvement. And so sure did Ricardo feel of his ground 
that he ventured on the following .-eductio ad abBU'I'd'lll1n of 
the protectionist claims as the peroratilln of his -Essay :-

- • If the interests of the landlord be of sufficient consequence to 
determine us not to avail ourselves of all the benefits which would 
follow from importing com at a cheap price, they ~hould aloo influence 
DB in rejecting all improvements in agricultur. and in the implements 
of husbandry, for it is aa [sic] certain that com is rendered cheap, 
rents are lowered, and the ability of the landlord to pay tax .. is, for a 
time at leaat, aa much impaired by 8uch improvements aa by th. 
importation of corn. To be consistent, then, let DB by the same act 
arrest improvement and prohibit importation.' S • 

In the Principles Ricardo put forward exactly the same 
theory regarding effects of improvements as in the Easay, and 
worked it out in greater detail :-

• If,' he says, • a million quarters of com be neceaa&ry for the BOp' 

port of a given population, and it be raised on land of the qualities of 
Nos. I, 2, 3; and if an improvement be afterwarda discovered by 
which it can be raised on No.1 and 2 without employing No.3, it 
is evident that the immediste e1l'ect mnst bot a fall of rent; for No.2 
instead of No. 3 will then be cultivated without paying any rent; 
and the rent of No. I, instead of being the d.ilI'erence between the pro
duce of No. 3 and No. 1, will be the difference ouly between No. 2 
and 1. With the .ame population and no more, there can be no 
demand for any additional quantity of com; the capital and labour 
employed on No. 3 will be devoted to the production of other CODl

modities desirable to th. community, and can have no e1l'ect in 
raising rent unless the raw material from which they are mad. cannot 
be obtained without employing capital lese advantageoua1y on the 
land, in which caae No.3 must again be cultivated. 

• It is undoubtedly true that the fall in the relative price of raw 
produce in consequence of th. improvement in agriculture, or rather 

I Wora. p. m. DOM L • Ibid., p. 390. 
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in conseqnence of less h.bonr being bestowed on its production, would 
naturally lead to increased accumnlation; for the proStI of .tock 
would be greatly augmented. Thio accumulation would laad to an 
increased deW80d for labonr, to higher wages, to an increased popn
lation, to a fnrther demaod for raw produce; and to an increased 
cultivation_ It io only, however, after the incr..... in the popnlation 
that rent would be as high 88 before'; that io to o.y, after No. S W88 

teken into cultivation. A considerable period would have elapsed, 
attended with a pooitive diminution of rent.' 1 

Ricardo does not say her~ whether he 18 speaking of ren,t 
measured in produce-corn rent-or rent measured by the 
money value of that produce, but as he says at the end of. 
the chapter that he has been considering corn rent and not 
money rent," we may examine his argument on the assump
tion first that he means corn rent. 

The statement that it is only after No.3 is again take!) 
into cultivation that corn rent will be as high as before 
obviously cOl:!tains the proposition that corn rent will not be 
as high as before until No.3 is again taken into cultivation, 
and it seems also to imply, though not quite necessarily, that 
as soon as No.3 is again taken into cultivation corn rent will 
be as high as before. Now neither of these propositions is 
always true. In "the arithmetical example which Ricardo 
gives to illustr"te his doctrine 8 it happens to be true that 
when the land thrown out of cultivation is again taken into 
cultivation corn rent is again as high as before, but this is 
only so because he supposes in the example-what is not 
very likely to occur-that the improvement adds • an' equal 
augmentation: that is, an equal absolute amount, to the pro
duce of each of the successive qualities of land or portions of 
capital employed. Supposing four equal portions of capital 
to yield produce of 

100+90+80+70=340, 
and therefore to pay rents of 

30+20+10=60, 
, he makes an • improvement' increase each of the four amounts ' 

1 lot ed. pp. 69, 70; 3d od. In Wort., pp. '1,42-
• He saya he haa been considering the landlord', • proportion of the 

whole produce,' but the illustrative note whioh it appended makes it clear 
that this oDly meana the abaolut8 amount of rent meaaured in product. 

• lit eel. pp. 72, 78; 3d od. in Workr, pp. ~, ~. 
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of produce by 25, so that they become 
125 + 115 + 105 + 95 = 440. 

After the intermediate period • attended with a positive 
diminution of rent' has elapsed, and the whole of this pro
duce is required, so that • No.4: which had ceased to be 
employed, is once more called in, the com rent will be as 
high as before, -

30+20+10=60. 
But if Ricardo had supposed the produce to increase to 

. 122+115+108+105=450, 
the com rent would be 

1'1 +10+3=30, 
not so high as it was originally; and if he had supposed the 
produce to increase to 

127'7 + 115 + 102'2 + 89'4 = 434'4, 
the com rent would be 

38·;i + 25'S +12·i = 76'6, 
considerably higher than it was originally, and as the grada
tions between the beginning of,' ~ o. l' and' the end of 
• No.4' must be actually much more numerous than three, 
this shows that com rent would be • as high as belare' at 
some time bofore the whole of No.4 is again calle!} in. 

The proposition that • a considerahlo period would have 
elapsed attended with a positive diminution of rent' is no 
more necessarily true'than the proposition which precedes it. 
If the produce 

100+90+80+70=340 
increased, as Ricardo supposes, to 

125+115+105+95=440, 
so that the produce of Nos. I, 2, and 3, 

125+115+105=345, 
would be sufficient for the immediate wants of the popula
tion, com rent would fall from a total of 60 to 

20+10=30. 
If the produce increased, as in our first example above, to 

122+115+108+105=450, 
so that the produce of Nos; I, 2, and 3, 

122+115+108=345, 
would be sufficien~ com rent would fall from 60 to 

14+7=21. 
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And if the produce increased as in our second enmple to 
127-7 +115+102-2+89-4.=484-40, 

80 that the produce of Nos_ I, 2, and 3, 
127-7+115+102-2=345 

would be again irufficient, com rent would fall from 60 to 
25+ 12-'1 = 37-7. 

But if the produce increased to . 
140+110+90+77 =417, 

so that the produCe of Nos_ I, 2, and 3, 
140+110+90=340 

would be sufficient, com rent would rise from 60 to 
50+20=70, 

and no period 'considerable' or lnconsiaerable, 'would han 
elapsed attended with a positive diminution of ren!.' 

To make Ricardo's doctrine true of com rent, W/1 must 
suppose what we have no grounds for believing, and what 
seems pM/rn4-/acie improbable, that improvements always 
add an equal absolute amount to the produce of each of the 
successive 'layers' of capital, or at any rate that they never 
add a larger absolute amount to the produce of the more 
productive layers, than to that of the less productive layerS. 
That either _of these assumptions is in accordance with facts 
Ricardo does not_assert, though he perhaps implies that the 
first is 80 in the sentence which immediately precedes his 
arithmetical example:-

'If by tbe introductiou of the turnip husbandry, or by tbe nss of 
a more invigorating m&D\1t8, I can obtain the ssme produce with lese 
capital and without disturbing the difference between the productive 
powe .. of the BBCC0S3ive portiona of capital, I sbaJllower rent; for a 
differant and more prodllctive portion will be that which will form 
the standard from which every other will be reckoned.'1 

As he professes to be dealing with improvements in 
general, and yet does not think it necessary to consider the 
case of improvements which cannot be effected. 'without dis
turbing the difference between the. productive powers of the 
successive portions of capital,' we must suppose that it did 
not occur to him. that there was such a case.1 

• l.t ed. Po 72; 3d ell. In Worb, Po 42-
I Profeaaor Marah&ll, In hi> Note on Rioaroo'. doclrin .... to tho 1001-a..... of tax.. and the iDlluonce of improvomenlo in opicultur.. 0018 
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If we examme Ricardo's doctrine with regard to improve
ments on tho assumption that. in spite of what he says at the, 
end of the chapter. he was really thinking. not of com rent. but 
of money rent. the result is still unsatisfactory. though not in 
quite so high a degree. As he supposes the price of com to 
vary exactly with the productiveness of the least productive 
capital or labour 1 employed. an increase of com rent caused 
by an improvement will often be more than counterbalanced 
by a fall in the price of the corn. When all the layers of 
capital are once more in operation-when No.3 or No. 4. is 
again taken into cultivation-the increase of com rent caused 
by a propO'1'timrate addition to the produce of each layer will be 
exactly counterbalanced by the decrease in the price of corn. 
If. for instance. as we have already supposed. the produce 
increases from 100+90+80+70 to 127'7 +115+102'2+89'4. 
and the com rent from 60 to 76'6. the price of com falls in 
the proportion of 89·4, to 70. and ;/.0<& x 76'8 = 60x. so that 
money rent would be the same as it was originally. And 
when one or more of the layers of capital has temporarily 
ceased to be employed. the increase of com rent caused by a 
proportionate addition to the produce of each layer is 
necessarily eomewhat more than counterbalanced by the 
decrease in the price of corn. If, for instance. the produce 
of the four layers of capital is at first 

100+96+68+66=330. 
and each is increased by 25 per cent. eo that Nos. 1. 2. and 3. 

(Princip/u of Eamom ..... 4th ed. bk. TL ch. is. p. 720) tbat Ricardo dirid .. 
improvements in the aria of agricnltlm into two clauea, Ibe lim of "Mob con· 
lists of those improvement. which make it possible to '." obtain the Dme 
produce with leas capita~ and without disturbing the diJferenC8 between the 
productive powers of the IUCC888ive portiOn.l of capitol"; of courae neglecting 
for the purpose of his general argament the fact Ulat any giTen impl'OYBDlent 
may be of greater IJervice to ODe particular piece of land than another.' But 
Ricardo simply divides improTeJDenta into • thOM which increase the productive 
powers of the land, and those which enable UI by improving our machinery to 
obtain its produ .. witb I ... labour • (3d ed. in W'orb, P. 42; 1st ed. pp. 70. 71. 
omitting the words 'by improving our machinery'), and it iii Dot merely 1m. 
provementa which affect qaaJitiea 01 land imgularly that.", neglected, bat 
also improvements "bioh affect all qualitiea regularly but not in .. ob • .,oy .. 
to p .... rve the eziJting IQJe. 

I • Leao capital. wbioh II !be l&IIIO thing .. laeo labour,' 1st ed. p. 74 i Bel 
." In W' orb, p. t8. 
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125+120+85~330, 
will be sufficient, com rent will be increased from 

34+30+2=66 to 40+35='15; 

32'1 

but as the price of com will fall in the proportion of 85 to 66, 
money rent will fall from 660: to Hz x '15 = 580:. But an 
improvement which added a larger percentage to the produce 
of the more productive layers of capital than to that of the 
less productive might raise money rent not only before No. 40 
was again taken into cultivation, but immediately. In our 
last eXlIJ:!lple, if the produce of Nos. I, 2, and 3 in~reases 
from 

100+96+68 to 130+125+'15=330, 
"the com rent will increase from 66 to 105, and the money 
rent will increase from 660: to Ha: ~ 105 = 92iz. Consequently, 
to make Ricardo's doctrine true of money rent, we must 
~uppose that improvements always add an equal percentage 
to the produce of each of the successive layers of capital, or, 
at any rate, that they never add a greater percentage to the 
produce of the more productive layers than to that of the 
less productive. In the chapter on • Mr. Malthus's opinions 
on rent' Ricardo boldly asserts that improvements' probably' 
do add equal percentages to the produce of all the different 
layers:- . " 

'Nothing can raise rent,' he aay~ 'but a demand for Ilew land of 
an inferior quality, or some cause wbich sholl OCcasiOIl an alteratioll 
in the relative fertility of the land already UIlder cultivation. Im
provements in agriculture and in the divisioll of labour are commoll to 
all land ; they increase the absolute quantity of raw produea obteined 
from each, but probably do Ilot much diaturb the relative proportiona 
which before existed between them." 

But we can scarcely be expected to accept this curious piece of 
agricultural history on the mere ipse diltit of a retired stock
broker. Ricardo himself appears not to have been aware of 
it when he wrote his chapter on Rent, for there, as we have 
seen; he gives an example in which the succesSive layers 
receive equal and not proportionate augmentations. 

What is perhapll the strangest part of Ricardo's theory 

1 la, od. PI' 670,671; 3d od. ill Work., pp. 251, 252. 
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with regard to the effect of agricultural improvements on rent 
still remains to be considered. Immediately after describing 
in general terms the temporary and permanent effects of im
provements,l and before explaining and illustrating his view, 
he 8ays:-

'But improv.m.nts in agriculttlre Bre of two kinds: those w bich 
inere ... the productiv. pow.ra of the land, Bnd those which .nable 

. us, by improving our machin.ry, to ohtain its produce with lesa 
labour. Th.y both lead to a fall in the price of raw produce; they 

. both affect rent, but th.y do not aff.ct it equally. If they did not 
occasion a fall in the price of raw produce they would not be im-
prov.m.nts; for it ia the .... ntial quality of an improvement to 
diminiah the quantity of labour before required to produce • com· 
modity; Bnd thia diminution cannot take place without. fall of its 
jlrice or relative valu • .' I 

Hitherto we have assumed that all improvements belong 
to the first of the two classes, and, as Ricardo puts it, 'abso· 
lutely enable us to obtain the same produce' as before' from 
a smaller quantity of land.' It is with regard to this class 
that he supposes his case to be strongest, since when he says 
the two kinds of improvement do not affect rent equally, he 
apparently means that improvements of the first class lower 
it more than those of the second class, because they lower 
both money rent and com' rent.· We must now inquire 
how Ricardo attempts to show that improvements of the 
second class must diminish rent, at any rate temporarily. 
The answer is that he does not attempt to show it at all 
After finishing his discussion of the first class, he says:-

'But th.re are improv.m.nts which may lower the relative value 
of produce without lowering the com rent, though they will lower 
the mon.y rent of land. Such improvements do not increaae the 
productive powe .. of the laud, but they enable us to obtaUi its 
produce with I ... labour. They are rather directed to the formation 
of the capital applied to the land, than to the cultivation of the laud 

J Above, pp. 322. 323. _ 
'Ist;ed. pp. 71, 72; 3d ed. ill Woru, P. 42. The,.ordo '1>1 lmprovin8 

our machinery' are not in the 6rat edition. 
I An improveDlent which afl'uted. money reDt 001, might of oo1ll'le lower 

. money rent more than aD improvement which affected both moae, aDd oor:a 
.... " but Ri...-do doeo Dot think of thiL 
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itself. Improvements in agricultural implemenlB, IlUch 88 the plough 
and the threshing machine, economy in the use of ho .... employed in 
husbandry, and a better knowledge of the veteriDaly art are of thia . 
natwe. Less eapitel, which is the same thing 88 1 ... labour, will he 
employed on the land; but to obtain the same produce leu land 
emmot be cultivated.' 

After this explana.tion of the nature of the 'second class of 
improvements, we naturally expect Ricardo to show how 
• they will lower the money rent of land.' Instead of doing 
so, he takes it for granted, and calmly proceeds:-

'Whether improvements of this kind, however, affeet com ':'nt, 
m~ depend on the question whether the difference between the 
pradu ... obtained by the employment of different POrtiODB of eapital 
he increased, stationary, or diminished. U four POrtioDB of eapitel, 
50, 60, 70, 80, be employed on the land, giving each the same results, 
and any improvement in the formation of such eapital should enable. 
me to withdraw '5 from each, so that they should be 45, 55, 65, and 
76, no altemtion would take place in the com rent'; I 

In his assumption that in this case money rent will fall, 
and in his statement that no alteration will take place in the 
com rent, Ricardo, in spite of the rigorous logic with which 
he is so often credited, is absolutely and almost obviously 
wrong. This is a mere question of arithmetic. If the 
,number of quarters of com produced by each of the four 
'portions of capital' be z, then the original com rent will bo 
of the 80, nil, of the 70, ~, of the 60, *z, and of the 50, ~~,. 
in all ~,'and if a quarter is worth £4, money rent will be £3z. 
After the improvement, the com which regulates the price 
ean be produced with Iu 'less capital, which is the same 
thing as less labour: and consequently the price of com falls 
from £4 to £3t, the com rent.-rises from 

~z+~+Hz=!a: 
to Hz+Hz+Hz=tz, 

and the money rent remains £3ixtz=3z, exactly the 
same as before. If equal absolute amounts are taken away 
from the' four portions of capital: corn rent will always rise, 
and money rent will always remain .the same.s t."uriously 

I lot ed. P. 74; 3d ad. in Worla, p. 43. 
• To leave the corn rent the ea.me .. before. it would be DeceSsary 

to dodu", from u.. four porti01lll of capitol, n.' equal emoUDa. lIut equal 
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enough, Ricardo himself, in the chapter on Taxes on Raw Pro
duce, recognises the converse case, namely, that the addition 
of an equal absolute amount to each of the four portions will 
diminish the com -rent and leave the money rent unaltered.' 

Oblivious of his error as to the effect of the subtraction 
of an equal absolute amount from each capital, he raShly 
enters on what he imagines to be an a jcmilY1"i argument:-

., but if the improvements were such as to enable me to make tbe 
whole saving on that portion of capital which is least productively 
employed, com rent would immediately fall, because the difference 
between tho capital most productive and the capital least productive 
would b. diminished; and it is this difference which constitutes 
rent/I 

This is quite true. If, for example, the improvement 
deducted 20 from the 80 of capital, and nothing from the 
70, 60, and 50, the com rent would be 

Ha:+Ha;+Hx=~x 
instead of fa:. nut what possible right has Ricrardo to put 
this case of the whole saving being made on that portion of 
capital. which is least productively employed, without putting 
the converse cas.e of the whole saving being made on that 
portion which is· most productively employed I Obviously 
none whatever, and when we do put this converse case, we 
find that both the corn rent and the money rent would 
immediately rise. If, for example, we deduct 20 from the 50 
of capital, and nothing from the 60, 70, and 80, wI' find the 
com rent will be 

HxHSxHSx=a: 
instead of ix, and as nothing has happened to alter the 
value of a quarter of corn, the money rent will be £4a: 
instead of £ax. 
pe .... ntag... For .xample, if _h were reduced byl2i per cent, orone·eighth, 
the corn rent would be 

~+W"+;"= ~ 
ex.ctly the I8me .. before, while ~he money rent would faU from £3z to 
£3t x f,,=£21f". 

I Jot od. pp. )96·)9S; 3d od. iD Worb, p. 92. 
I 3d ed. ill IV orb, pp. 43, 44. Thill ... d the t .. o precediDg quotatiODI ... 

aontiu.o... The lat od. p. 76 readI, '.w. Jarseat porti ... 01 oapitel, .w.a 
portioD J for' that portiou of capital.· 
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Ricardo's attempt to show that improvements must tetp
porarily lower rent, whether 'we apply it to his first or his 
second class of improvements, and whether we suppose hrm 
to mean money rent or com rent, thus ends in complete and 
hopeless failure. No general rule can be laid down with 
regard to the immediate effect of improvements. . It will vary 
with the nature of the improvements and the circumstances 
of the country and soil to which they are applied. 

Even if Ricardo had succeeded in proving that im
provements must always lower rent for a time, 1).e would not 
have attained the object he had ·in view, namely, to disprove 
the existence of every possible cause of rise of rent except the 
necessity of employing less productive industry: Whether 
improvements should be looked on as a cause of rise of rent 
or not must depend, not on.their temporary, but on their :per
manent effects; and in the later editions of the Pri'l'lCiples 
Ricardo admitted not only, as in the E88ay and the firSt 
edition of the Pri'l'lCiples, that when a certain length of time 
has elapsed after an improvement, rent may be again as high 
as before, but also thet it may be higher than before, in 
consequence of the improvement. In the third edition he 
inserted a note to the chapter on Rent :-' 

• I hope I am not understood aa undervaluing the importance of 
an sorta of improvements in agricolture to landlords-their immediate 
effect is to lower rent; but ... they give a great stimolus to popula
tion, and, at the 88me time, enable us to coltivate poorer lands with 
\i!ss labour, they are ultimately of immense advantsge to landlords. 
A period, however, moat elapse during which they are positively 
injurious to him' [sic).' 

In the chapter on 'Mr. 'Malthus's Opinions on Rent he in
serted several new sentences, 'in one of which l1e says that 
• the improvement in lI,,"I"iculture' • will give to the land a 
capability of bearing at some future period a higher rent, 
because with the same price of food there will be a great 
additional quv.ntity: • In the chapter on Rent he had sup
posed four equal portions of capital to yield a produce of 

100+90+80+70=340. 

1 3d 04. in Work., p. 43. • 3d oil. po 517 I 3d od. ill II' arlo. p. 261. 
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He had made an improvement increase the four amounts of 
produce to 

125+115+105+95=440, 
and said that when the whole 440 was required, rent would 
be as high as before. At this stage com would be,according 
to his assumptions, still only at H of its original price. The 
condition of things contemplated in the new sentence just 
quoted is evidently a later stage, when, say, two more portions 
of capital are employed and the produce is 

125 + 115 + 105 + 95 + 85 + 70 = 595, 
and rent, instead of 30 + 20 + 10 = 60, is 

55+45+35+25+15=175, 
the price of com being the same as before. To allow that 
this increase of rent could not have happened without the 
imProvement, and yet to maintain that the improvement is 
a cause of diminution rather than increase of rent is incon
sistent, and there is ground for Malthus's complaint that 

'It is a little singular that Mr. Ricardo, who has in general kept hilt 
attention so steadily fixed on permanent and fiDal results 88 even to 
define the .... e .... al price of labour to be that price which would main
tain a statiouary population, although soch a price caouot genera.lly 
occur under moderately good governments and in an ordinary state 
of things, for hoodreds of years, has always, in treating of reot, 
adopted an opposite course, and referred. almost entirely to temporary 
effects.' J 

Malthus would have none of Ricardo's theory that rise of 
rent is to be attributed exclusively to the necessity of em
ploying less productive industry, and reprinted his Nat'Uh'e 
and P'1'og'1'e88 of Rent in his Political ECfYTUYTYty with very 
little alteration. James Mill, on the other hand, says 'rent 
increases in proportion as the effect of the capital successively 
bestowed upon the land decreases," and mentions no other 
cause of increase. 

Y'Culloch at first adopted Ricardo's theory with his usual 
thoroughness :-

• An increase of rent is not,' he says, '88 is ve"; generally sup
posed, oceasioned by improvements in agriculture, or by an increase 
in the fertility of the soil n reen1ta entirely from the n_ity 01 

• Jr:~ In ed. p. IS. 
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...... r~ing, 88 population increases, to Boila of a rkerttUing degree of 
fertility. Rent varies in an inverse proportion to the amonnt <If 
prodnce obtained by means of the capita.\ and Iabonr employed in 
enItivation; that is, it ._<4IU VI"'" the projitB 0' agrievlt'llTai /abo .... 
diminilh, and dimi"U/ia whrn they ...... ea •• .' 1 ' • 

In the second edition of his Principla (1830), however, 
though he, reprinted the last two sentences of this passage,' 
he showed that an improvement which added to the produce 
of the most produotive capital, 'and not to that of the least 
productive, might raise rent i1nmediately, and iJ1sisted that 
if an improvement did lower rent for a, time, that time would 
be very short. I, '_ ' 

In 1831 a vigorous attack on the Ricardian theory was 
made by Richard Jones.' Taking a much broader view of 
the matter than Ricardo, he surveyed the whole of history, 
instead of confining his attention to the circumstances of 
England during the war.' It was, consequently, perfectly 
evident to him that the necessity of employing less pr9" 
ductive agricultural industry was neither the ouly possible 
nor the'most important actual cause of rise 'of rent, since in 
the last three hundred years, for example, rents in England 
had risen enormously, although the least productive agricul
tural industry employed was no less productive than it had 
been at the beginning of the period. The obvious cause of 
the actual ,rise of rent in England was, he thought, not that 
the most costly portion of agricultural produce was obtained 
at greater cost, for_ this was not the case, but simply that a 
larger amount of produce was obtained.' There are, according 
to him, three great possible causes of rise of rent, and he puts 
Ricardo's' one exclusive cause of every increase '. in the third 
place, regarding it as much the least important. The seoond 
cause is • the increasing efficiellcy of the capital employed: or -
what Ricardo called improvements in agriculture. Improve
ments, he says, increase rent, except when • the progress, of 
improvement outstrips the progress of population a.nd the 
growth of produce exceeds the growth of demand (an event 
rarely to be expected)." He ridicules Ricardo's supposition 

I Princip/u, lot ed. pp. 268, 269. • P. <lU., • Pp. 462-4al5. 
• &-,1'" 1110 DVlribulion qf W<aUh, P.rt L &til. 
• IbKl., pp. 282·286. _ • Ibid., p. 213. • lIJid., P. 237. 
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of ' .. sudden spread of improvement by which, as by the 
s,troke of .. magic wand, two-thirds of the land of a country 
are made to produce as much as the whole did immedi
ately before, while the population continues the same and 
nomore':-

• It is only necossal')' to remember the slowly progressive menner 
in which agricultural improvements are practically discovered, com
pleted, and spread to perceive how vel')' visionary this snpposition of 
Mr. Ricardo's really is. If two-thirds of the lands of England should 
ever produce as much as the whole does now <an .v.nt .xtrem.ly 
probable), w. may b. quite sur. tHat it will b. by no sudden and 
magical stride that the improvement will eStablish itself: that the 
means of effecting it will be discovered in .mall portions at " time, 
perhape at considerable intervals, and will be adopted into general 
practice terdily, and, we may almost predict, reluctentIy and 8W1-
piciously. In the m.antim., popnlation and the d.mand for raw 
produc. will not have been standing still In the proce .. by which 

_ increased snpplies of food are prod need for an increasing population, 
w. observe no such wide dislocation between the supply and d.mand, 
no such sndden sterts and j.rka as Mr. llicardo is driven to suppose, 
in order to prove that all improvem.nts in agricultnre are unfavODl
able to the interests of the landlords. As the maaa of the peopls 
slowly increase, we .ee the gradual pressure of d.mand stimulating the 
agriculturists to improvements, which, by an imperceptible progreaaion 
of the supply, keep the people fed. While these processes are going 
on, every incr .... of produce occaBioned by the general application to 
the old soils of more capital, acting npon them with unequal ~ffect 
according to the differences of their original f.rtility, raises rents; 
and the interests of the landlords are at no moment opposed to 
improvement& J 1 

The cause of rise of rent which Jones places first is 'mcrease 
of produce caused by the use of more capital in cultivation," 
without any decrease of the productiveness of the least pro
ductive industry employed. H we go back once more to 
Ricardo's supposition of an equal amount of capital, let us 
say 11:, producing on four areas of land 

100+90+80+70=340 quarters of com, 
isris evident that if the demand increased to 680 quarters of 

• 11_, pp. 211, 212; referred 10 on P. 238. • 11M., po 1110 • 
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com, and this amount could 'be raised by employing 22: on 
each area without any diminution of returns; so as to produce 
200+180+160+140, rent would rise from 30+20+10' to 
60+40+ 20. Such a change is quite possible and probable, 
although Ricardo, as Jones complains, says' if capital could 
be indefinitely employed without a diminished return on the 
old land there could be no rise of rent.' 1 If, however, we 
suppose that cultivation is always exactly as extensive as it 
would be if the cultivators started with a talYuU!. .. asa, so to 
speak, the change would not be a possible one unless an 
'improvement' had been introduced. For if to produce 680 
quarters the most profitable plan is to employ 2x, producing 
200 quarters, on land No. I, 2x, producing 180 quarters, on 
land No.2, and so on, then the most profitable method of 
producing only 340 quarters would not be to employ a: on 
land No. I, a: an land No.. 2, a: an land No.. 3, and a: an land 
No.4, but to employ 2x an land No.. I, and ia: an land No.. 2. 
And if there has been an • improvement: the case is cavered 
by the admissian af Ricarda's secand editian that an imprave: 
ment • will give to the land a capability af bearing at same 
future periad a higher rent, because with· the same price af 
faod there will be a great additianal quantity.' I Ail a matter 
of fact, of cau~e, cultivators do. not usually start wit~ a 
tabula .. asa, as Ricarda imagines when he talks about • the 
first settling of a country.' So it might very well happen that 
II: of capital might be employed on each of Nos: I, 2, 3, and 4, 
althaugh looking at the- matter a priori, and disregarding 
the facts that lands N as. 3 and 4 are prepared for cultivatian, 
and that a portian of the papulatian is settled upon them, 
it might be .said to. be more • profitable' to emplay 2x an 
No.. I, tz on No.2, and nathing on Nos. 3 and 4.. 

Senior, writing in 1836, makes no very positive cantribu
tion to the theory af the subject, but he attributes the rise af 
rents in England since 1700 to increase in the productiveness
of the land.8 

I E88IJY, p. 297. Ric.roo, Princ;pl .. , lot ed. p. 67 ; 3d ed. in Work., p. 
1fT. Ricardo apparently for the moment took. • the old laud f to OODiist of 
one quality only. 

o 2d ed. P. 617; 3d ed. in Work., 'P. 261; 'iuoted above, p. 33L 
o Politi"" Econom1l, Svo eel. p. 139. 
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In his chapter on the • Influence of the progress of 
industry and population on rents, profits, and wages: 

-J. S. Mill gave full weight to the admission in Ricardo's 
third edition of the fact that improvements • ultimately' 
benefit landlords, and appears to have been sometimes, at 

,any rate, ready to admit that the actual historical rise of 
rent had been caused by improvemente, and not by the 
necessity of employing less productive industry to raise the 
increased quantity of produce required.1 But, in spite of 
:r.l'Culloch, he adhered to the Ricardian theory that an im
provement must diminish rent uuless or until there is an 
increase of demand for produce. Dividing improvements 

_ into (1) those which' enable a given quantity of food to be 
produced at less cost, but not on a sm~ller surface of land 
than before: and (2) those which' enable a given extent of 
land to yield, not only the same produce with less labour, but 
a greater produce; so that if no greater produce is required, 
a part of the land already under culture may be dispensed 
with: he says that, under the circumstances supposed, • by 
the former of the two kinds of improvement rent would be 
diminished. By the second it would be diminished still 
more.' • To show the truth of the proposition, he assumes 
'that the demand for food requires the cultivation of three 
qualities of land, yielding on an equal surface, and at an 
equal expense, 100, 80, and 60 bushels of wheat..' These 
will yield com rents of 40+20=60 bushels, and if the' equal 
expense' be u, they will yield money rents of ~ u+1 u 
=£:1:. Mill then supposes an improvement to be made 
which, • without enabling more com to be grown, enables 
the same com to be grown with one-fourth less labour: 
meaning by this that the three equal surfaces of land are 
to continue yielding 100+80+60 bushels, but that the equal 
expense is to be reduced on each equal surface from u to 
t £:I:. Com rent will then, he says, remain the same as 
before, but as the price of wheat will fall one-fourth, the 
money rent will be reduced from u to f £z. The fact that 
the com rent remains the same, however. obviously results 

I Pr&oeipla, Bk. lV. chap. iiI.; ODd _ .bo .... , pp. 171-182. 
• Pri,..;,piu. Bk. lV. chap. W •• .. 10 ocI. YOI. it. pp. 2;0. ill I People" 

ocI. pp. 434,-
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_ limply from the fact tllat, unlike Ricardo,' he has supposed 
the improvement to -deduct an equal percentage from the 
three expenses of production. If he had supposed the im· 
provement to deduct a larger percentage from the more 
productive expenses than from the less productive, the com 
rent would have risen. And if the differences between the 
percentages had been large enough, not only coni rent but 
money rent also might have risen. For example, if by the 
improvement the expense of raising the 100 bushels was 
reduced to I £:e, that of raising the 80 bushels to /r £:e, and 
that of-raising the 60 bushels to it £:e, the com rent would 
rise from 60 to jj7+32=99 bushels, and the money rent 
would rise from fA: to Ii £A:. " 

To show that an improvement of the second kind would 
diminish rent· still more: or • in a still greater ratio: than an 
improvement of the first kind, Mill supposes' that tlte amount 
of produce which the market requires can be grown not only 
with a fourth less labour, but on a fourth less land.' Land, 
he says, • equivalent to a fourth of the produce: ie. land on 
which a fourth of the produce has been hitherto raised, • must 
now be abandoned.' 'Com rent will therefore fall from 60 to 
1331-1061=261, and as the bushel of corn will fall to 

1~~! of its formet price, money rent will fall from fA: to 

26} 60 _ 
60 x 106' fA:-i£a:. 

;. jJ 

In this example an equal percentage, 33i, is added to 
each of the three quantities of produce. As Professor 
Marshall points out,' if, instead of 100, 80, and 60, the 
three quantities had been at first 115, 65, and 60 bushels, the 
improvement adding 33} per cent to each would have raised 
com rent from 60 bushels to 66J. And, as we have already 
shown." if a larger percentage were added to the less costly 

• quantities of the produce than to the more costly, cases are 
easily conceivable where the improvement would raise_ not 
only com rent, but money rent also., 

1 Ricardo deducted an equal &baoillte amoun..t from unequal expenses, 
and oonaequently • ..,larger percentage from the sma.ller expensea. S" 
aboY<>, pp," 329, 330. 

• Eeonomiu 'II lnll_my, 1879, p. 85 Dote; Prl'll"'PIu, 4th od. l' 278. 
• Above, l' 327 • .-

Y 
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In the chapter' Of Rent: ¥ill has nothing to say about 
the causes which produce variations of rent. The main pro
posi tion which he seeks to prove is that 'the rent of land 
consists of the excess of its return above the return to the 
worst land in cultivation, or to the capital employed in the 
least advantageous circumstances.'l This is obviously intended 
to give some information, not as to the rents of the Bame land 
at different times, but as to the rents of different pieces of 
land at the same time, and consequently does not belong to 
this part of our inquiry.· 

I Principlu. Bk. IL ch. rri. lummal')' of H 3 ODd 4 in Content.. 
• See belo'll', oh. ·viii. I 4. _ 



CHAPTER VIII 

DISTRIBUTION PROPER 

§ 1. Division 01 the whole proi1tuce between Aggregate Wages, 
AggTejJate Profits, and Aggregate Bll'IIts.-

Now tha.t we have dealt with the tea~hing of the economists 
of the period 1'776 to 1848, not only with regard to wha~ was 
known as production, but also with regard to the causes of 
variations of wages per head. profits per cent, and rent per 
acre. we are at last able to proceed to de8J. with the causes . 
which determine the proportions in which the total produce 
or income of a community is divided between classes and 
individuals. 
_c' The first question is •• What determines the proportions in 
which the produce is divided between the class of labourers. 
the class of ca.pi~lists. and the class of landlords. or. as it is' 
put metaphorically. between Labour, Capital, and Land l' 
v Before Ricardo wrote. this question seems not to have 
occurred to anyone, and it is only possible to find incidental 
and very incompleta propositions bearing upon it. 

(Adam Smith in one place says that' the extension of im
provement and cultivation' causes • a greater proportion' of 
the produce of land • to belong to the landlord,'l but in another 
place he says, • in the progress of improvement, rent. though 
it increases in proportion to the extent. diminishes in pro
portion to the produce of the land.:' The second of these 
contradictory statements he founded on observation of the 
facts; the first he founded on the somewhat shallow theory 
that when the price of the produce rises. a less proportion 
than before is necessary to remunerate the producer. r Both 
propositio~ obviously rela~ to agricultural produce only, and 

1 Bk. L oh. xi. p. llh. I Bk. n. ab. iii. p. 148 Q, 

l1li 
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consequently even if either of them had been proved, it would 
not have thrown much light on the distribution of the whole 
produce of labour, unless a certain relation between the total 
of agricultural produce and the total of other produce could 
have been shown to exist. With regard to the proportions of 
the produce obtained by profits and wages, Adam Smith has 
nothing to say. He always considers' wages' as wages per 
labourer, and ' profits' either as an absolute aggregate amount, 
or as a rate or ratio between interest and principal] 

The parliamentary inquiries which took place in the clcsing 
years of the great war showed that at that time the landlord's 
proportion of the whole agricultural produce was declining.1 

Malthus noticed the fact, and West used it as one of the chief 
supports of his theory of the decline of profits.- No attempt 
was made, however, to deduce from it any generalisations 
with regard to the division of the whole income of the com
munity between wages, profits, and·rents. 

The position of !l,is:a.!:d.P with regard to the matter is a very 
peculiar one. In the Preface to his Principles he speaks 
almost as if he had fully realised the importance of the ques
tion, and inlagined that h~ had at any rate contributed some
thing towards a complete answer to it. He says 0-

_ 'The produce of the earth--ell thet ill derived from ita BUrfa.ce by 
the united application of Iabonr, machinery and capital, ill divided 
among three cl8llS99 of the community; namely, the proprietor of the 
land, the owner of the stock or capital necessary for ita cnltivation, 
and the labourers by whose industry it ill cnltivated. 

'But in dilferent atagea of eoeiety the proportions of t~. whole 
produce of the earth, which will be allotted to each of these classes 
under the names_of leJlt, profit, and wagee, will be ..... ntially 
difTerent .•.•• 

; To determine the laws which regnlate t1ia distribution i,o the 
.prlncipBl problem in Political Economy! 

It must be adil'*ted that the repetitions of the word 
• earth ' and the intro~ction of the words' cultivation' and 
'cultivated: certainly lIhaw that Ricardo had in his mind the 

\ 
1 ReprIrl. oj LtJrdo' Committ ... "" Grain anti lilt Cor. LGw, 181. (in lhe 

Hott .. of CommoDl oollectlon, 181"I~OL Y. pp. 103.).1335), pp. 26, .s. 
o Alaltb .... },'aJ .... anti Progreu , pp. BO, 31, Weot, ~ppli<IW"" 

oj' CapiltJl. pp. 2, 2';', 30. 
\ 
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proportions in which agricultural produce is divided rather 
than the proportions in which the whole produce or income 
of the community is divided. But throughout his work he 
always appears to treat a farm as a kind of type of the in
dustry of the whole country, and to suppose that the division 
of the whole' produce can be easily" inferred from the dis
tribution on a farm, so that too much importance must not 
be attached to the observation. -

Towards the end of the first chapter of the PTi1lciples he 
saY9:-

• It is 2ccording to the division of the whole- producej)f the land 
and labour of the country between the three classes of landlords, 
capitalists, and labourers, that we are to judge of rent, profit, and 
.. ages, and not according to the value at which that produce may be 
e,timated in'a medium which is confessedly variable • 

• It is not by the abaolute quantity of produce obtaiJied by either 
class that we can correctly judge of the rate of profit, rent, and 
"ages, but by the quantity of labour required to obtain that produce. 
By improvements in machinery and agriculture the whole produce 
may be doubled; but if wages, rent, and profit be also doubled, these 
three will bOllr the eame proportions to one another, and neither could 
be .aid to have relatively varied. But if wages partook not of the 
whole of thiS increase; if they, instead of being doubled, were o!lly 
increased on&-hall, if rent, instead of being doubled, were only 
increased thre&-fourtba, and tbe remaining increase went to profit, it 
would, I apprehend., be correct for me to say that rent and wages had 
fallen, while profits had -risen;' 1 

To say that rent and wages have fallen when you admib 
yourself that they have 'increased one-half' can scarcely 
under any circumstances be 'correct.' But undernea.th 
Ricardo's blundering method of expressing himself, his mean
ing so far, at first sight, sooms to be plain enough. He seems 
plainly to wish to indicate. that in ~l1!I!I!ng.ll)..l! .. ~trib\l~QIl 
!ltthe produce into. wages, profit, and._rent we ought to con
cern ourselves with the proportions in which .it is divided 
among the three shares,l!-Dd not with .th~.total .ab~olute 
~mount of I:'rod~ce which goes to. e.nch share. , The reason he 

1 lit eeL pp. 44, 46; 3d eeL In Worl:8, p. 31, beginning' It is .... rding 
to tho division of tho whole produo. of tho land of 001 particular farm 
.. t ...... the three a\auoo Qf landlord, capita1ist, ond IAhoUl"llr.' 
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gives for the procedure he recommends, however, puts rather 
a different face on the matter:-

• for 'if,' he continues, • we had an invariable standard by which to 
measure the value of this produce, we should find that a lese value 
had fallen to the class of labourers and landlords, and a greater to 
the class of capitalists than had been given before. We might find, 
for example, that though the absolute quantity of commodities had 
been doubled, they were the produce of precisely the former quantity 
of labour. Of eve.,. hundrad hats, coats, and quarters of com 
produced, if the labour.rs had • 25 

Th. landlords • 25 
And the capitalists 60 

100 
and if, after these commodities w.re doubled in quantity, of e,' • .,. 
100 

The labourers had only 22 
The landlords • 22 
And the capitalista • 56 

100 
in that .... I should aoy'that wag .. and rent had fall.n and proGta 
rilIen; though, in conoequence of the abnndance of commodities, the 
quantity paid to the labourer and landlord wonld have increaoed in 
the proportion of 25 to H. Wages are to be .. timated by their real 
valu., viz. by the quantity of labour and capital .mployed in produc
ing them, and not by their nominal value either in coats, hats, money, 
or corn. Under the eircumstancea I have juat auppooed, commodities 
would have fallen to half th.ir form.r value; and, if money had not 
varied, to half their former price aloo. If, then, in this medium 
which had not varied in valu., the wages of the Iabonrer should be 
found to have fall.n, it will not the 1 ... be a real fall, becauee th.y 
might furnish him with a grOBter quantity of chOBp commodities than 
hie former wag ... ' 1 

It becomes evident that what Ricardo really wishes to say 
is tha.t wages, profits, and rent, or, at all events, wages, ' are to 
be estimated by their real value, viz. by the quantity of labour 
and capital employed in producing them: 

But variations in the • real value' of total wages, total 

'1M od. pp. 46,46; 3d od. ill 11' .. _, pp. 31, n 
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profits, and total rent, when real value. means • the quantity of 
labour and capital employed in producing the.m: do not 
always correspond with variations in the proportions in which 
the whole produce is divided between total wages, total profits, 
and total rent. If the aggregate produce of the country were 
at first 100 million • hats, coats, and quarters of corn,' pro
duced by 8 million men, and divided into 25 million hats, 
coats, and quarters for wages, 25 for rent, and 50 for profit, 
and were afterwards to increase to 200 million hats, etc., pro. 
duced by 15 million men, and divided into 50 million for 
wages, 30 {or rent, and 120 for proijts, then the proportion of 

, the whole produce falling to total wages would have remained 
the same, namely 25 per cent, alth~ugh the • real value' of the 
amount of produce falling to wages would have increased in 
the ratio of 200 to 375; the l'roportion of the whole produce 
falling to total rent would have fallen from 25 per cent to 15 
per cent, although, the' value' of total rent would have in
creased in the-ratio of 200 to 225; and the proportion of the 
whole .produce falling to profits would have risen only from 
50 to 60 per cent, although the • value' of total profits would 
have risen in the ratio of 4 to 9. The produce and • value' at 
the two periods would be as follows l-

FmsT PmuOD. 

'fatal wages, 25,000,000 hats,. etc., produced by 2,000,000 labaurera 
.. rent, 25,000,000 .. 2,000,000 
.. profits, 60,000,000 .. ',000,000 

100,000,000 8,000,000 

SECOND PmuOD. 

Total wages, 50,000,000 hats, etc., produced by 3,750,000 labourera 
.. reut, 30,000.000 .. .. 2,250,000 
.. profits, 120,000,000 ,,9,000,000 

200,000,000 15,000,000. 

In Ricardo's numerical example variations in the propor. 
tions~of produce falling to each of the three shares coincide 
with variations in the absolute amount of 'real value' falling 
to each share "Or quantity of labour employed in producing 
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each share simply because he supposes the total amount of 
labour to remain stationary. He supposes the increase of 
produce to be brought about, not by increase of population, 
but' by improvements in machinery and agriculture: and the 
whole increased produce to be the product' of precisely the 
former quantity of labour: Consequently the total 'value' 
to be divided remains the same, and if. anyone of the three 
parts, wages, profit, and rent, gets an increased proportion of 
the whole produce, it must necessarily get an increased abso· 
lute amount of' value: When the capitalists get 56 per cent 
of the produce instead of 50 per cent. they also get 56:1: of 
value instead of 50:1:. 

When the number of labourers, and consequently the 
total 'value' of the whole produce, is allowed to change, it is 
not variations in the total 'value' of each share which will 
coincide with variations in the proportions of the produce 
falling to each share, but variations in the total 'value' of 
each share divided by the number of labourers. A rise in the 
• value' of total rent divided by the number of labourers will 
coincide with a rise in the proportion of the produce falling 
to rent. A rise in the • value' of total profits divided by the 
number of labourers will coincide with a rise in the propor· 
tion of the produce falling to profits.· A rise in the' value' 
of. total wages divided by the number of labourers will coin· 
cide with a rise in the proportion of the produce falling to 
wages.. Thus, in our example above, the proportion of the 
produce allotted to rent falls from 25 per cent to 15 per cent 
when the 'value' of total rent divided by the number of 
labourers falls from ·25:1: to '15:1:; the proportion allotted to 
profits rises from 50 per cent to 60 per cent, when the 
, value' of total profits divided by the 'Jumber of labourers 
rises from .50:1: to ·60:1:; and the proportion allotted to wages 
remains at 25 per cent, when the 'value' of total wages 
divided by the number of labourers remains at ·25:1:. 

Now total profits divided by the number of labourers, and 
total rent divided by the number of labourers, are very un· 
familiar conceptions, and it may very safely be said that they 
never occurred to the mind of Ricardo. But total wages 
divided by the number of labourers is simply • wages' in 
the ordinary sense. When Ricardo says 'w.ages are to be 
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estimated by their real value, viz. by the qua.ntity of labour 
a.nd capital employed in producing them,' he was using the. 
word in its ordina.ry sense. The passage quoted occurs in the 
course of a.n attempt to expla.in the difference betweenCthe 
effects of a rise of money wages caused by a.n alteration in the 
• value' of money, a.nd a rise of w&"o-es resulting' from the cir
cumsta.nce of the labourer being more liberally rewarded, or 
from a difficulty of procuring the~necessaries on which wages 
are expended.' If occasioned by the first cause, Ricardo says, 
it will raise • prices,' a.nd not affect· profits' j if occasioned by 
the second cause- it will lower • profits,' and not affect pricesJ-

• A rise of wagee from an a.lteration in the va.\UG of money pro
duces .. genera.l effect on price, and for that reason it produces no 
rea.l effect wh&tever on profits. On the contrary, .. rise of wagee 
from the circnmstance of the labourer being more liberally rewarded, 
or from .. diJliculty of procuring the necessaries on which wages are 
expended, doee not [except in some instances] produce the effect of 
raising price, but has a great effect in lowering profits. In the one 
.... , no greater proportion of the annua.l labour of the country is 
devoted to the support of the labourers; in' the other case, " larger 
portion is 80 devoted.' 1 

Rent is here left out of account altogether, and the 
profits' mentioned are really nothing but the rate of pr()fit 

()r rati() between interest a.nd principal, B() that there is n() 
reason for taking' wages " in anything but the ordinary sense 
of wages per capita, and, as we have just shown, variations in 
the proportion of the whole produce falling to wages' will 
really coincide with variations in • the quantity of labour 
employed in producing' wages per capita. If a 'quarter of 
the produce goes to ~ages in the aggregate, a quarter of both 
the total and the Pe?' capita labour expended must be em-
ployed in producing wages, and so on. . 

It may probably be said, then, that Ricardo was led into 
his dictum that variations of rent and profits should be taken 
to mean variations in the proportions of the whole produce 
falling to rent and profits' simply by a false analogy arising 
from the ambiguity of the word • wages.' He saw that t~e 

1 lot.d. pp. 43, 44 ; 3d ed. ill II' orka, p. 31. Tho words In brack.ts are 
in the third, but not in the first a.nd 16COnd editi~ 
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proportion falling to • wages' would vary with the quantity 
of labour employed in producing • wages: but he failed to 
notice that these last • wages' are wages pll'l" capita, and not 
wages in the sense appropriate to the equation, Produce= 
Wages+Profits+Rent. He therefore hastily and rashly 
concluded that the proportions of produce falling to profit8 

. and rent would vary with the quantity of labour employed 
in producing them, that is to say, with what he chose to call 
their • value.' 

Now it is to the question of the value of things that 
Ricardo's book primarily addresses itself, and the consequence 
of the' value: as he defines the word, of profits and rent not 
varying with the proportions of the whole produce fa.lling to 
profits and rent is that his book would not have dealt with 
the proportions in which the whole income of the community 
is divided between I,abour, Capital, and Land, even jf he had 
always adhered to his definition of the value of the three 
shares. If, however, he had adhered to that definition, his 
book, in treating of the variations in the value of wages 
per capita, would also necessarily have treated of varistions 
in the proportion of the whole produce which fa.lls to total 
wages. 

As a matter of fa.ct, however, he did not adhere to his 
definition of the value of rent, profits, and wages. If the 
value of rent, wages, and profits is to be estimated by the 
quantity of labour employed in producing them, and if money 
is to be supposed, as Ricardo supposes it for the purpose of 
his inquiry,l to be invariable in value, we should certainly be 
justified in expecting the rent + wages + profits produced by 
20 average labourers to be worth exactly twice as much . 
~oney' as the rent + wages + profits produced by 10 average 
labourers, and so on. But in Ricardo's examples of the pro
gress of cultivation, the com produced when 10 men ouly are 
employed is worth £4. x 180 = £720, the com produced when 
20 men are employed is worth m of £4.x(180+170)= 
£1482/,-, and the com produced when 30 men are employed 
is worth ill of .£4. X (180 + 1'T0 +160) = £2295. Instead of 
doubling the money value of the whole produce-wages+ 
profits + rent-when twice the number of men are employed, 

lid 011. in Woru, pp. 2Il, ~ 
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Ricardo doubles the money value of the produce-minus" 
rent, that is, the money value of wages+profitB only, and adds 
an additional amount of value for rent, which value is un· 
accounted for by the increase of labour. Instead of the whole 
produce of ten average men's laboUr always remaining of the· 
same value, it is only the profitB+wages produced by ten 
average men's labour which remains always of the same value . 
-in Ricardo's example; £720. Consequently the variations 
in the value of pe'¥' capita wages, estimated;~ the invariable 
standard or value, do not correspond with variations in the 
proportion of the whole produce which falls to wages. In. 
stead of this they correspond with variations in the produce
minus-rent which falls to wages. A rise in the 'value' 

, of wages or a rise of ' money wages' or of the ' price of labour' 
does not necessarily mean that rent+profits will receive .a 
amaller proportion of the produce, but only that wages will 
receive a larger, and profitB consequently a smaller proportion 
of that part of the produce which remains after rent is de
ducted. The following table, constructed from the example 
which Ricardo gives in his chapters on Rent, Wages, and 
Profits,' may serve to make this clear :-

Valoe or Number )lODe)' .rropOl'tIOD of whole 

Period. wtal , Renti." Proftt.. W_ ormcn ...... produce falling t10 

produce. omplo7e4, por .... .. 
""D~ ""'Afo. W ..... 

-- --- -- ----------------
I. £720 None. £480 £240 10 £24 Nil. '66 '333 

II. £1482 .... £42,', £945\J .£494,0, 20 £2411 '028 '638 '333 
JII. £2295 £135 £1395 £765 30 £25i '058 '607 '333 
IV. J!3168 £288 £1824 £1056 40 £26* il90 '575 '333 
V. 1£4114, £514, £22"..8t £1371, 60 £27, '125 '541 '333 

It will be seen that in the series of figures with which 
Ricardo illustrated his arguments, wages per man, estinuited 
in the invariable standard, money, gradually rise from £24 to 
£27~, while the proportion of the whole produce falling to 
wages remains constant at one-third or 331 per cent. 

Nevertheless, if variations in Ricardo's money wages pin' 

I See ospeoially lot ed. pp. 76, 106, 126, 127; 3d ed. In Works, pp. 44, 
GO •. li6, M. The oorreot fractioDi of a pound are lubatituted for RicAI;do.'. 
ba&oou .... 10 .billings .nd ponce. 
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capita. correspond with variations in the proportion of pro
duce-mVnus-rent which falls to wages, it is worth while to 
inquire how he supposed these money wages to be deter
mined, since if we know what determines the division of 
produce-minus-rent into wages and profits' we have only 
to find out what determines ~he division of the whole produce 

, between rent on the one side and wages + profi ts on the 
other in order to complete the inquiry into what determines 
the division, of the whole produce between the three shares. 
Ricardo's doctrine as to what determines money wages has, 
however, been anticipated to some extent -in the section on 
variations of PM' capita. wages.' In showing how he supposed 
real wages to ,be unaffected by a rise in the price of the 
commodities consumed by the labourers, it was necessary to 
s~y that he held that when the price of these commodities 
rises, money wages rise sufficiently to enable the labourer to 
'buy as much, or almost as much, as before. • The natural 
price of labour: by which, of course, he means the money 
price, money wages and not real wages, 'depends,' he says at 
the beginning of the chapter on Wages, ' on the price of the 
food, necessa.ri~s, and conveniences required for the support 
of the labourer and his family. With & rise in the price of 
food and necessaries, tho natural price of labour will rise; 
with the fall 'in their price, th3 natural price of labour will 
fall" A little further on, when he has lost sight of his 
'market' and 'natural' wages, he says 'wages: meaning 
money wages, 'are subject to a rise or ran from two causes:-

'1st. The supply and demand of labourers. 
'2dly. The price of the commodities on which the wages 

of labour are expended.' a 
The first cause, of course, affects real' wages as well as 

money wages, the second affects money wages only, Ricardo's 
meaning evident! y being that, given a certain price of the 
commodities, money wages will be determined by the supply 
and demand of labourers, and that, given & certain supply and 
demand of labourers, money wages will h determined by the 
price of the commodities. Substituting the proportion of 

1 Above, pp. 242, 243, 245.257. 
• 1st ed. pp. 90, 91; 3d ed.. in 11"0>'1:., l' 60. 
• 10\ ed.. l' 97; 3d eeL in Woru, 1'.6a. 
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the produce.mi'Mt.8-rent falling to wages for th~ equivalent 
term, 'money wages: we find then that the proportions 
in which produce-mi'Mt.8.rent is divided between wages 
md profits are determined by- the demand· and supply of 
labourers when a certain price of commodities is given, and 
by the price of the commodities consumed by the labourers 
when a certain demand and supply of labourers is given. 
This is the doctrine itself. The corollary which Ricardo 
deduced from it was that in the progress of society money 
wages or the proportion of produce-min'UB-rent which faJls 
to wages have a tendency to increase. In the E88ay on the 
Injf:uince of a Lour-Price of O()'Ml" he said that' the rise or 
fall of wages: meaning real wages, 'is common to all states of 
society,' and that' capital and population alternately take the 
lead,' so that' nothing can be positively laid down respecting 
profits, as far as wages are concerned.' 1 He therefore took it 
for granted that the assumption which he makes explicitly 
at the beginiUng of the E88ay, namely, that' the real wages 
of labour eontinue uniformly thll same:" corresponded with 
the actual facts when the average of a consiqerable length of 
time is taken. Having thus eliminated variations of real 
wages from the problem, and having assumed that, given 
certain real wages, money- wages will vary with the price of 
the commodities' on which they are expended, he was free 
to argue, as he does, that in 'the progress of wealth: which 
raises the price of these commodities, there will be a ' general 
rise of wages,' I meaning; of course, money wages. But in the 
Principles he not only says that' as population increases' the 
necessaries consumed by the labourer 'will be constantly 
rising in price: but also 'in the natural advance of society 
the wages of labour will have a tendency to fall, as far as they 
are regulated by supply and demand.'· He might therefore, 
if he had understood the word tendency in the -sense after
wards sometimes attriliuted to it, have said that money 
wages have a tendenoy to fall in consequence of the supply 
exceeding the demand, and also a tendency to rise in conse· 
quence of the price of necessaries constantly rising, and have 
left the matter there.. But he had not been converted to the 

. , Workl, P. 879. • Ibid., p. 872. • Ibid., p. 377. 
• la~ ed. PI' 102, 108; 3d ed. iD If ori:8, p. M. 
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belief that variations of reol wages are of an importance in 
any way comparable with variations in the price of neces
saries. So, after explaining his proposition that· wages will 
have a tendency to fall so far as they are regulated by supply 
and demand,' he proceeds-'-

• I oay that, under these circumstances, wages would fall if they 
were regulated only by the supply and demand of labourera; but we 
must not forget that wag.. are also regulated by the prices of the 
commodities on which they are expended. 

'As population incr ...... , these necessari.. will be constantly 
.' rising in price, because more labour will be necessary to produce 

them. If, then, the money wages of labonr should fall, whilst every 
commodity on which the wag.. of labour were e"pended rose, the 
labonrer would be doublyafi'eeted, and would be soon totally deprived 
of 8ubsiste.nce. Iostead, therefore, of the money wages of labour 
falling they would rise; bnt they would not rise suJliciently to enable 
the lahourer to purchase as many comforts and ne_rios as he did 
hefore the rise in the price of these eommoditios. if his annual 
wag .. were before '£24, or six quarters of com when the price was 
.£4 per quarter, he would probably receive only the value of five 
quarters when corn roee to.£5 per quarter. But five quarters would 
cost .£25; he would therefore receive an addition in his money wages, 
thongh with that addition he would be unable to furnish himeelf 
with the same quantity of com which he had before consumed in hie 
family.' 1 

In this example the increase of money wages is brought 
about by supposing the decrease of com wages caused by the 
, tendency to faU' to be in the proportion of 6 to 5, while the 
increase in the price of com is in the larger proportion of 
4 to 5. If Ricardo had happened to think it 'probable' 
that the labourer would receive only the volue of 4~ quarters 
of com when com rose to £5 per quarter, money wages would 
have remained at £24. . All he always thought the rise in the 
price of necessaries the more powerful factor, he believed that 
in the natural advance of society money wages are constantly 
rising, and therefore that wages receive " larger and profits 
a smaller proportion of that part of the produce which ill 
divided between them. In the chapter on Profits this it 
illustrated by the arithmetical example already quoted, in 

1 lot ed. 1'1'. 103, l~; 3J ed. in Work., pp. ... i5. 
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which ten men's labour always produces £720 for profit8-plus
wages, or produce-m:inua-rent. Whenever wages take a 
larger proportion of this sum, in consequence of the 'rise of 
wages produced by the rise of necessaries,' 1 a less propor
tion of it is left for profits. Ricardo even considers it worthy 
of mention that the proportion falling to wages may increase 
80 rapidly as to actually diminish the aggregate absolute 
amount of profits reckoned in money:-

'If,' he Bays, after giving BOm~ hypothetical figures, 'the capital 
employed were 10 large as to yield a hundred thousand times £720,' or 
£72,000,000, the aggregate of profits would be £48,000,000 when 
wheat was at £4 per quarter l and if by employing a larger capital,. 
105,000 tim .. £720 were obtained when' wheat was at' £6, or 
£75,600,000. profits would actually fall from £48.000,000 to 
£44.100.000. or 105.000 times £420. and wages would rise from' 
£24.000.000 to £31.500,000.' ' 

The conclusion is that 

'Although a greater value is produced, B greater proportion of 
wbat remaius of that value. after paying rent, is consumed by the 
produeers. and it is. this. and this alone. which' regulates profits. 
Whilst the land yields abundantly. :wages may temporarily rise, and 
the producers may' consume more than their accustomed proportion; 
but the stimulus whleh will thua be given tQ..population will BpeediJy 
redu.. the labourers to their usual consumption. But wheu poor 
lands are taken into eultivation, or when more capital and labour are 
expended on the old land, with a 1 ... return of produce, the effect 
must be permanent. A greatar proportiou of that part of ~e produce 
which remains to be divided. after paying rent. between the owners 
of stock and the labourers. will be apportioned to the laUer. Each 
man may, and prohably will, have a less a)Jsolute quantity; but as 
more labourers are employed in proportion to the whole produce 
retained by the farmer. the value of a greater p~portion of the 
whole produce will be absorbed by wages. and consequently the value 

1 Above, p. 253, Dote 2-
t Th ... t is to laY, if the capite.l were large enough to employ 100,000 timea 

ten men, or one million men. 
I) Tb.at ii, & oapitalluge enough to employ 1,050,000 men. 
• lat ed. p. 141 ; 3d ed. in W .. lor. p. 69. A .... rdiug to Ri .... do·. scal •• 

wben wheat, wa •• t £8 the money wages of the labourer would be £18 to allow 
him to buy hio tbree quarton of ooro, and £12 for othsr thin_in all £30, 
10 thAt the wa.gea of 1,050,000 men would ~, as be aye, £31,1)00,000. 
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of .. smaller proportion will be devoted to profits. Thit will nece.
aarily be rendered permanent by the laws of nature, which have 
limited the productive powe .. of the land.' 1 

With regard to the causes whiclJ. determine the propor
tions in which the whole produce is divided into rent on the 
one hand, and wages-plus-profits on the other, Ricardo haa 
really nothing to say. Afthe end of the chapter on Rent 
he rem'ilrks:- . 

'In Speaking of the rent of the landlord, we have rather con
sidered it .. the proportion of the whole prodnce, withont any refer
ence'to ita exchangeable valne; but since the same" caus .. the 
difficulty of pr9duction, raises the e:rchangeable valne of raw produce, 
and raises a.Iao the proportion of raw prodnCe paid to the landlord for 
rent, it it obvious that the landlord ia doubly benefited by difficulty 
of production. Firat, he obtains .. greater ebare, and secondly, the 
commodity in which he ia paid ia of greater value.' • 

Then in a footnote he endeavours 'to make this obvious, 
and to show the degrees in which com and money rent will 
vary: He supposes' that the labour of ten men will, on land 
of a certain quality, obtain 1St) quarters of wheat,' and pro
duces a row of figures showing that as the price of wheat 
rises in consequence of difficulty of production, the money 
rent paid by the farmer employing these ten men will rise 
faster than the com rent. So when he says that he has 
rather considered rent as the proportion of the whole produce, 
all he means is that he has hitherto been reckoning the rent 
in com rather than in money. It is not true, for he has just 
been discUssing the effects of his second class of improve
ments on money rent, but the passage in which he does so 
is a clumsy insertion, probably written after the last pam
graph. In any case, there is not the slightest ground for 
asserting that Ricardo had considered rent as a proportion of 
the whole produce in the proper meaning of the word pro
portion. Throughout the chapter he had considered it as an 
absolute amount either of com or money, and even if we 
supposed that the proportion of produce falling to rent varies 

- with the absolute quantity of labour required to produce it, 
• lot eeL pp. 141, 142; 3d eeL In Worl:a, P. 70 . 
• lot. .eI. pp. 76, 76, 3d eeL in Wort., p. ", .. ading • tit. produoe 

oblo.ined wi&b • given capital 011 any si- I ........ ' 
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which we have shown not to be the case,' an inCl'BllSB in the 
absolute amount of money paid in rent would not necessarily 

. coincide with ail inCl'BllSB ip. the proportion of the produce 
falling to rent.· No additional knowle~e can be gained 
from the note at $e end of the chapter. It is, indeed, the 
case that in the arithmetical example the rent becomes a 
larger proportion, as well as a larger amount, as the difficulty 
of production increases. The first ten men are supposed to • 
produce 180 quarters, the second ten men 170, the third ten 
men 160, and so on in this progression; so that when twenty 
men are employed, rent will take 10 quarters out of a total 
produce of 350 quarters; and when thirty men are employed 
rent will take 30 quarters. out of a to~ produce of 510. 
Rent thus becomes it- instead of ouly iF of the produce. But 
this is a mere accident of the figures! and Ricardo does not 
work out the fractions or percentages, or draw attention to 
the matter in any way • 
..; To sum up Ricardo's ideas on the subject of the proportions 
in which the whole produce of the country is divided between 
rent; wages, and profits, we may say that he seems to have 
imsgiIied that rent takes a larger proportion in the • progress 
of society: so that a smaller proportion is left for wages and 
profits taken together, and he teaches pla.iuly that wages 
become a larger and profits a smaller proportion of what is 
left for the two together~' Consequ!lntly his belief seems to' 
have been that the proportion of the whole produce falling to 
rent and the. proportion falling to wages increase, while the 
proportion falling to profits decreases. For the belief that 
rent becomes a larger proportion he had no grounds except 
possibly tho fact that it happened to do so in certain arbi
trarily chosen -arithmetical examples. For the theory that 

, Above, pp. 342-346. 
• If the third ten men produced 168 quartoro iDatoad of 160, .. Rioardo 

ouppoo", the ront when SO men .... employed wonld b. lSO-168 +170-
168=12+2=1" which is * of tho whole produce, .. againat ... whon unI,. 
20 men were employed; but in tpita of thia diminution in the proportion of 
produce falling to rent, money rent would rile. The price of GOm OD 

Ricardo'. lIIumptiODB would be ffi of £4 per quarter II againat Hf of £, 
when emly 20 men were employed. The money leDt would oouaequent11 
be ffi of 14. £4=£60, wleod of £42,',-. (Ricardo'. £42, 7 .. 6d. is III arith· 
metical blunder.) 

.' Thia is .boWD by tho .xampl. In tho note above. 

• 
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wages become a larger proportion of what is left after de
ducting rent, he depended on the old and erroneous beliei 
that wages rise with a rise in the price of necessaries, and 
on his still more erroneous belief that the returns to agri. 
cultural industry diminish in the progress of society. 

No great certainty has yet been attained 011 the point, 
but _ the probability is that exactly the opposite of what 
Ricardo taught. is true-namely, that rent and wages taks 
decreased proportions of the whole produce, and profits an 

- increased proportion. -
~am~..Jfill opens his chapter on Distribution with a 

statement that • the whole. of the annual produce of the 
country' is divided between labourers and capitalists and 
landlords,and then remarks, • when the parties are deter
mined among whom the whole of the produce is distri. 
buted, it remains to ascertain by what laws the proportions 
are established according to which the division is made." 
After this we should certainly expeCt him to deal with the 
proportions in which the produce is divided between rent, 
profits, and wages. But he seems to have been using the 
word • proportions' in a very loose sense, and' ~ exposition 
of distribution is in reality concerned in the main with 
absolute amount of rent per acre and wages per head, and 
with the rate of .profit. It is only here and there that we 
find anything bearing OQ the question of proportions. With 
regard to the proportion of the produce which falls to rent he 
has nothing to say. Rent is, he says, • something altogether 
extraneous to what"may be considered as the return to the 
productive operations of capital and labour;' and therefore 
he only treats of the proportions in which produce-minua
rent or profits + wages is divided between wages and profits. 
When he comes • to the question as to what determines the 
share of the labourer, or the proportion in which the com· 
modity or commodity's worth is divided between him and the 
capitalist: he say!:-. -

• Let us begin by mppooing that thore is any' number of eapi· 
taIi.ata with a oortoin quantity of food, row material, and inatrumonlll 

I Et-., 10' eel. pp. 11, 12; lid eel. pp. 'n, 28 ; 3d eel. pp. 'n, 28. 
• Ibid.. '" ed. p. 54 ; lid ed. P. 70; 3d eel. po 68, 

ohio.. • I .. lid and 3d ode. '. cerw..,· 
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or machinery; that there is also a certain number of labonrera; &nil 
that the proportion in which tha commodities produced is 1 divided 
between them has fixed itself at Bome particular point.' • 

Then assuming, after the ~lLIlIler of his generation[..,that 
wages per head depend on the proportion between labourers 
and capital, he shows that <wages '-that is, wages per head-:. 
• decline' if the labourers increase without any increase of 
capital. Apparently it doea not strike him that variations of 
absolute wages per head are not necessarily coincident with 
variations in the proportion of the produce fa.lling to wagesJ 
In the section on Wages he has ,nothing more to Sf1.y about 
the proportion fa.lling to wages, and yet early in the section 
on Profits, in the first and second editions, he remarks com
placently: (We have seen that the proportion of the shares 
between the capitalist and labourer depends upon the re
lative abundance of population and capital'· As he teaches 
that • capital has a less tendency than population to increase 
rapidly," we should in consequence naturally expect him to 
believe that the proportion which. falls to wages must de-. 
crease, or at any rate not increase, in the progress of 
society, but at the very end of his discussion of Distribu
tion he introduces, without warning, a new kind of • wages,' 
evidently suggested by Ricardo's money wages. This kind 
of wages increases, though the ordinary kind falIsJ When 
the price of corn rises owing to diminishing returns, 

I 

.• the coat of maintaining labour is Increased. A certain quantity of 
the necessaries of life most be coosumed bl the labonrer, whether
they coot little or much. When they coot more than they did before 
hie labour coots more than it did before; though the quantity of 
commodities which he consumes may remain precisely th. same. His 
wages, therefore, most be considered as rising, though his real reward 
may not be increased.'. 

In the- third edition he omitted this passage, and sub. 
stituted the word • regulation" for • proportion,' in the 

I In 2d a.ud 3d ada .• are. I 
I El_, lat ed. pp. 26, 26 ; 2d ed. p. 42 ; 3d eeL p. 42. -
I Ibid., lat ed. p. 67; 2d ed. p. 72-
• Above, P. 261. 
, /11_, 11' ed. P. 61; 2d ed. P. 79. _, 3dod. p. 7L 
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proposition that 'the proportion of < the shares between 
capitalist and labourer depends upon the relative abundance 
of population and capital.' 

LM'Culloch, like James Mill, looked on rent as somehow 
_outside the pale within whi<\h the economiSt moves. It is, 

he says, ' altogether extrinsic to the cost of production: appa
rently because' the circumstance of the landlords' consenting 
to give it up would no~ occasion any change in the produc
tiveness of indUstry, or any reduction in the price of raw 
produce: 1 So he does not consider the proportions in which 
the whole produce is divided between rent, wages, and profits, 
but only 'the proportion in whioh the -whole produce of 
industry under deduction of rent is divided between labourers 
and capitalists: I For Ricardo's' money wages' (money being 
Ulvariable in 'value ') he substitutes the more suggestive term 
'proportional wages.:!" which, as Malthus remarked, is a dis
tinct inlprovement.' It is perfectly obvious to hinl, and he 
explains ~t more plainly than Ricardo or James Mill, that if 
these wages rise, that is, if each average labourer gets a larger 
proportion of that part of the produce of his labour which is 
divided between him and the capitalist who employs him, all 
the labourers will get a larger proportion of that part of the 
whole produce which is divided between them and the capi
talists, and a smaller proportion of ~hat part of the produce 
will be left for the capitalists.5 Diminishing returns to agri
cultural industry will, he says, raise proportional wagea;; 
because 

• it is utterly impo88ible to go on increasing the coot of raw 
produ.e, the principal part of the subsisten.. of the labourer, by 
taking inferior land into cultivation, withont also increasing his 
wag.. A riaa of wages is Beldom indeed exactly coincident with. riaa 
in the price of necossari .. , but they can never I>e very far separated. 
The price of the necessari .. of life is, in fact, thl> cost of producing 
labour. The labourer cannot work if he is not .upplied with the 
meano of subsiaten~nd although II certain period, of varying extent, 
according to the circomstenceo of the conntry at the time, mUlt 
generally elapoe, when nOCOBl8ri .. are rising in price, before wag .. 

• Prindplu, p. 364. I Ibid., p. 36a. 
• Ibid., Pi'- 3Z/, 361, 362. • ~1OiI""'" P. 114-

• Priftt:iplu, pp. 864, 366. 
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tIl'8 proportionally augmented, such an augmentation mUBt certainly 
be brought .about in the end. 'I 

He does not attempt to explain the steps of the process 
by which the augmentation is brought about. 

On this question, 88 on many others, ~~n}or begins by 
exciting great hopes of a clear exposition, and then miserably 
disappoints these hopes :-

'Having given,' he saYB, 'a general outJine of the three great 
cia...... among whom all that is produced is distributed, and of the 
general laws which regulate the comparative value of different pro
ducts, we now proceed to consider the general laws which regulate 
the proportions in which landlords, capitalists, and labonn.rs ohare in 
tho general ciistribution, or. in other words, which regulate the pro
portions 'which rent, profit, and wages bear to one another.' I 

Immediately afterwards he h88 two chapters or sections 
headed' Causes on which the proportionate amount of rent 
depends: I and 'Proportionate amounts of profit and wages." 
The first of these tells us nothing whatever about the matter, 
except that ,the amount'-not even the 'proportionate 
amount '-of rent 

'is subject to ..JIO ,general mIe; it has neither a minimum nor a 
maximum. Tn a.penda on the degree in which nature has endowed 
certain instrument@ with pecnliar productive powe.., and the number 
of thoae instrumenta, compared with the number and wealth of the 
persons able and willing to hire them. ~ 

The second chapter tells us absolutely nothing about the 
'proportionate amounts of profit and wages.' The whole 
question, however, recurs under the heading of' Causes which 
divert labour from the production of commodities for the use 
of labouring families.' • Labour,' Senior says, • instead of 
being employed . in the production of wages, may be 
employed in the produ~tion of rent, taxation, or profit,' I 
and the proportion of the whole labour devoted to the 
production of each shere may be taken to be the I18me 88 the' 
proportion of the whole produce fulling to each share. But 
taxation may be regarded 88 a • mode of expenditure,' and 
rent 88 • something extrinsic: so that aJl that remains is to 

I l'rilI<ipIu, pp. 870, 880. .' P.lil1<ol .&'cotoomy, 8vo ed. p. 128. 
• ~, p. J.a6. • ~. P. 138. • ~. P. 180. 
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consider 'what decides the proportion of the shares' of 
labourers and capitalists :-

"../, The facls which decide in what proportions the capitalist and 
labourer share the common fund appear to be two: first, the general 
rate of profit in the country on the advance of capital for a given 
period; and secondly, the period which in each particular case hae 
elapsed between the advance of the capital and the receipt of the 
profit.' 1 " 

Senior arrives at this curious result by dint of treating"the 
capital on which profit is obtained as if it consisted entirely 
of wage-fund, a sum periodically 'advanced' ill payment 
of wages. If this were the case, what he says is so obviously 
true, that it is curious that he considered it n~ary to 
spend many pages in proving it. If the wage fund a; is 
advanced for a year, and the rate of profit is 10 per cent per 
annum, the 'common fund' to be divided annually will be 
equal to a; + ltr a;, and the labourers will receive M of the 
whole, and the" capitalists -ft. If the wage fund a; were 
advanced for only one-twelfth of a year, and the rate of profit 
was still 10 per cent, the 'common fund' to be divided 
monthly would be a; + (ltr a; x ..fi), and the labourers 
would get ill of the whole. If the wage-fund' were ad
vanced for a year, and the rate of profit were 20 per cent 
per annum, the 'common fund' to be divided annually 
would be a; + la;, and the labourers would receive. of the 
whole produce. In the course of his argument, Senior hap
pened to give an arithmetical example, in which an addition 
to fixed capital causes a larger proportion of the produce to 
fall to profits, and a smaller to wages,' but even this did not 
suggest to him that his theory was unsatisfactory. Yet it u 
obvious that as soon as the profit on capital other than wage
fund is taken into account, his proposition becomes mean· 
ingless . 
./ J. S. Mill tells us nothing about the proportions in which 
the whole produce is divided between rent, wages. and profit. 
About the proportions in which produce-mmtUl-rent is divided 
between profits and wages, he does say something, but as he 
proceeds on the assumption that the rate of profit and the 

• 1'. IBf. • 1',. Iva, IN. 
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capitalists' proportion of the produce are the ~e-'thmg, we 
have already dealt with his teachings on this subject in 
dealing with. variations of profits per cent.l . He probably 
agreed with Ricardo in believing that in the progress of, 
society rent and wages receive a larger, and profits a smaller 
proportion of the whole produce. 

,.,r § 2. DiMilmtitnJ. oj Wages a/T1UYfI{/ Workers. 

Supposing the causes which determine average wages to 
be known, it will clearly be of the greatest importance to 
know how the total income derived from labour is divided 
between the various workers. c.. Why does one worker get 
more and' another less than the average? The chief cause 
of difference is obviously the difference in industry and 
capacity. The lazy man &rid the fool will not generally earn 
as much as the industrious and the intelligent.j Upon so 
obvious a fact" economists have not thought it necessary to 
waste their time. Mor~b..scure Jl.l"Q .th.a 1:&IWlS •. oL!lifferences 
~f earnings betw!!en llers<mB.of...equslJxw.\l$'I. and so far 
as is known, equal original capacity, when engaged-in 
different occupations. 

The formal contention of Adam Smith's celebrated chapter 
. Of wages and profit in the different employments of labour 
and stock,' is thattwhere there is 'perfect liberty' the 
differences in the wages earned by equal amounts of labour 
and the differences in the profits gained by equal amounts 
of stock are caused by the fact that employments have 
other advantages and disadvantages besides the income 
obtained by theml and that it is the whole advantageousness 
of different smployments, not the income obtained from 
them, that anyone would naturally expect to be equal :-

"'The whole of the advantages and disadvantages of the di1I'erent 
employmente of labour and stock,' he says, • must, in the same 
neighbourhood, be either perfectly equal or continually tending to 
equality. H, in the same neighbourhood, there was any employment 
evidently either more or 1 ... advantageous than the rest, 80 many 
peeple would orowd into it in the one case, and 80 many wonld deeen 

, Abo .... pp. 2U8.aoe, 
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it in the other, that its advantages would soon return to the level of 
other'employments. This at least would be the case in a society 
where things were left to1011ow their natural course, where there wae 
perfect liberty, and where every man was perfectly free both to 
choose whet occupation he thought proper, and to change it as often 
as he thonght proper. 'Every man's interest would prompt him to 
seek the advantageons, and to ehnn the disadvantageons employ
menl'l 

Apart from differences-of wages and profit caused by , the 
policy of Europe, which nowhere leaves things at perfect 
liberty::pe says, the difference of pecuniary wages and profit 
obtained in different employments of labour and stock arises 
',from certain circumstances in the employments themselves, 
which either really, or at least in the imaginations of men, 
make up for a small pecuniary gain in some, and counter
balance a great one in others.' Of these, the five principal 
are, he says, so far as he has been able to observe: (1) the 
different agreeableness of different employments, (2) the dif
ferent cost of preparing persons to pursue them, (3) the 
different constancy of employment in them, (4) the different 
amount of trustworthiness required ,in them, and (5) the 
different, probability of success in them;; 

Interest in the examples with which Adam Smith illUs
trates these five circumstances has often blinded readers to 
his entire failure to show that ' perfect liberty' causes the 
whole advantages and disadvantages of the different employ
ments to be either equal or continually tending to equality. 
His fourth circumstance, 'the small or great trust which must 
be reposed in those who exercise' the different employments 
obviously has no business to be where he places it. It is no 
disadvantage to a man to have trust reposed in him, and 
Adam Smith makes no attempt to show that it is. He simply 
says that goldsmiths and jewellers earn high wages ' on 
account of the precious materials with which they are in
trusted: and that 

'We trust Ollr health to,the physician; our forrone, and aome
times our life and reputation to the lawyer and attorney. Soch 
eonfidcncs could not .. afely be reposed in people of a very mean Of 

1 Bk.. L ahaP.lL p.4II0. 
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low eonditioD. Their ... Ward must be such, the ... fo .... as may gIve 
them that rank in the society which 80 important a trust requires.' 1 

It is impossiblo.tO see any force in the 'must.' In several 
• other cases in the course of the ehapter. Adam Smith uses 

the same word. but in those cases he obviously has in his. 
mind the idea of the opening paragraph of the chapter. that 
'if in the same neighbourhood there was any employment. 
evidently either more or less advantageous than,the rest, so 
many people would crowd into it in the one case. &Ad so many 
would desert it in the other. that its advantages would soon 
return to the level of other employments: But that idea is 
quite inapplicable here. According to it,.the advantages of 
being a goldsmith or jeweller would soon be reduced by 
competition. arid so many people would become physicians 
and attorneys that they wo.uld cease to obtain' that rank in 
the society which so important a trust requires: 

Adam Smith's inclusion of this 'circumstance' thus 
practically amounts to an admission that ~ perfect freedom' 
to choose an occupation would not necessarily produce 
equality of advantages and disadvantages in all the different 
employments. That this • perfect freedom' does not produce 
equality of advantages and disadvantages, is known as a 
matter of fact to every one. We have attained in these days 
to almost perfect freedom in Adam Smith·s sense of the words. 
with regard to competition in different employments, and 
yet we have not nearly attained to equality of advantages 
and disadvantages. .Doubtless a man, whenever he has the 
choice, will prefer an occupation which is agreeable. easy to 
learn, and regular, and which offers a chance of obtaining 
great prizes, to one which is disagreeable. difficult to learn 
and irregular, and which offers no great prizes. But it does 
not follow. as a matter of fact, that pecuniary earnings only 
differ sufficiently to counterbalance the differences between 
the other advantages of the different occupations. Adam 
Smith says that if a long and expensive education or training 
was not looked upon by parents as a good investment for 
their sons, it would not be given, but this does not prove 
that the earnings of those who have re~eived this training 

I P.476. 
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only exceed the earnings of others by an amount necessary to 
replace the sum expended on their training, together with the 
ordinary profits. That the excess is more than this, is 
suggested in Adam Smith's own propositibn that it must be 
expected to replace the sum expended together with' at le!\St' 
the ordinary profits of an equally valuable capita.l.1 If the 
excess were only just a fair return on the capital expended, 
we should sometimes find parents in doubt whether to malte 
the investment or not, and sometimes find parents who 
deliberately thought better not to make the investment. 
But no one ever did hear of a parent who, having the power 
and the will to lay by a few hundred pounds for the benefit 
of his son, deliberately invested the amount in accumulative 
consols for him, and made him a bricklayer'8 labourer instead 
of using it to get him into some better paid employment. 

LRicardo mentions the subject of differences of wages in 
different employments only in order to say that the (act that 
some kinds of labour are 'more valuable' than others)' needs 
scarcely to be attended to' in comparing 'the value of the 
same commodity at different periods of time: since • it 
operates equally at both periods' : "-

'In speaking,' he says, 'of labour as being-the foundation of all 
value, and the relative quantity of labour as determining the relative 
value of commodities, I must not be snpposed to be inattentive to 
the different qualities of labour and the difficulty of comparing an 
hour's, or a day's labour, in one employment with the 88me duration 
of labour in another. The estimation in which different qualities of 
labour are held comes GOOn to be adjusted in the market with BI1ffieient 
precision for all practical purposes, and depends much.(IO the com
parative skill of the labourer and intensity of the labour performed. 
The scale, when on08 formed, is liable to little variation. If " day'. 
labour of a working jeweller be more valuable than a day'. labour of 
" common labourer, it hOI long ago been adjusted and placed in ita 
proper position in the .cale of value.'. 

The meaning of this appears to be tPat, somenow or other, 
there is more labour in a day's labour in the better paid 
employments than in the worse paid. This is the only inter
pretlLtion which will retain labour as • the foundation of all 

~ P. 46... • Pri"';plu, b' ed. p. 13; 3d ed. In W ... a, p. If. 
• l6i4., 1H ed. pp. 12,I3 I 3d ed. In H' ... .t.. pp. 14, IlS. 
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value: and it is confirmed by the fact that Ricardo quotes, in 
a footnote, a passage from Adam Smith in which occurs the 
sentence, 'There may be more labour in an hour's hard work 
than in two hours"easy business; or in an hour's application 
to a trade which it costs ten years' labour to learn, than in a 
month's industry at an ordinary and obvious employment.' 1 

Doubtless there' may be: but the ,question is rather '18 the. 
labour which brings in £1 a day eight times as much labour 
as the labour which brings in 2s. 6d. l' Ricardo's view, 
adopted by Ma.rx,' plays a part in the history of Socialism; in 
the history of Economics it is not important. 

Malthus, in his Political. E()()'YI()'Iny[}ays that differenoes 
of wages '~8.re accounted for in the easiest and most natural 
manner upon the principle o~ supply and de~an<Q:- ' 

(!.Superior artists are paid high on account of the scanty supply 
of such skill, whether occaaioned by unusual labour or uncommon ' 
geuius, or both. Lawyers, ... a body, are riot well remunerated, 
because the prevalence of other motives besides mere gain crowds the 
profession with candidstes, and the Bupply is not regulated by the 
cost of the education;r 

He disapproves of Adllm Smith's proposition that' if one 
species of labour requires an uncommon degree of dexterity 
and ingenuity, the est/J/l71l, which men have for such talents 
will give a value to their produce superior to what would be 
due to the time employed about it." . 

J,amWl.lIil.!. true to his principle of excluding, so far as 
possible, everything of human interest from his work, tells us, 
nothing aboht the causes of differences of wages, C.M'Culloch, 
in the section which he inconsistently heads' Equality of the 
wages of labour in different employments: • professes to show 
that 'the discrepancies that actua.lIy obtain in the rate of 
wages are all confined within certain limits-increasing or 
diminishing it only so far as may be necessary fully to 
equalise the unfavourable or favourable circumstances attend. 
ing any employment:')' but he does little more than 'luote 

1 The _ is in w..w. qf Natw..., p. 14 II, Bk. L ch. 1'. (not Db. L .. 

Ricardo ")'I in all his three oditi0D8). 
I See Oapital (trr.naI. by S. Moore ""d E. Aveling, 1887), voL i. pp. 11 .. 12-
• pp. 2«, 2411. • From lI'eallA qf Nat;.,.., Bk. I. oh. vL p. 220. 
• l'n ... J'I ... p. lIW. • Ibid., p. 230. 
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Adam Smith~s five circumstances. As to trustworthiness he 
merely copies Adam Smith's words, /tnd makes no comment 
and no attempt to show that trust is a disadvantage which 
must be counterbalanced by high wages. As to the fifth 
circumstance-the probability or improbability of success in 
an employment-he _fails to understand Adam Smith's 
position. Adam Smith said that if any employment were 
',evidently' more or less advantageous than the rest, people 
would ei~ crowd into it or shun it, till its advantages 
returned to the ordinary level, and he put forward his five 
circumstances as things 'which either really or at least in the 
imaginations of men: counterbalance differences of pecuniary 
wages. He believed that the generally ill'grounded hope of 
obtaining the great prizes of professions like the law or the 
army, was a circumstance which' in the imaginations of men' 
counterbalanced low pecuniary wages. M'Culloch having 
omitted the proviso, 'either really or at least in the imagina
tions of men: ought to have maintained that the real advan
tages of such professions are no less than the real advantages 
of other professions, but instead of doing so he follows Adam 
Smith in attem~ting to show that their real advantages are less. 

S~~or, who says that his 'remarks will be chiefly & com
mentary on those of Adam Smith,' I takes Adam Smith's five 
circuinstances one by one, and makes a number of acute and 
interesting observations on their influence. He docs not, how
ever, make any attempt to improve t~ general theory of the 
subject. ~lLkelield seems to have been quite right when he 

: said, in 1843, that Adam Smi!Jl'B chapter on differences of 
wages and profits • is· allowed on all hands to be free from 
error, and to contain, even now, the only complete account of 
the subject to which it relates.'· Dissatisfaction was first 
expressed by J. S.J.rw.:- -
-~·~-A-';';U-kJ:,oWD and very popular chapter of Adam I;Imith,' he &aid 
in Ilia lim edition, • containa the beat exposition ret given of thia 
portion of the anbject. I cannot indead think Ilia treatment 10 

complete and exhaustive as it has oometimea been cousidered j but II 
far 88 it goea Ilia anal7"is is on the whole ancceosfuL' a 

• Polilical s-" 8vo ocL Po 000 
• In IWo oclliiOD of &he WoolIA oJ N-. YoL L p. J'l8. 
• prito<iplu, Bk. IL cb.. dY. II, yoL L p. 463. 
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In a later edition he altered 'on the whole sUCQeasfu],' to 
the less favoura.ble • tolerably successful' !(.He accepts Adam 
Smith's views With regard to the first, third, &nd fifth of the 
five circumstances, but with regard. to the other two-trust
worthiness &nd expense of tr~g-he points out that there 
is II real inequality of all the adv&ntages &nd disadv&ntages of 
the different employments: The superior wages earned in 
positions of trust are, he says, -

• not II compensation for disadvantages inherent in the employment, 
but an 'extra advantage; II kind of monopoly price, the effect not' of 
II legal, but of what hae been termed a natural monopoly. If all 
labourers were trustworthy, it would not be· necessary to give extra ' 
pay to working goldsmiths on account of the trnst.) The degree of 
integrity required being supposed to be uncommon, those who oan 
make it appear that they poBB<IBB it are able·to takudvantage of the' 
peculiarity, and obtain higher pay in proportio,,: to ita rarity.' I 

'1/ As regards the expense nec'essary in order to acquire pro
ficiency in II skilled employment, he says that Adam Smith's 
principles account for &n excess of earnings in the skilled 
employment· sufficient to repay the expense with interest, but 
for nothing more, whereas -

• there ill a natural monopoly in favour of akilled labourers' e.gainet 
tha unskilled which makes the difference of reward exceed, 8Ome. 
times in a manifold proportion, what ill su1licient merely to equaliea 
their advantsgee.1 If unskilled labourers had it in their power to 
oompete with skilled by merely taking the trouble of learning the 
trade, the difference of wages could not exceed whnt would compen
sate them for that trouble at the ordinary rate at which labour ill 
remunerated. But the fact that a course of instruction is required of 
even a low degree of oostHn ..... or that the labourer must b6 uiain
tained for a considerable time from other 8ourcea, su1licea everywhere 
to exclude the greet body of the labouring people from the poasibility 
of any such competition." . 

../ Com petition is still more restricted, he adds, by the 
fact that into some employments, • such as what are called 

1 People'. ad. p. 233 c:a. 
• Principlu, Bi<. no chap. xiv. • 2, l.t 00. veL L P. 469; People'. ed. 

p. 236 b. 
• lbi4. lot ed. voL L pp. 460, (61; People'. ed. p. 237 ... reo.cIiDg • mijrht' 

for' could ' in lin, CL 
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the libera.1 professions: • a person of what is considered too 
Iowa class of society is not easily admitted, and if admitted 
.does not easily succeed.' 

'So complete, indeed,' he concludea, • has hitherto been the 
separation, 80 strongly marked the line of demarcation, between the 
different grad .. of labonrers, as to be almoot equivalent to 811 heredi
tary distinction of coste. 'I 

He expected these lines of demarcation to be broken 
through in the near future, owing to • the changes: which he 
looked on as • now so rapidly taking place in usages and ideas: 

, and • the general relllJlation of conventional barriers: together 
with 'the increased facilities of education which already are, 
and will be in a much greater degree, brought within the 
reach of alL' 

§ 3. Diettribu~ of Profits atmO'fI,(J Oapif.aUst& 

C IT'he proportions in which the total profits made in a 
country are divided among the various capitalists must 
obviously depend chiefly on the proportions in which the 
total capital is divided among the various capitalisW With 
ordinary care and judgment, a millionaire will always make 
a larger income in an average year than a man whose capital 
is £100. \ The economists of our period, however, devoted 
little or nb attention to the causes which determine the dis
tribution of the capital of a country among its various holders.) 
IT'hey made no comprehensive inquiry into the causes which 
lead to one man having £l,OOO,OOO'and another £100. Even 
J. S. Mill, when making drastic proposals for preventing the 
transmission of large fortunes from the dead to the living, 
offered no generalisatio_ns as to the accretion and subdivision 
of these fortunes." Consequently, the history of the theory of 
the distribution of profits among capitalists is practically 
confined to a history of generalisations about the causes 
which make equal capitals sometimes yield different profits, 
~ven when both are managed with average skill and judgment. 

• Prindplu, 1st ed. veL L p. 462; People'. eo!. p. 238 ... 
I Ibid. Bit. D. oh. II. II 3. 4, I"' eo!. vol L pp. 268-268; People'. ed. 

pp. 136-140. 
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Adam Smith, in a passage which we have already had 
occl¥lion to quote,' asserts that free competition tendS to 
equalise the real or supposed advantages and disadvantages of 

,all the different employments of capital, as well as those of 
all the different employments of labour. But of the five cir
cumstances which cause ~quality of advantages in different 
employments of labour to be consistent with inequality of 
pecuniary earnings, he thinks only two have the same' effect 
with regard to the employments of capital and pecuniary pro
fits. C Of the five circumstances,' he says, 'which vary the 
wages of labour, two only affect the profits of stock: the 
agreeableness or disagreeableness of the business, and the 
risk or security with which it is attended.' There is not 
much difference, he adds, in the agreeableness of different 
employments of capital, and 'the ordinary profit of stock, 
though it rises with the risk; does not always seem to rise in 
proportion to'it.'·- Consequently there is less difference' 
between the average and ordinary rate of profit in the different 
employments of stock than there is between the a.verage 
pecuniary wages of different kinds of labour. The enormous 
apparent difference in the rates of profit 'is generally a 
deception, arising from our not alwaylJ distinguishing what 
ought to be' considered as wages from what ought to be 
considered as profits.':! He rather forgets this when he 
gives the high profits of inn-keeping as an exa.mple of 
pecuniary profits being high in order to compensate for the 
disagreeableness of an employment of stock. It is surely the 
part of the inn-keeper's income which 'ought to be considered 
as wages: that is high in consequence of his being 'exposed 
to the brutality of every drunkard.' I As to the fact, however, 
that the rate of profit will be somewhat higher in the employ-' 
ments which require the capitalist to submi~ to some Ws
agreeable or disgraceful incidents there can be no doubt, 
As to the effect of risk, Adam Smith held that in order to 

, Above, pp. 359, 360. • Bk. I. cbap. z. p. 50 b 
• P. 46",. It is doubtful, of course, whether t in the imagination of men'''' 

publican'. busineas is a disagreeable and discreditable one, as .b.dam Smith 
-supposed it to be. The .upply of publican8 is probably not 10 much diminished 
by the existence of people who think the buameu disagreeable and disoredit· 
able, &.8 it ia increased bl the existeuce of thOle who tbink it agreeable and 
oredimb!. 
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equa.lisa the advantages of different employments of stock, 
the av:erage of profits in risky employments should exeeed 
the average in safer employments by some definite amount 
which he considered • sufficient to compensate the risk: but 
the magnitude of which he does not succeed in IIxplaining 
satu.factorily. • To compensate' the risk, he says, • completely, 
the common returns ought, over and above the ordinary 
profits of stock, not only to make up for all occasiona.llosses, 
but to afford a surplus profit to the adventurers, of the same 
nature with the profit of insurers: 1 /It is far from clear why 
this extra profit should be • of the same nature with the pro- . 
fit of insurers: and Adam Smith certainly does not prove 
that either no surplus profit, 'or an insufficient surplus profit, 
is obtained by remarking, • but if the common returns were 
sufficient for all this, bankruptcies would not be more 
frequent in these than in other trades.' Obviously, in a very 
risky kind of business a somewhat higher average rate of 
profit will not prevent bankruptcy being more frequent than 
in a safe and steadygoing one. As a matter of fact, it is 
extremely doubtful whether, as a general rn1e, the ordinary 
rate of profit, if by this be meant the average rate after 
t~ all losses into account, does rise 'more or less with the 
risk: \ It may very plausibly be contended that on the whole 
the niore speculative investments of capital yield a less 
return than the sater investments. , 

.A,dam Stnith's doctrine of the dqualising effects of com
petition on the profits gained in different employments is so 
simple and obvious, that it received little or no development 
during the period with which we are concerned. Even his 
slight confusion about 'insurers profit' resppears again and 
again in the works of subsequent writers. Jd'(''ulloch tells us 
that a gunpowder manufacturer' must obtain as much profit 
over and above the profit obtained in the securest businesses, 88 

will suffice to guarantee or i1l8Wl"B his capital from the extraor
dinary risk to which it is exposed in a business of such extreme 
hazard.'s Now if gunpowder manufacturers conld insure 
their capital, the gunpowder-making trade would be a secure 
business, and all that would be required to attract su.fficien~ 

• Bk. L c:.bap. z. p:1iO 6. I~p.-
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capitalists to it would be that it should bring in ordinary 
profits after pa.ying the insurance premiums. But if there 
a.re no gunpowder manufacturers' insurance compa.nies willing 
to take the risk, 80 that the manufacturer cannot insure-his 
capital, it is quite an open qU8$tion whether ordinary profits, 
plus such an amount as would suffice to insure the capital if 
it could be insured, will attract capitalists into the business. 
Seuior put forward a very acute theory to the effect that the 
human <imagination exaggerates the probability both of very 
great gains and of very great losses, 80 that the average of 
profits in employment!! which (like a lottery) offer the chance 
of enormous gain without the prospect of ruinous loss, would 
be lower than the average in the safest employments, while, 
on the other hand, the average of profits in employments 
which, like gunpowder-making, offer the chance of ruinous 
loss without the prospect of enormous gain, would be higher.' 
J.S. Mill saYSl-

'In BUch points 88 this much depends ~n the charactsra of nations, 
according 88 they partake more or leas of the adventurons, or, 88 it is 
cal.led when the intsntion is to blame it, the gambling Bpirit. This 
Bpirit is much stronger in the Unitsd Ststss then in meat Britain i 
end in Great Britain then in any llOuntry of the Continent. In Bome 
Continental countries the tsndency is BO much the reverse thet safe 
and quiet employments probably yield .. less average profit to the, 
capital engaged in them than those which, at the price of great\lr 
hazards, offer greats. gains.' • 

§ 4. 1Ji8t'l'ibution of Rents OITM'TI.(} LandltYrd&. 
Just as the distribution of the capital of a ~try among 

the capitalists is the first factor in determining the propor
tions in which the total profits a.re divided among the capi
talists, 80 the distribution of the land of a country among the 
landowners ,must be the first factor in determining the pro
portions in which the aggregate rental is divided among the 
landowners. We ask first how many 1LCres a man possesses, 
and secondly how much rent -does he get from an acta. It 
is strange how little attention the economists who preceded 
J. S. Mill devoted to this subject. Malthus, indeed, wrote a 

I PoIiti<alll'''"''''''II, 8vo eel. pp. 213-216. 
• .l'rinciplu, Ilk. n. ch. %T. ,4, lot eel. ToL i. p. 489; People'. eel. p. 251 ... 

2A. 
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section in hisPoUtical EcO'1IQYny on the effects upon production 
of the land of a country being held by a small or a numerous 
body of owners, 'from which we CIIJl gather that he believed 
that 'over almost all Europe a most unequal and vicious 
division of la.nded property was established during the feudal 
times: and that this had been' protected and perpetuated' by 
certain laws which had in some countries 'been rendered 
comparatively inefficient' 'by the aids of commerce and manu
factures: 1 though what exactly this means is not very appa
rent. He had no doubt that the new French law of succes
sion, compelling nearly equal division among children, would 
have the effect of subdividing the land, and looked on it as 
'a. fea.rfuJ. experiment' I regarded as a. permanent institution, 
although it might ha.ve been useful if it could have been put 
in opera.tion only for a limited period. But beyond this 
there is little to be found in the great econo~ts of the 
time. They probably a.greed with Mal thus in ascribing the 
·very unequal distribution of landed property to the original 
division made • during feudal times: and ever since ma.in
ta.ined by the law and custom of primogeniture. l They did 
not a.ttempt to generalise a.s' to the ca.uses which influence 
th!l aggregation and subdivision of la.nded property.) 

With regard, however, to the seeond factor which deter
mines the distribution of rent, the different value of different 
areas of land, there is a very considera.ble masS of genera.1isa.
tion. It is a mass, too, the importance of which has been 
much exa.ggera.ted. 

Though Adam Smith's opinions as to the ca.use or origin 
of rent a.ppear to ha.ve been somewhat confused," he wa.s clear 
enough a.s to the ca.uses which enable some la.nd to bea.r a 
heavier rent than other la.nd. The rent of any la.nd wa.s, 
as a rule, he sa.w, the surplus of produce left after pa.ying the 
expenses of cultivation and the ordina.ry profits upon the 
capital employed.<· Land on which this surplus was large 
would yield a large rent, and la.nd on which it was small 
would yield a. small rent:-

• The rent of land,' M eay&, • not only ""ri.. with ita fertility, 
whatever be ita produce, but with ita Jituation, whatever be ita fertility. 

1 P.42II. I P.4.'l3. 
• Abo •• pp. 210·220. • Bk. L cb. ld. p. 00 .. 
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Land in the neighbourhood of II town gives·a greater rent than land 
equally fertile in II distant part of the conntry. Though it may coot 
no more labour to cultivate the one than the other, it must always 
coot more to bring the produce of the distant land to market. . -A 
greater quantity of labour, therefore, mU81l be maintained out of it; 
and the anrplus, from which are drawn both the profit of the farmer 
and the rent of the landlord, must b. diminish.d. But in remote 
parte of the eonntry the rate of profits, aa baa alr.ady b •• n shown, is 

- generally high.r than in the n.ighbourhood of a large toWlL A 
smaller proportion of the diminished surplus, therefore, must belong 
to ihelandlord.' 1 • 

It is evident that Adam Smith believed that in the 
absence of local variations in the rate of profit (a.nd we may 
suppose in the absence of local variations in wages a.nd the 
cost of all articles necessary for cultivation), the differences 
between the rent of various acres of land are determined by 
the differences between their fertility and adva.ntages of 
situation. Granting certain assumptions, such as that skill 
and the supply of capital are equally distributed over the 
country, nothing can be more obvious or more in accorda.nce 
with common sense. 

The bra.nch of the • Ricardian theory of rent' whiGh 
:elates to the differences between the rent of various acres of 
land at the same time was perforce based on the same idea.. 
It made the idea more definite by insisting on the possi
bility of cultivated land yielding no rent, and it attempted 
to illustrate the matter Py numerical examples and mathe
matical statements which are often misleading. James 
Anderson anticipated it in the following passage, taken. from 
his Inqwitry into the Natwrs of the 00'1'11; Law8, with, a vUw 
to the 'neW 00'1'11; Bill proposed, fO't' Scotland, which was 
published at Edinburgh in 1777:-

• In .v.ry conntry th.re is a variety of soils, cllif.riog consid.rably 
from on. another in point of fertility. Thes. w •• hall at present 
euppos. arrenged into clliferent claaaes, which w. shall denote by the 
lotte .. A, B, C, D, E, F, etc., the claaa A oompreh.nding the Bails of 
the greatest fertility, and the other lette .. exprOBBiDg cllif.rent claaa .. 
of soils gradually decreasing in fertility ... you reoed. from the firat. 
Now, as the .'1"lDBO of cultivatiDg the l .... t f.rtil. Boil is aa great, or 

I Bk. L ch. xi. p. 676. 
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greater, than that of the moat fertile field, it neceuarily follows that 
If an equal quantitr of com, the produce of each field, can be sold at 
the same price, tha profit on cultivating the moat fertile soil mUlt be 
much grsater than that of cultivating the others j and as this con
tinu .. to decrease as the sterility increases, it mUlt at length happen 
that the expense-of cultivating some of the inferior claaaes will equaJ 
the value of the whole produce. 

, This being premieed, let DB suppose that the class F includes all 
those fields whose produce in oatm .. ~ if sold at 140. per bol~ would 
be jUlt sufficient to pay the expense of cultivating them, without 
affording any rent at all: that the class E comprehended those fields 
whose produce, if sold at 13.. per boll, would free the charges 
Withont affording any rent j and that in like manner the classes D, 
C,- B and A consieted of fields whose produce, if sold respectively at 
12,11, 10 and 9 shillings per boll, would uactly pay the charge of 
culture without any rent. 

'Let DB now suppose that all the inhabitante of the conntry where 
such fields are placed could be sustained by the produce of the first 
four classes, viz. A, B, C, and D. It ie plain thet if the average selling 
price of oatmeal in that country was 12 .. per boll, those who poaaeea 
the fields D could jUlt aft'ord to cultivate them, withont paying any 
reut at all j so that if there were no other produce of the fields that 
could be reared at a smaller expense than com, the farmer could 
afford no rent whatever to the proprietor for them. And if so, no 
rente could be afforded for the fields E and F j nor could the ntmost 
avarice of the proprietor in thie case extort a reDt for them. In these 
circumstances, however, it is obvioDB that the farmer who posseesed 
the fields in the class C could pay the expense of cultivating them, 
and also afford to the proprietor a rent equaJ to 1 .. for every boll 
of their produce; and in like manner, the poeaeaaors of the fields 
B and A could dord a rent equaJ to 2 and 3 shillinga per boll of 
their produce respectively. Nor wonld the proprietors of these fields 
&nil any difficulty in obtaining these reull j because farme.., finding 
they could live equaJly well npon such soiIa, though paying theae 
rente, as they could upon the fi.lds D, without paying any rent at 
all, would be equally willing to take the one as the other.' I 

I The panag. OOCIIlIIin a Ioug footDote to p. 4.5 of the 1"'J"irr- .& pan 
01 the DOte ..... reprinted by M 'Colloeb ill his edition of tbe 11'_ ./ 
Nalitnu, P. 4.53, in hia LiWat ... of PolUiul ~ (1846), pp. 68-70, 
&Dei in Overetooo'. _ 'l'rtu:U, • _Uaa .... ' voL (1859), pp. 321-325. 
AndO ... D·. mticipatioD of portioular poiIlte iD the Ricardiaa tbeory (_ 
abcwe, pp. 220, 221) most not be mlot&ken for ...... ticipt.tion of the ... bol. 
thoory. All .... bavo already _ (above, pp. 14.5, 148), b .......... of th_ 
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This passage does not give any formula for determining 
the rents of different acres of land. The fOrmula which it 
does give is this l-

The rent paid in respect of any particular boll 'is 'equal 
to the difference between the expense of raising the 
most expensive boll raised and the expense of raising 
that boll 

We are told that when the IIl\lst expensive bolt"costs 12s. 
to raise, the rent paid for fields belonging to the class A, on 
which bolls can be raised for 9s., will be 3s. per boll, and the 
rent paid for fields of class B 2s. per boll, and for fields of 
class C Is. per boll, but we are not told how many bolls will 
be raised from an acre of land belonging to the alasses A, B, 
and C. If an equal number of bolls were raised from an 
acre of A., B, and C, the rents per acre would follow the same 
scale as the rents per boll, but Anderson does not say that an 

. equal number of bolls are raised on equal areas of A, B, and 
C, and the supposition is contrary to probability.' But if an 
unequal number of bolls are raised from equal areas of A, B, 
and C, the rent per acre of 4, B, and C will follow a different 
scale from the ,rent per boll I If, for example, the produce of 
A is 16 bolls per acre, that of B 12 bolls, and that of C 8 bolls, 
the rents per acre will be for A 48s., for B 248., and for C 8s., 
while if the produce per acre,is on A 4 bolls, on B 8 bolls, 
and on C 12 bolls, the rents per acre will be for A 12s., for B 
16s., and for C 12s. All sorts of scales are obviously possible, 
whatever the 'probabilities may be. , 

(In Ricardo rent is never calculated by the acre, but always 
by the amount of • capital' by which it is supposed to be pro
duced. ) This is Anderson's method simply turned round. ,If 
Ricar~ had been obliged to take Anderson's numerical ex
ample, instead of eaying that the rent for class A would be 3s. 

enthusiastio agrioulturist. who believe not in diminiBhiDg return., but in 
indefinitely inoreaaing returna, The longeet of M 'CUUOCh'8 extraota (that in 
Btled TnIcto) stopa jaat Ihort of a passage which would have IhOWD that 
Anderson was wtiting in faV011l' of foroing the inferior soils into cultivation 
by protectionist meuoJ.l'el, in the expeotation of mHing them eventuiUly as 
produotlve &I tho luporior. If he had lived to 1815 he would maat oortaioly 
have been ODe of Ricardo'. moet vigorous OPPODeDta (see 8specia.lly RacreG
..... for Aug. 1801, vol .... pp. 4034(8). 
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per boll, for B, 2s. per boll, and for C Is. per boll, he would 
have said that the rent paid in respect of a capital of 128. 
would be I boll on class A, I boll on class B, and ft boll on 
class. C. He certainly does not commit himself to the idea 
that the same amount of capital will be laid out on equal 
areas of the three classes of land, and the fact that he ex
pressly contemplates the probability of the amount laid out 
on the better classes increasing at the! same time as cultiva
tion is extended to the inferior classes, is almost incompatible 
with any such assumption having been latent in his mind 
Consequently, he does not, any more than Anderson, provide 
a forinula for the determination of the rents of different acres 
of land His formula is only 

The rent paid in respect of a particular capital is equal to 
the difference between the return to that capital and 
the return to an equal capital employed with the least 
return for which it is profitable to employ capital 

As he expresses it himself, 'rent is always the difference 
between the produce obtained 'by the employment of two 
equal quantities of capital and labour.' 1 As to the extent of 
the areas on which the two "equal quantities are employed he 
eays nothing. 

West, however, had been less prudent. In the numerical 
example with which he illustrates his theory of diminishing 
returns, the areas of land which yield smaller and smaller 
returns to 'a given capital, say .£100: each consist of ten 
acres." Consequently, unlike Anderson and Ricardo, he 
arrives at the rent of the different acres, as well as the rent 
paid in respect of a given produce or a given expense. 
His first ten acres 'pay to the landlord £10 as rent, the 
next ten acres £9, and 80 on.' Now, supposing that equal 
areas of different qualities of land were actually cultivated 
with equal' capitals: the formula for the determination of the 
rent of different,acres of land would be 

The rent of any particular acre of land is equal to the 
excess of its gross produce over that of the least pro
ductive acre in cultivation. 

\ This, &II an account of existing facts, is obviously absurd, 
J Principlu, lot eel. p. 1l7; 3d eel. In Wort., p. n. 
o See above, PI' 317, 318. 
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and the reason is that equal areas of different qualities of, 
land a.re not cultivated with equal capita.Is. One acre is the 
hundredth part of the grazing ground of a goat, another is 
the site of the Bank of England. The capital employed on 
the first is a few pen~C) the capital employed oq the second 
is many million poun",,\. Even in the case of land devoted 
to the production of corn, to which West seems to have 
confined his attention, the supposition of equal capitals being 
employed on equal areas is inadmissiblel Thus, while. the 
formula deduced from the theory of Anjlerson and Ricardo 
is correct, but gives us no information witl1regard to thO' 
rent of land, the formula deducect from West's theory gives 
us information which is incorrect. 

James Mill seems to have endeavoured to find a formula 
which would give the information which West attempted to 
give without adopting his erroneous assumption that equal 
areas a.re cultivated with equal capita.Is. After explaining the 
effect of diminishing returns, he says :-

, We may thus obtain a general expression for Rent. In applying 
capita! either to lands of various deStees of fertility, or i.u sucoessive 
doses to the esme land, 80me portions of tha capita! 80 employed are 
attended with .. greater produce, some with a less; That which 

• yields the least, yields ail that is neoeesary for reimbursing and reward
ing the capitelist. The capitalist will receive no more than this 
remuneration for any portion of the capita! whioh he employs, because' 
the competition of others will prevent him. All that is yielded above 
this remuneration the landlord will be able to appropriate. Rent, 
therefore, is the differenes between the return yielded to that portion 
of the capita! which is employed upon the land with the least e1I'eot, 
and that which is yielded to all the other portions employed upon it 
with a greater e1I'eot. , 

, Taking for illustration the three stages mentioned above, of ten 
quarters, eight quarters, and six quarters, we perceive that rent is the 
difference between six quarters and eight quarters for the capita! 
which yields only eight qua1't!>rs; the differenes between six quarters 
and ten quarters for the portion of capita! which yields ten quarters; 
and if three doses of capital, one yielding ten, and another eight, and 
another six quarters, are applied to the same portion of land, ita rent 
will be four quarters for dose No.1, and two quarters for dose No. 
2, making together six quarters for the whol .. ' 1 

I ElcmenII, lot.d. pp. 17, 18. 
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There IS considerable awkwardness in the wording of the 
proposition, 'rent is the difference between the return yielded 
to that portion of the capital which is employed upon the 
land with the least effect and that which is yielded to all the 
other portions employed upon it with a greater effect.' James 
Mill himself was evidently dissatisfied with it, for in his second 
edition he altered it to ' rent is that part of the return made 
to the more productive portions of capital, by which it exceeds 
the return made to the least productive portion: 1 and in his 
third edition he altered this to, ' rent is ·the difference between 
the return made to the more productive portions, and that 
which is made to the least productive. portion; of capital 
employed upon the land,'· His third version is perhaps the 
least satisfactory of the t11ree, but it is plain that he had a 
perfectly clear idea of the matter, though .he found difficulty 
in expressing it. He saw that the number of doses applied 
must be taken into account, and his formula may be said 
to be-

The rent of any acre of land is equal to the sum of the 
differences between the return to each of the various 
doses of capital applied to it, and the return to the 
least productive dose applied to it or any other land. 

If we understand the terms rent, doses of capital, and 
returns in the sel)Ses in which James Mill understood them, 
this is correct enough. It may be doubted, however, whether, 
if Adam Smith had lived to the age of ninety-eight, he would 
have looked on it as adding very much to his own theory 
that the rent of any farm is equal to the surplus of produce 
left after paying the expenses of cultivation and the ordinary 
profits on the capital employed. 

It may, of course, be objected that, under James Mill's 
formula, land which he agreed with Anderson and Ricardo in 
regarding as of the second degree of fertility may yield a 
larger rent per acre than land of the first degree. Their land 
of the first degree. is land which yields the largest return to 
the first 'dose' of capital, irrespective of its return to subse
quent doses. Now on land of the second degree, though the 
return to the first dose is less, the returns to the subsequent 
doses may make up for this. For example, if on 30 acres of 

. I Bi_, 2decl. p.'A '1l>id., Bdecl. JJ. 33. 
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land No. I, the first dose of capital, represented by 10 men's 
labour, yielded 180 quarters, the second dose 170, the third 
160, and the fourth 150; while on 30 acres of land No.2 the 
first dose yielded 170 quarters, the second 165, the third 162, 
the fourth 160, the fifth ISS, the sixth 152; and the seventh 
150; then, supposing 150 to be the return to the least pro
ductive dose applied, the rent of 30 acres of land No.1 would 
be 30+20+10=60, while the rent of No.2 would be 20+15 
+12+10+5+2=64.. Modem economiSts have met the 
objection by abandoning the attempt to arrange lands in a 
scale of fertility which shall remain valid, whatever be the 
quantity of produce required. 1 , 

Subsequent writers were by no means always so careful as 
James Mill to make it plain that the surplUs produce of the 
later doses of capital, as well as the first, must be brought into 
account in determining the rents of different acres. M'CulIoch 
rashly says:-

'When recourse had been had to these inferior lands, the com 
rent of those ihat are superior would plainlyoe equal to the differ
euce between the amonnt of the produce obtained from them and the 
amount of the produce ob)ained from the worst quality uuder cultive,. 
tion." ' 

The meaning which any ordinary',reader, unacquainted 
with the history of the subjeCt, would attach to these words 
would b. that the com rent per acre of the superior lands 
would be equal to the difference between' their produce per 
acre and the produce per acre of the worst quality of land 
under cultivation. This is obviously untrue, unless we make 
with West the absurd supposition that all acres are cultivated 
with equal capitals. The idea which M'Cullocb had in his 
mind was no doubt the Ricardian one, that the rent paid in 
respect of a given amount of capital employed on the superior 
lands would be equal to the difference between the amount of 
the produce obtained by it and the amount of .the produce 
obtained by an equal amount of capital employed on the worst 

1 See Marah&1l, Pnnciplu of EconomiCl. 4th ed. p. 234, 'A mere increase 
in the demand for produce may invert the order in which two adjacent pieces 
of land rank .. regards fertility.' ' 

• Priflciplu, p. 267. 
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quality of land under cultivation. It was too much, however, 
to ask readers to supply all this. 
- J. S. Mill was an even worse offender. For a summary of 
the third section of his chapter' Of Rent' he says in his Con
tents, 'The rent of. land consists of the excess of its return 
above the retum to the worst land in cultivation.' 1 This 
might be taken as merely the ordinary inaccuracy of npid 
epitomising, but the section itself opens thus:-

'If then, of the land in cnltivation, the part; which yielda I ... , 
return to the labour and capital employed on it gives only the ordi
nary profit of capital without leaving anything for rent, a standard ill 
afforded for estimating the amount of rent which will be yielded by 
all other land. Any land yielda just 88 much more than the ordinary 
profits of etock, 88 it yielda more then what ill returned by the worst 
land in cnltivation. The surplus ill what the farmer can afford to 
pay 88 rent to the landlord; and since, if he did not so pay it, he 
wonld receive more than the ordinary rate of profit, the competition 
of other capitelists, that competition which eqnalises the profits of 
ditferent capitals, will enable the landlord to appropriate it-'· 

Obviously if • any land' is to mean any acre of land, and 
if the worst land in cultivation is to mean an acre of the 
worst land in cultivation, we require the assumption that all 
acres of land are cultivated with equal capitals, in order to 
make it true that • any land yields just as much more than 
the ordinary profits of stock as it yields more than the worst 
land in cultivation.' Hitherto, however, Mill has said nothing 
about the amount of capital employed. He proceeds l-

• The rent, ther8fore, which any land will yield iI the excess of 
ita prodnce beyond what wonld he retnmed to the lame capital if 
employed OD the worst land in cnItivation.' 

It would require an enormous straining of words to inter
pret this to mean • The rent which an indefinite amount of 
any land will yield is the excess of its produce beyond what 
would be retumed to the SIL!Ile capital if employed on a not 
necessarily equal area of the worst land in cultivation,' and 
something of this kind is needed to make it true. 

I PriRdpl .. , hModing of BJr. u. .... m 181D Coutente. 
• Ibid., In eeL wL L PI' 499, GOO; peop .... eeL p. !l67. 



CHAPTER lX 

GENERAL REVIEW: POLlTIOS AND ECONomos 

§ 1~ U'Matisfcwtrwy character of ~ th,eQries of prodtu2tW'1/, . 
and disflrib-uticm. regO/l'ded from a pwrely scientific -
point of mew. ) 

l WHEN ~e look back after the lapse of another eventful 
half-century upon the theories of production and distribu

-tion-elaborated by English economists between 1776 and 
1848, it is not very easy to understand the a.dmiration which 
was once felt for the progress made ll.uring that period. 

- As we have seen,' Adam Smith declared in his 'Introduc
tion and Plan' ~at the per capita amount of a nation's 
annual produce is regulated, first, by the skill, dexterity, and 
judgment with which its labour is directed} and, ~econdly, 
by the proportion between the number of workers and the 
number of non-workers:, (The proposition, though incom
plete, shows a perfectly clear conception of what is required 
in a theory of production.) (All that later economists were 
required to do was to add what was omitted, and to trace the 
inlmedi-ate causes, as far as possible, to their origin! Instead, 
however, of grappling with this task, they allowed the sub
ject of production to be split up by the unlucky invention of 
the three requisites or agenbs. So in the First Book of Mill's 
Principles, which was long the -most systematic treatise on 
Production extant, we find the first six chapters devoted to a 
• general survey of the requisites of production' before' the 
second great question in political economy, on what the degree 
of productiveness of these agents depends:1 is reached. IThen, 
for two or three chapters, 14ill restores unity to the s~bject 

1 Above, p. 38. 
I Bk. L ell. TIl. 11; I" ed. voL L p. liD; People" ad. p. 68 ... 
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by treating the productiveness of all three agents together, 
Without attempting seriously to distinguish variations in the' 
productiveness of labour from variations in the productive
ness of capital and the productiveness of land. tBut even 
thus, the elevation of capital into an agent of production co
ordinate with labour, and the imagination that it possesses a 
productiveness of its own, prevent any clear and adequats 
recognition of the fact that variation in the magnitude of the 
capital of & community is one of the most important causes 
of variation in the productiveness of labour. When the 
degrees of productiveness of three 'agents' are being dis
cussed, it~~uslyimpossible to represent variation in. 
the magnit]tde of one of the, agents as a cause of variation 
i:r:ithe productiveness of anothet'!\ -Similarly, the elav&
tion of land into an agent of production co·ordin&te with 
labour prevents variation in the {}ensity of population being 
treated in its proper place as a cause of variation in the pro
ductiveness of labour. Mill is consequently driven to the 
awkward expedient of bringing these fa.ctors into a theory lIS 

to 'the increase of production," that is to say, not the increase 
of $e productiveness of industry or of the produce per head, 
but the increase of the aggregate produce. When' the degree 
of productiveness' of labour is given, the aggregate produce 
obviously dependa simply on the amount of labour, but Mill 
represents it lIS dependent on three 'bl.ws: the 'law of the 
increase of labour: the 'law of the increase of car,ital: and the 
'law of the increase of production from land." :Thus he suc
ceeds in dividing the subject of production once mOlJl into a 
collection of observations about labour; capital, and land. , 

Of these observations, those offered with regard to labour 
were sensible enough, though yery incomplete! The prin
cipal of those offered with regard to land may be looked on 
lIS a somewh&t confused exaggeration of the truth that in
crease of population may lead to a diminution of the returns 
to industry.' But the observations with regard to capital' 
appear to the modem inquirer a most hopeless farrago of 
blunders." Tho nature, origin, and function of the capital of 

I PriIodpl<I, Bk. L oh. x. II; lot ocI. .. oJ. L pp. 186, 187; People'. ocI. 
p.96. • Ibid., Bk. L titleo of chapten Z, xl, sii. . 

• Abo'Oe, chap. ilL • Above, chap. ... • Abo'Oe, chap. I ... 
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a country were totaJIy misunderstood. It was distinguished 
from the accumulated stock of the country, with which, in a.Df 
scientific view of the question, it must be regarded as iden
tical, ILnd was mixed up with periodical working expenses. 
Ita origin was attributed to 'saving: but to saving which is 
not saving but consuming. Its principal function w:as sup
posed to be to support labour. The extraordinary confusion 
which prevailed in Mill's mind upon the subject is shown by 
the fact that he spent page after page in the futile endeavour 
to prove the ftruth that purchasing produce is not employing 
labour.'" althe plain fact that ' employing labour' or paying 
wages 'Is simply a method of purchasing produce under a 
particular kind of contract, he was 80 completely oblivious 
that, after floundering from one inaccurate illustration to 
another, \he finally gave an example in which wages are 
treated a). equivalent to alms) the amount of produce which 
the emplo~er receives in excbange for them being entirely 
ignored.1 , -

f The treatment of Distribution in the period under review 
appears even more unscientific and illogical than the treat
ment of Production. , Adam Smith's rough division of incomes 
into wages of labour, profits of stock, and rent of laud was 
accepted almost as a matter of course," (no regard being 
Jlaid to the much more important divisIOn into incomes 
derived from the pertormance of labour, and incomes derived 
from the possession of property.) Erroneous ideas as to the 
functions of • capital' prevented ~ attainment of any clear 

I PriBcipIu, Bk. L ch. 9. I 9; In eo!. 901. i. p. 99: 'th .. ",m. that to 
purcb ... produce is not 10 employ laboUr,' People'. ed. p. 60 II. _ 

I I Suppoee,' he Bays, 'that a rich individual, AI expends • certain amount 
dlUly in wages or alma, which, as BOOB as received, is expended and COl18UIIled 

in the form of 0081'II8 food by the _..... A. diea, leaving hie property to -
B, who diacoutinuea this item of ezpenditure, ODd ezpenda in lieu of it the 
IIADlB sum each day in delica.ciea fOl' his own ·table I (Peopla'a ad. po 63 ; DO' 

in In ad). n ia quite forgotten th.t if A. paid wag .. , he would get aom .. 
thing in return for them, and that; this IOmething may Te:ry well have been 
I delicacies for his own table/ either produced by the labourers he employed. 
or bought with the proceeda of the aale of the things produced by them. As 
II reoent writer baa observed, if wagea and alms were exactly alike, • philaD.~ 
thropy would become very oheap indeed' (H. M. Thompeon, TAt TIeoTl/ qJ 
Wagu and ... ,jpp/icGlion Io'M 1119114 H...,.. Quution and IlIA .. La~ Pro
W_, 1892, p. 29). 

I A bnvo, p. 18& 
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comprehenSion of the origin and cause of the different forms 
of incOlI!e.1 ilfhe inquiry as to the causes which affect the 
distribution of-the total income between the three shares of 
wages, profits, and rents was so confusedly conceived that, 
instead of an exposition of the circumstances which result in 
variations in the proportions in which a given total is divided 
between the three shares, we find an exposition of the circum
stances which were supposed to determine the absolute mag
nitude of wages per head of labourers, the rate of profit per 
cent of capital, and the absolute magnitude of rent per acre.' 
Anything more unsatisfactory than this exposition itself 
would be difficult to conceive.. The 'law of wages '-' wages 
depend on the ratio between population and capital''-how
ever obvious it may have appeared a hundred, or even fifty, 
years ago, is now palpably absurd.~ The 'law of profits'
'profits depend on the cost of labour ''-is entirely baseless 
if it be intelligible. On what circumstances rent per acre was 
supposed to depend it is difficult to say. Ricardo had begun 
by a.lleging that it depends solely on the difficulty of procur
ing the last portion of agricultural produce required, rising 
when, owing to an increase of population or a deterioration. of 
agricultural methods, the difficulty increases, and fa.lling when, 
owing to a decrease of population or improvements in agricul
ture, the difficulty decreases.8 When this view was found 
untenable, nothing definite 'was put in its place.. J. S. Mill 
speaks of the 'law of rent' T immediately after speaking of 
the law of wages,and immediately before speaking of the law 
of profits, which have just been quoted, but then, instead of 
producing an analogous law, and so telling us something 
about the causes of the rise and fall of rent, he merely asserts 
that 'rent is the extra return made to agricultural capital 
when employed with peculiar advantages: which is not a law 
at a.ll, but only a bad definition. 

1 Above, cb. Yi. H 3, .. Ii. • /6i4., oh. vIl. • 1, oh. Yiii. • L 
I Ibid., oh. vii. It 2, 3, f" 
• J. 8. Mill, PriAeiplu, Bk. m. oh. lU'ri. • 1 I In eel. .. 01 ;;. p. 232; 

Peopl.'. eel. p. 416&. 
I Ibid., • 3, In eel. voL IL p. 237 1 People'. eel. P. 419~. 
• Above, pp. 315, 3111, 321-331. 
, ~ Bk. m. oh. lU'ri. • I; 181; eeL .. 01 iL P. 23111 Peopl.'. eeL ,,'Ih. 
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Before J. S. Mill wrote, the economistS had nothing to say 
about the distribution of rent among landlords and the dis
tribution of profits among capitalists, and what littla they 
had to say about the distribution of wages among labourers 

. generally took the .. form of a somewhat indiscriminating 
eulogy of Adam Smith's illogical attempt to prove the equal 
advantageousness of all occupations. Mill paid more atten
tion to these subjects, but even he had no idea of representing 
the explanation of the causes which determine the division 
of the community's income among its individual members as 
what it obviously should be, the ultimate aim of all discus
sions on the sUbject of Distribution. 

Judged, then, by what we may, perhaps, using the term 
m a sense which has very often, though not very accurately, 
been given to it, call the 'abstract method: the theories of 
production and distribution arrived at in the first half of 
the nineteenth century must be visited with almost Unquali
fied condemnation. Hut if we try them by the historical 
method, and inquire how far they met the practical needs 
of their time, they must obtain a mueh more favourable 
verdict. • 

§ 2. Practical chatradm of ths theories of produ.ctiOO CZM 
diatf'ibution tmd their _ useful'MBB in f't{/wrd to the 
old POO'l" La!w tmd the COT"lI. La!w& 

t, Among all the delusio~ which preva.il/ as- to the history 
of English political economy) there is nbe greater than 
the belief that lthe economics of the Ricardian school and 
period lVere of an almost wholly' abstract and unpractical 
character.) . 

The Wealth of Nations, which was the 'one accepte,!l 
authority when Malthus and Ricardo began to write, was, in 
the main; a scientifi<lj and not a practical treatise. Adam 
Smith had mixed with the physiocrats, who were nothing if 
not practical, and had caught much of their spirit. Conse
quently, many of the parts of his work in which the influence 
of the Economical Table is most obvious are far from being 
characterised by the philosophic calm appropriate to the 
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inquirer who has no practical aims in view.1 Instead of the 
cold philosopher, we find a patriotic citizen possessed by an 
ardent, not to say passionate, hatred of the sordid motives and 
fallacious arguments o~ which the mercantile system was" 
based. To expect' that the freedom of trade should ever be 
entirely restored in Great Britain' he thought 'as absurd as 
to expect that an Oceana or Utopia should ever be estab. 
lished in it: J yet he was evidently determined to do what in 
him lay to bring about a partial, if not an entire, 'restoration' 
of freedom of trade. To tliis extent the Wealth of NatioM 
was really a practical treatise, advocating a particular course 
of policy. But it was much more, and there is no reason to 
suppose that the origin of the work is to be looked for in its 
practical aim.. Adam Smith was engaged neither in trade 
nor in politics. He was an ex-professor of moral philosophy. 
He was a Scotchman who had studied at Oxford. It would 
indeed have been surprising if such a man had undertaken 
ten years of study and research in order to help to bring 
about a partial approach towards the establishment of freedom 
of trade. There can be no doubt that he actually undertook 
his task simply with the desire of adding to the bounds of 
knowledge. , 

The case of the early nineteenth century economists is 
entirely different. With them, in the great majority of cases, 
practical aims were paramount, and the advancement of 
science secondary. 

Malthus discovered his 'Principle of Population' in the 
course of an attempt to damp his father's hopes of progress. 
In bringing out the first edition he was inspired, not 80 much 
by the desire to publish the existence of the Principle, what
ever it may have been, as by the desire to disprove the p0s
sibility of any great improvement in the material condition 
of mankind, and thus to produce acquiescence, if not content
ment, with the existing order of things, and prevent the 
adoption of hasty experiments like the application of 'the 
forcing manure used to bring about the French revolution: 

• See, for ODDlpl., the oolloludiug peragrapluo of Book L, which "ere evi
dently written odor the bUlu ..... of tho phyaioeratlc eyetem, end CClltein • 
Yigo ....... dOllunolatl ... of merchante end manufecturera. 

• Bk. IV. ch. ii. P. 2CY/ 6. 
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which had 'burst the calyx of humanity, the restraining bond 
of all society: 1 He soon exchanged this aim for a still more 
practical one. In his I -nvestigation 0/ tk CQiU.8tl 0/ tk present 
High Price 0/ Provisions, published in 1800, he attributed 
'the present inability in the country to support its inhabi- _ 
tants • to ' the increase of popnlation,' and added-

I I own that I cannot but consider the Jate severe pressures of 
, distress ou every deficiency in our cropo, as a very strong exemplifica
tion of a prlDciple which I eudeavonred to explain in an .... y 
published two years ago, entitled .4.. E_y 0f0 1M P""",pu 0/ 
poptdatior&, ... it affet:ll 1M fuI,.,.. Im~ 0/ Society. It was 
considered by many who read it merely as a specions afgument, 
inapplicable to the PnlBODt etete of society j because it contradicted 
80me preconceived opinions on these aubjecta. Two years' reflection 
have, however, eerved strongly to convinoe me of the troth of the 
principle there advanced, and of its being the nISi cause of the con
tinued depression and poverty of the lower class .. of eociety, of the 
tote! iiladequacy of all the present estsblishments in their favour to 
relieve them, and of the periodical returns of auch aeasona of distreee 
as we have of late experienced.' I 

Accordingly, he explained, though the first edition of the 
E88aY had been out of 'print for more than a year, he had . 
not yet brought· out a second edition, not only because he 
was 'endeavouring to illustrate the power and universality' 
of the operation of the principle' from the best authenticated 
accounts' 'of the state of other countries,' but also because he 
hoped to be able to malt!) the work 'more worthy of the 
public attention by applying the principle directly and 
exclusively to the existing state of society: I T'.lle second 
edition realised his hope by being to a large extent a protest 

1 EBIlCJI, lat ed. p. 274. • Were it of conaequence/ he saJII •• to improve 
pinks and e&rD.atioDB, though we could have DO hope of raising them .. 
largo ..... bbagea, "e might undoubtedly upoct, by OU_TO efl"orto, to 
obtain more beautiful apeoimeua than we at present posseu. No penon 
caD deny 'Ule importance of improving the happinea of the h1lD1&D. apeci.e&. 
Every, the leaat. advance in thiB respect is highly valuable. But aD. uperi .. 
ment with the hQ.DWl I'&C8 is not like all experiment upon iuanimate objeotl. 
The btmtiog of a dower may be a tri8.e.. Another willlOOD succeed it. Bu' 
the bunting of the bondo of lOCie", ia oucb ,. .. _tion of parbo .. OILunot 
take place without giring the meA acute pain to tho ....... do: and. long 
time may elapse, and much mUGrJ be endured, before the wound groWl up 
opiD' (pp. 274, 276). - • P. 27. • P. 28. 

2B 
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against that indiscriminate encouragement of the propagation 
of the human species which was afforded both by the publio 
approbation bestowed on improvident marriages and by the 
more material rewards provided under the Poor Laws.. To 
make the protest effective became the guiding motive of his 
life. The earnestness of his feeling on this practical matter, 
and the carefulness with which he had studied it, are to be 
seen very plainly in his Letter to Sanrw.el WhitbTead, Esq., 
M.P., on his proposed bill fO'1' tke Amendment of the POO'1' 
Laws (1807). After reading that pamphlet we can sympathise 
with the proud words with which, after replying to some of 
his critics, he ends the fifth edition of the Essay on 
Population (1817). Whether the ESBay is read with or with
out the alterations made in the second and later editions, he 
says, he still trusts that 

• every reader of candonr must ackL'Owledge that the practical design 
uppermost in the mind of the writer, with whatever want of judg· 
ment it may have baen exeeuted, ia to improve the condition and 
increase the happineaa of the lower classea of aociety.· I 

It is true that at the outset of the corn law controversy of 
1813-15, he appeared for the moment in the character of the 
impartial economist, desirous merely of furnishing practical 
politicillJlS with the means of making a decision on the sub
ject, and of giving the general public trustworthy information 
as to the probable results of each of the two possible decisions. 
A year after writing it, he said:-

• The profeaaed objeet of tha Ohurvati<ml on tJu C ..... Law, 
which I publiahad in the spring of 1814, was to state, with the 
strietest impartiality, the advantages and diaadvantages which, in the 
actnal .ironmslances of our present situation, were likely to attend 
the measures nnder consideration, respeeting the trade in com. 

• A fair review of beth sides of the question, without any attempt to 
conceal the peculiar evi1s, whether temporary or permanent, which 
might belong to each, app~ to me of use, not only to assist in form
ing an enlightened deciaion on the subject, but particularly to prepare 
the public for tha apecific consequences which were to be expected 
from that deciaion, on whatever side it might be made.' I 

I VoL iil p. 428; 8tb ed. p. 626. • q_ of ... Opi • .,.. p. I. 
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This is exactly in the style of the modem professor •• 
But Malthus soon threw off the mask, and wrote the Grownds 
of an Opinion 01/. the policy of Temricting the imporlation of 
fOTeign COT'/'/., intended as an appendiw to 'ObseTVatiom 0'1'/. 

the COT'/'/. LaW8: in the character of an avowed and zealous 
advocate of restriction.' .The Inquiry into the Natwre and 
PTOgTeB8 of Rent and the Principles by which it is Tegulated, 
which he published along with the (JrowndB of an Opinion, 
has &. scientific-looking title, and, as he tells us, contains 
the substance of some notes on rent which he had col
lected' for purely didactic purposes. But he actually 

- apologises for the fact that _' the nature of the disquisi
tion' may 'appear to the reader h",dly to suit the form_ 
of a pamphlet: I and the curious slip by which he attributes 
'a progressive rise of rents' in general to the extension of 
'our' ,manufactures and commerce,. is a sufficient proof that 
the professor's 1lOtes on rent had undergone considerable 
manipulation at the hands of the political pamphleteer. His 
Political Economy and Definitions add very little to his earlier 
IVorks. They scarcely attempt to cover new ground, but 
simply go once more over old controversies. 

Ricardo's ruling interests were no less practical than those 
of Malthus.· His career as a writer on economic questions 
began with the contribution of a series of letters to the 
MOT'/'/.ing ChTO'l'/.icle newspaper in September 1809.6 His, 
object in, ,these was to show that the over-issue of incon
vertible bank notes had caused a depregiation of their value, 
and to insist that the Bank of England should, 'gradually 
decrelWe the amount of their notes in circulation, until, they 

I See a.bove, p. 161. • 'Advertisement' or Prefa.ce. 
• P.32. The word (our' it omitted in Political Economy, p. 178, where 

the paragrapb is repeated. < • 

, Thi. ie, of course, not in oontradiction with Ricardo'. often quoted remark 
to Malthus, f U I am. too theoretical (which I rea.lly- believe iI the cal8), you, 
I think, are too practical' (Letttr", p. 96). Be is then apeo.king Dot of con· 
clusioDs but of a.rguments, and deprecating the habit of • appeaJ.iDg to 
experience in favour of • particular doctrine.' U,"", Ricardo foreaeen lome 
of the discussiolll which took place after hia death, he would ha.ve aaid, ' If I 
use the deductive method too exclusively, you, I think, rely too much oa 
the inductive.' 

• Th,.,. L</Ur. Oft Uw PrE .. qf Gold, reprinted Baltimore, 1908, edited br 
Jacob H. Hollander. 
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shall have rendered the remainder of equal value with the. 
coins which they represent.' 1 • We must keep our eyes: he 
said, • steadily fixed o,!l the repeal of the restriction bill'· He 
republished the substance of the letters in the form of a 
pamphlet, and when the -Bullion Committee were attacked . 
for having adopted his views, he defended them in his Reply 
to Mr. Bosanquef,'s prqetical Obs&rVations 1m the Report oj 
the Bullion CO'1T/lffl,it-t« (1811). Four years later he published 
his E88ay on the Injl'IIRM8 of a Low Price of Cum, in opposi
tion to the demand for new restrictions on the com trade. I 
Early in 1816 he produced his Proposals for an Ecrmomical 
and Secwre Owrrency with Obs&rVations on the Profits of the 
Bank of England as they rf!1Jard the public and the pro
prietors of Bank Stock. It WIIB in dealing with these practical 
matters that he formed what, as he tells us, Malthus called 
his • peculiar opinions on profits, rents, etc." Weare 
indebted to the Bullion controversy for the Ricardian theory 
of value, and to the Com Law controversy of 1813-15 for 
the Ricardian -theory of rent and distribution in general. 
Read with the pamphlets which preceded it, Ricardo's 
Principles of Political ECO'fUYffly and Taa:ation is intelligible 
enough. Read without them it is the happy hunting-ground 
of the false interpreter. 

The minor lights of the Ricardian period were likewise for 
the most part pamphleteers and reviewers who wrote because 
they were interested in the politics of the day. Such certainly 
were West, Torrens, and M'Culioch. James Mill is the only 
e~ception of importance, and even he had begun by writing 
a pamphlet against Spence's depreciation of the utility of 
Britain's commerce. The purely scientific and didactic writers~ 
of the time were worthies like Boileau and Mrs. Marcet, never 
important, and now alPlost entirely forgotten. 

It would seem at first sight that J. S. Mill, publishing his 
Principles in 1848, ought to have bcen fairly free from the 
practical influences which affected the work of Malthus and 
Ricardo and their contemporaries. The Com Laws had been 
repealed in 1846, the old Poor Law had gone in 1834, and cash 
payments had been resumed in 1819. But though Mill was 

1 IV ... &, p. 'JKt. S Ibid .• P. 290. 
• Above, pp. 165.167. • L"",," 10 Jf altA"., p. 116. 
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only forty-two in 1848, he had,owing to his extra.ordinary 
precocity, acquired his first impressions of political. economy 
when the Ricardian school wa.s at its zenith. \ When he wa.s 
thirteen, in 1819, his fa.ther beg&n 1nstructing'1lim • by a sort 
of lectures,' which he delivered a.s they walked .together :-

'He expounded each day,' 'Mill saye, • & portion of the subject, ' 
and I gave him next day & written account of it, which he made me 
rewrite over and over again until it was clear, precise, and tolerably 
complete., In this manner I weut through the whole extent of the 
.cience; and the written outline of it which rea~ted from my daily 
compu .....ct .. served him afterwards as notee from which to write his _ 
El_ 0/ Political Economy. After this I read Ricardo, giving an . 
account daily of what I read, and discuaaing, in the beat manner I 
could, the C\lllateral points which otrered themselvea in our progreae . 

• On Money, as the moat intricate part of the subject, he made me 
read in the \l8JIle manner Ricardo's admirable pamphlets, written 
during what was called the Bullion controversy; to theae succeeded 
Adam Smith; and in this reading it was one of my father's main 
objects to make ·me apply to Smith's more superficial view of political 
aconomy the superior lights of Ricardo, and detect what was fal
lacious in Smith's arguments or erroneous in any of his conclusioDS." 

About the same'time he came under the'direct personal 
influence of Ricardo :-

'My being an habitual inmate of my father's study made me 
acquainted with the de.rest of his friends, David Ricardo, who by his 
benevolent countenance and kindlineas of manner was very attractive 
to young persona, and who, after I became & student of political 
economy, invited me to his house, and to walk with him, in order to 

",converse on the subject.' J 

His father's method of instructing him in political. 
economy wa.s, he thought, i excellently calculated to form a 
thinker: and he wa.s ready to assert that' it succeeded: 8 We 
are, however, scarcely surprised to learn that some years later, 
• hearsay information' had made Sterling look on him • a.s a 
.. mad~· or manufactured man, having had a certain impress 
of opinion stamped on ' him, which he • could only reproduce." 
Though Sterling found himself mistaken, it seems clear that 

I AtlkJbiogrGphll, p. 28. 
• Ibid., pp. 28, 211. 

, • Ibid., p. M. 
• Ibid., p. 166, 
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Mill became somewhat prematurely committed to a set of 
economic doctrines. At sixteen, he WIl.B defending Ricardo 
and Ja.mes Mill against Torrens in the T1'avellwr newspaper,' 
and his essays on the' Laws of Interchange between Nations: 
and on 'Profits and Interest:' 'emanated: he tells us, from 
conversations which took place about the year 1826.' though 
they were not written till 1829 and 1830,' and were not 
published till 1844. During the long-interval between their 
composition and their publication, Mill's mind was extremely 
active, but it does not seem to have been directed towards 
scientific economics. When a man has been giving study and 
thought to a subject, he does not take rejected· manuscripts 

. which have lain fourteen years in his drawer, and print them 
'with a few merely verbal alterations:· . 

Between the publication of the Essay8 and that of the 
Principles 0/ Political Economy, he certainly gave himself 
no time for the necessary revision of his early impressions. 
'The Political Economy: he says, 'WIl.B far more rapidly 
executed than the Logic, or indeed than anything of import
ance which' he 'had previously written. It was commenced 
in the autumn of 1845, and w.as ready for the press before 
the end of 1847: and that too, although' there was an interval 
of six months during which the work was la.id aside: 7 

Consequently his book, so far as what he calls' the purely 
scientific part' 8 of it is concerned, is much less free from the 
influence of the practical controversies of the Ricardian 
period than many works which 'preceded it, and which,its 
popular qualities and apparent completeness caused it to 
supeniede. :rhe' general tone" and the 'applications' of 

1 A~phll, pp. 87,88. 
I Noe. L and IV. of 8""l/' "" _1IIJIeUkd Q....u-of Politi<ol 8""""",. 
• Aulobiofl"'ZophN, p. 121 • 
• JhMlI" preface; in the .dulMiognJpAlI, p. 180, he My .. '1830 and 1831,' 

but the prel&co to the 8_,. it more likely to be correct tbaa the AulD-
biounIphy· _ 

• t When,.IOme yean later, I offered them to & publiaher, h. docllned 
thom.'-AWobiograf'hll,1'- ISO: . 

• 8"1/', Preface. 
, A_iDgrGphy, p. 235. The intern! WIllI employed In writing artieleo 

In the MtmIing Ohnmidc, ad.GOaIing the formatiou of peauD' propertl .. on 
&be wane laud. of Ire1aud. 

.. AulO6iogmphll' p. 218. • Ibid.,I. .. 
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the • principles of political economy' to • social philosophy '1 

were new, but the structure of the theories of production and 
distribution, though plastered over with a fresh stucco of 
explanation and limitation, had been built twenty years 
earlier. 

Now for the settlement of the controversies under the 
influence of which it was created, the system of economics 
which prevailed after Malthus and Ricardo had written was 
admirably adapted. Where it was clear and correct, its -
points against what was practically evil were well and forcibly 
made·; where it was confused and erroneous, its confusions 
and errors were such as to assist rather than hinder its work; 
where it was deficient, its deficiencies were not of much· 
practical importance. . . 
t For the practical purpose of destroying the abuses of the 

olcll'oor La.w the thecry of production served very wellj (1:ts 
plan of representing • capital' as the thing which puts in
dustry into motion and supports labour was excellently 
adapted' to inspire distrust of all attempts on the part of the 
State to employ labour.' Its excessive insistence on the 
disadvantages of increasing population was equally -well 
adapted to bring into discredit the mischievous incitements 
to matrimony which were offered under the old Poor Law 
administration. ') .• 

For the basis of an argument against the Com Laws it 
would have been difficult to invent anythinI more effective 
than the Ricardian theory of distribution. The divergence 
of interests with regard to the com laws w really a diver
gence of the interests of classes! and not of individ~ It 
was not a question of • the classes against the masses: ffr, in 
other words, of the rich against the poor, but of the land
owning class against the commeroial and manufacturing 
class. '\ The Ricardian neglect of the problem of distribution 
between individuals was here perfectly harmless. 'file con
fusion of wages per head, profits per cent, and rent per acre 
with proportions of the produce, was of little importance in 
view of the fact that variations in wages per head, profits per 
cent, and rent per acre, when suddenly caused by changes in 
the com laws, would, as a matter ?f fact, correspond with 

• '>ri"';plu,titlo. 
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variations in the proportions of the produce allotted to wages, 
profits, and rent. I The doctrine which attributed the rise of 
rent per acre and the fall of profits per cent to the decreasing 
productiveness of industry employed at the margin of culti
vation was an admirable engine for bringing the manufac
turing and commercial class into favour, and exciting odium 
against legislation in favour of landowners.) Much the same 
may be said of the sharp distinction somewnat falsely drawn 
between rent and interest, based, as it was, largely on the 
idea that interest is the_ reward of a painful or meritorious 
action. At a later period, when political power had passed 
in some measure to the wage-earning classes, it would doubt
less have been more effective to show that the com laws 
diminished real wages, but at the time it simplified the 
matter to declare the comforts of the labourers a nearly 
constant quantity, and consequently outside the problem. 

§ 3. Uselessness 01 the thwrieB 01 produdilm and cli.atribu,. 
tilm in regard to Combinatilm and Socialism.. 

Partly, no doubt, owing to the very effectiveness of the 
Maltho-Ricardian political economy, the practical problems 
with which it was chiefly concerned were soon solved. Since 
the repeal of the com la'fS another great controversy has 
come, in the popular apprehension, if not always in the 
opinion of economists, to overshadow all others in economics 
-the controversy which is carried on in an almost infinite 
variety of shapes· between the supporters of the existing 
arrangements of society and those who desire that associa
tion in one or other of its numerous forms should encroach 
on the sphere of private property and individual competition 
in order to improve the condition of the less fortunate 
members of the community. 

However lucky Error may be for a time, Truth keeps the 
bank, and wins in the long run. Mistakes which were harm

.less in tho discussion of free trade, the poor-law lUld the 
resumption of cash payments, have often been extremely 
pernicious in their influence O()n the later controversy. The 
bitter hostility to trade unions, which, at any rate till very 

. recent years, was felt by the • upper' and • enlightened ' 
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classes, was doubtless chieHy due to dislike of that loss of the 
more petty cj.elights of power which was involved in the sub- _ 
stitution of the relation of buyer and seller of work for the 
old relation of master and servant,J:mt it was fostered by the 
'population and capital' theory of wages, which really made 
many people believe that associations of wage-earners, how- . 
ever annoying and harmful to employers, must always be 
powerless to effect any improvement in the general condi
tion of the employed. 'The exploitation theory of German' 
socialists, which even in 'England) has done much to embitter 
the higgling of the market-called by some 'industrial war: 
or' conflicts of labour and capital '-by representing the fact 

( that' Labour' does not receive the whole produce or income 
of the cOInmunity, as the result, not of the mere existence 
of private property, but of some mysterious process whereby 
, Capital' cheats 'Labour' _out of a part of its legitimate 
reward, owes its origin to __ the old subsistence theory of 
wages, to thil--confilsionsabout the nature and functions of 
, capital,' and to a natural reaction against the attempt to 
explain interest as the.reward of'some painful or meritorious 
action.) f The movement for 'nationalising' land without 
compeDs\tion to present owners, on which Mr. Henry George 
and others have wasted immense energy, would probably 
_never have been heard of, if the· Ricardian economists had 
not represented rent as a sort of vampire which «ontinu- '
ally engrosses a larger and larger share of the produce~ anci. 
if they had not failed to classify rent and interest together 
as two species of one genus. \ ,'he folly of en<l:eavouring to 
remedy poverty by advocating the confiscation of land, or by 
attacking other particular kinds of property, would not so 
easily have escaped recognition by reasonable individuals in 
the second half of the nineteenth century, if the economics' of 
the first half had given the distribution of wealth between 
-individuals its proper place, instead of being so exclusively 

. devoted to the distribution of wealth between economic cate. 
gories such as 'labourers:' capitalists: and 'landlords:) In
that case it would have been much more obvious that the 
greater extremes of poverty, as -well as the greater extremes 
of riches, are due to the inequality which prevails in the dis
tribution of the aggregate income allotted to each of the 
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thrtre categories, so that just as great riches are due to some 
. individuals having acquired much property, so great poverty 

is due to some individuals not earning the average wages of 
labour, and the latter circumsta.nce is no more due to the 
existence of privat.e property in particular classes of objects 
than the former •. 

Besides all this, it seems that for the disoussion of changes 
in a socialist or communist direction, the political economy of 
the first half of the nineteenth century does qot deal with the 
right subject-matter. Whether any such change should be 
made or not is generally a question to be decided by the effect 
which it.will have upon the material welfare of the persons 
concemed.~ Eut the subject-matter of the early nineteenth 
century political economy is not' wealth' in its original sense 
of material welfare; but 'wealth' in the secondary sense of 
material objects possessed of exchange value, or at any 
rate in the sense. of commodities and services possessed of 
exchange value.) t That 'wealth' in this sense and material 

. welfare are not the same thing every one recognises, but the 
closeness of the connexion between the two is much over
rated. In realit:y, even as society is at present constituted, 
the amount of wealth enjoyed by individuals and nations 
affords very insufficient information about their material 
welfare. In the first place, according to a well-known rule, 
each successive increment of 'wealth' produces a smaller 
amount of material welfare, and consequently a given amount 

- of' wealth' will produce a greater or smaller amoJ1llt of 
material welfare according as it is distributed more or less 
equally. In· the ·second place, the effort of obtsining the 
, wealth' is a factor in the determinstion of material welfare 
just as much as the enjoyment of' wealth.' When the effort 
is, as often happens, purely pleasurable, the material welfare 
of the people is increased by it. When, on the other hand, 
the effort is either excessive, and therefore painful, or accom
panied by unpleasant incidents, the material welfare of the • 
people is reduced by it. In the third place, a great quantity 
of that part of the produce of industry which is created by 
men and women working, not for money rewards, but from 
other motives, such as family affection or duty to the com
munity, is for all practic.al purposes incapable of being valued 
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and set down in the snm-total of commodities and services 
with exchange value. 

But it is just on these very points where the early nine-
,teenth century politicaJ. economy 18 so weak that the discus
sion of socialistic and communistic changes chiefly turns. 
The aim of socialist and communist aspiration is to increase 
the material welfarl;l of the race by introducing greater 
equality in the material goods enjoyed by, individuals, by 
reducing idleness ,on the one hand, and excessive and irre
gular effort on the other, and by eventually substituting 
associated for competitive labour, and abolishing both thl;l 
institution of ptivate property and the practice of eKchange, 
without which value, in any reasonable sense of the word" 
cannot exist. As to 'all this, the economist who confines 
politicaJ. ~nomy to the consideration of commodities and 
Sel'V1eeB with exchange value is obliged either to keep silence 
or to resort to the expedient of speaking, I!ot as an economist, 
but as a • social philosopher.' ) -

§ 4. Okalngea in!. the theoriea sinr.ce 1848. 

To continue the history ot the theories of production and 
distribution from'1848 down to -the present time (1903) even 
in the briefest possible sketch would be an immenRe task, 
largely in consequence of the loSs of insularity which English 
politicaJ. economy has undergOne:- In:' the' origin aDd develop. 
ment of the docttines dealt with in the present work, France 
certainly played a great and often underrated llart, but 'the 
historian could safely neglect the rest -of th~ world. That is 
no longer possible. During the last half century not only 
Germany, and at.a later, date Austria ,and other European 
countries, but also America, have entered the lists, and have 
so profoundly modified l!:nglish economics that the work of the 
historian has become much wider and more complicated. 
Moreover, it seems still 'true that it is too early,to treat of 
the economics of the second half of the nineteenth century in a 
historical spirit. It must be left to the next generation, or 
the next generation but one, to unravel the thread of progress. 
But the nature of some of the criticisms passed upou the drst 
edition of this book suggests that it may be desirable to add 
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here the shortest possible account of the more important 
changes which appear to the writer to have taken place in tbe 
theories of production and distribution, and to explain how 
tbey have affected the attitude of the economist towards the 
practical economic problems of to-day. 

( Whatever definitions of economics mlly be adopted, it is 
clear that the conception of its subject has become wider than 
it was.l There is no longer any attempt to imagine a pile of 
• wealth' growing -and growing, and yet the community'no 
better oft The economist of to-<lay recognises that he has to 
deal with man in relation to one particular, kind of human 
welfare. The idea that this particular kind of welfare is 
dependent simply on quantity of goods accumulated or periodi
cally forthcoming, has been rendered untenable by tbe progress 
of theory as to· the nature and measurement of utility. Ever 
since Jevons explained the declining utility of successive incre
ments of food it has been impossible for the English economist 
to rely much on the fact that a loaf is a loaf whether it is 
crumbled in the hands of a surfeited Dives or devoured by a 
starving Lazar'!§, The same loaf is of less use to Dives, and 
the modern economist must recognise the fact. Hence he is 
obliged to lay down propositions as to the material welfare of 
individuals and communities, and cannot, even if he wishes to 
do so, confine himself to state,menta about increases of material 
commodities and services. It would be impossible for any 
economist of the present day to repeat Malthus's remark that 
Adam Smith mixes the nature and causes of the wealth of 
nations with the causes which affect the happiness and comfort 
of the lower orders of society. 

The change has important effects, which are not yet fully 
worked out, upon the theories of production and distribution. 
Are we to continue to treat production and distribution as pro
duction aud distribution of commodities and services, irrespective 
of the greater or less utility these commodities and services 
may possess under different conditions f If we do, we require 
some new department or ,heading otber than' production' and 
• distribution' to be devoted to economic theory on this subject. 
Or a.re we, on the other hand, to reckon production as greater or 
less according as the utility of the commodities and services 
produced is "greater or 1_ f If we take this alternative, w. 
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must be prepared for Production swaJIowing up the Distribution 
of goods, since the way in. which goods are distrihuted affects 
their utility. Thus the new' Production' will include the old 
• Distrihution,' and the n~w 'Distribution' will be. very 
different from the old, since it will no longer be possible to 
compare the shares entirely by their value or amount. Of the 
two alternatives the first involves least break with tradition; 
and so we often find in the treatises of the present day addi
tional • books' or • parts' in which the relationship between 
goods and utility is dealt with. But ther@ is little agreement 
as to the title of this new department and the method of 
arranging it. The uncertainty which prevails on this point is 
probably one of the most important ohstacles to the production 
of that clearly-arranged popular. text-book which all teachers 
demand and none seems able to produce. 
\ The theory of production is still grouped round the ]e

quisites or agents of production, but the number of primary or 
ea..entia! requisites is reduced to two by the exclusion of capital, 
which, as J. S. Mill himself recognised, cannot reasonably be held . 
to be an essential requisite of production, though it doubtless is 
an essential requisite of high productiveness of industry! 

In the doctrine of population, or iii other wordB in the 
doctrine of the relatioDSiiip between land and labour, a great 
change has taken place. It is now clearly recognised that the 
point at which the returns to industry cease .increasing and 
begin to diminish-the point as it may be called of maximum 
produotiveness-is constantly being shifted by the progress of 
knowledge and other circumstances, and that· the shifting is 
generally in tbe direction of increasing the population which 
is consistent with the maximum productiveness possible at the 
time. Although the population of the civilised wol'id has 
enormously increased since 1848, no one would now think of 
saying, as J. S. Mill said then. • the density of population 
necessary to enable mankind to obtain in the greatest degree 
aJl the advantages both of co-operation and of social inter
course has, in aJl the most populous countries, been attained.' 
We see that while the maximum -productiveness point may 
have been reached in 1848, when the population of England 
and. Wales was 17; millions, it may not be passed or even 
attained in 1903, when the population is 33 millions. 
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The displacement of capita.l from the triad of productive 
requisites and its relegation to the same rank- as organisation, 
knowledge, mental and muscular power, would not, perhaps, 
have been of much importance if it had not been represented 
as the most active element in t~e triad. As it is, the change is 
immense. No longer is capital supposed to decide whether 
industry shall be set in motion or not, and whether it shall 
flow into this or that channel when it is set in motion. 
Capital takes its proper place as an inanimate stock of ~oods 
and machinery which it is found useful to maintain. (The 
normal amount of industry in the world and in each eountry of 
the world is seen to depend not upon the stock of consumable 
goods and machinery therein, but upon the number of the 
people and their ahilitY1Lnd willingness to wor~ t The power 
of 'managing' industry is attrihuted not to foe mute and 
inanimate capital, nor even to the owners of the capital, but to 
a particular class of workers-the ' entrepreneurs '-and it is 
clearly seen that even they can only direct industry into 
particular channels by virtue of their intelligent anticipation 
of the orders of the consumers, whose demands they have to 
satisfy on pain of bankruptcy. I In the old hiograph of prodllc
tion the student was first intro~ced to an 18th.century British 
farmer standing on a prairie beside a stack of wheat and a 
table covered with loaves. I He raps npon the table, and there 
enter from nowhere in particular some hungry labourers, who 
immediately consume the loaves, and are set to work by the 
farmer's promise to divide the stack among them jn the 
eourse of i year. The modem eeonomist BeeS that the stack 
is only there-in consequence of the anticipated demands of the 
labourers. He reeognises that the inanimate stock of goods 
does not settle how many men shall be employed; but saving 
men settIe how much stock there shall be, and eonsuming 
men settle by their expeeted demands what forms that stock 
shall take. ) . 

In Distribution,. the confusions of the old doctrines are 
disappearing. The distinction between the landlord 'taking 
a larger and ever larger proportion of the produce' and 
'increasing rents' i8 no longer freq nentl y overlooked. A fall 
in the rate of interest is confused with a smaller proportion of 
produce going to the capitalists only by city editors and thai 
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very ignorant person the man in the street. It is compre
hended, though not. always very clearly, that the earnings of 
labour may keep on rising and the rate of interest .keep on 

. falling, while the proportion of the whole produce going to' 
labour is continually' diminishing. Statisticisns have Beal'cely 
as yet provided a sufficient answer even to broad questions, 
such as, • Did earnings of labour form a larger or smaller 
proportion of the income' of the community in 1800 than in 
1900 t'-hut they have at least made it possible· to conceive 
the answer to such a qnestion m numerical form, and when 
that is done ,it is impossible to fall into the old confusions 
any more. 

The great questions which used to be treated under 
'Distribution: though they are just as much productional- as 
distributional, namely, the questions as to the causes of high 
and low rent, profit and wages, are far more satisfactorily 
treated. The Ricardian theory of rent seems to be falling into 
the background, chiefly, perhaps, because with the growth of 
nt'ban land rents it has become more evident" that the val'ying 
number of 'doses of labour and capital' which it is profitable 
to apply to a particular acre of land is a factor in determining . 
its rent no less iD?portant than the yield of each of these doses 
over and above the return to the 'marginal dose.' For 
example, it is seen that while the site of a New York sky
scraper might very probably yield a larger return as a potato 
patch than an equal area cultivated in the same manner. in 
Donegal, this surplus is a small matter compared with the 
extra' rent obtainable in consequence of the New York .site
being a suitable place for the exertions of hundreds of com
mercial men floor above floor. The Ricardian theory does' not 
profess to give any information about the number of doses 
yielding more than the marginal dose which it is profitable to 
apply, and consequently, in telling us that the rent will be 
equal to the sum of the surplus returns from all the doses 
which it is profitsble to apply, it tells us very little. It is seen, 

. too, that the difference supposed to exist between income 
derived from the ownership of land and the income derived 
from the ownership of other things is in fact a difference 
between income del'ived from things which cannot be increased 
or diminished, and things which are liable to diminution by 
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decay and consumption and to increase by human labour. 
Hence we have Mal'Shall's enlightening conception of the 
income derived from man-made instruments of production as 
• quasi-rent.' 

. Having by tha. aid of this conception grouped land and 
existing forms of capital together, we find it much easier to 

_ recognise that the rate of interest is merely the proportion 
existing at any particular moment between the income and 
the principal of freshly-created capital, and that this proportion 
is determined by the advantage to be gained by making the 
least advantageous or marginal investment--the least profit
able investment which (apart from mere miscalculation) it is 
necessary to make in order to utilise the whole of the capital 
available. At one time conditions may be such that in
vestments are on the margin which involve the expenditure 
of £100 or 100 weeks' labour in order to get an additional 
annual income of £10, or in order to get the same income as 
before with ten weeks' less labour annua.lly. Then the rate of 
interest will be 10 per cent. At another time the conditions 
may be such that a.ll ten-per-cent. investments have long ago 
been made, and those investments are on the margin which 
bring in an additional £5, or save five weeki labour annnally 
for each £100 or 100 weeks' labour expended. Then the rate 
of interest will have sunk to 5 per cent. The principal con
ditions are amount of capital, amount of population, and know
ledge of. the different means of utilising capital The first twa 
are opposing forces: increase of capital pushes the margin further 
down in the productive sca.le, while increase of population tends 
to raise the return from the marginal investment. Increase of 
knowledge affects the margin in different ways at different times, 
sometimes raising it by showing new ways af utilising capital at 
a profit greater than that obtainable an the existing margin, and 
sometimes lowering it by showing how to dispense ]rith capital 
in some kinds of praduction. The historical fall in the rate of 
interest. is easily seel1 to be the natural result af increase of 
capital in proportion to population unaccompanied by the dis
covery of new profitable means of utilising capital 8ufficient to 
counterbalance the other force. It is not, as the Ricardians 
thonght, the result of declining praductiveneaa of industry; and 
the productiveness of industry has not declined. 
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.As to the earnings of labour, we find the economics of 1903 
far simpler than those of 1776 or 18408. The modem theory 
of earnings is th&t the average _ earnings per head depend 
immediately (not indirectly thl"!lugh consequent variations of 
capital) upon the produce per head and the proportions in 
which that produce is divided between workers· and owners of 
propertY- History seems to show that when the proportion 
taken by owners of property increases, the- increase is usuaJIy 
due to the increase of capital. This increase of capital tends 
to increase the produce per head, so that while the average 
eamingS are tending towards reduction in consequence of a 
change 'iu distribution, they are tending towards increase in 
consequence of a change in production. Hence, as a matter of 
fact, even if,. as is probable, the. proportion of produce obtained 
by property has increased, that increase has not been accom. 
panied by a decrease but by an increase in avel'age earnings. 

§ O. UsefuJ;ne8s oj the ea:i8ting thwries. 

It will perhaps be 'aJIeged that the modern theories, though 
possibly more correct, are not 80 useful as their predecessors. 
The politician complains that the modem economist is always 
sitting on the felice and will not give a pWn answer' to a
practical question. The truth is in reality that the economist 
refuses to take a side when both sides are wrong, and declines 
to say Yes or No to a question when both the affirmative aud 
the negative answer would make him a.dm.it what he knows to 
be untrue. Till the politician learns enough to be able to ask 
a fair question he need not demand a straight answer. To fair 
questions the modem economist is quite ready to give a straight 
answer. 

Let us examine the attitude of the modem economist 
towards several great practical problems, begiuning with the 
question of population. It is clear that there is now at work 
a new force, of which Malthus scarcely thought, tending to make 
what he oalled the prudential check much more effective than 
it was. In consequence we find the population of France 
stationary, and natality, which is the only source of population, 
declining in what are considered the most civilised parts of the 
rest of Europe and America. J. S. Mill, and probably Malthul 

\10 ' 
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also, if he overcame scruples about the means, would have hailed 
the change with delight.· What has the modem economist to 
say 1 Is the change good or bad 1 -This is a practical question, 
because the modem state can scarcely avoid discouraging or 
encouraging natality in various ways. Compulsory edncation 
and other restrictions on the earning power of young children 
discourage it, while free schooling and exemptions of items of 
the family man's expenditure from taxation encourage it. 
Hence it is desirable for the government of a state to know 
whether natality needs encouragement or discouragement. 

It.- must be admitted that the economist cannot decide this 
question in any particular case. He is sure that population 
may be too great or too smaIl, but he has no means beyond 
those possessed by the statesman of judging whether the 
population of France in 1903 is too small. He may be toler
ably sure that 20 millions would be too few for France, but he 
cannot prove the proposition, and he is not really sure whether 
the actual population is too smaIl or too great or just about 
right. But it is anrely something to be able to refute the 
agricultural enthusiasts who believe in an unlimited increase 
of population, and also the noo-Maltbusian fanatics wbo regard 
restriction of population as the one tbing needful at all places 
and times. It may also be added that at present tbere would 
be little chance of the economist being listened to if he did 
ancceed in discovering some infallible criterion for determining 
the exact position of tbe point of maximum prodnctiveness. 
International jealousies and consequent military cousidera
tiona, ratber than economic motives, v/ill for the present, 
unbappily. decide whether modem states desire to encourage 
natality more or less. 

With regard to the restrictive policy, called by the sweet 
name of • Protectiou: and its negation, called by the equally 
attractive name of' Free Trade,' the doctrine of tbe modem 
economist is just as unambiguous as that of Adam Smith or 
Ricardo. Nobody who has once grasped tbe idea of tbe human 
race co-operating in the production of the _ &emcee aud com
modities enjoyed and tbe things saved aud added to capital 
can fall into the absurd oonfusion involving tbe conception of 
tbe perpetual export of gold from a country with no gold mines 
which forms the b<Isis of the cruder forms of protectionist 
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fiillacy. Once grant that there is no need to fear that the 
people of each country may purchase from the people of the 
other countries more than than they can pay for. and all 
ordinary popular protectionism falls to the ground. There 
only remain the arguments against national specialisation in 
industry. which are for the most part frankly non· economic. 
So. far as they are economic they are sufficiently met by the 
general demonstration of the effecte of the control of self· 
interest over production. If there is no suggestion that 
Middlesex and Huntingdonshire or Massachusetts and Cali. 
fornia get anything but benefit from the specialisation brought 
about by self interest, it is hopeless to argue that Germany 
and the United States will get anything but benefit from that 
specialisation. .. 

It will perhaps be suggested that at any rate the modem 
theories have not prevented a revival of protectionism in England. 
The answer to this is that the supposed revival is somewhat 
mythical It is true that· a certain considerable amount of 
protection has been recently secured by. English agriculture; 
but this has only been accomplished by stealth and ruse. The 
r~strictions on the import of cattle and the grain duty would 
never have been imposed if they had been frankly advocated 
on protectionL«t grounds. The fact" that they could be imposed 
at all is chiefly due to the fact that England is now so much 
more wealthy and imports of agricultural produce are so much 
greater than in the middle of last century that a considerable 
bonus can be given to British landlords without the burden on 
the millions of payers being very much felt. Should the 
burden pnce more grow perceptible, it will b .... ~.ast off again 
with the same vigour and completeness as in 1846. and the 
economics of tke day will be found to furnish quite sufficiently 
effective arguments.1 Even now the current cry for' efficiency' 
seems likely to promote the cause of free trade. For the 
purpose of increasing efficiency in industry there is no greater 
and more obvious need than the free competition of foreign 
products and foreign workmen. Under protection the pro
ducers have not the same opportunity of copying and improving 

I Thia pangroph WIllI written in M"",h, 1908, and .... t to tho printer two doya 
baCon the announcement of the abandonment of the grain duty in the Budget' of 
1901. The author did not upeot 10 early a confirmation of hb new. 
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upon foreign products and foreign methods of production, and 
they need not, and generally do not, trouble their heads abont 
the matter. A protected· infant industry' is usually suffocated 
by its foster-mother. If an article can be made as easily ab' 
home as abroad, let it be imported till there is a considerable 
market for it, and then the home-manufacture can be profitably 
started without any protection. Exclude the article and it will 
take far longer for its manufacture at home to be started. The 
educative effects of free tl'ade-its effects in producing that 
kind of knowledge and intelligence which is the greatest need 
in business, are by no means its least important advantage. 

With regard to the effects of combinations of wage-earners 
upon the earnings of labour, the modern economL9t gives a 
plain answer, if his questioners would take the trouble to liaten 
. to him. The wage-fund theorists thought combinations could 
not raise wages, because the fund to be divided was determined 
by tqe will of the capitalists, which would nob be affected by 

:eombinations. This simple view has been abandoned; but it is 
not true, as is sometimes said, that nothing has been put in its 
place. Modern doctrine teaches plainly enough thab combina
tions of earners can only raise earnings if they can raise the 
value or the quantity of the product, and that producers can 
only raise the value of thQ product by reducing its quantity. 
Common observati<?n and careful investigation show that in 
practice combinations of earners, without power to prevent 
outsiders from enteringtl)e tr.ade, can do little in the direction 
of raising the value of their. product. Where they have raised 
earnings it has almost alwayil.~.eim by increasing the product 
per head enough to compensate'for so.me loss of value rather 
than by increasing the value of the product enough to com-
pensate for some loss of quantity.' . 

Lastly, we have to consider the relation of the modern 
economist towards socialist and communist aspiration. Here 
·the complaints against him are loud and persistent. One aide, 

" atill imbued with old traditions, is bewildered and.l!-nnoyed to 
find that scarcely a single English economist of repute ,rill join 
in a frontal attack upon socialism in general, while the"other 
side is dissatisfied because neatly every economist, whether of 
repute or not., is always ready to pick holes in most socialistic 
proposals. 
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It is quite true that the economist of to-day is far less hostile 
to sociaJism in general than his predecessors of the classical 
schooL - This change is due ~ great measure to the Change in 
the method of measuring utility.. The doctrine· of marginal 
utility sta.mpe as economical many things which could formerly. 
be recommended only on • sentimental' or non-economic 
grounds. If socialist aspiration in England ever obtained much 
strength from Marxian dQctrines, that time is past, and it is 
now chiefly dependent upon the popular belief that greater 
equality in the distribution of wealth is desirable. Modern 
economics shows that this belief is correct. Assuming needs 
to be equal, !Ilodern economics certainly teaches that a given 
amount of produce or income will • go further' the more 
equally it is divided. The inequality of the present distri
bution has no pretension to be in proportion to needs, while 
the equality striven after in socialist and communist aspiration 
is always understood, sometimes perhaps rather obscllrely, to be 
modified by differences of need. 

Hence, so far as distriblltion alone and taken by itself is 
concerned,the economist of the present day finds himself in . 
considerable sympathy with socialist aspiration. Bilt having 
studied the action and reaction of distribution and prodllction _ 
uoon one another, he cannot isolate changes in distribution and 
re .. "Umend them regardless of -their effects npon production. 
He is not, indeed. obliged to adopt the old view that industry 
can never at any future time be sufficiently excited without the 
stimulus of economic self· interest.· He sees that as a matter of 
fact muoh of the hardest and best labour of the world is done 
for other than economio rewards, and he can Conceive the possi
bility of arrangements being evolved which wOllld provide 
similarly effective motives for the industry or a whole people. 
The assertion that this must always be impossible because 
human nature always remains the same, does not trouble him 
when he remembers how many things in our presenb state 
would have- seemed absoillte impossibilities to the mind of 
William the Conqueror or Qlleen Boadicea. Nor is he obliged 
to accept the Malthusian anti-communist argllment as fata.! to 
socialist aspiration. It is certainly trlle that increase of pOpll
lation coilid not long continue at the fastest rate physica.lly 
possible without disaster of some kind; but there is no reason 
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for supposing that the most thorough communism would 
encourage or permit such an increase. Even at present it is 
true that natality is kept down to a considerable extent by 
non-economic causes, and these causes might very possibly he 
strengthened in a communist system till they were nearly of 
the required power. 'Nearly' is all that is necessary, because 
it Beems difficult even for the most enthusiastic individualis~ to 
claim that his own system secures more than that. 

To the economist the question is one of organisation. 
Could production be as well arranged in a socialist system as 
with private property and free labour1 Would the organisation 
meet the consumers' wants as accurately t Of course there 
are some people who persuade themselves that the wants of the 
consumers are. only met occasionally and by chance at present. 
They concentrate their minds on any instances of confusion or 
waste which they come across, and regard these as normal, and 
the ordinary working of business as unusual and fortuitoull. 
Instead of seeing the modern civilised world as it is, on the 
whole tolerably well fed, they imagine people as rushing hither 
and thither, and only occasionally happening ~ get a meal 
Instead of seeing that, after a.ll, nobody goes naked and most 
are tolerably well clothed, they imagine a shivering population 
engaged in borrowing and stealing each other'. raga. Instead 
of seeing the millions of fairly comfortable houses mostly 
spread over a }"easonable extent of ground, they think of the 
whole people as huddled together in damp and insanitary 
hovela. Instead of seeing the people carried to and fro by all 
kinds of means of transport, with regularity and dispatch, they 
can only see people fighting to get into an over-crowded train 
or tramcar and being left behind. 

But these observers have something amiss in their meutal 
vision. To the healthy eye it is obvious tbat the existing 
organisation, though not by any means perfect, is at any rate 
better tban any organisation wbich any form of government 
could have substitut-ed for it in the past or in the present. As 
regards the past, tbis will be readily admitted by almost every
one. Nobody thinks that Wessex conld have had a lOcialist 
organisation of productioD with advantage tbirteen hundred 
years ago. Scarcely anyone thinks tbat Great Britain could 
have organised prod uction by lome COnsciOUl effort two hundred 
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years agd. None but fanatics think that Great Brita1i, or 
Great Britain and Ireland, or the British Empire, .or the 
civilised world, or the whole world, could, with advantage 
establish socialist arrangementS at the present moment. The 
progress of historical knowledg&- during the last half-cen~ury 
has quite exploded the old belief in sudden • revolutions.' 
The supposed sudden revolutions of the past have been &4cer
tamed to be merely salient points in the course of gradual 
changes extending over centuries.- Hence, nobody of ordinary. 
information and intelligence any more expects a • socialrevolu

.tion,' 'a sudden and, complete overturn of the existing order in 
regard to property and industry and the substitution of com
plete regulation of industry by some form of territorial 
government. All that can be expected by the most enthusiastic 
is gradual change in the direction of such a state 1If things. 

Modem economics' contains nothing tQ sholV that gradual 
change may not eventually, in a distant future, evolve some 
form of conscious organisation which at that time will work 
well and better than the unconscious organisation resulting 
from private pl'Oper~y and free labour; but it does not 8eem 
in the least necessary for the economist to hold any particular 
views on the Eubject beyond the hope that the future may be 
better, than the' present. The id~ of gradual progress being 
admitted, he is left at liberly to consider the good and evil of 
each change which is made or proposed, without supporliog a 
bad change because it atlpears to tend towards a parlicular 
ideal, or condemning a good one because it does not. Hence 
he is certain to disagree frequently with both socialist and 
individualist fanatics, who supporl and oppose changes, not on 
their merits, but according to the opinion they have formed, 
often on wholly insufficient grounds, as to their being move-
ments towards or away from their ideal. ' 
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Buchanan, David, .d n Inquiry into the nature emd MUHI oj Ike Wealt.l 0.1 

NaJ.WnI, by Adam Smith, in thru volumu, 1Dit.J .. ftOlu and " addiliontil 
tKJl~ (entitled Observations on the ItIbjut. WMUd 0/ in Dr. Smith'. 
Inquiry), 1814, poverty of China, l2n. ; reason why landlord. reap where 
they never Bowed, 221-2; rent the result of monopoly, and AI injurioul to 
the payers as advantageous to the receivers, 222; wage. regulated by 
the propagating b.bita of the labooren, 240.1; W&g88 do DOt vary with 
the price of provisiol18, 264-6; oriticilm of Adam Smith u to rent, 312. 

CUTILLO", Plillip, Ana1l1BU 0/ TratUJ 1769, 'the capital of our meroh&nta/ 
55", 

ClUltilloD, Richard,EuoA tru.rla.J&atUf"! duOomm.trct:tt&glnbal, 1755, reprinted, 
Boston, 1892, phrase for wealth like that afterwards uaed by Adam 
Smith, 19; capital and capiUw:I: used indifferently, 56 fl.; qU8ItioD 
wbether a small rich population ia not to be preferred 10 • large poor 
one, 125. 

Carey, H. C •• Princi"z .. qf PolitiMl Eoo"""'7I. Pbilad.lphia, Part I •• 1837, 
Part IL, 1838; Part IlL, 1840 j increase of population favourable to 
&:ot.;:.~~eDess of indUltry, J 74 j et&tiatica quoted from Eden. prove 

- Principlu qf Social Sci<na, Philadelphia, 1858, theory tbat cultivation 
begins with inf.rt.ilel ... d. criticioed by J. S. MiI~ 177 .... 178·9. 

Chalmers. Georg.. E.ti1M4 of tn. Comparative Strength of Great Brit4in, 
. ..nd of In. los8 .. of her tnuk from ....." ...... Ii_ to. R...tutm., n.w 

edition. 1802. contains Gregory King', N_ aM Politieal DIM ....... 
tionl, 14 fL 

Chalm ..... Dr. Tholll88. 0.. Political ECOMm7lm ~ uJitli the Mural 
St4le and Mural p~ of So""',.. GIaogow. 1832, New York. 18321 

:~7~~~ ~~Wa b;~~ l~fIt, ~~' nor proved by deacent f4 iolerlor 
Cblld, Sir Josia.b. A New Di8< ....... of T""", 2d eeL. 1694 (1st eeL entitled 

A DiBcmw .. ohouI Trade, 1690). gain of foreign trade COJWat8 in addiliOD 
10 treuure. 3 ... 

Colquhoun, Patrick. Treat;" ... to. We<rltl, p""", and Ruo1Wca of the 
Bri'Wo Empire. 1814, 2d eeL. 1816. exiating property. tbe wealtb of 
the oountry, 16. 

Condoroet, M. J. A. N. c.. Marquia de. Esquiue d' .... /<&Ut4tI AUtoriquc d .. 

C.,r;;;::. '!JO:: t:::". J~~;;~;~MaJ.jS~ 
DAnOKIB, Ricbard, Tn. Mtr<luJN'. Mirrmr; or. ~ for tM perftd 

ordering "nd kuping qf A .. _. 1835. tho word capital ued u • 
. aubeta.ntive, 64 R. 

Davenaut. Dr. Charles. E_ .. 1M g,.., 1","" Trade, 1696. aoeIeomeM of 
importa from India, 3 ... 

_ E .... y "f'O" to. probablo _Iwdo qf flllJking II 'JIWPlo ,......... '" to. 
BaJo.nu qfTrade, 1699. oontainl Gregory King'. table of the inoome IIJd 

D.=::.t:n.En=:'oj CoruumpliofI, All Ii ""' ;,w IAON prill<iplu 
ruputing to. ""' ..... of-lat<l1/ ~ bIf kr. MaJlIow. 1821. oggre-

Cm-:~::7f;&l~~th~~~=~~ .. ~ i:!:h ~f .:::'::' ~~ 
cry of • No Landlorde,' 223 .. 

Dyche (T.) and Pardon (W.), N.. G...... Engl;.6 DiditnuJ,ry. 1735. 
'wealth I mea.u riches, whether money, .beep, etc., 2; 'capital,' &II 

adjocti ... IIJd applied to lb •• took of tradJns compaai ... 65. 
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&'COfIO!IIic JounI<Il. March 1892, cont&iDa • portion of ch. Y. ". 147 n. ' 
&:cnomic R<vietD. January 1892, cont&iDa part of ch. Y •• 8. in an article on 

• The Malthusian Anti-Socialist Araument,' 130 ... 
Eden ... Sir Frederick Morton. State of I1ie Poor. or HiBr.ury of ,h. LaOOuring 

u ....... in EnglGod./r'tnIJ ,Ita Oonquut. 17117. etatioti .. quoted by Carey 
. to ahow that returIUI to agricultural labour have nct diminished, 174-6. 
Bdinburgh RerMtD. July 1804, if one commodity rises in value others fall, 6 i 

distinction between productive and unproductive rejected, 25·6; dis. 
tinction between capital and raerve for consumption rejected, 89-90 j 
uae of cepita.1 to enable labour to b. divided. 109-10. _ 

Ellis. William ... vi ... of the Effed of u.. /Gmploym<nl of Madlm..-v. dc_. 
_ u.. Happi .... of ,Ita Working 01 ...... London, 1824. in the W .. t-
mimtor R<vietD. for J .... uary 1826. refarred to by Mill. 305-

Endosu .. ./1"",_ B .. Pariia-r1um,.", P"p<n. 
Ency~ia. Brita.nniea., 4th ed .• voL xvii. 1810. Art. Political &:cnomy. 

scarcity nece88&I'Y to make an article wealth, 8; produotive' and uD~ro· 
ductive labour, 26; divisions of political economy, 33; wealth diVIded 

~~uti~!~l~~ :h::u~lc~~~::o:; n:!&s!ritb'!J-;:~:~~. a~ dil-
- SuppI<meRI. 1823. S .. M 'Culloeh. 

FRANKLIK, Benjamin, Or. eI&e LaJmu.ring PtKII', 1768, in Memoirs, 1833, vol vL. 
thiDke of a circulation, Bot 'Of a production of weal~ 36 n. 

GalmIB, Germain. Recltarchu .... lG """"'" tJl lu ........ cit lG rich .... dte 
Rations 'PM Adam Smilh; WGdudion nouwll. awc da fIOtu ·tJ ob&trv .. 
Wma 1802, diatiDction ~between productive and anproductJ.'ve labour 
rejected. 25. _ 

Gee, ~:~':'u.~oo='tri";:,~ n.~b!~lZi~;r:eo!i:h!: :: 
state, 124-

Ge1IIkrMn·. Ma.g...uu. 1816. biography of Joeeph ToWll88llcl, 130 n. 

Giffe~~~:!:rt4, a:;ot~ :4f~~~~ 1~~~ -:O~~Dd! !itte:.!oo:~:nco:; 
'wealtb J by Petty, 14; no produce of unproductive labour included in 

_ca/l!'"a,!;3~d~~G='!JR!t; W;~~.:::C:h:f a~~' Rtt1ietl1, 
December 1889, deductions from groas wages for ground rent, 190 n.. 

Godwin, William,..&n Bnquiry conurning l'olitical Juatice a.nd iU influmct em 
gefItTQJ virtue t.IRd happinu" 1793. we&lth of a state the aggregate of 
incomes, 17; providea Malthua with the phrase, .1 principle of popu(a.. 
tion, I 134-6. 

- :: ~/'f::;:,: 1:~::don~~M:fti:t,!:,,:3L" Litmlture, in II ~ 
- Tlwughta occasioma by the penuol of Dr_ P ....... SvilGl Semo<m. 1601. 

evil of large family comea eo&.raely home to each man'. individual 
interest, 13'.2·3. 

Goldemitb. Oliver, YkGr of Wak~dtl, 1766. f&ther 01 large l&DIily d ... more 
aervice than the bachelor who t&lka of populatiOD, 124. . 

H.l~~eo!~ 'T;~!' .~ee:::' Un~ i~:. t{.~~ .':r:r:ht~ 
FUDde. 320. ' 

H ...... rd, PariimmtnlM1l DtM .... Re~ort of Corn Trade Committee of IBn 

io~rbri~, ll~ll ~~~c,:~~;~ma:ic~~~~p~~:t:&c: ~:d~Co~::i~:: 
of 1113 for the year, 161 fl. ; sliXing seale proposals, 181s..14, 154. 

-.:.... 8u Attwood, Pa.rnell, Pitt, Ricardo, Whitbread. 
Hooke. Andrew, ..4n E88fI1I on the National Debt and National (Jatpitol; Dr, 

,Ita ./1_ 'rul,l _ed. Debtor _ Ortd.mw. 1750. nation.l wealth 
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m....,.ed by quantity of coin in olrculatioD, 4 ... I wholo .took of wealth 
included in capital, M. 

Hume, David, EMGYI, MoroJ, Political, find Likrarg, Part IL. 1752 (repub. 
in Euag. and Treats.u on ItHrGl SubjUll, 1758·4), unproductivenesa of 
lawyers and phyaiciana, 23 ft.; everything purchased by labour, '3 J 
everythiDg Ulefal arises from the ground, 123; ha.ppm811 and popalou-
aMI n8ceaaa.ry attenda.ntl, 124. • 

I!<QRAII. John Kelll, .A HUt""' oJ Political a-". 1888. probability that 
Adam Smith ... acquainted with Andencm'. views 0J1 .... t, 221. 

JACOB. William, OOlllitkralitnu.,. "" Prokditm requirul by Brilio~ .Agricul. 
tu .... and on "" Injluma oJ"" Priu oJ OOJ'"A em Eo:portalJk Prod_. 

_1~1t::'J,.":8.;;!:;;;'='E~:M.P .. bdnglll<qU<lto'O~ 
• Iimoo OR ""Prokditm~ by Bril;'A.Agrindt.,..,' to ",1IiCA are ad<WJ 

:t:."'R':':':':~t~.Gl::~:~ ~:~7Ki~~!!; ~OT;;:! 
oJ 0 ...... 161 ... ; absurdity of idea of withdrawing capital from land, 321. 

J&IlS88u, Sir Theodore, GtJIM'tIl Mazinu ;. Tf"tUU, 1713. (reprinted in tbe 
BrilioA Mer""""'. 1721), impon of ..........n .. C&I1Dot be eateemed bad, 
3, ROle 2. 

Jev .... , Wi1Iiam Stanley. 'l'1Ie 'l'1Ieory oJ Political E_. 1871. 2d eeL. 
1879, wage-fund theory &II. arithmetical trnillm, 271 ... ; tinal U.tilit1. 896. 

JohuaoD, Dr. Samuel. Dictionary oJ IA<o &.gIUA ~ 1766 ...... Ith de
fined .. riehell, money, or preciou gooda. 2. 

Jon ... RIchard • .A .. ERa" ... "" I>i<lriOutiort oJ WtaltA, and ... "" 8_ 
qf Ta=ti<m, Pan I.-RS (DO morw publiahedl. 1831 ....... of ri.oe of 
reDt, 333·5. 

JOWfIlJI au &0..00...... 8 .. Schell ... 

KINo, Gregory. Nal.ural and Political O~ and Otmd..., .. """" tAo 
8ta.U ClAd CmulitioR D/ ErtglfJlld, written 169G, table printed m Davenant'. 
Bal/UIU <If TrtJik, 1699. priated in full in George Chalmen·. E"'_ 
.0/ "" Strength qf Grtta BritA;" 1802. wealth of the kingdom ito accum ... 
Iated otook, Ii. . 

LA BIVIn., Panl·Pierre La Mercier de, L'Ord ... tIGItrtl ., _* au 
&ciilU po/itiquu. 1767. h ..... uaproductive, 24 .. 

LaU!;'1.~W'::'~.!'eo~~.!': =i:t='!;!~ ~ 
value DO", necessary to public wealth, 6--6; capital and income DO& dis-

::f:,~~~;rW::::~b:b!: :j~~t!b!r: !..und::h!:e! 
""""otdo.I07·9; IIlggeetioao cIioregarded, 122; profit reouItofrom th. 

Lock":.'1"J.:: ~~i.:!.}~:.:.:!.:r~~_ of emplOJllleallt, 
«-

Longfield, MouDtifovt, r-- .. Politi<ol E<tnIfIfOJ. Dublin. 1834. dimin. 
ishing retoml looked on ... general rule, 174; wagel depend on t.be 

=:'~ct~:::~~~;~.~t;:6:~=~ t:,elab:~~t~ 
efficiency of the lead etlieieD~ ~J»ita1, 308-9; pro6ta fall ~ &he .... 
e1Iicieat employmeato of capital_ uoed up, 3()9.1Q. 

M'CuLLomI. lohn RamoaY. on. 'Politleol _my' iD If}rrey~ 
~ ,tb eeL. Supplement, 1823. wealth coaeiaIII of material pro
ducto, 27; profit. the _ of ........ a1ated labour. 209 I lahoanr __ 
Bot; work Without: I1IbsilteDce, 263. 

- ~ fI/ Pol_ Ecoooooar. IOiIA .8id<4 4/1Ac RIM """ /'rovrfM of 
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lAo Scima, Edinburgh, 1825, 2d ed.J 1830, exchangeable nIno ....... 
tiaJ to wealth, 8; materiality DOt;: 8B8entiaJ, 28; men:ial lerva.ut. as l?rG-

:b:!~ :i;~~:ri Jhv:~ :: /!~;~~;' ::~~ = == 
which the Jlroductive power of labour is increased, 51; I8CUrity of pro
perty and IDdividoa.lism confounded, ii. ; capital defined, rn ; ltock and 

::~Dc~~C:::~~~ed.i.~;:~~~~d Lr::~i:~ ~~fix~P::iw 
!!;ft!t~l~r:d:e= l~~~~D~~h~~~g; d=~ ;~c::'f:! 
na.tural and inherent powers, 196; profits the wages of acoumula.ted 

:oo.!r'a:~::tI:l~:J:n~~:~ ~ed~~:! ~:e::F!D~lIs~ ':f-frl: 
wages caUBed by difference in the relative increue of population &1ld 
capital, 264; wages cannot fall below, but may be ahove, the coat of 
producing la.bour, 265 j _cbange of wages may cause change of habit, ib.; 
profit Dot the capitalists' proportion of the produce. 293; profit dependent 
airectlyon productiveness of industry, 294; historical fall of profit due to 
dimi.nishing returns or tuatioD, 294-5; increase of rent due entirely to 

~hl!bi~~U:~d~2b!lw:~~c:,ti~~fi:J ::aJw~:;, ~rg~~~~~ 
of wages in all employments. 3634; ~orepanciea explained. -1.; big~ 
r::!ti.!fo~!:tbcd~=n:=!~ ::nt:;~!~c:~~ ~~: absurd • 

M'~N~i:'~ ~"':.I:.:8~~i1 :J.~lf:~,!!vnd .l'i':ot.~rt::~ 
frequently reprinted), wealth Dot bullion only. 4 n.; disadvantage of 
over.~ia.lisation exaggerated. 45; DO objection to proposition that! 
what 18 saved is consumed. 98. 8u Smith. 

- The Literawn of Politlc4l &anomy, 1845, extract from Andenon, 372 flo 
~ 7'Ao Work.! of DaWJ Ri<anlo. with II ftOtiu olthe Life and WriU"II' of 

eM .Autlwr, 1846, Ricardo lucky in eacacing a literary education, 7 j hIS :.:v.;:.:tof..=. °rsr.uy .. nm vted, in the form of I.~, to • 
Macleod. Henry l>1lD1liDg. Principl .. 01 Economi<Gl Philo'02'nl/, !do ed" 

1872, capital connected With .~CUOJl', 63 no 
Maine, Sir H ..... y. &rll/ Hiewry of ImlituliolllJ, 1876, ... pita! COIlDected with 

ca.pitak. cattle. and cha.ttels. 53. 
Malthu., Them .. Robert, An EM"" on the Principl.e of Populat""" 1798, 

2d ed., 1803; 5th, 1811; 6th, 1826; '8th (a reprint of 6th~ 1878, 
private property and exchange necessary. 9;' Adam Smith cQnfounda 

~d:~lie~n!':h1~~J:';n~9~d ':b:~:~eW:~ w::l~~1!7 il~P2!i~ 
byU~c~~~i!:~~·.i. ~tl:r o:is!t:a !!!~a1ntU~3~~n ti!~a~f c;r!de:! 
133; main subject, w.; exact nature of the Principle, 134·6; nothing 
to .,rove the necessity of check! except the geometricaJ. and aritbmetical 
ratios, 135-8; indefensibility of the arithmetical ratio, 139·43; failure 
of the argument of the book. 143-4; not based on the law of dimioiBhing 
returna. 144. IBO; supposed law tha.t the annual addition to produce 
must diminish. 144·5; when population decreases the ma.rgin of oultiVfro 
tion risea. 146; deacent of margin does not prove di1J)ioution of retnrDa, 
172; poor la.w cannot benefit labourers, as W&0ge8 depend on the iocreaae 

·of subSistence. 238·39; error of tbis pointed ont by Ricardo, 239; in· 
orease of ma.nnfllCturing oapital does not raise wagea, 239·40 j this paaa .. 
age dropped, 240; price of labour expresses the wanta of society 

=e~e~~ ~~j~i:f' ~rs:;.:cbJ:dt ~i::!~~Jthemn:: e::!hlc!t:r;~6!' 
I practical deaign to improve the condition of the lower claase8,· 386. 

- A fI Irwutigation oJ tluJ OaUR of IN. Pf'tBW High Price oJ ProtJiBiOfll, 
1800, importaticu ... d growth of eel'll encouraged by the Poor Law, 239 i-
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::r:::d d~~it~D o:hiFe~:~~~ib. 386 I reuoD of delay in brinpg out 
M.llh"., Thorn .. Robert, LLetur 10 8~m!Ul WIIUbrt<rd, E.q., M. P., ... hit 

pr""...tJ Billfor tho Amendmenl of tho Poor Lao""" 1807, .hoWl aarn .. ' 
feeling and careful study of the ~r law qoeetioD, 386. 

- Ob..rvati .... "" tho Ej}"edtJ of en. C~ Lao""" lind of II Rile ",. FaIl'1I en. 
Pm. of c",.,. 011 tho Agri<ultur. _ g ...... 01 W tal/A of tho CounJry, 1814, 
impa.rtial comparison of Protection and Free Trade, 153; rntrictioD ot 
}:i::~ r:t~i!.7::. ,.rioe by forcing NOOn,.. to poorer 1a.nd, 153-4; pro-

- Tho Ground.8 of"" Opinion 011 lho Poli<V of _rioting en. ImJ1O'".IUion qf 
Foreign Oorn, 1815, da.te of publication, 161 n.; protectlOniat, 161; 
increaainyricea due to necessity of oultivating poorer loil, ib.; doel not 

- ~n,.'1~~ ~0u:.ayJ::~lho::::~"f J:.::~ S:~ Prlndp/a by 
uhich it ;., ngulaU.d, 1816, date of publication, 161 fL; high price of 
agricultural produce due to employment of inferior led, 162·3; advance 
of price retarded bl agricultural improvements, 163; effect of the argu
ment OD Ricardo, .b.; rent DOt result of mODO poly, 222: eubjeot .practi
cal one in 1816, 222-3; three caUlei of nmt, 2'13·4; four cau .. of rile of 
rent, 312·3; rise of rent must precede exteDeioD of cultivation, 31' j 
views critic\l!led by Ricardo, 321, 331 j landlord', proportion decJiniDg. 
340; • pa.mpblet on practical politics, 387. • 

- P,;ndp/a qf Poli<icollkonomV oonoi<Ierttl .mtT. II '"- '" IlIDr prtJditol 
appliauWn, 1820; 2d ed. 1836, necessary to oonrider vaJaa in eatim.'
ing weallh, 7; wealth of & country and & peopl. to be m ... ured b,. 
amount per acre and per apita, 13; • progreg' compatible with dimiD· 
uhiDg productiv8D8IIs of labour, lb.; wealth compoled of material 
objects, 27; degrees of productiveDeaI of different kind. of labour, lb. j 

diviaions of the book, M; triad of productive requisites ablJOllt, '1; 

~=ux~::.~ta~ ~~~ t-=v~· ::'~:!me:r= _r.:~ginie~=-
ing a particular kind of labour, 100; capital and raYlnue together make 
up the produce, 101 j profit calculated on annual 'Working ex~, in
cluding interest on capital, 101-2; Barton ingenioUl, 11' j but hill 

~!~=':'~' ~:.~ ;f~~t!! ~i~:: :illlab~ e~~ 
improvementa in oounteracting ~im!iliog retnrna, 167 j y:fitIJ ob. 

=t~==d~lb~ !~::=,~!:~ ~:~ ~e::t ~1;J!t~: 
which determine wagel lire lia.ble to change, 257; cauaee of change, 258 j 
orlticiem of Barton. 259; of Ricardo'. theory of profit., 290; agreement 
with Adam Smith on the IUbject, 290-1 j criticum or Rieardo on $em. 

=7io:d or=j,~ ;W~~ce! !1= i! ~iiffer:;' !er!;:eo: 
determin.d b:v IUpply .... d d.mand, 363; diotribution of la:a, 363·70; 
French la .. of aucceaion & feorful experim.n.. 370; little added to 
earlier workAr, 887 • 

. - Dtjinilimu ... Polili<al _", prt«dttJ ~ .... lnqvi., into en. Rulu 
.. hi<h ought '" guitJt Po/itito/ E.....".;.u ... en. D.jinili<nt _ .... of tllDr 
T ..... ; .mtT. R..,.",l:tI 011 en. lkvialio" f""" thuo Ruia in IJodr Writ'''l1I, 
1827, J(OOds produced and appropriated wit.hout exertion DOt. wealth, 7-8 j 
capita[ and revellue two IOrtI of expen.e, 98-9; &ecamui&tion the em· 
ploym ... , of "' .... 0. &I capiWol, 99; Iittl. added to earli... woru, 
387. 

- ~ offi.ed to Benior'. r-. 011 PopvltJtJoJa, 1828, 
teDdenoy of population to in ....... faster thaa food, 171. 

M&rcet, Mn. Jane, Conver.aJifJ",OII Political ~Mm1/, i. whid the ~ 
qflluU 8ciertt:< ..... fllmuiarl" .,.",uunerJ, 1816, wag .. dependent on tho 
proportion which ""1'iWol btaro to tile labouring populati .... 2-12, 263. 
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1farohaII, Allred and :Mary Poley, TIN EcoftomiGs oj Ind."""", 187~. faUacy 
or Mill's arithmetical example of the effect of improvementl OD rent, 887. 

--:- Alfred, Priotc>pka of .&oIIMn.,., vol i 4th ed. 1898, Malthus·. geometri. 
cal and arithmetical ratios, 143 tIo, ; Ricardo's two classes of improvements, 
825 .. ; fallaoy of Mill'. arithmetical e:mmple of the effect of improve" 
mente, 337; acal.ea of ,8ltility, 377 ; quasi·rent, '00. . 

Marx, Karl, OapiUJl : A Oriticol .dourly';' ojOapitaliU Production; tmn.lation 
edited by F. Engels, 188'1 (let German .d. 1867), .killed labour equal to 

~ r.:: 'b.:~of it~~~~ 3:~ 10 tAo ArgummtB by which . 
Mr. B_, Mr. Oobbeu, and oI11<re """" att<mp/ttl to prove Uurt 0"",
"'....,. "'IIOC a .......... oj National W..,ltl~ 1808, wea.lth ooDlliste of volu

.'able objects, 6; national wealth measured by the pt:!I' eapUG amount, 
12.13; oonaiBta of powers of ~ual production, 17; productive and nn· 
productive labour I Z1; international commerce a branch of division of 
labour which allOw. loca.liaation of indu8try. 48 j capital an annual 
produce. 90 ; consumption to full amount of production, ill. 

- E_ of Political EClltlDm1l, 1821, 2d eel 1824, 3d ed. 1826, pro
ductive ana unproductive labour, ~; division of the book, 34-6; -
treatment of production, 39; two requisites of production, 41 j provi. 
Bion of, iJuilnimentB and materiaJa is capital, 94-6; oapit&l a .tock, 

::A ~:ng'"::~t &~~~d~ct=~ll~;Wau::e:'y!!: :7! 
fixed capital facilitateslroductioD, 112 n. j amount of oapital r8JtQla.tea· 
amount of industry, 11 j circulnting ca.pital IUlimilated to fixea, 121; 
diminishing returns a.u. invaria.ble rule. except in new colonies, 169; 
diatributioD enly concerned with wagea, profit, and :rent, 189; rent not 
to include 'Profit on capital inveeted, 196; desire to strengthen tbe claim: 

:!w~,C&~~!'.i!6t~~ ~.:!: ~to!'rd":.iwji'a,e:..,";E~~~~a:2~2 ~ 
Aid to be ahlitract, but; mcuu_ meaDI of raising wages, 259; wages 
dependent on proportion between population and -capital, 259·60; popu
lation has • tendenoy to increase faster tha.n capital, 261·2; limitation 
of births ca.n raise w~ to any height, 262-3 j profits depend on w8£ea. 

~t!;~~o~i=!ori:if:r offp:O~o!i~ ~Ae:d~~7~~t ~r!ue: 
&8 the e1fec1i of capital deorea.ses, 332 j confused ideas a.s to the proportions 

d!ler;:=~;!:= rfo=~i:t:~:'o~~~!:::~ toor~~o:: 
thel&Dle time, 376-6; oorreot, but adds little to Adam Smith, lb.; objec
tion, 376·7. 

Mill, Johu Stuart, EBeav. 011 ..... UmtUkd Questi .... oj PolitiCiJl' Economv, 

~::~:;~~~f ~;:i~v!~~~~ :~ordf I-:~l.'few~ ~; 
m;:i~O:g ~~~~~~ee:=~:~~tiEnro!:d ~~),ll!ti:n '!fS:~ 

. book, 390. -

- t,.~ncip~,"{~it~ .t=.Y6:"!t~~:-~pt.?f~,Io:!fti! 
Dot b:fuou only, "tI. j exchangeability essential to wealth, 8 j la.W8 of 

~=i!::g r;::d!!~vt!=~3~ru;~811~j l:°=ctic::ra1!~e ~~ 
exoluded from na.tiODaJ. income, 81; theory of production CODsists of 
ohliern.tioDB on the three requisites, 40 j labour and land primary, 
capital additional, 42; ch&ne:e of ocoupatioD and sloth, 46; oonseqnences 
of invention not to be attrIbuted to diviaion of labour, 47 j De~lect of 
territorial division of labour, 49; division of labour alloWi ita dutribu .. 

:!p::f::ll~ .~~ri~ :::ri~ ~ !a:~~i:~0in!=!iU;rc:tn:cJ::,ea:! 
lb. ; other caUlea, ill .• capital aD accumulated atock and hlutt of lAving. 
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pr .. ..u4 '" 1110 Bt1U8Il IAiI _OM (1818.14), rupuling 1110 eo.... Law.. 
181'-16, No. 26, Sessional Yol. V" 'progren of imFQVemeut,' 156: high 
prico n ........ ry lor cultivation of poor land, 156; landlord'. proportion 
Of produoe declining. 340. 

Repor< jrtm& 1110 ikl<d Com1nittu ... 1110 Poor Low • ..,;q, 1110 Minu/u oJ 
~ cmtJ cm.APJM1Uli%, 1817. No. 462, Se&sionai vol. vi, Dumber of 1::: :fIlled dependent on the amount of fonda for maintonanoa of 

Pira _ S_ Ropor/I br 1M 1ArdiI C.....uu.. 011 1M lIutJm¢ortqf CaM 
p,.",-, 1819, No. 291, 8eBBicmal voL ilL, nmnbar of Enclosure Aota, 
160 . 

.ftoW Repor< jrtm& 1110 lJommiuioMnJ Gf>POi- '" coll<d informtJlion rdaU .. 
It> lhe ~ qf Ohild ..... in FrM:toriu, 11183. No. 4DO, S ... lona! 

T;~ R';;;:~~ ~ ;J:,iDB:!':":: u:=. u::t:.~ ...... 1836, 
No. 465, Sessional voL viii. pt. 2, number of Enolosure Acta, 160. 

WGBtt Landi /Incloltln .dell, 1843, No. 325, SesaioD:cBl vol. Ilvili., numbea 
of Enclosure Acta, 160. -

P ..... eIl. Sir HIIDIY, Speech in HIlofIoItM'd, denieI law of diminishiDg retumll, 
161·2-

Petty. Sir Wi.lli&m, Verbum S4pieRt1, 1691, comprehensive computation of 
D&tion&l wealth, 4:; aggregate and Dot average weiltb, 11 ~ predeoesaor 
of Giffen'. GrotDlA of CGfJitGl, 14. . 

-:- S<WIIYII 8""'11' ill Politi<al A._it, 1699, aapltal the .took of • trad. 

Pitt."'~::rI':!7"!p.!!hnin B.....,...." relief as I right ~ large famili .. , 124 
POJlIaI, Jean. Didiormaire do .... do .............. now ed., Baale 1736, houaea 

productive, 24 n. 
Poor Low Repor<. S .. PMI~P __ • ' 
Porter. G. Ro, Progrull of u.. Nolion in ito ...nov. eoeial _ WJtIOmietJl 

rdolionl. from 1110 beginning oJ 1M "inetuntA _"'1110 lhe fJ"'"'II-' 
1836, prices of wheat, 149; Dumber of Enclosure Acts, 150. -

Poetlethwayl, Malachi, Di<lionMy 'II Trada _ C ............ 2d ed. 1757. 
national wealth-depeDdent OD quantity of bullion, 2 n. 

Pmyer, Boole 01 Common, health and wealth together cover welfare, 1. ' 
Pulteney, William, Earl of Bath, COMideroticnu on.lAt. pruent.taU qf Public 

A.j[<*r., 1779, naticmal wealth identified with oapital.wealth, 16. 

QUU~~en~:n:'bi::~t:~ri~h!~~~ith~ ~~~ 
productions,' 16 j 'rich888e8 rmnuellea J the aubject of the economical 
table, ill. ; productive a.nd sterile labour, 19-21; sterile labour O&D pro
dU08, 22 no ; the term I distribution.' 184-6;: inefficiency of !abolU' due to 
insuffioiency of wll8ea, 232. 

RIOUDO, DAVID. 2'IIe EI"'fIA PM qf B1Illion II proof qf 1M Dtprt<iaU<m oJ 
Bank Nota. 1810 (4th ed. repro In Worl:.o. pp. 261·301). a pamphlet Oil 
practical politioa. oontaining tho IUbotanco of lettera to the Morning 
CI,ronici6, 3. 

- RopI" '" Mr. B06tJ6Ul'l'I.·. P .... di<al O_ioM ... tI!e R.porI qf lhe 
Bull"", CommiUu, 1811 (repr. in Worl:.o, PPO 305·66). pamphlet on 
practical politi.., a. 

-.t.':.~K."'t.~!t-~~,~~":.~a;.::ion~ ~~!~ 
Afr. MaltlwK. two la8t publieationl, 'Aft lnqujry into the Nature qf Rt:M.' 
_ • TM Grounda oJ .... Opifliotlon 1M Policy oJ B.-riding lhe Tmporla. 
Cion oJ Foreign Com.' 1815 (2d ed. repro in lVorl:.o, pp. 367·90), date of 

~b!C;~='~:~~J. ~~~:~!:::m: :!tt!w~::~~:eJr::: 
...... of ron .. 226·7; weg .. depend ou the oomparati.e growth of popu· 

2D 
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Iatlon and O&pital, 242·3; low price of com advocated .. prodams high 
profitt, 280; profits f&U with 'progresl in coDsequence of the greater 
aiffiOillty in producing neoeesa.nee, 280.2; increase of reot due only to 
fall of profit caused by diminution of retUJ'DI, aUi; Dumerieal illultra
tiOD, 315·16; iDtereat of landlord 0rposed to tha.t of every other clau, 
816; rent cannot be r.i.ed by fall 0 waget, 321; nor by improvemenu, 
ii.; exce~t temporarily, 321·2; • free trade pamphlet, 388. 

Ricardo, DaVId, f'ropoR<ll8 for IJIO l!J_icaJ _ Suu .. C ..... """, IDitIo 
ObservalionB on th< Profits of the Bam.kof J!nglamd, '" thqrtflorl. th< public 
_ Ih< proprietor. oj Bam.k Stock, 1816 (2d eel. repr, \a Wor.l:.t, pp. 

-~~)p~=I::; p:ZE::t~;:;l~.;.,a.l""', 1817, 2d eel. 1819, 
3d ed. 1821 (repr. in Wor.b), value different from riehee, 7 J private 
property taken for granted, 9; progr8111 oompatible with diminilhing 
productiveness, 13; question of unproductive l&bour Dot dealt with, 27 ; 

, arrangement of the book, 33-4; distribution not; production the whjm, 

rJn~~'!:n 7=~=1, o~l~h~:~~:n~l:~eI~o:!ti~:~~ lD~~=led.~~; 
B~~~,:f~;r~t~~-:'; C=~~~!r i:b!,~~~;Ii~'~;!;:!~~fc:. 
oulating capital, 115-16; reference to Weat, 160-1 ft.; return. to 
indl18try do actHa.Il,. diminish, 166 j praise of Torrene, 168; distribution 
into W&gei, profits, and rents, the princitw problem of political economy, 

!:~i:=!!: ;::!:t:!:~t c: i:~i:te ;~fi::D~!~~::!~:~~ 
able from the land, 195·6; profits a lurplna over wages, 206; neooaaary 
to cause laving, ib. ; cause of rent, 227; theory of wage. affected by 
reading Torrens, 243; natural and market ratel of wages, 246·60; real 
wages unaffected by changes in the price of food or taxation, 250-7; 
natural rate rejected by MalthuB, 257; profit. f&lJ iD CODleqHeDC8 of 
diminishing returne, 285-9; D.O cau .. of naing rent except diminuhing 
retuma, 321 ; variation of wagt>8 cannot affect rent, th. ; improvement. 
temporarily diminish rent, 322-5... argument baaed on U8omption of 
equal additions to the produce of each capita~ 326; with regani to 
money rent it requirel!l tbe B81Dmption of proportionate additioDl, 326-7 ~ 
second cla.u of improvemente, 3Z1·B; argument oompletely errGneooe, 
329·31 ; admiuioD that improvement. may eventually raise rent. 331-2, 

:::g~ in::~:~ :!d d=~ ;:b~~ ~thbuf::r~:-~f ifr::,oe ~~;~gh~ 
'money wages' vary with the proportion of produoe mi,"" rent falling 
to wagea, 347; causes of variation in these money wages, 348·52; nothing 
to say .. to proportion of prodaoe falling to rent, 362-3; probable belief 
B8 to the three proportiOD8, 353-4; differencee of W&g81 in different em
ploymentl. 362-3; formula. for rent paid in rBlIpect of different capita1e 
at the same time. 373-5; the work caD only be properly underit.ood 
when read along with Ricardo'. practical pamphlets. 3S8, 

- 0.. ProUd ..... to -Agri<1dI ..... 1822 (4th eel. repro \a Woru, pp. ~·98), 
return.lOmetim. increue, 167. 

- Spuchu ia HtuI4fJId, d""" DOt admit that reta"", do in ........ 167. 
- Letter. of, to Tlwmu Robtrl MaI.tJw6, eeL Jamee Bonar, 18ff1, abundance 

and wealth, 7 ft. ; productive labour, P!1 ft, j ... viog may be uDproductive 
expenditure, 110ft. ; macbioerydiatinguiehed from capita1.112-13; datu / 
of publiea.tion of pamphlete in 1815, 161",,; reatriction of impone 10 ...... 
profits, 164·5; LiN PM written before reading Weet, 1671L : error of 
MaIthu.'. theory that the poor law could not; in.creue food, 239; theory 

_ o;';4!t.I. i!' ~I~u:!~r opinioDl.' 388. ~ 

Richa=: Willi ..... ::j~="':i':~f~ ~~"'::I ~:= 
/0 __ ~me_ aUribaled ... Sir M. Decltor), 17'" _tioDal 
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waJth dependent on qU&Iltity of bullion. 2 tI.; the word t capital,' 
66 ... 

Rlvlwe, Lo MeTcier deJa. S .. La RI.ia-... 
Rogen, J. E. Thorold, Tho Fir" Nine y""", o/IM. Bank 0/ England, 1887, 

misquotation of tho ACt, 8 end 9 W. " M.obap. n. 64 .. 

SAY, JJW{.JI.uoornmo, 'l'ra;U cf Economit PoUtique ... limple ~ de z.. 
manib'e clont d/O'f"TMfIl, Be awn"butfrt d lit comomment I" rich_ell, lat ed.. 
1803, 2d ed. 1814, national wealth a 111m of vaiGeI, 6·7; l.&rtly oomposed 

;;imT:r-;~~ Jl=,~: ;di:r~o: ::e!b.:.:o~~ ;o~~u~t::, ~~ea:: 
aClvantagea of division of labour, 46; distribution OODcerned with wage., 
'profit, end .... t, 188·9. . . 

, ScheUo, G., Du Pum de Nt:mOUt'. " fkolo l'Ayrio<ratiguo, 1888, China 
- fashionable' in Adam Smith'. time, 12 Do -

- JourtI<Jl dea ECOfIt>1IIiI!lu, July 1888, dote of Turgot's Rijlez:ioru, 183 flo 
Senior, Naasau William, Two Lecturu Oft PO'J)U.ia.lion, eo which u added • 

corruponden<. beltDeen 1M. t>UtAor """ the R ... T. R, Ma.UhtUl, 1829, pro· 
teat against the belief that popul&tion tends to outrun subsistence, 170; 

- ~L~~ ~,t"ii~~°j: Wag .. , tDilA II prif .... on the ",Us .. """ 
:r:!~{::: t~=oe7ia~:~~;:~~::dn~: ::: ::::: 
of labourer., 267. 

- PolvkaJ Ecmwmy In Encgcloptzdio M<tropolv ...... 4to, pt. 43 (vol vi,) 
1836, aDd reprinted frequently in .epa.rate form, STa, political economy 
not applicable where no exche.ngea take ,Pla.ce, 9.; yet univeraally true 10 
fa.r ae rega.rd. the nature a.nd production of wealth, 10; wealth not 
m&terial objects only, 28; productive and unproductive, 28~30; theory 
of production OOJUIistl of obsenation8 as to the three requuitea, 40; 
la.bour and la.nd 'primary, capital .eccmdary, 41; invention not alway. 
the result of diVJaion of labour, 49; conception of capital, .103 ; fixed 
and circulatmg ea.pital, 106; capital IUld division of labour, 110·11; 
fixed capital ficilit&tea production, 112 fa. ; CBp'itai and the amount of 
industry. 117; higber profita on small capitals, 1934; distinction 

~i:i~~ rla-:~lf~J of!::!a7 J::~J ;P::ta~d f~·:: ;!o~::i~7.C:; 
rise of rent in Engla.nd due to increased productiveneu. 335; proportiona 
in which produce is divided between rent, wages, and profits, 357·8; 
differencea of wagea in different emp1oymenta, 364; profit. in ri.ky 
bueineaaes. 369. 

8lamondi, J. O. L. Simond. d., Do z.. Ri<Aeue O~ ... principu 
d'oIco .. mit 1"'liliqm a.ppliqutB & z.. Ugi8latitm cIu """'-' 1803, produ •• 
tive and unproductive, 25; view of rent objected to by MaIthua, 222-

Sk .. t, W. W.o Etymological Dieti .. ..." of Ihe Ilingl;'~ LangtJllge, 1882, 
wealth an utended fotm pf weal, 1 n. 

Smith. Adam, Aft Inquiry iRlo eM NalUN And CClWU 0/ tIN WualtA qf 
N~, 1776, word wealth in title, 1 ; wealth not bullion only, 2.; im~ 
portance of exohau~ea.ble value, 6; private property natural, 9; nation 
• collection of indiVlduala, 10; natioDal wealth lOmetimes average, lome. 
times aggregate, 11·12; lometimes produce per acre, 12; China wealthy, 
12ft. ; wea.lth oonfused with happiness and comfortacoording to MaJthuI, 
13; income wealth the lIubject, 15·)6 j productive and unproductive, 18. 
~ j income wealth consist. entirely of material object., 24:; inconsistency 
aboot durability. 25; productive an honourable, and unproductive a 
humiliating appellation, 26 n.. j individuals' riohes, 'n j dinaioDl of the 
book. 32; circulation and production. 36; theory of yroduction, 36·8; 
diviaion of labour the only 081118 of increased prodUCtiVeDesI, 36; early 
part of Book J.; an euayon division of labour. 37; confusion between 
productive and ueful, and between proportion and absolute number of 
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productive and unproductive I&bou ....... 37·8; orIgin 01 the liriad 01 
productive re<:\u.iBite8, 40; everything purohued by labour, 43; divillOD 
of labour equivalent to sePM'8.tiOD of employments, '"; due to • truck· 
ing diBpOllitioD, lb.; three advantages, 46; over •• pecialidation, 45-6; 
frequent change of oocupation caUIB8 .loth, 46; invention of machinery, 
46-7; OmiUiOD of localisation of industry, 47·8; difference. of natural 
talent depreciated, 50; capital and .took, 55·6 j circulating and bed 

:~i:~~:':b~=~~~,8:::O~di:~nmcd:;;~=i~~,t::C1:'iD:m~: 
for consumption, ciroula.tinl and fixed capital, 60·4; oapital IOmetimeil 

::!f~:d~ :t~r~~~~~l:e t =U~~:f:~:7t t~o~i!~i~e!:::: 
~;i:'fid:::~cl!~, :~~~: ;r~~~c!: 7fr:;B f::~t~: Jl~;i:r:~1~! 
• profit, 79; to enable labour to be divided, 80·3; IODation of fixed 
capital to abridge labour, 83; function of cirouta.ting capital to furnish 
wages and materiaJs, and to put labour into motion, 84; money excluded 
84-5; money and fixed ca.pital included, 85; differe:o.t quantities of 
industryeet in motion by four different employments of capital, 85-9; 

~:e~i~iJ!n:n~WZli:;:be :at~~ oh~{g:~~t~~ ~~~te;o~ 
'distributed' in title of Bk,I., 183; the term borrowed from Queanay, 
185; theory of distribution tacked on to • theory of pri .... 186·8; gr ... 

~gg-2 ~e!e!:n~cl~:':°iro~~at=:;ta~e::~w::~ f!:~:'I~n: ;h:~ 
produce of labour the natural wages of labour, 200; profit. not a .on of 
wages, 200-1; obtained beca.U88 capitalist. ha.zard their etock, 201; 
labourers agree beoa.U88 oeoeesitous. 201-2; .upposed alternative theory, 

~-n;; :~~~~l~~f~!~.:rt~:th~;.~r:t~~:0:r, :~:: 
217; food for man always affords rent, 217-18; other thing. .mneUm81 
do and .ometimes do Dot afford it, 219; 'diatribution J deale with wagel 

c:~ ~:fi::=":~:ie~~ ~.::: ::~-~e h!\~:~.!d:: 
234; wages determined by • barga.in. N.; ordinary minimum the 
amount neceuary to maiDtain a family, 235; fiuctuation. above and 
below, 235--7; money wagee dependent on price of provisions, 237 J 
rrofita vary inversely with wealth, 276; high profit. compatible with 

ig~tB~~7 ; in n:: =loni::fit!7:;'~ 10-:' ~v;.r!a::,d :. ~~ s:m... reiec~y Ri~ Bchool. 279 ; ...... of rille of reD'- 310·12; 
new criticiaed by Buchanan, 312 ; contradictory theories .. to the pro
portioo of produce taken by reut, 83940 ; DO theory .. to proportion. 
falling to wag .. Bnd profito. 340 ; ad .... tages of all the cliff.rent employ. 
mena eqaaJ., 359-60; five cironmstancea which coonterbalaDce differeaa. 
of pecuniary wages, 360-2; more labour ~ an hour. hard work than ill 
two hOlll'l' 8&81 buain6ll, 363; view that esteem for peculiAr tale:D.t ra.t.e. 
partioular wagee rejected. by Jdalthu, ib.; difference. of pec1IIliary 

~~~~~r::l'::!i~fD~g~ro~~::yb6u.a::.:~rs~=* 
:!r.1~::!:~tI7 ::=!i~~oltim~di:t a':3~to ~~ 
_.864-

Spence, Thomaa • .A Lm ..... ....., <II 1M p~1oical Bodd" m New<4/JIk. OIl 
N""'"""- IlIA. 1776. far Prn.tjng of .. hicA 1M &x:idr dOl 1M .AvtM,-
1M _ 10 up<J Ai .. (repr. ""d eel. by H. M. HyndmaD In TI>e 
NtJti<maIu..tion of 1M LcJntl in 1776 aM 1882, 1862). earlJ fWCllDJU>. 

8pe.'!. ~=.=~}~ ... ~. d<dWMlJ-
MlIR ... ti:l"lionw.IAc ............. '1,.".. WeGlI4qf 1tatioM"""_rl<iIu, 
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"...."..;tll- _ ..... d<ritJod /r<IttI ....... ;..n......, i ....... ..z ... a",1 
....ul ..., bo tift<Utl ..... • hough ................ __ """;Ailak<I, 1807. 
1I.tiODal wealth an accumulation, 17. 

SpeD .. r. Herbert, T .... N .... __ 1M s-. 1884, antiolpa.ted by laooph 
Townsend, 129. S-.,-

Sand 9 W. '" M. -(1697), oh. 20. word • ... pital·".ed .. anadjootive. 54. 
13 Goo. m. (1773). cb. 43. rol&ntion of OOI'D I&wo. 151 n. 
81 Goo. m. (1791). cb. 30. modification of COI'D I&wo. 150~ . 
44 Goo. m. (1804). ch. 109. OOI'D I&wo otronJ<thoned, 151. 

Steuart, Sir Jam .. , Principles of Polilicallil_y. 1767.dioappronl of 
. estima.ting national wealth by the quantity of coin in circulation, '; 

division of tho work. 32; localiution.,!! indl18try, 43 ... 

T_. Oo!uidet'tJtionl .... 1765, common belief that if living Ie oh .. p wag .. 
.... will be low, 234 tI. ~ . 

Q'ooke. Thorn .. , A HisWry of Pricu and of , .... _ of , .... OirculatiOfJ ,,'Om 
Torr!!:~ ~~ ~~~~S:~c;,.!~~~ P~:Si8~~'a 

disquisition on distributioD, 35; long title, 167·8; praised b~ Ricardo, 
168; diminishing returnl used in argument againBt com laWI, lb. ; 
natural wagee those to which the labourer is accustomed, 243-6; treat.. 
ment of wages &Pf:ded a.nd followed by Ricardo, 246; necessity of 
:r-S~~ ~ ari!~r:: ~t, 320; protection tantamount w pen" 

- An i_ on , .... Production of Weal!A, with IJfJ APflen<iiM. in tohiM ,h. 
principles of politi<G/ .......,.". ..... appli<d to ..... .... vol ~ OJ = :n:~:;l~~b:t!~e~!l~c:n 8e:=c;:!J:!:o~ :ero: :t~ 
division of politie&l economy, 35; first long treatise OD production, 39 j 
three iDetrumentB of production, 41; localisation of industry, 49; fixed 

~i;t8J~ac.!:!= ~=ti:ng!~~ :W~~69 ~:J= ~:o:c:n.: 
Tow::n~ l:::;ttalD!!:u':::! r~~u:!~~by G1Dtll-Wl&et- to ~ 

kind, 1786, repr.1817, a.ndin OveratoD.e'eBt.ltd Tracts, 'MiJcellaneoua' 

i~ /:::; l!;:~:: of POE=~ ~:=;:,;~~n:tti:,e~~ 
tion of oottagea .. = to pOpu1&ti.OB. 129-30; propoul8 for reform, 
130 ... 

- A J_ 'hrough Spain in , .... !JUWO 1786 _ 1787 with fHJrlictdar 
attention to the agricolt ..... ....... "' ........... com......,.. poptdat ..... _. 
and .......... of ,Iu:t.t eountry. _ ......... 1:3 in -"rag 'hrough II jOGrl of 
Ff"CVIIU., 1791, 2d eel. 1792, • principles of population,' 129. 

irurgot, A. R. J., IN.flo>;ioM .... /a f07Tll4t;"" et /a diMibution des riehoeses. 

!1~bo~e':~t~d~ditff!::n~~r-':il!,'~:-"u'!! :; ie:!~ m:~~~: 
183-4; date of the work, 183 tL; bare subsistence wages, 232-

- Ob.ervationa .... It. mimoiro do N. do Saim.Pt:I'rWf/, dO.. atotelllllllt of-· 
tho 1& .. of diminlehiog roturoa, 147·8. 

Twias. Sir Trovero. Y iotD of the ProgretJ. of Politi<G/ BCbtIOfTIy m Etwopo 
nncc the ~ eenttt"Y, 1847, criticlam of Adam Smith'. inclusio». of 
revenue in stock, M; thia Dot noticed by J. S. Mill. lOa 

VA"!.~~~;: ::~':~ :':::~'th! :,,~e::f 
their 8ubjects, 124-

W.ur:UULD, EDWDJ) Gomoll, A. IfIII'UM1I iftto tAt nature tll'ldCGwuqftAe. 
W...u.\ 'If UfIlionl. br "' ... BmiUt. with ..... .trom Ri<ot-do • .4(·Oullocll, 
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